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FOREWORD.

At the Annual Meeting of the Numisumtic Society for 1915,

the suggestion was advanced that *'So much work has now

been done on the coins of the Saltans and Emperors of Delhi

that further progress will depend on the efforts of specialists in

the co-ordination of information available from known coins,

and in historical research. There- is still a wide field in the

study and elucidation of those passages of the Indian histo-

rians which relate to numismatics in general. The Secretary

then proposed that a list of histories containing such informa-

tion should be made, and that the work of collecting passages

hearing in any helpful way on the study of coins and their

mints should be divided among members of the Society, each

member taking one historian. This suggestion was adopted

by the meeting and the Secretary was asked to take early

steps to carry it into effect. The outcome of the resolution

was remarkable. During the ensuing 5"ear there appeared in

the J.A.S.B. Numismatic Supplement No. XXVII three articles

from the pen of Professor S. H. Hodivftla :
‘ The Bijapur

Rupees of 1091 A.H., "The Gulkanda Rupees of Shahjahan.'

‘ The Meaning of Tanki,* elucidating problems in Mughal Nu-

mismatics hitherto unsolved, by references to original sources.

At the next Annual Meeting of the Society the President, allud

.

ing to the suggestion made for constructive work by the

Society ’’ in the previous year was able to point to “ Mr. Hodi-

vala’s notes’’ as ""specimens of the first fruits.” During the

next five years appeared a series of further articles all written

oil the same lines. There were, in N.S. XXVIll, 1917. "" The

l)irham-i-Shar‘ai,” "" The Weights of Aurangzeb’s Dams,”

Some Heavy Rupees of Bahadur Shah Shdh ‘Alam,*' ‘‘ The

Mint-name Srinagar,” Bahadurgarh,
"

" A'zaranagar,” “ The

Muradi Tanka.” "‘ Firuzgarh in N.S. XXXI, I9lH. ‘"The

Mandu Gold Couplet,” "" The Katak Rupees of Ahmad Shah/’

‘"Notes and Suggestions about some Unassigned or Doubtful

Mughal Mints”; in N.S. XX XIV, 1920, ‘"Abul Fazl s Inven-
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tory of Akbar’s Mints/’ ''Notes and Queries regard]ugAlughi'

I

Mint-Towns”
; and in N.S. XXXV, 1921, " Historical Notes on

the Honorific Epithets of Mughal Mint-Towns,” '* The Laqab
‘ Sfthibqir&n-i-gflnl.’ ” The present Memoir containing twenty

-

four more articles is the culmination of Professor HodIvalS’s

labours. The work which he has accomplished is, in the writer’s

opinion, remarkable in many respects. In the first place, Pro-

fessor HodlvSlft’s wide and extremely accurate knowledge of

the Persian historians of India and of the works of European

travellera has enabled him to bring together in this series of

studies, including those in the present volume, what for all

practical purposes is an exhaustive lis^ of all references bearing

upon the Mu|j^al coinage, and he has thus been able, for

that period at least, to accomplish single-handed a piece of re-

search which the Society in 1915 considered could only be per-

formed by a number of its members working in co-oporation.

But he has not been content with a mere list. His knowledge

of numismatics has led him to carry his investigation a step

further : and it would be no exaggeration to say that these

studies, in which the information derived from original au-

thorities has been applied to the principal problems connect-

ed with the Mutual coinage, have set at rest at least half

of the controversies that have engaged numismatists during the

past half centur3^ It will suffice to mention here the fiood of

light that has been thrown upon Akbar’s monetary system by

such articles as those on ''The Meaning of Tanki,” "The

MuradI Tanka,” " Abul Fazl’s Inventory of Mints” and Nos.

Ill, IV, V, VI, and VII in this Memoir.

Although Professor Hodivala’s book is concerned in the

first instance with coinage, it would be a mistake to suppose

that it. has an interest only for the numismatist. The histo

rian and the student of economics should find here stores of

valuable material, not readily available elsewhere, and not in-

frequently something more^ The study entitled The Coin Le-

gend Allfihu Akbar” (No. V in this volume) is, for example, an

important contribution to the subject of the Emperor Akbar’s

religion, and there is much matter equally suggestive scattered

throughout these chapters. To have read the proof sheets, as
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the writer of this foreword, has done, has in itself been a liberal

education in the history of the Mughal period. He feels confi-

dent that the critical acumen displayed in the patient sifting

of evidence as well as the author’s erudition and familiarity

with the by-ways of Oriental lore will make as strong an appeal

to others as the^' have made to him, and that these ‘‘ His-

torical Studies in Mughal Numismatics,” the harvest of so

many years^ devoted labour, will win from scholars both in and

outside India the wide appreciation they merit.

A word of explanation is needed, in conclusion, on the

scheme of transliteration employed in this Memoir. In the

main body of the text that adopted by the Council of the

Asiatic Society of Bengal has been used ; but in all quotations

the orthography as it stands in the original texts has been

preserved. This plan has, as can readily be conceived, added

considerably to the labour of proof correction and printing:

but every effort has been made to keep errata within the limit

of the iiTeducible minimum.

Lucknow,

August, 1923 .

C. J. BROWN.
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ERRATA

Page 1, 1. 2S, 'for Baiil to me read
saw mo.

,, 8, 1. 6. from foot, for read

„ 29, 1. 34, for forb ringing read

for bringing.

„ 37, 1. 6, for live read three.

,, 42, 1. 27, for jalalxihu read
jalahihu,

,, 45, 1. 2, for Aslit-sidhi read
Asht-siddhT*.

,, 61 ,1. 14, for comma read full-

stop after remark.

„ 64, Note 1. 6, for negative
reetd negatived.

, , 59, Note 1. 3, for 1 1 read 101

.

„ 62, Note, 1. 0, add Text I. 202.

,, 66, 1. 36, for Chiigul read

Chugul.

,, 69, 1. 21, for differing read
differs.

,, 69, 1. 7 from foot, for taPi

read t&li*.

,, 7 ), 1. 16, for tal‘i read tSli*.

70. I. 18, /or 207 rrod 237.

,, 74, J. 5, from foot, for bad
read had.

,, 75, 1 22, . for 124 A.H. read

1124 A.H.
„ 76, Note 1. 3, for Ed. read E.D.

,, 77, 1. 9, for or read a.

,, 78, 1. 20, for on read an

,, 84, Noto 1 2, for An-iil-haq

read An al-Haqq.

,, 87, 1. 14, /or statues read.

statutes.

,, 88, 1. 27, for [Sir] E. D. read

Oeneral.

,, 90, 1. 36, for tbeir read their.

93, 1. 29, delete b

,, 99. 1. 14, for Qat‘i read Qft.Vi.

PJO, 1. 5 from foot, for two
read three.

,, 100, 1 4 from foot, /or pp. 194

and 198 (Text, 325, 326)

read pp. 194, 196 and I9K

(Text, 324, 325).

,, 101 ; 1. 19, for aj* read aJT.

,, 119, Note, I. 10, for iiomes

read name.

„ 137, 1. 24, for read

Page 138, 1. 27, for have read has.

,, 144. 1. 16, for jLfc read

,, 150, the Persian passage is to
be read as a continuation
of Note 1

,
p. 149.

,, 158, 1. 34, for aacrieficed read
socrificed.

,, 1G3, Noto, in MuIlA Chffnd's
horoscope, the Sun should
be shouii in the twelftli

house, Virgo.

,, 17 1 , 1. 10, for historiss read
histories.

,, 173, 1. 7, for NurcahSn read
Niirjali&n.

,, 177, Noto 1. 11, for seatterred
read scattered.

,, 1 77, Noto 1. 16, for Ladak read
Ladfikh

,, 170, 1. 3 from foot, for charam
read oharne

„ 180, 1. 15, for 382 read 363.

„ 182, I. 27, for .Ljf read

„ 183, Noto. 1. 6, for 1-1 1 rend
1911.

,, 189, 1. 37, for 00 shflhis read
200 shahis

,, 195, 1. 25, for shawls read
carpets.

,, 106, Note 1. 2, for extrat read
extract.

,, 199, Note 1. 11, add p. 16a//'7'

AthSr.

,, 205, 1. 12, for tarikh read
tifrTkli.

,, 208, Note 2,1. 1 , for 167th and
30th read 157th and 3l8t.

,, 209, Note 1. 2. for 166. 230,

24th and 2.30th read 157.

220, 14th and 22(»th respec-
tively.

,, 217, Note I. 1, for 15th read
nth.

„ 217, I. 25, for Miftah read
MiftBh.

,, 219. last lino, read o fiillstop

after more.

„ 220, I 1,/ar Mongol read the

Mongol.

.

,, 220, 1 2, delete the before

southern.



X errata.

Page 221, 1. 41, /or ‘jTalob rtad
Xalib.

£27, 1. 17, for I. i. ii. read
1: ii. 7*J.

„ 220, 1. 21, /or 1010 A.C. read
1618 A.C.

,, 242, Note 1. 2, delete the

u'ords tbe rupee of.

,, 251, 1. 4, add 276 after Dow>
son. VII.

„ 2o2, I. 2, for Sebasiein read
Sebastian.

,, 260, 1. 4 from foot delete

[ ]•

Papje 274. 1. 20, for 1661 A.C. read
1000 A.C.

,, 284. 1. 16, delete comma after
Qasinrs.

,, 297, Note 1. 9. insert hnd
passed aHer sunrise.

,, 298, 1 14. /or Kazvfn read
Qazvfn.

,, 298, 1. 16, for Vslnd’s read
Vahid’s.

,, 302, 1. 0, The figure 2 should
be placed at Khltn, and
before Aiirangzeb's, 1. 13.

Note.



HI8T0RICAL 8TUDIE8 IN
MUGHAL NUMI8MATIC8.

I. SHAHRUtyilS.
The Autobiography of tlie Emperor Babur, the * Memoirs "

of Jauhar the afiabcht and the Humayun-mma of tlie Princess

Gulbadau are all full of references to a silver coin called the

shahru^x. The name is undoubtedl}^ derived from that of a
son of the great Timur who was so called from that conqueror
having received the news of bis birth just after ho had, in

playing chess, checked the king ( »U ) with the ( )
Kook or

Castle. (D* Herbelot, Biblioiheque Orientate, s.v. ;
Markham,

Narrative of Clavijo’s Embassy to the Court of Timur, 142,
Note

; Sir T. Colebrook, J.R.AB,, 1877, p. 395, Note ; Tarxtb'i
Rashidi, Trans. Elias and Ro.ss, 202, Note.)

Sultan Shahrukb was born on 14 Rab l ll, 779 A.H. and
reigned for more than forty years.(807-855A.H.) His coinage
had an extensive circulation in several Asiatic countries, and is

fairl.y well represented in our Museums and private collections.

(Rodgers, Catalogue of the Coins of the Indian Museum, Part
IV, pp 122-3

; British Museum Catalogue of Oriental Coins,
VII, pa.ssim

; White King, Sale Catalogue, Pt. Ill, 2654 2062).
Let me now cite the passages in which this shahrulM is

mentioned by our authorities.

The revenues of Kabul, whether from the cultivated
land or from tolls (tamgha) or from dwellers in the open
country, amount to 8 laks of shdhruMxa”

Memoirs of Babur, Trans A. S. Beveridge, 221= Leyden
and Erskine’s Trans. 151. Persian Trans. (Bombay, Lith. 1308
A.H.), p. 80, 1. 14.

Some Nilabis ^ came and said to me at the ford head
iguzar bmhi), bringing a horse in mail and 300 shdhruJMa as
an offering.*' [925 A.H.]

A. S. Beveridge, Trans. Memoirs of Babur, 379. Erskine's
Trans. 253; E,D. IV, 231 ; Persian Trans. 141, 1. 3.

1 NiUb (blue water) b the old name of the Sind or Indus, (E.D II
562; VJ, 312-3). It is also the name of a town on its left or eastern
bank, about fifteen miles below Atak. {Ibid., IV, 231, Note; Thornton,
Gazetteer, »,v.) The passage shows that shfthruldlis were current at
the time in the Pai^jdb.
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“ The agreement is to give one shahrukhi for each yoke of
oxen and seven for headship in a household ; there is also
service in the army/’ [925 A.H.]‘

Beveridge, ihid.. 370 ; Eiskine, ibid., 254. Persian Trans.
141, I 14.

“On Wednesday the 22nd of the month |<<irct7. Safar, 925
A.H ]> the headman and chauderis of Bhira were summoned, a

sum of 400,000 shdhrvl^ts was agreed on as a price of peace
(Mal-i'Ctman) and collectors were appointed.

A. S. Beveridge, ibid
, 383 ;

Erakiiie, ibid., 256 ;
Elliot and

Dowson IV, 233 ;
Persian Trans. 143, 1. 8.

On Monday the 8th [Jumada 11, 925 A.H.] arrived
the wedding-gift for the marriage of Qasim Beg’s j^oungest son
Hamza with lUiallia’s eldest daughter. It was of 1,000

shahruklii
;
they offered also a saddled horse.”® A. S. Beve*

ridge, Trans. Memoirs of Babur, 400 = Leyden and Er.skine’s

Trans, 268 ; Persian Trans. 151, 1. 10.

On Friday the 29th [sci7., ShaMmn, 925 A.H.] “ Mir
Khurd was made to kneel as Hindal’s guardian. He made an
offering of 1,000 ahdhni^ls (circa £50)

” *

A. S. Beveridge, ibid., 408 ;
Erskine, 274; Persian

Trans. 155. 1. 6.

“On Saturday the 18th, I rode out of the Char-bagh at

midnight. * * * and near sun rise, reached Tardi Beg Khdk-
sdr^s Karez. * * * i had taken one hundred shahru^is (£5)

with me
; 1 gave him these and told hitn to get wine and other

things readv as I had a fancy for a private and unrestrained

party.” |925 A.H., 1519 A.C.] ‘

A. S. Beveridge, Tr. Memoirs, 417 = Leyden and Erskine.

280; Persian Trans. 158, last line.

“On Wednesday [6th Safar 932 A.H.J, when we had di.'j-

mounted at Barlkab. the 3’ounger brethren of Nur Beg. he hini-

* TliM is said of the country of the Judand Janjuha tribes in the

Salt Range—“ a hill system in the Jhelum, Shahpur and Mianwall Dis-

triots of the Panjab,” (Imp. Gaz. XXI, 412.)
s Bhira is in ShahpGr District, Panjab. The old town lay on the

right bank of the Jhelum. The modem town lies on the left, and ‘ * has a

direct export trade to Kabul, the Derajat and Sukkur.” (Imp. Gaz. VIII

,

100.

) The fact of the ransom having Ijeen fixed in shahrukhis is note

worthy.
* Babur was at this time ruler of Kabul only and had not yet con-

qiiered India. Tlie word used for wedding-gift is ly}*ahfa was

^wfija Nij^amuddin 'Ali Barlfts, Bihur's Vazir and physician. Abul

Fazl Akbanifima, Trans, I, 281 ; Giilbadau, HumHyrm Kama, Trans.

101, Note.
* Erskine notes that thtj mention of such surn.s .shows the poverty

of the country. {Loc ctf.. 274. Note.)
* It is clear from those three passages that the real •* pervading

currency” of the kingdom of Kfibiil consisted in 025 A.H. of the widely-

dispersed shahrukliLs.
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8ielf remaining in Hindustan brought gold ashrafis and tanka.^
to the value of 20,000 shahru^ls, sent from the Labor * reve*
nues by Kbwaja Husain.”

A. S. Beveridge, 446: Erskine, ihuL, 200: Persian
Trans. 163, 1. 10.

‘‘ Bhira was neither overrun nor plundered; we imposed
a ransom on its people, taking from them in money and goods
to the value of 4 laks of shahru^ia and having' shared this
out to the army and auxiliaries returned to Kabul.” r02r>

A.H.j

A. S. Beveridge, ibid
, 470 = Erskine, ibid-, 309 ; Elliot and

Dowspn, IV, 258 ; Persian Trans. 177, 1. 16.

Babur’s daughter, (Uilbadan, also refers to the matter in

her Memoirs in the following terms :
“ Having subdued Bajaiir,

His Majesty went towards the Bhfra country, and on his
arrival made peace without plundering. He took four laks of
shahruMis and gave to his army, dividing them according to
the number of his followers. He then set out ft)r Kabul.”

Humdyun Ndma^ Trans A. >S. Beveridge, 02, Text, p 10,
1. 15.

‘^After the victory of Panipat ” valuable gifts (saughat)
were sent for the various relations in Samarkand, Khurasan,
Kashghar and ‘Iraq. To holy men belonging to Samarkand
and Khurasan wont offerings vowed to (lod (nuzur)

;
so too

to Makka and Madina. We gave one shahrul^t for every
soul in the country of KSbul. and the valley side of Varsak,
man and woman, bond and free, of age or non age.”

A. S. Beveridge, ibid,, 522-3 = Erskine, ibid., 335 ; Persian
Trans. 206, 1, 11. gee also Tahaqdt-i-Akbarl, Lakhnau Lith.

187, two lines from foot.

In congratulation on the birth of Humayun’s son and
Kamran’s marriage, Mulla Tabrlzl and Mirza Beg Taghal were
sent with gifts (sachaq) to each Mirza of 10,000 shdhrulMH^^
a coat I had worn, and a belt with clasps.” [21 Jumada I.

935 A H.|.

A. S. Beveridge, ibid., 642 ; Erskine, ifcid., 400 ;
Persian

Trans. 232, 1. 10.
' Khwaja Kilan Beg was sent back to Kabul after the

battle of Panipat with presents for tlie Begams and instruc-
tion.s for their distribution.

“ To each begam is to be delivered as follows : One special
dancing-girl of the dancing-girls of Sultan Ibrahim [Lody] with

1 This does.not mean that ShahrukhiR wore current in Laiior, All
that Babur says is that the money value of the tribute sent from Labor
in * ashrafis ' and tankas ' tvas equal to 20,000 shahrukhls.

* This i.s a rept'tliion of what he has said before at p. 383 of,]Mr8.

Beveridge's translation.
Tho word shahrukhl is not in Erskine or the Persian translation,

but this is probably due to a copyist's error.
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one gold plate full of jewels * * * and two small mother-o’-
pearl trays full of ashrafts and on two other trays shahrubjiis
and all sorts of stuffs b3’ nines.’ ” *

A. S. Beveridge, Hum. Nam. 95. Text, 12, 1. 11

Oulbadan Begam on her first arrival in India [934 A.H.]
was given an entertainment by Kliwaja Nizamii>d-dln ‘All

Birlas, Babur’s Vazir—who was ordinarily styled I£hallfa.

This was at Naugram, a village about four miles from Agra and
on the east of the Jamna. She says that she “ accepted from
Khalifa 6,000 shdhrufMs [5,000 in text] and five horses” and
Siiltanarn [his wife] gave her 3,000 and three horses. ^

Hum. Nam., Trans 102; Text, 18. 1. 14.

In her description of the Fea.st of the ‘Mystic House’
which A\ a3 held in commemoration of the accession of Hutna-
yun, Giilbadan writes :

—

On the Feast day of the Mystic House
[ ]

his MajesU'’ [sciL Humayun] ordered all the Mirzas and
Begams to bring gifts [sachaq] and every one did .so He
said, ‘ Divide the gifts into three heaps.’ They made three

trays of Ashrafis and six of shdhruj^is.^' She then says that

one share was distributed among the Mirzas, chiefs and Vazirs

[ ]) another among the theologians and religious men

f J*l]
, and the third scattered [

;(a> ] among those presept

at the entertainment.” Op. cii., 124-5 ; Text, 34, 1. 7.

“ When this joyful news [scil. of the birth of Akbar 949
A.H.| was made known, all the chiefs came and offered their

congratulations. The king [scil. Humayun] then ordered the

author of this Memoir [scil Jauhar] to bring him the articles

he had given in trust to him ;
on which 1 went and brought

two hundred shahrukhya (silver coin), a silver bracelet and a

pod of musk. ’

Jauhar, Tezkereh al Vakidt^ Trans., C Stewart, p. 45.

“ It now becomes necessary to relate that Yadgar Nasir

Khusru Mirza * * now suffered a severe retribution by
having been expelled by Huss^ui [i.e. Shah Husain Arghun,

the ruler of Sind], and obliged to pay a shahrukhy (silver coin)

for each camel and five similar coins for every horse belonging
,

to his followers, after which he w^as sent in great disgrace

across the river.” ®

^ Babur muet havo recoined the gold and silver money he found in

the treasuries of Agra and Dehli before securing such a plentiful supply

of ashrafis and ahahrukh^s.
* Such large sums again prove that the conquerors must have ini-

mediately proceeded to recoin all the gold and silver they could find into

money of their own country’s type.
^ j .

3 It would appear from this that the silver currency of Sind in the

time of Hum&yGn was also of the shahruttfi type.
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Tezkereh al Vakiat,iibid., 49.

Early in the morning, the king [acil. Huinayun] marched
toward Hindustan but before his departure determined that
the Prince [acil. Kamran] should be blinded, and gave orders
accordingly ; but the attendants on the Prince disputed among
themselves who was to perform the cruel act. Sultan Aly,
the paymaster, ordered Aly Dust to do it; the other, replied,

• you will not pay a Shah Rukhy (Zs. 6d.) ‘ to any person
without the king’s direction ; therefore, why should 1 do this

deed without a personal order from his Majesty ”

Tezkereh al Vakidt, ibid., 105-6.
There is a reference to this monetary denomination in a

curious story told of two 'Darvishes by the historian Badaoiil.
** It is said that at the time when these tw^o eminent men

[soil. Shaikh Zainu-d-din and Shaikh Abul Wajd] went to

Hindustan, * * they possessed nothing but an old postin [a

sheep skin-coat] between them; Shaikh Zainu-d-dln said to

Shaikh Abul Wajd. ‘ I \vill take this to the bazar of Kabul
upon the condition that you won’t come and indulge in any
pleasantries.’ He agreed, and a purchaser having run it up to

a most extravagant figure was ready to give five shnhrukhis
but Shaikh Zain kept demanding more. At last Sh^^ikh Abul-
Wajd came up in a disinterested way and acting as broker,

after a deal of haggling he said, ‘ Ah
!
you cheat ! why this door

mat itself contains five shahrukhls worth of fleas and lice ! so

the bargain w'as at an end, and ShaikJb Zain was annoyed and
said, ' What time was this for the stupid jokes you are so fond
of ? We wanted the price of a loaf, and this is the way you’re

going to pay for it ! »^aikb Abul-Wajd fell into a fit of laugh-

ter.” {Muniafsliab, Tr. Ranking, I, 618; Text, 1, 476). As
both the heroes of this story are said to have died in 940 A.H.,
it is clear that Shahrukhls constituted the ordinary currency of

Kabul in the first part of the tenth century of the Hejira.

A cursory examination ot these passages is sufficient to

indicate that the denomination is very frequently coupled by
Babur, as well as Jauhar and Gulbadan, with all their mone-
tary statements. The revenues of the kingdom of Kabul the

ransom demanded from the people of Bhira, the peshkaah (or

nazrdna) of the Amirs, the gifts sent by the Emperor himself

to his sons, the amounts staked by the players at cards are

all stated in terms of the ahShfulM, It was, evidently an
important if not the most important unit of value in the cur-

rency of the days of Babur end his son. But there is, in the

passages themselves, nothing to indicate the weight or value of

the coin to which these authors refer almost all their money
values.

1 The wofds in round brackets arc an unauthorized gloss of the trans-

lator's.
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Fortunately, it is possible to supplement them by the
testimony of Abul Fai^l, and his statements are fully cor-
roborated by Firishta and Gulbadan and borne out by the
coins themselves.

“ The territory of Kabul,” lie writes, “ comprises twenty
Tumdns. The Emperor BSbur in his Memoirs sets down the
revenue at eight ^ lakhs of Shahrukhis, inclusive of Tamgha
imposts, equivalent to three lakhs and twenty thousand
Akbarshdhl rupees, the rupee being reckoned at forty dams.”

Ain-i-Akbari, Trans. Jarrett II, 410.

In his Account of the Sarkar of Qandahar Abul Fazl in-

forms us that ** the revenue from grapes also is taken by agree-
ment and by paying a special rate. In the latter case experts
appraise the average outturn of the Vineyard and exact 4
baheries for each Kharwar, Under the reigns of Baber and
Humayun, the rate was fixed at 2 baberies and 4 tangahs. The
baheri is one miskal weight and 2^ are equivalent to the rupee.

Besides these three (wheat, barley, grapes), upon nine other
articles called sabzbari, 7^ baberies are taken for every jarib

formerly rated at 5 b&beris,” viz. rice (shall), musk-melons,
water melons, cucumbers, onions, turnips, carrots and lettuce.
“ On other crops than these two baberis were formerly taken,
the TurkomSns exacting three.”

Ibid., II, 396.

The writer speaks here of * 2 baberies and 4 tangahs.'

It is not easy to arrive at the exact significance of these
words. They may imply that the iangah was a subdivision of

the Baburl and that five or more tangahs were equal to one
Baburl. In this connection, it is worthy of note that 20,000

shahrnkJbTs (or Baburls) are said, by Mirza Haidar, to have
been equal to one lac [tangas] of Hindustan. (Tariff %

liashidi, Trans. 469 ;
see also Erskine, History of Baber and

Humayun I, Appendix, p. 544.)

Briefly, the words may mean that in the times of BSbiir

and Humayun the rate of assessment per Kbarwar was 2

Baburls and ^ths or some smaller fraction of which the numer-
ator was 4 and the denominator 6 or more.

But y in Persian and Arabic means not only ‘ and,* but,

also ‘ or* (Steingass, Dictionary s.v.)

Text, 1, 588, 1. 2), ‘‘two B&burls and four tangas of that

district ” (or place)” may possibly mean that two B&burls were

equivalent to four tangas in Qandahftr, in other words that

the Tanga Was only the half of the Baburl.

* It is ijj * twonty laks in the text, but there can be no

doubt, that is, as Jarrett points out, a copyist’s error for

If 8,00,000 shahrukhis were equal-4o 3,20,000 Akbarshfih! rupees, it

is clear that one of the former was equal to of the latter.
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It is dear from the first of these extracts that 2| sh&h-

rukbis were equivalent to an Akbarshahl rupee of 40 dSms.
It is plainly stated in the second, that * baberls ’ also were
equivalent to a rupee, and that this ' b&berl ’ was one miskftl

’

in weight. It is impossible to resist the inference that the
' baberl ’ and ' shahrukbl * were identical, that each contained

one misqal [of silver] and was valued at i of an Akbarl Rupee.
In fact, it would seem as if the same coin was called shahrukki
in Kabul and Baburi in Qandahar.

But this is not all. We have seen that after the battle

of Panipat Babur sent as a present one sMhrulM for every
soul in the country of Kabul. « * * man and woman, bond
and 'free, of age and non-age.” This statement occurs in

Pirishta also, but with a gloss, to tiie effect that the Shah-
rukbl contained 'one migqal of silver.’ It is true that this

gloss or explanation is absent from Briggs’ translation (Re-
print. n. 35), but it is to be found in the later and more per-

fect recension of the text which was afterwards edited by
Briggs himself, and of which Newal Kishore’s lithograph is a
cheap and fairly faithful reproduction.

Firishta writes :

—

Taril^-i-Firishta, Lakhnau Lith. 1281 A.H. Vol. I, p, 206,

1. 5.

And for every one of the people of Kabul city —man and
woman, slave and free, young and old, poor and rich, he sent

per head one shahrukhl which is equal to one misqal of silver.

And they also were made glad.”

Kbafl Kb^n also has an exactly similar statement as to the

weight of silver in the shahrukK in his accouht of the tran-

saction.

J fif jf sSi 9

• .>Alj tjii Jl5l« |Li iSj
,

Muntaf^abu-Uluhab, Bibl. Ind. Text, f, 53, eight lines

from foot.

And he sent For every person in Kabul, man and woman,
of his own tribe or a different, slave and free, poor and rich,

per head, one shnhrukhi weighing one migqal of silver.”

This definition of the shahru^l is reiterated by the
author in his paraphrase of another passage of the ' Memoirs/
but it should be said that he is, in both cases, merely repro-
ducing the statement of Firishta
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iJ/^j jU
9 ^

^ jJLva^l^ vJ^^Vi tA y cl:^ vJkJixue

MuntaJAdbu-hLvbab, Bibl. Ind. Text, I, 4(>, 8 lines from
foot.

*• And after having levied with the consent of the land-
holders, and artisans and. farmers of the mahals and parganas
[of Bhira] four hundred thousand shahrulMs each of which
weighed one misqal of silver, he [Babur] turned his reins

towards Kabul on account of having received disturbing news
from that side.*’

But though the statement does not derive additional

weight or value from the fact of its having been reiterated

by Khafl IQian, it would seem to be undoubtedly correct.

Babur’s cousin, Mirza Haidar Dughlat explicitly informs us
that “a current shahrulM is worth one mithkal of silver.”

Tarikh-i-Rashidi^ or History of the Mongols of Central Asia.

Trans. Ney Elias and E. Denison Rosa—469.)

And an interesting fact recorded b}' Gulbadan in connec-

tion with the death of BSbur’s mother points to the same
conclusion. “ Her Highness, the Khanam, His Majesty’s [tvetV.

Babur’s] mother, had fever six days, and then departed from
this fleeting world to the eternal home. They laid her in th^

New Year’s Garden in Text]. His Majesty paid

1,000 coined misqal to his kinsmen, the owners of the garden

and laid her there.”

A.S. Beveridge Humdyun Nama, Trans. 86, .Text, pp. 5-6.

The words in the original are *

sand Tangas of one Misqal.’ These ianga-i-mtsqali or coined

pieces of silver weighing one misqal, must have been identical

with shahru^ls
It is true that there is in the same work a statement

which seems to throw doubt on the matter, but the difficulty

is apparent and not real, and has arisen, in all probability,

from the true meaning of a loosely-worded sentence having

been imperfectly understood. In her description of the fes-

tive gatherings held in celebration of Hnmayun’s conquest of

Kabul in 951 A.H. [1545 A.C.], she writes

^1 J

sS
^ 3 0)9 0)3

^^3 ^ vi

Humayun-ndtndf Text, 77, 1. 2.
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This is thus rendered by Mrs. Beveridge.
Many amusing games, full of fun were played. Among

them was this. Twelve players had each twenty carcb and
twenty shuhrufAls. W^hoever lost, lost those twenty shJih-

rulM8\ which would make five miaqals.^ Each player gave
the winner his twenty sTtahrui^is, to add to his own.” Op.
cit., 178.

The translator adds in a note that ‘‘ one shahrulAi was
about ten pence. Four shsHrukbis made one mu^qal.*" This
last equation we must take leave to doubt. We are expli>

citly told by Mirza Haidar, Abut .Fa^l and Firishta that the
shfthrukbl contained one misqSl, i.e. about 72 grains of silver,

and this is ip perfect accord with the known weights of the
silver coins of Sufltans Shshrukb* Abu Sa'Id, Ahmad, Husain
Baiqar&, and also of Babur and Humayun. White King, Sale

Catalogue, Part III, Nos. 2857, 2667 ; Rodgers, Catalogue of

Coins on the Indian Museum Pt. IV ; Wright, I.M.C. Ill, 1-6

and 16-20; Lane Poole, B.M C. 1-7 and 18-22; Whitehead.
P.M C. 1-31 and 40-64.

It is difficult to avoid the conclusion that the twenty
coins staked were really quarter>sh&hrukhls, fractional pieces

which are loosely spoken of by the writer as Shahrukbl*^>

who afterwards however, takes care to remove any doubt as

to her real meaning and the value of the stakes by stating

that the twenty sh&hrukbls were equivalent to only five mis/iaRs

or (whole) shahrulMs.
In fact, it would appear that this tanga-i-miaqali was

popularl}' abbreviated into migqSR and that the latter was one
of the. synonymous or provincial designations of our shahrukbl-

Witness, Mir M*asum Bhakkari who says that when Humayun
consented to retreat from Jun, 8hah Husain Ari^un sent to

him as a gift ** one lakh of misgalees (about 6 annas each),

300 horses, 300 camels and other requisites for inaiching, and
he threw a bridge-over the river opposite to Joon.” [Rab'I

II, 950 A.HJ History of Sind, Trans. Malet, 119.

Elsewhere, the same author informs us that ** grain

became very dear in the cold season of that year [947 A.H.]

about Bukkur, so much so that the people gave up their lives in

search for bread ;
hearing of which the king Humftyun

who was besieging the fortress] gave much money from the
treasury to his sepoys. One thin bread (chapatee) cost one
miakalt i.e. 4 Mashas and 3^ Ruttees or about 6 annas.”
{/6<i., p.^113.)

There can be little doubt that here also the author wrote

I It may be worth noting that this rendering Is not exactly correct.

The words in the text are ()Alj which are equivalent to 6

coins so called which contained a xnisqai of silver, and wore
identical with the tangah-i-mi§qdii or ahShrutki.
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or meant to write misqali, and that he intended to say that a
loaf cost about a shahrukbl (locally termed migqfill) in Hu-
mftyun’s camp before Bhakkar.

But it is not Mir M*asum alone who speaks of a silver

coin which was known as the misqdli in Sind, but which
closely resembled the shahrukbl in weight as well as value.
The Migqall is explicitly mentioned by the author of the
A%n-i-Akhar% in a passage in which he records, the standard of

fineness or Matt, of several kinds of silver money which were
then extensively current or held in general estimation in this

country •

—

In former times,** he writes, silver also was assayed
by the hanwdrl system ; now it is calculated as follows :—if by
refining 100 tolahs oishdhi silver which is current in ‘ IrSq and
Khurasan, and of the 2Sri and misqdli which are current in

Turan, there are lost three tolahs and one sarkh; and of the
same quantity of the European and Turkish nurjil, and of the
mahmudi and muzaffari of Gujrat and Malwah, 13 tolahs and
6^ mashas are lost, they become of the imperial standard.**

(Op.cit., Trans. Blochmann, I, 23.)

The upshot of the matter is that the broad thin silver

pieces of Babur and Humayun weighing about 72 grs. are
shdhrukhls. Thomas boldly gave them the name (Chronicles,

380-1). Later writers, have, however, declined to follow him.
Mr. Stanley Lane Poole speaks of them vaguely as ‘ Transoxine
dirhams* or ‘ dirhams of the Tim u rid standard * (B.M.C. Introd.

Ixxv). Mr. Nelson Wright and Mr. Whitehead also do not
venture to give them their specific designation and remain
content with the indefinite generic term “ dirhams of the
Central Asian type ’* (I.M.C. Introd. xv , Iv ; P.M.C. xlv, Ixxv).

The object of this note is to show that these coin^ had a name of

their own, and that that name was shdhruj^i. This was their

most general or popular appellation, but there were also several

synonymous designations, e.g. Bdburi^ Misqdli, Tanga i-

misqdli
y etc.



II. THE ILArti ERA.
The name of the New Solar Era founded by Akbar is

familiar to all students of hia coins, and there is scarcely a
work on iVlughal Numismatology which does not abound in

allusions to the llahl Era and the llahl months. The insti-

tution of the new method of reckoning is also more or less

cursorily referred to in the numerous publications relating to
the life and character of the great Emperor, his age and reli-

gious opinions. It will therefore be probably news to many
that we do not possess an exact or scientifically accurate know-
ledge of the System.* Abul Fazl has not been sparing of words
on the matter, and the ipsissima verba of the Farman directing

the establishment of the Tar%1^-i-llahl are preserved in the
Akharnama*"^ But Abul Fazl is sometimes unduly concise,

as at others iinprolitably verbose. If we turn for light to his

contemporaries Nizamii-d-din Ahmad and Badtionl, their

statements are found to be both more succinct and less instruc-

tive. All that the author of the A vouchsafes
to say on the subject is that the llahl year was a true* solar

.year [ JI-- ] beginning with the Nauroz. The first year

of this auspicious Era corresponded with Monday, the 27th
Kab‘I u-l-Akhir 963.'’ Elliot and Ilowson, V, 247. f^akhnau
Lithograph 242, last line.]

BadaonI is hardly more informing, and all that can be
learnt fiom him will be found below :

—

“ The era of the Hijrah was now [XXVII fl. 990 A.H.J *

abolished, and a new era was introduced of which the first

year was the year of the Emperor’s accession, viz. nine hundred
and sixty-three. The months had the same names as at the time
of the old Persian kings, and as.given in the Niqd,b’Us-^ibyan.

1 Mr. Vincent Smith frankly tells his readers that we are not in-

formed as to the exact length of each ['llahl] month, so that accurate

conversion into A,D. dates is impossible in most cases. * Tfie

chronology in Vol. Ill of the A[kbar] NfamaJ is ordinarily based on the
IlAhi calendar, and in consequence the exact A.D. equivalents usually

cannot bo worked out.*' Akbar, Appendix .C, p. 448
^ It is also cited in full by the author of the Mirat-i Abmadl, Bombay

Lith. Pt. T, 166-171.
3 There is nothing corresponding to the important qualifying epithet

'true* in the Lakhnau lithograph, but it would seem from Dowson's

translation that his manuscript had the word after

* BadAonrs chronology ia frequently unreliable. Ite is often out by
a year in his reckoning of the regnal years and both he and the author of

the Tohaqat'i^AVbarl go astray, aa Dowson has pointed out. at the 22nd
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[A vocabulaty in rhyme which is a common school-book.]

Fourteen festivals also were introduced corresponding to the
feasts of the Zoroastrians

;
but the Feasts of the MusalmSns

and their glory were trodden down. * * The new era was
called the Tarifslt i-Ilahi ”

(Lowe’s Trans II, 316 ; Bibl. Tnd. Text, II, 306.)
Abul Fa^l enters, into much greater detail, though he is

far from being as communicative as we should wish. In the

circumstances, everything that he says possesses value, and I

have thought it desirable to bring together all the tiseful

details that can be gleaned from his pages.

There is first of all, a long chapter on the Ilahl Era in the

Third Book of the Ain. We there read :

—

''His Majesty had long desired to introduce a new com-
putation of years and months throughout the fair regions of

Hindustan in order that perplexity might give place to easiness.

He was likewise averse to the era of the Hijra {Flight) which
was of ominous signification, but because of the number of

shortsighted, ignorant men who believe the currency of the

era to be inseparable from religion. His Imperial Majesty in

his graciousness dearly regarding the attachment of the hearts

of his subjects did not carry out his design of suppressing it.

* * * In 992 of the Novilunar year
[

the

imperial design was accomplished. Amir P'athil’llah Shlrazl,

the representative of ancient Sages, the paragon of the house
of wisdom, set himself to the fulfilment of this object, and taking

as his base the recent OurganI Canon
[

] began the era with the Accession of His Imperial Majesty.

* * * The years and months are natural Solar without

intercalation ' [ ^ j Jl-** ]

and the Persian names of the months and days have been left

unaltered. The days of the months are reckoned from 29 to

32 ^ b Ai j y and the two days

year (E.D. V, 246, Note) Mr. Vincent Smith also admits that the chrono-
io);ry of these two authors is not so trustworthy as that of the Akhar-
nama. (Akbar,461.)

I “The True or Natural Solar year Jb*»] defined

by Abiil Fa?.! himself as the time of his [acil. the Sun’s J
quitting one

determinate point till his return to it.’* {Ain, Tr. II, 14, Text, I, 268
five lines from foot). Elsewhere, he gives its length according to Ptolemy
A1 Battsni (Albategnius) Nasiruddln Tusi, etc., and says that according
to the Ourgftni Tables, it was 14 minutes, 33 seconds less than the Arti-

ficial
j
solar year of 365 d., 6 hours. In other words it was 365 d.,

5 h.
,
45 m., 27 s. {Ibid., II, 24.) ** The True or Natural Solar month ”

is the period that the Sun remains in one sign'' {Ibid.

,

II, 14.)
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t>f tiiic lixst Arc cftllcrl Euz o Shfih
! j3} y

] The names of the months of each era are tabulated

for facility of reference.’*

In this Table, Abul Fazl gives the names of the months
beginning from Farwardin and ending with Isfandarmaz, in
three separate columns under three distinct headings, viz ‘Era
of Yazdijird,’ the ‘ MalikI Era * and the ‘ llahl Era,’ with the

epithets ‘ Old Style’ [
‘ Jalall ’ and ‘ llahl ’ respectively

affixed to distinguish the homonymous names from one another
and prevent confusion.

A%n i Akbart, Jarett's Trans. JI, 30-31
;

Bibl. Ind. Text, I, 277-8.

The third chapter of the second volume of the Akbarnama
also contains an “account of the establishment of the New
and Divine Era from the accession of H.M. the Shahinshah.”
Here we are informed that “ as the world-lighting New Year

] followed close upon the Accession, and as the

latter is nourished hy the quickening glances of the sun, the
intervening fraction of time » * was treated as the deco-

rative border [ J to the days of the New Year
[ j

* * *, and the beginning of the great Era took effect from

the coming New Year. The principle of the calculations
[

rested on the true solar months and yenrs^ JU
and H.M. the Shahinshah. out of his fortune and great-

ness, and under the influence of a Divine inspiration, designated
tills grand Epoch, as the Tarlkh Ilahi (Divine Era). Secre-

taries of a happy pen recorded it in rolls and rescripts
[

^ ] The names of the months of the Era were made iden-
tical with the famous names of the Persian months, but were
adorned in addition by the title Ilahi (Divine), e.g. Farwardin,

Divine month,^Ardihihisht, Divine month
!

»U ']
* * * As in some

months there were two days above thirty, they were called

respectively Buz and Shab (Day and Night). By the blessings

of H.M’s attention, the intercalary days y ]*

J This is the name given by the Arab astronomers to **tho five

einbolismal or supplementary days added to the twelfth month of the

old Persian (or Yazdajardi) year.*’ means * carried off, remov-

able from * to take away clandestinely, to steal.*’ (Richardson, Per-

sian English Diet, s.v.) They are also called The “stolen

fivo.*’ AlberGnt save that “the reason of their being called Almasruka
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were abolished, and the months like the years became Solar.

[
om |U

]
• * * The pillar of the founders of

this sacred era was the Learned of the Age, the Plato of Cycles,

Amir Fatho’llah ShlrSzl, whose title was * A^du-d-daula.

He it was who in a happy hour laid the foundation of this

heaven-soaring edifice. Although the foundation took place

in 092 (1584), yet as the po3ition of events from the beginning
of the sacred accession will be based upon the Divine Era, it

appeared proper to enter, the Era among the events of the

year of the Accession.** Akbamama, K. Beveridge, II,

15-17 ; Bibl. Ind. Text, II, fl-10. (T?he Italics are mine )

The sum and substance of it is that the Era w'as founded
in the 29th year of Akbar (992 A.H.), that its initial date was
Wednesday, 28 Rab'lu-g-ganl, 963 A.H., that the year was a

True Solar year, which means that its length was 365 d., 5 A., 45
m ,

and 27 s., that there was no intercalation, that the names of

the months and days were the same as those of the Old Per-

sian o^ Vazdajardl Era, that the months were true solar

months, of which the lengths varied from 29 days to 32, and
that the 3 let day was called Ruz and the 32nd Shab.^

But we are left in ignorance of a most important point.

We are not informed which months had 29 days, which 30

and which 31 or 32. It is obvioas that a knowledge of the

precise length of each month is indispensable for what we
require—the accurate conversion of IlfthI dates into the corres-

ponding dates of the Hijra or the Era of Christ.

In this connection, it is obligatory to notice the late Doc-

tor Taylor’s article on ‘ IlShI synchronisms of some Hijrl Ne\v

years’ Days.” (Num. Sup. XVI, Art. 100.) The. calculations

embodied therein must have cost the author no small amount
of labour.

It is, therefore, with great regret, that I feel constrained

to say that his industry and zeal have been made nugatory
and his results invalidated by an unhappy fundamental error.

We have seen Abul Fa^l explicitly declaring that the

years of the Ilahl Era were Truety^^] Solar ye&ra, that there

was no intercalation [ , and that the number of days in

a month varied from 29 to 32. It is therefore unfortunate
that all the calculations of Dr. Taylor and his Table II are

founded on the supposition that the Ilihl months resembled

and AlmiMtaratia is that they are not reckoned as part of any one of

the months.** (Chronology of Ancient Nations, Tr. Sachau. 53.) They
are the * five Githfs* of the Indian Pfirsis and the Zocoastrians in IrSn.

1 AbQl Fa^l does not explicitly say which day was called Niis and
which iShab, but ** the account given by Mii*atamid QKn in his Iqbffl-

nSma shows that the 31st day was called BQz and the 32nd Shab.**
Beveridge, Akbarnfima, Trans. II, 16, Ndte 3.
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tbeir Yazdajaidl namesakes in being of 30 days’ uniform
length, and that the total was made up to 366 by inter-

calating five daj's (or QathBa) at the end of Isfandftrmaz.

Both these assumptions are absolutely negatived by the

words of Abu] Fa^I. The GathSs had no place whatever in

the scheme of the ll§hl months, and the schedule of TIfthi days
in Table IT must be said to have been constructed on an
erroneous hypothesis. It follows that all the ’ IlShi synchro-

nisms’ of the initial or New year’s Days of Hijrl 964-1070,

which Dr. Taylor has so laboriously deduced, and which have
been reproduced in the Panjab Museum Catalogue (Appendix

B, p. 433) must, ipso facto, 1^ unreliable. And this is not an
a priori conclusion which may be probable, but is incapable of

proof. It is rendered absolutel3' certain and incontrovertible

by a comparison of several of Dr. Taylor’s results with

similar synchronisms which are explicitly recorded in and
can be gathered from the Akbarnama or other contemporary
chronicles, and of which the accuracy is not subject to doubt
or cavil.

Let us take as our first and illustrative e.vample tlio year

at the very top of the list. Dr. Taylor’s Ilahl date for 1

Muharram 964 A.H. is 30 Ab4n. Now Abul Fa^I explicitly

states that Thursday, 2 Muharram 964, corresponded to 23

Aban. {Akbarnama, Text, 11,37, 1. II
;
Beveridge’s Trans. II.

60.) 1 Muharram must have therefore, coincided with the

22nd of AbSn and not the 30th. It will conduce to clarity to

set out several other of Dr. Taylor’s deductions and the

categorical statements of the contemporary annalists in

parallel columns. It will be seen that the discrepancy

amounts, in some oases, to nine and even ten days.

Dr. Taylor.

1 Mul^arram, 966 A.H. = 7

Abfin.

(Num. Sup. XVI, 709.)

1 Muharram, 968 H. = 16

Mihr.'

1 Muharram, 969 H. = 6
Mihr.

Akbarnama

17 Muharram, 966 A.H. = 17

Abftn.

{Akbarnama, Text, II, 76, I.

17; Trans. II. 117.)
.'. 1 Muharram 966= 1 Abffn.

10 Muharram, 968 H. = 18
Mihr.

A.N. Text, II, 116.1.8: Tr. IT

178
.'. 1 Mul^arram, 968= 9 Mihr

17 Zl-I-tfaJia, 968 H. = 16Mihr.
A.N. Text, II, 148, 1. 22 : Ti-

ll, 230.
.'. 1 Muharram, 969 A.H. = 29

Shahilvar.
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Akbamdma.

2 Mnharram, 972 H.s20 Am-
ardftd.

A.N. Text, II, 229, 1. 16;
Trans II, 360.

I Muharram= 28 AmardSd.

11 Muharram, 975 H. = 6 Am-
ardftd.

(A.N. Text II, 298, I. JO;

Trans. 437.)
.’. I Mu^arram= 27 or28Tlr.

1 Muharram, 978 H. = 27 3 Muharram, 978 H. = 27

Ourdftd. KhurdSd.
(A.N. Text. II, 353, 1. 6;
Trans. II. 514.

.‘.1 Muharram = 25 I^hurdSd.

Mutorram, 989 H. = 2.l8fan- 2 Muharram, 989 H. = 28 Bah-
d&rmaz. man.

(A.N. Text, III. 837, 1. 24;
Trans. Ill, 496.)

1 Muharram= 27 Bahman.

All these discrepancies relate to years falling within the
Akbari period. 1 will now take some instances pertaining to

the reign of JahSnglr, and contrast Dr. Taylor’s results with
dates which can be gleaned from that Emperor’s own Memoirs.

Dr. Taylor. TUzuk-i-Jdhan^ri.

1 Muharram, 1020 H.= l 4 Muharram, 1020 H. = 29
GSthS, 5 IlAhl. IsfandArmaz, 5 Julus

(Tuzuk, Text, 92, I. 25

;

Trans I, 191-2)
1 Muharfam=26 IsfandAr-
maz, 5 Julus

1 Muharram, 1023 H. = 28 10 Muharram, 1023 H. = 1 Is-

Bahman, 8 lUhl. fand&rmaz, 8 Julus.

(Tuzuk, Text, 125, 1. 28;
Trans. I, 266.)

.*. 1 Muharram = 22 Bahman,
8 Julus.

1 Muharram, 1026 H. = 26 12 Muharram, 1026 H =1
Dai, 11 Ilfthl. Bahman, 11 Julus.

{TUzuk. Text, 171, 1. 20;
Trans. I, 347.)

1 Muharram:^ 19 or 20
Dai, 11 JulUs.

Dr. Taylor.

1 H. = 2 Shah-

nvar.

1 Muharram, 975 H. = 30‘Tlr.
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The following examples are taken from the Badishahnama
and hav^e reference to the reign of Shah Jahan.

Dr, Taylor. Badishahnama.

I Muharram, 1052 H. = 17 Far- 8 Muharram, 1052 H. == 19 Far
wardin, 15 Ilfthl. wardin, 15 R.

(B.N. Text, II, 290, 1. 7.)
.*• 1 Muharram = 12 Farwardln,

15th Solar year.

1 Muharram, 1053 H.sa7 Far- Last day ( ; of Zl-l*ha]Ja
wardin, 16 Ilfthl. 1062 H.= 1 Farwardln 16 R.

(B.N. II. 332, 1. 20); i8
Muharram, 1053H. «= 19 Far-
wai^In.
(B.N. II, 333, 1. 17.)

1 Muharram = 2 Farwardln,
16th Solar year.

i Muharram, 1055H. = 20Is- 19 Muharram, 1055 M. = 28
fandarmaz, 17 llfthl. Isfandarmaz.

(B.N. Text, II, 412, I. 15.)

1 Muharram = 10 Isfandftr-

maz, 17th Solar year

1 Muharram, 1056 H. = 10 Is- Last day ( ) of Zl-l-haJ]a’

fandarmaz, 18 llShl. 1065 H.='sSa Bahnmn.
(B.N. Text, II, 486, 1. 10.>

1 Muharram= 30 Bahman,
18th Solar year.

1. Muharram, 1057 H. = 29 24 ZM-hajja 1056=12 Bah-
Bahman, 19 Jlahl. man.

(B.N. Text, II, 626, 1. 13.)

.*. 1 Muharram, 1057 =18 Bah-
man, i9th Solar year.

It is hardly necessary to multiply instances, and it is not
at all difficult to see where the root of all these errors lies. It

is obviously in Dr. Taylor’s scheme of the Ilahl days, and the

question is. Is it not possible, Abul Fazl’s reticence notwith-

standing, to discover the exact length of each of the twelve
months ? Some light is thrown on this obscure point by a
mnemonic couplet which is to be found in a neglected corner

of mtafi Khan’s MunUi^€U)u4-lAd)dh (Bibl. Ind. Text, II, 215,

1. 7), and is also quoted in the Ghiyagu-l-lufi^at. The latter

writer gives a brief account of 'Akbar’s Era under the word

JUo* (Lithograph of 1893 A.C., p. 324), and then says :

—

:
13 ai 3 3

1

>1^

o—•! JJ k) ^ kS .cA* ^ ^ ^ J ^

MUTTC 3fBlT. HALOIITTI.

1.3.4^ »ATE..i
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‘‘The number of days in the months are from 29 to 32 in

conformity with the well-known couplet ; 31 ( ), 31, ( Si ), 32

( ), 31 (
V

), 31 ( SI ) and 31 (SI) [days, there are] in six

months
; 30, 30 ( 31 I, 29 (

hf
) and 29 ( hf

), 30, 30 [days there
are in the] short months.”

It Avill be observed that no* attempt is made in this distich

to categorically state the number of days assigned to each of the
twelve months in the order of their occurrence. All that the
words themselves convey is that six months were longer than
others. Five of these longer months had 31 days each, and
one 32. Four of the six shoi^t months had 30 days each, and
two 29 days each. So far there is nothing in the phraseology
to warrant the assumption that the numbers expressed by
Abjad (31, 31, 32, etc.), are to be consecutively arranged and a
correspondence or parallel relation understood between them
and the serial order of the IlahX months. It is perfectly true

that if the expressions are strictly interpreted, they will not
bear any such meaning. But a mnemonic verse is not to be
literally construed like a sale deed or testament. Its author
is often obliged to content himself with saying much less than
he means and leave a good deal to be understood by implica

tion and inference. Assuming then that such a correspon
dence is really implied between the sequence of the Abjad
vocables and the serial order of the Ilahl months (and 1 have
ascertained that such is the sense in which the distich has
been always understood by Musalmifn scholars), we should
have the following scheme :

—

Farwardln 31 days.

Ardlbihisht 31

Khurd&d 32 „
Tir 31 „
Amardftd 31
Shahrlvar 31
Mihr .

.

30 ..

AbSn .

.

30 „
Azar .

.

29 „
Dai 29 „
Bahman

•

30 „
Isfandfirmaz 30 ,i

It is clear that the problem would be solved if this scheme
could be substantiated. Unfortunately, it is not at all diffi-

cult for a student of the Mughal Chronicles to put his finger

on several recorded synchronisms which appear, at first sight,

to militate against its correctness.

Thus Abul Fazl declares that the 32nd day of Amardad
Mah-i-IlShl (XIV R) corresponded to Tuesday, 29 Safar, 977

(A.N. 11, 340, 1. 13; Trans. II, 498), which shows that Aniar-
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dad had 32 days in that year at least, and not 31, as we should
suppose from the foregoing schedule. Similarly, wc are in-

formed that the news of Heinu’s arrival at Delill reached
Akbar on 8 Zl-l-hajja, 9h3 = 31 Mihr, Mah l-llahi ( I R) which
would indicate that 31 days and not 30 were allotted to Mihr
in that j^ear. {Ibid., Text, II, 2l>, 1. 22 ;

Trans. 1 1, 45 )
Once

more, he informs us that Akbar marched from Ajmer to Oo-
ganda on 31 Mihr, Mah-i-Ilahl (XXl R). (A.N. Text, 111, 191,

1.3; Trans III, 369.) The Emperor Jahangir also has left

it on record that Kiiwaja Abul Hasan, whom he had stmt to

Burhanpur returned on 31 Mihr, Mah -i-Ilahl (VI 11 R) corres-

ponding to 8 Ramzan, 1022 A.H. {Tuzuk, Text 123, 1. 30;
Trans. I, 262). Again, we have the statement that Akbar
halted at llahabas on the 32tid day (Shab) of Tir, Mah-i-llahl
(XIXth year)^ and that he left it on 1 Amardad, which would
point to Tir and not Khurdad having had 32 days to its share

in that year. {Akharndmn, Text, III, 88, 1. 5 ;
Trans. Ill, 124.)

Lastly, it is clear from two passages in the Tuziik that Azar
had 30 and not 29 days reckoned to it in the eleventh as well

as the twelfth year of Jahangir’s reign. (Op. cit., Text, 170, I.

8, 204, 1. 32 ;
Tr. I, 344, 413.)

This would point to our being as far from a satisfactory

solution as ever, but that would not seem to be true either

;

and some, at least, of the statements embodied in the formula
would appear, from these identical Chronicles, to be correct

According to the schedule, Ardlbihisht had 31 days, and this

is in pel feet accord with the. A kbar'tidma, in which it is expressly

stated that the Emperor arrived at Agra and alighted at tJic

Bangall Mahal on 31 Ardlbihisht, Mahd-Ilahi corresponding
to 24 Zl-l-qa‘da 976, XTV R. (Op. cit.. Text, II, 340, 1. 5;
Trans. II. 497.) Again, 31 days are given also to Shanrlvar

by the formula, and this item, too, would appear to be correct,

for Jahangir informs us that Muqarrab Kliah took leave to go
to Ahinadabad on 31st Shahrlvar, MSh-Mlahi of the 11th year.

(TtlziiA;, Trans. I, 334; Text, 163, 1. 18), and that he himself

returned from a hunting excursion on 3lBt Shahrlvar In the

12th year to Mandu. {Ibid,, Text, 193, 1. 12; Tr. 1, 390.)

I^astly, the maximum number of days (32), is assigned in the

formula to Khurdad, and this also would secmi to be correct

for we read in the Badishdhndma that 7 Jumada I, 1057 A.H.
corresponded to 32 Kburdad, and that the 8th coincided wdth
the 6rst day of Tir. (Op. cif.. Text, 11,614, four lines from foot.)

These coincidences, however partial are reassuring, an(l

naturally^ lead one to prosecute the inquiry, for which the

requisite materials are by no means wanting. All students of

the original authorities, which have been so often cited in the

foregoing pages, know that there are buried in Chronicles

hundreds of Hijrl-ll&hl synchronisms, w^hich are all the more
useful because the corresponding week-days are also mentioned.
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In these circumstances, one is naturally induced to ask if it is

not possible to reconstruct the Ilahl system of chronology
inductively on the sure basis of these data,—the Hijil date, its

Ilahl equivalent and the week-day. To this question, I have
set myself to find an answer in the hope of recovering the
secret of Shah Fafhu'llah’s system, and beg permission to

lay the results of the investigation before those who take any
interest in the subject.

It will be. perhaps, best to give, at the outset, one or two
examples in illustration of my method.

Abul Fazl informs us that 30 Farwardin (Vthyear) corres-

ponded to Tuesday, 12 Bajab, 967 A.H
, and that 9 Ardibi-

hisht of the same year coincided with P'riday, 22 Bajab, 967
A.H. Any one who will take the trouble of working out the
intervening days must see that the last day of Farwardin
must have been the 3l8t (A.N. II, Tr. II, 152, Text, II 100-1).

Similarly, he states that 17 Ardlbihisht= 11 Sha‘ban, 908
A.H. was a Sunday, and that 2 Khurdad = 27 Sha‘ban was a
Tuesday. [Ibid,, Trans. 11, 218, Text, II, 140-1.) It is clear

that Tuesday would be in serial order only if Ardibihisht had
31 days accounted to it.

Again Jahangir has left it on record that 29 Isfandarmaz,
6 Julus corresponded to 4 Muharram, 1020 A.H. and that the
6th year of his Julus began on 1 Farwardin=6 Muharram,
Monday. It is therefore obvious .that Isfandarmaz could not
have had more than 30 days in that year. (Vide Tuzuk, Text,

92, 1. 25 and 93, 1. 5, Trans I, 191.)

The point is that whenever we can pick out from, the
Chronicles solar' dates pertaining to any two consecutive Ilahl

months along with the week days of both, it is easy to find

out by a simple calculation, how many days were actually

reckoned to the earlier or antecedent month in that particular

Solar year. The corresponding Hijrl dates are not essential,

but they are not unuseful and provide a serviceable check or

control which gives a greater measure of certainty to our
results.

It stands out clearly from the following data that Far-

wardin had 31 days:

—

30 Farwardin, 5th R.Y. = 12 Hajab, 967 A.H., Tuesday.
9 Ardibihisht (i6.) = 22 Bajab, t6. Friday.

A.N. Tr. II, 162.

29 Farwardin XITI Julus, Eve of Wednesday.
1 Ardibihisht .Kill Julils, Eve of Saturday.

Tzk. Tr. II, 7-8.

30 Farwardin XIV Julus, Friday.

1 Ardibihisht XIV Julus, Sunday.
Tzk. Tr. II, 84.
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23 Farwardin, XV Julds, Saturday.
1 Ardlbihisht XV Julus, Monday.

Tzk. Tr. II, 163-4.

But it would appear from the following that only 30 days
were sometimes allotted to Farwardin.

1

Farwardin XIT Julus, Tuesday.
1 Ardlbihisht XII Julus, Thursday.

Tzk. Trans. I, 370, 376.

All the under-mentioned synchronisms show that Ardl-

bihisht had 31 days :

—

17 Ardlbihisht^ 11 Sha'bftn, 968 A.H., Sunday.
2 I£burdSd= 27 Sha'bSn, 968 A.H., Tuesday.

A.N. Trans. II, 218.

27 Ardlbihisht XIII Julus, Thursday.

3 Khurdad XIII Julus, Thursday.
Tzk. Tr. II, 11, 12.

12 Ardlbihisht XIV Julus, Thursday.
2 ly^urdad XIV .Julus, Thursday.

Tzk. Tr. II, 88 -9.

26 Ardlbihisht XV Julus, Thursday.
KburdSd XV Julus, Thursday.

Tzk Tr. 11, 166, 169.

The serial dating of these three passages indicates that

32 days were reckoned to Khunlad.

13 Khurdad=23 ShawwSl, 972 A.H., Thursday.

3 Tir= 14 Sfl-I-haJja' {recte Zl-l-qa‘da), Friday.

A.N. Trans. II, 378, 380.

26 Kburdad XI Julus, Wednesday.
6 Tir XI Julus, Monday.

Tzk. Tr. I, 327.

8 KburdAd XV Julus, Thursday.
4 Tir XV Julus, Thursday.

Tzk. Trans. II, 169, 162.

But an examination of the following passages yields only

31 days for KhurdSd.

26 Kburdad XIV Julus, Saturday.

3 Tir XIV Julus, Monday.
Tzk. Tr. II, 93.

31 KburdSd XIII J., Thursday.
7 Tir XIII J., Thursday.

Tzk. Tr. II, 16
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The fourth month Tir had sometimes 31 days.

20 Tlr=21 Zl-l*qa‘da, 971 A.H., Saturda}’.

24 Amardad = 26 ^I-l-hajja, 971 A.H., Saturday.

A.N. Trans. II, 341, 346.

16 Tlr=20 Zl-l'h»jja, 974 H., Saturday.

6 Amardgd = li Muharram, 975 H., Saturday.

A.N. Tr, II, 437.

29 Tir XII J., Thursday.
6 Tir XII J., Thursday.

Tzk. Tr. I, 380, 382.

Hut occasionally 32 days were accounted to it.

27 Tir XIV J., Thursda}'.

9 Amardftd XIV J., Thursday.

16 Amardad XIV J., Thursday.

Tzk. Trans. II, 94, 95.

31 Tir XIII J., Eve of Sunday.
1 Amardad ib., Tuesday.

10 Amardad ib-, Thursday.
Tzk. Tr. II, 21,22.

So Amardad also had in some years 31 days.

26 Amardad X(1 J., Thursday.
2 Shahrivar ib., Thursday.

Tzk. Tr. I, 385, 386.

31 Amardad XIIIJ., Thursday.
7 Shahrivar ib., Thursday.

Tzk. Tr. II, 24, 25
16 Amardad XIV J., Thursday.
1 Siiahrlvar ib.. Saturday.

Tzk. Tr. 11, 95, 97.

But in others tlie last day was the 32nd.

32 Amardad ( R) = 29 Safar, 977 H., Tuesday.

A.N. Text, II, 340, Tr. II, 498.

Ruz, t.c. 31 Amardad = 2 Rab‘1 II, 980 IL, Tuesday.

19 Shahrlvar=22 Rab‘1 II, 980 H., Monday.

A.N. Tr. 11,540.

As a rule there were 31 days in Shahrivar.

27 Shahrivar=18 Zl-l-hajja, 967 A.H., Monda}^
4 Mihr=26 Zl-l-haj]a, 967 A.H., Tuesday.

A.N. Trans. II, 174, 177.

29 Shahrivar XIII J., Friday.

4 Mihr ib., Thursday.
Tzk. Tr. II, 34, 36.
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30 Shahrivar XIV J.. Sunday.
5 Mihr Saturday.

Tzk, Tr. II, 98, 99.
30 Shahrivar XV J., Monday.
1 Mihr ih., Wednesday.

Tzk. Tr. 11, 172, 173.

But only 30 days would seem to have been allotted to it

in the 16th year of the Ilahl Era of Akbar.

Night of 27 Shahrivar = 2 Jumada I, 980, Wednesday.
5 Mihr =9 Jumada I, 980, Wednesday.

A N. Trans. II, 542, 544.

The normal quota of Mihr seems to have been 30 days.

26 Mihr= 26 Zl-l-hajja, 965 H., Sunday.
17 Aban=17 Muharram, 966 H., Sunday.

A.N. Tr. 11, 117.

30 Mihr, Xlll J., Tuesday.
2 Aban, XIII J., Thursday.

Tzk, Tr. 11,44.

24 Mihr XIV J., Thursday.
1 Aban XIV J., Thursday.

Tzk. Tr. 11. 100, 101.

But in all the passages cited below, the la.st day of Mihr

is explicitly said to have been the Jlst.

31 Mihr = 8 2l-hhajja, 963 H.
A.N. Tr. 11,45

Akbar marched from Ajmer on 31 Mihr Ilahl XX 1st year.

A.N. Tr. III. 269.

31 Mihr VI If J. = 8 Ramzan, 1022 H.

Tuzuk, Tr. 1, 252.

Three extracts from the Tuzak indicate that Aban had
30 days.

29 Aban Xlll J., Wednesday.
1 Azar ib., Friday.

Tzk. Tr. II, 49.

30 Aban XIV J., Friday.

2 Azar ih., Sunday.
Tzk.Tr. Tl, 109.

25 Aban XV J., Monday
9 Azar ih., Monday.

Tzk, Tr. II, 182, 183.

But the day-tO'day record of the events of the 12th year

in Jahangir’s ‘ Memoirs ’ shows that only 29 days were assigned

to it in that year.
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21 AbSn XII Jnlus, Monday.
24 Abftn tb., Thursday.
26 AbSn ib., Saturday.

29 Abin ib., Tuesday.
1 Azar ib., Wednesday.

Tzk. Tr. I, 404-6.

It can be easily seen from the undermentioned entries

that 29 days were usually accounted to Azar.

11 Azar=4 Rab‘I I, 968 H., Saturday.
9 Dai= 2 Rab‘I II. 968 H.. Friday.

A.N. Trans. II, 187.

27 Azar XIIIJ., Wednesday.
2 Dai ib., Sunday.

Tzk. Tr. II, 68.

27 Azar XIV J., Thursday.
5 Dai t&., Thursday.
12 Dai ib., Thursday.

Tzk. Tr. II, 112.

But it is equally obvious that in the 12th and 16th, it

had one extra day given to it.

26 Azar [23 in the Trans, is a misprint]s 4 Safar, 964 H.
Monday.

6 Dai = 14 Safar, 964 H.,

Thursday.

A.N. Text, II, 48, 1, 10; Tr II, 75. 76.

30 Azar XII J., Thursday.

Tuzuk, Tr. I, 413 (vide also ib., I, 344).

26 Azar XV J., Thursday.
4 Dai ib., Friday.

Tzk. Tr. II, 187, 190.

Dai appears from the following date-entries to have had
only 29 days.

27 Dai=23 Jumada I, 971 H., Saturday.
2 Bahman=28 Jumada II, 971 H., Wednesday.

A.N. Text. Hi 200, 1. 23 ; 201, 1. 12 ; Tr. II, 312, 313.

28 Dai XII Julus, Thursday.
1 Bahman ifr., Saturday.

Tzk. Tr. I, 426, 428.

22 Dai XIII J., Saturday.
1 Bahman i&., Sunday.

Tzk. Tr. II, 67, 69.

The serial dates registered below point to only 29 having
been assigned to Bahman in some years.
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4 Bahmui= 8 Jum&dft I, 969 H., Wednesday.
5 Isfandftrmaz =: 8 JumadS II, 969 H., Friday.

A.N. Trans. II, 240, 244.

26 Bahman IX Julns, Sunday.
10 Isfandarmaz ib., Saturday.

Tzk. Tr. I, 275, 276.

24 Bahman XIV Julus; Thursday.
1 Isfandarmaz ib., Wednesday.
2 ib. ib., Thursday.

Tzk Tr. II. 120, 121.

But 30 days are given t6 it by the formula and this is

borne out by the following dates

;

27 Bahman XII Julus, Thursday.
1 Isfandarmaz ib., Monda}'.

Tzk. Tr. I, 435.

19 Bahman XIII Julus, Thursday.
3 Isfandarmaz ib., Thursday.

Tzk. Tr. II. 73.

Any one who works out the week days given in the

following entries will find that Isfandarmaz had 30 days.

27 Isfandarmaz s 7 Ramzan, 975 H., Sunday.
1 Farwardln=ll Ramzan, 976 H., Thursday.

A.N. Tr. II, 477, 482.

29 Islandsrraazss 4 Muharram, 1020 H., Saturday.

1 Farwardln = 6 Muharram, 1020 H., Monday

Tzk. Tr. I, 191, 192.

29 Isfandarmaz XIII Julus, Tuesday.
1 Farwardin XIV, ib., Thursday.

Tzk. Tr. II, 77, 78.

30 Isfandarmaz XIV Julus, Thursday.
1 Farwardin XV Julus, Friday.

Tzk. I’l. II, 128, 130.

28 Isfandarmaz XV Julus, Friday.

1 Farwardin XVI Julus, Monday.
4 Farwardin XVI Julus, Thursday.

Tzk. Tr. II, 198, 199.

In a word, it would appear that, nomudly,

Farwardin had . . 31 days, but sometimes 30

Ardlbibisht . . 31 days.

Khurdftd .. .. 32 days but at times 31

Tir . . . . 31 ,, mm »»
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Amardfid . . . 31 days but at times 32
Shahrivar .

.

• • 31 >> if •» 30
Mihr . 30 „ 99 1 1 31
Aban .. 30 „ 99 ty 29
Asar .. 20 „ „ 99 y- 30
Dai • 29

9 9 *1 30
Bahman .. 30 „ .*» } 1 29
Isfandarmaz . . 30 „

Briefly, the conclusion to which the evidence points is

that the formula is an empirical statement, a convenient rule

for ascertaining and remembering the number of days ordUia-

rily accounted to each of the twelve llahl months. It contains

a great deal of the truth, but not the whole truth. It ignores

occasional deviations from the normal limits, to which the

recorded dates bear evidence. But we have as yet no reasons

for holding that those deviations were frequent or common.
In those circumstances, the question for the practical chrono-
legist is, what are the actual results of the application of the
formula ?

For this purpose, I will select for conversion into Ilahl

dates the initial days of the same Hijtl years, 964, 966, etc.,

that have been the subject of discussion, and compare the
results of the application of the formula with those arrived at

by Dr, Taylor.

Our first example was 1 Muharram, 964 H.
Now 1. i. 2 Ilahl = 9 Jumada’ 1. 964 A H. [E.D. V, 246],

= 1. i. 964 A.H. 4- 126 days (Table I).

. . 1. h 964 A.H.= 1. i. 2 JlahT— 126 days.
= 23 Aban, I llaht (Table TI).

According to Abul Fazl’s reckoning (A.N. Tr. II, 60).

1 Muharram 964, must have coincided with 22 Aban, which is

a difference of only one day.

Dr. Taylor gives 30 Aban, I Ilahl.

Now let me take our second instance.

1 Muharram, 966 A.H.
Now i. i. 4 Ilahl .= 2 Jumada II, 966 (E.D. V, 246).
.-. by Table 1=1. i. 966 149 days.
.*. 1. i. 966= 1. i. 4 Ilahl — 149 days.
= 30 Mihr, 3 Ilahl (Table II).

According to the Akbarridma (Tr. If. 117) it would be=l
Aban—again a difference of only one day. Dr. Taylor gives

7 Aban, 3 Ilahl.

1 Muharram, 968 A.H.
1. i. 6 IlahT = 24 JumSda II, 968 A.H.
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=1 i. 968 A.H. + 171 days (Table I).

1. i. 988 A.H.s 1. i. 6 Ilfthi- 171 davs,
8 =:Mihr, 6 Ufihl.

The A kbamama result is 9th Mihr.
Dr. Taylor gives 16- Mihr, 6 Ilahl.

1 Muharram, 969 A.H.
1. i. 7 Ilahl = 5 Rajab, 969 A.H. (E.D. V, 246).

=1. i. 969 A.H. + 181 days. (Table I).

1. i. 969 A.H.*1. i. 7 Ilahl- 181 days.
= 29 Shahrivar, 6 Ilahl (Table II).

The Akbamama result is identical.

Dr. Taylor gives 6 Mihr, 6 Ilahl.

I Muharram, 972 A.H.
Now i. i. 10 Il8hl=8 Sha'ban, 972 A.H. (E.D. V,246).
.'. =1. i. 972 A.H. + 214 days (Table 1)

.-. 1. i. 972 A.H. = 1. i 10 Ilahl -214 days.

= 27 Amaidad, 9 Ilahl (Table II).

It would have been = 28 Amardad according to the

reckoning in the AldwrnSma (Tr. II, 360). Dr. Taylor gives

2 Shahrivar, 9 Ilahl.

1 Muharram, 976 A.H.
Now, 1. i. 13 Ilahi = 11 Ramzan. 975, A.H. (E.D. V, 246).

.-. = 1. i. 976 A.H. + 246 days (Table 1).

1. i. 976 A.H. = 1. i 13 Ilahl - 246 days.

= 26 Tir, 12 Ilahl.

The Akbamama would give 27th or 28th Tir (Tr. 1 1. 437).

Dr. Taylor has 30 Tir, 12 Ilahl.

1 Muharram, 978 A.H.
Now, l. i. 16 Ilahl = 14Shalvwal, 978 A.H. (E.D. V, 246).

,-. = 1. i. 978 A.H. + 279 days (Table 1).

L i, 978 A.H. = 1. i. 16 Ilahl - 279 days.

= 26 Khurdad, 16 Ilahl.

The Akbamama would give the same (Tr. II. 614).

Dr. Taylor has 27th Ourdad. 16 Ilahl.

1. Muharram, 989 A.H.
Now 1. i. 28 Haw = 6 Safar, 989 A.H. (E.D. V, 246)

= 1. i. 989 A.H.+ 34 days (Table 1).

.-. l.'i. 989 A.H. = 1. i. 26 Ilahl - 34 days.
= 27 fiahman, 25 Ilahl.

This is again in perfect accord with the A kharnhma (Tr.

496). Dr. Taylor gives 2 Isfandarmaz, 25 Ilahl.
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1 Ma^rram, 1020 A.H.
Now, 1. i. VI Julus = 6 Muharram, 1020 A.H.

= 1. i. 1020 A.H. + 6 days (Table I).

.•. 1. i. 1020 A.H. = 1. i. VI Julus — 5 days,
s 26 IsfandSrmaz, V Julus (Table II).

JahSngir’s reckoning would yield the same (Tuzuk, Tr. I,

191-2). Dr. Taylor gives 1 GSthfi, V IlShl.

1 Muharram, 1023 A.H.
Now, 1. i. IX Juluss 9 Safar, 1023 A.H.
= 1. i. 1023 A.H. + 38 days (Table I).

. 1. i. 1023 A.H.sl. i. IX Julus-38 days.
= 23 Bahman, VIII Julus (Table II).

The Tuzuk date would be 22nd (Trans. I, 256). Dr.

Taylor has 28th.

1 Muharram, 1026 A.H.
Now, l. i. XII Julu8= 12 Rab‘I I, 1026 A.H.
.-. = 1. i. 1026 A.H. + 70 days (Table I).

.-. 1. i. 1026 A.H. = 1. i. XII Julus-70 days.
= £0 Dai XI Julus (Table II).

The date according to the TUzuk would have been either

20th or 19th Dai (Trans. 1, 347).

Dr. Taylor gives 26 Dai, 11 llahl.

1 Muharram, 1062 A.H-
Now, 1. i. XVIth Solar year = 30 Zl-l-hajja, 1052 A.H.

{Badishahtiama, H, 332).

.-. = 1. i. 1062 A H. + 364 days (Table 1).

1. i. 1052 A.H.= 1. i. XVIth Solar year-364 days.

= 12 Farwardin XVth Solar year.

Of Bddishahnama, II, 290, which would give exactly the

same. Dr. Taylor gives 17 i'arwardin, 15 ll&hl.

1 Muharram, 1053 A.H.
Now, l.i. XVIth Solar year=30 Zl-l-hajja, 1052 A.H.

{supra).

. . 1 . i. 1053 A.H. = 2 Farwardin XVIth Solar year.

Of. Badishahndma, II, 333, which has 1 Farwardin.
Ur. Taylor gives 7 Farwardin, XVI IlShi.

1 Muharram, 1056 A.H.
Now, 1. i. XVIIIth Solar year=21 Muharram, 1066 A.H.

Bad. Nam. II, 413
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.-.= 1. i. 1056 A.H. + 20 days (Table I).

/. 1. i 1056 A.H.=:1. i. XVIIIth Solar year-20 days.
= 11 Isfandarmaz, XVIIth Solar year.
Cf. Bad. Nam. II, 412, which would give 10th Isfandftr-

maz. Dr. Taylor has 20th Isfandftrmaz, XVII Ilahl.

1 Muharram, 1056 A.H.
Now, 1. i. XIXth Solar year = 3 Safar, 1066 A.H. {Bad.

Nam. TI, 491).
.-. = 1 i. 1066 A.H. + 32 days (Table I).

/. 1. i. 1066 A.H. = 1. i. XIXth Solar year— 32 days.
= 29 Bahman, XVIIIth Solar year.

Bad. Nam. II, 486 would give 30 Bahman. Dr. Taylor
gives 10th Isfandarmaz.

1 Muharram, 1067 A.H.
Now, 1. i. XXth Solar year = 14 Safar, 1067 A.H. (J3Sd.

Nam. II, 635).

* 1 . it 1057 A.H. + 43 days (Table I)

.-. 1. i. 1067 A.H. = 1. i. XXth Solar year-43 days.
= 18 Bahman, XIXth Solar year.

Exactly the same equivalent would be yielded by Bad,
Nam. IT, 626.

Dr. Taylor gives 29 Bahman, XIX Ilahl.

It is now clear that the formula gives substantially accu-

rate results. In seven cases out of sixteen, these results are

in complete, accord with the synchronisms obtained from the
chronicles ; in nine there is a difference or error, but it does
not exceed one day in any case Nor is it difficult to traoe

the cause of the discrepancy. We have seen that the number
of days assigned to each month was not absolutely 6xed.

There was a general rule determining the normal duration of

each, but this normal duration varied within certain narrow
limits.

These small variations were due, in the first place, to the

re-adjustments which were deemed necessary forb ringing the

Nauroz into exact accord with the day of the sun’s entrance

into the sign Aries, and for making the year, as far as possible,

a True Solar year [ ] of 365 da3’'s, 5 hours,

45 minutes and 27 seconds. In other words there was, side

by side with the ordinary rule or scheme of the months, a
supplementary method of checking and controlling it by more
exact astronomical calculations.

Another cause of variation is indicated by the historian

Khafl Khan in the course of some remarks on Aurangzeb’s

abolition of the Festival of the Nauroz and his subsequent
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prohibition of the publication and uao of Taqinms or Alma-
nacks in the offices. The passages are somewhat lengthy, but
they contain many details which are not found elsewhere and
will not bear abridgment. In his account of the orders issued

by the Emperor immediately after his Second Coronation, this

author says :

—

** Jalalu d-din Muhammad Akbar Badishah had ordered

that the years and months of the Records [ j
and also of

his own Julus should be reckoned from the first of Farwardin
(that is, the entrance of the Great Luminary into the sign of

Aries) up to the end of IsfandSrmaz, and called them the

Ilahi months axkU vV ]. Inasmuch as this

resembled the customs of the Magians and the Fire-worshipping

Rulers [of Persia], the Truth-recognising Emperor in his

endeavours to observe the Holy Law commanded that the

record of his Julus years and the Feasts thereof should be kept
in the Arabian and Lunar years and months. As for the

Books of Accounts, he directed that the Arabian month and
year should be written before [or preferred to} the Solar year.

]. And he abolished in toto the celebration of the

Nauroz festival. Now, every one who is acquainted with the

mathematical sciences and Astronomy and is conversant with.

(lit, has crossed or traversed) the different Eras [ ] knows

that though the Nauroz and the Magian months are called by
the same names Farwardin, Ardlbihisht, etc., up to isfandar-

maz, yet they are [different and] clearly distinguished from them

(sell, the Ilahl months). And in the Almanacks [ ]
the

names of their [i,e, the Magian] months are recorded separately

according to the initial date of their own year [ JLa ^ ']

and designated (lit, written) as '' Old Persian’ uv’ 1*

And the Nauroz festival of the first of Farwardin which is

celebrated by the Magians in Kerman and the port of Surat
has nothing whatever to do with this Nauroz ‘ which is called-

Nauroz-i-StUiSni also * And it is this Nauroz-i-Svliant

) This is true. On account of the Old Yazdajardi year being
reckoned at only 366 days and the absence of any provision for inter-

calating one day in four years as in the Julian system, the New Year's
Day, ».e. l.st Farwardin of the Zoroastrians in KermSn and Yazd fell this

year (1921 A.C.) on the lUh of August, and the majority of the Parsis in

Surat and Bombay celebrated it on the 10th of ^ptember. In KhSfi
iOiAn's time, t.e. about 1700 A.C. the corresponding dates must have~Been
22nd September and 21st October (Old style) respectively. Cowaflji

PatelPs Chronology, pp. 28-9 and 171.
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which is observed in most of the cities of Persia [ ] and

India, and even by the sovereigns of Turan, Balkb—the Cupola

of Islam [ Ki
] and Bukhara. The foundation of the

four seasons, the summer, winter and rains of Hindustan

—

the periods of Rab'l and Kliarlf and the ripening of the fruits

and cereals peculiar to each season, the Jaglr assignments as

well as the cash allowances of Mansabdars (

] can be determined only by the Solar reckoning {lit.

year and months) . It is impossible to ascertain {Kt. understand)
them by the Arabian months. All this notwithstanding, the
Orthodox Emperor, anxious to promote the cultivation of

piety, did not wish that Nauroz i-Sul^nl should be continued,
because it bore some resemblance to the Nauroz feast of the

Era (lit. year and month) of the Magians.
MuniaJ^ahu4-Lubah, Bibl Ind. Text, II, 79-80.

The author returns to the subject in his account of the

eleventh year of Aurangzeb’s reign.
“ In bygone days, especially in the time of Sahib qiran-

t-Sanl, poets and astronomers were held in high consideration.
• * and astronomers were regarded as necessary members
of the Imperial Retinue (lit. stirrup) and the Exchequer (lit.

Dlvfin*s Record office), and included in the cadre [
chkh = lit.

entered] of servants personally known to the Emperor.

Everything, the determination of the four seasons, the exact

calculation (lit. the thread of the account) of the Solar months
the determination of the Jaglr assignments and cash allow-

ances of the troops. ] and the corps of artillery, and the

selection of the auspicious moments for doing things, had been

all regulated by reference to the astronomers’ almanacks f

All this was now [circa 1079 A.H ] abolished. The custom
of reciting poetry and listening to it and the selection of the

auspicious hour from Almanacks and the filing (///. preserving,

keeping) of Almanacks in the Record-office were all forbidden

(lit. overthrown). The officers of the Secretariat Jai
J

submitted that since the use of the Almanacks from which tin*

clerks used to correctly calculate the Solar months had been
forbidden, it was impossible to keep a regular account of the

officers* allowances [ ]. The Emperor replied that they

might easily preserve the thread of the Solar months {

] by the [Mnemonic] verse.

‘ 31 (Ifi) 31 (Ifi) 32, (lab) 31 (Ift) 31 (la) and 31 (1ft) [days there

are in] six months; 30, 30 (lal), 29 (kat) and 29 (kat) and 30,

30 (lal) [days there are in] the short months.

’

From that year [circa 1079 A.H.], the clerks in the offices
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have been keeping up their accounts by the rule of La wa La,
but it is impossible for the results thus arrived at to agree
with the hour of the passing of the Sun into another sign as

determined by the almanacks, or that there should not be
differences as regards the first day of each Solar month. For
it is the rule among astronomers that if the passing of the Sun
from one sign to another occurs a minute before sunset on
any day, that day is rec'koned as the fi^st [of the next or
coming month]. But if the transit of the Sun into another
sign occurs a tenth of a tenth of an hour after sunset, that

day is included [ ] and reckoned as the last day [ ] of

the [current] month. Now this mathematical nicety [lit.

minute matter of calculation] is difficult to be understood
without the astronomical calculations which are recorded in

almanacks. (Indeed there are people who are not sure of the
[correctness of even] the almanacks of our day.) The author
of these pages has ascertained from an examination of the
Records of the Divans of the Dekkan and of the Daru l-I^ila-

fat [Shah Jahanabad] and of other powerful Amirs that the
differences between them [i.e. the solar dates of the Clerks*

registers] and the calculations of the astronomers have, by the
lapse of time; mounted up from two and three days to nine
and ten days.**

Op. ciL, IT, 214-215.

Now here it will be well to put clearly and plainly the

four points Mrhich emerge from this rambling and not very
lucid exposition

The Urst is that the Ui wa La formula was a matter of

common knowledge in the days of Aurangzeb, who understood

it just in the way that 1 have done, and regarded it as embo-
dying a rule capable of yielding substantially accurate results.

The second is that the occasional variations of a day in

the lengths of the months which introduce an apparently
perplexing element of uncertainty into the system were due
to two causes :

—

(^) The aggregate number of days assigned to the twelve

months in the formula amounts altogether to only 365. The
True Solar year however, is reckoned in the Tables of Ulugh.

Beg, which Shsh Fathu’llah followed, at 365 days, o hours,

45 minutes and 27 seconds (A%n4-Akhan, Jarrett, Trans. 1 1, 24 ;

Text, I, 274, 1. 21). It was therefore necessary to adjust the

reckoning so as to make the Naiiroz coincide, as nearly as

possible with the moment of the Sun’s entrance into Aries

One has only to turn over the pages of the Tuzuk and the

Badishhandma to notice with what care the authors record the

exact hour and minute at which the Sun entered Aries.

(Rogers and Beveridge’s Trans. I, 85, 165, 191, 235; II, 1, 130,

' 230 204, etc.
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{B) The IlShi months were True Solar months [Mah-i-
Shamd kriqiqi] of unequal lengths expressed, in each case in
periods of days, hours, minutes and seconds.^ To obviate the
trouble and chances of error involved in the cumulative summa-
tion of such fractions, the rule was established that if the
actual transit of the sun from one sign to another took place
before sunset on a particular day the next month should be
supposed to have begun on the same day, and the old month
to have lost a whole day. On the other hand, if the transit

occurred a minute after sunset, that day was reckoned as the

ce ] or last day of the old (or current) month, which gained

a whole day, i.e. had one apportioned to it over and above its

normal or customary share.

The third point is that though Aurangzeb forbade the
celebration of the Nauroz in 1069 A.H., he did not, at the
time, prohibit the parallel entry of the Ilahl months (not years),

in the Daftar or Records. All that he would appear to have
done in that year, was to direct, as his father had done long
since, that the Hijrl months and years should be written before

the Ilahl months. The place of honour was to be given to

the Arabian or lunar months and years, but the corresponding
solar months and days were still permitted to bo registered

after them, for reasons connected with the Imperial System
of Book-keeping and Audit. It was customary to keep Al-

manacks [ ] in all the offices for ascertaining the c.xact

solar corre.spondences of the Hijrl or lunar dates. This was
the state of things during the first ten years of the reign. In

the eleventh (1079-80 A.H.) under the influence of his rising

1 In fact the method adopted was practically identical with the

old Indian system of calculating Uie solar months which is still in

vogue in Bengal and Southern India and familiar to alt students of

Hindu Chronology. Mr Pillai writes ;
•• Whether in the Tamil country

or in MalabSr or in Bengal, the measure of the solar months is the

same. Like the solar year, each solar month ends at a fraction of the

day, that is, at the moment when the nent Sankrdnti takes place. For
purposes of computation, tlie Sankranti, as well as the month to which it

gives its name, is reckoned from the very moment at which the previous

month ends. But in practice in the Tamil country, when a Sankranti

takes place after sunset, the next month begins next day ; and when the

Sankranti occurs before sunset, that is the first day of the nett month and the

old month loses a day.*' (Indian Chronology, p. 8). According to the

Surya SiddhSnia, the exact length of each of the twelve solar months is :

—

30-93 ; 31-42; 31'64; 31-47; 31-01 ; 30-44; 29-89; 29-47; 29-31.; 29 44;

29;82; 30-36 days. (/6id.), Table II, p. 2.)

But in practice, the number of days assigned to the months is as

follows :

—

30, 31, 31, 31, 31. 30, 29, 29, 29. 29, 29, 30. (Ibid., p. 8.) It will be

seen that the TSmil rule is almost the same as that mentioned by
l^afi ^Sn and that the months with 31 days each and 29 days eacli

are arranged continuously in both systems. See also Sewell and Dikshit,

Indian Calendar, p. 12.

3
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religious zeal, he prohibited the publication of almanacks and
their use in the Accounts Department. When the officiali^

urged that under such orders it would bo impossible to keep
an accurate Register of Militar}' and Civil pay and allowances,

Aurangzeb replied ithat the "La wa La' formula was capable

of providing a compendious and efficient substitute for the

laborious lucubrations of the astronomers. It would seem,
then, that the Ilahl mofiths (not years) were not altogether

banished from the Musters and Pay-lists or Civil and Military

Accounts even in Aurangzeb’s reign. At any rate, there are

good reasons for believing that the Ilahl months and days of

important events were carefully registered side by side with
the Hijr! months and days, for many years after Aurangzeb’s
accession. This is sufficiently proved so far as the first ten

years of that Emperor are concerned, by the fact that there

are at least seventy Hijrl-llahl synchronisms, all relating to

that decade,^ in the Official Chronicle of Muhammad KSzirn
which was written by the express orders of the Emperor and
was even submitted repeatedly to him for approval. (Elliot

and Dowson, VII, 174 ;
Bibl. Ind. Text, 23.)

This is not all. The parallel entry of the Ilahl months and
days (not years) does not appear to have been altogether dis-

continued even in the reigns of Aurangzeb’s successors. My
attention has been arrested by the following additional syja-

chronisms in the pages of Khafi Khan. Almost all of them
have reference to important events which occurred between
the 1118th and 1136th years of the Hijra. (1707-1724 A.C.).

Friday, 28th ZM-qa'da, 1118 A.H. = 13 IsfandHrmaz Mah i~

Ilahi (Aurangzeh’s death).

Kliafl Khan, Text, II, 549, 1. 11.

18 Rab‘I I, 1119 A.H. = 29 IQiurdad (Battle of Jajau).

Ibid., II, 690 I. 9.

18 Zi-l-haj]a [1119 A.H.] = 2l Isfandarmaz Mdh-i-Ildht

(second anniversary of Bahadur Shah, Shah 'Alam I’s «Iulus).

Ibid., IJ, 607, 1. 11.

Beginning of ZM-hajja [1121 A.H.] = End of Dai Mah-i-
Ilahi. (Heavy rains for five days.) Ibid., 11, 670 1. 5.

Middle of Zl‘l-qa‘da 1123[r6C^€, 1124J A.H. = 25 Agar Mah-i.
Ilahi. (Jahandar Shah leaves Dehll to encounter Farrukb.
»'yw ) Ib., IT, 700, 1. 6.

I See pp. 30, 42. 43, 4tt. 50. 01, 86. 94, 129. 131, 152, 160, 229, 319.

301, 426, 431, 432. 446, 440, 450. 466. 480, 490, 562, 687, 691, 612, 616.

623, 033, 641, 739, 754. 761, 764, 813, 810, 820, 831, 836, 839, 840, 842.

840 , 850. 863, 869, 862, 808, 878 , 884, 887, 910, 930. 937, 938, 967, 968,
' 902, 975, 978, 1030. 1031, 1032, 1047, 1000.
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Beginning of_Rab‘I I, 1123 \recte, 1124J A.H.s2nd decade
of Farwardln Mah-i^llah%

.

FarruU^^iyar coins money in his
own name at Patna.) "

jj |

13 Zl-l'hajja, 1124 A.H. = 19 Dai Mah-i-lldhi. (Battle be-
tween Jahandar Shah and Farrukhsivar.)

/*., II, 701, 1. 16.

13 Zl-l-hajja, 1124 A.H. = 19 Dai Alah-i-Ilahi, (Battle

between Jahandar Shah and Farrukbsiyar.)

76.,

11, 721, 1.6.

Saturday, 20 llajab, 1131 A.H. = 17 Khurdad Mah-i-Ilahi.
(Accession of RaPl u-d-daula.)

^ 83 ] 4

Saturday, 15 ^iJ-qa'da 1131 A.H. = 8 Mihr Mdh-i-Ildht.
(Accession of Muhammad Shah.)

^
jl^ 840^ j

Wednesday, 9 Rab‘l IL, 1131 A.H. = 10 Isfandarmaz; Mdh-
i-Ildhi. (Accession of Raf*I-u-d-daraJat.)

76., II, 816, 1. 6.

1 1 Zl-l-hajja, 1 1 32 A.H. == 20 Mihr Mdk'i-Udht. (Accession

of Muhammad Ibrahim.)
^ 914^ 22.

5Jumad5l, 1134 A.H. = 3 Farwardln AfaA-i-/KAf. (Nizftm-

uJ-Mulk Asaf J5h is made Vazir of the Empire.)

76.,

11, 939, last line.

Beginning of Jiim&da II, 1135 A.H. = Middle of Isfandarmaz

Mdh-i-Ildhi, (Nizamu-l-MuIk returns to Dehll.)

75., 11,947,1.7.

23 Muharram, 1136 A.H. = End of Shahrlvar Mdh^i-Ildhi,

(Battle of Shakkar Khera or Fathkhelda.)

76., II, 953, 1. 8.

There is no reason for supposing that lUiafl Khan worked

out these equivalents himself or that he went to the trouble of

collecting all the Taqvims for these years for transcribing the

IlAhl correspondences. He must have known that there was

not the smallest necessity of giving both dates and that his

account of the transactions of these years would not derive

any additional value from that circumstance. The most prob-

able explanation seems to me to be that he took them straight

from the contemporary ‘ Court Circulars '
(
Wd^'as or A!Abdt\s

in which it was the practice to record de die in diem the pro

ceedings of the Emperor, and other public events of conse-

quence.'

J Several of these contemporary Akbbara or news-letters are pre*

^rved in the British Museum. Mr. lavine has mentioned and used nomo
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The jourth point noted by the historian is that the results

of the application of the La wa La formula were not quite
satisfactory, and that he had found, from a personal inspec-

tion of the Official Records, that there was always a difference

between the dates worked out by that method and the more
exactly calculated dates in the Almanacks of the Astronomers,
and that this difference varied from two or three days up to

nine and even ten days with the ‘ lapse of time ’
( f ).

This is, on the face of it, not a little disconcerting. The
allegation, if absolutely correct, would knock the bottom out of
the formula. On the other hand, it is not easily reconcilable

with certain facts which we have just ascertained for ourselves.

We have found the Rule yielding results that were in close or
substantial agreement with the synchronisms recorded in

contemporary chronicles. In seven cases out of sixteen picked
out at random, we obtained absolutely identical results. In
nine, there was a difference, but that difference amounted to

only one day. Such coincidences are ample warrant for main-
taining the substantial accuracy of the formula. What then
are we to think of this positive statement to the contrary ?

The historian tells us that he had personally examined the
* Daftars’ and compared them with the almanacks. He could
be scarcely in error about such a simple matter. The fact is,

paradoxical as it may seem, that his assertion is well-grounded
—when properly explained and understood— and there are
at the same time, no good reasons for distrusting our own
calculations also.

Our author asserts that the amount of the error varied
directl}^ with ‘ the lapse of years,’ and that, in some cases,

it rose to nine or ten days. This is startling, but no one who has
thoroughly grasped the jmnciples of the solar method of com-
putation should have any difficulty in understanding the

reason. The year on which it was founded was the Sdl-i-Sliams

i-Haqiqi of 365 days, 5 hours, 45 minutes and 27 seconds. The
total number postulated by the formula was only 365. So
long as the Nauroz was regularly observed at Court, this excess

w'as taken into account and the error was officially corrected

year by year, under the direction of the Court Astronomers b}^

small readjustments of the lengths of the months. All the

dates which we have seen working out correctly relate to the

period during which the Nauroz was uninterruptedly celebrated

at Court, the precise moment of the sun’s entrance into Aries

ascertained with great exactness and solicitude and the correc-

tion regularly made from one year to another. In other words,

it is true that we have used the formula, and the Table of I1ah%

relating to the reign of BahSdur Shfih, ShSh * Alam I. J.A.S B,, 1800,

p. S?ll. They are oooasionally quoted by Mr. Jadunath Sarkar also in

his writings.
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days is actually based upon it, but our data were the corrected

data for each year which are recorded in the contemporarj^
annals, so that the formula was applied under such cir*

oumstanccs as precluded the possibility of any large error.

The Hijrl equivalents of the initial days of the hundred and
five solar years comprised in this period (963-1068 A.H.) have
been all meticulously recorded in the chronicles, and with
these ' corrected data ’ to start with and base our calculations

upon, we need entertain no serious apprehensions as to the

fundamental accuracy of our results.

The case stands differently so far as the subsequent years

(1069 A H. et seq.) to which alone Khdfi Khan's remarks apply,

are concerned. For some time after the abolition of the

Nauroz celebration the clerks were still able to readjust the

reckoning with the aid of the Almanacks. The difficulty began
when their publication as well as consultation was forbidden.

It was then nobody's business to set right the reckoning.

It was probably beyond the knowledge and competence of the

Official class, even if there had been a general desire to do so.

In these circumstances, the error must have inevitably assumed
more and more serious proportions with the ‘lapse of time.’

IQiaft Kiian’s criticism therefore, however Justifiable so far as

the reigns of Aurangzeb and his successors are concerned has

no bearing on the earlier period to a part of which alone—be it

noted—the ‘ llahl issues* are really confined. A knowledge of

Hijil-Ilahl synchronisms can be required by the numismatist
only in connection with the mintages of Akbar, Jahangir and,

perhaps, of Shah Jahan, and so far as that period is concerned
the results arrived at by the application of the formula may
be safely said to be sufficiently correct and reliable.

The sum and substance of this disquisition the object

of which was to discover the secret, i.e. the inherent principles

or ‘ fundamental elements ’ of the solar method of reckoning

established by Akbar may be now stated.

The year of the new system was the ‘True Solar Year* of

which the length was estimated on the basis of the Zich-i'

JatRd or the Gurganl Tables of Ulugh Begat 365 days, 5 hours,

45 minutes and 27 seconds.

The months also w'ere ‘ True Solar Months ’ commencing
successively at the moment the sun entered the different signs

of the Zodiac. They were of unequal lengths, because the

number of days the sun takes to pass from one sign to another
varies from 29 days and a fraction to 31 days and a fraction.

The minimum length of a month was therefore 29 and the
maximum 32 days. The normal duration of each month is

formulated in the serial order in the * La wa La* couplet.

This rule or norm was sometimes modified for reasons of

accuracy or convenience.

As the year was theoretically a True Solar Year, provision
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was made for bringing it into exact accord with the Revolution

of the sun and making the New Year begin as nearly as pos<

sible from the precise moment of the sun’s passage into Aries.

These corrections necessarily involved slight readjustments

in the normal lengths of the months.

The rule was further subject to modification for another

reason. The transit of the sun from one sign to another was
liable to take place at any moment of the day or night but it

would hardly do in practice to make each month begin from
some different hour of the nycthemeron, A convention was
therefore established that when the entry of the sun into the

next sign took place ftc/orc sunset on a particular day. the next

month began on the same day and the old month lost a day.

Per contra, if the transit occurred after sunset the next month
was held to commence on the day following and the old or

current month gained one day.

The operation of this rule introduces a certain element of

uncertainty in the conversion of Ilahi dates into their corres*

ponditig equivalents of other eras, but this factor of variation

iK reduced to negligible proportions by the circumstance that

for the entire period covered by the reigns of Akbar, »Iahanglr

and Shall Jahan, wc have the advantage of having for the

bases of our calculations certain extremely useful data, the

accuratiy of which is beyond aH reasonable doubt. These data

arc the Hijrl correspondences of all Solar New Yeai-s’ Days
from the year of Akhar’s accession to that of the deposition of

Shgh Jahan (5)()3--106S A. 11.). In these recorded synchronisms,

we posse.ss checks or ‘ controls ’ of which it would be difficult

to over-estimate the value. With these fixed points to start

from, in the case of every one of the hundred and odd years

with which Numismatists are likely to have any coneern, the

application of the La wa Ld' formula {i.e the scheme of

Ilahi days embodied therein) gives results which are demons-
trably accurate for all practical purposes. The discrepancy

in no case exceeds one day—a margin of error for which allow-

ance has to be made even in the carefully constructed Chrono-
logical Tables of (.^mniiigham, Wiistenfeld and others.*

• In comparing these [hcU. Wustenfeld’s] Tnl)le8,*’ .Mr. R S. Pools
writes, ** with the Cairo Almanacs of A.H. 1243 to 1260 and 1259 to 1203

and 1206, it appears that in three cases the- first day ot* the year,

I Mtiharram, is dated one European day later by the Egyptian
Almanack. In the conversion of dates, we must therefore expect a degree

of uncertainty as to the day of the month in both Muslim and European
reckoning.” Coins of the Shahs of Persia, Introd. XVI IT. For the

explanation of the diacrepancy see ibid., XVI.
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Table I—For Hijrl Years,

Day

of

month.

|

Muharram.

1

is

1
ii

liM

'h

iii

k-TM
1*4

h
4

iv

M
14

;s

E
9
hj

V

M
14
T>
14

E
9
1-5

vi

jci

4
*4

vii

c
14
ja

4

viii

I

ix

i3

4

ml

X

4*

TS

4
7
Nl

xi

-

.4
'5*

pC-

N(

xii

Day

of

month.

—
1 30 59 89 118 148 J77 207 236 266 21>5 325 1

2 1 31 90 119 149 178 208 237 267 296 326 2

3 2 32 91 120 150 179 238 268 297 327 3

•1 3 33 62 92 121 151 230 269 21>8 328 4

5 4 34 63 93 122 152 Eltl 240 270 299 329 5

6 5 35 04 94 123 153 182 212 241 27

1

300 330 6

7 6 36 65 95 124 154 tm 213 242 272 301 331 • 7

8 7 37 96 125 155 184 214 243 273 302 332 8

9 8 38 67 97 126 156 185 215 244 274 303 333 9
10 9 39 68 98 127 157 186 21« 245 275 304 334 10

11 10 40 66 99 128 158 131 217 246 276 305 335 11

12 11 41 70 120 159 1^ 21S 247 277 306 336 12

13 12 42 71 lOI tm 160 219 248 278 307 337 13

14 13 43 72 131 161 111 220 240 279 308 338 14

15 14 44 1 73 103 132 162 191 221 250 280 309 330 15

16 16 45 74 104 133 163 192 222 251 281 310 340 16

17 16 46 w 134 164 193 223 252 282 311 341 17

18 17 47 135 165 194 224 253 283 312 342 18

19 18 48 77 107 136 196 226 254
1

284 313 343 10

20 19 49 78 108 137 167 196 226 255 285 314 344 20

21 20 50 79 109 138 lOS 197 227 2o()

;

280 315 345 21

22 21 51 ISTil no 139 169 198 228 257 287 316 340 22

23 22 52 81 111 uSm 170 190 289 258 288 317 347 23
24 23 ^1 82 112 141 171 200 250 289 318 348 24

25 24 54 83 113 142 172 201 E3I 260 290 319 340 25

26 25 55 84 114 143 173 202 .232 261 291 320 350 26

27 26 56 85 115 144 174 203 233 262 202 321 351 27

28 27 67 86 116 145 175 204 263 293 .322 352 28

29 28 58 87 117 146 176 ms 235 264 204 323 353 20

30 29 •• 88 •• 147 206 •• 265 • • 324 364 30

This Table shows the interval (in days) between New
Year’s Day and each snl^scfiiicnt day of the Hijrl year. For
example, 1C Kanr/an comes 245 dajs after, or 22 Zl-l-haJJa

34(i days after, the first day of that same year.

I It is only in tho Intercalary Year that Zi-l-hajja (xii) coiitainR

30 days.
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Table II—For Ilahi Years,

d

3
0
a

0

30 30 29 29 30 30 31 31 31 33 31 31

1

Isfandarmuz.

Bahman.

‘S

P
X

1
ix

1
MJ

1 viii

u
ja

vii

>
IMU
•§

vi <

Amardad.

1*4

H
iv

;s

V
&
51

iii

:§

X<
ii

Farwardln.

Day

of

month.

32
1

272 32

31 .

.

.

,

, , ,

,

.

.

179 210 241 273 304 335 31

30 1 31 , , ,

,

119 149 180 211 242 274 305 330 30

29 2 32 01 90 120 150 181 212 243 275 306 337 29

28 3 33 02 91 121 161 182 213 244 276 307 338 28

27 4 34 03 92 122 152 183 214 245 277 308 339 27

20 5 35 04 93 123 163 184 215 246 278 300 340 20

25 6 30 05 94 124 154 185 216 247 279 310 341 25

24 7 37 06 95 125 155 180 217 248 28U 311 342 24

23 8 38 67 96 126 150 187 218 249 281 312 343 23

22 9 39 68 97 127 ' 157 188 1 219 250
1

282 313 344 22
21 10 40 09 98 128 158 189 1 220 251 1 283 314 346 21

20 11 41 70 99 129 159 190 221 252 284 315 346 20
10 12 42 71 loo 130 160 191 232

1 253 285 316 347 19

18 13 43 72 101 131 101 192 223 254 286 317 348 18

17 14 44 73 102 132 162 193 234 255 287 318 340 17

10 15 45 74 103 133 103 194 225 250 288 319 360, 10

15 10 46 76 104 134 164 195 220 257 289 320 351 15

14 17 47 76 105 135 165 190 227 268 200 321 352 14

13 18 48 77 106 136 166 197 228 259 291 322 363, 13

12 19 49 78 107 137 107 198 229 260 292 323 ! 354 12

11 20 69 79 108 138 168 190 230 261 203 324
,
355 11

10 21 51 80 109 139 109 200 231 202 204 325 366' 10

9 22 52 81 no MO 170 201 232 263 296 320
1
357

1

9
8 23 53 82 111 141

' 171 202 233 204 2!)6 327 i 358 8

7 24 54 83 112 142; 172 203 234 ! 205 297 328 359 i 7

0 25 55 84 113 143 ; 173 204 235
j

200 298 329
'

360
1

0

5 20 50 86 114 144,' 174 205 236 1 267 299 330 I 361 5

4 27 67 86 115 145 175 1 200 237 268 300 331 : 362 ! 4

3 28 58 87 116 146 176 207 238 209 301 332 1 363
1

3
2 29 69 88 117 147 177 208 239 270 302 333 1 364 1

2
1 30 00 89 118 148 178 209 240 271 303 334 365

1

1

This Table shows the interval (in days) between New
Year’s Day and each day of the immediately preceding IlShI

year. For example, 29 Dai comes 61 days before, or 28 Mihr
150 days before, the first day of the next year.



III. ABUL FAZL'S INVENTORY OF
AKBAR'S COINS,

The tenth Chapter of the First Book of the Aln-i-Akban
contains an elaborate description of the '' Coins of the

Glorious Empire** [ The substance of the

inventory* has been extracted by Mr. Lane Poole (B.M.C.
Introd. Ixxii-lxxiv), who has surveyed it from the view -point

of a professed numismatist and delivered the opinion that

it * forms but another instance of the incapacity of the Oriental

(or for that matter, most European) historians to describe

accurately or systematicallv the coins which passed under their

own eyes *’ {loc. cit.^ LXXIl). In this description, the place of

honour is naturally given to the issues in gold, and more than

30 principal types and varieties are enumerated. The section

relating to the Sihansah, Rahas, Atmah and other phenomenal
gold-pieces is quoted in extenso in its proper place, the Note on
the so-called ‘ Gigantic Coins.*

Nineteen gold coins of lower denominations are then listed

and the ofhcial or popular designation of each is specified

The shape, weight and value of each and, in some cases the

inscriptions or legends on one side or both are also transcribed.

It is easy for the scientifically- trained e.xpert of our own
day to find fault with this catalogue, and condemn it because
it does not come up to our expectations and gratify the almost

insatiable craving for precise information on all matters

relating to antiquity which is one of the characteristic features

of the intellectual life of our time Mr. Lane Poole complains
that .Abul Fazl gives a long list of names without supplying

the necessary means of identifying the coins to which they

belong. Many of the types he describes do not appear to liave

been preserved in any collection, whilst many existing coin.s

are not described,** The fact of the matter is that A bill Fazl

does not profess to give anything like an PxhausUve account of

the coinage of the e^ilire reign. The description itself is pre-

ceded by the following introduction or preamble of which the

full significance does not seem to have been realised. “ As
through the attention of his Majesty, gold and silver have been

brought to the greate.st degree of purity, in like manner the

form of the coins has also been improved. The coins are now
an ornament to the treasury, and much liked by the people.

1 shall give a few particulars [ LakAli, lit.

= somewhat, some, a little] Blochmann, Tr. I, 27 ; Text, 1, 23.

The fact is that here, as in the list of the Imperial Mints,
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Abul Fazl takes no .cognizance of the issues of the earlier or

iion llahl type (see my Article in Num. Supp. XXXIV, pp.
165-190). He makes no reference to them, and the supposi-

tion that he has done so in one instance, is founded only on a

modern editor’s gloss or explanation, the soundness of which
is not beyond question.

Abul Fazl was not, it should be borne in mind, an anti-

quarian minutely describing for the benefit of an inquisitive

posterity the obsolete and rarely inet-with money of a by-gone
age. He was a contemporary speaking of matters of everyday
existence with which his readers were almost as familiar as

himself. Tf many of the types he has described are not pre-

served in any modern collection, it is surely not a fault for

which he can be held justly accountable. There is not the
smallest reason for believing that he has ' invented ’ or de-

scribed any imaginary pieces. The fact complained of merely
shows that modern coin-hunters have, after more than a
hundred years’ pursuit of Akbar’s gold, been able to make up
only an indifferent bag, and the reasons of this failure are by
no means, inexplicable or difficult to divine if at the same
time, many existing coins are not described, it is merely
because it was no part of the author’s intention to notice all.

Let me now transcribe the passage itself from Bloch-
mann’s English^Translation

.

8- The Afidbi is round, weighs 1 tolah, 2 mashahs and

4J surkhs, in value equal to 12 rupee.s On one side, ^Allahu

Akhar, jalla jalaluhu' and on the other, the date according to

the Divine era and the place where it is struck.

9. The lldhl is round, weighs 12 m/ishahs, 1| surkhs, bears

the same stamp as the Afidhi and has a value of 10 rupees.

10. The square LaH-i’Jalalt is of the same weight and
value

;
on one side, ‘ Allahu Akbar.^ and on the other ‘ Jalla

Jaldluhu'
11. The 'Adlgutkah is round, weighs 11 mashah.s and has

a value of nine rupees. On one side, ‘ Alldliu Akbar,' and on
the other, ‘ Yd Mu*hiu*

12. The Round MuhuVy in weight and value equal to the
' Adlgulkah but of a different stamp

111. Mihrdbl is in weight, value and stamp the same as

the round muhur.
14. The Mulni is both square and round, in weight

and value it is equal to the La'l-i-jaldU, and the round muhur.
It bears the stamp ‘ Yd Mu'hiuJ

1 To thin the following note is ottached in Blochmann's translation:
‘ It liHs the Kalimah (Sayyad Ahmad 8 Edition of the Ain).*’ I venture

to question the accuracy of this gloss. Abul Pazl’s own words

will not bear any such meaning.
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_ 15. Chahar gOshah, in stamp and weight the same as the
Aftabi.

15 The Oird is the half of the Ilahl, and has the same
stamp.

17. The D'han is hailf a LaH i-JaldR
18. The Sallrni is the half of the 'Adlgutkah.
19. The Rabi is a quarter of the Afldbi.

20. The Man is a quarter of the llaht and Jaldli.

21. The Half Sallrni is a quarter of the *Adlgutkah.
22. The Pnnj is the fifth part of the Ildhi,

23. The Pandau is the fifth part of La*l-i- Jaldli ;
on one

•side is a lily, and on the other a wild rose.

24. The Sumni or Asht siddh, is one-eighth of the Ilain
;
on

one side, • AUdhu Akbar,' and on the other, ‘ Jalla Jaldluhu'

25.

’ The Kald is the sixteenth part of the Ildhi. It has on
both sides a wild rose.

20. The Zarah is. the thirty-second part of an Ildhi, and
has the same stamp as the Kald.

As regards gold coins, tlie custom followed in the Imporial

Mint [ La'l4-Jaldlis, lyiians and

Mans, each coin for the space of a month The other gold

coins are never stamped withoiii special orders.** Op. cit.. 1,

29-30; Tc.xt, I.

IVu’haps the most arresting feature of this catalogue is the

care displayed in inventing for each coin a new and discriminat-

ing designation. Akbar’s passion for innovation has been the

subject of universal remark and his fondness for neologisms often

transgressed the bounds of reason and common sense. Bada-
onl informs us that the Emperor got a Brahmcan named Puruk-

hottam to invent particular Sanscrit names for all things in

existence (Lowe, II, 265), and we have the word of Abiil Fazl

for the assurance that it was - his Majesty who brought the

words, Ibachki, Shdhdlu, Sabras-^ Ilaldlkhur, Kanchani. etc
,
into

vogue. {Ain. Tr, I, 46, 65. 135, HI, 257.) Elsewhere, he in-

forms us that Akbar ** changed the names of several garments
and invented new and pleasing terms *’ for at least a dozen
articles of daily wear. (Ibid., I, 90 ) Several of these ** new
and pleasing terms ** are found on examination, to be only'

fanciful and far-fetched equivalents of good old Persian words,

witness, Sarbgdti (all-covcring) for Jama (coat) * Lhitrgupita
’

for Burq'u (veil), ‘ Sissobha ’ (head-ornament) for Kulah (cap)

and ‘ Charndharn * (footholder) for jidi afzdr (shoes). We
observe the same peculiarity in some of the names given to the

different kinds of gold coins. Afidbi, Ildhi, Mthrdbi^ MuRni,

GhahSrgosha, Salimi, Rabi (Arab, gj; a fourth) and Sumn%

( an eighth) stand in no need of elucidation, but there are

others of which it is not at all easy to trace the origin or the
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rationale. ^ Adlgutkah is a very puzzling hybrid formation

and all that I can suggest as to its etymology is that its first

part is the Arabic word which is frequently found im-

pressed on Muhammadan coins to signify “ goodness of weight

or fineness of metal ** (Godrington, 9-10) and after which the

‘Adlis of Muhammad Tughlaq were named. (Thomas, 221,

I.M.C. IT, Introd. 9.) The second half of the compound is

perhaps connected with the Sans. Guiikd, * a pill, any small

globe or ball’ (Monier Williams, Dictionary s.v). The
‘ Adlgutkah was a round disc of gold of standard weight

and fineness. D'han and Man ordinarily mean ‘ Wealth ’ and
‘ Mind,’ and it is exceedingly difficult to see why the half

and quarter Jalali were so called. They seem to be illustra-

tions of the ' quips and cranks’ and verbal conceits from
which many of Akbar’s neologisms undoubtedly derived

their inspiration. D^han and Man are inseparably associated

in a famous Indian formula. Among the Vallabhacharyas and
several other Hindu religious sects, “ the three-fold” Samar-
pana or consignment of Tan, Man and Dhan, ‘ body, mind and
wealth ’ to the * Guru ’ or Spiritual teacher is a sine qua non of

discipleship. (H. H- Wilson, Hindu Religions, Calcutta

Reprint, it^99, p. 83 ;
History of the Sect of Maharajas, 85).*

Gold is ‘Dhan,’ wealth par excellence, so the moiety of the

gold -piece was called by that name, and this naturally sug-

gested the selection of its congener. Man, as the designation

of the quarter-piece.

The name Asht sidh given to the immediately succeeding

subdivision in the quaternary scale is another example of the

fanciful association of monetary denominations with words and
phrases with which they have no real relation. All the Hindu
writers on the YogaShastra speak of eight supernatural or thau-

< Thin wae copied in the Dm^i^ Ilahl founded by Akbar with a differ-

ence. ** During this time,” Badaoni writes, ** the lour degrees of devo-
tion to His Majesty were defined. The four degrees consisted in readiness
to sacrifice to the Emperor Property, Life, Honour and Religion ”

(Lowe's Trans. II, 299; Text, II, 291). It is worth while comparing the
above statement with the following extract from the account of the Rudra-
Sampraddya or Vallabhacharya sect in the Bombay Gazetteer. Initiation

of a novice in the Vallabhacharya doctrine begins in childhood. The
first in.«tri]ction begins between the second and fifth year • • • A later

and more important initiation takes place after the eleventh or twelfth
year. After this second initiation, the votary is supposed to consecrate
his tan (body), man (mind), and dhan (wordly belongings) to the deity”
or his incarnation on £larth, the QurG (op. ctl , Vol. IX, pt. T, Gujarat
Population, p 536).

It may be permissible to add that this denomination of the half-

muhr was not unknown in the time of Shah Jahan. The author of the
Badiahahnama explicitly says in one place that the moiety of the rouhr
was called Dhan and its quarter Charn (Text, 11, 316). Elsewhere,
the sflune chronicler informs us that a Mulla Tayyib received on one
occasion from the Emiperor a present of ** 5(X) dhans or 260 Ashraffs”
(1058«A.H. XX R), Text, 11, 678, last line).
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maturgic powers which it is possible to acquire by the assidu-
ous practice of the system. They are called the Asht-sidhi
and are enumerated in Monier Williams’ Dictionary {s.v.

siddfii) * and many other places. The}*^ are described by
Abul Fazl also in his account of the School of Patanjall

( Jarrett, Sin. Tr III, 187) and he even admonishes his readers
that although such powers may seem incredible in the eyes of
those affected by the taint of narrow custom, those who
acknowledge the wonderful power of God, will find in it no
cause of astonishment.” {Ibid.). Akbar’s habit of associating
freely with Hindu Jogis and Sannyasis is the frequent theme
of Badaonl’s gibes and sneers (Lowe, II, 265, 334-5), and he
was undoubtedly familiar with their pretensions if not credul-
ous enough to pin his faith to them.

The denomination of the 16th part of the Ildhi is also

derived from the Sanscrit, Kdla means ‘ a part of anything,
* * * but especially a sixteenth part, a digit or one-sixteenth
of the Moon's diameter.’ (Monier Williams, s.v.). The last

and smallest of the fractional pieces undoubtedly owes its

appellation to the Arabic tjd
' an atom, particle ’ (Steingass

S.V.). The tiny gold coin drawing only 5 5 grains described

by Rodgers {J A.S.B. 1896, p. 222) obviously answers in weight

to a ‘ Zarah.'

Mr. Stanley Lane Poole was most advantageously situated

for acquiring a competent knowledge of the Mughal coinage.

His familiarity with Arabic and Turkish literature and his

acquaintance with the entire monetary system of Muhammadan
nations was almost unrivalled. His opinions, therefore, must
always coinmand respect and attention. My own apprecia-

tion of his labours is best exemplified and borne witness to by
the niirrierous citations from and references to his catalogue

in these and other studies. But he does not appear to me to

have read Abul Fazl or any other Mughal historian critically

or even at first hand, and I find it impossible to agree with

many of his animadv(3rsion8 on this part of the Ain,
“ Abul Fazl,” he writes, ” is obviously wrong in attri-

buting an issue of La'l-i-Jaldlis to the 27th 3'ear of the reign,

for it was not till the 28th year that the Ilahi era and the

formula Jalla Jallaluhu were introduced,” {loc. cit., Ixxv).

I beg leave to state that this is founded on a double error or

misconception. It is not Abul Fazl who is wrong either
‘ obviously ’ or otherwise. It is Mr. Lane Poole who has mis-

understood him. In confidently’ asserting that it was not till

I The great Arab polymath and Indianint, Albiriint also gives an
account of these Siddhitt or ** the faculty of doing eight different

things by wliicli detachment is realised " in his chapter on the 8yst«m of

Pata'njuii (Tndia, Sachau's Trans. I, 60). See also Max Miiller, Six

systems of ludisin Philosophy. Ed. 1903, p. 351.
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the 28th year that the Ildhi era was introduced, the critic him-
self is demonstrably in error. Abul Fazl informs us that the
lWi% era was inaugurated after the arrival of Shah Fathu’llah
Shlr&zl in 092 A.H.—the 29th year. He says so twice in the

Ain (Tr. 11, 1 and 30) and he reiterates the statement in the

Akharnqma (Tr. Beveridge II, 17 and 22), Mr. Lane Poole will

have it that he is mistaken and to convict him of error,

triumphaiitly cites the positive evidence of the rupee No. 177
which bears the regnal year 28.** (B.M.C. Introd. Ixi, Note.)

The truth is that Mr, Lane Poole has misread the date, which
is 48 and not 28. The rupee is well known to all coin -col-

lectors, as the mint-name on it which has been variously

deciphered as Sitpur or Sitapur and is most probably neither,

is one of the unsoh’^ed problems of our science. But this is a
side-issue The germinal point lies elsewhere. Mr. Lane Poole

contends that there could have been no La^Ui-Jaldlls in the
27th year of the reign, because the formula Jalla Jaldluhu was,

together with the lldhl era, introduced only in the 28tli,

This contention has its origin in a misconstruction or an
imperfect apprehension of the following statement of his

author: “The currency underwent several changes. First,

when (in the 27th year) the reins of the government were in

the hands of Rajah Todarmal, four kinds of muhiirs were
allowed to be current: A), There was a. La'l-i-Jaldli, whicli

had the name of hisMajesty stamped on it, and weighed 1 t5lah,

If surkhs It was quite pure, and had a value of 400 dams.
Again there existed from the beginning of this glorious reign, a
'Muhur with the imperial stamp of which three degrees passed

as current,** and was valued at 360, 355 and 350 dams, accor-

ding as it had l^st in weight less than 3, 0 and 9 .rice grains

respectively) {Ahi, Tr. 1,32).
There can be little doubt that Mr. Lane PrtoJe’s strictures

are due to his having mixed up two very different types of

coins and understood the remarks made about one as applicable

to the other. The La*l i-Jaldli which is described in this pas-

sage, as having had the name of Ms Majesty impressed on it and
weighed 1 tola and 1} surkljs was far from being identical with

the La'l-i-Jaldll of the Inventory^ which had ‘ Allahu Akbar,
on one side and ‘ Jalla JaldHhu* on the other. The two coins

were of the same weight, but there was this difference between
them that one type was stamped with the actital name of his

Majesty, i,e, the legend Jalalu-d-dtn Muhammad Akbar, etc., and
the other with only the * Divine Faith * Formula. The La*l-i-

Jnldll which weighed 1 tola, 1 f surkbs and was valued by
1'odarmal in the 27th year at 400 dSms is exemplified by
Nos. 66-70 of the B.M.C, The present weights of all these

coins range from 186-188 grs, which is almost exactly equal
to ,1 tola 1{ surkbs at 181-186 grains to the tola The
origin of the confusion probabl}' lies in the assumption that
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the La'hi-JalaU was so-called because it displayed the formula
Jolla JalSluhu, For this supposition there is no warrant, and
it is clear from the words of Abui Fazl that this designation
had been borne several years before the inauguration of the
llabi Era or the introduction of the 'Formula by the Muhrs
issued from the ateliers of Ahmadabad, Fathpur and Labor
in 986, 987 and 988 A H. (P.M.C. 122, B M.C. 66-70 and
I M.C. 98) and perhaps, bv the Urdu Z^far Qartn mintages
of the year *Alf ’ (B.M.C. 73-77, P.M.C. 124) also. The real

reason for the designation is not far to seek. They bore the

laqab Jalalu d-din of the Emperor j) ^li
cil j ]

The second count of the indictment is, that of Akbar’s
large coins,” the five-muhr piece “ preserved in the British

Museum (No. 23) is not mentioned in Abul Fazl’s list.” This
is easily answered. I have shown in the Note on the ‘ Gigantic
Coins ’ that it is mentioned and identified it with ” the one-
twentieth part ” of the lower 8*hansah mentioned in a passage

which has been overlooked or missed by Mr. Lane Poole (Atn>

Tr. Blochmann, 1, 29, 11. 16-17, Text, 1, 24, two lines from foot).

This low'er or less heavy /S’AansaA weighed 91 tolas 8 mashas.
One-twentieth of this would be 4^^ tolas or 847|^ grains at

185 grs. to the tola. This is very near the recorded weights,

838 and 841 grs. of the two specimens known.

The last count of the charge is that Abul Fazl entire!}^

ignores ” the singular square issues of Fathpur in 986, etc., and
of Urdu Zafar-Karln of 1000, though these have the peculiarities

of a square form, and a heavier weight than the rest.” I have
already suggested that these coins are La" l-i-Jalalia of the

earlier or nori-llahl type. The ' Kalima ’ and the Kliallfas
’

names on the obverse and the full style and titles of the

Emperor on the reverse sufficiently indicate that they belong

to a period with which Abul Fazl does not concern himself in

the Inventory.

Some of Mr. Lane Poole’s attempts to identify the coins

described by Abul Fazl with those preserved in the British

Museum Collection are, it is to be feared, open to challenge.

It is not at all easy to understand why he asserts that B.M.C.

No. 165, w'eighing 187 grs. is an Aftabi and characterises

No. 164 as a or quarter Aftabi. The author of the Ain

says that the Aftabi weighed 1 tola and 2 mashas and 4} surkbs.

(Blochmann, Tr. I, 39.) Even if the tola of Akbar is supposed

to have weighed only 180 grs. the Aftabi must have scaled

218 grs., i.e. 31 grains more than Mr. Lane Poole’s coin. I

venture to suggest that the weight and shape of No* 165 point

to its being an lHhi. The legends also are in complete agree-

ment with Abul Fazl’s description.; No. 164 is not a Rab*i.

Its weight (42 grs.) is adverse to the identification. If tlie
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Rab't was the quarter of the Aftabi of 1 tola, 2 mashas and
4i surkhs (i.c. about 226 grs.), it must have drawn about
55 grs.

It may be also permissible here to make a few remarks

about the “Round Muhr''[^^'o] mentioned in this list

(No 12). Mr. Lane Poole says it was worth (like the ' Adlgutkah)
nine rupees and supposes that it had the Kalimah stamped
upon it (B.M.C. LXXIII) . This is founded on a note appended
to Blochmann’s translation t

** It has the Kalimah (Sayyed
Ahmad’s edition of the Ain) ” 1 venture to say that the gloss

is unauthorized and founded on a misconception of the author’s
meaning. I submit that the Muhr-i-Oird of the Inventory is

the ‘ Round Muhr ’ of the lldhi typo, of which there are so many
specimens in our collections. In weight and value it was
identical with the ^Adlgutkah, but it was of a different

stamp” [ Text, I, 25, 1. 13J. It had on the

obverse
”
'Allahu Akbar ” alone and * Jalla Jalaluhu ’ with the

regnal date on the Reverse (B.M.C. 163, I.M.C. 109, P.M C.

158-9) or ‘ Allahu Akbar ’ as well as ‘ Jalla Jalaluhu ’ on the

obverse and the date only on the Reverse (B.MC). 164-5,

I.M.C. 75.) The Reverse inscription of the ‘ Adlgutkah

was very different, and that is the reason for the

separate enumeration of this [
‘ Round Muhr.’ The

' Kalimah ’ type of Muhrs belong to a style and period of which
the author takes no notice and there is no reason to believe

him to have gone out of his way to allude to them in this

instance. It may be also urged in support of this view that
the acceptance of Say^'ed Ahmad’s conjectural identification

leaves no room in the list for the commonest type of Akbar’s
//a/fl gold coins. In other words, we must, if it is accepted,
suppose that Abul Fazl has omitted to mention the one type
of all others with which we are most familiar and which must,
at the time have been the one most frequently found in

circulation also. This is a supposition which we have no posi-

tive grounds for entertaining and it is but fair to so laborious

and painstaking and (as a rule) accurate writer to interpret his

words with a certain amount of latitude and refrain from
fastening upon them a meaning which involves a gratuitous

charge of error or omission.

There is a point in this connection which should not be
lost sight of by any one who is inclined to deliver an ex ca-

thedra opinion on the merits or demerits of this inventory. It

i.s that the number of Ilaht gold coins extant is absolutely too
small for the demands of legitimate induction. Taking the
catalogues ol the iBritish, Indian and Panjab Museums and of

the 'magnificent collection of Dr. White King, there are in all
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171 gold coins of Akbar of which only 27 are of the llahi type.
But of these twenty-seven, 18 are explicitly dated in years sub-
sequent to that in which Abul Fazl formally completed the

.4fn, viz. 42 R.Y. Three exhibit no date at all We have
thus only six issues falling within the period of which Abul Fazl
was professedly writing, the period intervening between the

30th and 42nd years of the reign.* It will be universally

admitted that these six coins can hardly furnish sufficient

grounds for convicting Abul Fazl of the faults of omission and
(3ommi6sion imputed to him.

It is also necessary to draw attention to the note of warn-
ing embodied in the concluding paragraph of the description.

As regards gold coins, the custom followed in the Imperial

Mint is to coin La'l-i-Jal5lis, D'iuns and Mwis, each coin for the

space of a month. The other gold coins are never stamped
without special orders.” The words are important and it

is unfortunate that their significance has not been realised.

The author explicitly informs his readers that the La'l-i-Jolally

and its half and quarter were the onl3^ gold coins which were

regularly or normally struck. All the other types and varieties

enumerated were never stamped without special orders. The
historian’s own passion for detail has led him to furnish us

with ‘'copious and somewhat tedious statistics” (Thomas,
Chronicles, 424) about them, but they were in reality nothing

but fancy pieces of which a few specimens were occasionally

littered for gratifying the Imperial vanity or love of novelty,

and there is nothing to be wondered at in their extreme rarity

or total disappearance.
The description of gold coins is followed by a list of the

Issues in silver which contains only nine items. We read :
—

"The rupee [ ] is round and weighs eleven and a half

niasha.s. It was* first introduced in the time of Sh6r Kh&n.

I Tho gold coins are B.M.C. Nos. 23-83 and 163-186, l.M.G. 64-190.

P.M.C. 118-159 and W.K. 3492-3500. The only imi coins in the

B.M.C. are Nos. 163 (32 R.) 164 (42 H) 165 (44 R>. 166 (45 R), 167-169

(49 R), 170-174 (50 R), 175 (51 (?) R) and 176 (Undated).
The Indian Museum has but three. Nos. 75 (42 R), 83 (48 R) and 109

(30 ? R).
Mr. Whitehead registers seven, viz. Nos. 125 (Dateless), 135 (48 R),

136-138 (49 R), 158 (33 R), and 159 (Dateless).

The three in the White King Cabinet were numbered 3497 (40 R),

3498 (44 R) and 3499 (50 R). There are only six coins with dates ranging

from the 30th to the 42nd year. One is (doubtfully), of the 30th year,

oho of the 32nd, one of the 33rd, one Of the 40th and two of the 42nd or

last. Three others exhibit no date, and it is impossible to say whether
they fall within or without the period. In the recently' published

Lucknow Museum Catalogue, 29 gold coins of the Great Emperor are

registered. Four of them only are of the Il^hl type. One of them is of

the 48th year (No. 94), two are of the 50th (Nos. 79-89). The only one
falling within the period is a Mintless Muhr of the 33rd year (No. 94 a).
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It was perfected during this reign, and received a new stampt
on one side Alldhu Akbar, Jalla Jalalahu, and on the other, the
date. Although the market priee is something more or less
than forty dams, yet this value is always set upon it in the
payment of salaries,

2. The JaJdlah is of a square form which was introduced
daring the present reign. Its value and stamp is the same as
No. 1.

3. The Darh is half a Jalalah.
4. The Charn is a quarter Jalalah,
5. The Pandau is a fifth part of the Jalalah.
6. The Ashi is the eighth part of the Jalalah.
7. The Dasa is one-tenth of the Jalalah.
8. The KaJa is the sixteenth part of the Jalalah.
9. The Suki is one-twentieth of the Jalalah.

The same fractional parts are adopted for the [round] rupee,
which are however different in form

[ *4.^5; y S) 3 ]

(Ain, Tr. Blochmann I, 31 ; Text, I, 26.)

It would appear from this that the designation was
restricted to the * Round Rupee * and applied to it alone. The
discriminative appellation of the ‘ Square Rupee/ which is

explicitly said by Abul Fazl to have been first struck in the
22nd year o^ the reign (Akharndma, Tr. Ill, 321 ; Text Til,

227) was Jalalah. A silver issue* of Agra mint (47 R) bears

the denomination a-yj; on its surface. It is in the collection of

.the Bodleian Library (P.M.C. xxv) and is unique, but it is

reassuring to find that it is round. It is not easy to say how
far this attempt at desynonymisation was really successful. It

is not at all unlikely that the common people cared little for
these verbal subtleties and that they never took kindly to the
new-fangled distinction. Whether it was round or square, the

silver piece of llj mashas was known to them as the even
during Akbar’s reign. At any rate it is certain that the
Jaldlah is not heard of after the accession of Jahangir although
square rupees were not infrequently struck in that Emperor*®
reign. (P.M.C. 964-6, 967-8, 970, 972-3 (Agra) ; 1090-2, 1 101,
1103-4 (Labor

) In a word, it would seem that the new appel-
lation was .consigned to oblivion like many other innovations
of the Great Emperor.

Abul Fazl says of the that “ it was first introduced
in the time of Sher Khan **

[ ]. He

could hardly mean that no silver coin resembling the had
been struck by any of the Dehli Sultans before Shir Shfth.
All that he intended to say probably was that this specific

designation came into vogue in Shir Shah’s reign and super-
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seded the word tanka which had been indiscriminately

applied in earlier times not only to the issues in silver, but
to those in gold and copper. The first attempt to put an
end to the terminological confusion was now made. The old

term tanka was restricted to the issues in copper or the billon

pieces of Sikandar Lodi, etc., which were approximately equal
in value to two of the new copper pieces of about 323 grs. troy.

A new word from the Sanskrit Rupaka was introduced to

designate the new silver piece and for its counterpart in gold

another distinctive appellation was found in the familiar

Arabic term Aahrafi or the equally common Persian word
Muhr.

The strange name devised for the moiety of the Jalala

calls for remark, in Arabic and Persian, only means * a diffi-

cult pass through mountains, a street, lane, alle}^ or large

gate ’ (Steingass, s v.) and it is not possible by any ingenuity

to establish a connection between the two vocables. 1 beg to

suggest that the name is derived not from the Arabic but

from the Sanskrit Dravya * wealth, goods, chattels, mone3
^’

We have seen that the half of the La^hi-JalRli muhr had been
called Dhan which also signifies wealth, treasure, riches,

money, gold, chattels ’ (Monier Williams, ^.v.). It is not diffi-

cult to imagine how its prototype in silver came, by a

fanciful analogy, to have the synonymous appellation Dravya
and how this was first softened into *Drabya' and then

Drab* and * Darb.* The immediately following designa-

tion is certainly derived from the Sanskrit Charna, a foot,

a single line of a verse, the fourth part of a stanza ’ (Monier
Williams, Dictionary s.v.) It is in fact identical with the

vernacular pat in its double sense of ‘foot’ * and a quarter.’

The last name ' Sukl* ^ is inexplicable except on the sup-

position of its being BUwalA (from Biswah, the twentieth

part) with the initial consonant elided. Here again the

concluding sentence of the paragraph deserves attention.

Abul Fazl says that the round rupee or Rupiya had differently

shaped but otherwise similar suMivisions. He does not state

that they had specific names of their own, and we may perhaps
infer from his silence that it had not been thought worth while

to devise any. This would imply that the half-rupee was called

Darb ’ whether it was square or round, and that the other

subordinate pieces had identical names regardless of their

form
It may be as well to add that specimens of all but two of

1 This curiouB denomination occurs 'only once again, to my know-
ledge, in the historical liCerature, viz. in the Ain, Bk. J. Ch. 3, where the
author says that the charge for boring a pearl of the 5th class was
* one suki,* t.e. only 2 dams. • (Blochrnfmn’s Tr. I, IG.)
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these fractional types are extant in our oolleotions. The
exceptions are the Pandau and the Sftlei.

A description of copper coins follows :

—

“ The DSm weighs 5 tSnks, i.e. 1 tolah, 8 mishahs and
7 surkhs; it is the fortieth part of the rupee. At Krst this

coin was called Paisah and-also BahloU
; now it is known under

this name (dSm). On one side the place is given where it wa«
struck and on the other the date. For the purpose of calcula-

tion, the dfim is divided into twcnty-hve parts, each of which
is called a jital. This imaginary division is only used by
accountants

2. The Adhelah is half of a dam.
3. The Pavlah is a quarter dam.
4. The Damn is one-eighth of a dam (Blocbmann, 2.in,

Tr. I. 31).

The metrological equation embodied in the leading sen-

tence has been fully discussed in another article. The second

sentence leaves much to be desired in the matter of definite ex-

pression. The statement implying the identity of the ‘ Paisah,’
‘ Bahloll ’ and ‘ DSm ’ is exceedingly loose and unsatisfactory.

Abul FaVil’s vagueness may not be inexcusable. He was
speaking of matters and employing terms of which the exact

connotations were perfectly familiar to his readers, but

it is, all the same not a little tantalising to ourselves. It

leaves unanswered and coolly ignores several questions on
which we might have Justly expected him to shed the light of

his great knowledge. As the points which be leaves undeter-

mined have been clearly set out and discussed by Thomas
(Chronicles, 360-3) and as I have nothing to add to hie

explanations and comments, I must conclude with the observa-

tion that the denominations ' dSm,’ and ' damil ’ are actually

inscribed on some very rare issues, but the terms ‘ Adhelah

'

and ‘ Paulah ’ receive no recognition from the coins.



IV. “GIGANTIC COINS.
The massive medals in gold and silver whicli it was the

pride of the Mughal Emperors to stamp with their titles and
store in their treasure-houses have been, for centuries, the
theme of env}^ and admiration. The earliest mention of these
‘ phenomenal ’ pieces in European literature occurs in the
Voyages of Captain William Hawkins, who was profoundly
impressed by the wealth and magnificence of the Court of

Jahangir. Writing about 1611 he informs his readers that
the Emperor’s “ Treasure is as followeth :

—

The first is his severall Coine of gold.

In primis, of Seraffins [Ashrafis] Eoberi, which be ten

.Rupias a piece, there are sixtie Leckes. Of another sort of

coyne, of a thousand Rupias a piece, there are twentie

thousand pieces. Of another sort of halfe the value, there

are ten thousand pieces. Of another sort of gold of Twenty
Tolas a piece, there are thirtie thousand pieces. Of another
sort of five Tolas, which is this Kings stampe, of these there

be fiftie thousand pieces.

Of Silver as followeth :

—

In primis, of Rupias Ecbery, thirteen Cror (every Cror is an
hundred Lcckes and every Lecke an thousand [sic] Rupias) or

one thousand three hundred Leckes. Of another sort of Coine
of Selim Sha this king, of an hundred Tolas a piece, there are

fortie thousand pieces. Of twenty Tolas a piece, there arc

thirtie thousand pieces. Of ten Tolas a piece, there are twentie
thousand pieces. Of five Tolas a piece, there are 6ve and
twentie thousand pieces.”

Hawkins’ Voyages, Ed. C. H. Markham, pp. 421-2.

It will be noticed that in this description the name of Akbar
is associated only with the 100, 50 and 20—muhr pieces in gold

and that the 100, 20, 10 and 5-tola medals in silver are expressly

ascribed to and said to have borne the name of ” Selim Sha.

this king.”
In the De Imperio Magni Mogolis of John de Laet (pub.

1631) there is an elaborately-drawn up inventory of the

treasure said to have been found at Akbar’s death in the

fortress of Agra. We are concerned at present only with the

first item which is as under :

—

”1. Gold coins. The king had arranged for striking

some of these weighing 100 tolas each or 1,150 mftshas ; some
also weighing 50 and 25 [tolas] ; all of which when reckoned
according to the true weight of mftshas weighed 69,70,000,

mftshas, and at the rate 14 Rupees to a mftsha were worth
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altogether 9,76,80,000| Rupees Cp. cit,, second Issue, p.

138, Trans by V. A. Smith in J.R.A.S., 1915, p. 237.

There is a ver^' similar account of the^' cash reserve
accumulated by Akbar'’ in the ‘ Itinerary ’ of Sebastian Man-
rique, a Spanish friar’’ who served for thirteen years as a mis-
sionary in India and other parts of Asia, ” and whose book was
published at Rome in 1649. Ho gives an almost identical list

of the Agra treasure and says that he obtained it through an
officer named Mirza Cameraiie [Kamran] who was in charge
of the Nacassar ' of Rajmahal. ” He has tlie very same total

hgures and the paragaph about the 100, 50 and 25 tola pieces

is also found in his pages. Mr. Vincent Smith declares that
the Dutch author’s copy of the official inventory of Akbar’s
hoards supplies '' one of the numerous facts of importance
neglected by historians and biographers ” and he has enlarged
on its merits in a special article in the Journal of the Royal
Asiatic Society. He lays particular stress also on the fact

that Manrique’s list agrees substantially with De Laet’s, all

though it is “clearly quite independent of the latter.*’ The
only difference he has noticed is that Manrique “omits the
fraction | [of a rupee] at the end of the total of the cash and
occasionally describes the items with slightly greater fulness.”

(Loc, cit., 236.) He is sure that, both of them were directly

transcribed from official records and are peculiarly deserving
of credit

It is therefore strange that he should have overlooked the
fact of these five or six lines being vitiated by at least four

errors so gross as to throw serious doubts on the authenticity

and credibility of the entire statement.

In the first place, both these authors assert that the

weight of one variety of these pieces was 100 tolas or 1,150

rnashas and that the total weight of the ' gigantic coins ’ of tho
three varieties enumerated (100, 60, and 26 tolas) was 69,70,000

rnashas. And wc are likewise informed with an ostentatious

display of mathemetioal precision that the aggregate value of

these 69,70,000 tnashas of gold was just “ 9,75,80,000| Rupees ”

at “ the rate of 14 rupees to a MASHA ”
! Now this “ rate of

14 rupees for a masha^' of gold is a palpable absurdity. It is

i It is not easy to say wnat Persian word is thus transmogrified 63^

tho Friar or rather by his copyist or prijiter. Mr. Vincent Smith con-

fesses his baffienient and suggests that * Nacassar ’ is f^rhaps derived
from Nagsha, * register ’ This is hardly the correct signification of that
word, and tho derivation is, besides, conclusively negative by Manrique’s
statement that the Naeaaaars were * tlie huildinga [taa caaaa in the ori*

ginaJ] for the daposit of the rentals end annual revenues of the realm*
{he. cii., 236->6), I venture, with great diffidence, to say that what the

author meant to write was Casaanars ikbazAnas], and that the composi-
tor has made all this puzzlement by transposing the syllables. MirzS
ICfiinran, in this view, was the officer-in-oharge of ‘ HiizQr Treasury* at

Rffjmahal.
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clear tUat both these * authorities ’ are oonfusiiig the ' Tola
’

with the * Masha,’ its twelfth part, and the pretentiously accu-
rate calculation founded on this absurdly exaggerated valua-
tion must be pronounced untrustworthy.

Secondly, we are told, with the same parade of exact
statement, that each of the heaviest pieces weighed 100 tolas

or 1,150 mashas. This equation is open to doubt and cannot
be allowed to pass unchallenged. One hundred tolas full

weight would be equal to 1,200 mashas not 1,150. We know
that Muhrs of three different weights, viz. 14 mashas, 42 ratls,

12 mashas, If ratls, and 11 mashas were introduced by Akbar
and specimens of the two last varieties arc to be found in

fairly large numbers in our public and private cabinets. But
a gold coin of 1 1 J mashas does not appear to have been ever

struck by Akbar. It was the Mughal rupee which weighed

11^ mashas and our authors would seem to have naively ima-

gined that the Akbari muhr weighed 111 mashas V>ecause the

4'upee had that weight.

Again, we know that there were two types of the S'hansa

or one hundred-niuhr piece. The heavier turned the scale at

101 tolas, 9 mashas and 7 ratls, i.e. about 1,222 mashas. The
lighter drew_9l tolas and 8 mashas, i.e. only 1,100 mashas.
Abul FazI Trans. Blochinann, I, 27-8) explicitly says so

and his testimony invalidates all the computations based on
the supposition that a piece containing 1,150 mashas or 95
tolas and 10 mashas had been stamped.

Lastl3^ if this ‘'official and trustworthy*' inventory was
copied directly from registers or documents of the time of

.Akbar

^

it is difficult to understand why the price of a tola^ of

gold should have been reckoned at the high figure of 14 rupees.

There might be good reasons for believing that the ratio of

gold to silver was 14 to 1 in the time of Shah Jahan, but it

is exceedingly doubtful if a tola of the more precious metal

was worth much more than 10 rupees in the last years of

Akbar. Abul Fazl informs us that the eleven-masha muhr
was worth only nine rupees, and the gold piece weighing
twelve mashas (or a tola) and 1| rails had the value of 10

rupees. {Ain, Trans. Blochmann. 1, 30). Indeed, Thomas was,

alter examining all the available evidence, confidently of

opinion that the relative value of the two metals was only 9*4

to I in the reign of Akbar (Chronicles, 424-5).

These errors, oversights and ignorant glosses arc not
nciligible. Many of them are vital and go to the very root of

^ The word actually used by both writers is of course Masha, but we
may fairly suppose that what was really intended was the tola, and I am
giving them * the benefit of this doubt ’ and arguing that even then there
is a serious blunder which proves that the statement has lieen garbled
by the copyists in the light of their own half-knowledge.
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the matter and it is impossible to explain them away. 1 do
not wish to say that the inventory is altogether faked or
spurious, but it seems to me, after taking the most indulgent
view of the matter, difficult to escape the conclusioin that the
contemporary Registers or documents from which the details

are said to have been drawn have been so grossly misunder
stood and their true meaning so seriously misrepresented
the ill-informed exegesis of the paraphrasts that neither the
Latin version of De Laet nor the Spanish rendering of Man-
rique can be relied upon.

But although the value of this inventory as a historical

document is thus considerably discounted, it is not altogether
without interest or instruction for the numismatist. It con-
drms the statements of Hawkins about these ‘ gigantic ’ pieces

and the fact that there is no reference in it to similar medals
having been stamped on silver by Akbar is also significant.

We read in the Travels of J. Albert de Mandelslo :

—

“This king Achobar had ordered the Coynage of a

certaine sort of Money of 26. 50. and a hundred Toles, which
amounted to two thousand twelve and a halfe, four thousand
twenty five, and eight thousand and fifty crowns the pie(*e,

which was coined accordingly, to the sum of six Millions,

nine hundred and seventy thousand Massas [Mashas] which
make ninety seven Millions, five hundred * and eighty Ropias,
or forty-eight Millions, seven hundred and ninety thousand
crowns.’*

Op, city Translation of John Davies. Second Edition,

London, 1669, p. 37.

Mr. Vincent Smith has, in another special paper on the

subject, conclusively shown that this passage and all that

follows concerning Akbar’s treasure is not to be found either

in the two German editions of Maudelslo’s Travels which
appeared in 1646-7 and 1656 or in the Dutch version of 1651.

It was inserted for the first time in 1659 by his French trans-

lator, De Wicquefort, who copied it either from Do Laet or

Manrique and conveyed ” it to his own pages. {J.R.A.S.,

1915, pp. 248 and 234). The above statement, therefore, has

no independent value and must stand or fall with the source

from which it is drawn.
There is a characteristically blundering reference to there

I The word * thousand ’ has been hero left out by the printer. He
Laet and Manrique agree in having 9,76,80,000. Mandelslo takes bo
crown as equivalent to two rupees, and his figures for the rupee value of

the 25, 60 and 100 tola pieces are arrived by multiplying the number of

the tola first by 1
1 ) and then by 14. Thus he reckons the 26 tola gold-

piece at 2,012^ crowns or 4,026 rupees (26 x 1
1 i

x 14)=(V ^ V ^ V) =4,20.3

rupees! In other Words, the tola of gold is rated at 161 rupees ! This

huge exaggeration is, on the face of it absurd, and it is safer to reject'the

entire statement than to accept it.
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Gigantic Coins* iii the Indian Section of J. B. Tavernier's
Travels. This writer gives ‘ a figure ' or illustration, and
says that it ** shews what sorts of pieces the Kings cause to be
thrown among the people when they came to the throne.
They represent the Arms or Signets of the Kings whom 1 have
nam’d. The biggest, in the middle, was Oha-jchan’s, the
tenth king. These pieces are most of them Silver

; there being
very few of Gold. And as for Aureng-zeb, he never coin’d any
particular pieces to throw away at his coronation.” Op, cit.,

English Trans, of J.P. 1678, Pt. II, page 107. The passage is

in Ball’s Translation also (I, 324) but the figure, of the ' piece
’

which is four inches in diameter is not reproduced.
This figure, however, bears no resemblance to any known

coin. It is really nothing but a representation of the Seal of

Shah Jahan ! The name of the Emperor is in a central or

inner circle and those of his ancestors up to Timur are inscribed

in nine circles round about. There is a rough and not very
•faithful drawing of the' similar seal of Jahangir in Purchas,
His Pilgrimes (Ed. 1625-6, I, 591), and William Terry, Sir

Thomas Roe’s chaplain, has reproduced it more inaccurately

still, in his * Voyage to East India ’ with the following explana-

tion :

—

And after that 1 have caused his Imperial signet or

great seal to be laid down before my readers’ eyes ;
wherein

nine rounds, or circles, are the names and titles of Tamer-
lane, and his lineal successors, in Persian words. * * This

seal (as it is here made in Persian words) the great Mogul,

either in a large, or lesser figure, eauseth to be put into all

Firmaunes, or Letters Patents, the present King’s Title put iii

the middle and larger circle that is surrounded with the rest.”

{Op. cit., 347-8, see also The Embassy of Sir Thomas Hoe, Ed.

Foster, 664 ff).

An illustration of the closely- -resembling signet with

which Aurangzeb used ” to attest all the farinans and the

grants that he accorded ” will be found in Manuoci’s 8toria

(Trans. II, 388-9
;
see also III. 231).

A similar seal of Farrukbsiyar with the names of his

twelve ancestors is reproduced from an extant Farman by

Mr. Irvine in his valuable Monograph on tne ‘ Later Mughals ’

{J.A.S.B. 1904, p. 358). A description of that of Shah *Alaiu

II, with fburteen outer circles is given by Blochmann, IProc.

A.S.B. 1870, p. 8), and there is a beautiful reproduction also

in the Journal of the Panjab Historical Society, Vol. V, PI. I.^

Abul Fazl informs us that in the beginning of Akbar's

reign, Maulana Maqsud ‘ cut in a cirpular form * * the

name of his Majesty and those of his lineal ancestors up to

Timurlang ’ (Ain, Tr. Blochmann, I, 52) and this style of signet

would seem to have been employed in the Imperial Chancel

-

lerie up to the time of Shfih Alam II. No coins corresponding
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in any way to Tavernier’s desoription or exhibiting on either

tace the names of the Emperor and all his ancestors up ta
Timur have been discovered, and it may be confidently said

that the Jeweller is confounding, in his usually inaccurate and
slipshod manner, things which had not the smallest connection
with each other.

It was not the gigantic medals’ but the tiny Ni§ar9
which were*' thrown among the people.” when the kings
came to the throne,” and neither Nisara nor medals had the

arms or signet of the king engraved upon them. Nor is it true
to say that Aurengzeb never coined any particular pieces to

throw away at his coronation.” for Nisara struck by him are
actually in existence.

The Venetian Manucci appeal's to have been much more
correctly informed about this matter than the French jeweller.
” Shah Jahan,” he writes, had m his palace two treasure-

houses, one for gold another for silver. These receptacles*

were two square cisterns seventy feet long and thirty feet high
^ ^ * In the treasury for gold, there were current coins

worth each seven patacas. There were other coins, which were
not current^ of the value of seven hundred, of three thousand
five hundred, and of seven thousand patacas. ^ These were
very beautiful and the king gave them as presents to his

ladies. When 1 was attending as Physician of one of these,

she made me a present of one of these coins.'’ ^ Irvine, 8t(»ria,

I, 200.

Coming down to later writers, we have an elaborate des-

cription of a’200-muhr-piece of Shah Jahan, dated 1064-28, in

Richardson’s Persian Arabic English Dictionary (pub. 1777) a.v.

A very similar piece of the same regnal year and Hijra

date, with slight variations in the arrangement of the legends
was described and figured by Mr. J. Qibbs in the Proceedings
of the Asiatic Society of Bengal (1883, pp. 3-4). Two years
later, an excellent photograph of a bundred-muhr piece of
Aurangzeb (1083-XV R) was published by the same persevering

i Tho pataca or paiacocn (Arab. AbOUiqa, • father of the window^
Bee Yule, Hobson-Jobaoh, a.v.) was one of the numerous designations of
the Spanish dollar. It is frequently mentioned by Manucci and is always
reckoned by him as equal to 2 rupees. (Storia II, 45, Note; IV, IM,
Note). The current coin * %\rorth seven patacas’ was, therefore, the
ordinary gold muhr of 14 rupees. The other pieces valued at 700, 3,500,
and 7,000 patacas were the portentous medals weighing as much as 100,

500 and 1,000 muhrs The most noteworthy point in this extract is that

these pieces are expressly said to have been * not current* and to have
been used only as gifts or presents.

< Here at least, Manucci is not romancing. We know that ShSh
Jahan gave Qaklm.DaCd a muhr of 500 tolas and a rupee of the same
weight as a reward for treating his favourite daughter JahAnarS after her
accidentand effecting her recovery. B3diahShnSma> 11, 309, 1. 3.
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coin-hunter. (Loe. eit., 1885, p. 62). A silver medal Of the
same Bmperor (X R) weighing 200 tolas (5' 1545 English pounds)
existing in the Cabinet at Dresden was first described by Kehr
in 1'725. (Thomas, Chronicles, 423 Note). Considerably smaller
exemplars are also extant. A five-muhr gold-piece oif Akbac,
dated 971 AH. (Wt. 838 grains) and a slightly heavier medal
(Wt. 843 grains) strOck by JahSngtr in the i4th year of his

JvlUs (1028 A.H.) are in the British Museum. A beautiful

gold-piece (Wt. 841 grains) struck at Agra in 982 A.H. was
seen thirty years ago in the nncatalogued and indifferently-

cared-for collection of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic

Society. (Codrington, B.B.R A.S. Journal, 1891, pp. 31-2).*

The Shfths of Persia also would appear to have occa-

sionally issued heavy pieces in silver. The British Museum
possesiies one of Sh$h Husain §afavl, dated 1121 A.H., weighing

4.018 grains, and another dated 1118 A.H. weighing 843
grains (R. S. Poole. Catalogue of the Coins of the ShShs of

Persia, Nos. 96, 97 ; Marsden, Numismata Orientalia, p. 466, No.
DLVI, Prinsep.. J.A .S.B., 1838, p. 415). According to Hazlitt,

examples of such piiees de jdaiair, which were “ probably not
intended for common currency ” are not '* unfrequent in the
European Series ” The old Greeks had silver decadrachms
and dodecadrachms. A twenty-stater piece in gold of Bukra-
tides. King of Baktria, dated 185 B.C. and weighing 2,593*5

grains was found about fifty years since in the Panjftb, sold to

a Parts firm for £800 tuid transferred by them under the

.speciai authority of the Emperor, Napoleon III, to the then

BiblMhequs Itnjieriale (now Nalionate). W. C. Hazlitt, The
Coin Collector, pp. 40, 264 ; Thomas, Chronicles, 421—2 Note.

Prinsep, Indian Antiquities, II. 185.

The distinguished author of the ' Chronicles of the Pathfin

Kings of Dehli * has, with a confidence scarcely justified in the

1 Dr. Codrington in liis Notes on the Contents of this Cabinet opines

that the coin is ** the 25th part of a Sihansah " This statement is easil}*

proved to bo incorrect. The heavier S’hansah weighed 11 tolas. 0 mSshas
and 7 sur^s or ratls. {Ain, Tr. Blochmann I. p. 27) or 18,328]^ grains

at 180 grains to the Tola, ^'^ths of this would be only 733 grs. and a frac-

tion. If the tola is taken at the higher Bgiire of 185* grs. this larger

tS'hansa would have been equal to only 18.8331 ^s. and this would
give only 753 grs. and a fraction. The actual weight of the coin is 84

1

and it is obvious that the discrepancy would be much more glaring

with the smaller S'hansa of Ol tolas and 8 mMias. The' fact of the

matter is that Uie coin represents the twentieth part of this second or

smaller S'hansa. The weight of the latter in grains would, reckoning the

tola as equal to 186 grs. have been 16.8581 grs. and the Vrith of this would

be 847il gra which is very near the present weights of the two specimens

known. 8% grs. and 841 grs. One thing more may be noted. It will not

do to suppose that Akbar's tola contained only 180 grs.. for yV>th of 01

tolas. 8 mishas. at that rate, would be only >®,^«*»=R25 grs. i,e 13 grains

in defect of the lighter specimen. The question is an interesting one and

baa been more fully discussed in another article.
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circumstances, delivered the opinion that the ponderous pieces

struck by Akbar and his successors were all intended to be
used as coins.

There was an idea abroad at one time,” he writes, that
these Sihansah coins were merely occasional pieces struck

more for vanity sake than for real utility
; but the number of

specimens found ready prepared amid Akbar’s reserved treas-

ures, and the continuity of their issue by succeeding kings,

seems to indicate that they were consistently designed to serve

for the purposes of larger payments, such as our civilized age
recognises in one hundred pound notes, etc. Moreover, there

was clearly a temptation to the production of such single pieces

when the State or the Sovereign himself, as will presently be
shown, could realise the seigniorage of 5} per cent, or from £5
10s to £27 10s by each application of the roval dies.” (Op.

cU., 422-3.)

General Cunningham had the sagacity to perceive that the
position of Thomas was untenable, but this did not deter him
from advancing a precarious hypothesis of his own. I take
both pieces, ” he wrote to Mr. Gibbs, “ to be Nazzarana medals.

The noble who had to present 200 gold mohurs to Shah Jahan
made a single piece for his offering ” (Proc. 1883, p. 4).

What then are we to conclude ? Were they really coins,

substitutes for ** our hundred pound notes, etc.,” as the ‘ Prince
of Indian numismatologists ’ contends with some show of

reasoning, or ' Nazzarana medals * only, as the most gifted and
versatile of Indian archaeologists asserts without argument H

It is undoubtedly true that heavy ingots or masses of gold
and silver, ** bearing the stamp of the assayer and banker
in evidence of their purity ” were at one time extensively

ciiiTent in the trade of Central Asia and China. Mention may
be made of the Balish of gold as well as silver which weighed
about 500 Misqals and which is frequently referred to in the
Taril^ i-Jahan Kushdi, the Tdri^ i-Wassaf, the Jami^u-t-

Tatvari^ of Rashldu-d-dln Fazlu-1-lah, and the Tarlkr^-i-

Bashidi of Mirza Haidar Misqal, with
Mr. R. S. Poole (Coins of the Shahs of Persia, Introd. Ixi)

at 71 '18 grains, this Balish would weigh 74*1 ounces Troy. It

still survives in the Chinese Yuan-pao (Eastern Turki, Yambu),
and is the ‘ Boat-money ' or ‘ Shoe-money ' of which seven speci •

mens are figured and described in Tavernier’s Travels. ” The
Pieces of Gold mark'd Fig. 1, and 2,” he writes, “ are by the

Hollanders called Ooltschut, that is to say, a Boat of Gold,

because they are in the form of a Boat. Other Nations call

them Loaves of Gold
;
and there are but two different sizes of

them. The Gold is of such a goodness, that an Ounce in

France would not be worth less than 42 Franks. The great

pieces come to twelve hundred Gelders of Holland Money and
thirteen hundred and fifty Livres of our Money. The other
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Piece, which weighs but half as much, is in value according to
its proportion.” (op. ci7., Eng. Trans, of J.P. London, 1678,
Part II, 8.) An extraordinarily large example in silver of this

Chinese Shoe-money, weighing 89 ^ ounces Troy, and represent-
ing 50 taels or £8 8s Od. was exhibited before the Numis-
matic Society of London. (Athenaeum, Jan. 25, 1902, p. 120,
quoted in Yule’s Hobson Jobson, Ed. Crooke, 830.) See also

Yule, Cathay and the Way Thither, 115-117 n, 481 n ;
TariM-

i^Rashidi, Trans. Ross and Ney Elias, 256 n, Raverty.
Tihaqdt-i-Ndsin, Trans. II, 962 n, and 1110 n.

The historians of Timur inform us that after the sack of

Damascus in A H. 803, that conqueror ordered all the silver

and gold which his followers had acquired as booty to be
coined into pieces of 100, 50 and 10 Misqals bearing his own
name. We are further told that the amount of bullion melted
down was so prodigious that the profit of the Camp-Mint

(JUd'a.) amounted to no less than six hundred

thousand Dindr-i-Kabaki, (Zafarnama of Sharfu d-din ‘All

Yazdl, Bibl. Ind Text II, 336 1. 3 )

Babur tells us that at a great feast and Darbar held at

Agra on Saturday, 6th Rabq II, 935 A.H., he gave their

congee to the ambassador of Shah Tahmasp of Persia, the
envoy of Kuchum I£h^n Uzbeg, and two honoured descen-

dants of Kliwaja Ahrar, and presented each of them with ‘a
silver stone’s weight of gold and a gold stone’s weight of

silver.’ He explains ‘ that the gold stone (tash) was 500 mis-

qals, that is to say, one Kabul Sir, and the silver stone 250
Mi§qals, that is to say, half a Kabul Sir.’ Mrs. Beveridge,

in a note', acutely remarks that “the weight made of silver

and the weight made of gold were of the same size, and that

the differing specific gravity of the two metals, that of silver

being cir, 10 and that of gold cir. 20—gave their equivalents

the proportion Babur states.” She adds that she has not
found mention of the task as a recognized Turki weight;

perhaps the word task stands for an ingot of unworked metal

of standard size. ” (Memoirs of Babur, 632 and Note. See

also Leyden and Erskine’s Translation, 395.) I venture

though with great diffidence, to suggest that the thing meant

is the (Jtlb of the TarilA-i’Jahan Kushai and other Mongo

chronicles. Perhaps, is an error of transcription, the

two words being written very much alike in the Semitic

character. However that may be, the passage is of great

interest, and not^without bearing on our subject.

It exemplifies the custom of giving money-presents to

ambassadors for “expenses ” and seems to indicate that

it w as the Central Asian practice or Court etiquette to make
the gift not in the form of ‘ beggarly deniers ’ but in the shape
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of a heavy ingot of gold or silver or both. When JahSngir
and Shfih Jahan gave away to the Waklls of *2dil and
the envoy of Subhftn Qull, the Ruler of Balkb. muhra of

500 and 200 tolas, they were merely following in BSbur’s
footsteps. The only difference was that the crude ingot was
now replaced by a beautiful disc or medal representing the
high-water- mark of the calligrapher and engraver's art.

Then wehave in the HumSyfin Nama of Babur’s daughter,
Gulbadan Begam; an exceedingly curious account of a good-
humoured joke played by the genial Emperor upon one of

his old servants, from which it would appear that the * pheno-
menal ’ pieces described by Richardson and Gibbs had their
* numismatic precedents ’ even in the treasuries of the Lodi
Sultans. Writing of KhwSja Kilftn’s anxiety to return to

Kabul after the victory of Pfinlpat, she says :

—

Khwaja Kilan Beg asked leave several times to go to

Kabul. He said :
‘ my constitution is not fitted for the climate

of Hindustan.’ His Majesty was not at all willing

for him to go, but at last gave permission because he saw him
80 very urgent. * *

The Emperor [Scil. Babur] sent by Khwaja Kilan a large

ashrafi^ which weighed three Imperial that is, fifteen Sir of

Hind* for J ‘Asas

[Aili ^ SiJjU SS a-
]

He said to the Khwaja : *If ^ Asas asks you, * What has the
Emperor sent for me say, * One ashra/i,* as there really was
only one *Asas was amazed, and fretted about it tor three
days. His Majesty had ordered that a hole should be bored
in the ashrafi, and that ‘Asas should be blind-folded and the

ashrafi hung round his neck He was quite helpless with
surprise at its weight, and delighted and very, very happy.
He took it iti both hands, and wondered over it and said, * No
one shall get my ashrafi.'

”

Gulbadan Begam, HumSyun Nama^ Trans, A. S. Beveridge,
94-6 : Text, p. 12, 1. 8.

It is not easy to equate the expression, ' three Sir imperial

(badshahi) or fifteen Sir of Hind.'* The variety of Indian Sirs

is truly bewildering, and we have to rely more or less upon
conjecture- in fixing the meaning of such statements. But,
as the Princess wrote down her Reminiscences about 995 A.H.,

I There ia a word here ia the original which Mrs. Beveridge has left

untranslated. It is and literally means * uncle* (and hence prob-

ably the omission), but is in colloquial Persian also frequently employed
for any * aged relative,* * intimate friend ’ or * old family servant.^ The
hero of the story appears U> have belonged to tho last*class, and to have
been free of the harem. Firishta says, *Asas was BSbur’s jester.
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we may fairly suppose her Imperial or Badshahl Sir to be the
Sir of A^kbar. This was, according to Abul Fazl, equal to 30
DAms of approximatelyJi'ZO grains each,^ i,e. about 9,600 grains
in all. (Blochmann, Ahi, Trans. I, 38, 134.)

By 6ulbadan*s ‘ Sir of Hind * we are probably to under-
stand the Sir which was current at Dobli in Babur’s days.
This, he himself assures us. was equal to 14 tolas (Memoirs.
Tr. Beveridge, 617; Leyden-Erskine. 332).

Taking the tola at 185 grs, this Sir would be - 14 x 185 =
2,590. Now if 15 Sirs of Dehli = 3 Akbail Sirs.

2,590 X 16= 38,850 grs.

but 9,600 X 3= 28,800 grs only.

It is clear that these results are not reconcilable with each
other and we must seek for some other explanation. It is Just

possible that we have here another example of the unfortu-

nately too common confusion in Persian writing between

(fifteen) and (eleven). Now
2 590x 11 = 28,470 grs.

9,600 X 3 = 28,800 grs.

This gives a sufficiently close approximation, and it is

not improbable that ivS the true reading. We have to

remember that only a single Manuscript of the Text is known,
which is not deserving of commendation either for general

correctness or orthographic rectitude.

But the equation of the tw'o kinds of Sirs mentioned is a

matter of secondary importance. The real point is that there

was in the treasury of Ibrahim Lodi an ' Ashrafi ’ or gold piece

of even larger or more ' gigantic ’ dimensions than the 100 tola

muhrs enumerated with such gusto by Hawkins and Manriqiu*

and Mandelslo.

My next quotation is from the Ain-i-Akbart of Abiil

Fazl. In a chapter entitled the ** Coins of This Glorious Em-
pire, ” there is an elaborate description of a number of heavy
pieces in gold, rising in weight from about two tolas to more
than a hundred and one. The passage is a lengthy one, but
the details given are so interesting that it would be undeairr

able to abridge it. It is all the more valuable because of

the extreme irnprolmbility of a specimen of the Ilahl type of

S*hi nsah, Rahaa or Atma being discovered. But if one of those

pieces ever comes to light, it will bo not a little helpful to the

lucky tinder in the decipherment of the inscriptions. Abul
Fa?! writes :

—

i The thporetical or issue weight is generally supposed to have been
323*3 grain.s troy hut it must lie borne in mind that the coins actually

used would be the pieces in everyday circulation which had lost sevornl

grains by wear.
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'*Tho S’hansah is a round coin weighing 101 tolahs, 0
mftshas and 7 surkbs, in value equal to 100 la^i /o^/i-muhurs.
On the 6eld of one side is engraved the name of his Majesty,
and on the five arches in the border, alsulianu ala'zcmu
althaqanu almu^azzamu khcUlada alldhu mulkahu wa SuUanahu
Zarbu darid-khilafati Agrah,— The great Sultan, the dis-

tinguished emperor, may God perpetuate his kingdom and his

reign ! struck at the capital Agrah.* On the field of the reverse
is the beautiftiV formula, and the following verse of the Qoran

:

AllShu Yarzaqu manyashau bighairi hisabin—* God is bounti-
ful unto whom He pleaseth, without measure,’ and round about
arc the names of the first four Califs.

This is what was first cut hy Maulana Maqcud, the
engraver; after which Mulla ’All Ahmad made with great
skill the following additions. On one aide, Afzalu dxwirin
yanfuquhu alrajulu, dtndrin yanfuquhu *ala aQhabihi fi sahilih

lah,— ' The best coin which a man expends is a coin which he
spends on his co-religionists in the path of God.’ And on the
other side he wrote :

—

AlsuUdn aVdli alkhaUfatu almuia'ali

Khallaia alldhu ia'dla mulkahu wa
SuUanahu ^sic)u;a abbada' adlahu wa ihsanahu—

The sublime Sultan, the exalted Calif, may God the

Almighty perpetuate the kingdom and his reign’ and give

eternity to his justice and bounty !

’

Afterwards all this was removed, and the following two
Rubft’ls of the Court-poet and philosopher Shaikh FiazI were
engraved by him :

—

Khurshid kill haft bahr azu gauhar yaft

Sang i siydh az partav i an jauhar yaft

Kan az nazar e iarblyat e u zar yaft

Wan zar sharaf az sikkah i Shah Akbar yaft.

It is the Sun from which the seven Oceans get their pearls,

The black rocks get their jewels from his lustre.

The mines get their gold from his fostering glance,

And their gold is ennobled by Akbar’s stamp’;

and, alldhu Akbar, jqlla jqldluhu, * God is great, may His
Glory shine forth !’ in the middle.

And on the other side :

—

In sikkah kih pirdyah i ummed buwad
Bd naqsh i dawdm u ndm i jdwid buwad
Sima i sa'ddaiash hamin bos kih badahr

Yak zarrah nazar kardah i khurshBd buwad.

This coin which is an ornament of hope,
Carries an everlasting stamp and an immortal name

' As a sign of its auspiciousness, it is sufficient
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That once for all ages the Sun has cast a glimpse upon it,

and the date, according to the Divine era, in the middle.

2. There is another gold coin of the samo name and
shape, weighing 91 tolahs and 8 mashahs, in value equal to
100 round muhrs at 1 1 mashabs each. It has the same impres-
sion as the preceding.

3. The Rahas is the half of each of the two preceding
coin s. It is sometimes made square. On one side it has the
same impression as the S*hansah, and on the other the follow-
ing Ruba’i by FaizI :

—

In naqd i roAxian i ganj i Shahinshahi
Ba kaukah i iqbSl kunad hamrahi.
Khurshed hiparwarash az anru kih badahr
Yabad sharaf az sikkah i Atcbar shaki

‘ This current coin of the imperial Treasure
Accompanies the star of good fortune.

0 Sun, foster it because for all ages
It is ennobled by Akbar*s stamp.

4. The Aimak is the fourth part of the 8*hansah round
and square. Some have the same inscriptions as the S*'han»ah ;

and some have on one side by the following Ruba’i by FaizI :

—

In sikkah kih dost i bakht rd zfwar bad
Pirayah i nuh sipihr u haft akhtdr bad
Zarrin naqdist lAr azu chun zar bad
Dar dahr ratoan ba nSm i Shah Akbar bad,

‘ This coin—may it adorn the hand of the fortunate.

And may it be an ornament of the nine heavens and the

seven stars!

Is a gold coin—may golden be its work

!

Let it be current for all ages to the glory of Shah Akbar I

’

5. The Bxmai of the same two forms as the dlmah, in

value equal to one-fifth of the first coin.

There are also gold coins of the same shape and impres-

sion.. in value equal to one-eighth, one-tenth, one-twentieth,

one-twenty-fifth, of the 8'hansah,

6. The Chugul [or Jugul] of a square form, is the fiftieth

part of the S'hansah, in value equal to two muhrs.
7. The round La*l i JalaB, in weight and value equal to

two round muhurs, having on one side Alldhu Akbar, and on

the other Yd Mu*%nu—0 helper.”* Blochmann, Ain, Trans.

I, 27-29.

1 The text is undoubtedly corrupt and Manuscripts do not agree.

The * chugul ’ is described very differently in some MSS. which interpolate

amulir called * chahSrgoshah / weighing 3 tolas, 51 surkbs and worth 30
rupees. Instead of the round La'l-i-Jalali, some MSS. only read * Gird •*

t.e, round, taking the words La'l-i-Jdtall to the preceding. (Blochmann's
Note.)
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There are in this carefully drawn w.ord-picture several

features to which attention may be usefully invited. In the
first place, it will be noticed that fanciful names were given to

all the largest pieces and all these designations w'ere derived

from Sanskrit or the Indian vernaculars. The denomination
S'hansah. for instance, is to be traced to the Sanskrit Sahasra.
thousandJ The rationale of the name is to be found in the
fact that it was equal to 100 Ual Jalall muhrs, each of which
was valued at 10 rupees. The S^hansah was .so called because
it was worth one thousand rupees.

The word Binsat is evidently coined from the Sans Vin-
shall. ‘ twenty.’ It was the fifth part of the S’hansah of 101

tolas, and so weighed about twenty to\M. So Chugul or Jugul
is from the Sanscrit Tuga, a yoke, a pair, couple, brace

(Monier-William’s Dictionary s.v.). It was the fiftieth part

of the 8*hansah and was so named because it* was a double

‘La*l-i-JalalI.’ _
Rahaa and Aimah resemble in sound Sanskrit words

meaning ' secret, essence,’ and ' soul or spirit.’ I must confess

my inability to account for the neologisms. They are founded
on some more than usually far-fetched conceit, the elucidation

of which must be left to a more competent or lucky investi-

gator. It may be also observed that the legends engraved by
Maulana Maqsud on the earlier issues are practically identical

with the superscriptions of the five-muhr pieces dated 971 and
982 A.H. which are preserved in the British Museum, and the

Cabinet of the Bombay Branch of the Roval Asiatic Societ3^

(B.M.C., No. 23 and B.B.R A.8. Journal, 1891, pp 31-32).

The chief differences are (1) that Abul Fazl gives

whereas the epithet is on both the examples extant ; (2)

The Quranic ^xt (8ura 11. 208) also which is said by the

author of the Ain to have been cut on the reverse cannot be

traced on our specimens, though it is to be found on some of

the mintages of Humayun. (B.M.C., Nos. 19-20). Thirdly,

the epithet, ‘ Daru-l-Kliilafat’ which is prefixed to the name of

the mint town in Abul Fazl’s transcript is not discernible on

the Coins. Lastly, it may be noted that the word has

been left out b}^ the historian in the benedictory formula

although it'Can be easily read on both the existing specimens.

It will be also seen that the earlier issues had prose legends

in the Central Asian style. With the inauguration of the

i So the name of the silver coin of Kashmir, Sasnii is derived from
Kashmiri Sas. Sans. Sahasra, thousand, because it was reckoned as

equivalent to I,(XX) 4innara8, Ain. Tr. Jarrett IT, 354. Cunningham,
Coins of Mediaeval India, .30 fl; A. Stein, Monetary System of Ancient

KaSipir, Num. Chron. 1S99, p. 131. .JahSngir calls the coin Sanhasi,

Tuziik, Tr. IT, I3S-9.
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Ilahl type, all the high-sounding titles were ‘ removed ’*

[ , erased, expunged] and metrical legends substituted
for them. Now the Ilahl era was really established only in

the twenty-ninth year of the reign (992 A.H.)J and we ai’e

expressly told by Badaonl that a special verse-motto was com-
posed by Sharif Sarniadi for the first mintages of the new town
of Ilahabad which was founded, according to that writer, in

the 29th j^ear (Lowe, Trans. II, 345-6, Text II, 336).^

In his remarks on this part of the Ain, Mr. Stanley Lane
Poole complains that “ man5^ existing coins are not described

**

by the author and among other things, states that the “ five-

mohr piece preserved in the British Museum ** (No. 23) is

“ not mentioned in Abul Fazl’s list.'* (B.M.C. Introd Ixxv.)

T must beg leave to point out that, whatever other instances

of omission maj" be justly cited against Abul Fazl, this is not
one of them. The five-muhr coin is mentioned clearly enough
in the following passage which Mr. Lane Poole has overlooked.

'
• There are also gold coins of the same shape and impres-

sion, in value equal to one eighth, onc-tenth, one iweniitih,

one-twenty fifth of the S*hansah.'* Ain, Trans. Blochmann,
I, 29 ;

Bibl Ind. Text, I. 26.

Now the smaller or lighter type of S*haiisah weighed 91

tolas and 8 mashas or about 1 6,958 J grs. at 185 grs. to the tola.

The twentieth part of this would be 16958^ x
;/i,
= *^“5^

847[-.} grs. The weight of the British Museum specimen is

838 grs., that of the example in the cabinet of the Asiatic

Society of Bombay 841 grs. Journal, 1891, p. 31).

Lastly, it would appear that the biggest pieces issued in

the reign of Akbar did not exceed 102 tolas. Jahangir would
seem to have been first fired by the ambition of ‘ going one
better’ than his great father and to have struck medals weigh-

ing as much as 600 and even 1.000 muhrs or (roughly) tolas

It may be also noticed that there to no reference in Abul
Fazl s description or inventory to the stamping in silver of

any counterparts of the S'hansah and its subdivisions. This

is corroborated by Hawkins who says of all the large pieces

in silver that they were of “ Selim Sha this king ” The tw'o

other European writers, De Laet and Manrique also abso-

lutely ignore the issues in silver and the silence of all three

I The Era was based on the calculations of Shih Fathulla Shirazi,
an astronomer and mathematician of whom AbCil Fazl says that **

if the
old books of science had disappeared, he couidhave laid a neW fo’indation
(of knowledge) and would not have wished for what had gone." Akbar-
nama (Tr. Ill, £93). Fathnlla had l>een invited to India by *Ali *Adil

Shah of Bfjapur and entered Akbar's service only after that ruler’s

death. His first interview is recorded to have taken place on 25 Far-
wnrdm 28 R.—(21 Rab*i 1, 99! A.H.) AkbarnSma. Tr. Ill, 503; see
also Blochman, Jin, Trans. I, 33 Note.

^ Abul Fazl gives the exact date of the foundation of the fortress as
2 Azar, 28 R. which would correspond V> some day in Zi l-qa*da, 991 A.H.
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about Akbarl gold medals weighing more than 100 tolas is also

not unworthy of attention. It shows again that Abill Fazl was
Justified in speaking of the S'hnnsah type as the heaviest known
in his day and putting it at the head of his list.

The historian Khafl Khan also has a passage on the 3iib>

ject of Akbar’s treasure and his mintages :

—

h uV ^

• jj ^yj Uy*ijy^^

BibL Ind. Text I, 243, 1. 9.

‘'And when after his death an inventory (lit, muster,

report) was taken of his treasure, there were found ten crores

of rupees worth of Ashrafis of 11, 13 and 14 mashas, besides

the large Ashrafis weighing from 100 to 500 tolas of which
there were a thousand in the hoard. There w^ere also 272
maunds of uncoined gold, 370 maunds of silver and one
maund of choice or select precious stones [the crown jewels

—

yfcfj^], the value of which was reckoned at more than

three crores of rupees.*

KbAfI Klian is a “ slovenly” and careless wTiter (Bioch-
mann’s Art. on ‘ Koch Bihar and Asam ' J,A.8,B, 1872, p. 99),
and his account of Akbar’s reign is a compilation of no parti-

cular value, but there are in It a few statements which possess

considerable interest and which are not to be found anywhere
else. This reference to the contents of Akbar’s treasury is one
of them and it has the usual defects of his qualities. There is

no doubt of Khafi Khan’s being right in saying that Akbar’s
ordinary Muhr weighed 11 mashas (not 11 J as implied or

1 Mr. Vincent Smith would appear to have, overlooked * the inven-

tory of Akbar’s treasure* which is to be found in the History of Firishta

who wrote and died several years before either De Lact or Mandolslo. It

is thus given in the translation of- Briggs.
** Of allayees, a golden coin [f.e. Hah! gold muhrs], a sum equal to ten

crores of rupees, besides one crore’s worth of allayees which he set aside

for his private treasury. Ten maunds, full weight (800 lb.) of uncoined
gold.

Seventy maunds (5,600 lb.) of uncoined silver, sixty maunds
(4,800 lb.) of unqoined copper; besides one crore coined into tunkas.”

Rise of the Mahomedan Power in India, Calcutta Reprint, 1909, II,

281.

Some of the items are differently given in the Lakhnau edition of

the original and are obviously huge exaggerations, l^afi ^fin’s state-

ment seems to have been repr^uced from some other recon.sion of

Firishta’s work.
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supposed by Do Laet and Maiirique). But the othe^ two
varieties introduced by the Emperor, the Ilahl and the AftS,bl

scaled only 12 mashasand 1} ratls and 14 mashas and 4| ratls.

Kbafl lean’s description of their weights is therefore loose or
onl}^ roughly correct.

It is also very doubtful if gold coins or medals weighing
considerably more than 100 tolas were ever struck in Akbar’s
reign The statements of Abul Fazl, Hawkins, De Laet and
Manrlqiie all imply the contrary and their silence militates

forcibly against the supposition. It is true that portentous
medals of 200, 300, 500 and even 1 ,000 tolas were stamped by
Jahangir and his successors. This fact would appear to have
led Khafl Khan to assume that Akbar had gone to the same
lengths and that they were in this, as i:^ other things following

his example. With all these defects, the passage deserves the

notice of the numismatist as well as the historian. Of the

former for the references to the current Aslirafls of three dilYer-

ent denominations and the so-called gigantic coins; of the

latter, for giving an account of Akbar’s treasure of which the

exact source is not known, but which is undoubtedly indigenous

and altogether independent of and differing considerably from
that occurring with slight modifications in European authors.

So far we have learnt nothing dehnite as to the object of

striking these phenomenal coins,’ or the uses to which they

were to be put. It becomes necessary therefore to explore the

Muglval chronicles of the post-Akbarl period and set out at

length all the passages which have any bearing on the subject,

with a view to provide the material requisite for forming an
independent opinion on the point at issue. It will be seen

that many of the excerpts which follow are both instructive

and illuminating, and that neither the arbitrary conjecture of

Cunningham nor the pragmatic assertion of Thomas receives

an}- support from the indigenous chronicles.

The Emperor Jahangir writes in his diary of the Ist year;

At a propitious hour I ordered that they should coin gold

and silver of different weights. To each coin, I gave a separate

name viz. to the muhr of 100 tola, that of Nur-Shahi ;
to that

of 50 tola, that of Nur Suliani ; to that of 20 tola, Nur-daulal ;

to that of 10 tola, Nur-karam ; to that of 5 tola, Nur-mihr ;

and to that of 1 tola. Nur-jahdn%. The half of this I called

nurani, and the quarter, rawdji. With regard to the silver

coins {sikkas), I gave to the coin of 100 tola the name of

Kaukab‘i-tali"i (star of horoscope)
; to that of 50 tola, the

name of Kaukab-i-iqbal (star of fortune), to that of 20 tola,

the name of Kaukab-i-inurad (star of desire) ;
to that of 10

tola, the name of Kaukab-i-ha^t (star of good luck)
;
to that

of 5 tola, the name of Kaukab-i-sa'ad (star of auspiciousness)

;

to that of 1 tola, the name of jahangiri. I ordered

that on the gold innhr of 100, 50, 20 and 10 tola the following
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verse by ‘Asaf should be impressed—namely, on the
obverse was this couplet:

—

' Fate’s pen wrote on the coin in letters of light,

The ShSh Nuiu-d-din JahSngIr

and between the lines of the verse the Creed {kalima) was
impressed. On the reverse was this couplet, in which the
date of coinage was signified :—

'

‘ Through this coin is the world brightened as by the Sun,*
And the date thereof is ' Sun of Dominion ’ (AftSb-i-mam-

lakot).

Between the lines of the verse, the mint, the Hijra
year, and the regnal year Were impressed.”

Rogers and Beveridge TUzuk-i-Jahangirt, Trans. I, 11.

Text ed. Sayyad Ahmad O^n, p. 5, 1. 8.

“ I gave one gold muhr of 1,000 tolas, which is called the
‘ star of destiny ’ {kaukab i-tal'i), to YSdgSr ‘All, the ambassador
of the ruler of Iran.” [19 Farwardln, VIII R.Y.).*

TQzuk, Trans. I, 207 ;
Text, 1 16, 1 1

" On the 8th of the said month [Shahrivar, X R.Y.), I

bestowed one Nur-jahani muhr, which is equal to 6,400 rupees *

on Mustafa Beg, the ambassador of the ruler of Iran.”
T&zuk, Trans. I, 298; Text. 146, J. 26.
‘‘ I gave Sayyad Kabir, who had been sent by ‘ Adil IQian*

one Nur-jahani Muhr which weighed 500 tulcha."*

Ibid., I, 300 ; Text, 147, 1. 29.
“ To each of the Waklls of ‘Adil Kbftn two Kuakab-i-tal'i

1 Th« Persian lines are os follows :

—

*3 (^) J*} y jy'

and

vsif ff

{Tuzuk, Text 6, IL IS and 21.)

^ This passage occurs also in the IqbISilnafna-i-J'ahSngtrl of Mu*ata-

mad KhBn {Bibl. Ind, Text G9. 1. 12). He does not give any name to

the m^r, but says that it weighed 1,000 tolas or 2,500 misqffls.

3 It is not easy to see how this figure is arrived at. If the NtTr-

jahtinl muhr weighed 500 tulchas or tolas, as is stated in the immedi-
ately following extract, a tpla of gold must have been worth 12 Hs. 12

annas and pies. JahSnglr himself seems to say in one place, that the

ordinary ashrafi or PddUkSihx muhr of eleven mSshas was equal to ten

rupees (7’t7zuii;
’,
Tr. II, 130). Hawkins (1611) saySthe same—A tola or

twelve mSshas of gold would at this rate, have fetched only about 1

1

rupees. If the figures are correctly given, the price of gold or the rupee

value of the muhr roust have risen considerably in the second quinquen-

nium of JahSngir’s reign. The matter may be left at that as it has been

fully discussed in another article.

* The kings of BfjSpfir, Ahmadnagar and Qulkanda are never given

the title of ShSh by the Mughai historians. They are respectively styled

•Adil IQiKn, Ni^Bmu-l-mulk and Qutbu-l-mulk only. In the very first of

the extracts from the Tiituk^ we were informed that the one-tola muhr
was given this name, and now it is said that it weighed 500 tulchas
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(horoscope star) muhrs the weight of each of which was 500
ordinary muhrs were given.” [ 2 Aear, Xll R Y.]*

ibid., I, 406 ;
Text. 201, 1. 15.

” Giving Muhammad Shaf‘1 leave to proceed to Multin, I

presented him with a horse, and a NUr-ahahi muhr, and sent

by him a special turban {ehira] to KJian JahSn, my son

ifarzand).”* [4 Babman, XV R.Y.]
Ibid., n, 193 ; Text. 324, 1. 4.

” I presented Zambll Reg, the ambassador [of Shah ‘ AbbSs
of Persia] with a Nur-jaharu inuhr of the weight of 100 tolas.”’

28, TsfandSrmaz, XV B.Y.]

Ibid., II, 198 : Text 326, I. 15.

” On this day [19 Farwardin XVI R.Y.] I gave Zambll
Beg, a muhr equal to 200 tolas in weight." *

Ibid., II. 201 : Text, 328,1. 10.

“ A present of a jewelled dagger, a muhr of 100 tolas, and
20,000 darbs was made to Uda Ram [6 Asar XII R.Y.].

Ibid., I. 408 ;
Text, 202, 1 19.

1 JahSngIr informed us in the very first of these extracts from his

Memoirs, that Kaukab %-t^li was the name given by him to the 100

tola ««2t;er>pieoe. He then told us that he gave a gold-mvXiT of 1 »000 tolas

called Kaukah i-ffidH to the Persian ambassador. And now the name is

given to the 500 muhr*piece ! Mr. Beveridge attempts to get out of the

difficulty by suggesting in a note (Errata and Addenda, p. i&B) that ** these

muhrs were probably of silver and were called Muhrs because they were
medals rather than coins.'* Apart from the fact that the word * muhr '

was in the parlance of the period, spec fically applied only to a gold coin,

there are other strong objections to this explanation. Tho author of the
Badishah-nama bestows the samo name on the ashrafi of 400 tolas (1. ii

89-00), while the compiler of the Tarlkh-i-Mu^affari asserts that Kaukab-
i-tal*i was the designation of the muhr of 1,000 tolas. These discrepan*

cies are puzzling. The authorities are certoinly at variance as to the
weight of the Kaukab’i-ibl*i, but there would appear to be an absolute
consensus as to its having been of gold and not of silver. The true
explanation is suggested in a note at the foot of this page.

2 The sentence seems to be loosely worded. The horse, the muhr and
the chlra all seem to have been presents sent to the Imperial favourite,

Khan Jahan Lodi. Muhammad ShaPi was in all probability, only the
court messenger who carried the presents.

* Tn the Diary of the tenth year, wo read that tho Nftr-jaPtunl muhr
was worth 0,400 rupee.?. In the immediately following citation, it was
said to weigh 500 tulchaa or tolas, and now we are told that its weight
was only 100 tolas ! It is clear that groat confusion existed in the mind
of the Emperor as to the arbitrary and fanciful names ho had given to
these pieces and that ho was himself liable to mix up one with tho other.

There would be notliing surprising in subsequent historical writers hav>
ing done the same, and it is also likely that tlie nomenclature itself was
frequently altered in conformity with their own whims and caprices by
t be succeeding emperors.

* Mr. Beveridge notes that this is perhaps * tho muhr now in Ger-
many.* This is an error. He is evidently referring to the 200 tola

medal at Dresden, but thet is in silver and ^ars the name of Aurangzeb,
not of Jahangir (Thomas, Chronicles, 423 Note). The two-hundred tola

muhr described by Richardson is of the 28th year of Shfth JahSn. There
is a cast of it in the British Museum, but the original has disappeared.

6 This man had been in the service of the Nizam Shfth of Ahmad-
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'*0n this auspicious day [the 43rd Lunar anniversary of

Shah Jahan’s birth, 8 Rab‘I If, 1041 A.H.], Afiihammad ‘All

Beg the Persian ambassador received along with other
presents, “ four great ashrafis, one weighing 400 tolas, another
300 tolas, a third weighing 200 tolas, and a fourth weighing
100 tolas and four rupees also of the same weight and given
permission to depart/* BadisliSh Nama, Bibl. Ind. Text. I. i.

443,1 3

On the 22nd [Zl-l-qa‘da. 1044 A.H. VlIT R.Y.], the ambas-
sador from Turan received, along with other presents, an
ashrafl called Kaukab-UtaVi weighing 400 tolas, and a rupee of

the same weight. Khwaja Yaqut who had accompanied him
and w'as in charge of the present of horses, camels and furs

which had been sent by the king of Turan was given an ashrafi

and a rupee each of which weighed 100 tolas.**

Ibid.^ 1, ii, 89-90.
“ On the 10th of Zl-Miajja, 1044 VITI R.Y., Nagar Beg,

Qushbcgl [chief huntsman] of the ruler of Turan received a
muhr weighing thirty tola.s.**

Ibid., I, ii, 101,1.7.
Oil the 14th [Safar, 1048 A.H. XI R.Y.], Yadgar Beg

Elchl of Iran received as a present a muhr of 400 tolas and a

rupee of the same weight.**

Ibid., n, 101,1 4.

“ QazI ‘Umar Qushbegi [chief huntsman, master of the

hounds] ol Nazar Muhammad Klian [Ruler of' Balkh] received

on the day of leave-taking, along with other presents, one
muhr weighing 30 tolas.’* [I Shawwal, 1048 A.H. XII R].

Ibid., n, 134-5.
“ On 30 Sha'aban, 1050 [XIV R.'Y.], Arslan Aqa, ambas-

sador from Rum [Constantinople], received along with other

presents one muhr of 100 tolas and one rupee of the same
weight.**

Bad. Nam. II, 218, 1. 12.

“On the festival held to celebrate Jahan Ara Begam’s

iitigar atiii disserting it, had joined the Miigjial general Shfthnawftz ^fin-
By the porsuasioiid of *Adil Khan end the deceit of *Ainbar, he left

the right road,*’ and ** gave upToyalty and service” {Tuzuk. Trans. 1.

398>9;. But when Adam ^an was ** deceitfully imprisoned and put to

death by Malik *Ambar he, with Ray Kiiyath, went over a second
time to the Mughals and came to court. According tp a Marathi Bakkhar
j[quoted in Forrest, Selections, Maratha Series. I, p. 0) ho was a Brahman
by caste and Desai of Maliur.

1 There is a long story about this man in Tavernier’s Persian

Travels (Eng. Trans. 1078 pp. 42-4). He is also mentioned in the

Indian Section (Tr. Ball II, 7). Sir Thomas Herbert gives him a very
bad character. Travels, Ed. 1005, pp. 221, 223, 225.

2 This is also in KliAfl l^an, 1. 681, 1. 1. He says the ambassador
received 15,090 rupees ^Besides in cash Von Hammer has given the Turk-
ish historian Naima*8 account of this embassy in an article contributed

to the Transactions of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain Vol.
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rocovery^[5 Shawwal. 1054 A.H. XVITI R.Y ], Hakim Muham-
mad Dfiud who had treated her was given one muhr of 5(K)

tolas and one rupee of the same weight^
Bad. Nam. II, 399, 1. 3.
“ On the Nauroz feast of the XIX year [3 Safar, 1055 A H.

Nasar Shawalb [Elchl or envoy of Nazar Muhammad ILbftn.

the ruler of Balkb q.v. Bdd, Nam. IT, 479, 1. 8 and 491, 1. 18]

was given two muhrs one of 200 tolas and another of 100
tolas.”

Bad. Nam. M, 492, 1. 7.

“ On the 4th of Rajab 1071 A.H [IV R.Y.], Ibrahim Beg
the envoy of Subhan Qull Kfian [Ruler of Tiiran or Balkb]
given an enamelled or jewelled staff an ashrafl weighing 200
tolas and a rupee of the same weight ”

'Alamgtrnama, 608, 1. 15
“ On 3 Zi-I-hajja, 1071. IV R.Y, Budaq Beg the Persian

ambassador, received a present of three large asbrafls the aggre-

gate weight of which was 700 tolas and three rupees weighing

In all 500 tolas.

^Alam. yam. 627, 1. 1.

“ On the festival of Prince Muhammad Mu‘azzam’s mar-
riage to the daughter of Raja Rupsingh Rathor. [13 Rab'l II,

1072, A.H IV R/Y.l. Kliwaja Ahmad the Bukhara envoy who
was present by the Emperor's invitation was given one ashrnfi

weighing 300 tolas, another weighing 200 tolas and two rupees

of like weight.”

"Alam. Nam. 644, 1. 8.

On the 4th of Muharram, 1078 A.H X H.Y., KhushI Beg.

the ambassador from Balkb received along with other presents

one ashrafl of the weiglit of 100 muhrs
[ J

a rupee weighing 200 tolas.”

‘Alam. Nam. 1051, 1. 7.

** On the fourteenth anniversary of Aurangzeb’s acces-

sion 1» 1 Ramzan, 1081 A.H., Shaikh ‘Usman

envoy ( ) of the Sharif of Makka received along with

other presents one ashrafl weighing as much as 100 [ordinary]

muhrs and a rupee weighing as much as 100 [ordinary] rupees.’'

IT, 1830). This is very different from the Mufj^bsl vrrsion, as it is there

asserted that ArsISn was ** dismissed without credentials or presents

from Shah JahSn** tothe Su])(;an, and that** a bottle of attar of rotes,

twocarpefs. and two felts were the only presents entrusted to him by the

Indian Wazir, on his own part, to the Sublime Porte {loc. cil.. pp. 4(57-8).

( The fact ia mentioned by Khftfl also. (Text, T, 600, five

lines from fbot.) The passage in which Maqucciol aims to have received

from one of the Imperial ladies a like present fo similar services has

been already cited.
* This is in lyi*6fl l^iftn also (Bibl. Ind. Text, IT. 127, 1. !())* He

says the present was made on the * Idu d-^uha, i.t. the lOth, not the 3rd,

of ZM-I)ajja, which seems more correct.
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JHaSsir-i-‘Akttn^ri, 108, 1. 8
“ On 7 Rab'I II, 1092 A.H. XXIV R Y., Sban Mirzft, envoy

of the ruler of Urganj [Khiva] received at his audience of

leave, along with other presents, a muhr of the weight of 60

muhrs and, a rupee weighing as much as 100 ordinar}' rupees.”

C J iSjx* ]

Maas, *Alam. 207, 1. 2.
** One muhr of the weight of 1,000 muhrs was sent as a

present to Shahabu-d-din IQiftn Bahadur, Flruz Jang ‘ for the

valuable services he had rendered by convoying grain to the

army of Prince Muhammad A'zam who w’as besieging Bljapur
and routing Ped Naik the Baidur chief of Saggar who had at-

tacked him on the w^ay " [Zl-l-q‘ada, 1096 A.H. XXIX R.Y.]

Maas ^Alarn,, 266, 1. 4
Qu^bu-d-dln, the Bukb^ta envoy received, along w'ith

other presents, one muhr of the weight of 200 muhrs and one
rupee of the weight of 200 rupees on the day on which he had

his first audience [ j of the Emperor. ’ [1109 A.H.

XLII R.Y.]
Ibid., 397, 1. 9.

“ Mir Abul Baqa, Darogha of the Janimaz Khana * received

a present [ ] of a muhr weighing 50 muhrs and the sum

of 600 rupees for reading a letter written in cipher by Prince

Muhammad Mu'azzam.’' [1114 A.H. XLVI B Y ]

Maas, "Alam, 460, 1. 6.

‘‘Khwaja Zahid, envoy of the ruler of Balk])? had been

given on the day on which he had his first audience of the

Emperor [ ] one ashrafi of the weight of 100 muhrs

[
^

] and a rupee weighing as much as 100

[ordinary] rupees.” [1115 A.H. XLVIll R.Y.]

MaSs. *Alam, 483, 1. 5.

Mukhtar Khan, father-in-law of Bedar Bakl^t, was Suba-
ddr of Agra. He had nine krors of rupees, besides nshrafts and
'presmiaiion money (ruyiya-i ghatib nawaz), amounting to as

much as five hundred tolas in weight
;
and ho bad uncoined

gold and silver in the shape of vessels. Baki Khan, the com-
mander of the fortress, who had the treasure in his charge,

designed to surrender the treasure and the keys of the fortress

to whichever of the heirs of the kingdom should present

himself” [1119 A.H.].

1 The recipient was the father of the groat Nis^&inu-l-mulk Asaf Jah,
the founder of the ruling house of Haidarabftd (Dekkan).

< JSnimaz, place of prayer—prayer-carpet. The. ** JanimjSzlfiiSQa’

waa the Imperial oratory, or room in which the Emperor offered up in
private his daily prayer.?.
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Kbafi Kban, in Elliot and Doivson, VII, 389. For the
original see Muntal^abu-l-Lubabt Text, II. 568, 5 lines from foot.
** Bdkl Kban gavd up the keys of the fortress [of Agra to
Bah&dur Shah, Shah Alam I] with the treasure, for which
he received great favour and rewards. According to one
account, there were nine krors of rupees, in rupees and ashrafis
besides vessels of gold and silver, which was what was left

remaining of the twent3^-four krors of rupees amassed by Shah
Jahan, after what had been expended by Aurangzeb during his

reign principally in his wars in the Dakhin. According to

another account including the presentation 'money [

jjy in text] which consisted of ashrafis and rupees of 100 to 300 ^

tolas’ weight, specially coined for presents [ f

1

the ashrafis of twelve niashas and thirteen mashas of the reign

of Akbar. the whole amounted to thirteen krors. (The Italics

are mine.)

Ibid.^ Elliot and Dowson, VII, 393-4; RibL /nrf. Text, II.

578, 1. 5.

One ashrafl weighing 200 tolas and two rupees weighing

four hundred tolas [in all] were presented to Mir Murtaza

J£hafaf—the ambassador of Shah Husain Safavl of Persia in

the first year of the reign of Farrukb-Siyar.” 124 A.H.

mafl Kban, Text, II, 737, 1. 6.

The envoy of the Sharif of Makka who had brought as a

present the and other rarities was given a IJbil at, two

thousand rupees and an ashrafl called kaukab-i~iSl'

i

of the

weight of 1,000 tolas” in the 1 Hh year of the reign of Muham-
mad Shah

Tdrtl^’i-Mnzaffari (Mami.script), p. 135, 1. 10 from foot.

Here we have no less than thirty passages covering the en-

tire period from the coronation of Jahangir to the Xlth year

of the reign of the puppet-Emperor, Muhammad Shah. It is

a fact worthy of consideration that there is not in this lengthy

catena of extracts from the Chronicles a word which counte-

nance.s either the ‘ large-payments ’ theory of Thomas or the

'NasarSna’ conjecture of Cunningham. Instead of being, as

Cunningham imagined, offerings made by a subject to his

sovereign the^' clearly appear to have been ostentatious gifts

bestowed by the Mu^dl^i Emperors upon ambassadors, envoys
and visitors from foreign parts. It may be fairly supposed

that this was done with a view to spread the fame of their

wealth and magnificence in their original home, Central Asia.

1 * Three hundred * here ia a misprint. The word in the original is

SCO, and this ia undoubtedly what KliSfi Khan himself wrote, and is said

in the extract immediately preceding. (B'J. VII, 389.)

phtwise Sihka-i-QhaHb naw^z applied as a generic term to these

piecea, ia aignifieant.
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It had always been the practice to bestow not only pre-
sents of arms and armour, horses and jewels but of coined
money or cash on diplomatic agents and distinguished visitors,
from foreign parts, Clavijo informs us that at a reception in
the court of Timur, they “put hats on their [seil. the ambas-
sadors’] heads, and gave them a bag containing one thousand
five hundred bits of silver being money which they call Tangaes,
each piece worth two silver rials.” (Embassy, Tr. Markham,
165.) We have seen that BSbur’s parting-gift to the envoys of
Sh&h TahmSsp, and Kuchum Khan Uzbeg, etc., was a silver-
stone s w'eight of gold (260 MisqSis) and a gold-stone’s
weight (600 Migqals) of silver.” Akbar was innovating in all
matters and at all times. He was endowed in no small
measure with the aesthetic sense, and he had a passionate
desire to have all things about him arrayed in beautiful
shapes and forms. It perhaps occurred to him that when a
great and powerful sovereign wished to reciprocate the diplo-
matic courtesies of neighbouring princes, it would be a great
improvement to substitute for the ugly and ponderous ingot
of 250 or 600 Migqals a beautiful medal—a work of art
bearing the impress of the poetical genius of Faizl or the
artistic talent of Maulana Maqsud or Mu)la Ahmad, the most
renowned calligraphers and engravers of the age.

These medals also served another purpose. They were

I

stores of value.’ The revenue of the Mughal empire was in
its more prosperous days, in excess of the expenditure and
the balance was boarded in all the difierent forms of wealth
which carry the greatest value in the smallest bulk, precious
stones, gold and silver plate, specie and bullion. Such hoard-
ing is now looked upon as foolish and uneconomical, but it

should not be forgotten that the lending of money at interest is

denounced and strictly prohibited in the Qur*&n. There were
no banks and no facilities for the investment of superfluous
wealth in great industrial concerns. If the state required large
sums for an emergency there was no agency capable of finding
them. The Mujj^al Emperors had therefore like their Europe-
an contemporaries, to keep large cash reserves for military
and other exigencies. The deliberate accumulation of enor-
mous war-chests by Gei^many and other great European powers
before the War shows that oven under modern conditions, the
advantages of having such gold-reserves are not inconsiderable.

I have said that so far as this lengthy chain of citations
is concerned, it is not possible to find a word which can be
adduced in support of the Nagrftna medal theory. It is there-
fore all the more incumbent upon me to give prominence to
a solitary passage in which the note of dissent appears to be
struck.

Jt occurs in the Tahnita-i-Akbartiama (supplement or
continuation of Abul Fael’s * Akbamftma’) which is generally
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ascribed to a writer of the name of * Iniyat IQiftn It forma,
part of his account of the inibmission or surrender of the
PriOce Salim after his xebeUJon. We read :

—

On Thursday 4tb ^sar mSh i llahl, R.Y. 49, he [seU.

Salim] adorned his forehead with the prostration of loyalty

and placed his head on the feet of his earthly {lU, firarative)

divinity and true Qibla [t.e. his father]. The loving Emperor
graciousl^^ drew that nursling of fortune into the embrace of

affection. The prince offered as a present [ ] or

diamond valued at one lac of rupees, 209 one hundred tola

muhrs, 200 fifty tola muhrs, 4 twenty-five tola muhrs, and 3
twenty tola muhrs. He also presented 200 elephants.”

Bibl. Ind., Edit, IJI. 832, eight lines from foot.

This passage undoubtedly demands attention, but after

taking all the surrounding circumstances into consideration, it

seems to me that an isolated statement of this sort, emanating
from a writer of whom nothing whatever is known except the
name, cannot invalidate the unanimous testimony of historians

of acknowledged authority.

The circumstances under which this present came to be made
have also to be carefully considered. It is well known to all

those who have given close attention to the subject that our
sources of information for the history of the last four years

of Akbar’s reign are exceedingly meagre and inadequate.

NizSmu-d-din Ahmad deserts us at the end of the 38th year,

Baidaonl at that of the 40th, Abul Fazl’s-invaluable work docs
not go beyond the 46th and the Akbarnama of FaizI Sirhindl

which has not been published stops short at the same point
of time.

All the indigenous authors who belonged to the im-

mediately succeeding generation, appear from prudent consi-

derations to have glozed or altogether slurred over the
undutiful conduct of the son who, by a fortunate concourse of

events at last triumphed and established his right to the
throne. If they say any thing about the matter, the details

are confused and inadequate for a true understanding of the

situation. Not one of them, for instance, allows a word to

escape about Salim having had the insolence to strike money
in his own name and having thus touched the high-water-

mark of treason and rebellion. On the other hand, all the

contemporary or contemporaneous European writers aver that

he did so. Sir Thomas Herbert in a disquisition on the history

of the, Mu|^al dynasty which is really a translation or para-

phrase of the corresponding portion of De Laet’s ‘ De Imperio
Magni Mogolis ' writes :

—

“ Ecbar * # returns him [.Vc/7. Salim] a sharp

answer, such as incensed the Prince who * * forthwith

dislodged, and in good order marched speedily to Elabasse
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where he commands all sorts of coin. Gold, Silver and Brass
to be stamped with his own Name and Motto. (Travels,

Ed. 1665, p. 74.)

Now although a meticulous study of the historical exerci-

tations of the European travellers of the 17th century has
left upon my own mind an impression that they are of very
small value for a critical knowledge of the subject it is not
impossible that they may, for once be right and that Salim
may have arrogated to himself the sovereign right of stamping
money. In that case, he was probably unable to resist the
temptation of striking some of these ‘ showy ’ pieces, if only
to give a further proof of his truculence and determination to

go to all lengths.

If so, wo can easily understand why the Emperor insisted

on all such pieces being surrendered and made the surrender

one of the conditions precedent to the grant of pardon. That
condition would be best fulfilled and the prince’s face also

saved by his presenting the medals as ‘ Nagar ’ along with 200
of his most formidable elephants.

But this is only on hypothetical explanation and it rests

on the assumption that the passage is genuine. But this

assumption itself is by no means free from challenge.

I have said that little or nothing is known of the author
of the work in which the passage is found. Dowson says that

it is '‘almost unknown in England, for it is not to be found
in the Libraries of the British Museum, the East India Office or

the Royal Asiatic Society.” (E.D. VI, 103.) Sir Henry Elliot

did not possess a copy» but “ a translation of the whole work
is given at the end of the MS translation of. the Akbarnama [of

Abul Fazl] belonging to the Roj^al Asiatic Society,” (ibid.) which
was made by Lieut. Chalmers. Now the corresponding passage
in Chalmers’ version has been cited by Count Von Noer (The
Emperor Akbar, Tr. A. S. Beveridge, II, 416) where we read
that ” on the 4th of Azar, Salim arrived at the presence and
presented a diamond worth a lakh of rupts and 200 muhrs as

an offering and 400 elephants as a tribute*' Mr. Vincent Smith
also who had access to Chalmers* translation has an identical

statement (J.c., p. 318), Now there is not a word here about
the hundred-tola, fifty-tola, twenty-five-tola or twenty-tola
muhrs having constituted part of the Nazar, though we have
the diamond “ valued at one lac of rupees ” and also elephants

(albeit the number is not the same). It is clear then that the
passage must ha ve been very differently worded in Chalmers’
manuscript of the work and the authenticity of the statement
in the Bibliotheca Indica Text is thus laid open to grave sus-

picion

The upshot of the matter is that this supposed negative
instance is not of kny compelling force and cannot invalidate

the 'conclusion, founded on the evidence of the cloud of
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contemporary witnesses who declare that these medals were
merely presentation pieces which were given as a special

mark of Imperial favour to ambassadors, etc.

It is of course possible to argue that the Emperors might
have, for all that, received the medals in the first instance as

nazars and afterwards bestowed them as presents to diplomatic
agents and other visitors from foreign parts. I have there-

fore thought it ncce.ssary to note all the passages in my
authorities in which the nazars of Princes and Amirs are

mentioned, but it would be hardly worth while to cite them
in extenso or even give references to them all. It will suffice

here to say that there is not a word in any of these notices

which indicates that nobles who had to present 100 or 200
muhra as nazar made the offering in the form of a single

piece or muhr of that weight. This is not an argument from
mere silence which is of no import. In the circumstance.s,

the silence is both extraordinary and significant .

A similar mode of reasoning—negative in character, but,

for that matter, not devoid of force— will go far to shake, if

not entirely explode the unexamined conjecture of “ our
master *' Ttiomas. I have, in the course of these researches,

carefully studied all the records of European Travel in the

17th and 18th centuries,—Diaries, Journals, Voyages, Letters,

etc,—which I could procure for love or money in this country.

I have also read from cover to cover the entire body of the

correspondence of the English East India Company from 1603
to 1659, for the publication of which we are indebted to the

indefatigable zeal and industry of Mr. William Foster and his

coadjutors. I can assure my readers that in neither of these

voluminous sources of information which must fill at least

20,000 pages in print, have I found a single direct statement
or allusion showing that gold and silver pieces of great size

passed from hand to hand in the Indian bazars and served as

substitutes of our ten-pound or hundred -pound notes. Several

hundreds, if not thousands, of sales and purchases in which
large sums were involved are recorded in detail by these

writers, among whom are to be reckoned, physicians, clergy-

men, jewellers, merchants, factors and adventurers of all sort.'i.

But I have not discovered any of them saying at aii}*^ time
that coins of higher value than the ordinary rupee and gold

muhr were ever employed in any exchange transaction or in

the course of commercial dealing. Briefly, there is not a
word to indicate that any of these persons had ever seen or

handled a five muhr, ten-mubr or thousand-rupee piece, or

even heard that any metallic coins served the same purpose

as our currency or Bank of England notes and that a heavy
debt had been paid off by a Hindu or Muhammadan merchant
by the transfer to the creditor of one or two of these prodi-

gious discs of stamped metal.
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Thomas’s last argument turns out on examination to be

equally feeble and untenable. It is founded on the supposi-

tion that the heavy seigniorage of about 5^ per cent must
have led to the abundant if not profuse utterance of these

ponderous pieces, and that their extensive circulation in the
Indian bazars must have been the inevitable result of the
Emperors/ inability to resist the temptation to make a large

profit by the operation. This a priori reasoning is unfor-

tunately knocked on the head by the ‘ inside knowledge ’ of

Abul Fa:&l who explicitly declares that the only gold coins

ordinarily struck were the La^i-JalSR Muhr, its half (Dhan)
and quarter {Man) and that the other varieties enumerated
were ‘ never stamped without special orders.’ In other
words, their possession would appear to have been an im-
perial privilege or prerogative and they never circulated in

bazars at all, because no private individual could get them
coined at the mint.

The sum and substance of the matter is that these

phenomenal issues were neither metallic substitutes or

counterparts of our Bank or Currency notes of high deno-.

minations, nor * Nazrana medals.’ They were merely mas-
sive ingots of artistically stamped bullion which were hoarded
as stores of value and were occasionally given away to

ambassadors, diplomatic agents and other distinguished persons
as complimentary gifts or souvenirs of the Imperial favour
and munificence.



V. THE COIN-LEGEND ‘ALLAHU
AKBAR/

The deliberate choice of the punning motto * Allahu
Akbar,’ and the peculiar manner in which the words of the
legend are arranged on some half dozen silver coins of the
Great Emperor have led Rodgers and other numismatists of

repute positively to assert or indirectly to suggest that Akbar
' laid claim to Divinity. The establishment of a New Religion,

the public assumption of the title Khalifat Allah, and the
institution of a mode of salutation bearing some resemblance
to the Sijda which in the eyes of Muslims it is blasphemy for

a mortal to arrogate, has, no doubt, lent colour to the charge
and exerted some influence on its formulation.

‘

It is not perhaps generally known that the ambiguous
signification of the phrase itself is not a modern discovery.

Badaobl has Ipft it on record that it was once the subject of

some heated discussion in the Emperor’s own presence.

''In these days [983 A.H. XXI R.Y.] his Majesty once
asked how people would like it, if he ordered the words Allah
AJtbar to be cut on the Imperial Seal and the dies of his coins.

Most said that the people would like it very much, but HAjI
Ibrahim objected, and said that the phrase had an ambiguous
meaning, and that the Emperor might substitute the verse of

the Quran Lazikrullahi Akharu, because it involved no am-

biguity. But the Emperor was much displeased ii jjt
]

and said it was surely sufficient, that no man who felt his

weakness would claim Divinity, he merely looked to the sound
of the words, and he had never thought that a thing could be
carried to such an extreme.’’

j/unta^abu-t-Tawarlkh, Trans. Lowe, II, 213; Text, IT,

210. See also Elliot and Dowsoii, V, 523.^

I It may not be generally known, but it is true that JahSngir, Shfih
jahSn, the orthodox Aurangzeb and other emperors all regard^ them-
selves as * lUialifs of Allah ' and are so styled by the historians. IqbSl-
nima, 2, 303 ; *Amal ; Salih, 12, 1. 8; ‘ Alarogirndraa, 11, 11. 8, 20. The
honorific epithets of their Capitab Daru lrkhMfat and Musiaqirrwl-thiUtfat
are founded on thb pretension, and yet no one has accused any jof them
of laying claim to Divinity.'

It may be also point^ out that 'the Kumiah or peculiar mode of
salutation instituted by Akbar in imitation of the Court-etiquette of the
Sassanian Emperors differed in many respects from the Isbmic Sifda.
though Badaonf and some other Musalman writers use the terms inter-

changeably and represent them as identical. See the description of
KumUh and Sifda in Herklot's Kanoon-e Eslam—pp ci and ov.

* Dowson's version of the latter and more important part of the
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This indignant repudiation of the charge is deserving of

notice, and the correctness of BadaonI’s report of the dialogue

is proved by the occurrence of a very similar statement in the

Akbarnama of his successful rival and Mte noire, Abul Fazl.

One set of those base ones,” he writes, ” charged that

Unique of God’s servants, who is the glory of his race, with

claiming the Godhead * When the fact of the foolish

talk of the wicked came to H.M’s hearing, he, from his

wide capacity and contemplation of the wonders of Creation,

did not believe it and said ‘Good God, how could it enter into

the narrow thoughts of the ignorant that recent Creatures

belonging to a dependent existence should ascribe to them-
selves a share in Divinity ? * How could such a notion

come into my mind ? Why does such an evil thought bewilder

the superficial and the worshippers of externals ?’ ” {Op, eit.,

Trans. H. Beveridge, III, 397-8; Bibl Ind. Text, III, 271-2.)

There is such a striking resemblance between the expressions

put by the cantankerous champion of Islamic intolerance and
the magniloquent protagonist of Free thought into the mouth
of Akbar, that it is impossible to entertain any doubt as to

their having been really uttered by that personage. It is, of

course, possible to say that these professions of humility and
confessions of man’s weakness were insincere and hypocritical

devices for deceiving the ignorant and disguising from the

commonalty the real intent of a deep laid plot or project.

It is hardly necessary to point out that such charges of hypo-
crisy and suppositions of subtle intent are incapable of proof

and are, at the most, matters of individual opinion. With
such suppositions, the unbiassed student of the original author-

ities has no concern, and he is under no obligation to enter

into a categorical refutation of them.
Now, an examination of these original or primary sources

—indigenous and foreign—of the history of the Akbarl period

shows that there is nothing in them which can be adduced as

evidence in support of Rodgers’ contention. On the contrary
there is not a little which militates with some force against it.

It is common knowledge that Akbar gradually came to

passage is perhaps better and deserves citation. > ** His Majesty was not
pleased with this and said it was 6e1f>evident that no creature, in the
depths of his * importance, could advance any claim to Divinity. He
had only looked upon the word as being apposite, and there could be no
sense in straining it to such an extent."

The corresponding words in the original are ;

—

Le ^ Aif

BadSoniText, II, 210, 1. 12.
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reject most of the peculiar doctrines and ceremonies of Islam
and attempted to found a new sect or religion. But he never
had a word to say against its Monotheism and his new creed
was called the Tavkid-i-Hahi AkbarsKahl “ Akbar Shah’s Doc-
trine (or Creed) of the Unity of the Divine (or Supreme Being,

^1)”. Gibbon has somewhere said that the Muhammadan
doxology is compounded of an Eternal Truth and a necessary

fiction.” The ' Eternal Truth/ Akbar seems to have held fast

and firmly throughout his life, and it was also retained in the

new formula of his own Eclectic Faith. That Faith ma}' be

best described as a sort of Rationalistic Deism of which the
distinguishing feature was a denial of the Revelation or infalli-

bility of any of the creeds then existing.

Akbar had never received a systematic education/ though
he had from early youth associated with or been thrown into the
company of men of learning and culture. He consequently ap-

pears to have passed through many phases of religious belief, but
there is nothing to show that his faith in the existence of a
Supreme Being was ever shaken. He was a convinced Theist,

or rather, Theism was to him an axiom which stood in no need
of proof. He would have scornfully rejected, if not vindic-

tively persecuted the Atheism and even the Agnosticism of our
day, simply because he would have been unable to understand
the logical basis of either.

Akbar was illiterate or practically so and he has left no
writings or Defence of his religious opinions behind him. But
fragments of his 'Table-talk’ have been preserved in the

encyclopaedic work of Abul Fazl and occupy about twenty
pages in Jarrett’s translation (Atn, Tr. Ill,- 380-400). No one
can read these * Happy sayings of hie Majesty ’ without having
it forcibly borne in upon him that the subjects which were
constantly in the Great Emperor’s thoughts were the Being and
Attributes of God Man’s relation to Him and the account he
himself would have to give Him of his trusteeship. T beg
permission to cite a few of the sayings as the arrogation of

Divinity in. his own person by their author is to me unthink-

able.

There exists a bond between the Creator and the Creature
which is not expressible in language.” Jarrett, Ain, Trans.
Ill, 380.

;

^ Jahfingir says of his father that he was (Tuzuk Text, 14, 1.

12, Trans. I, 33) of which the dictionary meaning is ** Not knowing how
to read or write, uneducated, illiterate" (Steingass, s.v.). The Jesuit
Monserrate also a.s8ures us that he could neither read nor write. (Hosten
in J.A.S,B, 1912, p. 194) and Jerome Xavier repeats the statement in a
long letter addressed to the General of his Order from LShor in 1598,
(Maolagan in J.A.S.B. 1896, p. 77).
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** Eaoh person according to his condition gives the Supreme
Being a name, but in reality to know the Unknowable is vain.**

381.

There is no need to discuss the point that a vacuum in

nature is impossible, God is Omnipresent.*’ Ibid., 381.

Although I am the master of so vast a kingdom, * * *

yet since true greatness consists in doing the will of God, my
mind is not at ease in this diversity of sects and creeds.”

Ibid,, 386.

On the day when the Almighty wills that my life should
cease, 1 also would not further prolong it.” Ibid., 387

My constant prayer to the Supreme Giver is that when my
thoughts and actions no longer please Him, he may take my
life, in order that 1 may not every moment add to his dis-

pleasure.” Ibid., 387.

There is every reason to believe that these sayings are

genuine expressions of the Emperor’s opinions which were
recorded by the Waq*a navis or keepers of the Court Register,

and it is impossible not to give due weight to them or to over-

look the fact of their receiving strong corroboration not only
from his son Jahangir, but from his habitual detractor, *Abda-
1-Qadir Badaonl.

In the word-picture of bis father which Jahdnglr has
drawn in his Tuzuk and which, in Mr. Beveridge’s opinion, is

” a bigger plum than anything in Babar’s Memoirs,” he says

:

Notwithstanding his kingship and his treasures and his

buried wealth, * * * his fighting elephants and Arab horses,

he never by a hair’s breadth placed bis foot beyond the base
of humility before the throne of God, but considered himself

the lowest of created beings, and never for one moment forgot

God.” (Tuzuk’i-Jahangiri, Trans. Rogers and Beveridge, T,

37; Sayyad Ahmad lULan’s Edition, p. 16, 1. 18.)
** His Majesty,” BadSonl imforms us, “ spent whole nights

in praising God • * * His heart was full of reverence for

Him, who is the true Giver and from a feeling of thankfulness

for his past successes he would sit many a morning alone in

pra3’^er and meditation ^ ^
* with his head bent over his

cheat, gathering the bliss of the early hours of dawn.” [983
A.H. XX. R ] (Lowe’s Trans. Ih 203. Bibl. Tnd. Text, II,

200, 1. 14. See also Blochmann, Ain, Trans. 1, 170.)
a* .

How can one conceive of such a man saying cjt

like Mansur ? ‘ It should be here observed that BadfionI

i Mau^Gr-i-^allaj (the carder) was a 8ufi who was sentenced to death
by the lUialif Al-Muqtadir because he used to proclaim An-ul-ffag,

I am the Truth, or in other words, * I am Gk>d ’

’^in A.H. 300 (919 A.C.)

of 300 (922 A.C.). Beale, Biographical Dictionary, Ed. Keene, p. 243.

Mr.' Vincent Smith says that ** Akbar was by nature a mystic, who
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himseli does not anywhere state that Akbar laid pretensions
to Divinity. The gravamen of his accusations, the point he
continually harps upon is that the Emperor attempted to
establish a new Faith contrary to, and on the ruins of IslSm,
that he pretended to be the prophti of a New Age, and that
some unprincipled courtiers spoke of him as the 8ahib-i-ZamSn,
t.e. the Mahdi. Badfionl*s animadversions on Akbar’s Reli-
gious Opinions are, as may be seen from Blochmann’s Note on
the subject, (Ain, Trans. 1, 167-209), scattered over more than
two hundred pages, and are full of digressions and discursive
remarks of all sorts, but the sum and substance of the new or
heterodox opinions on account of which he fulminates against
Akbar is contained in the following extracts ;

—

But he [Mulla Muhammad of Yazd] was soon left behind
by Bir Bar—that bastard!—and by Shaikh Abul PazI, and
Hakim Abul-B'ath, who successfully turned the Emperor
from the Islam, and led him to reject inspiration, prophetship,
the miracles of the prophets and of the saints, and even the
whole law, so that I could no longer bear their company.*'

(Lowe’s Trans. II, 214 ; Blochmann, loc. cii.y I, 175.)
“ Soon after, the observance- of the five prayers, and the

fasts and the belief in everything connected with the prophet,
were put down as vain superstitions, and man’s reason was
acknowledged as the only basis of religion.”

(Lowe, 216; Blochmann, 176-6.)
“ And persons of novel and whimsical opinions, in accor-

dance with their pernicious ideas and vain doubts, coming out
of ambush, decked the false in the garb of the true, and wrong
in the dress of right, and cast the Emperor, who was possessed
of an excellent disposition, and was an earnest searcher after
truth, but very ignorant and a more tyro, and used to the
company of infidels and base persons, into perplexity, till

doubt was heaped upon doubt, and he lost all definite aim,
and the straight wall of the clear Law, and of firm Religion
was broken down, so that after five or six years not a trace of
Islam was left in him : and everything was turned topsy-turvy.”

sought earnestly like his Sufi friends, to attain the ineffable bliss of
direct contact witn the Divine Reality, and now and again believed or
fancied that he had*succeeded.’* (Akbar, ISO). This is a mere opinion,
and the assertion made in the last part of the sentence is without
warrant. Akbar’s own opinion of these Sufistic absurdities is expressed
in hie sayinj; about Mansllr. “ One moral may be drawn,” he declared,
** from the instances of the ruler of Egypt (Pharaoh) and Husayn ManfOr

(QallSj), namely, that presumptuous regard of oneself [ ] and

regard of Ood [ IaA
] ^re essentially distinguished” [ 3’

]
Jamtt, III, 304; Text, 11. 240, 1. 16).

Briefly
, Akbar was of opinion that Ma^Qr was a self-conceited fool

and nothmg more.
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(Lowe, 262-3; Blochmann, 178.)
'

' Thus a faith ot a materialistic character became painted
on the mirror of his mind and * * * this conviction took
form that there are wise men to be found and ready to hand
in all religions, and men of asceticism, and recipients of revc*

lation and workers of miracles among all nations, and that
Truth is an inhabitant of every place; and that consequently
how could it be right to consider it as confined to one religion

or creed, and that, one which had only recently made its

appearance and had not as yot endured a thousand years

!

(Lowe, 263-4; Blochmann, 179.)
** And the Resurrection and the Judgment, and other

details and traditions of which the Prophet was the repository
he [Akbar] laid all aside.”

(Lowe, 264; Blochmann, 180.)
‘‘ His Majesty had now determined publicly to use the

formula, • There is no God but God, and Akbar is God’s re-

presentative.’ But as this led to commotions, he thought
better of it, and restricted the use of the formula to a few
people in the Harem.”

(Lowe 281 ; Blochmann, 188.)
“ In this year, low and mean fellows, who pretended to

be learned, but were in reality fools, collected evidence that

His Majesty was the QShib-i-Zaman who would remove all

differences of opinion among the seventy-two sects of Islam
and the Hindus.”

(Lowe, 295 ; Blochmann, 190.)
** All this made the Emperor the more inclined to claim the

dignity of a prophet, perhaps I should say, the dignity of

sometliing else” [*.€. of God. Footnote] (Lowe, 295;
Blochmann, 190.)

This is a difficult but important passage, and as Badaoni
lias been made by his translator to insinuate or indirectly

suggest that Akbar did lay claim to something higher than
Prophetship, I give below his own words which, in my humble
opinion, have been paraphrased loosely and not at all correctly

understood. What he says is

« iSh Jakij aiUt aA

(Bibl. Ind. Text, II, 278, 1. 15.)

1 submit that the following would be a more literal and
also more faithful rendering of the sentence :

—

All this was the cause of laying claim to the dignity of

Prophetship [ ], though the w'ord [
Ail ] Prophetship [ ]

was not used ; but that was the purport [ style, context,

construction] in the end ].’*
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I understand the writer to mean not that Akbar claimed
to be God, but that he wished to be regarded as a Prophet,
without at the same time calling or styling himself Prophet or
Nabi. According to Muhammadan writers, Nabi is “ one who
has received direct inspiration (waliy) by means of an angel, or
by the inspiration of the heart (ilhSm) or has seen the things
of God in a drecam. Vide Kitabut i-T^anfat,** “ (Hughes, Dic-

tionary of Islam, s.v.)

I understand Badaonl’s expressions to signify that though
Akbar did not for fear of wounding Musalman susceptibilities

or some other reason, openly assume the title Naht, and did

not also use the word NubutauxU in connection with his 'New
Dispensation,* he practically did so, by arrogating to himself
the right to "annul the statues and ordinances of Islam and
establish his own cherished pernicious belief in their stead

**

(Lowe, 310; Blochmann, 191).

Briefly what BadaonI says is that though the Emperor did

not permit the words [ ] Nabt or Nuhuwwat to be used in

connection with himself or his ‘ mission,’ it was only an
attempt to camouflage his pretensions, which were, to all

intents and purposes, such as a Prophet or Nahi alone is pro-

perly entitled to put forward.^

This is all that he asserts and he does not. even in his

most violent and vitriolic passages, forget himself so far as to

make the more serious imputation against the Emperor. His
complaint is not that Akbar claimed to be God, but that he
pretended to be a Prophet (Ara6»). He pours out the vials

of his wrath on A bill Fazl and others, not because they or any
one else called Akbar Allah, but because their seductions and
flatteries ended in his styling himself Khalifat Allah (God’s

l^allf or Vicegerent). His grievance is not that Akbar desired

to be adored like the Creator or demanded divine honours from
his subjects, but that he himself worshipped created things like

i It is fairly well known that Akbar’s foster-brother, *A7a7. Koka,
entitled Kh3n-i-A*s$ain was violently opposed to the religious innova-
tions andIncurred the Emperor's resentment in consequence. (Badiiom,
Trans. Lowe, II, 400 )

Khafi Klmn gives extracts from a letter

addressed to him by Akbar on the subject and his acrimonious and dis-

respectful reply in which he had accused his friend and master of

** claiming to be a prophet ” [ asked him

what scriptures [ had been revealed to him, what miracles ho

had performed, and what former ruler had ever protended to prophet*

ship.** [
bIAjIj (Text, I, 202, 11. 7-12). It will bo

noticed that there is not a word in this satirical admonition about the

other allegation ; which is, I repeat, absolutely unknown, to and has

never, to my knowledge, b^n made by any Mu^mfin author of repute

against Akbar.
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the Sun and Fire, that he repeated daily the one thousand and
one Sanskrit names of the sun and went through the mum-
mery of holding his ears and turning himself quickly round
about while doing so. (Lowe, II, 332 : Blochmann, I 200.)

If we turn from the zealous Sunni to the European mis-
sionaries who have so much to sav about Akbar and whose testi-

mony is, within certain limits of considerable value, we do not
find any of them accusing Akbar of what Mussalman writers

call the * Sin of Pharoah.’ A few quotations will perhaps
suffice. The Jesuit Bartoli, for instance, whose account of the

formal promulgation of Akbar’s new religion is ' highly com-
mended’ by Mr. Vincent Smith writes that after bis return

from Kabul and defeat of his rebellious brother, Muhammad
Hakim, the Emperor '-began to bring openly into operation
the plan which he had long secretly cherished in bis mind
That was to make himself the founder and head of a new
religion, compounded out of various elements taken partly

from the Koran of Muhammad, partly from the scriptures of

the Brahmans, and to a certain extent, as far as suited his

purpose, from the Gospel of Christ.*’ (Quoted in Smith,
Akbar, 211.)

Jerome Xavier writing from Lahore on 20th August,
1596 A.C. says:

—

“ He [The Emperor] has utterly cast out Muhammad * *

and leans towards the superstition of the Heathen, worshipping
God and the Sun. He proclaims bimself to bo a prophet and
declares that he does miracles.” Quoted by [Sir] E. D. Mac-
lagan, Jesuit Missions to the Emperor Akbar, 1896,

p. 67 ;
see also Smith, 262. Pinheiro, writing a week later,

says :

—

“ The Emperor has entirely overturned * • the Muham-
madan heresy and does not recognise it as a true faith * * *

The Emperor is the founder of a new sect and wishes to obtain
the name of a 'prophet. He has already- some followers, but
only by bribing * * He worships God and the Sun. He is a
Heathen ” IbuL, p. 70 ; Smith, loc, cU.^ 262.

Lastly, we come across in a Report made by the Provincial

of the Jesuits on 20th December, 1607, the following state-

ment
" When the Emperor was in his last agonies, the Muham-

madans bade him think on Muhammad whereon he gave no
sign save that he repeated often the name of f7od,** (Maclagan
loc. cit., 107.)

Another well-informed contemporary witness delivers

himself thus :

—

”Eobar-shae himselfe continued a Mahometan, yet hee
began' to make a breach into the law ;

considering that

Mahomett was but a man, a king as he was, and therefore
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reverenced, he thought hee might prove as good a Propheit him-
self.” Embassy of Sir Thomas Roe, Ed. W. Foster, Hakluyt
Society, Edit. p. 313.

This is the sum and substance of what I have been able
to glean from the contemporary authorities on the subject.

Their positive assertions and direct statements deserve the
most serious consideration. Their silence or negative evidence
is also significant and must have its due weight. There
appears to bo a consensus that Akbar did pretend to be the
founder of a now religion or prophet, but at the same time we
do not hear a word about his having arrogated to himself the

title of God or Allah. ^ There may be two opinions as to the
trustworthiness of this or that part of the evidence, and it may
or may not be thought sufficient for absolute acquittal, but it

would be impossible for any unprejudiced judge to deny that

the indictment was not at all substantiated and that there
was no positive evidence to support it.

It is possible that these historical considerations will not
appeal strongly to Numismatists, and they will probably be
still inclined to think that the abnormal arrangement of the

word^f on the coins under discussion could not have been

adopted without an object and that it must have concealed

some ihsidious design or project. It may be therefore pertinent

to remark that the number of such coins is not at all con-

siderable. They are all fractional pieces of small value and
it is a question if it would not be more proper to regard them
as * freak pieces ’ which wore promptly suppressed than as

1 MusalmSn monarchs are habitvially c^alleil * Shadows of God,' and

honorary titles like cUb, aUi (Jic, til® are found inscribed

on their coins. (Codrington, Manual, p. C4 ) Akbar never said that he

was Allah but only his Agent or Deputy and the sameperson

cannot be both agent and master any more than the shadow can style

itself the substance. Akbar claimed that he was not only Emperor but

also * Supreme Head of the Church ' and this is the position taken up in

the famous Manifesto which he got the Ulema to sign in 087 A.H.^ ** we
are agreed that the rank of SultSn-i-*Adil (a just rulei^) is higher in the

e3»es of God, than the rank of a Mujtahid, Further, we declare that • •

Akbar PftdishSh-i-Gbazi * * * is a most just, a most wise, and a most
God-fearing king. Should therefore, in future, a religious question come
up, regarding which the opinions of the Myjtaliids are at variance, and
His Majesty • • be inclined to adopt • * • any of the conflicting

opinions which exist on that point and issue a decree to that effect, we
do hereby agree that such a decree shall be binding on us and on the

whole nation. Further, we declare that should His Majesty think fit to

issue a new order, we. and the nation shall likewise be bound by it pro-

vided alwa^'s that such an order be not only in accordance with

some verse of the Qoran, but also of real bencAt to the community.
(Blochmann, Ain, Tr. I, 186-7, Lowe, Badtioni, Tr. Tl, 279.) Surely this

is very different from advancing claims to Divinity.
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standard issues which remained in circulation anywhere for an
appreciably long period. The arbitrary, Fanciful and some-
times senseless arrangement of the words composing the
legends is so very common in Mughal coins that it would be
exceedingly hazardous to build anything upon it.^ At any
rate, there can be no justification for basing on such frail

foundations an accusation of blasphemy and stupidity against
such a ruler as Akbar.

The deservedly high authority and position of Mr. Lane
Poole in the Numismatic world demands a discussion of the
opinion he holds in regard to this subject. After pointing out
the equivoque involved in the phrase he delivers himself of
this guarded pronouncement :

'' The suggestion has been
made, that the Emperor played upon the double meaning. If

he did so. the levity was wholly out of keeping with his

character and conduct in all other respects.*' (B.M.C. Tntrod.
Ixviii.) I am afraid that it would not be easy to get many
learned and unbiassed Muslims to see eye to eye with the
Trinity College Professor of Arabic in this matter. There is

Frequently in questions of good taste or bad, an irreconcilable

divergence betweeeii the European angle of vision and the
Oriental. Any pun or play upon words in connection with
sacred or scriptural matters or ‘ holy things * is to the devout
European a damning proof of ‘levity * and irreverence. He is

bidden never to ‘ take the name of the Lord in vain.* The
pious Muslim has it always in his mouth, and takes merit to

himself for repeating it at all times and seasons. Invocations,

ejaculations, exclamations and imprecations in which the
name of ' Allah * occurs are constantly on his lips. InshSllah,

Bdrakallah, Barakatallah Bismillah, Mashallah, Istaghafar-

allah, Aksanallah, Suhhdnallah, Alhamdudillah are common in-

stances. In his eyes, they are useful reminders to sinful

mortals ever prone to forget Him—of His Goodness and Omni-
presence and Power and Glory. The name of the Supreme
Being or one of its hundred and one synonyms, is thus dis-

played by them everywhere, on the doors of their houses, the
walls of their mosques, the fa9ades of their mausoleums the

intaglios of their rings, and the headings of their books and
letters. No ingenuity is spared to devise novel or unconven-

1 Nothing perhaps is so calculateci to pervert the judgment as a
favourite theory. Rodgers was not content with asserting that Akbar
pretended to be God. He was almost sure that the feeble minded and
uxorious toper Jahangir was guilty of the same folly. Commenting on
the second couplet on the * Portrait coin ’ struck at Ajmer in the 9th year
of the Julus, he writes :

** There is, 1 suspect, more than one sees on the
surface here ; a aly attempt to make himself equal with Ood, seeing the
letters of the name of the King and of God were of the same numerical
value *’

! Such theCries need no refutation. They are founded on an
unfortunate preconception and stand self-condemn^.
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tional forms of expression and bring in tiie name or attributes

of the Creator of the universe therein. The more ingenious,

(that is, in many cases the more far fetched and obscure) the

conceit, quibble or paronomasia, the better. ' Allusive invoca-

tions^ connecting the personal designation of an individual

with one or other of the oft-repeated forms of the * Holy
Name ’ are, therefore, exceedingly common on their seals, their

finger-rings and their monetary issues. Mr. R. S. Poole has

pointed out that they are a marked characteristic of the later

Persian coinage. Karim Khan Zand, publicly affected the

invocation b merely because is one of -the appellations

of the Deity (q.v Codrington, Manual, p. 41). The or

seal of this ruler bore the motto ^ b and

one of his gold coins has above the reverse inscription ^
[Ho], and in the midst, of the obverse inscription, dividing the

distich, The coins of Muhammad Shah bear the inscrip-

tion [Sovereign of the Prophets, Muhammad]
“ which maj' be regarded as an allusive motto,*’ and the

phrase ytk [He is the Helper] occurs on the medals struck

by Nasiru-d-din Shah in our own days, to celebrate the

thirtieth year of his reign and the centenarj^ of the Qajar
d^masty. (Coins of the Shahs of Persia, Introd. Ixxxix-c).

No Persian would see any * levity * much less blaspheinj’^ in

this although the phrase itself refers to the True ‘ Helper * ^b
of all creatures. He would at once see that the choice of the

phrase and the prominence given to it was due to its asson-

ance [ ] with the name of the Shah. He would be

totally unable to understand why the assonance should not be

a fit subject for the exercise of his wit or verbal ingenuity

and ev^en regard the invocation itself as a * happy thought.’ '

The multiplication of instances seems to me to be scarcely

necessary, and this article might fitly conclude here. But tlic

question has been the subject of so* much loose thinking and
random conjecture, that it might be as well to clear the air

by presenting the -results of a critical study of the primary
authorities.

1 ** Another instance of the veneration of Muhammadana for pious
sentences, and of the familiar use of them in every day life ia aeen in the

mottos engraved on these seals and signets. Sometimes we find a quota-

tion from the Korfin in which the name of the owner ocours, s.g.

* Peace be upon Ibrahim* which was engraved on the official

seal of Ibrahim Pasha, father of H.H. the Khedive.*’ E. T. Rogers,
* Arabic Amulets and Mottos * in J,R.A,8^, 1879, p. 126.
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The expresflioa ‘ Allahu Akbar ’ was not devised or in-

vented by Akbar or any of his courtiers or flatterers. As a
religious exclamation, it had been in general vogue through-
out the Islamic world for hundreds of years before Akbar was
born. It was one of the commonest battle-cries in the first

centuries of Muhammadan conquest and the verbal form
taibir points emphatically to its habitual and exceedingl}*

frequent repetition.

The ordering of the words of the legends on Mughal coins

is often so arbitrary, fantastic and even senseless that nothing
can be built on the preposterous precedence given to the word
‘ Akbar ’ on six or seven specimens of the subsidiary issues on
silver.

The selection of punning mottos for coins, sealings, etc.,

is a very common Muhammadan practice and the devoutest
Moslepi not only sees no ‘ levity ’ or irreverence in a jeu de

mot or paronomasia on a Qur^anic text or phrase, but regards
it as a proof of wit and ingenuity-

Akbar undoubtedly attempted to found a new sect or

religion and did claim to be the Supreme Head of the Islamic
Faith in India, but he never pretended to be or called himself
even NM or 'Prophet* in the MusalmSn sense of the word.
The title of KiaUf had been assumed by many rulers in

Islam before him and continued to be borne by his successors

without protest.

There is no warrant in the original authorities for suppos-
ing that Akbar laid claim to Divinity ” any more than other
rulers in regard to whom sentiments like those embodied in

the Shakespearian ' There’s such divinity doth hedge a King ’

are the merest commonplaces of the world’s literature.
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The fanciful designation invented by Akbar for a silver

coin which was. the half of the Jalala or square rupee of the
Ilahi type wsLuDarb (Bloch'mann. Atn, Trans. I, 31 ; Text, 1,

26, 1. 16.) The origin of the name is exceedingly obscure.

The word itself occurs in no other passage of the Ain or any-
where in the Akharnama, or the contemporary chronicles of
Nizamu-d-din Ahmad and Badaonl. But the denomination
frequently arrests attention in the monetary statements of the
Tuznk-i’Jahanglri^ and the author takes care on several occa-
sions to inform his Persian readers that it was the local or
Indian name of the moiety of the Rupee. The earliest men-
tion is in the Emperor’s diary of the second year of his reign

The passage derives added interest from its connection with
the custom of ‘Nisar.’ Jahangir tells us that on coming to

the throne, he gave the specific name Nisarl (scattering or

showering-monej") to the quarter-rupee. The majority of the
coins exhibiting the denomination on their faces turn the scale

at 44 grains. Coins of higher as well as lower weights exhibit

this specific name, but they are extremely rare. This entry
jhows that Darhs or half-rupees also were used as ‘ largesse

money ’ and thrown about to be scrambled for by the crowd.
‘ On Widay the 7th” [Jiimada 1, 1016 A.H . 2 R.Y.], we read.

when a watch of day. had passed^ leaving the city [Kabul]
auspiciously and with pleasure, a halt was made at the juhjah

(meadow) of the Safid-Sang. From the ghahr-ara lOardon,
which was the encamping place for the royal standards "

|,

as far as the jnlgah I scattered darh and charan, that is. half

and quarter rupees [with both hands];” 31 \j

Op, fit., Rogers and Beveridge’s Trans. I, 121 : Persian

Text, Ed. gayyad Ahmad Khan. Aligarh, 1864. p. 57, four lines

from foot.

A strict interpretation of Abul FazTs words would neces-

sitate the restriction of the denomination to those half-rupees

only which are square in shape and are of the Ilahl type.

But the designation appears to have been applied even in

Akbaf’s reign to the round half-rupee also. The unique half

•

rupee in the White King cabinet which had the denomination

inscribed on it was round (Catalogue, Part 111, No. 3551

;

Num. Cliron. 1896. PI. XI, No. 8). It should be borne in

mind, however, that the date is 47 R. and that Abul Fazl com-

pleted the Ain in the 42nd year.
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The Emperor Jahangir and the author of the Badishah-
nama also apply the term.to the half-rupee in general.

It has been thought that the same coin-denomination is

insoribed on some whole rupees of 48 and 49 R. which have
been attributed to Sitpur, Sltapur and even Peshawar (B.M.C.
177 ;

P.M.C. 352-4), but the decipherment is, in my humble
opinion, not at all convincing, and the entire legend on the
obverse appears .to me to stand in need of an absolutely new
and revised reading. The regnal or Hijrl dates are occasion-

ally wrong or inconsistent on Mu^al coins and other small
errors also sometimes occur, but no mint master could have
been so careless or ignorant as to go on deliberately announc-
ing to the public for two years together that a whole rupee
was a half.

I will now collect and bring together under one view
several scattered notices from which it would appear that

Jahangir introduced or had a strong partiality for the practice

of reckoning or referring the money-valqe of the presents

made by him to ambassadors and other visitors from foreign

parts to Darbs or half-rupees. Akbar’s gilts of -this sort are,

frequently, recorded in terms of tankas Thus Nizamu-d-din
Ahmad informs us that Sayyad Beg, the ambassador of Shah
Tahm&sp had seven laks of tankas given to him. (Tabaqat-i-

Akbail, Text, 257=sE.D. V. 276.) BadaonI tells us that on
one occasion he himself was given a present of 10,000 tankas

(Text, II, 402, Lowe’s Trans. II, 416). Other examples will

be found in my article on the MurEdl Tanka (Num. Sup.
XXVIII, 181). Jahangir’s presents were often announced in

terms of darbs. Witness the following excerpts :

—

“ On the 2l8t [Farwardln XII R. = 9th April, 1617] I gave
leave to Muhammad R4a, ambassador of the ruler of Iran,*

1 Muhammad Riza Beg was at the Imperial Court about the same
time as Sir Thomas Roe, and Roe has a good deal to say about him.
See ‘ Embassy,* Ed W. Foster, 295-7, 300, 302, 310, Roe says that on
one occasion, Jahangir ** gave him for expence 20000 rupian for which hee
made innumerable Tese^i'ms and 6^tze(fei€f [sijdas]'*. Ibid., 303. Elsewhere,
Roe in speaking of the ambassador’s departure says that he was ** not
sicke as he protended, but receiving no content from the king in his

businesse, he suddenly took leave; and having given thirty fair horses

at his departure, the king gave in recompence three thoueand Rupicu
w)iioh he took in great scorne '* {Ibid., II, 400.) The statement occurs

in an entry dated 30th April 1617, the day on which Agha NGr brought
to Roe ** the excuses of the Persian Ambassadour in taking his leave of

me. ’ It is true that Roe puts the figure at ** three thousand Rupias,**

Jahangir at * thirty thousand Rupees ' and ** sixty thousand darbs *'

It looks as if is a misreading or miswriting for and for

The Emperor and king James I’s envoy are undoubtedly speak-

ing of one and the same transaction and there are no good grounds
'to accuse Jahangir of having wilfully exaggerated and decupled the
value of his present. The converse supposition that * three ’ has been
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and bestowed on him 60000 darabs^ equal to 30000 rupees,

with a dress of honour.*’ [‘ ^
[aM&b

.

Ibid Trans. I, 374 ; Text, 185, 1. 9.
“ A present of 100000 of darbs was given the Waklls of

,AdiI Khan ’ [13, Bahtnan, XII, B.Y.].

Ibid,y Irans. I, 433 ;
Text, 214, three lines from foot.

“ Thirty thousand darbs were given to the Wakll o^

Qutbu-l-Mulk who had brought the tribute.” [11 TsfandSr-

maz XII, R.Y.].

Ibid., Trans. I, 439 ; Text, 218, 1. 9.

“ On Thursday, the 4th of the Divine month [Mihr XIII,
R.Y.] Sayyad Kabir and Bakbtar Khan, the Waklls of ‘Adil

Kban, who had brought his offering to the exalted court,

obtained leave to return * * and a present of 6000 darbs

was given to each of them for expenses ” ].

Ibid,, Trans. II, 36; Text, 244, 1. 3.

“Mir Sharif, the Vakil of Qutbu-l-Mulk, who was at

court took leave, * 24000 darb, a jewelled dagger, a horse

and a dress of honour were also given to the aforesaid Mir
Sharif.” [2 Kliurdad XIV R.].

Ibid., Trans. II, 90 ; Text, 271, five lines from foot.

‘‘On the 24th [Tir Ilahl, XIV R.Y.] I gave 1000 darbs

as a present [
(-Uii ;a] to Sayyad Hasan, the ambassador *’

[of Shah ‘Abbas of Persia].
“ I distinguished him [Muhammad Zahid, the ambassador

of ‘Izzat Khan, ruler of Urganj or Khiva who had brought
some presents] with the eye of kindness, and on the spur of

the moment [ ] gave the ambassador 10000 darbs

(Rs. 5000) as a present.” [17 Amardad XV R.Y.].

Trans. II, 165; Text, 310,1. 1.

‘^On Mubarak-shamba (Thursday) the 27th [Ardibihisht,

XIII R.Y.]. I presented Hakim Maslhu-z-zamto with 20000
darbs (8 anna pieces) and to Hakim Ruhu-llah 100 Muhrs and
Rs. 1000.”^ /fttd., Trans. II, 11; Text, 230, four lines from
foot.

“ I gave Kunwar Karan * 10,000 darab ” [9 Ardibihisht,

X R Y ]

Ibid,, Trans. I, 287 ;
Text, 141, 1. 20.

wrongly read for * thirty ’ is put out of court by Roe's remark about the
ambassador having taken the present * in great scorne.*

1 The passage is translated in Elliot and Dowson, VI, 367.

The words for * 8 azina pieces * are not in the Persian text,
s He was the eldest son and the heir apparent of * RinS Amr5,* t.e.

Rana Amar Singh of UdaypOr. There is a good deal about him in Tod's
Rajasthftn, Calcutta Reprint, 1899, pp. 376-386. It will be seen that
the word is here written * (farad,* and that in the immediately preceding
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On Sunday, the 1st Bahman [XIII R.Y.] a reward of

1000 darb (Rs. 500) ^ was given to Hafiz Nad *All the reciter/*

Ibid,, Trans. II, 69 ; Text, 260, three lines from foot.

‘*On the same day [16 Tlr, XII R.Y.] Yadgftr Qurchl*
was presented with 14000 darba, and I promoted him to the
mansab of 600 personal and 300 horse.”

Ibid

,

Trans. I, 379-80; Text, 188, 1. 5.
** Hunarmand, the European^ who had made the jewelled

throne, I presented with 3000 darb, a horse and an elephant.*'

[19 Farwardin, XIV R.Y.]

Ibid,, Trans. IT, 82-3
; Text, 267, 1. 27.

'' As the anniversary of Shaikh Muhammad Ghaus had
arrived, I gave his sons 1000 darbs (Rs. 500) for its expense.’*

[Shahrlvar XIII R Y.]

Ibid,, Trans. II, 26; Text, 239, L 4.

‘ In this year [15th R.Y.] 85000 bighas of land 3325 Khar-
tvara (of rice), 4 villages, 2 ploughs (of land) and a garden,

Rs 2327, l,Muhr 6200 darbs (half-rupees), 7880 quarter-rupees

{Charan), 1512 tolas of gold and silver and 10000 dams from

the treasury^ were given in my presence as alms [ J to

faqirs and necessitous people.” [ wh j\ ]

extract we have darb. Mr. Whitehead (P.M.C. Ixxxvi) and others- also

give darab. But the latter would appear to be wrong ; as Abul Fazl in

his vocalization of the word explicitly states that the * re * is or

quiescent. (Ain, Text, I, 20, 1. 16.)

t The words in brackets have been added by the translator.
•i

** The Qur is a collection of flags, arms and, other insignia which
follow the king wherever he goes.** Blochmann, i%n, Trans. 1, 50 note.

Bernier's description of the * Hours*’ (Travels, Gd. V. A. Smith, p. 266)
will be found in the chapter on the so*called * Portrait-Coins.* The
Qurchi was the officer in charge of the Qur. See also l^rvine. Army
of the Indian Mughals, p. 31.

& This was the Frenchman Austin do Bordeaux. Four letters of

this adventurer have been recently published in the Journal of the
PanjSb Historical Society, in the first of which dated 20jbh 1020, he
informs Messieurs les Aubris that Jahangir had made him a captain of

200 horse and ** given him two elephants and two horses, a house valued
at eight thousand livres and his likeness in gold to put on my hat.** In
the fourth, he says he, had constructed ** a royal throne for the king on
which he sits once a year for nine days (which they call New days),
when the Sun enters the Sign of the Ram, when their year commences.**
(Vol. IV, 1916, pp. 7 and IS,) His real name was Augustin Hiriart, but
he has signed the first letter as ** Augustin Houarsmani, qui est un nom
que It Roy m'a donni en Persian veut dire inventeur des arts,** i,e,
** Augustin Houaremand (a Persian name which the king has given me,
and which means * inventor of arts.* ’* (Ibid., pp. 6-7.)

^ The words in round brackets are not in the original.

ft The words in the original are ** from the treasury of

the weighment ** .The gold, silver, etc., against which the Emperor was
wraighecT on the birthday anniversaries were set apart and given away as

alma
[ ]

to the * deserving poor* (i^.v. Atn, Tr. 1, 26^).
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Ibid,, Trans. II, 198; Text, 326, 1. 17.

Eighty thousand darbs were given to Zambll Beg, ‘ am-
bassador of the ruler of Persia.” [1 Farwardin XVII X.Y.]

Ibid,, Trans. II, 230 ; Text, 343, 1. 11.

Ten thousand dardbs (5000 rupees) were given to the
relations of Mirza Sharfu-d-dln Husain Kashgharl,^ who at this

time had come and had the honour of kissing the threshold.”

[Tir Ilahi X R.Y.]
Ibid, Trans. I, 296; Text, 146, seven lines from foot.
“ On this day [16 Amardad, XIV R.Y.] Bahllm I£bSn one

of the chief servants of 'Adil Kh^n came and waited on mo.
As he had chosen my service out of sincerity 1 bestowed on
him unstinted favours, and presented him with a dress of

honour, a sword, and 10000 darbs, with the Mansab of 1000
personal and 500 horse.”

Ibid., Trans. II, 97 ;
Text, 276, 1. 23.

“On this date [Thursday 1st or 2nd Jumfida 1, 1027, Xlll
R.Y.] Mir Jumla came from Persia and had the good fortune

to pay his respects. * * As he had come with devotion and
sincerity, I conferred favours and kindness on him, and
presented him* with 20000 darbs (Rs. 10000) ® for his expenses

[ ] and a dress of honour.”

Ibid,, Trans. II, 3-4
; Text, 224, ten lines from foot.

“ At this time [Amardad, XVII R.Y.] Mir Zahlru-d-din,
the grandson of Mir Miran son of the famous Shah N‘imatu-Ilah
came from Persia and waited on me and received as a present
a dress of honour and 8000 darbs.”

Ibid,, Trans, II, 236 ;
Text, 346, 1, 27.

“ Summoning Jagat Singh [son of BUja Basu of Mau and
Patban] in all haste to court, I honoured him with the title of

RSja and the Mansab of 1000 personal and 500 horse, and
bestowed 20000 darbs on him out of the public treasury for his

expen^e.^.” [ ] XIII R.Y.

Ibid,, Trans. II, 75 ;
Text, 264, 1. 6.

”To Allah-dad, the AfghSn, who accepting my service,

had separated himself from the evil-minded Ahdftd and come to

1 This name is very variously written in the manuscripts.
2 The words in round brackets are the translator’s gloss. Mirza

Sharfu-d'dln Husain was the great-great-grandson of the renowned
Khw&ja Nasiru-d-din ‘Ubaidu-llah AhrSr. He was a Gommandef of Five
thousand and was married to Akbar’s sister, BakbshI BSnll in the 5th
vear of that Emperor's reign. See his life in Blochmann TTans. I,

322-3.
8 The value in rupees is not of the author’s giving. Mr. Beveridge

correctly points out that.this Mir Jumla should not be confused with the
renowned diamond merchant, minister and conqueror, of whom Bernier
and Tavernier speak so fi^uently. But his conjecture that they stood
to each other in the relation of father <o son is unwarranted.
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court, I gave 20000 darabs (10000 rupees).^ [21 Farwardln,
XI R.Y.]

Ibid., Trans. I, 321 ; Text, 167, 1. 19.

A present of a ]ei¥elled dagger, a muhr of 100 tolas and
20000 darbs was made to Uda Ram.^ [6 Azar, XII, R.Y.]

Ibid., Trans. I, 408 ; Text, 202, 1. 19.

“On this date [8th IQiurdad XI R.Y.] I bestowed 20000
daraks (10000 rupees)^ on Allah-dad Khan the AfghSn.”

Ibid., Trans. I, 326 ; Text, 169, 1. 27.
“ On the 20th, Mir Miran came and waited on me. * *

He had become a Qalandar and a dervish, and came to me
at Ajmer in a way that no body on the road could recognize
him.^ T soothed all the troubles of his mind and the miseries

of his inward and outward condition, and gave him a manaab
of 1000 personal and 400 horse, and presented him with 30000
darabs in cash ]

[Azar Mah X R.Y.]
Ibid., Trans. I, 304-0; Text, 160, 1. 2ff
“ On the 13th [Ardibihisht XVII R.Y.] by the advice of

the physicians, and especially of Hakim Mumina I was light-

ened by being bled from my left leg. A present of a dress of

honour was made to Muqarrab Khan and one of 1000 darbs

to Hakim Mumina.”
Ibid., Trans. II, 232 ;

Text, 344, 1. 14.

“ On Friday 10th [Shahrlvar.-XVII R.Y.] by the advice of

Hakim Mumina I was relieved by bleeding from the arm.
Muqarrab Khan, who has great skill in this art, always used
to bleed me, and possibly never failed before, but now failed

twice. Afterwards, Qasim, his nephew, bled me. I gave him
a dress of honour and Rs. 2000 and gave 1000 darbs to . Hakim
Mumina.”

Ibid., Trans. II, 237 ;
Text, 347, I. 13.

It will be seen that the word occurs about twenty-two
times in the Tuzuh’-i JdhSng'in. T cannot call to mind an}^

instance of its use in the Iqhalrvama of the Emperor’s Private

Secretary, Mu'atamad Khan, and it is found only once in the

1 The words in round brackets have been added by the translator.

Allah- dfid was the grandson of the Pir BauehanSi or Jalala TSriki as the
Musalman historians call the leader of the turbulent * Raushanyas *—in

fighting against whom Birbal met his death. Elphinstone, Ed. Cowell,
C17ff.

2 This man was a Dakani SardSr or Amir of the NisBmshShi rulers

of Ahroadnagar. He was a Brahman, and was at one time in the confi-

dence of Malik Ambar, but afterwards deserted him and went over to

the Mughals. JahSnglr promoted him to the rank of 3,000 personal and
1,600 horse. Tucuib, Trans. I, 308. Bahlim ffliSn another deserter, sub-

sequently received 10,000 darbs. Ibid. 11. 96).

The explanation in parenthesis is not of the Emperor’s giving.
* Qalandars shave off not only the head and beard, but also the

eyebrows. See MirSt-l-Sikandarl, Trans. Bayley, 229.
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voluminous Badishah^n&tna of *Abdul Hamid. In his account
of the celebrations in honour of the Princess Jahanarft's reco-
very from her accident, he says that precious stones and gold
and silver coins of the aggregate value of seventy-thousand

rupees were waved round her head (
jUi ) and given away in

charity. Among these were “10000 rupees worth of duruat,
i.e, whole rupees, and half-rupees (Nima) which are called

Darby and quarter rupees which are styled [ ] Ni^fir

and imitations [ ] in silver of various kinds of fruits.”

Text, II, 396, 1. 20 [A.H. 1064].*

The designation would afterwards appear to have gone
out of use and 1 have not come across it in any of the later

chroniclers. It is now perfectly obsolete and is not noticed in

the Burhdn-i-QaViy Ohiyaavrl-lMgAiaty Bahar-i-Ajam, Farhang4-
Bashidt or any other Persian lexicon compiled after the middle
of the 17th century.

It is clear from these notices that Jahangir had a fancy
for expressing his money-gifts to ambassadors, visitors from
foreign parts, physicians and artists in terms of Darha, It is

not easy to give any reason for the preference shown to this

peculiar denomination and we cannot understand why he chose
to bestow upon Muhammad Riza the Persian ambassador
60,000 darhs instead of 30,000 rupees. It is not at all likely

that the payment was really made in darbs or that 60000 darbs
were told out to him. It is not at all improbable that the gift

was merely ordered to be recorded in terms of darbs. It was
probably nothing more than a matter of form, a facon de parler

of which the object was to magnify the Imperial donor’s wealth

1 1 have come across in my reading only one other reference to this

curious denomination. It is not in the Persian histories of the House of

TlmCr, but in the * Annals and Antiquities of RSjasthan * whose author
is responsible for the following translation of a passage from the indi*

genous chronicle of the RShtors of Jodhpur. The Raja [*Soor' or

Suraj Singh who came to the throne in 1661 V.S. or 1606 A.C ] took the
p3n against the king Muzaffar, with the title of Viceroy of Guzerat.

The armies met at Dhundoca where a terrible conflict ensued. The Rah-
tores lost many valiant men, but the Shah was defeated, and lost all the
insignia of his greatness. He sent the spoil of serenfeen thousand towns
to the king [Akbar], but kept a erore of dribs for himself, which he sent

to Jodhpur, and therewith he enlarged the town and fort.*’ (Calcutta
Reprint, 1899, p. 866 ; Ibid., Ed. Crooke. II. 969).

The statement is not unhistoricai, but labours under the usual
defects of these family annals—inaccuracy, exaggeration and absurd
laudation of the achievements of their hero. SCIraj Singh was appointed
the deputy of Prince Murfid, Viceroy of Qujarftt in 1003 A.H. [1694-6
A.C.]. He did good service in suppressing the rebellion, not of Musaffar
III, but of BahKdur, his real or supposed son in 1006 A.H. Bahidur,
however, was only a glorified freebooter or outlaw, and the ** seventeen

thousand towns" and the erore of dribs can be accepted only with a
heavy discount. See Mlrdt-i-Ahmadi, Bom. Lith. Pt. I, 191-2.
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and munificence. The fact that many of the recipients were
diplomatic agents or refugees from Persia and Central Asia
lends some colour to this view and may have had something
to do with the innovation. The Persian silver coin of highest
denomination was at this time, the ' AhbdA, the intrinsic con-
tents of which were worth, according .to Olearius and other
European travellers, about 16 or 16 pence, about the same as
the Mutual half-rupee. (Voyages and Travels of the Holstein
Ambassadors, Eng. Trans. 1669, p. 223 ;

Herbert, Travels,

Ed. 1665, p. 329; Fryer, New Account, Ed. 1698, pp. 55, 407).

It had been introduced by the reigning Shah, 'Ab^s I. The
idea at the back of JahSnglr’s mind would appear to be that
the visitors from Persia or of Persian birth would more vivid-

ly realise and appreciate more correctly the value of his gifts

if they were made in terms of a coin which was in purchasing
power closely assimilated to the highest denomination in the
silver currency of their own country.

After the death of Jahangir, this new-fangled designation

of the half-rupee would appear to have fallen into desuetude,
if it did not become altogether obsolete. It occurs, as I have
said, only once again in the historical literature, viz. in the

Badishah-nama of *Abdul Hamid. (Text, II, 396.) This notice,

however, indicates that the term was remembered so late

at least as 1064 A.H. (1645 A.C.) but we possess no evidence
of its survival thereafter.

This article may fitly conclude with a few words about
the denomination ‘ Charn.’ ’ Abul Fazl informs us that it was
the name given by Akbar to the fourth part of the Jalala or

square rupee. It occurs four times in the Tuzuk, and is in-

variably employed for the quarter rupee. At the. time of

mounting, my "son of prosperous fortune Shah Jahan,” the

Emperor writes in his Journal of the 13th year, had brought

20000 Charan, or Rs. 5000, for the Nisar (scattering) and I

scattered them as I hastened to the palace” [Ahmaddbad].
Rogers and Beveridge’s Trans. II, 9 ;

Text, 229, 1. 24. In

the Diary of the 15th year we read that he scattered 10,000

charns, in the course of the procession, when he visited the

garden of QisimmiSn near Agra. {Ibid., II, 187 ; Text, 320, 1.

23.) Two other notices of similar import arrest attention at

pp. 194 and 198 (Text, 326, 326) of the same volume. The
author of the Bddishah-vSma however, uses it for the quarter-

muhr, and the name given b^’^ him to the quarter-rupee is

Nisdr. (Text, II, 396, 11. 13-20.) I have noticed the word

^ This word is often transliterated * Charfin ’ (e.g. B,ogera and Beve-
ridge, TOsuh, Tr. II, 9, 104, 196) but Thomas (Chronicles, 421) and
Blochmann ^Jin, Tr. I, 31) write, Charn, and AbGl Fazl’s own vocaliza-

tion (Jin, Text, I, 26, 1. 17) shows that the latter is correct, as the ro s

quiescent (t,ru).
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only oaoe again in the later dhronioles. This is in the Maaair-

i’^Alamgin in which there is a long story of a forced march
made by Prince Muhammad A'zam and his son Bldar Bakbt
from * Bangala’ to the Emperor’s camp at Udaypur during the
campaign against the Rana. (1090 A.H. XXIII R.) The
purport of the story is that Bldar Bakht became thirsty and
the princes halted at a village- well for a cup of water from a
peasant, who was rewarded with a couple of ashrafis. This
naturally aroused the cupidity of the rustic, w'ho attempted
to waylay the princes and was at once laid low by an arrow
from A*zam’s quiver. When the few followers who were at

all able to keep pace wuth him came up, the Prince told them
that the incident had brought home to him the advisability

of having in his pocket a few cham^ and two-annaa and /oter-

annaa of gold and silver, and black tangahs and shells (cowries)

also.” As the passage is loosely worded and the meaning is

far from clear, I give below the original ;

—

(Bibl. Ind. Text, 185, 1. 4.)^

Here the word 'Cham* would seem at first sight to be used
for the 'quarter-rupee,’ but we read immediately afterwards of
" two-anna and four-anna pieces of gold and ailver,** But what-

ever the real meaning of the words may be, the excerpt is re-

markable for containing the only reference to the word * Anna ’

which I know of in the Persian Chronicles. As such it is not

unworthy of a place in this article.

Briefly, the application of both these terms, Gharn and
Niadrij seems to have been so uncertain and indiscriminate

that it is not easy to use them with unquestionable accuracy

or restrict them to coins made of a particular metal or possess-

ing a particular weight. The ‘ Chain ’ was originally the design -

ation of the quarter of the * Jalala
’ ” or Akbar’s square

rupee and came to be employed not only for the fourth part

of the round rupee, but the gold muhr. Niaan was the pecu-

liar appellation bestowed by Jahangir on his quarter-rupee,

but the word Niadr is inscribed not only on silver pieces of all

shapes and sizes,* varying in weight from 88 grs. to 14, but on
several mintages in gold. In fact, it would seem that the

1 Elsewhere also this writer speaks of Sj&i ^
** Oharns of

gold and silver” which would seem to show that the word was loosely

employed in Aurangzeb's reign for the fourth part of the muhr as well

as of the rupee. (Afaas-'Jfam, Text, 333, three lines from foot.) The
author of the BadiglUlh-nSfna also in one place says quite explicitly that
half-muhrs were called Dhan§ and quarter-muhrs Oharna, (Text, II, 396 )

.

The passage itself will be found in the article on NiaOra.
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denomination * Nigar ’ was stamped on a coin regardless of its

weight, size, constituent metal or value, and all that it signi-

fied was that it had been issued for the purposes of the Ni§idr^

scattering or distribution as largess.

I have shown that ‘ charn ’ was in use up to the end of the
17th century, but the following extract from an indigenous
record would appear to indicate that its place was taken soon
after by PaoK, We are informed that the personal property
of Ghaziu-d-din Sh^n Firuz Jang was confiscated at his death
in 1122 A.H. and that it consisted of “ IJ lakhs of rupees in

bills on bankers, 133000 gold muhrs, 25000 Hun (gold), and
Nim 'pdoli (gold), 17000 gold pdoK, 400 adheli (half) and 8000
whole silver paolt^ 140 horses, 300 camels, 400 oxen and 38
elephants.” (Irvine, Later Mughals. J.A.S.B. 1898, p. 163.)

It will be observed that not only pdolis of silver but of gold
are here mentioned, and that the ^th part of the Muhr is called

Nim~pdol%, Now we know that Paula was the name given to

the quarter-dam by Akbai {Ain. Tr. I. 31). It would seem
then that by a transition of meaning similar to that just ex-

emplified in regard to the ' Charn,’ pdoli had already become
the popular designation of not only the fourth part of the
rupee, but of the muhr, in the reign of Bahadur Shah, Shah
‘Alam I.



VII. TANKiS.
The one, two and four-^anH pieces which issued from the

mints of AhmadabSd, Agra, K^bul and LShor during the last

five years of Akbar's reign are not the least curious and in-

teresting of that Emperor's mintages. The striking of coins

explicitly hearing that denomination was discontinued by his son
and they are never heard of again in the Mughal monetary
system. Nor is it easy to account for or prove the necessity

of introducing them. Their origin is probably to be looked
for in the Emperor’s perpetual hankering after innovation.

Rodgers who was the first to publish this type of Mughal
money, was so profoundly impressed by the absence of any
reason for their existence that he declared they were not coins

at all, but only standard weights bearing the Imperial stamp.
“ It would seem, too,” he writes, “ that Weights were minted
in Akhar*8 time under the auspices of the mint authorities,

though jewellers then, as now, kept sets of ag^ite weights. I

have seen such minted copper weights from the Labor, Agra
and Kabul mints, which in my previous papers on the copper
coins of Akbar, I thought were coins, inasmuch as they have
the name of the mint, the year and the month on them,
exactly as the coins have. In Agra, the}' were called tank6,

spelt and were issued, as far as I know, only as four-^anX;^

and two-tanko pieces. In Kabul and Labor, they were called

Tanke, spelt of which I have seen one one-tanke and one

fouv-ianke piece. From Kabul I liave a one-tankc and a two-
tanke piece, and 1 now give a four-tank^ piece.” (Indian

Antiquary, 1890, p. 220.)

This theory has not found favour with modern numis-
matists. Mr. I.Ane Poole notices it only to reject it, while Mr.
Nelson Wright and Mr. Whitehead ignore it altogether without
advancing a more satisfactory or convincing explanation of

their own. Mr. Wliitehead merely says that “ the meaning of

the word Tanke (tankl) is obscure. Apparently it was a
weight which had little or no connexion with the tanka,**

(P.M.C. Introd. xxvi.) It was pointed out by the present

writer in a note published in Num. Sup. XXVII, that the Tank
was a weight in very common use in Akbar’s days, and that

it was equivalent to about 63 grs. troy. He did not think it

then necessary to do more than cite the following equation
occurring in Abul Fazl's Atn.

'‘The dam weighs 5 tdnks^ i.e. a tolah, 8 mashas and 7
surkhs. It is the fortieth part of the rupee.” (Op, ctL, Trans.

Blochmann, I. 31 ; Bibl. Ind. Text, I.) It is clear that if the
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waa=s20| or Mashas, the Tank, its fifth part, must
have been x i= -W- = ^ ¥o niftshas or 62

-J gi'ains at 16 grains

to the masha and 180 to the fotoJ If the tola of Akbar is

supposed, with Prinsep and others to have been equal to about
186 grs., the weight of the Tank would be 64 -JJ grs. A lower
valuation, viz. 184 grs. would yield a figure practically identi-

cal, viz. 64 grs. Now there are in the Mughal Chronicles

and elsewhere several passages in which the Tank is clearl}’’

mentioned, and it may not, in view of the obscurity in which
the origin of the TankI is involved, be unprofitable to bring

them together and present them with such illustrative material

as is available.

My first quotation is from the Memoirs ’ of the Emperor
Babur.

“ The people of Hind,’* he writes, “ have also well arranged
measures :

—

8 ratis= 1 masha ; 4 masha = 1 lank = 32 rails
;
5 masha =

1 misqal =40 ratis; 12 masha =1 tula = 96 ratis; 14 tula =
1 seer. * * * Pearls and jewels they weigh by the tank.”

Op.cit,, Trans. A. S. Beveridge, 517-8, = Leyden and Erskine,

332.

Briefly, it is here categorically asserted that the tdfik was
equal to 32 Ratis and the Misqal to 40. We are therefore

puzzled by the following e.xtraot from Abill Fazl who informs

us that the ^nk was equal to only 24 ratis. In a chapter on
' Weights and Measures ’ he says :

—

**Jeweller's Weights These are based on the

Tank and the Surkh [Le. Rati]. A Tfink is equal to 24 Siirkli

and the ordinary miskal is tw^o’ Surkh more. * * The
standard weights kept ready for use are the following the

hiswah [i.e, Vu Surkh], the rice grain ^

Surkh] ^th and ^ of a Surkh; 2 Surkh, 3 Surkh. 6 Surkh
(which is \ of a tank), 1, 2, 5, 10, 20 and 50 tank. Any
other gradations may be compounded of these weights, and
for the imperial service, weights of Cat’s eye [recte agate] * up

1 These contributions were, for rea.soiis it is not worth while going
into, published without the proofs having been corrected by the Editor
or the writer. They are consequently disOgured by some typographical
errors which 1 take this opportunity of rectifying.

In line 29, p. 135 read 1091 A.H. for 1041 A.H.

„ „ 26, p. 139 read AhmadSbSd for AllahiibSd.

,, ,, 36, p. 139 read Beames for Beams.

,, , 47. p. 139 read 1| Surlfi^s for 1) Surkhs.

,, ,, 47, p. 139 read 2f grs. for 3| grs.

,, ,, 3, p. 140 read If Surkhs for If Surkhs.

,, ,, 3, p. 140 read 62f grs. for 03f grs.

. * The word used in the original is which really signifies ‘ an

agate, carnelian or chalcedony.* Ain, Text, II, 60, 11. 12-16. See also
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to 140 tanks have been made of such brilliancy that they can-
not be distinguished from gems.** He then gives a table of

Bankers Weights
[ ] as under :

—

** These are based on the Tohhdh^ the Mashdh, and the
Surkh.

Formerly 6 now rice-grains = 1 Surkh

8 Surkh = 1 Mashah
12 Mashah = 1 Tokhdhr

As for other Trade-weights, we are told that “ formerly in
Hindustan, the Ser weighed 18 and in some places 14 dam.
In the beginning of His Majesty’s reign, it was current at 28
and is now fixed at 30, each dam being 5 Tank'* (-4tn, Tr.
Jarrett, HI. 125.)

The gist of it is that, according to Abul Fazl, the Tank
was not equal, as Babur asserts, to 32 Ratls or Surkbs, but
only to 24, and that according to him, the ‘ ordinary Miskal

’

JlflLe
] weighed only 26 Ratls and not 40. He also as-

serts that the Tank was equal to the 6fth part of the Dam.
What are we to make of such widely divergent statements
and which of them is correct ? The explanation is that
Babur’s weights are Goldsmith's weights, Babur’s Rati is the
Goldsmith's Rati while Abul Fail’s Rati is the Jeweller's Rati.

The latter was much heavier than the ordinary or Goldsmith’s
Rati, which Thomas and Maskelyne have respectively esti-

mated at 1'75, and 1*86 grains.

Some light is throwm on the matter by the author of the
Bddishah-ndma who informs us in his description of a Sarpech
or aigrette belonging to Shah Jahan that there were five large

rubies [JaI] in it and he says of the stone in the centre that

•‘its weight was 12 Tank^ every tank being equal to 24 Jewel-
ler^s Ratls and three Ratls less than the Misqdl, for the Misqal
is equal to 27 Batis."

Jlil- JiaL. ^0^

Text. II. 391.

It will be seen that this author makes the Tank equal to

only 24 Ralis^ but the Satis are Jeweller's RrUis. There is a
statement on this subject in the Travels of the English

physician Fryer which makes the matter clearer still. In a
chapter entitled, ‘A Corollary of Weights, Coins and Precious

Bloohnumn, Tr. I, 35 and 616 note. There ie an informing article on the
subject in Yule and Burnell, Hobson Jobson, Ed. Crooke, p. 43. Agate

o weights are still used by jewellers in India.
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Stones/ he gives in parallel columns the following tables which
clearly show that weights having the same names had really

different values in the two trades :

—

“ Ooldsmith's Weights.

1

Sear is 35 Tolaes.

1 Pice is 1 Tola
1 Tola is 12 Mass,
1 Tola is 32 Vails.

1 Tola is 2 Gudjanas.
] Tola is 96 Ruttees.
1 Tola is 2f Tanks.
2 Tolas and 19 Vails ; or 83

Vails make 1 Ounce Troy.

Jewel Weights.

3

Ruttees is 1 Val.

1 Tank is 24 Rutt.
1 Rupee Oranshaw [Aurang-
Shahl] 64 ^ Rutt.

1 Miscall is 1 Tank 4 Ruttees.
8 Ruttees is 7 Carracks.

1 Carrack, 4 grains.

20 Vassael, 1 Rutt.

3 Tanks, 1 Tola.

1 Manjere, 1 Rutt, 11 J Vas-
[sael].**

(A New Account of East India and Persia, Ed. 1698, p.
206. This work was begun in 1672 and Bnished in 1681. The
author was at Surat in 1675 A.C.)

The points which emerge from Fryer’s Tables are the

following :

—

The Tola wass 32 Vails, and 83 Vails made an Ounce
Troy=480 grs. The Tola was, therefore , =

k

= =
185*06 grs

96 Goldsmith’s Ratls=l Tola, so this Goldsmith’s Rati

was (leaving out the decimals) the 96th part of 185 grs., i.e.

about 1*927 grs. troy.

The Goldsmith’s Tank was -fi of a Tola, i,e =
67*27 grs.

It is not said how many Goldsmith’s Ratls made a Tank,
but it follows from the above statements that the number was
34 ^5- ^ tW)-

So far as to the Goldsmith’s weights. In the other table

it is explicitly affirmed that

1 Tank was equal to only 24 Jeweller’s Ratls,

1 Rati was the ^ Rupee of Aurangzeb,
i-e, X 178 or about 2*75 grs.^

3 Tanks made a Tola which would, granting that the two
Tolas were identical, make the Jeweller’s Tank=^^= 61f grs.

Lastly, it is said that the Misqal was=28 Jeweller’s ^tls.
Abul Fazl gives 26 as the equivalent, and the number in the

Badishah-nama is 27, but these conflicting statements have
nothing to do with the matter in hand and may be, for the

1 It should be remembered that this is the theoretical or issue weight
of the Miii^al Rupee. In practice, coins in actual, circulation would be
used which had lost two or three grains. Ball's first estiiuate of the
value of the Jewellers’ or Pearl Rat! was 2*77 grs. Troy (Tavernier’s
Travels in India, I, 417), but he afterwards corrected it to 2*66 grs.

11, Preface xii.)
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present left out of the discussion. In a valuable paper on the
' Bare Copper Coins of Akbar,’ Rodgers confessed his inability

to account for the actual weights of the Tankl-pieces which
are extant or to reconcile them with the statement of either

Babur or Abul Fazl. As the difficulties by which he was so

strongly impressed appear to have been felt by other numis-
matists also and as his exposition of them is full and clear,

I beg permission to cite it in extenso.

The weights of the tdnke pieces are a puzzle. Those given
in my previous papers—two one4anke pieces, weighed 59 and
58*8 grains respectively, though much worn ; but the two-
tanke pieces I have seen vary from 1 10*5 to 108 grs. : while the

three iouv-tanki pieces described in the present paper vary
from 237 to 244*5 grains. This should make t^e one-tnnkf

piece about 61, or perhaps 62 grains. Now the Ain-i~Akban
gives the weight of a jeweller's tank as 24 rails, and on actual

weighment I find that 24 rails^42 grs. and in this I am sup*

ported by Thomas, who says 1 rail ^115 grs. Therefore a
on^-idnke piece should weigh 42 grs. but it does weigh 58*8 to

62 grs. Again in Babar’s Table of Indian Weights given by
Thomas the Tang is said to weigh 32 rails, equal to 56 grains,

but even this weight is less than that of worn copper tdnki

pieces 300 years old. Next, Genera] Cunningham estimates

the rati at 1*8229 grs. and Mr. Maskelyne at 1*85. This goes

nearer to what we want, if a TawAcrpiece of 59 grs. = 32 rails,

because then 1 m/» = 1*844 grs. But this is ray lowest weight,

whereas the four-i^anit^ piece weighs 244*5^ though it is worn,
making one fanit= at leastjll*! grs. and 1 ratf=r91 grs. All

this makes me think the Aln-i-Akhan is wrong in saying that

the tank was of 24 rails, and that it was really of 32 ratls. It

also makes me think that the rati was heavier then than now*^
(The Italics are not mine.) Indian Antiquary, 1890, p. 220.

This is hardly helpful, much less satisfactory, and Mr. Lane
Poole is justified in saying that this endeavour to reconcile

the “ weight of the tdnid (say 62 grs. when unworn) with the
* Jeweller’s tank ' which is stated in the Ain to be of 24 ratls

(42 grs.)-' is unsuccessful (B.M.C. Introd. xciii).

It will be seen that neither Rodgers nor his oritio has

perceived the whole truth or grasped the real explanation of

this apparent confusion. It is evident from the facts I have
adduced that the weight of the jeweller's tank was not 42 grs.

at all. We have seen that according to Abul Fazl, the Tank
was ith of a DSm or about 64 grs.

According to Fryer’s Tables, it was about the same or a
little more. It is also plain that thei:e is no ground for ohajg-

ing Abul Fa^l with error in stating that the [Jeweller’s] Tank
was of 24 Rails, for the equation is found in the BadishSh^nSma
as well as in Fryer’s Travels. It was the Goldsmith's T6nk
which was reckoned at 32 Ratls. I.Astly, it is obvious that
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there were two kinds of Bails, the Goldsmith’s and the Jewel-

ler’s. The first weighed about 1*92 grs. It was the second

that was heavier and equivalent to about 2*7 grs. This is

made still more clear by the fact that Fryer expressly states

that the Tola was equal to 96 Goldsmith’s Ratls, but the

number of Jeweller's Ratls in the Tola must have been only

72, as 24 Jeweller’s Ratls made a Tank and 3 Jeweller’s Tanks
made a Tola.

When these points are borne in mind, there is reall^’^ no
discrepancy between the statements of Babur and Abul Fazl.

The weights of the Tanki pieces explain themselves and are

just what they might have been expected to be.

The fact is that the Tank was an ancient Indian weight

universally employed in the pearl and Jewel trade and not
altogether disused or obsolete in other commercial transactions.

Babur informs us that in India they weigh pearls and jewels

by the JanA. Abul Fazl bears his testimony to the same
custom, *

for the weights of all the finest Crown jewels are

recorded by him in Tanks and his chapter on the ‘ Treasury
for Precious Stones * concludes with the following inventory of

the most valuable stones in Akbar’s possession. Rubies
weighing 11 tanks, 20 surkhs, and diamonds of 5^ tanks 4
surkhs, each of one lakh of rupees; emeralds weighing 17*2

tanks, 3 surkhs, 52000 rupees; yaquts of 4 tanks 7| surkhs,

and pearls of 5 tanks, each 50000 rupees. (Blochmann. Tr.

I. 16.)

No reader of Jahangir’s ‘ Memoirs ’ could fail to have been
struck by the pride and satisfaction with which he enlarges on
the rarit}', value and beauty of the presents and .

offering.s

made to him on the Nauroz, the anniversaries of his birth and
other court festivals. These often took the shape of pearls

and precious stones and when they were extraordinarily large

or remarkable for purity and brilliancy, their weights and the

prices paid are minutely registered in the Imperial diary.

These notices are interesting for several reasons and are cited

below seriatim.
“ Murtaza S^han from Gujarat sent by way of offering a

ring made of a single ruby of good colour, substance, and
water, the stone, the socket and the ring being all of one piece.

They weighed 1 1 tanks and one surkb, which is equal to one
inisqftl and 15 surkh * * * A single ruby weighing six surkhs,

or two tanks and 15 surkhs, and of which the value was
Rs. 25000 was also sent.” (Tuzuk, Tr. I. 132-3

;
Text, 63,

II. 11-17.)

This passage is evidently corrupt *A ruby weighing six

surkhs’ could not, as Mr. Beveridge has poiut^ out, weigh
also 2 tanks and 15 surkhs.” Ho suggests that we should,
with the India Office Manuscript, read ‘ sbash barja ’ instead
of ' shash surkh ’ and that the meaning is probably ' six-sided
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or having six segments or facets.’ This is not the place to
discuss the merits of the emendation. What concerns us is

the first equation tcinks and one surkb =1 misqSl and 15
surkba. Now if the tSnk is taken as equivalent to 24 Jewel-
ler’s surkl) and the misqal at 27, the first of these two expres-
sions would yield 37 surkbs and the second 42 and the
equation cannot be established. It is obvious that it will

not do to reckon the misqal with Abul Faz) at 26 or with
Fryer at 28 surkbs either. It seems to me that there .is only
one way of proving the identity of the statements and that is

by postulating that Jahangir made the misqal equal to 26

surkh'^ and that fifteen [w is a miswriting for eleven [••ijb
]

The constant clerical confusion between these two words ijs

well known to all students of Persian Manuscripts (24 + 12
1=:87; 26+ 11=37).

On the 22nd [Jumada-l-awwal, 1017 A.H.. /.c. Ill R.Y.l
Asaf Khan made me an offering of a ruby of the weight of

seven tank, which Abul Qasim, his brother, had bought in the

port of Cambay, for 75000 Rupees.”
{Tuzuk, Tr. I, 148 ;

Text, 70, 11. 21-2.)

A ruby of eight tank belonging to the Rana of Udayapur
was presented bv the Prince Sultan Kburram to the Emperor.
fXth year, 1024‘A.H,J

fuzuk, Tr. I, 285 ;
Text, 140, 1. 8.)

One of the nine diamonds presented by Ibrahim IQifin

Kath Jang, the governor of Bihar weighed 14} tUnks and was
of the value of 1,00,000 rupees [XII R.Y. |. The stones are

said to have been obtained from the mine of Khokhra, i,e. Palfi-

mau, or from the treasuries of the “Zamindars of that place.’'

(Tuzuk, Trans. I, 379 : Text, 188, 1. 4.)

‘‘Of these [the presents made by Mahabat Kban], one
ruby weighed 11 miskals ;

an European brought it last year to

sell at Ajmer, and priced it at 200000 rupees, but the jewellers

valued it at 80000 rupees. Consequently the bargain did not

come off, and it was returned to him and it was taken away.

When he came to Burhanpur, Mahftbat Khan bought it from

him for 100000 rupees.” (XII R., 1617-8 A.C.) *

(Tuzuk, Trans. I, 394 ; Text, 195, II. 12-15.)

“ Among all these [the offerings made by the prince ShSh
Jahan] there was a fine ruby they had bought for my son at

the port of Goa for 200000 rupees ;
its weight was 19J tanks

1 This is the ruby spoken of in the Journal of Sir Thomas Roe.

‘•[Ajmer]. May 29 [1616 A.C.]. The Portugalles went before the king

with a present, and a Ballae Ruby to sell, that weighed, as was reported,

13 tole, 2 toU and a half being an ounce. They demanded 5 ItckeB of

rupit$, but the king offered but one” (Embassy, Ed. Foster, I, 183.)

The weight here given is a huge and incredible exaggeration. Thirteen

tolas would be more than five ounces or eight hundred carats

!
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or 17 miskals, 6^ surkhs.^ « « « Another was a Sapphire

among the offerings of ^AdU Kb&n, it weighed 6 tanks and 7

surkhs, and was valued at 100000 rupees. * Another was
the Chamkora diamond ; its weight was 1 tank and six

surkhs * * Again there were two pearls, one of the weight
of 64 surkhs or 2 miskals and 1 1 surkhs and it was valued at

26000 rupees. The other weighed 16 surkhs and was of

exceeding roundness and fineness. It was valued at 12000
rupees. Another was a diamond from the offerings of Qutbu-
1-mulk, in weight 1 tank, and valued at 30000 rupees.”

Tuzuk, Tr. I, 399-400 ; Text, 198, 11. 2-16
This passage is important from the metrologist’s point of

view. We have here not one but two identities, viz. “ 19J
tSnks or 17 miskals 5} surkhs ” and ** 64 surkhs or 2 miskals

and 11 surkhs.” But it is first necessary to point out that

there is an error in the translation. Mr. Rogers has ‘ 19^
tanks ’ but Sir Sayyad Ahmad’s text from which his English

version was made gives only 19. We find ‘ 19 tanks’ [

]
in the Iqbalnama also, where the passage is reproduced

in almost identical terms. (Bibl. Ind. Text, 105, 1. 13) by the

author who was the Secretary of the Emperor. We may then

take it that the correct reading is 19 ^nks not 19|. Now 19

tanks would be == 456 surkbs at 24 surkhs to the tank and 17

migq&ls 5| surkhs would yield exactly the same number of

surkhs (456) if the migqHl is valued at 26| surkhs. For 17

migqSls 6^ surkhs (17 % 26}) -i- 5^ = 442 + 8^ + 5^ s 456 surkhs.

So far as to the first equation. The second is ” 64
surkhs = 2 miskals and 11 sur^s.” It is obvious that this

again yields the same equivalent for the migiqal, viz. 26^.

Thus (64 = 26Jx 2 = 63 + 11.)

The result is that in this passage Jahangir has reckoned
the ^nk as equal to 24 [Jeweller’s] surkhs and the migq&l to

26| (instead of 26).

But as the object of this note is to determine as accurately

as the data available will permit the true weight of the ^nk
and its relation to other components of the Indian Scale of

Weights, it may be useful to invite attention to another piece

of evidence. The weight of the so-called * Chamkora ’
[Jham-

kora ?] diamond is given in this particular recension of the
* Tuzuk ’ as 1 ^nk and 6 surkhs Now Francis Qladwin pub-
lished in 1788 A.G. a ^History of Jahangir’ which was mainly

^ Tavernier was shown this stone and thus describes it : **Also a

baioBS ruby cut in Cdbuchon of fine colour and clean pierced at the apex
and weighing seventeen (17) meZsoo/s, six mtUcala make one Once
(French).’* Travels, Ed. Ball, I, 399.

The author of the Iqhalnima also mentions it and says its weight
was seventeen MisqSls which, according to the reckoning of the people
of Hind, are equal to nineteen tftnks.'* BibL Ind. Text, 105, 1. 12.
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a collection of extracts from the Tuzuk, the Iqbalnama and the
Maa^tr~i-Jahang%r% of KSmgar Husainl (Elliot and Dowson,
VI, 262, 277, and 439). In this book, the weight of the
diamond is given as 30 Balls (p. 40), and this works out again
at exactly 24 Batts per tank (Jewellers).

On this day [9 Jisar, XIT R.], I made a present to my
son Shah Jahan of a ruby of one colour, weighing 9 tSnks and
6 surkh of the value of 125000 rupees with two pearls.’*

Tuzuky Tr. I, 409 ;
Text, 202, four lines from foot.

Among the presents made by Shah Jahan on New Year’s
day XIV, R.Y. was a Qutbl (?) ruby in weight 3 Tanks and
very delicate, valued at Rs. 40000.” There were also “ six

pearls one of them, 1 tank and 8 surkhs in weight.”
Tuzuk^ Tr. II, 78 ;

Text, 265, 11. 10-11.

[This passage is found in the Iqbalnama also, Bibl. Ind.

Text, 126, 11. 6-8.]

Asaf Khan also presented on the same day a ruby
weighing 12^ Hanks which had been bought for 125000 Rs.”

Tuzuk, Tr. II, 81 ; Text, 266, 11. 32-3.
” My brother [Shah 'Abbas of Persia] also sent me a ruby

weighing 12 tanks ;
which had belonged to the Jewel-chamber

of M[irza] Uluig^ Beg, the successor of M[irza] Shahrukb.^’

[30 Bahman XV, R.Y.]. Tuzuk, Tr. II, 196 ;
Text, 325 1. 1.

This is found in the Iqbalnama, but the weight of the

stone is given as 12 Misqals (p. 178, 11. 1-2). Among the
* Great Mogul’s Jewels ’ of which Tavernier has left a circum-

stantial account, was ” a Cabuchon ruby of perfect colour, but
slightly flawed and pierced at the apex, which weighs twelve

Mdscals** • Travels, Trans. Ball, 1,. 399. It would seem that

Jahangir has made a mistake and that the true w'eight was
12 Misqals.

These extracts and references leave no room for doubt as

to the universal use of the ^nk ior weighing pearls, diamonds,
rubies and precious stones. But there are reasons for holding

that this ancient Hindu weight was not unknown or altogether

disused in the purchase and sale of less costly commodities

of more general utility.

Thus Abul Fa^l informs us in his curious dissertation on
the ' matchlocks ’ of the Imperial arsenal that for ” long guns
the weight of a ball does not exceed twenty-flve tanks, and
for smaller ones fifteen.” {Atn, Tr. Blochmann, I, 114.)

And his description of the Hindu clepsydra (Gharyfil)

or water-clock, begins as follows : "In order to ascertain and
indicate the time, a vessel of copper or other metal is made
of a hundred tanks weight.” (Ibid, Tr. Jarrett, III, 16).

Again JahSngIr—whose genuine love of fruits and flowers is one

of the redeeming features of an otherwise frivolous and con-

temptible character states that " the ShfthSlu (Cherry) of Kash-

mir is not inferior to that of K&bul ” and records that the
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weight of an extraordinarily large one was one tank^ five

sur^B.” {Tuzuk, Tr. II, 169 ; Text, 307, 1. 7.)

The marrow of the matter is that the TSnk was a weight
universally employed in the pear] and jewel trade, and not
altogether disused in other transactions. It was, like all other
Indian weights, characterised by local variations and subject

also to alteration by Governmental interference, but- speaking
generally, it was equivalent to about 64 grs. I say, <ibout,

advisedly, because the conditions of the problem preclude the
possibility of determining precisely the exact equivalent in

Troy grains of the Tank or the Tola or the Rati or any other
unit of the Hindu ponderary system. That system is purely
empirical and not at all amenable to standardisation. It is

based practically on the RcUi, and no two seeds used for the
purpose are or can be of exactly the same weight. A difference

therefore of yoth of a grain in the estimated or hypothetical

value of the Rati would eventually soar up to as much as 3
grains in that of the Tftnk. Rodgers* theory that the Tfinki

was not a coin but a weight minted in Akbar’s time under
the auspices of the mint authorities,** is of course untenable.
There can be little doubt that it was, like the dam, intended

to serve both as a coin and a weight. Abul Fazl expressly

informs us that in the first part of Akbar’s reign the **Ser

yreighed twenty-eight dams'* and that at the^time when he
wrote, it had been '' fixed at thirty dams,** (Ain, Tr. Bloch-
mann, I, 134, see also ibid,, 229 note.)

Now there is no doubt, as Edward Thomas says, that

'‘from time immemorial, in India, coins had been to all in-

tents and purposes, weights, pieces of money, in our sense of

the term, having grown out of the archaic use of sections of

metal of a fixed and determinate gravity * * * But when
these crude sections of metal * * * passed into the more
advanced grade of ‘coined money,* they were still scrupulously

made to contribute to the double purpose of measures of

metallic value and officially recognised weights. Their impor-
tance, in the latter capacity, consisting in their furnishing

readily available tests of any disputed higher weights or

measures, so liable to be tampered with by shopkeepers from
all time and among all nations.** (Chronicles, 163-4.) In-

structive exemplifications of the prevalence of the custom may
be found .even in our own times, but were much more common
when Prinsep wrote. The Ankosee or Poona Rupee, he writes,

'‘appears from Kelly’s Tables to have been extensively
adopted as an unit in the estimation of value and weight,

probably wherever the Mahratta ascendancy prevailed.*’ (Use-

ful Tables, p 26.) Elsewhere, he informs us that the “pysa
was in some cases adopted as the unit for determining the
larger weights of the bazars, as the Gorukhpoory* pysa, of

which 530 were held equal to a pusseree (five seers) at Ghazee-
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poor, and generally throughout the Benares province 2881
* Chulun ’ [paisa] of Futtehgurh in like manner were assumed
as the weight of a maund in that district.’* {Ibid., 34.)

As regards the object of introducing the new denomina-
tion, 1 can only reiterate the suggestion made in the article in

N.S. XXVII. The Tanki appears to me to have been “ issued
to provide a fractional currency of which the basis was the
fifth part of the Dam or rather the ienfli jmrt of the Tanka of

about 640 grs. Of the Dam and the tanka there were already-

in existence the halves, the quarters and the eighth parts.

The idea appears to have occurred to some one of adopting
the decimal system of division. The traditional weight of the
Tank happened to be about the tenth part of the heavy
Akbarl Tanka and so pieces were issued which might serve
equally well as the fifth part of the Dam or the tenth of the
Tanka, the two-fifths of the Dam or the one-fifth of the Tanka
and the four-fifths of the Dftm or two-fifths of the Tanka.”
{Lvc. cit., p. 140.)

In other words, these Tanki pieces were struck with a view
to provide for the copper currency as complete a series of

fractional pieces as existed for the rupee (both square and
round). Abul Fazl informs us and the contents of our Cabinets
bear witness to the truth of his statements, that the Emperor
had taken care to provide distinct denominational coins,

representing the half, quarter, fifth, eight, tenth, sixteenth ami
twentieth part of the Jalala, as well as the Rupiyya. Of the

Dam however, we hear that there were only thejidhelah (half)

Paulah (quarter) and Damn or eighth part. {Ain, Tr. Bloch-

mann, I, 31.) Its subdivision, in fact, had been much less

elaborate and it had proceeded on the lines of the ancient

Indian quaternary scale ” of fours and eights only. Abul Fazl

wrote in the 42nd year of the Emperor’s reign. The big

Tanka of about 640 grs. is said to have been introduced in the

40tb or 44th, and the Tanki is first traced only in the.46th.

ft would seem that some time after the big Tanka had be
come current, the idea of completing the scheme of its sub*

division and placing it on the same footing with that of the

Rupee suggested itself The result was the interpolation of

the decimal scale and the striking of the one two and four

tanki pieces which might be presumed to have been not alto-

gether unuseful in the ordinary purchases of the commonalty.
This is shown by the fact that coins answering in weight to

the double and quadruple tilnkl continued to bo struck aflet

the death of Akbar. Copper pieces exhibiting the specific

denomination and were struck at Ahmadabad

in the latter half of the 60th year llahl after the old Emperor’s
decease by his son under the la.tter’s preaccession name of Sh^h
Salim (Rodgers, Mogul Copper Coins, Nos. 3 and 4 in
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1895, p. 172). The metrology of the various JahSngtrl issues

indiscriminately called
>

obscure and

the weights of some of the coins do not fit in with any system
of dividing the D&m or Tanka, quaternary, quinar^^'or duodeci-
mal. But it may be said with some confidence that Nos. 12

and 18 (PI. XII and XIII) of Rodgers’ list have the weights
of the old four-tankl (246 and 220 grs.), although one of them

is called a
v*'-«

and the other, an J<s^. Similarly, the weight

of No. 17 (129 grs.) reminds us at once of the The

same observations apply to P.M.C. Nos. 1208 and 1207 which
turn the scale in their present condition at 222 and 129 grs.

respectively. The fact that four out of these five coins issued

from the mints of Qandahar and Kabul perhaps indicates

that pieces bearing some correspondence to the TSnkl or its

multiples had been current in former times in AfghSnistftn and
were, for that reason, the favourite “ money of the common
people ” there.



VIII. MA^MUDIS.
The identification of the ‘Mamoudies,’ which arc so fre-

quentiv mentioned in the Journals of Finch and Roe, Herbert
and Mandelslo, Thevenot, Fryer, Tavernier and other European
travellers is an extremely difficult, if not hopelessly tangled
and insoluble problem. They are said to have constituted
the favourite medium of exchange in '' Surat, Broitchia, Brodra
and Cambaya'* throughout the first half of the seventeenth
century and even later. 'Ihe books of the English East India
Company’s Factory at Surat and Broach were kept in Mahmu-
dis, and the prices of all the drugs and other articles of

commerce obtainable at Surat are given by Tavernier (who
last visited it in 1666 A.C.) in terms of the Mamoudi (Travels.

Tr 1678, II, 127, 131 ;
Ball, II. 7-8; 19-21.)

Now we know that coins bearing t)ie same denomination
were extensively^ current at this time in Persia also. We have
also to consider the claims of the silver issues of Sultan
Mahmud Begada of Gujarat and his descendants, the Korls of

Nawanagar or Jftmnagar, etc., which were then and down even
to comparatively recent times called Jamis or Mahmudls
(Ranchhodji Ainarji, TStil^-i-Sorafh Eng. Tr. 246, 81, 91,

146, 166, 301), and lastly, the puzzling monetary issues to

which Mr. Lane- Poole has given the distinctive but non-com
mital designation of * Coins of Gujarat fabric.*

In Num. Sup. VI, art. 46, the late Dr. G. P. Taylor at-

tempted to prove by ‘*a method of exhaustion’ that the

^Mamoodies’ of Finch and the other European sojourners in

this country were no other than these last—the strange silver-

lings exhibiting dates ranging from 989 to 1027 A.H. but uni-

formly displaying the name of Akbar on the reverse. This

verdict was challenged in a closely-reasoned paper by Mr. A.

Master (Num. Sup. XXIV, art. 141). The sheet anchor of his

argument was an extract from the Mirat-i-Ahmadi showing that

the Jam of Nawanagar was compelled by Shah Jahan’s Suba-
dar of Gujarat—A‘zam Kb6n—to close down the mint in which

ho had been coining mafimudls, and to undertake to pay a
peshkash of three laks of mahmudls in 1060 A.H. (1640 A.C.)

'

Mr. Master contended that it was **the Nawanagar- Kod and
its congeners ” of Kachh and Kathiawar which had ** the real

right to the name.” He opined that it was therefore impossible

I The statement is really borrowed by the author of the Mirat from

the contemporary Bhdi§Mhn&ma of * Abdul 9<^mid and occurs also in

the first volume of l^afi lUiftn’s history. (Bibl. Tnd. Text, I. 582, three

lines from foot.)
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to accept the exclusive claim of *the Coins of Gujarat fabric’

to that designation. He agreed with Dr. Taylor in holding that
the Persian Mahmudl was altogether out of the question. As
for the coins of Qujar&t fabric, the most that he w^ould concede
was that he did not entirely refect the possibility ” of their

having ** been classed with the Mahmudls.” (Loc, cit., p. 470 ).

Regarding the third possible rival, he declared that he did

not wish to make out aqy case for any coins of the Gujarat
Salj^anat, except for that of which the Korl was a copy, the

silverling of Muzaffar HI.” {Ibid
, p. 466 )

[ have no intention of entering the lists on either side in

the controversy. Where the data are absolutely inadequate,
a 'priori reasoning must be necessarily infructuous. My object

is first to ifivite attention to a piece of contemporary evidence
which has been overlooked by both disputants as well as

all other writers on this difficult question. 1 beg permission

then to point out that figures or drawings of the ‘Surat
Mamoudis ’ are given in the English edition of Tavernier’s

Travels published by J. Pfhillips] in 1678, as well as in the

French Original, La Haye, 1718.

In Part II (facing p. 2) there is a chapter with the caption
“ Figures of the Pieces of Gold, Silver and Copper and of the

Sort of Shells and Almonds that pass for Money over all Asia,”

and no less than eight plates of drawings of coins, etc Figs.

1 to 9 of the plate illustrating the * Money current under the

Dominions of the Great Mogul ’ represent some gold and silver

coins of Aurangzeb. Shah Jahan, and Jahangir. Nos. 9, 10

and 11 are feeble and unsuccessful attempts to delineate a
‘ Four Pecha,’ i.e, double dam or Tanka, a ‘ Two pecha ’ or

Dam and a Pecha or half-Dam. Fig. 12 stands for ‘ The
Shells,’ i,e,. Cowries. No. 13 depicts “ a Silver-Mamoudi which
is the Mone}' of Guzerat” and No. 14 “Half a Mamoudi ” A
glance at the inscriptions of Fig. 13 is sufficient to. show that

the obverse reads slA and that the reverse is

a bungled eye-copy (by a person ignorant of Persian) of <3^*

f In a word, the legends on

this drawing of the “Mamoudi of Guzerat” in ‘Tavernier’s

Travels’ are absolutely identical with those on the silver coin

of Mahmud III shown as No. 65 in J'l. V. of Dr. Taylor’s

Article’ on the ‘Coins of the Gujarat Saljanat.’ (Journal,

B.B.K.A.S. 1903, p. 335.) The scrawls on Fig. 14 arc not so

easy to make out, but it is clearly a coin of the last of the

I(tin in nisi oi the Hoii.se—Muzaffar HI {ci, ibid , PI. VI, No.

76).

This would seem to show that the Mamoudis mentioned

so frequently by Tavernier at least, were the silver coins of

the Gujarat Sulfcans, and that the name was not restricted, as
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Mr. Master was iiiolined to thinks to the silverling of Muzaifar
III of which the Nawdnagar Korl was a oopy« but was applied
to the issues of his putative father Mahmud III also. Whether
the term was transferred generically to the similar issues of

Mahmud I and Muzaifar 11, Tavernier’s descriptions or engrav-
ings do not enable us to say. Etymological considerations
would seem to indicate that the name was derived from the
great Mahmud Begada, and that it afterwards came to be
applied to the similar silver mintages of his successors. It is

just possible that it was ultimately used loosely for all silver-

pieces which bore a general resemblance to them in external

appearance, and theoretical contents or intrinsic value.*

Leaving the point aside for the present. I must bring to

notice another fact which has come to light in the course of these

inquiries and w'hich seems to me to be not without air impor-

tant bearing on the subject. This is a statement to the effect

that the Siirat Mahmudls were coined at Mulher in BaglSna.
It first arrested my attention in the Journal of William Finch
who was at Surat about 1609. It occurs also in the Imperio

Magni Mogolis of De Laet, which was published in 1631, and
the same assertion is made in unmistakable terms in a letter

udressed in 1636 A.C. by the President of the Surat Factory

to the Oovenior of the English East India Company. 1 wnll

first cite what Finch says :

—

‘‘This Towne ( Badiir] is the last of note in Pectopshaws
l<<and, who is a small king or Kajaw, a Oentile, keeping on the

top of inaccessible Mountaines, which beginne at Curka, and
extend many courses [Le. Ao-s-ses]. He holdeth two faire Cities,

Salere and the other Mu Here, where the Mamudees are coyiied,

each having two mightie Castles, which have way to them,
but for two men abrest, or for an Elephant at most to get up

;

having also in the- way eightie small fastnesses dispersed on
the mountaines to guard the wav ’* (Purchas, His Pilgrimes,

Ed. MacLehose, JV, p. 30.)

There is a very similar statement in De l^t’s book, but

it is not worth much as the Dutchman can be proved to have
taken it, like much other matter, from the Journal of the

English factor.

It is otherwise with the following extract from the corres-

pondence of President Francis Breton. ‘‘ T find not,** he

writes in a letter dated 29th April, 1636, “ any moneyes paid

in other species then the same they were borrowed, without
allowance of V'atteau [batta, agio or discount, from Guj. Vatav]

which in tyme of famine and scarcity in this place was grownc

> How many issues of * Native State* minta greatly varying in size,

shape, weight, legends, and intriiisio contents of metal were indiscri-

minately calM Rupees in the eighteenth and even the nineteenth
century ?
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to excessive rates, not less than 13| M[ahniudis') per 100
rup[ee8]. The reason is that M[ahniudi8] are none of the Kings
Coyne, but coyned by the Rajah of Mallore [MulherJ a place

distant from hence 70 course or myles, and are onely currant
in these adjacent countries not further than Bodera [Baroda] ;

80 that, according to mens occasions for rup[ees] to send for

Agra, Amadavad, or any other parts, the Vatieau doth rise

and fall. But that which raised it to the prementioned rate

in tyme of f[amine] was the Benjares [Banjaras] or carriers,

which brought come and provisions [in] abundance from other

parts, which they sould here for mamood[ies and] changed them
for rup[ees] at any rate The merchants also of Suratt sent

what money they could get to Brarnpore [Burhanpur] to pro-

cure graine
; so that scarcely a rupe[e] could bee found Since

that time the Vatteau has daily declined and is now only one
mamoodie per 100 rupees.** Foster, English Factories in India,

1634-36, pp. 224-6.

This is not however the only reference to the mintage of

the 'Surat Mamoody ' in Bagl&na in this valuable repertory of

documents relating to the early history of the English in India.

The Burhanpur factors, Nicholas Bangham and John Ijcach-

land also bear witness to it though not so explicitly. On the

24th of January 1622 they sent to the President of Suratafar-
mSn which they had procured from this Pertab Shaw for

your more quiatt transporte of your rialls to Moulear, if your
occasion shall cause neede thereof, with many faire and large

promises of good usage there, promising at any tyme, if you
would advise him when you would send, heo would meete your
rialls and conduct them safely in and out of his territories.

This wee thought of for your better supply for mamoodies in

Suratt, which if it may stand in steed wee shall thinke our

tyme and a smale present given him well bestowed ;
or if not.

so much tyme and labour lost, hee seeminge very willing

hereunto.” Foster, ibid , 1622-1623, p. 26.

The points which emerge from these extracts are that the

Surat ‘ Mamoodies * were actually coined at Mulher in Baglana

in 1609, 1622 and even 1636 A.C., that (2) they were “not
the King’s Coyne” that is, they were not strictly Imperial

money—they did not bear the name of the Emperor Shah

Jahan—who was ruling at the time when Breton wrote, that

(3) the name of the Raja of Baglana in 1-609 and 1622 was
Part&b or Pratap Shah, that (4) the East India Company’s
factors at Siirat were sometimes, compelled to send their

‘ rialls *—or Spanish dollars—to Mulher to be melted down and

recoined into Mahmudls and that (5) as the road lay through

a difficult and dangerous country infested by banditti, 'Pertab

Shaw ’ had in 1622 promised to give them all the necessary

facilities and to conduct them [the rialls] safely in and out of

his territories, in the hdpe no doubt of making a considerable
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profit from the seigniorage. ‘ The Company did business on an
extensive scale and required every year several laks of
Mahmudis to pay for the goods bought at Surat for exportation
to Europe, and these Mahmudis were obtained by the sale or
recoinage into rupees at the Surat mint of the silver bullion
or specie (which last consisted mostly of rials or Spanish
dollars) brought by the ships from England.

Now who was this Pratapshah and how did he come or
why was he permitted, to coin Mahmudis at Mulher and what
were the peculiar reasons for the Mahmudis continuing to be
the favourite, if not the only currency in Surat, Broach and
Baroda for more than eighty years after the Mugh^^I conquest
of the Province ?

It is not possible ‘to answer all these questions fully or

satisfactorily. 1 must, at present, content myself with placing

before my readers some pertinent facts which it has been
possible to glean from the Chronicles, in the hope that they

may prove helpful to a more lucky or more gifted inquirer

in discovering the solution of the problem.

Well then, Abul Fazl writes thus in the Akharjmma in

the annals of the 17th year [980 A.H. 1572-3 A.C.] in which
Akbar himself visited and annexed Gujarat.

“One of the things which happened after the conquest of

Surat, was the coming to Court of Baharjl [Variant

^

Baharjio

or Baharjiv], the ruler of Baglana, who was an influential

landholder in that part of the country. * Let it not be

concealed that Baglana is a country, one hundred kos long

and thirty kos broad. Tt has 2000 horse and 16000 infantry.

Its revenue is OJ kror of dams. Whoever is the ruler, is

called Baharji. There are two forts—Salhir and Mulhir on
the summits of hills. It has also two large cities—Antftpur

and ChintSpur. Tt lies between Gujrdt and the Deccan
;
and

it submits to whatever of the two is the stronger. At this

time when Gujr&t came into the possession of the imperial

servants, the ruler being awed by the majesty and might of

the Shfthinshilh, did good service and brightened his counte-

nance by performing the prostration.'* {Op. cit., Tr. Beveridge,

1 Partab Shah was, it is clear, reigning in 1622 A.C. but 1 cannot say
how long he continued to do so. A grant, however, dated 1636 A.C.
shows that ** Baglan was afterwards ruled by one Bhairamshah, * *

(Bombay Government Selections XXVI, New Series, p, 110). The grant
is dated Budhwar [Wednesday] Paush Shuddha 8th Shake 1567, 1036

A.D. In it Bhairam Shah confers on a BrXhman named Mor Joshi, as
much land belonging to Kasba Kahasi of the Ba iSn PrSnt as can be
cultivated with one plough, and a well situated therein." (Bombay
Gazetteer, Vol. XVI, NSaik, p. 403 and Note.) I venture to suggest that
the true reading of the names is Bhairav Shfih. He must have succeeded
PartSb whore father NSrftyan ShSh is known to have been ruling in 1696
A.C. PartSb himself was on the throne in the 46th year of Akbar's reign,

ciroa 1600 A.C. (AkbarnSma, Text, HI. 770).
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Ill, 41, 43; Text, 111, 29, 30.) There is a statement of very
similar import in the Ain in which the only new item of in-

formation is that the Raja was of the Rathod clan. ( Jarrett’s

Trans. 11, 251 ; Text, 492, four lines from foot )

Again, in his Chronicle of the 45tb year (1008 A.H. 1600

A.C.), Abul Fazl records that ''Raja Partab, the Zamindar
of Baglana was exalted by performing prostration at the

heavenly threshold [Akbar was then encamped at Burhanpur].
He obtained the wishes of his heart by imperial favour and
was raised to the rank of a commander of three thousand,

given the banner and the drum and given permis-

sion to depart to his home.”
(Akbarnama, Text, 111, 770, two lines from foot.)

Next, we find Jahtogir saying in the Journal of the I2th

year of his own reign (1026-7 A.H. 1617-8 A.C.), that on
‘ Friday the 24th [rede 21st. of Mihr] Rftja Bharjiv, Zamin-
dar of BagISna, came and waited on me His name is Partap

;

every llaja there has been of that place they call Bharjiv.
* * * The province of Baglana lies between Gujarat, Khan-
desh and the Deccan. * * TJie aforesaid Raja does not drop
the thread of caution and prudence in dealing with the rulers

of Gujarat, the Deccan and Khandesh. He has never gone
himself to see any of them, and if any of them has wished to

stretch out his hand to possess his kingdom, he has remained
undisturbed through the support of the others. After the

provinces of Gujarat, the Deccan and Khandesh came into the

possession of the late king (Akbar), Bharjiv came to BurhSn-
pur and had the honour of kissing his feet, and after being

enrolled among his servants was raised to the mansab of 3000
At this time, when Shah Jahan went to Burhfinpur, he brought
eleven elephants as an offering. He came to court in atten-

dance on my son and * was dignified with royal favours.

(Tuzuk, Tr/l, 396 ; Text; 196 )

A few pages further, the Imperial diarist writes •* Having
raised Raja Bharjiv, Zamindar of Baglana, to the mansab of

4000, I gave liim leave to go to his native country, and an
order was given that when he arrived there, he should send to

Court his eldest son, who was his successor, that he might dci

duty in my presence.” (Ihid., 1,411: Text, 203, 1. 28 ). For
two other references to the Raja, which are not important,

vide Trans. I, 221, il, 114.

The ruler of Baglana is mentioned by his dyna.stic or

family name of Bharjl several times in Bddisliah'mma also.

He attended at court and made the Kurnish to Shfih Jahin
in the fifth year of that Emperor's reign, 1041 A.H. 1631 A.C )

and again in the ninth (1045 A.H. 1636 A.C.—Text, T, i. 419.

1, ii. 139).

He appears to have incurred the Imperial resentment for

some reason and was brought to court with all his elephants
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by Biram Beg, Mir Bakbshl who had been sent to cliastise
him some time afterwards in the same yeai (IXth). Ihid.,

1, ii. 186. In the 10th (1046 A.H. 1637 A.C.), Prince Aurang-
zeb the viceroy of the Dekkan received orders to conquer and
annex his territory. (I, ii. 280.) The principality was there-
fore invaded by Malojl Dakanl and Muhammad Tahir, and the

after standing a prolonged siege in Mulher, surrendered
on 1st Safai' 1048 A.H. (14th June, 1638 A.C.) and was enrolled
among the imperial mansabdars as a commander of 3,000
horse and given tlie neighbouring district of Siiltanpilr as
Jagir (Xlth year-Text, IT, 105-109 )> The -Raja died soon
afterwards and his son named Biramjl [or Paramjl] mIio is

said to have become a convert to Islam wns given in the I2tli

year the title of Daulatniand [Khan], and the brevet rank of
1,500 horse at the recommendation of Prince Aurangzeb on
7 ZM-qa‘da, 1048 A. II. (12th March, 1639). Text II. 141-2.
Se^e also IJ, 723.) Daulatmand is thrice mentioned in the
' Alamglrmma also. He continued to adhere to Aurangzeb and
fought on lii.s side in the battles of Dharmatpur and SaniugaiTi
in the War of the Succession, and was also employed against
Bijapur ill the 9th year of ‘ Alaniglr’s reign, 1076-1077 A.H.
1666 A.C. (Op. ril, 63, 93, 989.)

This i.s what can be gathered about Pratap Shah in whose
capital Mulher, Mahmudis are expressly said by Finch as well
as Breton to have been coined. It is not without bearing on
the subject, but the following statements are more interesting
and more germane to the matter immediately under considera'
tion. Khafl Kiian, >vho had lived for some time in the
district and paints a glowing picture of its fruitfulness and
beauty, informs us that Bagiana had been in the possession of

the ancestors of Bharjl, its Zamlndar, for fourteen hundred

years Its revenue amounted then to fifteen lacs of

rupees* and they [the Rajas of Bagiana] had in former times

coined their own money Ail ^ (Bibl

fnd. Text, I, 561 seven lines from foot.)

The author of the BddiuMhnama writes :
—

I This was probably the Rlija who is called Hhairaiii [rette Bhairav]
Shnh in the land grant of Shake 1557. 16:15 A.C. cited in Note 3. Ho
was, so to aay« Bhairav Shfih the Second; and when the author of the
BAdiahAhnama^ calls him Bahirjf he is attempting to reproduce hia per-
sona] name which happened to be identical with the title or appellation by
which AbQl Fazl and JahAngfr expressly say that the rulers of Bagiana
were popularly known. (Akbarnama, Tran«K III, 43; Trunk, Trans. I.

3i)6.)

^ This is really copied from the ‘ AkbarnAma ’ of Abiil Fail who
says (Trans.. Ill, 43; Text, III, 30) that the revenue of the district was
6| krors of dAms. The exact equivalent of this at the rate of 40 dAms

V to the Akbort rupee* would be 16,25,000 rupees.
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“The land-revenue [gi^J of the province of Baglana in

the days of Bharjl's ancestors appears from the statements of

the wardens j
jjoj of the district to have been twenty laks

of the tankas of that country of which each is equal to nine
current tankas. But at this time, when it came into the
possession of the Servants of the Everlasting Kingdom, the

income had gone down to half [the former amount]

and the revenue was fixed at one kror, sixty laks of

dams or four laks of rupees for all the twelve months of the

year.’" As the passage is important, I beg permission to quote
the original words below :

—

^.jtj &Jj ai aild

Text, II, 108-109. # u^i »U

It is clear then that the Baglana rulers had a mint of

their own and that the principal item of currency was a coin

which was equal in value to nine of the tankas current in

Shah Jahati’s day. It is perhaps necessary to point out that
this Shah Jahanl tanka must have been a coin of the type of

I.M.C. No. 1110 which weighs 610 grs. It is the Tack of Sir

Thomas Herbert who was at Surat in 1627-8 and who says
that “ twenty Tack make one Roopee.” (Travels, Ed. 1666,

p. 67.) It is in fact the double dam. The coin struck by the

Baglana Rajas was equal in value to T^'^otb:^ of a Rupee which
is practically identical with that of the Surat MahmudI, of

which about 240 went to one hundred Imperial rupees, z.c.

which was -p^ths of a rupee. Reduced to a common deno-
minator the two coins represent the J7»th parts of

the Mughal rupee respectively.

It may be also noted that the revenue of the district was,
after the conquest, fixed by Shah Jahan at four laks of rupees

or one kror and sixty laks of dams. It is also stated that

this amount was about half of what had been raised in former
times. It must have therefore been about eight laks of

rupees. But it is said that it was “ twenty laks of the Tankas
of that country.” But if twenty laks of those tankas were
equal to eight laks of rupees, one such tanka must have been
valued at Iths of a rupee which is again almost the same
as the Surat MahmudI. Indeed, this was the ratio of the

MahmudI to the rupee in the books of the East India Company,
in which the MahmudI was reckoned at 12d and the Rupee
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at 30d of English money. (Fryer, Nbw Account, Ed. 1698.

p. 205.) Now if the Rgjas of Baglana had a mint at Mulher
and if their silver coins were worth, as 'the anther of the

Badishahnama avers, about ^”uth8 of a rupee, and known as

Mahmudls in Surat, one is naturally tempted to ask if these
provincial mintages are not represented by the Coins of
Gujarat fabric There are, however, some difficulties in estab*

lishing the' identity of the two. We are told that the

Mahmudls were struck at Mulher so late as 1636 A.C. (1045
A.H.) and we know from Tavernier and Fryer that they were
current in Surat down at least to 1675 A C. But the latest

date on the ‘ Coins of Gujarat fabric* is 1027 A.H. (1617 A.C.).

It is true that the discover3^ of issues of later dates is not
beyond the bounds of probability. It is also not at all un-

likely that the date 1027 A.H. may, like the name of the

Emperor whose titles are emblazoned on the reverse, have
continued to be mechanically impressed on the subsequent
mintages irrespective of the lapse of time. In this connection,

it may be permissible to note, for what it is worth, the

coincidence, most probably fortuitous, that Raja Pratap of

Baglana’s last visit to the court of Jahangir was paid and that

he was given his congee and directed to send his son to court

towards the beginning of that ver^^ year 1027 A.H. (Tnzuk,
Tr 1,411.)

Again, if the Raja of Baglana was, as Kliilfi Ivhan as well

as the English factors of the East India Companj', declare, per-

mitted to coin money [aCnf in whose name did he do so ?

Did he do it in his own or that of his then undoubted suzerain,

the Mughal Emperor ? Or lastl\% did these mintages display

like the koris of the Jam of Nawilnagar the st^de and titles of

Muzaffar III or those of the latter’s real or putative father,

Mahmud 111 ? To these questions, it is unfortunately impos-
sible to give any answers in the total absence of the necessary*

evidence. Sir Thomas Herbert, it is true, states that “ the

Mammoody and Roopee are good silver, round, thick and (after

the Saracenic sort who allow no Images) stamped with Arabick
letters, importing the King and Mahomet” (Travels p. 46),

and this may be. construed to imply that the Mahmudr
known to him had the Kalima stamped on it and may be used as

an argument in favour of identifying it with the Coins of

Gujarat fabric,’ but it would be neither logical nor safe to

interpret strictly and lay so much stress upon a casual and
probably unguarded expression of a careless and ill-informed

writer like Herbert. It would be equally hazardous to found
anything on Breton’s remark that the Mahmudls were * none
of the King’s Coyne.’ It may merel.v signify that they were

struck, not in the Imperial Mint at Siirat, but in the BagUoa
Raja’s mint of Mulher. But it ma}’ also have been meant to
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convey that these coins did not display the name of the

reigning Emperor, Shah Jahdn, but that of some other ruler.

If that name ia supposed to have been Akbar’s, it would be an
argument for contending that the designation MahmudI was
applied to the coins of GujarSt fabric also. But there is also no
direct evidence militating against the supposition that the

coins struck by the Raja of Baglana bore on their surfaces the

style and titles of one or other of his former suzerains, the

Sultans of Gujarat. We have seen both Abul Fazl and Jahan-
gir stating that the geographical situation of their territory

compelled these petty chiefs to play off their powerful neigh-

bours, the kings of Gujarat and the Deccan, against one another
and to seek the support of the other whenever one of them
was inclined to stretch out his hand to possess the kingdom.’*

We know from the Mirdt i Sikandari that when Bahadur Shah
of Gujarat passed through Mulher with a view to invade the

Deccan in A.H. 93ti, “ BaharJiu Rajah of Baglanah also presen-

ted himself and did homage [lit. was admitted to the honour

of kissing the carpet oilfjd JsUi * * * and Bahar

Jiu, in order to establish a connection with the Sultan [

by the guidance of his good fortune, gave in marriage

to the SultSn one of his sisters. * On the following day, in

accordance with the wish of the Sultan, he gave another sister

to Muhammad Khftn Asiri [Bahidur Shah’s nephew, who was
the ruler of lihandesh]. When these matters were despatched,
Sultan BahSdur pursued his inarch and leaving the country of

the Rajah of Baglana, he entered the territories of the Dakhin.
On this occasion, he conferred on Baharjiu the title of Bahar
Khan, and sent him thence with a detachment, to the fort of

Chewal [Chaulof the Imp. Gaz. X. 184] to plunder the country
around (Op. cit

, Baylov’s Trans. 344-I> : Text, Bombay Litho-

graph, 1831 A.C., p, 241, 1. 3.**)*

1 A poetical history of the Hindu RSjas of BaglSna has been recently

published in the Qaekwad's Sanskrit Series. It is entitled * RAshUSndha
Yamaha MahSkSvya' and was composed in Shaka 1518 or 1506 A.C. by
a southern poet named Rudrakavi. It would appear from this work that
the then ruling chief wiie named Nffrayan Sh5h, the son of Shah*
the son of MahSdeva, the great grandson of Nanadeva. This last is said

to have restored the power and dignity of the family—the members of

which pretended to be descended from Rdshtrandha, the adopted son of a
RSjaofQanauj after the eclipse it had suifered in the reign of * Alftii-d-din

ffliiljl.

There can be little doubt that Bahirji or Bharjiv is a Porsianised form
of the name of Bhairah SMih who is credited by the poet with having
** conquered the Musalman rulers of Mandu and Devagiri, and having
inflicstM *a defeat on HumSyun Shah the second Mogul Emperor/’
(Indian Antiquary^ Vol. L, 1921, p. 180). As we know Bahirji to have
b^n a vassal of BahSdiir Shah of Qujarit. we may fairly suppose this to

be merely the poetio or panegyrical way of saying that he had borne
some part in that vainglorious Sulj^n’s invasions of Malwft and the

Deooan and the war with HumSyCin.
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In the Mirat-l-Ahmadl also, the author of which has tran-

scribed a detailed return of the revenues of the kingdom of

Gujar&t in the reign of the last Muzaffar in 979 A.H. (1571
A.C.) from the books of Mulchand the hereditary Record-keeper

of the province, the Raja of Baglana is mentioned

among the vassals or jagirdars of the State. Bharji Zamlnd&r
of Baglanah we read in the list of jagirs,

^^ held the forts of

MuI6r and Sal^r and maintained a service of three thousand horse

^ ^ ] Bayl©y» loc, dU, pH; Text, Bomb.

Lith. 1306 A.H., Part I. p. 24. 1. 6. In the circumstances, it is

just possible that the Rftja of BaglSna may, like the Jam, have
taken advantage of the feeble and disorganised condition of

the Oujarat Saltanat after the death of Bahadur Shah, to open
a mint in his own territory and have struck for his ow'ii profit,

money bearing, as a mere matter of form, the name of the
third Mahmud or the last Muzaffar. Briefly, the arguments on
either side are so inconclusive and evenly balanced that it is

not easy to say anything positive as to the matter.

However that may have been, it is nearly certain that
* Mahmudl ’ was, from very early times, the generic, as well as
popular, designation of the silver coins of the >Siiltfins of Guja-
rat. In a * History of GujarAt' written about 1695 A.C. by
Abu Turftb Wall, there are three reference.? to this denomina-
tion which throw some light on the point. In the first place,

he tells us that when the Emperor Humayun distributed, after

the storming of Champ&ner the treasures found there, among
his soldiers and Amirs, he gave to the father and uncle of the
writer, dne hundred and eighty thousand Mahmudls which
would be equivalent to seventy-five thousand rupees.*’

jUsa y ^

(Bibl. Indica Text. Ed. E. D. Ross, p. 27. 1. 9.) If strictly

interpreted this would mean that certain coins of the GujarAt

Saltanat were called ‘ Mahmudls * even in Bahadur Shah’s time

and we must, in that case, conclude that they were so named
after Mahmild 1. We know that Mahmud II was only a child of

six and reigned for less than two months and no coins of his are

known (Bayley. toe. cit., 327 Note; Taylor, B.B.R.A.8. Journal,

1903, p. 306). We are further informed that 1,80,000 of these

Mahmudls were equivalent to 76,000 rupees. As the author was

a courtier of Akbar^sand died In 1(X)3 A.H. (Mirdt-i-Ahmadi,

Bom Lith. 1831, Part II, 41, 1. 10) or 1006 A.H. (MoMim-h
Vmard, III, 286), we may safely suppose him to mean Akbarl

rupees. It must then be clear to the meanest intelligence

that the ratio of this Mahmudl to the Rupee was as 75 to ISO,
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or 5 to 12, which is* practically identical with the value as-

signed to the Surat Mahmudl in the books of the East India
Company.

Let us now look at the matter in another way. The
Akbarl rupee contained about 178 grs of silver of a very high
standard. If this Gujar&t Mahmudl had been of equally good
metal, it should have weighed about 74 grs. =
74^). Now no silver coins of Mahmud [ of that weight are
known, though we have several turning, the scale at 33, 44, 57,

66, 88. and 176 grs. Those ranging from 88 to 80 grs. are

however the commonest. Dr. Taylor had no less than thirty-

one in his collection, and I have myself at least a score. Now
Abul Fazl tells us in a passage which has been cited elsewhere,

that the Gujarat Mahmudls and Muzaffarls were not remark-
able for pimty and wore about 13 per cent below the Akbarl
standard [Ain, Tr. I, 23). But

100 : 88 : : 87 or V * V = VViy = 76 56 grs.

It follows that the pure contents of the Gujarat Coin must
have been about 76 grs. which is very near the first result.

(74*2 grs.)

Mahmudls are mentioned by this author in two other

passages, which though less instructive, leave little room for

doubt that the monetary denomination referred to in them is

the coin of that name struck by the Sultans of Gujarat. For

instance, we are told that during his second visit to Ahmadabftd
in 9J91 A.H., Akbar personally investigated the charge of

extorting 12,000 Mahmudls from Miyftn Sayyadjiu Bukhari
which Mirza ' Aziz Koka had preferred against Shaikh Muzaffar

the Sadr (Lord Almoner) of the* Province. (Abu Turfib, loc,

eit., 88, 1. 16.) As this event occurred in the year. 981 A.H.
the coins in question must have been the issues of the indepen-

dent rulers of the province.

I.«astly, we are informed that A*tab5ru-l-mulk [a Gujarat
noble] had sent 10^000 Mahmudls to Nannu [i.e. the deposed
Sultan Muzaffar III, who was then in hiding at Khorl or

Kherdl in Kattyawftr] and Sher. IQ;i5n Faulftdi for expenses.

[Ibid., 103, 1. 2.)‘

From these notices it is also clear that the silver mintages
of the descendants of Ahmad Shfth remained in circulation even
after the conquest of the province and were called Mahmudls.

As the primary object of these studies is to extract and
bring together under one view all references in the chronicles

to matters of numismatic interest, it is necessary, if only for

the sake of completeness, to set out some other monetary
statements in which this coin-denomination obtrudes itself.

The author of the Tabaqat-i-Akbari writes in his account
of the 29th year of Akbar’s reign [A.H. 992, A*C. 1584].

,
After his second defeat. Muzaffar Gujarfitl retreated

* to the country of Surath Kattygwftr] and rested
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at the town of Gondal, twelve koa from the fort of Jnn&garh.
* * * He gave a lao of Mahmiidis and a Jewelled dagger to
Amin Kh&n Ghorl ruler of Surath, and so won his support.

He gave a similar sum to Jfim Marsal [recte^ Satarsfil] raja of

Jhftlaw&r, who was at the head of a body of troops and clans-

men.” Elliot and Dowson. V, 437-8. Lakhnau Lith. 360.

The facts are mentioned also by BadaonI (Lowe's Tr.

II, 370 ; Text, II, 368), Abul Fazl (Akbarnama, Tr. Ill, 681

;

Text, III, 463) and the author of the Mirat-i Sikandan.
(Fazl Lutfullah’s Trans. 321; Text, 446, 1. 11), the last of

whom adds that Amin l£han took the money but did not give
him any assistance.

I must now' set out another passage in which the Emperor
Jahangir speaks of the type of coin, denominated * Mammoody
of Surat, by the European travellers. In his account of ShAb
JahSn's rebellion (1623 A.C.) we are informed that one of that

Prince’s adherents, to whom the Diarist gives the opprobri-
ous name of T/anatu-l)ah [* Malediction-of-Allah-upon-him’]
hastened from Baroda to Broach. The sons of Himmat Khftn
were in the fort there. Although they did not admit him, yet

they sent him 6,000 MahmUdia by way of maintenance. For
three days .he remained outside the fort of Broach * * and
on the fourth went to Surat by sea * * * As Surat was in

Bi-daulat’s [i e. Shdh Jah&n’s] Jftglr, he took nearly 4 lakhs of

MahmUdia from his officials there, and took possession of

whatever he could by oppression and injustice ” (Tuzuk,
Trans. II, 267.)

But in the following excerpt from the Badiahahnama^ the
term is applied to a very different sort of coin by the author
who wrote about 1650 A.C. That coin is the kon of the Jam
of Nawanagar and the passage is the real source of the state-

ment from the Mirdt-i-Ahmadi which Mr. Master has ad-

vanced in support of his thesis and to which he seems to me
to have attached greater significance than it deserves. *Abdul

Hamid Lahorl writes :

—

And as during the Subadftrl of A'azam KbAn, the

Zemindftr called the JAm had not observed those canons of

obedience which ZemIndArs are bound to, the aforesaid KbAn
marched to chastise him. And when he arrived within seven

koss of NawAnagar * * the JAm took to the road of sub-

mission and having acknowledged his past offences left NawA-
nagar for seeking an interview with the SubadAr * * A'azam
KbAn sent him word that until he promised to pay a fixed

tribute and closed the mint at NawAnagar which was the

centre of his territory and in which he was coining Mahmudis,

he would not be pardoned. The aforesaid ZemindAr finding

submission unavoidable, consented to give 100 Kachhl horses,

to pay three laks of MahmQdls as tribute and to shut up

ji lit. overthrow] his mint.” {Op. cit, II, 231-232.)
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The opening lines of the passage cited by Mr. Master from
the Mirat-i-Ahmad% have been merely copied by the later author
from the work of this contemporary chronicler. The fact of

the matter is that the extract from the Mirdl really consists of

three parts of varying degrees of clarity and historical value.

The first three sentences, from ‘ As the Jam * up to ‘ Mint are,

as I have said, not the author’s own, but borrowed from
•Abdul Hamid. But the statements made therein are, for

that vety reason, entitled to the highest credit. They un-

doubtedly prove that the Nawanagar Korl was called ‘ Mah-
mudl ’ in 1050 A.H But it does not tlierefore follow that it

was the original or archet3^pal Mahrnudi, and there is nothing
in the statement to warrant Mr. Master’s conclusion as to its

exclu.sive or real right to the name. The large amount of the

tribute certainly shows that it was extensively current in or

round about Jamnagar and Junagadh, but this can hardly be
adduced as evidence of its having being the “ standard cur-

rency” in Surat and Broach.

The seven sentences which follow, from ^ It is quite * up to
‘ Rupee *, are an interpolation for which the author of the

Mirat is himself responsible. A glance at the original shows
that it is very loosely and obscurely worded. We arc told

that the operations of the Jam’s mint were suspended only for

a time, that the coining of Mahmudls was resumed at some
unspecitied date, that coins bearing the name of Sultan

Muzaifar were struck by the Jam, and that the new or later

type [ ] of the Nawanagar Korl was called JSmi
because it bore ” the name of the Jam on one side in Hindi

”

The mention of this hybrid type of Muzaffar’s money reminds
him of the real or ” original” Mahmudl and he informs us that

this Oujardt Mdhmudi was also called Changizl in the Zilla

of Baroda, in former times In that IJilla’’, he continues,

the currency, trade transactions- and valuation of tribute * *

are. in that coin.” It is permissible to question the literal

accuracy of this statement without further proof Are we
to believe that the prevalent metallic currency of Baroda, so

late as 1756 A.C. was the Nawanagar Koii or even theGiiJarSt
Saltanat-Mahmudl ? “ Old currency is apt,” I admit, “ to

linger long in the backwaters” of a province, but there are

no grounds for supposing Baroda to have been at this time a
backwater of Gujarat. At any rate, it is extremely hazardous
to accept without extraneous corroboration from independent
sources—and none is, to my knowledge, at least, forthcoming
—a statement of this extraordinary character. As for the
other supposition, implying that \,he Nawanagar Korl was
the standard currency of Baroda in the latter half of the 18th
century, it seems to me unthinkable, and hardly deserving of

serious discussion in the absence of something more positive

than a ca.sual statement of this character.
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It should be remembered that the MiraUi-Akmadi has
never been carefully edited and the lithographed text as well

as all the manuscripts I have seen are full of palpable errors

and demonstrably corrupt. It may be permissible therefore

to suggest that what the author really wrote or meant to write

was that this Changlzt, t.e. Muzaffar Ill’s coin

—

{not theNawft-
iiagar Korl) had been, at some former time, though not in his own,
current in trade transactions, valuations of tribute, etc.” In

other words, is probably an error for and the verb

should be in the past, not present tense. The statement about
the employment of this Mahmudi-ChangIzI as a “ coin of

accGunV" in Ahmadabad in the author’s day is not so unlikely

to be true. There is nothing intrinsically improbable about
it. The last two sentences are matters of common knowledge
and invite no CDmment. We then come to the third and con-

cluding portion of the paragraph. After interjecting these

somewhat irrelevant remarks about his own times, the author
suddenly harks back to those of Shah Jahan I and informs his

readers that a mint had been established at Junagadh for the

melting of MahmudTs, but as the object was, for a reason which
is very obscuVely expressed, not fulfilled, Mir Sabir, the Dlwan
of the Suba had the mint of Junagadh suspended b^ special

Imperial FarmSn. As the authority for this item of informa-

tion is not stated, it is impossible to trace it to its source. It‘

is certainly not taken from the Badishahnama. But there are

fairly good Numismatic grounds for challenging its accuracy.

Now, Mir Sitbir was, according to the author himself, appointed

Dlwan of the Suba in 1048 A.H. (Bombay Lith. J, 223, 1. 4)

and remained in office up to 1st Rab*l 1, 1053 A.H. (Ibid., 230,

ll. 4-6.) The earliest known coins of the JunAgadh Mint are

of 1049-13 (H. N. Wright, I.M. Catalogue, HI, Introd. liv)

and issues of 1060-14 (/fttd., No. 966) 1061-14 (White King
Catalogue, Part III, No. 3810), 1052, 1064, 1057, 1069, 1060,

1062, A.H. are also known. There would thus appear to be
very good reasons for declining to accept unreservedly this

part of the author’s statement. Briefly, it seems to me that

this MirSt passage carries us much less further towards the

solution of the question at issue than has been supposed and
leaves us practically just where we were.

This is all that I can say at present about the matter
and it is of course exceedingly unsatisfactory. But I must,

before leaving the subject, beg permission to record the

impression that the problem will be solved only when a coin

or coins of the Gujarfit-fabric type with the Hindi legend at

the bottom clearly decipherable is found. I may say that

such a coin was brought to me by a local dealer several years

ago and that, to the best of my recollection, the words in

Devanagarl were ’Shn Fardi or Bhardi Rfti’. 1 cannot say
if this was intended to be a transliteration of the titular
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designation—Bharjl—of the Hindu rulers of BaglAna. Unfor-
tunately, I was not then able to realise the full value of my
find, and it must be left t6 some more lucky or competent
connoisseur to secure the prize which I allowed to slip out of

my hands.



IX. MINT REGULATIONS,
The Mughal mintages in gold as well as silver were all

hammered and not milled, and they also contained, as I have
shown in detail elsewhere, a much smaller proportion of alloy

than either the English sovereign or the British Indian rupee.

But they were, for these very reasons, much sooner worn and
more liable to clipping or ‘sweating.’ “ Unprincipled men,'*

Abul FazI complains, “ cause a great deal of mischief by rub>

bing down the coin, or by employing similar methods ; and
in consequence of the damage done to the nation at large. His
Majesty continually consults experienced men * * and
issues new regulations in order to prevent such detrimental

practices.” Tr. 1. 32.) The historian then proceeds to

give at great length the conflicting orders which had been
passed by Akbar’s finance ministers, in the 27th, 29th, 31st,

34th, and 36th years of the reign. I do not propose to swell

out my pages with these out-of-date and tedious minutiae,

especially as they can be read by any one fond of such
studies in Blochmann’s excellent version. It will suffice to cite

the most salient features of the ordinance promulgated by
Shah Fath'Ulla ShlrazI (otherwise styled ‘Azdu-d-daula) in the
29th year Ilahl. We are informed that on the 18th of Mihr
of that year ” a royal order was issued that on themtiAr^, as fq,r

as three, grains, and on the rupees as far as six grains [these arc
not Troy grains but rice-grains of which 8 or 10 went to a
surkb or rati] short weight, no account should be taken, but
that they should be reckoned of full weight. If muhrs were
still less, they should make a deduction for the deficiency, ^

The value of a muhr that was one surkb deficient, was put
down as 355 dams and a fraction ; and hence they valued the
price of one surkb of coined gold at the low rate of four dams
and a fraction. * * ‘Azadu-d-daulah also fixed the
value of the round rupee, when of full weight or not less than
one surkbf at forty dams

;

* * and deducted for a deficiency

of two surkbs [not two d&ms as Todar Mai had done, but] only
one dftm and a fraction {Ain, Tr. I, 33-4). See also Badaoni,
Tr. II. 393 ; Akbarnama^ Trans. III. 564-5.

There is in the same work another long chapter with the
heading, “ The Profit of the dealers in gold and silver.” It

occupies nearl}' two pages and it would be waste of time
and space to reproduce its tiresome details in this article.

Its “leading results,” besides, have been already extracted and
presented in tabular form by Edward Thomas, in the Ghronidea

(pp. 426-7.) The gist of this lengthy disquisition is that the

Mui^al system was a system qf “free coinage” in all the
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metals. Any individual was at liberty to bring gold, silver,

or copper to the mint, where it was brought up to the Imperial
standard of purity and converted into coin on the owner
defraying the actual cost of coinage and paying to the State a
small royalty’' or seigniorage. This seigniorage will be found,

by any one who analyses the figures, to have been about 5|
per cent all round on the value of the metal.

It may be permissible to add that there is in this chapter
a casual mention of the Dehl! Tanka which was worth two
dams or the twentieth part of the Akbarl rupee. As the

passage itself has been cited and discussed in my article on
the ‘ Muradi Tanka ^ in Num. Supp. XXVIII (pp. 89-90), it

is hardly necessary to do more than refer to the matter in

this paper.

The late Mr. W. Irvine published in the Proceedings of

the Asiatic Society of Bengal in 1898 some mint-rules, of the
time of FarrukhsiyaT (d. 1126 A.H.) which he had found in a

small w'ork of only nineteen folios called Hidayaiud-qavaid.

Unfortunately, there is nothing particularly interesting or in-

formative in them. {Loc, cit.^ pp. 149-52.)

Some useful details relative to the working of the nu-

merous Central India mints towards the beginning of the nine-

teenth century will be found in Sir John Malcolm’s ' Central

India.’ (Reprint, 1880, Vol. II, 66-70.)



X. THE HEAVY COINS OF
JAHANGIR.

The mintages of the hrst six years of the reign of Jahan*
gir present several distinctive features which have arrested
the attention of coin -collectors. The extraordinary method
of dating adopted on the Sallml issues has been satisfactorily

elucidated by Dr. Taylor, but the metrology of the ‘Heavy’
Muhrs and Rupees which turn the scale at about 202 or 210
grains and 212 or 221 grains has, to my knowledge, never been
clearly expounded by those who have discussed the subject.

There are two references to these abnormal issues in the
Emperor’s own ‘Memoirs,’ but their real meaning has been
obscured by the errors of copyists. They are, when properly

construed and commented on, most illuminating, and will be
found quoted below in the original Persian as well as in their

English garb.

After mentioning the Twelve Institutes or Rules of Con-

duct ( which he promulgated immediately after

his accession for the guidance of his officers, he says :

—

3 1
;

31 lyf J ^1, ,i SjA <JtM J iM

j CT^

^ 1^ ^ y

^ yy (/•J* j^\

1 ** The Danturu 1-* Afnal is a body of instroctionB and tables for the

use of native revenue officers under the Mahomedan Government.*'
(Jarrett, Ain, Trans. II, 89 n. See also Elliot, Supplemental Glossary,

Ed. Beames, IT, 156). The * Oovetnmeni OazeUe ’ issued every month
in the feudatory State of JunCgadh is still called Da9i€rthl- *Amal, Accor-
ding to Steingass, Dcutiir means * original of a book, record, formula, or

any writing of authority to which people have recourse.' (Persian-

English Diet, s.v.)
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AUa P -M J %£^SJ
iS9)

i2A4«t c?)5 iii^j iSj^^

i}*^^ ^3, P %Z^ jjjft-0 «»>^ MiJi) y[;J )d

e^*;y 5 e^!;:?* (^ 3^

Tuzuk-i-Jahan^ti, ed. Savyad Ahmad Klian, Aligarh

1864, p. 5, 1. 8,

This is thus rendered by Mr. A. Rogers :

—

*'At a propitious hotir I ordered that they should coin

gold and silver of different weights. To each coin 1 gave a

separate name; * * to the Muhv of 1 tola, that of Ntir-

jahani. The half of this I called Nuranl, and the quarter,

rawaji. With regard to the silver coins (sikkas) I gave to the

coin of * * * 1 tola, the name of jahangiri, the half jahangiri

I called Suliant ;
the quarter, Nisari (showering-money)

;
the

dime Khair-i-qabul (the acceptable) ‘ * * On the AVr-yaAowi,

which is in the place of the ordinary gold Muhr and exceeds

it in weight by 20 per cent (as 12 to 10) is impressed this

couplet of the Amlru-1-umara [Sharif IQian]

:

ShAh Nuru-d-din Jahangir ibn Akbar Padshah.
Made gold’s face bright with the sheen of sun and moon.

Accordingly, a hemistich was impressed on each face, and also

the mint, and the Hijra and regnal year. l"he jahangiri sikka,

also, which is greater in weight by 20 per cent, was reckoned
as equal to a rupee, its weight being fixed in the same manner
as that of the Nur-jahani (each Avas a fola in weight, but one
was in gold and the other was in silver). The weight of a tola

is 2^ misqals of Persia and Turan.
Op. cit., Trans. Rogers and Beveridge, I, 11-12.

The sum and substance of this is that, on coming to the

throne, Jahangir gave new names to the gold and silver coins

of the realm and that he issued orders for the striking of a

Muhr called Nur-jahani which was twenty per cent heavier

than the ordinary Muhr [ ^ silver coin

called the Sikka-i-Jahangiri (not Sujnya-i-Jahangiri) which
was greater in w^eight by 20 per cent than the Akbari Rupee.
When Mr. Rogers makes his author say that the heavier coin

“was reckoned equal to a rupee,” we must take leave to

doubt the accuracy of his rendering. If the standard of silver

in both was the same—and the Emperor does not say anything

to the contrary—it is impossible to understand how coins of

such different weights could have been ‘reckoned equal’, that

is, have had the same exchange-value. Jahangir was not a

1 Mr. Whitehead's rendering, * May these alms be accepted (by
God *) P.M.C. Introd. zxv, is much better.
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ruler etidowed with extraordinary ability or knowledge, but
he must have known that two pieces of equally good silver

could not, by sny legislative sanction, be made to possess

parity of value, if one of them was one-fifth heavier than the
other. He could scarcely have meant to say anysuch thing,

and on turning to the original, we find that the translator has
misunderstood his author. All that the Emperor really says
is that “the Sikka-i-jahanglrl (the new silver piece) became

current or acquired vogue [ l ] in place of [ J the

Rupee” [ ]• All that he means is that the new sikka

bore the same relation to the old rupee and supplanted it as

the Nurjahdnl Muhr bore to the old or Ordinary Muhr of which

it was the substitute The fact of the

matter was, and there is abundant proof of it forthcoming
from contemporary documents of unimpeach£tble authority,

tliat these Jahangln Sikkas were not “ reckoned equal ” to the

old rupees but that five of the heavier rupees were generally

worth six of the Akbarl rupees. This is just the ratio we
should expect and is in exact accordance with the dilTeience

in weight.

The Emperor then quotes the ipsissima verba of the

metrical legend composed especially for these new issues by
bis friend and Wzir, the Amiru-l-umara. It will be noticed

that this is identical with the couplet found on some of the

‘heavv' muhrs and rupees in our public and private collec-

tions. ‘ (R.M.C. 290, 292-4, 402, I.M.C. 588, 589, 697, 698,

699 ;
P.MC. 911, 914-916; Lucknow M.C. 1196, 1306, 1482.

1547. etc.)

The second reference is in the Diary of the sixth year of

the reign and is thus .worded in (Sir) Sayyad Ahmad’s edition.

J^ij y

<3^ j

j jl«> jfi iXib i| Aw
y V y t y ^

« 0J^l> j
Text, 96, 1. 1.

Mr. Rogers’ rendering is as follows :

—

“ At the time of ray accession, 1 had increased weights

and measures (lit. gaz), viz. to the extent of three ratls (small

weights ecjual to eight barley-corns) in the weight of muhrs
and rupees. At this time, it was represented to me that in

mercantile transactions it would be for the convenience of the
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people that muhrs and rupees should be of the same weight
as previously. As in all affairs the contentment and ease of

the people are to be looked to, I gave en order that from the
present day, that is, the 11th Urdibihisht in the 6th year of
my reign, they should strike muhrs and rupees of the former
weight in all the mints of my dominions.** Trans.
I, 197.

There is something palpably wrong in the first sentence
of this extract. We have just found the writer declaring that
in the first year of his reign he had made the new muhrs and
rupees 20 per cent heavier than the ordinary coins of that
name. And now he is made to assort that the increase per

unit amounted to onl^^ three ratls (
s*»). The two state-

ments are obviously irreconcilable. The maximum or theore-

tical weight of the ordinary muhr was, Abul Fazl tells us, 11

mashas= 88 ratls; the issue weight of the rupee was 11

J

mEshas or 92 ratls; 20 per cent of 88 ratls =17*6 ratls; 20
p.c. of 92 ratls = 18-4 ratls.

It is now more tJian twenty-five years since C. J. Rodgers
called attention to the difficulty in an article in the Proceed-

ings of the Asiatic Society of Bernal, in which he cited this

"exceedingly valuable passage.” At the same time, he can-
didly said that he did not know what to make of it.

* * Three
ratls,** he wrote, **i8 an ordinary variation in rupees from
wear and tear, as can be seen from a casual glance at any Coin
Catalogue, and such a -small amount would inconvenience no

body. The word for 3 in Persian is s^. I propose to change

it to or 30. I find that 30 rati seeds gathered by me on the

field of Kurukshetra weigh 44 grains, and 44 is the difference

between 176 and 220. 1 find, how^ever, that 30 rati seeds

gathered by me at Nurpur in the Ktogra District weigh 54
grains, so that we must know what kind of ratls were in use

in Agra, where probably Jahangir held his court. Suppose we
alter the word rati to masha, then three masha are equal to

24 ratis. Now, 24 Nurpur ratis draw exactly 44 grains. * * *

1 think the word should be masha, and not rati. Ratls are

never used for weighing things that are a masha in weight,

only for weighing fractional parts of the masha. Both
methods of correcting the text agree with the weights of rupees

in our collections. * The difference in the weights of the

mohurs is not the same as the difference in the rupees, 210-

168 = 42 grains. It is, however, near enough. Some of the

early mohurs were only 202 grains. As those in the Lahore
Museum are as fresh as if they had come from the mint
^yesterday, we may say that that was their original weight.

Afterwai^s they rose to 210 grains.** Proceedings of the Asiatic

Society of Bengal^ 1894, p. 91.
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It may be truly said that Rodgers has stated the problem
with considerable clarity of expression, though he failed to

solve it. Why was the difference in the weights of the muhrs
not the same as the difference in the rupees ? Why did the

early muhrs and rupees weigh only 202 and 212 grs. respective-

ly and the later coins 212 and 220 grs. ? Is it not possible

to find a clue to these successive augmentations ?

These questions, it is the object of this paper to answer.

The textual difficulty has been solved hy Mr. H. Beveridge
in the light of the excellent India Office MSS. of the TuzvJc,

The numismatic problem did not appeal to him and he has

not cared to attack it. He writes in a Note :

—

“The I.O. MSS. have a different reading here. They say

nothing about three rails. What the}^ say is, ' At this time,

1 had made some increase in the amounts of weights and
measures. For instance, I added one-fourth (Siwd'i) to the

weight of the muhrs and rupees. The sih rati of text is a

mistake for sitod'i.*
”

Rogers and Beveridge, Trans. I, 460 (Errata and Ad-

denda).

There can be little doubt that this is the true reading, and

that was the word that the Imperial i
recorder of his

own innovation wrote. The increment referred to had not

been or or a^U but ym • i.e. an addition

of 26 per cent had been made some time before the date of writing

(t.€. VI R.Y.) in the weight of the muhr and rupee.

Thus understood, there is an apparent difficulty in the

passage which demands notice. Jahdngir tells us in the first

of our quotations that the increase was of only 20 per cent,

and now we are informed that it was not 20 but 25 per cent.

The discrepancy is, obvious, but the two statements, are, for

all that, not irreconcilable. The explanation is that f he Far-

man, for raising the weight by 20 per cent only, was promul-

gated immediately after the accession, and it is this increase

that is recorded in our first quotation. Sometime afterwards,

a further addition of 5 per cent was sanctioned and it is this

subsequent or later augmentation of 25 (20 4- 5) per cent which

is alluded to in the second extract. The imperial autobiogra-

pher has, with characteristic indifference to precision of state-

ment,^ omitted to record when this second increment was first

J Mr. Beveridge does not seem to have been aware of Hawkins

statement on the subject, which is hereafter cited. It is absolutely

conclusive on the point, and must extinguish the last sparks of doubt in

reference to the proposed emendation.
* Mr. Beveridge complains in his Notes to the English Translatioji

of the Tuzuh that Jahangir is often obscure (I, 54, 65, 60, 126, 241, 276,

353. 387, 403» 442; II, 108, 116, 122, 178, 241) or inaccurate (1, 9, 19,

10 77, 232, 280, 307 , 324. 418; IT, 58, 185. 228). Ho stands charged also
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introduced. He refers to it now, only in a casual way, while

mentioning the reasons which led him to withdraw the new
issues of both types, and revert to the standard established by
his father.

In a word, the two passages do not speak of one and the

same type of ‘ Heavy Coins,’ but of two distinct and easily

distinguishable types. The first passage relates to the muhrs
weighing between 200 and 202 grains, and the rupees which
turn the scale at 210-212 grains. They are the coins which
were one-fifth heavier than the similar issues of Akbar. The
ordinary miihr of Akbar was about 170 grains; of 170 = 34,

and 170 + 34 = 204 gis. The ordinary rupee of Akbar weighed,

approximately, 178 grs.‘
;
^ of 178 = 35| and 178 + 35| = 213|

grs.

The gold -pieces of Jahangir which draw 210 and 211 grs.

and the silver coins which mount up to 220 and even 221

grains are the issues referred to in the second extract. They
are the coins which were one-fourth (Satvd'l) heavier; 170 +
(170 -7- 1) = 170 + 42i = 212i grs. ; 178 f (178 1) = 178 + 44^ =
222J grs.

Briefly, there i.s nothing arbitrary or lawless about the

metrology of those pieces. The variations are methodical and
systematic and the weights of all the four kinds of coins be-

come perfectly intelligible in the light of this explanation.

That explanation may be safely relied upon as it is founded
on the statements of the Emperor himself The true meaning
of these statements have, it is true, been for various reasons

obscured, but the veil has now fallen. The two types of coins

can bo now unmistakably differentiated. They belong to two
distinct periods and represent tw-o different augmentations of

20 and 25 p.c. respectively.

There is in the Journal of William Hawkins, a passage

which show's that he was cognizant of the distinction and had
formed very clear notions of the differences between the two
types The Captain landed at Surat on 24th August, 1608

with tho suppression of facts (I, 166, 174, 192 ; II, 108). The translator

further points out that there are frequent errors even in the serial

reckoning of tho Week-days. (I, 139, 340, 403; II, 47,53, 60, 192) wd
that the Imperial arithmetician often commits mistakes in the addition

and multiplication of number.s. (I, 96, 408).
• Mr. Lane Poole (B.M.C. Introd. Ixxvi) ; Mr. Brown (L.M.C. 1,

40) and some other writers have postulated for tho common Akbari

Muhr a theoretical or issue weight of 170 grs. and for the Rupee one of

180 grs. But there U a difficulty in accepting tho latter view'. Abul
Kail says that ‘the mint standard of the Muhr was 11 mashas and that

of the Rupee llj. If then tho Muhr is supposed to have weighed 170

grs. and tho Rupee 180, tho half-masha would have to be taken at 10 grs.

the whole masha at 20 and the tola at 240 grs.—an absolutely inad-

missible proposition.
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A.C., and left soon after for Agra, where the Emperor then
w^as iii residence. He sta3'ed there up to November, 1611
(Ramzan, 1020 A.H.), when he turned his face homewards,
got on board Sir H. Middleton’s ship in Januarj', 1612, and
died on the passage from the Cape.

He appears to have procured from a source which he does
not specify, an account of the Treasure of Jahangir. After
mentioning at some length, -the different kinds of phenomenal
pieces in both metals of which this treasure principally con-
sisted, he says :

—

Of a certaine money that is called Savoy ' which is a
Tola

i-.
Of these there are two leekes. Of Sagaries, whereof

five make six toles, there is one lecke. More should have been
coj'iied of this stampe, but the contraiy was commanded.”
The Hawkins’ Voyages, ed. C. R. Markham, 1878 (Hakluyt
Society), pp. 421-2.

There cannot be an^y difficulty in identifying the silver

money called ‘‘Savoy which is a tola
.J

” with tlie Saiva’i rupees

alluded to in the second of the two passages from the Tuzuk.
Hawkins was in Agra during almost the whole period in which
they M'ould seem to have been issued, and he left the capital

about six months after the^' ceased to be struck
|
Ardlbihisht

VI R.Y. = April-May, 1611 A.C.]. It may be also said with

confidence that the ‘Sagaries whereof five make sixe toles* are

the Jahangir! Sikka of the first extract,^ which w^ere only 20

per cent or one- fifth heavier than the Akbarl rupees. He
say^s that ‘ More should have been coyned of this stampe, but
the contrary was commanded,’ w^hich is perfectly correct, for

they were superseded about the fourth year of the reign- as

will presently appear—by the still heavier coins of the SavjS'i

scale of weight.

But there are several other refeicnces to both these types

of Rupees in the contemporary European travellers and the

* SawH^t, lit. •one and a quarter’, from Sa=with and pa=:one-foiirth

(Belsare, Gujarati-English Dictionary, a.v.) The word occurs frequently

in the Correspondence edited by Mr. William Foster in the analogous
sense of * a discount, abatement or allowance of 25 per cent made In the

weight or price of goods, English Factories in India 1018-1021, pp. 194;

204, 253. The spelling in all these passages is almost the same as that

of Hawkins, • Savoye.'
^ Hawkins got on board Sir Henry Middleton’s ship in January, 1012

and sailed to Bantam. He died on the passage from the Cape. His
Journal was made up from his papers and published after his death in

England. The Oriental words and names were sadly blundered by the

English printers of the 17th century, and some of the worst of the

w

errors arc unfortunately retained and passed over without condition in

the Hakluyt Society’s edition. Thus we find ’Vybeek* for ‘Uzbek*

(p. 410),* Vinera ’ for ‘ Umra * (p. 419), ‘ Trasses ’ for ‘ farrashes' (p. 420)

Attabase ’ for • Allabas ’ (p. 427), ‘ Arauna ’ for • Rana * (p. 427). There
is therefore nothing to be surprised at in the transformation of Jangtrie*

into Sagaries,
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correspondence of the English East India Company. The
earliest is of the year 1616.

Thomas Mitford writes from Ajmer to his masters in

London, 26 March, 1616, as follows:

—

“ Of valuations of moneys there be divers sorts, but those

most in use, viz. Roupies Jangers of 100 pisas which goeth

four for 6ve ordinary roupies called Cassanes, and we value

them at 2s. 4d. per piece.

Cecaus [Sikkas] of Amdavars [Ahmadabad] which goeth

for 86 pisas, challenes [chalani] of Agra which goeth for 83

pisas, and divers other sorts, but by reason that Jangers and

Cassanes [kbazana] are most used, we do keep our valuation,

as is above said, they being net, having the Dusturye taken

out of them which is a custom of this country.**

Letters Received by the English East India Company,
ed. W. Foster, III, 87.

It is clear that Mitford*s * Jangers* [Jahangirls] which

went ‘four for 6ve ordinary roupies* and were worth ‘100

pisas *
^ [half-dams] were the * Savoy * of Hawkins—the rupees

of the second or heavier type The ordinary rupees he calls

IQiaz&nas—because they were generally two or three years or

more old and were brought out on emergencies from the

Treasury. The sikkas or new rupees of the current year of

the Ahmadabad mint were worth three picejor half-dams more
than the chaianis of Agra—the ordinary coins which were

up to the average in weight and standard. Tf they were

debased, clipped, sweated or otherwise doctored, an agio, dm-
turt or batta (Guj. Va^v) had to be paid.

My next quotation is from Sir Thomas Roe^s Journal.

“November 26 [1616]. Hither came Master Gowther from
the carauan despatched from Agra, of whom I received that

the Plauge ® wrb violent, and that the last bills were made up

1 Dusturye— that commission or percentage on the money passing

in any cash transaction which * * * sticks to the fingers of the agent o

payment.” (Yule and Burnell, Hobson-Jobson a.v.). Here, however, it

seems to bo used for the customary ctgio or Baita [Va^v] or discount on
coins not current or of short weight. (See f6td. a.v. Batta). One of the

many meanings of Dcutur is 'Custom* and Daaturl is any "customary
fee, tax- or percentage** (Steingass, a.v.) or perquisite claimable by
established usage.

2 The word is hero used for the half-dSm. European writers of the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries sometimes employ it for the whole
dftm, at others for its moiety. When William Peyton says (Purchas I,

530* or Foster, Letters Received, JIT, 301), that the pice was ” a Copper
Coyne” which weighed ** twelve Drammes” [avoirdupois], he means the

full dam. But when Fryer declares that the [English East India
” Company's accounts are kept in Book-rate Pice, viz. 32 to the

Mam[oodee] and 80 Pice to the Rupee ’* (New Account, Ed. Crooke. 11.

126), he has in his mind the half-dam.
5 Jahftngir tells us that this plague broke out in the tenth year

of his reign (March 1015-0 A.C.) in the PanjSb and spread to Sahrind and
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to be payd at 45 days’ sight, so that they were enforced, for
dispatch, to give so many Jangiers for their own money.”

Embassy, Ed. W. Foster, II, 352.

Once more he writes on 18 December, 1617 :
“ Ffe [Fetti-

place] urdgeth keeping credit so pressively, and it is of such
consequence to us, that I have sould the great Pearle for 12000
rupees, without abatement to bee payd 10000 Jangeries in

Agra; which mony I have made up.” Ibid
,
II, 456.

Now if 10,000 Jangeries [Jahangirls] were equal to 12,000
common or “ Khazana rupees, i,e, the ordinary currency at
Ahmadabad,” as Mr. Foster puts it {ibid,^ Note), it is clear

that five Jahangirls were equal to six common rupees. Else-

where, Roe estimates this Jahanglrl rupee at 2s, Id, (Original

Correspondence No. 610, apud Foster, ibid
,

Tl, 352, Note),

while the ordinary rupee is calculated at 2^. 2d of English
money. (Ibid., I, 239.) This gives a ratio of 31 : 26 which is

practically identical with that of 6 to 5.

There is another allusion also to these rupees in Roe’s
unpublished Accounts, from which it appears that on a certain

occasion when the Mogul (i.c. Jahangir) presented him with a
‘cupp of Gold of mingled wyne,’ he was obliged to give “to
the King’s wayters of the Guzellchan”' [Ghusal khana| 36
JahSnglrl rupees. (Ibid., I. 256 and M, 335, Note.)

Robert Hughes writes from Agra to the East India

Company on 18th December, 1617, that he had paid ”11®

Jahanger ruppes per camel to carry nine maunds (of indigo]

to Surat [from Agra], and to arrive there in fifty days.”

Foster, Letters Received, VI, 238.

William ” Biddulph, in a letter to the Company, dated

February 15th, 1618, values the Jahangir rupee at 2s, 6d.”

Foster, Embassy of Sir Thomas Roe, II, 352, Note
More than six years afterwards (26 October, 1624), the

Labor factors write thus to the President and Council of

Surat.

On the 17th inst. sent a Setonbaratt to Agra for rupies

Dehli. {Ttizuk, Tr, I, 330.) In the twelfth year, it had taken firm hold

of the Country (I, 442) and was at its height in Agra in the 13th 1618-9

A C.) II, tt, 66.
> Lit, Bath-room. “It is in this place,’* writes Bernier, “ that the

king seated in a chair, his Omrahs standing around him, grants more
private audiences to his officers, receives their reports and deliberate.^ on
important affairs of State.” Travels, Ed. Constable and Vincent Smith,

(1914), p. 266. Shah JahSn ordered the name to be disused and called

it Diwan-i-Khaa. The reason of the earlier appellation was that Akhar
had a bathroom in this part of the Agra palace. Roe (Embassy, 1,

196, 202), Mundy (Travels, II, 201), Mandolslo (Voyages, p. 49) and
others frequently refer to it.

2 The learned editor of the Correspondence, Mr. Foster, leaves

this word unexplained. It appears at first sight to liavo something to

do with BaraL assignment, draft, cheque (Steingass, Persian-English
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Jehangeeries 9476. This inolades 3000 rupes Casana [Khazana]
belonging to Mr. Morris Abbot for three emeralds ^of his sold

to Asaf Khan.”
English Factories in India, 1624-1629, Ed. W. Foster,

p. 33.

A little more than two years later (6 November, 1626),

Robert Tottle at Sirhind, writing to John Bangham at Labor
explains that in writing for bills for 10,000 or 12,000 rupees he
meant 10,000 * rupes dangers which is small twelve thousand.’

English Factories, tbtd., 149.

If “ 10000 rupes dangers” were equal in exchange-value to

small twelve thousand,” in 1626 A.C., it is obvious that the

heavy rupees continued to remain in circulation up to almost
the very end of the Emperor’s reign.

Lastly, there is in the ‘ Voyage to East India,’ first pub-
lished in 1655, of Edward Terry, Roe’s chaplain, an account
of Indian coins, in which there is a reference to these heavy
rupees. He writes :

—

“ They call their pieces of silver Roopees, of which there

are some of divers values, the meanest worth two shillings and
three pence, and the best two shillings and nine pence- sterling.

By these they account their estates and payments.”
Op. cit., Ed. 1777, p. 119.

Elsewhere, he tells us that he gave '*a roopee, in our
money two shillings and nine-pence ” as solatium or hush-money
to a servant who had been maltreated by a hot-brained

Englishman of their company. Ibid ^ 167.

Now if the ‘ meanest’ or ordinary rupee was worth 2«. 3d.,

its ratio to the one which he values at 2s, 9d. was that of

27 : 33, i.s. 9 ; 11 or 99 : 121, which is, to all intents and pur-

poses, the same as that of 100 to 120. Terry’s best rupees,

therefore, must have been no other than the ‘ Jangeries ’ or
‘ Jangiers ’

' mentioned by Roe and others, of which five went
as far as six ordinar}^ ones.

Dictionary, a,v.). But it is more probably an early Anglo-Indian cor-

ruption of Sola bardar, Sontd bardar—*‘*an attendant who carries a silver

bludgeon about two or three feet long in his hand and runs before the
palkee.'* (Glossary in Gladwin’s Revenue Accounts, 1796, p. 126)

The word is not in Hobson-Jobson, but it occurs twice in Mrs. Meer
Hussun All’s * Observations on the Mussulmans of India ’ (Ed. Crooke,

1917), pp. 47, 260, and is explained by the Editor as ** a bearer of the
silver stick or mace,” p. 47, Note.

1 There is a statement of similar import in De Last's De Imperio
Magni Mogolia which was published in 1631. ** ‘Argentea autem per
Rupias, quae communiter valent duos solidos et novem denarios Angl-
interdum etiam tantum duos,* that is to say, the rupee was ordinarily
worth 2s. 9d. but sometimes only 2s.” A few lines further down, De
La6t values * * * the rupee at 2s. 3d.” (V. A. Smith, ‘the Treasure
of Akbar,* J.R.A.S. 1916, p. 238). Here, as in Terry, the author or his

'informant appears, in speaiung of the 2s. 9d, rupee to have had in mind
th4 heavy JahSngIr! Rupee.
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It might be as well to formulate the net result of these
concurrent and mutually corroborative statements in the
following propositions :

—

(i) There wore two distinct varieties of these issues and
each of them had its own scale of weights.

(ii) In the first or earlier variety, the pieces in both
metals were only one-fifth heavier than the ordinary muhr and
rupee of Akbar. The maximum weight of the new muhr was
about 204 grains, that of the new Jahangir'i Sikka. about 214
grains.

(iii) In the second or later variety, the issues in both
metals were one-fourth heavier than the ordinary muhr and
rupee of Akbar. The theoretical issue weight of this muhr
was 212| grains, that of the corresponding silver coin 222| grs.

or thereabouts.

(iv) The standard of fineness was retained at the old

level, and was exactly the same in all. The coins, therefore,

exchanged in the proportion of their met^illic contents.

(v) The ordinary rupees were called IChazana, Chalani,

and by other names. Both types of the new silver coins were

popularly known as Jaihdn^ns, in spite of the difierence in

weight and value, and the designation is indiscriminately

applied to both, by the European writers. The Jangeries of

Roe and Tottle were the coins of the earlier and less heavy
type

;
the ‘ Jangers ’ of Mitford belonged to the second or

more heavy type. These last, however, were, by those who
cared for precision of nomenclature, distinguished, by the

appellation Savoye [Sawd^i] from the others, to which the

epithet Jahangiti was then restricted.

(vi) Though the mints were forbidden to strike either of

these Heavy types in the sixth year, they continued to be

employed in commercial transactions up to the very end of the

reign.

There is still one question which remains unanswered. It

is, ‘ When, or at what point of time in the reign were the orders

for issuing the second or satva^i type of coins issued ' ? The
words used by Jahangir himself in this connection [ ' at this

time/ fbi >3 ] are exceedingly vague and may be interpreted

as one pleases. The European evidence also throw's no light

on the matter. We have, therefore, to fall back upon the

coins preserved in our Museums. In the circumstances, it is

fortunate that they speak with no uncertain voice. A glance

at the British Museum Catalogue is sufficient to indicate that

this took place in the beginning of the fourth year of the reign,

which commenced on the I4th of Zl-l-hajja 1017. Only one

Satva^i coin of an earlier date is known—P.M.C., 1093. It

weighs 221 grains, and displays the figures 1017-3. If the

reading is correct and there is no mistake (r and r* are liable
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to be mistaken on coins), the point of bifurcation would have
to be placed somewhere in the latter part of the third year.

Jahftnglr informs us that the order for stopping the
further issue of Sawa'is was promulgated on 11 Ardlbihisht VI,
R. but a Labor Satua*% of Tlr is known (P.M.C. 1104). It may be
also added that the mints of Tatta, Qandabar and Kashmir
continued to strike Heavy Rupees of the first or early type up
to the 5th (1019 A.H.), 7th and even 8th years (1021 A.H.)
respectively (P.M.C. 1004-6, 1035-6 and 1074-7; L.M.C.
1548-9.)

In this connection, it is necessary to advert to another
point which is not unlikely to arrest the attention of and
perhaps perplex the reader. The Emperor says that the new
muhr to which he gave the name of Nur Jahani was of one
tola and he adds by wny of gloss that the tola was 2^ current

Misqdls of Iran and Turan (Text, 5, 1. 27). ^ k

Now we know that this first or earlier variety of the
Heavy Muhr weighed between 200-2 grains, and it is.common
knowledge that the tola of Akbar was, at the most, only about
186 grs. But the Emperor also informs us that the tola was
equal to current ( ) Misq&ls of Iran (Persia) and
Turan. The question then is what was the weight of this

Misqal ? A full discussion of the matter would be a task of
extreme complexity and would take me beyond the scope of

this inquiry. It will suffice to say that it is ordinarily

reckoned at about 72 grs. Fryer gives ' 96 miscolles^ as equal
to the pound avoirdupois of 7,000 grs. (A New Account of

East India and Persia, Ed. 1698, p. 406.) This would make
the Misqal equal to grs. 72|^. Jonas Hanway reckons 80.

9116 MisqSls to the pound troy of 5,760 grs. (Travels, Ed. 1763,
II, 21). This gives a value of 71*18 grs. for the Misqal and
this is accepted by Mr. R. S. Poole (Coins ‘of the Shahs of

Persia, Introd., p. Ixi) who adopts for practical purposes, the
standard of 72 grs. But like almost all old units of measure
and weight, the Misqal has fluctuated considerably from time
to time and place to place. The jeweller Tavernier who.se

business it was to make himself thoroughly conversant with the
current coins and jewellers’ and goldsmiths’ weights of the
countries in which he traded tells us that six

|
Persian] melscals

make one Once (French). Travels, Ed. Ball, I, 399.

Now a French ounce was 482*312 grs. Troy; the Migqgl
would then be equal to 80 385 grs. Troy. (Ibid., I, 418 ) But
if the Misqal was 80 grs., Migqals or one Tola would be =
200 grs. and this is strangely enough the actual weight of the
first or earlier type of the heavy muhr.

But it is not impossible that Tavernier was labouring
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under some misapprehension and one cannot help suspecting
that the Emperor is speaking loosely without making any
conscious attempt at exactness. This would be by no means
inconsistent with his own character, or that of his Journal.
I have already pointed out in a note that this latter, though
substantially correct and reliable, and abounding in minute
and interesting details, is full also of conflicting and contra-
dictory statements, arithmetical lapses and errors of omission
and commission in reference to all sorts of matters.

But a third explanation also is just conceivable. There
is reliable contemporary evidence, both European and in-

digenous, for believing, as I have shown in another note, that

this Emperor raised the weight of the seer which had been 30
dams in the time of his father (Atn, Tr. I, 38, 134) to 36 dams,
an augmentation of exactly 20 pc. (Tuzuk, Trans. II, 108).

We also know that he introduced a Jahanglrl gaz or .yard

which was about ten fingers longer than the Ilahl gaz.

The tola was a fraction of the seer, and it is not in-

conceivable, that a Jahanglrl tola was introduced side by side

with the Jahanglrl seer and gaz. If its weight was in the

neighbourhood of 220 grs. and if the misqal is supposed, pace

Tavernier, to have been as much as 80 grains, we should
have a very close approximation to the actual weight of the

existing specimens of the Muhr of the first issue.' But those

are conjectures and hypothese.s of secondary importance. The
main thing is the clue to the weights of the pieces and that

we have now in our hands.

Before concluding this dissertation on the metrology of

these abnormal issues, it may be proper to inquire if .the utter-

ing of rupees and muhrs of the normal or Akbarl weight was
expressly countermanded or silently discontinued during the

six years in which their heavier counterparts or substitutes had
vogue. The. Emperor himself says nothing explicitly on the

matter, and we are left to answer the question solely on the

basis of the Numismatic evidence. This seems to indicate that

the striking of silver and gold pieces of the old type was
extremely rare, if not altogether suspended during the first six

years of the reign.

Leaving out of account the exceptional SaUml coins which

have no bearing on the point, the only specimens known can

be counted on one’s fingers. A muhr struck at Agra in 1018-5

and weighing only 165 grs. was published by Mr. Delmerick in

J A S.B., 1876, p. 292. An Akbarnagar rupee of l()17-Tir is

registered in the P.M.C. (No. 951) which draws only 176 grs.,

1 The Akbari tola was about 186 grs. .Now or f of 186= LLia.5=:223

J. But the Muhr was ^ JthB of the tola and of 223 i
= = ^04 ;

grs.—which is very near the actual weight of .the earlier or loss heavy
type.
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and Mr. Nelson Wright has catalogued two others (I.M.C.

644-6} which issued from the same distant atelier in 1019 A.H.
(6 R.) and turn the scale at 178 grs. A rupee of the old

weight 175 grs. appears to have emanated from Elichpur also

in 1016 A.H. Now taking the catalogues of the three largest

collections of Mu|^al Coins in the world, wc find (excluding

the Salimi series), about 125 specimens altogether of the first

five years and five months of Jahangir’s reign, of which all but
the four just described conform to the new standards of

weight.^ These exceptions cannot be altogether ignored, but
their number is so small that they may be safely regarded as

sporadic or irregular issues testifying to the carelessness or

forgetfulness of the provincial mint- masters or the inefficient

supervision of the mints in outlying portions of the Empire.^

1 There is not OTie in Mr. Lane Poole's Catalogue of the British

Museum (1802), nor was there any in the superb collection of Dr.
White King which contained altogether more than ninety gold and silver

coins of this Emperor
< In the recently published Lucknow Museum Catalogue however,

about eighteen others are registered. See Nos. 1182; 1274-7; 1342-52,

1478-9. The Mints are Agra, Ahmadnagar, ElichpCr, Barftr, Burhanpur
and jalnapOr.



XI, PORTRAIT MUHRS^^ OF
JAHANGIR-

It is now nearly a hundred years since the so-called
^ Portrait-muhrs * or ‘ Bacchanalian Coins ’ of the Emperor
Jahftngir were first described and figured by Marsden in the
Numiamata Orientalia.

The four specimens which the father of Indian Numis-
matology had the good luck to secure are now in the British
Museum, which had acquired up to 1892, no less than half a
dozen others. The extreme rarity of these pieces may bo
judged from the fact that the Indian Museum can boast of but.

one example (a duplicate of B.M.O. 315), and only one other
is registered in Mr. Whitehead's Catalogue of the splendid
collection in the capital of the Panjab. (P.M.C. 889)

J

These exceedingly curious and interesting issues have been
frequently described or alluded to, but it is permissible to say
that much of what has been written about them by aavanla and
sciolists is alike erroneous or beside the purpose. This is prob-
ably due to the fact that the only references to them that,

are found in the Historical literature have hitherto remained
unnoticed though they are most illuminating. Two of them
occur in the untranslated portion of iKbftfl mean’s MuniaMab-
u4-Ltibab, and they are further elucidated by an explicit

statement in the Tuzuh-i Jahan^n.
The first of these authors writes :

—

sly^ lUs \) JU
^ 4Li.U

^ ^ ^ ^ *

Bibl. Ind., Text, I, 272, LI.
"

In this year [aciL the sixth of the reign,] he [acil. the

Emperor] gave orders that a piece of gold weighing one tola,

stamped on one side with the image of the Pftdishfth,

and displaying on the other, the figure of a lion sur-

mounted (lit. ridden) by a sun should be given to the favourite

(lit. kept near, esteemed, honoured) Amirs or most devoted

1 The specimen in the Lihor Collection is a duplicate of B.M.G 319.

A duplicate of B.M.C. 316 is in the Cabinet of the Bombay Branch of

the Royal Asiatic Society, Codrington, J.B.B.B.A.8, 1801, p. 32. The
Lucknow Museum possesses nearly^seven hundred coins of this Emperor
—but any example of the Portrait-inuhr is conspicuous by its absence.
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servants, and that they were to wear it (lit. keep it or guard

it) respectfully on the sash of the turban or on the breast-front

as a life-preserving amulet.”**

The historian once more refers to the matter in his chro-

nicle of the 21st year of the reign (1036-6 A.H.) and says :

—

^ # m

«xAlj v-.iyi y sS cJj-t si^i^

Ai«»j y hi ^ ^ *^3

lUs jt Ji tXixj^y J*-«i {y*d

• ijJlAU ^yo ^ykjc

Ibid.y I, 386, five lines from foot.

“The rule or practice had been formerlj^ established of

presenting to the specially-favoured Amirs a round piece of

gold weighing one tola, stamped [on one side] with the image

(^sox^)ot the Padishah and impressed on the other with the

figure of a lion on which the sun was mounted, so that

they might bind it on their turbans, and it would [both] exalt

their dignity and add to the beauty of their head-dress.

Others (lit. some) threw it round their necks and w^ore it as a

life-preserving amulet on the breast-front. In this year [scil!^

XXI R.Y.] [tho Emperor] gave orders that the portrait-piece

(sxxA) should be made larger and [of the weight] of five tolas

of gold, and that it should be given to the specially-favoured

Amirs.”
It will be seen that we have in these extracts as correct

a description of what may be briefly designated the ‘ Sun-lion

variety * of the so-called Portrait-Coins as could be expected
from a writer who was not a numismatic specialist. The
approximate weight of the pieces,^ the metal on which they

1 It is a curious coincidence that this phrase jja. means exactly

the same as * Phylactery.’ Dr. Ginsbnrg defines Phylacteries as small
square boxes made either of parchment or black seal-skin in whicli are
enclosed slips of parchment or vellum with Exod. xiii. 2-10; 11-17:

Deut. vi. 4-9'; 13-22 written on them, and which are worn on the
head and the left arm by every Jew on week-day mornings during the
time of prayer” (Kitto*s Cyclopaedia of Biblical Literature, III. 537).

The Greek Phulakferton is derived from tho verb, phulwsein, to guard.

3^ according to Steingass’s Dictionary, means * guarding, preserving.’

^ The medals really weigh only about 168 grs. . When l^afi IGifin

says that they ureighed a tola he is speaking loosely or inaccurately.
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are stamped, their shape and even the year in which this
partieular tj^pe appears (so far as present knowledge extends)
to have been first issued are all correetiy indicated. The
word-picture of the emblem on the Reverse is also commend-
ably true and distinct. But it is more germane to the matter
to observe that our informant does not leave us in any doubt
as to the purpose for which they were struck, or the uses to

which the3»' were to be put. They were, he declares, jewels or
souvenirs presented by the Emperor to his most faithful or
confidential followers and were suspended from the neck or
pinned to the head-dress just as medals or other decorations
are worn in our own days. In a word, they were not coins at
all and were never intended to serve as currency. They were,

in their origin, only medals or badges of distinction, insignia

of an exalted Order of Nobility or Merit, or proofs of the
wearer belonging to the inner circle at Court.

This conclusion is fully borne out by a passage in the
' Memoirs of Jahangir ’ of which the significance does not
appear to have been fully grasped.

“ I promoted,” sa.ys the Emperor, in his Diary of the First

year, “Shaikh Ahmad Lahorl who from my princehood had

filled the relationship of service and discipleship (

j

and the position of a house-born one (Khamihzada) to

the office of Mlr-i-* Adi (Chief-Justice). Disciples and

sincere followers were presented on his introduc-

tion and to each it was necessary to give the ‘ token and the

likeness’ (Shasi u Shahih)

.

They were given on his recom-

mendation. At the time of initiation some words of

advice were given to the disciple : he must not confuse

or darken his years wdth sectarian quarrels, but must follow

the rule of Universal Peace [Ji^ with regard to religions

;

he must not kill any living creature with bis ow'n hand, and
must not flay anything. The only exceptions are in the battle

and the chase. * * * Honour the Luminaries (the Sun,
Moon, etc.), which are manifesters of God’s light, according to

the degree of each, and recognise the power and existence of

Almighty God at all times and seasons.” Op. cit., Trans. I.

ao-1.*

but many European writers also roughly describe the weight of the

Mughal rupee as a tola. ** A tole,*’ writes Hawkins, *'is a rupee chal-

lany of silver." Purchas, His Pilgrimes, I. 217. Th^vonot also says of

the ** Silver Roupie ” that it is as big as an Abassy of Persia, but much
thicker; it weighs a Tole.'* Travels into the Levant, Eng. Trans, of

1687. Pt. Ill, p. 18
1 As the passage is important, 1 give below the original text of its

first and most material half. Tiiznk-i-Jahangtrl, Text, p. 28, 1. 16.
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There can be no doubt that the Shaikh Ahmad l^horl of

the above extract is the Sufi Ahmad of whom Badaonl tells in

mordantly ironical phrase, a scandalous story which is not
worth repeating. We read :

“ During this month [SciL Miihar-
ram, 1004, XL R.Y.] Qadr Jahan, * * joined the Divine
Faith, as also his two foolish sons ; and having taken the
Shast of the New Religion, he went into the snare like a fish,

and so got his Commandership of One Thousand. ^

Among others that Joined was a Shaikhzadah, one Gosalah
Khdn by name * * and Mulla Sh6h Muhammad of Shahabad
and (^ufl Ahmad, musician of the Masnad-iQad of Dihll, who
claimed to belong to the progeny of His Holiness Ghaus-us
Saqalain.^ * They all conformed to the four degrees
of the Faith, and receiv^ appointments as Commanders of

from One Hundred to Five Hundred. * « Ahmad the
‘ little Qufl ’ is the same who claimed to be the pupil, or rather
the perfect successor of Shaikh Ahmad Bikri of Egypt.”

Lowe’s Translation, II. 418-9. BibL Ind, Text, II. 404.

It would seem as if Shaikh Ahmad occupied in the open-
ing year of Jahangir’s reign, the position which had at one
time belonged to Abul Faisl. He was a sort of Deputy Grand
Master or Hierophant who introduced * Seekers’ and Disciples,

and prepared them for initiation into the Divine Faith, of

which the forms and outward appearances were, for some time
at least, kept up by JahSnglr.* The fact of the matter is that

^*3 aJU. ^ ^ I;

1 In his translation of this passage in the Am (Trans. I. 200) Bloch-
manit understands the reference to be to ** the famous Muhammad
Qhaus'* who was a friend of HumSyOn and is buried at Bayana (Beale,

Biographical Dictionary Bd. Keene 265). This is an error. The person
really meant is the Ghaus-i-A*sain, Shailib *Abdul QSdir Oil&ni or
Jllftnl whose grave is /at Bai^did. He was the founder of the QSdirl
order of Dervishes. He is so styled because he is the Ghaus of * Men

and Jinns*
( )

as Muhammad is ' Prophet of men
and Jinns.’

2 Sir Thomas Roe writes of JahSngfr
** He is content with all religions, only he loves none that changeth.

But falling upon his father’s conceipt, hath dared to enter farther in,

and to professe himself for the mayne of his religion to be a greater
Prophett than Mahomett ; and hath formed to himscife a New taw,

mingled of all, which many have accepted ufif^.such superstition that they
will not eate till they have saluted hhn in the morning.” ( The Italics

are mine). Embassy, Ed. Foster, 314.

Bernier informs us that many ** affirm that Jehan- Quyre died as he
had lived, destitute of all religion, and that ha nourished to the last a
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the Shast a Shabih— ‘ the token and the likeness ’—whioh,
JahSngIr says, were given to “ disciples and sincere followers

**

on Shaikh Ahmad’s recommendation Avere nothing more than
imitations or replicae of the outward signs and symbols of the
new Theistical Sect which Akbar had founded. We have seen
this Shasl mentioned by BadaonI in connection with the initia-

tion of Sadr i Jahan, etc
, and the custom is even more clearly

and fully described by the same authority in another passage.
He informs us that during the Festival of the Nauroz of the
30th year in Rab‘I I, 092 freeze, 993 A.H.], several persons
at court were converted. “ And they sacrificed their wealth,

and life, and reputation, and religion to their friendship

for the Emperor. And so many holy souls rushed upon this

trial, that they cannot be numbered. And sets of twelve
persons, b}' turns, and in exactly the same way, became
disciples, and conformed to the same creed and religion And
instead of the trce*of discipleship he gave them a likeness

\Sh(d)%h%]
;
they looked on it as the standard of loyal friendship,

and the advance-guard of righteousness and happiness, and
they put it wrapped up in a jew'elled case on the top of their

turbans. And Allah Akbar was used by them in the pre-

faces of their writings.” Lowe, Trans. II. 349 ;
see also Bloch-

luann, Ain, I. 203.

j 3 3

BibL Ind. Text, II. 338.

But the intimate connection or rather the direct descent of

the Shast u Shabih of Jahangir from the identically designated
‘ Symbols of Faith ’ given by Akbar to his o\vn Murids or

disciples does not rest on the authority of the unsympathetic
and somewhat cross-grained compiler of the Munlat^bu-i-
taioari!^ alone.

It is incontrovertibly established by two passages which
occur in the writings of his bele noir and quondam fellow-

student, Abul Fazl himself. There is in the 77th chapter of

the Ain-i-Akbari, a description of the process of Initiation into

the Din-ullahi which throws further light on the matter.
** When a novice bears on his forehead,” writes that histo-

rian, ** the signs of earnestness of purpose, and he be daily

inquiring more and more. His Majesty accepts him, and admits
him on a Sunday when the world-illuminating Sun is in its

highest splendour At the above-mentioned time of

Scheme which he had formed, after the example of his father Ekhar^ of

declaring himself a prophet, and the founder of a now religion.*' (The
Italics are mine). Travels, Gd. Constable and Smith, 1914, p. 288.
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overlastiiig auspicioiisness, the novice with his turban in his

hands puts his head on the feet of His Majesty. ^ *

His Majesty, ^ * raises up the suppliant, replaces the turban-

on his head, * * then gives the novice the khast on which is

engraved the ‘Great Name’ and his Majesty’s symbolical

Motto [ ] Allahu Akbar*' Blochmann, Ain, Trans.

1. 165 ;
Bibl. Ind Text, I 160, 1. 7.

The bestowal of this Shast on the acolyte is also mentioned
in the Akbarnama under the events of the 26th year. We
there read that a man of the name of Fath Dost had “ fre-

quently represented to the writer [Beil, Abul Fazl] that he
wished to become a disciple of His Majesty, and asked him to

represent the m<atter, that his wish might be fulfilled. * *

He Akbar] said, ‘ Although a felicitous day (ruzbihi) does
not shine on his forehead, yet I’ll grant his request. * * *

lie administered the Shast according to holy rites * * *

He gave him weighty counsels. As he was not pure of soul

and his heart did not accord with his tongue, he, in the course

of two days, ceased to exist.”

Beveridge, Akb. Nam,, Trans. HI. 620; Text, III. 354.

What then was this Shast % Blochmann says in a note
that, in the dictionaries “ Shast means aim. secondly, anything
round, either a ring or thread, as the Brahminical thread.

Here a ring seems to be meant. Or it niay*be the likeness of

the Emperor, which according to Badaonl the members wore
on their turbans.” There can be little doubt that the word is

used by Abul Fazl in the last of these different senses. The
transition of meaning also is fairly, clear. As tlu^ Brahmini-
cal thread was the outward symbol of Hinduism, so the like-

ness or portrait of the Emperor was the badge or emblem of

the Ilahl or Divine Faith.

This consensus of Badaoui and Abul Fazl entitles us to say

that in presenting these Medallions or Portraits to his most
devoted adherents, Jahangir was not doing anything new. He
was merely imitating the example of his father. Akbar, with

his irrepressible and occasionally irrational and childish long-

ing for innovation, had introduced the practice of delivering to

his so-called Murids, a likeness of himself instead of the

Shajara or Trce-of-discipleship which was in almost universal

vogue among the various spiritualistic or mystical sects in

Islam. No medal displaying Akbar’s own name has been yet

1 The words in the original are

bestowed 'the Shast according to his holy wont or practice." AbGl Fazl

frequently uses the word ^ equivalent to Aiibari, Everything that

the Emperor did, everything intimately connected with his person was

holy,
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discovered, but it is permissible to conjecture that the unique

specimen issued in the first year of Jahangir, which is in the

cabinet of Mr. H. Nelson Wright, is a replica or reproduction

of an Akbarl Shast with the obviously necessary alteration in

the date. The obverse has a full-face bust of the ‘Great

Kmperor/ and his (‘'symbolical motto”), Allahu

Akbar, together with the date f •li* I On the reverse,

we notice a radiated sun occupying the field in a four-fold

border of alternate dots and lines. (Proc. Numismatic Society

of India, 1916, p. 2.) It may be fairly surmised that this most

precious find is one of the very Medals or Shainhs which

Jahangir says, he presented to his followers on the recommen-

dation of Shaikh Ahmad Lfihorl. The promotion of that indi-

vidual to the office of Mir-i- Adi (which is alluded to at the

head of the paragraph) is recorded under the events of 19th

ZM-hajja 1014 A.H., about six months only after the death

of Akbar. The retention of his father's image on these medals

which were probably struck for presentation on the very first

Nauroz of the new reign |llth Zld-qa'da 1014 A.H.] might

have been due to want of time, but perhaps also to a desire to

attract the sympathy or enlist the support of his father’s Ainirs

and other influential members of the Ilahi Faith. It is not un-

likely that some time elapsed before Jahangir’s own bust was

substituted. The addition of the Lion Couchant on the reverse

(the sun had been there already) came, perchance, still later.

Klmfi Khan's expressions would seem to imply (though he does

not exactly say so) that the lion-emblem was added in the

sixth year of the reign, and the suggestion might bo offered

that therein lay the novelty or innovation.

This is what can be gathered on the subject from Oriental

sources. I must now cite the testimony of two European con-

temporaries to whom these medals were presented by the Eni*

peror. My first Witness, Sir 'Thomas Roe, writes thus in his

Journal :

—

“ Aug. 17 [1610J. I went to visit the King, who as soone

as 1 came in, called to his woeinen and reached out a picture

of himselfe set in gould hanging at a wdre gould chaine, with

one pendant foulepearle, which hce delivered to Asaph Chan,

warning him not to domaiid any reverence of mee other than

such as I would willingly give. * * So Asaph Chan came

to mee, and I offered to take it in my hand
;
but hee made

signe to putt of my hatt, and then put it about rny neck lead-

ing me right before the King. * * * Hee [ aci7. Asaf

made signe to mee to give the king thancks, which 1 did after

my owne Custome. * * * You may now Jtidg the Kings,

liberallitye. This guift was not woorth in all 30 li, yet it was

five tymes as good as any hee gives in that kynd, and held for

11 an espiciall favour, for that all the great men that wcare the
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kings Image (which none may doe but to whom it is given)
receive noo other then a medall of gould as bigg as sixpence,
with a little chayne of 4 inches to fasten it on their heads,
which at their owne chardg some sett with stones or garnish
with pendant pearles.” The Embassy of Sir Thomas Hoe, ed.
W. Foster (Hakluyt Society), I, 244-5.

It may be said without fear of challenge that in this most
interesting excerpt we have an ey^ewitness’s description of the
so-called Portrait-coins. The ''medall as bigg as sixpence”
with the King’s image upon it, which Asaf Khan signed to him
to “ putt about his neck,” was undoubtedly the Shabth of the
Tuzuk, and the “ little chajme of 4 inches to fasten it on their
heads ” was unquestionably the Shast. This last word means,
as we have seen, ' a thread, e.g. the Brahminical thread,*
and also ‘ a ring or anything round ’ and in this mention of
the chain we have a clue to the reconciliation of the conflict-
ing senses in which the word is used. Akbar would seem to
have applied it to both- the Medal (the round thing) and the
chain (the thread). Jahangir ‘ desynonymised ’ the term,
ordered the chain only to be called Shast., and employed a
distinct word Shahlh for the Medal.

But Roe was not the only foreigner whom we know to
have been so favoured. Very recently, documentary evidence
has come to light which shows that Augustin Hiriart of
Bordeaux— the Austin de Bordeaux of Tavernier’s ‘ Tiavels

’

(Ed. Ball, 1, 108) and, Sleeman’s 'Rambles and Recollec-
tions’ (Ed. V A. Smith, 15)15, pp. 319, 516) was another
recipient of a very similar medal or decoration. Four letters

of this most versatile French adventurer have been preserved
in the BibliotlUque at Oharpentras Vaucluse (France),
and were lately published in the Journal of the Panjab Histori-
cal Society from copies taken on the spot by Mr. P. S. Allen.
In the first and earliest of these, written from Labor on the
20th of July, 1619, Augustin who calls himself Houaremand,^
a Persian name which this king has given me, and which

means ‘ inventor of arts/ ” says :

—

I have been in this country eight years. All the French-
men 1 had brought with me died in the first year, and there-

'

after I took service with this king, the Qreat Mogul * *

• The correct word is Hunarmand. Jahangir informs us in hia diary
of the 14th year that Nur Jahiln'’S father, the Madarua-Saltana, pre-
sented to him n throne of gold and silver, much ornamented and deco-
rated, the supports of which were tigers,** and which had been made by
a skilful European of the name of Hunarmand (skilful) who had no
rival in tho arts of a goldsmith and a jeweller, and in all sorts of skill
{hitMrmandi).** ' Tuzuk, Tr. II, 80. And on the page after the next, he

/Writes: ** Hunarmand, tho European who had made the jewelled
throne. T presented with 3,000 darb, a horae and an elephant.*' Ib, II,
82.
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It is impossible to realize the magnificent character of this
king. ***!*. He has given me two elephants and two
horses, a house valued at eight thousand livres and hia likeness
in gold to put oh my hal^ which is a mark of honour correspond^
ing to the Order of the Holy Spirit in France,*^ {Loc, cit,, Vol.
IV, 1915, p. 7. The Italics are mine).

Nothing could be more clear oi' explicit than this testi-
mony.

We have so far considered the subject only in its general
aspects. But these issues are so rare, and interesting from so
many points of view that it is worth while to dwell upon
them in some detail. The medals are not all exactly alike.
At least four types can be distinguished, and one typo is repre-
sented in four varieties. There is, first of all, tiie type with
bust in profile on the Obverse and the Sun-lion Emblem on the
Reverse. In one variety, something like a book is held in the
hand. In another, there is a fruit in the left hand, and ‘the
right hand rests on the left fore-arm ’ In a third, there is a
cup of wine in the right hand, and the supposed book is in the
left There are differences also in the Reverse, inasmuch as
the Lion’s face is, in one variety, turned to the left, instead of
to the right as in the other three. All these, issues belong to
the sixth year and have an identical legend in prose. In the
seventh year, we find on the Obverse, a portrait of the Em-
peror, nimbate and seated cross-legged on throne, with a gob-
let in the right hand. The Reverse has neither Sun nor Lion,
and is filled by a legend in eight-foil. In a third type (VII 1 11),

the aureoled * bacchanalian figure ’ is in the centre of the
Obverse

; the Reverse shows the Sun-lion in field and each
hemistich of a metrical legend occupies the exergues. The
fourth and last type was stamped at Ajmer in the ninth year
The Obverse is almost entirely covered by a portrait of the
Emperor posed as usual with halo round head and wine-bowl
held near the lips, and there is just room enough for each
hemistich of a Persian couplet on the right and left of the pic-

ture. The Reverse exhibits a small radiated sun in a central

square made up of dots. The name of the mint (Ajmer) and
the Hijn date (1023) are recorded on the left of the square,

the regnal year (IX) and the invocation L appear on its

right. The rest of the surface is occupied by a second couplet*

Historically, this type is perhaps the most interesting of alh
and its curious inscriptions demand and deserve extended
notice.

Let us first of all consider the Obverse. It has been said

by a high authority that “ in tbesi.xth year of his reign (1020),
he [scil. Jahfingir] ventured upon the daring innovation of

engraving his own portrait on some of his gold coins,'* (B.M.C.
Introd. Ixxx). It is submitted that this statement can- not
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be accepted without matetial qualifications and reservations.
I have already shown that Jahangir was, in this instance,
merely following in the footsteps of his father, and the res-

ponsibility for ‘ the daring innovation * if it really was one,
must resUon the shoulders of Akbar. But it is not nt all cer-
tain that Akbar was doing anything absolutely new. Apart
from the fact that these pieces were not coins at all, the practice
of engraving images on coins cannot be said to have been
unknown in the Muslim world. The Mintages of the ‘Ayubite
^allfs, the Saljuqides of Rum, the Atabegs of Mosul, the
Urtukides of Amid (Diarbikr) and Maridin frequently display
crowned figures sitting on horseback or cross-legged on thrones,
(White King. Sale Catalogue, Pt. Ill, Nos. 2252, 2479, 2480
2531-2539, 2549-2553, and 2561. See also Enc^^clopaedia
Britannica, Eleventh Edition

;
Art. Numismatics, pi. IV, fig

11, Atabegs).

But there is a parallel from nearer home, and much more
to the purpose. At least one Muslim predecessor of Akbar on
the throne of Hindustan itself appears to have struck a coin or
medal with an equestrian portrait of himself on the Obverse
This was the ‘ Pathan * Sultan Sbamsu-d-dln lltutmish. Several
specimens in two types of this rare issue are known.* See
Gibbs, Numismatic Chronicle, PI. XI, 2 ;

White King, Sale
Catalogue, Pt. Ill, No. 2999; Thomas, Initial Coinage of
Bengal, Pt. II, 350, 353 ; Chronicles of the Pathan Kings of
Dehli, 78-9

; Hoernie, J.4.S. Bengal, 1881, pp. 55-5, pi. I,

figs. 1-2
; H. N. Wright, I.M.C. II, No. 32.

It has been also suggested that the aureole or nimbus
round the head ” was probably derived “ from Christian paint-
ings.’’ I venture to say that this statement is of doubtful
validity, if not demonstrably erroneous. The writer of the
article on ‘ aureole ’ in the * Encyclopaedia Britannica ’ says
that the ^'Nimbus in Christian art appeared first in the 5*th

century, but practically the same device was known still earlier
" *** * in non-Christian art. Thus * ^ it is found
\yith the gods on some of the coins of the Indian kings
Kanishka, Huvishka and Vasudeva, 58 B.C. to A.D 41 (Gard-
ner’s Cat. of Coins of Greek and Scythic kings of Bactria and
India, Brit. Mus. 1886, plates 26-29). And its use has been
traced through the Egyptians to the Greeks and Romans, repre-
sentations of Trajan (arch of Constantine) and Antoninus Pius

* Tho followinjr remarks of the Prince of Indian Numismatol-
ogi8t.9 ** on this “ most remarkable curiosity of the entire Pathan series

**

will bear quotation :
“ The authoritative portrait of Altainsh. on horse

hack, is highly interesting, giving, as it does, so many curious details of
costume and otpiipment. * * The general design follows one of the
exceptional models of the coinages of Ghor and Herat, where the horse
is seen nt full charge, and tlio rider with up-raised mace, the special
weapon of the great Mahmud.” Chronicles, 78 note.
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(reverse of a medal) being found with it.
* * The prob-

ability is that all later associations with the symbol refer back
to an early astrological origin (cf. Mithras), the person so glori-

fied being identified with the Sun and represented in the Sun’s
image ; so the aureole is the Hvareno of Mazdaism. From this

early astrological use, the form of glory or ‘ nimbus ’ has been
adapted or inherited under new beliefs.” (Op. cit., 1 1th Edit.,

IT, 924

)

The fact of the matter is that the nimbus is a familiar

feature in Persian as well as Indian art. It is found in a
famous sculpture round the head of a figure which has been
supposed by some to represent the Prophet Zoroaster, and by
others the Fravashlof Ahuramazda or the genius of Mithraism ^

(Ker Porter, Travels in Georgia, Persia, etc., II, 191, pi. 66;
Malcolm, History of Persia, Ed. 1815, I, 259 ; A. V. W. Jack-
son, Zoroaster, 289-291

;
Curzon, Persia, J, 563). Mr. Vincent

Smith writes that “ one of the best-preserved paintings at

Dandan Uiliq is on a panel (D vii. 6)
* * * whicli represents

two sacred or princely personages mounted (Fig. 214). The
nimbitls behind the head of each rider indicates either his high

rank or his sacred character. The artists of the Mughal court

in India were accustomed to give this emblem of sanctity th

the emperors and even to the members of their families, and
in Khotan during the eighth century, the same practice seems to

have prevailed.'^ History of Fine Art in India, 308. See also

ibid.. 309 (Picture of a Persian Bodhisattva), 312 (Picture of a
Chinese Princess) both of which display a nimbus.

The nimbus is found in the Hindu paintings at Ajanta also

(Griffith, pi. 42a in Smith
;

ibid., figs. 205, 206, pp. 286, 289.)

Jahangir considered himself a great connoisseur in archi-

tecture and painting (Tuzuk. Trans. II. 20). He had several

Hindu as well as Persian painters in his service. He tells us of

an artist of the name of Bishandds that he “ was unequalled in

his age for taking likenesses.” .{Ibid., 11. 116.) Two of his

most skilful engravers also would appear from their names

—

Puran and Kalyan—to have been Hindus. (Ibid., II. 98.)

Two Persian painters also are specially commended in the
‘ Memoirs ’. One of them, Abul Hasan, was honoured with the

title of iVadirw-z-zaman (• Wonder of the times’) and another

named Ustad Mansur received the designation of Nadiru WAar
(‘ Wonder of the Ago ’) Loc. cit., II. 20. The secular persist-

ence of tradition in Oriental art is a matter of common know-

> The last theory ijs that of Edward Thomas who argues (Early

Sasaanian Inscriptions, Seals and Coins (Ed. 1868, p. 27) that the figure

with the rays and staff represents the God Ormazd, and he bases his

identification upon an acknowledged representation of Ormazd in a

Naksh'i-Rustam bas-relief. As for the rays, he adds in a note that a
similar form is given to Ormazd’s head-gear in a coin of Hormazd II.

Rawlinson (Seventh Oriental Monarchy, 64) takes the same view.
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ledge and it is difficult to believe that none of these Hindu and
Persian masters should have known anything of the nimbus,

or have been indebted for their acquaintance with such a com-
mon accessory of pictorial art to the inferior specimens of Chris-

tian iconography which the Jesuits made fashionable at the

Mujj^al Court.

Lastly, it has been alleged that '' the book is intended

for the feoran,” and that “its combination with a wine-

cup must have been regarded b}^ orthodox Moslems as an

outrage.” (B.M.C. Introd. Ixxx). To prove a negative is

proverbially beyond the powers of logic. All that it is possible

to say in such a case is that the probabilities are very strongly

against the supposition. Jahangir was a free liver, drank wine,

and had a strong partiality for boar's flesh, but he was not

such a flamboyant freethinker as to make public mockery of the
‘ Holy Book.' He was lax and indifferent, and had perhaps

never seriously thought of religion, but he appears to have
conformed outwardly to Muslim usages. He does not appear

to have neglected the customary prayers ( jU> ) and speaks of

them in his Diary as if their repetition was an habitual act.

“ After performing my evening prayer and counting my
rosary,” he writes, “ we returned to our fixed residence.”

(Tuzuic Trans. I, 384 Text, 190, 1.7.) “After performing

the midday devotions, 1 embarked in a boat and hastened to

meet him [scil. the SanyAsI Jadrup].”^ {Ibid., II. 52, Text.

262, six lines from foot.) Ho believed it to be his duty to

recite the Fatiha on the graves of saints and other pious

Muslims, and he tells us that he did so at the shrines of Shah
*Alam, Shaikh Wajihu-d-din, Shaikh Ahmad Khaftu and
Shaikh Salim Chishtf {Tuzuk, Trans. I. 421, 425, 428, and II.

70). He went to the ‘ Idgah on the first BamzSn ‘ Id after

his accession, and “ performed the dues of thanksgiving and

praise” [ ] ;
ibid.^ Trans. T. 46; Text, 21-

1. 8), On the ‘ Id-i-Qurban of the 5th Julus' year, he “ saorio'

flced three sheep with his own- hand” {ibid., 1. 189), and he
refers more than once to the observance cff the customary rite

of the festival. {Ibid,, I. 344, 4J1.) He delighted in celebrat-

.

1 The testimony of two European eye-witnesses on this question is

not without weight and is cited below;

—

“ Hoe {acil. Jahangir) turneth over his Boades, and saith so many
wordi^, to wit, throe thousand and two hundred, and then presenteth
himself to the people to receive their Salames or good morrow ** Pur-
chas, His Pilgrimage, Ed. 1625, p. 523.

Edward Terry, heartily commends the Indian Musalmans for this
that whatsoever ** diversions and impediments they have, arising either
from pleasure or profit, the Afahometans pray five times a day The
Mogul doth ao,' who aita upon the throne, the shepherd doth so, that
waits on his flock in the field.” (The Italics are mine.) Voyage to East
India, Ed. 1777, p. 26.5.
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ing the Shab-%-BaraP ^ with extraordinarily fine illuminations
and fireworks. {Ibid , I ; 298, 385 ; II. 94.)

Thirsty toper as lie was, he had scruples about drinking
wine on the eve of Friday, the Muhammadan Sabbath. A
year before I became king, I had determined/' he himself
informs us, “ that I would drink no wine on Friday eve, and 1

hope, at the throne of God, that He will keep me firm in this

resolve as long as I live*’ {Ibid., 1. 20.) He directed the ‘Ulama
and the learned men of Islam to collect those of the distinctive

appellations of God which were easy to remember, in order
that ** I may make them into my rosary {ward).** Ibid.. I. 21.

He requested the sons of Miyan Wajlhu-d-dln of Ahmadabad
to send him '*some of the names of (^od which had been
tested,” so that if the grace of God were with him, he would
continually repeat them.” {Ibid., I. 129.) His respect for

the ‘ Book,’ his reverence for its very words, if not belief in its

* literal inspiration ’ is unmistakably shown in the following
extract from his diary. “ 1 ordered Sayyid Muhammad, grand-
son [rede, descendant] of Shah 'Alam to ask for whatever he
desired without concealment, and I took an oath on the Qoran
to that effed. He said that as I had sworn on the Qoran, he
would ask for a Qoran that he might always have it by hirri,

and that the merit of reading it might accrue to his Majesty.
Accordingly, I gave the Mir a Qoran in Yaqut’s handwriting.
* * I told him to translate the Qoran into plain language
without ornament, and that without occupying himself with
explanations or fine language, he should translate the Qoran
in simple language (lughat-I-rlkhta) word by word into

Persian, and should not add a single letter to its exact pur-

port,” vs.au ^ .]
{Ibid,, II. 34, 35 :

Text, 242, three lines from foot.)

In this connection, it may be as well to refer to a mis-
conception which is of long standing and which is still preva-

lent even among well-informed European writers. It has its

origin in an assertion made by Sir Thomas Roe in a letter

addressed to the Archbishop of Canterbur3^ It is to the effect

that Jahangir had never been circumcised. Mr. William

Foster, his editor, thinks that Roe’s authority w^as that e.^-

ceedingly eccentric * Odcorabian leg-stretcher, Tom Coryat.

(Embassy of Sir Thomas Roe, 313 and note). But whether
it is to be traced to Corj^at *^ or any one else, it is absolutely

J Tho Shab-i-Barat is tho 15th day of Sh'abiin. '* is*'* Hay?*

Hughes, “ ‘ the Guy Fawkes Day* of India, being the night for display

of fireworks. Tho Shab*i-Barat is said to l>e referred to in the XLIV^th
Surah of the Qurasn, Verse 2, as ‘ the night on which all things are dis

posed in wisdom * **. Dictionary of Islam «.t7.

2 In a letter of Coryat's printed by Piirchas, we do find the following

Btateinent: ** It is said that he [gett. Jahanglrl is tincircumcised, where-
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unhistorical, and it is to be regretted that Mr. Beveridge and
Mr. Irvine should have countenanced a fictitious statement.
{Tuzuk, Trans. I, 460 ; J.R.A.S. 1910, p. 948).

The truth is that Jahangir, and his brothers Murad
and Danlal went through the ceremony on the same day.
viz. 25 Jum5d& II, 981 A.H. (22 October, 1673 A.C.) The
fact is recorded by all the three contemporary historians,

Abul Fa^I, Nizaipuddln and BadSonl. (Akbarnama, Trans.
III. 102-3 ; Text, III. *74; Tabaqat-i-Akbari. Text, 311;
E D.V. 370; Bad&oni, Text, 11. 170; Lowe’s Trans ; II. 173).

As Dowson’s rendering is confessedly abridged and not quite

faithful to the original, I must quote Mr. Beveridge’s version

of the two most important sentences in Abul Fazl’s account
* One of the occurrences [of theXVIIIth year] was the festival

for the circumcision of the glorious princes. * * * On
the day of Asar 9, Sbfin Divine month, corresponding to

Thursday, 25 Jumfida-al-&kbir [22 October, 1673] those three

holy dispositioned ones [scil. Salim, MurSd and DaniSi] under-
went the rite of circumcision.” (loc. cit.^ Ill 102-3.) And
Badftonl writes. On the 25th of this month [scil. Juin&dft

II] the rite of circumcision was performed on their imperial

highnesses the Emperor’s .sons” (loc. ci'f., II. 173).

But then, supposing the thing held in the hand is a book,
but not the Qur'dn, what could it be ? I venture to suggest that

it must be a copy of the Divan of or some similar collec-

tion of Anacreontic Verse * Wine, women and song’ have al-

ways gone together. That joyous triplicity is famous in the
Literature of all nations, and that of Persia is full of allusions

to the group ; witness Omar :

—

iJuaJ y OjIj ko; SL
3 (^^9^ tW W

This is thus literally translated by Heron-Alien :

* I desire a little ruby wine and A book of verses,

Just enough to keep me alive and half a loaf is needful.

And then, that I and thou, should sit in a desolate place,

Is better than Ijhe kingdom of a Sultan.’

Fitzgerald’s paraphrase takes, as usual, great liberties

with tile text, but is too beautiful to be left out.

' A Book of verses underneath the Bough,
A Jug of Wine, a Loaf of Bread—and thou
Beside me singing in the Wilderness

—

Oh, Wilderness were Paradise enow.*

in, he difTereth from all the Mahometan Princes that ever were in the
world.” Pilgrimes, ISfaoLehose’s Reprint IV, 474.
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The Rubft-'l-y&t of ‘Omar lUtayyftm, ed. E. Heron-Allen,

pp. 26, 35 and 267 ; Fitzgerald’s Works, ed. W. Aldis Wright,
III. 361 ; Whin6eld, No. 452.

And Hfifiz sings in the same strain.

tfMMi JllA jt trij*

0—1 JJ.—

i

Jarrett’s Edition, No. 47 ; Bombay Lithograph of 1267
A.H. No. 69 ;

Lakhnau Lithograph, No. 46.

“In these days [«[et7. of insincerity and treachery] the
friend without guile {lit. discord, defect) is the beaker of pure
wine and a BooX {lit. boat) of Qhazala."

Once more, the sweetest and most popular of Persian

Ij'rical writers proclaims ;

—

^ ^ “"0

Vi—" ^—ilil jfl

Janett, No. 624; Lakhnau Lith. No. 547.
“ Two friends * good of understanding and of old wine

a quantity—two * Mans,’ a little leisure and a book—and n

sward corner. For this, and the next world 1 give not this

state, though (of carpers) momently fall upon me—a Crowd.”
‘The Dlvan-i-Hafiz.,’ Trans. H. Wilberforce Clarke, 11.

866 .

No Persian wine-party was. ever supposed to be complete
without the presence of musicians, dancers and poets. Qhazals
or Odes were recited, songs were sung and verses extemporised
in emulation. In the description of an entertainment given to

him at Herat by his cousin, Muxaffar Husain Mirz&, Babur
writes :

“ Amongst the musicians present at this party were
Hafiz Hajl, Jalalu-d-dln Mahmud the flautist and *

(^bul&m-bacha the Jews ’ harpist. Hafiz Hftjl sang well as

Heri people sing, quietly, delicately and in tune. * * Yusuf-
i-* Ali danced.” (JUemoirs, Tr., A. S. Beveridge, 303-4 ~ Leyden
and Erskine’s Trans. 20 -4.) Elsewhere, he tells us how he
himself was led to compose verses or airs under the* genial

influence of drink and good company. (A. S. Beveridge, op.

cit.y 401, 411, 422 and 448= Er8kine, aid., 268, 276, 282, 291.)

His literary and artistic tastes appear to have been par-

tially transmitted to his descendaht, and Jahftnglr not only

fancied himself a connoisseur in painting and arcbitecture,

but had a weakness for .composing ‘ poetry.’ He frequently
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quotes the verses, which “ threw their brilliance on his mind,^^
in characteristically self-sufficient ignorance of their utter
worthlessness and banality. {Tuzuk, Trans. I. 168-9, 203, 228,
304, 338 II. 37, 1 16.) His Autobiography is full of references
to the wine parties, given by him on Thursdays—the day of
the week w'hich he considered most auspicious to himself (ibid.,
I. 386)—and during the Nauroz festival or on other occasions of
rejoicing to the members of his inner circle. (Ibid., I. 106,
109, 121, 168, 237, 319, 342, 371, 386; 388, 404, 406, 431, 432,
435, 444 ; II 1, 39, 42, 49, 60, 54, 69, 100.)

I have shown that these medals were as a rule, presented
as ** an espiciall favour** to the leading Amirs and the most
trusted followers.

^

We may be sure that most of them were
solicitous to receive invitations to these parties of pleasure*
and prqud to possess these souvenirs of their boon companion-
ship and * hobnobbing* with their Sovereign. In * these
circumstances, what is more natural, or in more perfect keeping
with the environment, than to suppose that the thing which
looks like a book is a Divan or Safina-i-Ghazal, a complete
collection of some Anacreontic poet, or an Anthology of
Bacchanalian Verse

It remains to say something of the Reverse. “ The
presence of the Sun,** writes Mr. Stanley Lane Poole, “ has
been explained as a reference to the fact that Jahftnglr w’as
bom on a Sunday

; but it is more probable that the Sun’s
image appears in virtue of the tendency to solar worship which
undoubtedly found encouragement under Akbar and was never
positively repudiated by his successor. It is possible that the
zodiacal sign Leo may be connected with the month rather
than the day of the Emperor’s birth which was surrounded by
mysterious omens and spiritual agencies if we are to believe
the historians.” (B.M.C. Introd Ixxx-i.)

Now there is not the slightest doubt that Jahangir was
bom, not on a Sunday, but a Wednesday. He himself tells us
so. “ In A.H. 977, on Wednesday, 17th Rab*I-u-l-awwal, when
seven ghan of the aforesaid day had passed, when Libra
(Mizdn) had risen to the 24th degree, God Almighty brought me
into existence from the hiding place of nothingness.” (TQzuk,^
Trans. I. 2; Text, 1, 1. 10.) Abul Fazl, Nizamu-d-dln Ahmad
and BadSonl—all contemporary historians—are practically
unanimous in giving the identical date and day of the week.
AlA. Nam. Trans. II. 603; Text. II. 344, 1. 6 ; Tab. Akb.
Lakhnau Lith. 288 ; E.D.V. 334 ;

Munt-ut-TawarilA, Text, II.

120 ; Lowe, II. 124.

The other two theories are not so easily disposed of, though
they are found on examination, to be almost equally unten-
able. The author of the Akbamama has not only recorded the
exact hour and minute of JahftngIr’B birth, but given two diver-
gent horoscopes cast by a MusalmSn astrologer (Mullft Ch&nd)
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and a Hindu master of the Art (Jotak Rai).^ The sign of the

ascendant Libra— is the same in both figures, though the

degrees must have differed. They disagree also as to the posi-

tion of the Sun. According to the Mulla, that luminary was

in the twelfth house—Virgo. The Hindu sage made him out to

be in Leo. Now, the situation of Sol in Leo is, according to all

masters of genethliacal science, an exceedingly happy sign.

The Sun is the King or Emperor of the planets and has the

Kings of the Earth under his special protection. Leo is the

Sun’s own house. He rules that sign and it is called his

* Throne * (Alan Leo, Practical Astrology, 90, 38), or his ‘ Joy,’

that is, the “ house where he is most strong and powerful.”

(William Ramesev, ‘ Astrologia Restaurata,’ Ed. 1664, Lib. II.

76.)

At first sight, it would seem that we have here the true

explanation of the Emblem, but there are good reasons for

holding that the coincidence (if there is one), is purely acci-

dental, and that the symbol has no real connection with the

position of the Sun in Jahangir’s Nativity.

In the first place, we have the following remarkable state-

ment in the ** Narrative of the Embassy of Ruy Gonzalez de

Clavijo to the Court of Timur in 1403-1406.” The visitor was

taken to see one of the Royal Palaces in Kesh—Timur’s birth-

place—and in the course of the description says

The court led to the body of the building, by a very

i As Mr. Beveridge has left out the horoscopes in his translation,

1 give English versions of the * figure of the heavens ’ as cast by Mullft

Chfind and the Hindu master of the ** starrv science ” below
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broad and lofty doorway, ornamented with gold and blue
patterns on glazed tiles, richly and beautifully worked. On
the top of this doorway, there was the figure of a lion and a
Sun, which are the arms of the Lords of Samarcand; and
though they say that Timour Beg ordered these palaces to be
built, I believe that the former Lord of Samarcand gave the
oi der,* because the Sun and Lion which are here represented,

are the arms of the Lords of Samarcand
; and those which

Timour Beg bears are three circles like O’s, drawn in this

manner and this is to signify that he is lord of the three
parts of the world. He ordered this device to be stamped on
the coined and on everything he had

; and for this reason, T

think that some other Lord must have commenced this palace,

before the time of Timour Beg. The Lord {scil, Timur] has
these three O’s on his seals, and he has ordered that those who
are tributary to him shall have it stamped on the coins of their

countries.” Op, rtf., Trans. C. R. Markham (Hakluvt Society),

p. 124.

This would imply that * the Lion and the Sun ’ had been
adopted as his " Coat of Arms ’ by Timur, and it would seem as

if the device was figured on the * Imperial Ensign ’ of his

Indian descendants also. This * royal standard of the great

Mogul ’ is depicted in the work of William Terry—Sir Thomas
Roe’s chaplain—and described as a Couchant Lion shadow^ing
part of the body of the Sun.” (A vo3'age to East India, ed.

1777, p. 347.) Mr. William Foster, .Roe’s learned Editor,

thinks that Terry adapted it from William Baffin’s Map (1619)
where a similar drawing is given as the Insignia Potentissimi

Monarchi Magni Mogoli. This is probably correct, but it is

impossible to assent to the statement that the ” device was not

adopted by any of bis [scil. Jahangir’s] successors.” (Embassy
of Sir Thomas Roe, 563-4 ; see also Illustration facing p. 322.)

The English East India Company’s factor, Peter Mundy
witnessed the Great Mogoll’s comminge from Brampore

[ Burhftnpur ] where hee lay warringe against Decan, unto his

garden called Darree ca baag [Baij^i i Dahra],* and soe to

Agra ” on the 1st of June 1632. In his description of the

cavalcade, he writes : Then thousands of horsemen going
breadthwise ;

then came about 19 or 20 great Elephants of

State with coverings and furniture; * * * some of them

I Coins with this symbol are actually known. Rodgers has de-

scribed a silver coin of Timur dated 781 A.H. and bearing the monogram
in his Supplement to the Lahore Museum Catalogue, No. 215. VuU also

White King Sale Catalogue, Ft. HI, No. 2646.
i This garden is said to have been founded or laid out by the orders

of Bftbur and so called on account of a garden-house built there by him
for a favourite daughter named Zohra. (Archaeological Survey Reports,
IV, 107.) Authentic history, however, does not know of the Emperor’s
having ever had a daughter of that name.
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oarryeinge a flagg with tho Kinges Armes, which is a Tygar
couching [Lion couohant] with the Sunne riseinge over his

backe.”
Travels of Peter Mundy, ed. Sir R. C. Temple (Hakluyt

Society), II. 193.

This was in the reign of Shah Jahan. Some such banner
would appear to have been seen by Bernier as well as Maiiucci

at the Court of Aiirangzeb. “There is,” the former author
writes, this peculiar ceremony in the evening assembly [when
the Emperor sat in the Ojiusal-khana] that all the Mansebdars
who are on guard pass before the king to salute him with

much form. Before them are borne with great ceremony that

which they call the Kours, to wit, many figures of silver,

beautifully made, and mounted on large silver sticks ; two
of them represent large fish

;
two others a horrible, and

fantastic animal called Eiedeha [Azdaha, a dragoiij
;

others

arc the figures of two lions ; others of two hands, and others of

scales
;
and several rnorr w'hich I cannot here enumerate, to

which the Indians attach a certain mystic meaning.” Travelw

in the Mogul Empire, Trans. A. Constable, Ed. V. A. Smith

(1914), p. 266.

Maniicci writes as follows of the order of the king’s [scyil.

Aurangzeb’a] march “ At the head came tho son of the

deceased Shekh Mir with eight thousand cavaliers. In the

right wing was Assenalican [Hasan * All Klian] ‘S* who
commanded eight thousand horsemen, the left wing consist-

ing of eight thousand horsemen was commanded by Muham-
mad Amin Khan. * Immediately in front of the king

went nine elephants vvith showy flags
;
behind these were other

four bearing green standards with a Sun depicted on them.’'

(Storia, 11. 69.) * We may be sure that we have here incom-

plete descriptions of Jahangir’s Sun-lion banner. Bernier has

left out the Sun, Manucci the lion.

Now, »Shah Jahan and Aurahgzeb are not likely to have
retained the emblem on the Imperial Standard if it had had a
specific connection with the position of the Sun in Jahangir's

horoscope. The more probable view would be that it was the

coat of arms of the family, and that it was at least as old as

the days of Timur. But it is x>ossible to go much further back
still, and Clavijo.had a dim perception of the truth when he
surmised that it had really belonged to ” some former Lords

of Samarcand.” As a matter of fact, the device occurs on

1 It would seem to have becoi displayed oa the Imperial banner down
to comparatively recent times. A plate in the Mimoires aur V Jndouatan
of J. B. J. Qentil who was in India about 1753 shows four of the
emblems embroidered on the * Alam (flag, standard): (i) a Panja or
open hand: (ii) a man's face with rays; (iii) a lion {sher and (iv), a fish.

Quoted in Irvine, Army of the Indian Moghuls, 34
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the Coins of the Seljuqian Rulers of Persia and Iconiam
; it

appears on coins of the Mongol Ilkhans, Ghazdn, Oljditu and
Abu Said and it is also found on some of those of Muhammad
Uzbek Shftn of Kipchak. (Travels of Marco Polo, Trans. H.
Yule, ed. Cordier, I. 362, and the authorities quoted there.)
It seems to have been first adopted on the half-dirhams of
6hlagu-d-dln bin Kaikhusru (Kaikbusru II), and specimens
dated 640 A.H. [1242-3 A.C.] were in the Marsden Collection,
Numismata Orientalia, No 98) and Dr. White King’s Cabinet.
(Sale Catalogue, pt. III. 2484-7 : Encvclopsedia Britannica,
Eleventh Edit.; Art. Numismatics, XIX". 904, pi. IV fig. 9.

This emblem is displayed only on the Medals issued in the
6th and 8th years of JahSngXr’s reign. In the 9th, a different
design was adopted, the Lion was altogether dispensed with,
and the Sun enclosed in a central square of very small dimen-
sions. This was evidently done to make room for a double
couplet which is remarkable for its style and expression and
of which the following is a paraphrase :

—

* On face of gold did Pate delineate
Jahangir the Emperor’s portrait.

The letters of Jahfingir and Altahu Akbar
Were from Eternity equal in Number.*

Like ‘most men of his race and times, Jahangir was a
fatalist. He had, in some way, convinced himself that he had
been very wisely chosen as the predestined ruler of Hindus-
tan. on the very First day of Creation. He tells us himself
that his birth had been foretold by Shaikh Salim, and that the
holy man had given him his own name {Tuzuk. Trans 1. 2.)
His accession to the Imperial throne had been predicted by
saints and sages. “I had heard,” he informs us, “ in the days
when I was a prince from Indian sages ], that

after the expiration of the reign and life of King Jalalu-d-din
Akbar, one named Nuru-d-dXn would be the administrator of
the affairs of the State. Therefore I gave myself the name
and appellation of Nuru-d-din JahSngir Padishah.” (/5<d.,

I. 3.)

Once more he writes : Shaikh Husain J5ml had
written to me from Lahore six months before my accession
that he had seen in a dream that saints, and pious men had
delivered over the affairs of the kingdom to that Chosen One
cf the Court of Allah [Jahangir] and that, rejoicing in this
news, he should await the event, (/bid., I. 30-1

; see also p.
70.)

These prognostications of the will of Heaven produced
all the greater effect on him, because there was a time when
the chances of his succession seemed, humanly speaking, by
no means assured. He had given repeated offence by his
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co]idao4> to his father. He had two brothers of almost his own
age, who were by no means devoid of ambition. He had an-
other possible and more dangerous rival in a son of his own»
who was the darling of Akbar. He knew that Abul Fazl, the
guide, philosopher and friend of the Emperor was his deadly
enem}^ Somehow, all these difficulties vanished. His brothers
died one after another of dipsomania. He succeeded in get'
ting his mortal foe waylaid and murdered by the Bundela
Chief of Orcha. The plots and schemes of Man Singh and the
mian-i-A*zam for ousting him in favour of Kbusru encount-
ered opposition from unexpected quarters and proved a dismal
failure. The subsequent collapse of Khusru’s rebellion served
only to confirm him in this belief in his own predestined great-
ness.

His exultation finds vent in the following outburst

:

They the shortsighted followers of KhusruJ over-looked
the truth that acts of sovereignty and world-rule are not
things to be arranged by the worthless endeavours of defective
intellects. The just Creator bestows them on him whom he
considers fit for this glorious and exalted duty, and on such a
person doth He fit the robe of honour.'* (Tuzuk^ Tr. I 61.)

Of course that head was no other than his own. A few
words may be permitted, by way of comment, on the phraseo-
logy of the first half of the legend inscribed on this Ajmer
medal. To say of Destiny or Fate ( ^ ) that it had * painted

with its own hand ’ the portrait of the Emperor on the Medal is

a very bold figure of speech. But such expressions are not
uncommon in Persian literature and there are in the Tuzuk
itself three very similar metaphors which no Persian rhetori-
cian would find fault with. For instance, in describing ‘ an
exceedingly fine black line’ round the eyes of a Zebra sent
to him by the Governor of Orissa, he says :

—

Text. 327, three lines from foot.
“ One might say the Painter of Fate, with a strange [recte,

wonder-working] brush, had left it on the page of the world.”
(Trans. II. 201.) Again, in his enthusiastic word-picture of
the marks on a walrus or Narhwal tooth, he writes :

—

* ^ ud

Text. 276, 1. 12.

” Those moles and patches were what the Tirewoman of
Destiny had given as an adornment of its beauty.” Trans. II.
96.

And again in speaking of a dagger-hilt made out of tho
same tooth, he uses a similar expression :

—
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1>^ jH jW ^ li>i fit* 4/S(&> if »^***? s

• idjfjijwo C)1 jt

Text. 276, five lines from foot.

And some of the flowers looked as if a skilful painter
(rec/6, Painter of Creation) bad depicted them in black lines

round it with a wonder-working pencil.” Trans. II. 99.

The second couplet is a curious illustration of the Orien-

tal belief in the occult properties of Numbers and their myste-
rious correspondences with sounds and letters. Disposed as

he was to believe in his own exalted destiny, Jahftnglr was
strongly impressed by the fact that the numerical value of the
letters constituting the laqab or title he bad assumed at acces-

sion was exactly equal to that of his father’s —or

' symbolical motto’— The discovery of this singular

equation is solemnl3’ recorded by himself in the following

passage of his * Journal.’

1 had established a custom,” he says in his record of the

occurrences of the Eighth year,” that deserving people [

43U»JLMt ] and Dervishes should be brought before me every

night, so that I might bestow on them, after personal inquiry

into their condition, land or gold [A&i j}] or clothes.* Amongst

these was a man who represented to me that the name Jahan-
gir according to the science of Abjad (the numerical value of

letters) corresponded to the Great Name C ], Allahu

Akbar. Considering this a good omen [ j J^^]> I

gave him who discovered (this coincidence), land, a horse,

cash clothing.” (Trans. I. 253; Text, 124, 1. 5.)*

1 For a curious and graphic account (which ie too long to quote) of

Jahangir's siiperstitioua reverence for devotees and beggars of all sorts,

see Roe, Embassy, ed. Foster, 306-7 and note. Tom Coryat writes to

the same purpose. ** You shall understand a custome of this king, who
.sleeping in his Gusle Can, [Ohusal-kliana], often when he awakes in the
night, his great men (except' those that watch) being retired, cals for

certaine poore and olde men, making them sit by him, with many
questions and familiar speeches, passing the time and at their departure
clothes them, and gives them bountifull Aimes, often whatsoever they
demand, telling the money into their handa** Purchas, His Pilgrimes,

MacLehoSe's Reprint, TV. 401.
2 I have discussed elsewhere Rodgers' favourite notion that Akbar’s

real object in inscribing the phrase * Allflhu Akbar* on his coins was to

lay claim to divinity. His remarks on this Ajmer medal show that
nothing deflects the judgment even of a well-balanced mind more than a
preconceived theory. ** There is, I suspect," he writes, ** more than one
sees on the surface here,—a sly attempt to make himeelf equal voUh Ood,
seeing the letters of the name of the king and of Ood were of the same
numerical value. (J.A.S.B., 1808, p. *26.)



Portrait Muhra** ofJahanfir.

This entry belongs to the transactions of the month
(AbSn), on the 26th day of which he entered Ajmer. The date
on the Medals shows that they were struck soon afterwards in

that, town, for presentation to his friends and boon-companions
on the occasion of some court festival.

But there is one other feature of the fourth or Ajmer
t>pe of these pieces, to which a few words of illustration are

due. This is the invocaiictti The words themselves

signify ‘ 0 Helper,* and is one of the Ninety-nine names of

Allfth to which devout Muslims attribute the power of working
wonders and which they believe it an act of merit to con-
stantly repeat. But Mu'Inu-d-dln was also the name of the
renowned Kb waja of Ajmer to whose tomb Akbar used to go an-
nually on pilgrimage during the first half of his reign. At least

one gold coin of that Emperor has been discovered on which
the identical words arrest attention. (Delmerick,

1876, p. 292; see also Ain, Trans. Blochmann, I. 30.) The
uordsare doubtless amphibological, and susceptible of inter-

pretation either way according to individual fancy. But in the

present instance, a peculiar meaning or historical significance

attaches to them which it would bo ignorance to overlook.

They are, in fact, intimately connected with an incident in the

life of the Emperor which is recorded at length in his bio-

graphy, but to which the attention of numismatists does not

appear to have been drawn.
“On the 8th of this month of Amardjld [Ninth year, when

Jahangir’s camp was at Ajmer], I found a change in my
health, and by degrees was seized with fever and headache.
* * * As the fever did not change, and for three nights 1

took my usual wine, it brought on greater weakness. In the

time of disquietude, and when the weakne.ss prevailed over me,

I went to the mausoleum of the revered Kliwaja * • and

agreed to give alms and charitV. God Almighty * * bestowed

on me the robe of health and by degrees I recovered. * * *

During my illness, it had occurred to me that when I com-

pletely recovered, inasmuch as inwardly I was an ear bored,

slave of the Kbwaja (Muinu-d-din) and was indebted to. him

for my existence, I should openly make holes in my ears and

be enrolled among his ear-bored slaves. On Thuraday, 12th

Shahnvar, corresponding to the month of Rajab [1023 A.H.],

1 made holes in my ears and drew into each a shining pearl.

When the servants of the palace and my loyal friends saw

this, both those who were in the presence and some who were

in the distant borders diligently and eapriy made holes in

their ears * * * until by degrees the infection caught the

Ahadls and others. At tlie end of Thursday, the 22nd of the

said month, corresponding with the 10th Sh'abftii, the meeting

12 for my solar weighing was arranged in my private audience
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hall, and the usnal. observances were carried out.’* {TUzuk,
Tr. I. 266-8 ; Text, 130, 1. 21.)

It may be fairly conjectured that these Ajmer medals
were struck after this event and presented as souvenirs of his

recovery to the loyal friends ” who had bored their own ears

on the day of the solar weighment, i.e. the solar anniversary of

the Emperor’s 46th birthday.
With this passage before us, we are naturally led to

inquire if the ears are bored in the medallion, and if the shin-

ing pearls are discernible.

The question is perhaps too nice to admit of being confi-

dently answered, though it is certain that the pearl rings in

the eai's are a peculiar feature of many contemporary portraits

of the Emperor. They are clearly seen in the picture which he
himself presented to Sir Thomas Roe, and which is engraved
in Mr. Foster’s Edition of Roe’s Embassy (I. 114.) They are
distinctly visible also in the miniature in the British Museum
of which the frontispiece to Rogers and Beveridge’s Transla-
tion of the TUzuk is a reproduction.



XII. THE ZODIACAL COINS.
The enthusiastic collector of Muij^al Coins who has enter-

tained hopes of learning something new from the indigenous
chronicles of the House of Timur about the Zodiacal Coins of
Jahfinglr or his consort will,. I am afraid, be sorely disappoint-
ed. These curious mintages would appear to have been zeal-

ously sought after and become more or less rare even in

Tavernier’s day (Travels, English Trans, of John Philips, Ed
1678, Part ii, p. 11), but there is, with a single exception, no
reference whatever to them in the historiss. That exception
is, strangely enough, the mention made of them by the Emperor
himself in his Autobiography. The passage has been cited by
Mr. Stanley Lane Poole (B M.C. Introd. Ixxxii) from Dow-
son’s version (£.D. VI, 357), but it will bear quoting again.

This is how it is rendered by Mr. Alexander Rogers :

—

“ Previously to this,” Jahangir records in his diar^^ on
23rd Farwardin of the Thirteenth regnal 3'ear [L5th Rab'l IL
1027 A H.],

** the rule of coinage was that on one face of the

metal, they stamped my name, and on the reverse the name
of the place, and the month and year of the reign. At this

time it entered my mind that in place of the month they
should substitute the figure of the constellation which belonged
to that month ; for instance, in the month of Farwardin, the
figure of a ram, and in Urdlbihisht the figure of a bull. Simi-
larly, in each month that a coin was struck, the figure of the

constellation was to be on one face, as if the Sun was emerging
from it. This usage is my own, and has never been practised
until now.” (Rogers and Beveridge, Memoirs of Jahftngir, Tl,

6-7).

This notice w'ill perhaps bo called bald and disappointing,

but any one who will take the trouble of comparing it with
Tavernier’s long-winded rigmarole about ” Money that re-

presents the figures of the Twelve signs ” (loc. cit.. Part II, pp.
10- 11 ) must admit that if it is brief, it is also straighc-for-

ward and correct so far as it goes. There is no nonsense in

it, as in Tavernier's yarn, about Nur Jahan dancing one day
before Jahangir when he had ” drank briskly ” and '' began to

be very merry,” of obtaining from him the boon of
** reigning

as sovereign ” for a day ” and ordering at once the coinage of

of two millions of ” Roupies of gold and silver bearing her

own name ” in the ” space of twenty-four hours.” The whole
story is more like a folk-tale than an historical explanation,

and it is hardly worth while to make more than this passing

reference to it.

Before leaving the subject, I may say that there is, in the
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correspondence of the English East India Company, an expli-

cit notice of all coins bearing the name of the Empress having
been ordered to be withdrawn from circulation by Shfih Jahftn

soon after his accession. ** All rup [ees] of Noor Jehann Bea-
gams stampe/* write the Factors at Agra to the President and
Council of Surat on 17th February 1628, ** are called in and
not to be uttered.” (Foster, English Factories in India. 1624-

1629. p. 241.) Tavernier has something to say about this

matter also, buthe mixes it up with the Zodiacal series. When
Sultan Kourom,” he informs us, came to the Crown after the

death of his Father, he forbade all persons to use those Bou-
pies upon pain of death, and commanded all that had any of

them, either in Gold or Silver, to carry them to the Mint,
* * to the end that they might be melted down. For which
reason they are at present very rare, particularly those in

Gold; among the rest two or three of them are so hard to

be found, that an hundred crowns has been given for one of

them. * * The Queen during her Reign of twenty-four
hours, had that respect for the King, that on the back-side of

the pieces whereon the twelve Signs were engraven, she
caus^ the name of Oehan-guir^ to be stamped with her own,
and the name of the place where they were Coined, all in

Arabick Letters.” (Tavernier, loc cit,, p. 11

)



XIIL JAHANGIR’S CAMBAY
TANKAS.

The reign of Jahangir marks an epoch in the history of

Mughal Numismatics and was distinguished by several notable
events. Of these, the issue of the Zodiacal series was undoubt-
edly the most remarkable and it has, in the popular imagina^

tion, almost entirely eclipsed the others. But great interest

must also attach to the so-called Portrait or Bacchanalian
Muhrs, the mintages exhibiting the name of Nur cahan and
the abnormally heavy Ashrafls and Rupees. All these rare

issues have been sought for by collectors of Mu^^al coins, and
their exertions may be said to have been fairly well-rewarded.
But there is still one type of which no specimen has been
discovered, although certainly known to have been uttered,

viz, the Gold and Silver Tankas.
The Zodiacal Coinage was introduced in the first month

(Farwardln) of the 13th Regnal year. (Rab'l I~Rab‘I II, 1027-

A.H., March-April, 1618 A.C.). Some three months before

this, Jahangir had paid a visit to Cambay and bis camp was
pitched “on the shore of the salt sea'* on Friday the 8th of

Dai (Xll R ). TuzukyTvA, 416. He had a desire to look at

the sea and witness the ebb and flow of the Ocean, and after

a halt of ten days the royal standards started for Ahmadabad
on Tuesday, the 19th, ie, about 30th December, 1617 A.C.

[Mr. Rogers has ‘ 1618’ but the year is demonstrably wrong.]

Ihid,, I, 419. Here, the idea seized him of giving a proof of

his inventive genius by ordering the issue of a new type of

gold and silver coins called Tankas. We read :

—

J ( I
• r V

^ ^ ^

# y ( r«r v aw )lai^ A^ii
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$aSJ tr* ^ (8ie)
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Sayyad Ahmad Kb&n’s Edition, 207, 1. 6. This passage is one
of those translated in Elliot and Dowson’s volumes, and his

rendering is quoted below.

It was also ordered in these days, that tankas of gold
and silver, ten and twenty times heavier than the current gold
mohur and rupee, should be struck. The legend on the face

of the golden tonfo was ' JfahSngIr ShSh A.H. 1027,* and on
the reverse, ‘Struck at Khambftit, the Uth year of H.M.’s
reign.’ For the silver tanka, on one side, ‘ Jahangir Shah, A.H.
1027,’ with a verse round it, the meaning of which is, ‘ This
coin was struck by JahSnglr Sh&h, the ray of Victory.’ On
the other side was impressed, * Struck at Khambait, the 12th
year of H.M. reign/ with this verse round it, * After the con-
quest of the Dakhin, he came from Mandu of GuJarSt.’ In no
reign before this had tankas been coined except of copper.
The tankas of gold and silver were inventions of my own, and
I called them Jahdngifi tankasJ*

Op. cit., VI, 364-5.

Now there can be no doubt that the translator has by
misunderstanding one important word in the very first line of

this description, distorted its real meaning and made the
Emperor say what he never intended. Jahangir tells us that

these tankas of gold and silver were ^ eih

t.€. they were to the ordinary muhr and rupee as ten (l>) is to

twenty (
ommu ),’ In other words, they were only double the

weight of the ordinary muhr and rupee, not ten or twenty
times heavier’ as Dowson’s rendering would. imply.

This is the sense in which this idiomatic expression has

been understood by Mr. Rogers also, but he appears to have
followed, in places, a slightly different text, 'as will clearly

appear from his rendering which is subjoined for comparison.
" At this time an order was given that tankas of gold and

silver should be coined twice the weight of ordinary muhrs
and rupees. The legend on the^old coin was on one side the

words, ' Jahangir-shahl 1027’ [1618], ahd on the reverse
' Struck in Cambay in the 12th year of the reign.’ The legend
for silver coins was on one side, * Sikka Jahftngir-shfihl 1027 ’

;

round it, this hemistich, ‘ King Jahfingir of the conquering ray
struck this ’

;
and on the reverse, * Coined at Cambay in the

12th year of the reign,’ with this second hemistich round it

—

‘When after the conquest of the Deccan he came to

Gujarat from Mfindu.’

In no reign except mine have tonkas been coined except
of copper

;

the gold and silver tonkas are my invention. I

ordered it to be called the JahSnglrl Coinage.**' TUzuk, Tr. 1,

417-8. [Mr. Rogers has recwl <copper) where the printer!

text has^ (mine) and si^ instead of ].
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These Tankas then may, without the least hazard of
controversion, be considered to have been double muhrs and
double rupees. We have it on the authority of Jahangir him-
self that muhrs and rupees of 100, 60, 20, 10 and 6 tolas had
been struck by his orders in the very first year of his reign and
the new names given by him to those issues are also recorded.
(Tfizuib, Trans. 1,10 ;

Text, 6, 1. 7.) But neither rupees nor
muhrs drawing only two tolas are mentioned in this list, and
the idea of striking pieces of that weight seems to have now
occurred to him.

It should be remembered that no single coin larger or
heavier than the rupee of 11^ mftshas finds place in Abul
Fail’s inventory of Akbar's silver coins, or is represented in

our Musemns and private collections. Anything like a double
muhr of the Great Emperor is equally unknown to coin-col-

lectors, and it is doubtful if the square muhr called Chugul,
in an evidently corrupt passage of the Ain, was equal in value

to only two La'l-i-JdlSiUs. It seems to me that Jahftngir

desires to emphasise these facts when he avers that in no
reign save his had tankas been coined except of copper, and
plumes himself on gold and silver tankas being '‘his own
invention.*’ Dowson remarks in a footnote that “ the state-

ment is certainly not true as regards silver tankas; and it

seems to have puzzled the copyists, for in several MSS. the

word ^ (I) is wTitten instead of (copper) making the

whole passage unintelligible. But perhaps nonsense was pre-

ferred to error." (Op. ciL, VI, 366, Note.)

I venture to say that Dowson himself has altogether failed

to grasp the real meaning of the author whose supposed
ignorance he censures When Jahftngir says that in no reign

before his own, had tankas been coined except of copper, he
has in mind the heavy copper pieces issued by his father

during the last ten years of the reign. These coins weighed
about 640 grs. Each piece was in weight and value equal to

two dams, and invariably exhibited the denominational epithet

Tanka on the obverse.

It was of these double-dams to which bis fathei had given

that specific appellation and which were his father’s ‘ invention
’

that the Imperial diarist was really thinking when he wrote
that in no reign except his own bad tankas been struck except
of copper. Each of the new coins which he himself nou*

uttered was in weight and value equal to two rupees or to two
muhrs, and was, for that reason, or rather, by parity of

nomenclature, called ‘ tanka of silver ’ or ‘ tanka of gold.’ The
silver and gold coins weighing about 170, grs. of the so-called

Pathftn Emperors to which Dowson refers, have nothing what-
ever to do with the matter. Jahftngir was not thinking of

them. He was not a student of, much less, an expert in Indo-
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MusalmSn Numismatios, and probably never knew or oared to
know what name they had. borne in their day. He had in his

mind’s eye his own father’s tankas only. Their intentional

weight had been double that of the dam, or unit of the copper
Currency, and they had been designated Tankas of copper.
He had now determined to strike pieces, the theoretical weight
of which would be exactly double that of the rupee and the
muhr—the units of the currency in silver and gold. They were,
by analogy, to be distinguished as Tankas, and they would,
in this peculiar application of the term, be the first gold and
silver tankas that had ever been struck.



XIV NISARS
The word ‘ Nisar ’ is derived from the triliteral root

iiasar/ to spread, to scatter. (Nigftr) says Steingass,

signides ** spreading, scattering; ;Vjj (NusSr) and ijlii (Nusftr-

at), ' what is scattered, crumbs from the table; a small
coin at weddings.’* (Arabic-English Dictionary, s.v.) The
word is very commonly employed in the Mun^al chronicles for

coins, precious stones (and sometimes other articles also)

waved round the head of the Emperor or other great perso*
nage and thrown among the crowd to scramble for at corona-
tions, weddings, birthday anniversaries, royal entries and
progresses through the great cities or other festive celebrations.

The scattering or pouring of coins, the different kinds of

cereals, sugar, milk, curds, etc. on the head of a newly -in -

stalled king or bride and bridegroom and the distribution of

the sa'me aa largesse, appears to be one of those Pan- Asiatic
customs of which tmces are found in the most unexpected
places and of which the origin is lost in remote antiquity (Cf.

N. N. Law, * Ancient Hindu Coronations and Allied (Ceremonials,

in Indian Antiquary, June 1919, p. 84 et seq).*

1 Mr. Lane Poole notea that **a11 ShSh JahSn'a Niaffrs save one *

have an initial letter ai over the The same sign (or its points) appears

on JahSndilr'e Nisar, but not on those of Aiirangzeb or * Alaroglr IT. This
abbreviation has not hitherto been noticed, and its meaning is enigmati-
cal** (B.M.C. Introd. ixxxvi). Can it be tlio sign of the feminine, the
noun being of that gender in Arabic 7-

'<2 It would appear from the Travels of .the Chinese pilgrim Hiiion
Tsiang who was in India about (ISO A (C. that the Niaftr of gold and silver
among the crowd, on certain religious festivals wsis aii ancient HindG
custom **Tho King. Shlisditya** Xi,e. The great Harsha of Kanauj,
r. 006-648 A.C ), he writes, as he went, soatterred on every side pearls
and various precious substances, with gold and silver flowers, in honour
of the three precious objects of a'orship.’* (Buddhist Records of the
Western World, Tr. Beal. I, 210 ) An earlier visitor from the same
country. Fa hian, speaks of the fabrication of *‘gold and silver lotus
flowers" by the King of the Kiesha Country (KSshgar or LSdak (/fr., IT,
209 Note) in his own day {Circa 400 A.C.) and for the same purpose.
{ibid., 1, Introd. xxviii.)

A *Nisar* of pearls is one of the minor incidents in the description
of the installation of ChandrapidS ns Crown Prince in the * Kiidambari *

of'BSoa, King Harsha's court-poet. ’**Then, at the roar of the drum,
followed by an outcry of * All hail* ! from All sides," we read, ** Chundra-
pidS came down from the* throne. * * He left the hall of assembly,
followed by a thousand chiefs, * ^ strewing on all sides the large pearls
that fell from the strings of their necklaces, * ^ like rice sportively
thrown as a good omen for their setting off to conquer the world.*’
Trans. C. M. Ridding, 85--S0.

I
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The * Nigfir ’ of silver and gold and gems on the head of a
nevrly-orowned King or Conqueror is frequently described in

Firdusl’s Shah-ndma (Warner’s Trans. II, 12 (Kaiqubftd)
;
II,

411 (Kaikbusni) ; V, 310 (Dar&b), and is referred to in the
MirdUi-Sikandart (Bombay Lithograph 1831 A C. p. 164, 1. 16,

Fftzil Lutfullah’s Trans. 106) in connection with Sultftn Muzaf-
far ll’s conquest of Mslwa.

The *Nigfir’ of DinSra at the wedding of Faranglz is

explicitly mentioned by FirdusI (Warner, II, 275) and the
custom is referred to lu Jftml’s highly-coloured account of

the marriage of ZulaikbS (Lith. Text, Chap. xxvi).

The African traveller Ibn Batuta> informs us that he saw
^'dirhems and dinftrs scattered among the people” at the
marriage of the son and heir of the King of Sumatra. (Lee’s

Trans. 1829, p. 223.)

The kindness of kings on their coronation days is prover-

bial even in the matter-of-fact and never-too-Iavish West. In

the ’gorgeous East’ the easiest way to win the good graces

of the populace seems to have been the showering on their

beads of ' barbaric’ silver and gold FirdusI speaks of Kaikbusru
having ’’decked all the world with Dinars” in his progress

through Azerbaijan (Warner, III, 20). The Musalman his-

torians of the ’ Pathkn ’ period have left it on record that

’Alau-d-dln Khiljl and Muhammad ’Adah employed military

epgines and catapults ( V for the purpose of shower-

ing golden stars ” aUd arrow«headson the heads of the rabble

of Dehll. {TankliTi-Firfizshahi in Elliot and Dowson, 111, 158

:

BadaonI, Text, I, 418; Ranking, Trans. I, 537; Firishta, Tr.

Briggs, II, 144.)

We learn from Ibn Batura that Muhammad. Tughlaq
poured upon the head of a famous theologian and traditionist

with his own hand a vessel full of gold and gave away the

vessel as well as the gold to him as largesse. (Lee’s Trans.

41 ;
vide also the extract in ED. III. 620.)

The custom was not unknown to the Moilgols of Central
Asia and we have at least two explicit notices of it in the

account of Clavijo’s Embassy to the Court of Timur. In his

description of an entertainment at Court, the Spaniard writes

:

’’After they [scil. the ambassadors] had eaten, one of the

Meerzas of "the Lord [scil. Timur] came with a silver basin full

of their silver coins, called Tagaes [recte, Tankas or Tangas].

and they scattered them over the ambassadors, and over the

rest of the company, and when they had done this, they put
what was left into the skirts of their clothes.” (Clavijo’s

Embasssy, Trans. Markham, Hakluyt Society’s Publ. p. 139).

And again, he says that at the close of another festive celebra-

tion, ’’they scattered pieces of money and small chaplets of

thin gold amongst the people, and when the eating was over,

the company returned to theiislodgments.” {Ibid , 146.)
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It would appear that among the Chan^tale, it was the
practice to employ on such occasions not only silver coins and
* thin chaplets of gold’, but miniature imitations in gold and
silver, of fruits and flowers. These recherchi specimens of the

jeweller’s art were showered at births and weddings, etc., on
the heads and persons of the parties in whose honour the

festival was held and distributed afterwards as largesse or

presents. It is recorded in Babur’s diary of A.H. 900 [1494-

6 A.C.] that his uncle Sultan Mahmud Mirza sent an envoy to

him with a gift of *‘gold and silver almonds and pistachios”

from ’’ the wedding be had made with splendid festivity for his

eldest son ” {Memoirs, Tr. A. 8. Beveridge, 43 = Er8kine, 27).

The Emperor’s daughter, the Princess Gulbadan tells us that

Humftyun’s mother Maham had ” gold and silver almonds,
walnuts and filberts ' ” specially made for use as Nisar at

the expected birth of a son and heir to Hum&yun, when she

learnt that two of the latter’s wives were in the family way.
{Humayun Nama, Tran.s A. S. Beveridge, 112 ; Text, 27,1. 14 )

The scattering [Nisfir] of trayfulls of * Ashrafis’ and *Shfth-

rukbltS ’ on the occasion of her brother Hindal’s wedding is also

noticed by this charming authoress (Trans. 125 ; Text, 34, four

lines from foot). Ni^Smu-d-dln Ahmad specially notes the

NtMr of coins at Akbar’s coronation. (Lakbnau Litb. 243.)

BadSonI speaks of j in connection with the marriage

of Bairam Sh&n to Salima Sulfeiin Begain (Text, II, 20

;

liOwe, Tr. 13), of the ‘Nisftr’ of pearls on Akbar’s head by
Mnn’im KbAn KbAn-i KbAnAn when the Emperor alighted in

the latter’s camp before Patna (Text, II, 179; Lowe, Tr. II,

182), and of the scattering of ”dishfulls of gold and Jewels to

the people ” by Qutbu-d-din KbAn at a feast held in honour

of the latter’s appointment as Tutor to the Prince Salim,

(Text, II, 270; 'Lowe, 278.) He also states that whqn the

heir-apparent was married to the daughter of KAja BhagwAn-
dAs, the Emperor ” ordered gold to be scattered over the litter

[ 1 ^be Princess all the way from the RAja’s house to

the palace” (Text, 341 ;
Lowe. 362) and this last fact is also

mentioned in the Akbarnama of Abul Fazl, Text, III, 451, 1.

14;Tr. IJL 678)
C!oming down to the reign of JahAngIr, we find that ruler

recording with great minuteness and self-complaisance the

exact number of rupees worth of Darba, Charana and other

f1*actional coins [ ;3 ]
which be scattered among the

crowd when entering, passing through or leaving. the great

1 1 take aimj as a nuun meaning * filberts ’ (see Steingaas* Diet. av .

)

and not as a participle signifying < packed* as Mrs. Beveridge has dona.
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towns in his dominions. “On Thursday the 17th [Safar 1016
A.H.]/’ he writes, “from the Mastan bridge as far as the
Shahr-ara garden [in the cit^ of Kabul] which was the encamp-
ing place of the royal standards, scattering rupees,- half-rupees

and quarter-rupees [Jf gi; 3 ‘-s-a] j ]
to faqirs and indigent

persons on both sides of the road, I entered the. aforesaid

garden.” {Tuzuk, Te.xt, 51, II. 4-6; Tr. I, 105). And again,

we read: “At an auspicious hour [5 Farwardin III R.]. I

returned towards Agra, and scattering with two hands 5,000

rupees in small coins [ y 3 *

] entered the august palace which was inside the fort.”

(Ibid., Text, 66
,

1. 16; Tr. 1, 139.)

There are several other notices of the same sort, to which
it will suffice to give only references They wjll bo found at

Vol. I. pp 249, 359, 382, 415, 417, 426, 428 432, and Vol. II,

pp. 9, 31, 84, 187, 194 of Messrs. Rogers and Beveridge’s Trans-

lation. They are merely illustrations of the more or less

profuse distribution of largesne on the part of the Emperor
during official visits or imperial progresses. The following four

passages are more interesting and give us some Insight into the

origin^ rationale or idea underlying the custom.
“In his [scil. the Prince j^urram or Shah Jahan’s]

honour f after his return from the victorious campaign in the

Dekkan ], I myself came down from the Jharokha and poured
over his head a small tray of jewels and a tray of gold (coins).

f f jt jmji jy ,
jA'y. 3I ]

Having called Sarnak the elephant to me 1 saw without

doubt that what had been heard in its praise and of its beauty
wns real. * * As it appeared acceptable to me, I myself

mounted («.e. drove ft) and took it into my yn’ivate palace, and
scattered a quantity of gold coins on its head ” [20 Milir XIl

, R.;

jlii y ;3 y (Tnzuk, Text! 195, six lines from foot]

Tr. I, 395-6.)

Elsewhere, we hear of a similar ceremony having been
gone through in honour of the Empress Nur Jahan. That
talented and versatile lady had on one occasion killed four

tigers in a single day with only six shots, from her seat in a

howdah. .Jahangir was charmed and informs us that “as a

reward for this good shooting,” he “ gave her a pair of brace-

lets (pahunchi) of diamonds worth 1 ,00,000 rupees and scattered

tyOOO ashrajts over her” T ]

(Text, 186, 1 5, Tr. I, 375.)

The two extracts which follow illustrate another form of

NisSr—that connected with the weighment of the Emperor’s
person on the solar or lunar anniversaries of his birth.

‘•After the conclusion of the weighment [A.H. 1030. XVI
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R.J, tra}^ of gold and silver were poured out bv way of Nisar
(coin-scattering) into the hope-skirts of the ministers of

amusement {ahl^i-nishat) and of the poor.
! y ]

Text, 325, 1. 17; Tr. II, 215.

Again we read : On the same day [21st Shahrlvar XIII,
R.], the feast of my solar weighment took place and according
to solar reckoning, the fiftieth year of the age of this suppliant
at the throne of God commenced auspiciously. According
to my usual rule, I weighed myself against gold and other

valuables. 1 scattered pearls and golden roses ( di ) and
looking at night at the show of lamps passed my time in the
private apartments of the royal abode in enjoyment.” (Text,
241,1. 22; Tr. II, 31.)

These passages seem to show that the Nisar was a form
of sacrifice, an offering to Nemesis, a means of deprecating the
anger or envy of the gods at sudden or unprecedented good
fortune, a charm for av’^erting the evil eye or a thank-offering.

It will be observed that in the fourth or last of these
excerpts there is a reference to the Nisar of ” golden roses,”
i.e. imitatioas in gold of natural flowers. Jahangir records
the fact in his account of the Ja^n or fe.stival celebrated on
his fiftieth birthday on 21st Shahrlvar, XIll R. corresponding,
as he himself says, to 22 Ramzan 1027 A.H. (2 September,
1618 A.C.) Now, Sir Thomas Roe was present at an exactly
similar function in the year immediately preceding and there
Is a very graphic description of it in his Journal. “September
1 [1617] was the King’s birth-day, and the solemnities of his

weighing, to which 1 went * * * After he was weighed, he
ascended his throne, and had basons of nuts, almonds, fruits,

spices of all .sorts made in thinne silver, which he cast about,
and his greate men scrambled prostrate upon their bellies

;

whiche seeing I did not, heo reached one Bason almost full and
poured into my Cloke. His Noblemen were so bold as to put
in their hands, so thicke that they had left me none if I had
not put the remayner up. I heard he threw gold [nuts, almonds,
etc.] till I came in but found it silver so thinne, that all I had
at first, being thousands of severall pieces had not weighed
Sixtie Rupias. 1 saved about Twentie Rupias weight, yet a
good dishfull, which 1 keepe to show the ostentation ; for by
my proportion he could not that day have cast away above
one hundred pound sterling.” (Kmbassy, Kd Foster, II,

411-3.)

An earlier entry on September 2, 1616 A.C. is much more
lengthy, but a couple of .sentences will bear citation; “This
day was the Birth of the King, and .solemnised as a great feast

wherein the King is weighed against some jewelles, gould,
silver, stuff off gouldo [and ?] silver, silke, butter, rice, fnite
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and many other things, of every sort a little, which is given to

the Bramini * * * * Then hee threw about to those that
stood below, two Chargers of new rupyes and among us two
chargers of hollow almondes of gould and silver mingled

;
but I

would not scramble as did his great men
; for I saw his sonne

tooke up none. {Ibid.y I, 267.)

The Nigar of imitation fruits in the precious metals was,

as I have already pointed out, an ancient Mongol custom, and
the English ambassador’s account conOrms the statements
occurring in the Journals of Bftbur and the Princess Gulbadan
on the subject. But it would appear from the foregoing

extract from the. Tuzuk-i-Jahdn^ri that similar representa-

tions in miniature of flowers also were fabricated and this

is supported by a curious passage in the Badishahnama of
* Abdul Hamid. In his description of the eight-days' festivi-

ties and rejoicings with which Shah JahSn celebrated the

recovery of his favourite daughter the Begam Jah&nftra from
the effects of an accident, in 1064 A.H. (1645 A.C.), this

author writes :

—

“ Jn these [eight] days, riches (j) ) were scattered ( )

over her eight times every day and the total amounted to

70000 rupees, viz. 30000 rupees worth of jewels and vessels

inlaid with precious stones ;
one thousand whole mubrs and

l(X)0 muhrs’ weight of half-muhrs called Dhan and of quarter-

muhrs called Gharn of the [combined] value of twenty-eight

thousand rupees ; two thousand rupees worth of golden flowers

( ) were made for Nisar ; ten thousand ‘ rupees
’

worth of whole rupees, and half-rupees which are called Darby

and quarter-rupees which are styled Nisary together with

imitations in silver [ ] of various kinds of fruits ,''

'

Bibl. Ind. Text, II, 396, 11. 13-20.

1 William Terry and other European writers conSrm this : Sir
Thomas Roe’s chaplain writes: ** When the Mogul is thus weighed, he
casts about among the standers by, thin pieces of silver, and some of

gold, made like dowers of that country, and some of them are made like

cloves, and some like nutmegs, but very thin and hollow *’ (A Voyage to
East-India, Ed. 1777, p. 377).

Sebastian Manrique who was at ShSh JahSn’s Court about 1041 A.C.
has a fuller description. ** This valuation and commutation and weigh-
ing ceremony over, the Emperor returns to his throne ; and being seated
on it, the dusky Eunuchs present him large dishes and vessels of gold,
full of artificial and imitation fruits made of silver, such as almonds,
nuts, hazelnuts and many other sorts and kinds of fruits, all of them so
very lightly made that I believe that a* thousand of these silver fruits

would not weigh twenty-five or thirty Spanish pesos, and I found it out,
because, being given on that occasion a large plate of them by Mirza
Aboulhossen, they just weighed eleven rupees which would be five pesos
and a half of our money. The Padcha distributed these fruits among the
Princes and Magnates, and afterwards he sent and distributed to those
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This is not all. There is in the late Mr. Irvine’s valuable
monograph on the ‘ Later Mu^^als ' a casual reference which
shows that silver roses were scattered at the coronation of
Farrukb-eiyar. Mirza Muhammad, the author of a Ta^kara
sometimes called Ibratnama and Kbushhal Chnnd, the com-
piler of the Nadiru z~zamanl witnessed the triumphal entry of
the emperor into Dehll and the latter says that “ into‘ the
skirt of this humble one, too, fell a silver rose, weighing seven
mashas.” (Journal, A.S B. 1898, p. 161, Note.)

It will bo noticed that in all except one of these passages,
the word ‘ Nisar * is used for the act of scattering, or showering
or the things scattered or showered, coins, gems, imitation
fruits and (lowers in the precious metals, etc And this was
undoubtedly the usual meaning of the term. The Emperor
Jahangir, however, gave the word a specific signification and
A wort was the now name which he invented for the quarter-
rupee (Tuzuk.Tt, [, 11) very soon after his accession It is

true that this neologism does not appear to have had general
vogue. The Emperor himself never uses it again in that sense
in his Memoirs, and always givas to the quarter-rupee its

AkbarT name of Gharn,^ It would appear frotn the passage
just cited from the Badishahnanta that the new name had not

of inferior rnnk some vessels filled with rupees recenily coined, ten
thousand or twelve thon.^and at the maximum, which would amount to
no more than 6000 pesos or reals of oight.*' The Travels of Fray Sebas-
tian Manrique. Trans, by [Sir] E. D. Maplagah in Journal of the Panjah
Historical Society, Vbl. I, Ull, pp. 96-7.

The French merchant Thevenot also tell-s us in his account of the
‘ Festival of the Kings* Birth-day’ that •* tho King distributes, first a
great quantity Artificial Fruit and other Knacks of Gold and Silver,
which are brought to hini in Golden Basins ; but the Knacks are so light,
that the profusion (which he makes in casting them promiscuously
amongst the Princes, and other Great men of his court, who crowd one
another to have their share), lessens not the Treasure of his Exchequer ;

for I was assured that all these trifles would not cost one hundred thous-
and Crowns.” (Travels, Eng. Trans, of 1687. Part HI, p. 47 )

It may
bo noted that Akbar bad small gold coins struck weighing as much as tho
fifth, sixteenth and thirty-second parts of the gold Muhr, which displayed
on one or both sides “tho figure of a wild rose” {Ain, Tr. Blooh-
inann, I, 30.)

* *• On Friday, the 7tli of tho aforesaid month ” [Ardibihfsht], we read
in the diary of tho XIlTtli year ,

“ I entered the city of AhinadSbid
* • • At the time of mounting my son of prosperous fortune, ShSh
Jahffn had brought 20000 Charans or Rs. 5000 for the NisSr (Scattering),

I scattered them as I went to

the palace.

Tuzuk, Tr 11, 9 ; Text, 229, 1. 22.
And again he informs us: “ At the request of Qasim K[han], I went

to his garden in the neighbourhood of the city [Agra] and in tho course of

the procession scattered [ ] lOOOO Chnrns [XV R.—Muharrarn
1030 A.H.]. Ibid., II, 187 ; Text, 320, I. 22. See also ibid., Tr. 11, 104,
198. for two other references to the word.
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altogether passed into oblivion, but the quarter-rupee is not
referred to as * NigSrl’ by any other writer known to me.

But this notwithstanding, the Emperor’s statement has,,

among modern numismatists, produced an impression that the
true Nisai weighed and ought to weigh as much only as the
fourth part of the rupee, t.e. al^ut 45 grains and any speci-

mens deviating from this norm have been regarded as

irregularities or freaks or described in Coin Catalogues as half-

nigfirs and quarter-nisftrs.

All things considered, (this Emperor’s capricious and
transient alterations in weights, measures, and style of coins,

his fondness for change and unstable character), it is a question

whether we are Justified in laying so much stress on a termino-
logical novelty, the popularity or currency of which there are

no grounds for assuming The better opinion would appear to

be that all gold or silver pieces which bore a general resem-
blance in size, weight and fabric to the current coins of

the realm but which were specially struck on a particular

occasion for being scattered or scrambled for by the people
in the streets or by the courtiers and other persons having the
entry to the Imperial levees, darbars and entertainments were,

for that reason, called Nigars. The actual weight did not
matter. We know from the tuzuk as well as the Badi-
shahnama that it was usual to scatter not only Charns or

quarter rupees, but Darbs (half rupees) and pven whole rupees.

In this view, there is nothing irregular or extraordinary about
the weight of the exceedingly rare Nisdrs weighing 86 and 88
grs which are in the Dehll and British Museums. (F^roo.

A.S.B. 1883, p. 112; B M.C. No. 669.) i?or the same reason,

all the dainty little pieces of which the weights
** do not corres-

pond with any fraction of the rupee expressed by the usual
powders of two” (P.M.C. Introd. xxv) are true Nisdrs, and
when they display the denomination on the obveme, are nghUv
so-called. The truth of the matter, perhaps, is that it was
neither intended nor thought necessary to maintain any con-
stancy in weights or any fixed relation whatever to the

amount of silver (or gold) in the rupee (or the inuhr). The
object was merely to turn out as many small pieces as would
meet the requirements of the occasion and serve to make a

goodly show.
The size, thickness and weight were dependent, not on any

determinate subonliiiate relation to the gold or silver unit, but
on the amount of money w’hich the imperial or other donor
was willing to give away as largesse in connection with the

particular function or ceremony and the fractional subdivision

was regulated accordingly.

All the pagsages cited in this article naturally refer to

rpyal marriages and birthday-anniversaries or Imperial proces-

sions and progresses. But the custom itself is almost universal
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in the East and may be witnessed even in our own days at

weddings in respectable Musalman families (Proc. A.S.B. 1883.

p. 13). We learn from Fryer’s (Tliapter on the ‘Solemnities.

Sports and Pastimes” of the Moguls, that on the Ramz&n *Id,

the anniversary of “the Great Mogul’s Advancement to the

Throne ” and other festivals. ” the Governor goes in Procession,

and bestows his Largesse in his passage to the Chief Place of

Devotion, liberally scattering Rupees as Kings do Medals at

their Coronations, waited on by all the Gallants of the Town/’
(A New' Account, etc., Ed. 1698, p. 10".) The traveller speaks

only of rupees but we may be sure that pieces of smaller

denominations were much more frequently used and that some,

at least, of the Ntsars in our public and private collections

were struck by the special orders of the provincial authorities

on such occasions. We possess Nisara struck in the name of

Shah Jahan at Akbarnagar (P.M.C. Introd. xliii, Bleazby),

and PI. XXI No. 16, (Cabinet de France) and Patna (i6., Introd.

Ixii). Aurangzeb’s Niaars of ItSwa (i6., xxviii, H. N. Wright).

Chinftpattan (B.M.C. 715) and Jahangirnagar (Num. Sup.

XXVII, No.. 13) are also known. Now it may be said

with confidence that none of these towns was ever visited by
either of the Emperors mentioned during the period of his reign.

The conclusion is thus forced upon us that these interesting

pieces were struck in the provincial mints for doing duty as

Nifiars at the local celebration of an Imperial festival or of

some remarkable event in the history of the town or province.

It may be as well to add that a close study of the

Mughal chronicles enables us to connect some of the dated

Nisdrs minted at Ajmer, Ahmad&b&d. Ahmadnagar, Agra,

Burhanpur, Bij&pur, ShILhjah&nabAd, Kabul, Kashmir and
Labor with the visits or residence in those places of the Empe-
rors whose names they bear. But the Nisar ceremony itself

was so common, an event of siich frequent occurrence, that it

is impossible to go much further or associate any of them with

a particular incident in the history of the Empire or the

Imperial family.

13



XV. THE TUMAN.
No student of the contemporary chronicles of Babur and

his descendants could have failed to notice that there are

numerous allusions in them to the Tuman of ‘Ir&q or (Qiurfisftn.

It might be thought that passages relating to a Persian money
of account were hardly worth studying, and that they could

not possibly throw any light on the obscure problems of

Mughal numismatics. But the notion is soon discovered to be
groundless. It becomes clear that several of these references

are exceedingly useful for elucidating the vexed and difficult

question of the value of Akbar's ‘Tanka ’ It is also found
that they serve to illustrate a fact which no student of old

currencies should forget—the progressive deterioration in the

value of monetary denominations Indeed, it will be seen

that in reference to the gradual depreciation of the Tuman,
they furnish evidence which is more circumstantial and com-
plete than the statements which are to be found in the

waitings of European visitors to Persia.
* The primary signification, in Mongol, of the word ‘ tuman ’

is ‘a myriad ’ or ‘ ten thousand,’ and it is frequently employed
in the Mongol histories in the secondary sense of ‘ brigade’ or

division of cavalry amounting in theory or as a matter of

fact, to that number.’ (Yule’s Marco Polo, Ed. Cordier, I, 261

and Note
;
Friar Odoric in Yule, Oathay and the Way Thither.

1, 117, 152 ;
Ibn Batut^ in ihid.y II, 500.) It then appears to

have been used for a sum of money amounting to 10,000 dinars,'

each dinar being equivalent to six dirhams. (Shihabu-d-dlu

Dimishql, Masaliku-l-Absar, quoted in Yule and Biiriieli,

Hobson-Jobson, Ed. Crooke, 929.) This last meaning is given,

with a not unimportant variation in the Persian .4rabic-

English Dictionary of John Richardson (Edition of 1800), who
defines it as “a sum of money equal to 10000 Arabic silver

drachms, which are about one third less than those of the

Greeks; also a sum of money equal to fifteen dollars and a
half.” This explanation is reproduced verbatim in the Persian-

English Dictionary of Steingass. It will be observed that we
have dirhams hero instead of ‘din&rs.’

The Emperor Babur informs us in his ‘Memoirs* that

Sultan Mas*ud Mirza showed ‘‘excessive favour to his father-

in-law, Shaikh *Abdu’l-lfth Barlfis,’ and 'made the Shaikh^s

i In this second sense, the Turnon would seem to be the Mongol
equivalent of the Arabic BadrOf which means * a square pieM of cloth or

' leather filled with coin and tied up as a purse ; bag ; a weight of 10,000

dirhams or 7,000 dinars.* (Steingass, s.v.).
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allowance 1,000 luniatis of julua* ^ A. S. Beveridge's Trans.

93= Leyden and Erskine’s Trans. 61. Persian Trans. Bombay
Lithograph, 1308 A.H., p 37, 1. 12.

Here the word would seem to be used in the primary
sense -of ' ten thousand,’ and one thousand * iumana of /utils

’

would be equal to ten million fulus—the fulus being, probably,

some monetary unit or money of account of exceedingly low
value.

Elsewhere he tells us that' he made an incursion into

KJhurasftn in 912 A.H. [1506-7 A.C.], and **laid an impost on
the TiH'ks and clans of those parts [Badghls], in two or three

months taking perhaps 300 t^mana of KipK.’’* (Op. cii.,

296 = Leyden and Erskine, 201 ;
Persian Trans. 117, 1. 19.)

Mrs. Beveridge confesses her inability to explain the
phrase and merely says that ** the nearest approach to Kipki
she has found in Dictionaries, is Kupakl, which comes close to

the Russian Copeck.*” (Ibid., Note.) Nothing is so deceptive
as phonetic resemblances and it would be exceedingly hazar-

dous to postulate any etymological affinity between Copeck
and the Tumnn-i-kipkt of Babur, or the Dindr4-kapaK or

kabaki, which is so frequently mentioned in the ^afarnama
of Sharfu-d-dln (I, 434, 497, 504, 645, 662, 754, 776) and other

histories of Timur and his descendants
;

Raumtu-a-Safa,
(Bombay Lithograph, II, Sect. VI); Habibu-a-aiyar (Bombay
Lith., III. iii, 73, 11. 1 1 , 17). Whnt this Dtndr-i-kajtakt was real-

ly worth, none of these authors has anywhere cared to explain,

but I have found, in the Maila'u-a-Sa'dain of ' Abdu-r-
Razzaq, a passage which throws some light on the matter.

In his description of the city of Vijayanagar, this author
writes :

—

On the left of the palace there is the mint, where they
stamp three different kinds of gold coins mixed with alloy.

1 The rendering in the earlier Translation of Leyden and Erskine is
** a thousand tufnans in money,*' but Mrs. Beveridge's version appears
to be both more literal, and more accurate

2 The TumSn-i-Kabaki is mentioned once in the ^afarnatna of

Sharfu-d-din. He says that when the city of Shirks capitulated to TimQr,
the ransom* was dzed at one thousand Tuman-i Kahakl (Bibl. fnd. Ed. I,

437, 1. J3).

s The learned authors of * Hobson Jobson * were inclined to take this
view and to ** suspect that this name [Scil. Copeck] preserved that of the
dinar koptkX. * • Kopek is in Turk!, ‘ dog,’ and Charmoy explains the
term as equivalent,to Abu-Kalb, 'Father of a dog*, formerly applied in

Egypt,to Dutch Crowns (Loivenlhaler) bearing a lion * * * Another
etymology of Kopek • is from Russ. Kopi4, Kopy4. a pike, many
old Russian coins representing the Prince on horseback with a spear.**

The latter etymology is the one given in the Now English Dictionary,
but the Dinar-i-Kapakl could have scarcely originated from the Copeck '

as the latter denomination is 6rst ** mentioned only in the reign of
Vassili HI, about middle of the 15th century, and became regularly

established in the coinage*’ only about 1530 A.C. (Yule and Burnell,
op. cii.t Ed. Crooke, p. 263). TImOr died in 1408 A.C.
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One is called Vardha, and weighs about one miskal, equal to
two Kopaki dinars. The second kind is called pariah, and is

equal to half of the first." Elliot and Dowson, IV, 100.
There are some difficulties about the identification of

thes^ coins. “The Envoy of Sultan Shahrukb make.s the
Pariah (the Pardao of the Portuguese) half of the Varaha Hun,
or what we call Pagoda. But Varthema ( 1504-5 A C.) identifies
the partdh, i.e., pardao with the pagoda itself, “ The question
arises whether the Vardha of Abdurrazzak was the double
pagoda * * aiid his partdb therefore the same as Varthema’s,
i.e. the pagoda itself ; or whether his Vardha was the pagoda
and his pariah a half pagoda. The weight which he assigns
to the Vardha^ about one Milhkdl, a weight which may be
taken at 73 grs., does not well suit either one or the other. 1

find the mean weight of 27 different issues of the single hun or
pagoda, given in Prinsep’s Tables to be 43 grs., the maximum
being 45 grs. And the fact that both the Envoy’s Vardha and
the Italian traveller’s pardao contain 20 fanams is a strong
argument for their identity." Yule and Burnell, Hobson-
Jobson, Ed Crooke, 673-4.

Now the weight of the misqdl was, as I have elsewhere
shown, by no means uniform and differed considerably at
different times and in different places. It was generally said
to be i of an ounce (Troy), and Ball estimates Tavernier’s
misqdl at 83 8 grs. troy (Tavernier’s Travels in India, i, 418).
This would be very close to the weight of two single pagoda.s
of the average weight of 43 grs. each and considerably reinforce
the argument for the identity of ‘ Abdu-r-razzaq’s Vardha with
the Double pagoda, of whicli there are some examples in the
South Indian Coinage." But if ‘ Abdu-r-razzaq’s Vardha was

.
the double pagoda, and if - this vardha was also “ equal to two
Kopaki^ dinars** the dinar-i-Kapakl (or Kabakl or Kipakd or
KupaK) of 'nmur’.s historians must have been a gold coin having
almost the same \yeight as the single hun or pagoda of South-
ern India, the Venetian ducat and the Egyptian sequin

—

about 43 grs. Whether the Tumdn’i-kipkl of Babur was the
same or not, it is impossible to say.

Leaving this complicated if not insoluble question which
is scarcely within the scope of this enquiry to other scholars,
J may note that the TumSn of Persia is twice mentioned by
Jauhar in his narrative of Humayun’s sojourn in that country.

" Some time after this nefarious transaction, ShahTahmasp
ordered a hunting party, and ordered Cazy Jehan to attend
his Majesty. In the course of three days a great number of
animals were surrounded and many of them killed

; but it so
happened that several deer made their escape at the part of
the circle where we were ; for each of which the Persian
demanded a fine of a horse and one Tumdn.** Tezkereh Al
Vdkidt, Tr. C. Stewart, 1832, p. 66.
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£l8ewhere, he tells a long story of “ an unfortunate differ-

ence” between Humayun and Qaraja Khfin, which originated
in the latter having one day urged the king to confer ten
Tumans (the trifling sum of ten pounds) on a certain officer.”

Ibid., 88.

It is perhaps necessary to sa}^ that the words in brackets
are the translator’s unauthorized gloss, and that Jauhar him-
self tells us nothing as to the value of the Persian iumRn.
Abul Fazl is, as usual, more informing. He has transcribed

in the first volume of the Akharndma, the long Farman or

Rescript addressed by Shah Tahmasp to the Governor of i£bur-

asan giving minute directions as to the ceremonial to be
observed in the matter of Humayun’s reception and entertain-

ment.
In this contemporary document, the phrase ‘ Tabrlzl

tumans’ arrests attention three times (op. oil., Trans. H.
Beveridge, I, 424, 425, 428), and in one place it is explicitly

stated that “ three Tabrlzl tunidns are equal to 600 Shahl.”

(/ftirf., I, 428.) Mr. Beveridge, in a footnote warns his readers

that “ the figures in the text are doubtful.” and questions the

accuracy of the equation. I shall presently show that it is, so

far as it goes, perfectly reliable and that there are no grounds
for doubting the correctness of the Bibliotheca Indica reading

of the pas.sage. The tunian has been always reckoned as equi-

v^alent to 200 shahls in Persia and there is a consensus on the

point among the European travellers in that country which
absolutely clinches the question.

Olearius sa^^s that ‘ when they [i e. the Persians] are to

account by great sums, they account by Tumans, each whereof

is worth fifty Abaff's” and that th(^ " Schahi was worth the

fourth part of an Abas.” (Voyages and Travels of the Ambas-
sadors of the Duke of Holstein. Tr. John Davies, 1(569, p. 223).

Sir Thomas Herbert informs us that the ‘ Abbassee ’ was worth
sixteen pence, the shahee four pence, and that 3, .57 .000 Tomans
in Persian money were equal to about 1 1.90,000 pounds sterling,

('rravels, 3rd Impre.ssion, 1665, p 329.) Jn other words,

the ‘ Toman ' was equal to £3 6v or 800 pence, or 00
shahls at 4 pence to the shahl. Fryer alv» says tliat “ Fifty

Abas8ee.s make a Thomand £3 6*? 8J ” {i.e. 800 pence), that

a ‘'Shahee is Four pence or equal to our (boat,*' that an
Abassee makes two JVlamoodie.s,” and that a Mamoody is

two shahees.” (A New Account of East India and Persia,

Ed 1698, p. 407.) This also make.s the tuman equal to 200
shahls. Identical statements may be found in Tavernier (Ed.

Ball., I. 24 ), Theveiiot, (Travels into the Levant, Ed. 1(587,

Part 11. p. 89), and Lockyer (Account of the Trade in India,

1711, p.'229).

But though the equation enunciat ed in Siiah Tahmnsp’s
farman is unexceptionable and though fheTiiman is oven now,
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as it was then, equivalent to 200 shahis, this does not give us

any distinct idea as to the value of the denomination in Indian
or European money. This information also is given by Abul
Fazl in a passage which 1 will no"^ proceed to quote. He
records in his chronicle of the seventh year of Akbar’s reign

(969-970 A.H., 1662-3 A.C.) that Shfth Tahmasp sent his own
cousin, Saiyid Beg, with letters conveying condolences for

the death of Humayun and congratulations on Akbar’s acces-

sion. When the ambassador came near the capital, His
Majesty ordered that several distinguished officers should go
out to welcome him and should conduct him to a suitable

residence. He also sent fourteen lacs of dams which are equal

to seven hundred Persian tomans together with other things

for his maintenance.” {AkUarnama, Trans. Beveridge, 11, 262 ;

Bibl Ind. Text; II, 170, 1. 13.)

Now, if 14 lacs of dams were equal to 700 tomans, it is

clear that one toman was equal to 2,000 dams, or 50 Akbarl
rupees^ abthe rate of 40 dams to the rupee, in 969-970 A.H.
(1562-3 A.C ).

1 must now state that there is an account of Saijdd Beg>
embassy in the histories of Nizamu-d-dln and BadaonI also.

In Dowson’s translation of the Tahdqdl-i-Akbarl we read :

When Saiyid Beg approached Agra, many Khans and great

men were sent forth to meet him, and to bring him into the

city with suitable honours. The sum of seven lacs of tankas

was appropriated to him.” (Elliot and Dowson, Hist, of

India, V, 276. Lakhnau Lithograph, 1292 A.H., p 257, 1. 13.)

BadaonI also says that the ” Emperor presented him with a

sum of seven lacs of tankahs,** (I^we’s Trans II, 49 ;
Bibl.

Ind. Text, II, 52, 1. 12.)

I need scarcely point out that the last three passages
are of peculiar interest for their bearing on the meaning of th(‘

word ‘ tanka,' Abul Fazl says that Saiyid Beg was given 14

lacs of dams. Nizamii d-din and BadaonI d.eclare that he was
given 7 lacs of tankas. It is clear the last two writers are on
this occasion, using the word * tanka ’ although it has no quali-

tying epithet, for a coin or money of account equal to tioo dams
Leaving the question of the tanka aside, for the present,

it is clear that in the .seventh year of Akbar's reign (969-970
A.H.). the Persian tumSn was reckoned by Abul Fazl as

equivalent to about 50 Akbarl rupees. When he wrote the

Ain-i-Akbarl, in or about the 42nd year (1005-1006 A H. ), it

would appear to have undergone some depreciation, for we
eome across the following brief, but precise statement in his

account of the vSarkar of Qandahar.
” Eighteen dinars make a tuman, and each tuman is equi-

valent to 800 dams. The tuman of Khurasan is equal in value
to 30 rupees and the tuman of Iraq to 40.” (Ain, Trans.
Jarrett, 11. 393-4. Bibl. Ind. Text, I. 586. 1. 17.
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Two things stand out clearly from the foregoing :

—

I. The value of the iumSn was not at all fixed, and varied
according to locality. The tuman of Qandahar was reckoned
at 800 dams, that is, only 20 Rupees Akbarl

;
the tumJan of

Khurasan was rated at 30, and the tuman of * Iraq had the
still higher value of 40.

The * tuman of *Iraq ’ is also estimated at 40 Rupees in

three monetary statements occurring in the Tabaqat-i-Akbar%,
one of which is found also in the Muntakh^u^t-tawarifst of
Badfionl. (Bibl. Ind. Text, II, 352, 11. 15-17

;
Lowe's Trans.

II, 363.) As these passages have been transcribed and fully

discussed in my Note on the Muradt Tanka (Niiin. Sup.
XXVIIl, pp. 83-7), it will suffice here to give only their pur-
port and references to the page and volume in which they
will be found. From one of them we learn that Akbar ordered
the debts of two of his faithful dependants to be paid out of

the public treasury, though they amounted to one lac of

Akbarshahl rupees equal to two thousand five hundred
tumans of ‘Iraq (Elliot and Dowson, V, 370-1). We are in-

formed in the second, that some presents sent to 'Abdulla
Uzbeg were of the value of " nearly a lac and a half of

rupees, equal to three thousand seven hundred tumana of

‘Iraq.*' (Ibid,, V, 455.) Lastly, Nizamu-d-din tells us (fol-

lowed by Badaonl), that Akbar gave to Nazar Bey and his son;*

as a present "four lacs of muradX tankas, which are equivalent

to five hundred tumans of 'Iraq " (Ibid,, V, 453 ;
Lakhnau

Lithograph, p. 370, 11. 3-5; Badaonl, Bibl. Ind. Text, IT, 352,

Lowe II, 363.)

II. This brings me to the second point. It i.s evident that

the value of the tuman had, for some reason, gone down within

the preceding thirty-five years. The 'Tuman of 'Iraq * was now
(1597-8 A C.) rated by Abul Pazl at 40 rupees, and that of

Kburgs&n at only 30, though he himself had formerly reckoned
the Persian Tuman at 60.

Stewart has, in his translation of Jauhar's ' Memoirs,’
given a lengthy extract from the Tdfil^i ' Alam Ardi e^'Abbdax

which was completed in 1616 A C. by Iskandar Munshl. The
writer says that Asbeg [Uzbeg] Beg who was sent as ambas-
sador by the Grand Signior to Shah Tahmasp of Persia about
969 A.H. brought calong with 40 Syrian and Arabian horses

"the sum of 5,00,000 Falory ashrafies, equal in the cur-

rency of Persia, to 50,000 royal Iraky tomans'" (Op, cit..

Appendix, 125.)

Now there can be little doubt that the * Falory ashrafie

'

is to be traced to ‘ Florin.' Mr. Stanley Lane Poole writes :

" After the conquest of Constantinople, Mohammad 11, for the

first time issued in 883 [
A.H. ] the gold coin called altun, or more

generally by numismati.st.s Sequin, Previously foreign gold

coins, especially the Venetian ducat, had sufficed tor the
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Turkish currency . The allun^ or Sullany aUun, was
known by various other names, according to the predominant

foreign commercial influence : under Western influence it was
called flury (florin) ; under Persian, Shdhy ; and after the con-

quest of Egypt, the name Ashrajy, or Sherify which bad been

given to the improved coinage of El-Ashraf Barsabay* was
transferred to the issues of the Constantinopolitan mint.

* Hitherto [soil. 1123 A.H.], the aliuns had weighed

about 63 grs., sometimes rather more, and often a few grains

less.” (Weights and Denominations of Turkish Coins, Numis-
matic Chronicle, 1882, pp. 167-8.) Now 63 grains is nearly

one-third of 105 grs., the ordinary weight of the Muhr of Akbar
and Jahftnglr. We know that this ^Adlgutka muhr of_ll

mftshas was worth about 9 Rs, when Abul Fayl wrote his Ain,

about the 42nd year of Akbar’s reign (i4tn, Trans Blochmann,
I, 30) and that in the first part of Jahftngir’s reign, it was
valued at about ten rupees (Hawkins Voyages, Ed. Markham,
421). The Turkish ‘falory’ must have therefore been equi-

valent to about 3 or 3| rupees. But as 5,00,000 ‘ Falory

ashraties ' are said to have been equal to about 60 000 Ir&ky
tomfins’ in the time of the writer (about 1616 A.C.), the

Irfiky toman* must have fallen in value at the time to 30 or

33} rupees.

Or to take another gauge, Mr. Lane Poole informs us
that the Altun, or Flury was identical with the coin more
generally known as Sequin, Now, Richard Steele in his ‘ Memo-
randum on the Moneys, Weights and Measures of Persia * says

that the Oheken [Sequin] of Venetia was worth “20 Shahyes**
in 1615 A.C. (Letters Received by the East India Company,
Ed Foster, III, 176.) Now, the ShShI is generally estimated as

equal to about 4d of English money, so the Sequin or * Cheken ’

would be worth 6s 8d and if the Tuman was equal to 10

Falorys or Sequins, its value would be £3 6^ 8d or about

30 Rs. at 2s 3d to the rupee.

This is what can be gleaned from the * Memoirs ’ of Babur,
Jauhar and the historians of Akbar. The twenty extracts

which follow are from the ' Autobiography ’ of JahSnglr and
the contemporary Annals of the reigns of Shdh JahSn, and
Aurangzeb.

(i) “ It the fort of Agra] had four gates and two
sally- ports and its cost was 36 lakhs of rupees', equal to 1,15,000

I The original figure ** 35 lakhe of rupees ” is taken from the ** Haft
Iqllm *' of Amin Ahmad RSzi who says in his account of Agra that the
building of the fort cost ** Seven krors of tankas which ate equivalent to

thirty-five laks of rupees.'' *>-wb .ij ^ ofiJ

(Manuscript). ^
The Btatcmeht occurs in the ‘ Third ‘ Iqllm * or' Section of the work

which was complefed in 1002 A.H. The author was a great traveller and
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toman of current Persian coinage [ Jiji\ ] and to 1,05,00,000

Mam according to the Turan reckoning."
Tuzuk-i Jahdngtri, Trans. Rogers and Beveridge, I, 3;

Sayyad Ahmad Khan’s Text, p 2, 1. 9.

(ii) On each of the gates [sciL of the fortress of Roht&s
in the Salt Range, Paiijab], they have carved on a stone the
cost of erecting the fort ; 16 krors, 10 lakhs of dams and more
[ j ] ^cre expended, equal in Hindustan reckoning to
40,25,000 rupees, and according to the currency [ j of
Irfin to 1,20,000 turaan, and in the currency of Turan to 1 arb,

21 lakhs and 75,000 kbani, that are now current." ^

Tuzuk, Trans. I, 96 ; Text, 46, two linos from foot.

Jahangir gives the amount in dams as 16 kror, 10 lakhs
and something more," and adds that this is what he found
" carved on a stone " on " each of the gates." ** The

following note which Dowson has appended to his abridged
translation of the ' Tar%1^-i-Sher 8hkh% ’ is, therefore, per-

plexing and calculated to raise serious doubts about his ac-

curacy " The TdnJA-i-Ddud% (MS. p. 236) says ‘ New Rhotfis
*

cost eight krors, five lacs, five thousand and two and a half

dams, which means Bahlolls. All which is written over the
gate of the fort." (Elliot and Dowson, IV, 419 note.) It will

be seen that the sum is just half of that mentioned by the
Emperor. The two statements are at first sight, absolutely dis-

crepant. At the same time, the identification of the ‘ dam’ with

visited this country in the reign of Akbar. He was a first cousin of

MirzS GhiyXs Beg, father of the Empress NQr Jahin and had evidently
good sources of information. The passage itself has bcfon copied into his

own work by the author of the Maasiru-l-umarX and the equation is

discussed in my article on the Muradi Tanka {loo, cU. , 01-2). The English
traveller Herbert says the castle cost Iwenfy-five lake of rupees, but the
statement itself (which is cited beloW as a curiosity) is full of palpable
errors.

This done, Ecbar returns, crowned with victory, and as the product
of peace, begins the Castle in Agra, *' * Twelve years scarce finisht it,

though twelve hundred Labourers were at some time employed about it
;

there he expended fifty thousand crow of Tacks [Tankas] ; a crow is a
hundred leek, each leek a hundred thousand : thirty, sometime twenty
Tack [Tanka] make one Roopee ; a Roopee is two Shillings three pence, so

that accounting but twenty Tack to a Roopee the total he disbursed
amounts to two millions and five hundred thousand Roopeer." (Travels,

Ed. 1665, pp. 66-7.)
* Fifty thousand crow of Tacks ’ is an error or absurd exaggeration.

Fifty crores of Tankas would at the rate of 20 Tankas to the rupee, be
equivalent to twerUy^flve millions of rupees and not to two millions and
five hundred thousand only.

I Mr. Beveridge says in a Note that the figures seem wrong ’* and
that ** the correct sum in rupees is 34 lakhs 25;000.** This ip due to a
miscalculation on his own part. The correct amount in rupees is 40,25,000
as given by JahSnglr. But the Emperor has confused art with kror, in

his summation of the I^ftnis and is also wrong as to the number of the
laks. The correct number of IQiSnIs is I kror, 20 lake, 75,000, at the
rato of 3 khffnis to the Rupee.
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the ' Bahloll ’ indicates that this may be due to some confusion

No copper coin of Bahlol liOdl with a weight corresponding to

that ot the dam is known.. What the writer really meant or

intended was the similar issue in mixed metal—the denomina’

tion which acquired in the reign of his son the specific name
of ‘ Sikandarl Tankfi and was equal to the twentieth part of

the Akbarl Rupee i.e., just two dams. Eight krors, five laks,

five thousand and two and a half Sikandarl tankas would exactly

equal the “ 16 krors, 10 lakhs of dams and more [
given

by the Emperor.
(Hi) Jahangir says that on the first anniversary of

Akbar’s death, he gave away large sums and ordered them to

be divided amongst the necessitous and the faqirs. The total

came to 1,00,000 rupees, equal to 300 *lraq tumans, and

3,00,000 of the currency of the people of Mawaraun-uahr

[i,e. Transoxiana or Turan. [II R.Y.J ^

Tuzuk, Trans. 1, 128 ;
Text, 61, 1. 7.

(iv) “ bn the whole, they told me the cost of this lofty

edifice [^scil, Akbar’s tomb at Sikandra] was 15,00,000 rupees,

equivalent to 60,000 current tumSns of Persia and 45,00,000

IQ^SnTs, according to the currency of Turan. *

Tuzuk, Trans. I 162 ;
Text, 73, 1. 1.

(v) “I gave him [Yadgar ‘All Sulfcan, ambassador of

Shah ‘Abbas] a superb robe of honour and 30,000 rupees,

which were equivalent 1,000 Persian tumans." [VI R.Y.]

Tuzuk, Trs. I, 193 ;
Text, 93; three lines from foot.

(vi) " Nearly 3,00,000 rupees or 2,000 Persian Tumans
w^ere expended on this " [scil. repairs to the palaces of the

Kbiljl rulers of Malwa in Mandu].* [XI R.Y.]

Tuzuk, Trans. I, 364 ;
Text, 180, 1. 2.

(w) “Altogether my son’s offerings [scil. Prince I£hur

ram or Shah Jahan’s] came to 22,60,000 rupees or 76^000

tumans of the currency of Iran, or 67,80,000 current Turan
kjjanls." [XII R.Y.]

Tuzvk, Trs. I, 401 ;
Text. 198, seventh line from foot.

(viii) “On Thursday the 7th [Dai, XII R.Y.], marching

6J Koss [scil, from Naryad.], I halted in the parganah of

Pitlad. In the country of Gujarat there is no larger parganah

than this
; it has a revenue of 7,00,000 rupees, equal to 23,000

current tumans of Iraq."

• This is a misprint. It should be S,000 ‘Irffq Tilmans, and so it is

in the original.

* Sir Thomas Herbert writes : “At Tzekander, or Secandra, * " * is

the Maiuoleum or Burial-place of the great Moguls, the foundation of

which was begun by Bcbar, the superstructure continued by Jangheer

his Son, and is yet scarce finished, albeit they have already consumed
14 milliofis of Roopees in that Wonder of India." Travels, Ed. 1065, p.

07. The European traveller hew almost decupled the real amount.
^ Sic in the English translation, but the printed Persian text has not

but ^l>a which is, without doubt, the correct reading.
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Tuzuk, Trs. I, 415 ; Text, 205, six lines from foot.
** It [sctl. the kapur talao, i.e. Camphor Tank] is a

square of 36 yards [ ] by 36, with a depth of 4J yards

[ ]• ®y order of that revered one [acil. Akbar], the
officials of the public treasury, had filled it with ftilus (copper
coins) and rupees. It came to 34 krora, and 48 lakhs, and
46.000 dams, and 16,79,400 rupees or a total of 1,03,00,000

(one kror and three lakhs), according to the Hindustani reckon-

ing and 3,43,000 tuman according to Persian, For a long time
the thirsty-lipped ones of the desert of desire were satisfied

from that fountain of benignity.'*-* {Tuzuk, Trs. II, 68-9;
Text, 260, 1. 26.)

(x) ''Altogether there had been expended on these build-

ings [acil. the palace at Labor] the sum of Rs. 7,00,000 or

23.000 current tumans of Persia." [XV.R.Y.J
Tuzuk, Trans. II, 183 ; Text, 318, 1. 19.

(xi) During the famine of 1040 A.H. the Emperor
Shah Jah&n] allowed remissions of land-revenue amounting to

about [ ] 70,00,000 rupees—equal to mote than 2,30,000

tumans of 'Iraq and 2,80,00,000 kbftnis of Mawara-an-nahr—in

the kbSlsa Mahftls [t.e. Crown lands] of which the customary
revenue was eighty krors of dftms or one-eleventh of the

Aggregate [land f] revenue of the Empire.^
Badishah-7iama, Bibl. Ind. Text, I, i 364, 1. 4.

{xii) Shawls were woven in the Imperial karkb^nas of

Kashmir and LShor which were so exceedingl}- fine that the

cost x>er gaz was a hundred rupees or more than three tumana
of 'Iraq.

Bad. Nam. Text, I, i. 448.
(xm) The expenses incurred in connection with the

Juahn or Feast on the occasion of D&ra Shikoh’s marriage to

Nftdira Banu—the daughter of Prince Parviz—were thirty-two

laks of rupees which would be nearly [ ] equivalent to

one hundred thousand tum&ns of .'Iraq or one kror and thirty

laks of the kbanis of Mawar&-an-nahr. [VI R.Y. 1042, A.H.].

Bad, Nam, Text, I, i. 460.

(xiv) The entire territory belonging to the NizftmU’l-mulk

[i.e. the kings or rulers of Ahmadnagar] of which the Jama'a

[ land-revenue ? ] amounted to two krors and twenty-five

laks of rupees or six hundred and tw^enty-five thousand tiimins

of Iraq was annexed to the Imperial dominions [
^

1 There is a small error here. The correct sum in Rupees is 1 ,03,00,600
rupees.

^

2 JahSngIr always reckons three ^Snts to the Rupee. This author
assigns to it a lower value and makes It 4* of a Rupee.

^ There must be some error in the calculation of the figures. The
TflmSn could not have all of a sudden risen to 36 rupees. (2,26,00,000
-6.26,000=36).
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Bad, Nam. ibid. , 1, i. 485, 1. 4.

(xv) Qu|;bii-l-inu]k tho ruler of Gulkanda sent in token of

allegiance a peahkash [tribute] of the value of fifty laks of

rupees, which would be nearly [ ] equivalent to one

hundred and sixty thousand iUrnana. [ VI B.Y. ]

Bad. Nam ibid. , I, i 486, 1. 6.

(xvi) The aggregate amount of the peshkash [ i.e tribute]

received from the rulers of the Dekkan, the chiefs of Gondwftna
and the buried treasures of Jhajjar [ Singh Bundela ] during

this year [ IX R.Y. 1046-6 A.H. ] was about [ ] two

krors of. rupees which would be equivalent to about [ js
] six

hundred and seventy thousand tumdna of 'Iraq and eight kror

khanls of the currency of Mawarfi-an-nahr.
Bad. Nam ibid , I, ii. 181,1. 1

(xvii) The aggregate value of the offerings presented by
the Prince Shah JahSn to the Emperor Jahangir after his first

campaign in the Dekkan was 22,60,000 rupees equivalent to

76,000 tumdna current in Iran [ ] and about [ ] a

hundred laks of the Mania current in MawarH-an nahr *

Bad. Nam. I, ii. 189, 1. 4.

(xviii) The total Revenue [ OS ] of the kings of

Persia is seven ^ laks of tUmdna which are equal to two krors and
forty laks of rupees.

Bad. Nam. 11, 63, 1. 12,

{xix) The annual proceeds of the taxes on corn and other

food-stuffs and drinks [ j j aic "!

remitted by the Emperor [ acil. Aurangzeb ] in the Khalsa

Mahals alone had been 26,00,000 rupees or 76,000 Tumans
current ill Tran. [ II, R.Y., 1070 A«H. ]

‘ Alamgirndma, Bibl. Ind. Text, 438, 1. 12.

(xx) The piesents sent by Shah Husain Safavl for the

Emperor Farrukbsiyar in 1 124 A.H. were more costly than those

sent by any of his predecessors and the ambassador presented

on his own account twehe or thirteen horses and other things

1 Thiii is copied from the Tuzuk-i-Jahanglri. Trs. I, 40 li Vide supra.

Extrat vii), but the Agures for the kbSnis ^re deliberately altered.

.Tahftngir has only 07,80,000 J^ftnls.

^ This is a copyist’s error. ssJiA and are constantly confused

in Persian writing : There can be little doubt that the true reading is

(eight). Khafi iUian who has reproduced the figures has ** eight

laks and twelve thousand Tumffns of Iraq or about two krors and fifty

laks of rupees.” (I, 403, 1. 3.) As he expressly cites the BfidishShnSnia
as his authority, we may be sure that his copy had l^an

says that the income from the titho on corn
f
^ic ^ wa^

25 laks of rupees in the 2nd year of Aurangzeb’s reign . but he does not
give its equivalent in TumSns. (Text, TI, 68. 1. 1 1.)
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of the value of five hundred tumans or twelve thousand
rupees.

Kbaft MunlaU^abn4-Lvbab, Bib. Ind. Text, II, 737,
1 . 2 .

It will be seen that ten out of the twenty passages
cited are from the ‘ Memoirs’ of JahSnglr. In four of them
(Nos. iii-vi), the Tuman is reckoned as exactly equivalent to
30 rupees. In the other six, a somewhat higher multiple seems
to have been adopted, but it is difficult to say whether this is

due to errors in oaloulation, mistakes of transcription, the use
of only round numbers or some temporary' rise or fluctuation
in the rupee-value of the Tuman. The last seems to be the
least probable. The Tum&n was a mere money of account, an
imaginary denomination with a fixed theoretical value or
book-rate, but no substantial or metallic basis, and there is

nothing to show that it was subject to temporary variations
according to the balance of trade or the supply and demand of
the precious metals.

It becomes consequently necessary to fall back upon one
or other of the three first explanations. In Ext i, 1,15,000 Tu-
mans are stated as equivalent to 36 laks of rupees, though the
sum yielded by multiplying the number of Tumans by 30
is only 34 laks, 60 thousand. So in Ext. ix, the equivalent of

3,43,000 Tumans is said to be 10,30,000 Rs. The exact
figure is 1,02,90,000 Rs. So in the seventh quotation, the
correct sum in rupees should, at the former rate, be 22,50,000
and not 22,60,000, and in the eighth and tenth excerpts 6,90,000,
instead of 70,00,000. All these are most probably accounted for
by the author’s indifference to mathematical exactitude, and
his desire to be content with round numbers. But this excuse
will scarcely serve in the case of our second citation, where
1 ,20,OCX) Tumans are said to be equivalent to 40,25,000 Rs. The
discrepancy here is too glaring and is due either to a blunder
in calculation or transcription, and we should suppose that the
imperial author wrote or meant to write 1,30,000 Tumans.

Eight of the remaining excerpts are from the Bddishah-
mnm. Its author’s valuation is also thirty rupees, but he
deliberately and repeatedly allows it to be known that the
figures he gives are only approximately correct. In one place
(No. 14), he seems to reckon it at thirty- six rupees (6,25,000
Tumans x 3 = 22,25,00,000 Rs.), but this is probably due to

an error in multiplication.

_ In the solitary reference to this denomination in the
Alam^rnuma^ the rate of conversion adopted seems to be 33)
Rupees to the Tuman. The statement occurs in the chronicle
of the year 1070 Hijrl (1659-60 A.C.) and the work itself was
completed in the 32nd year of Aurangzeb’s reign (E.D. V^ll,

174). Then, we find l^hSn recording the fact that some
horses presented to Farrukhsiyar in 1124 A.H. were valued at
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500 Tuiuans or 12,000 Rupees. This means (hat the Tumfin
had, at some time during the intervening half century, fallen

to 24 rupees.



XVI. THE JULUS YEARS OF SHAH
JAHAN.

A Solar Era comtnencitig from the Nauroz (day of the

Suti’s entrance into Aries) of the year of his accession (963
A.H.) was founded by Akbar in A.H. 992 (XXIX 11. Y.). The
new Sana or Epoch was called ' Tlahl and not Akbarl, from a

desire to give credit to Allah for this as well as other reforms

of the period, and to advance God’s glory rather than his

own.' The establishment of the new system of reckoning is

proved by the fact that from the thirtieth year of his reign to

its end in the fiftieth, the dates on the coins are expressed in

solar years and months to the ** almost total exclusion ” of the

lunar computation. The Hijrl dates reappeared on the acces-

sion of Jahangir, but the rival method was not discarded.
“ Whilst reverting to the lunar reckoning for the

ordinary date of his coins, he still employed,’* says Mr Lane
Poole, the solar year and Persian months in stating the year

of his reign on the coinage, though without any pretence of

establishing a new HIpoch, but simply as our own Acts of

Parliament are dated bj” the Queen’s regnal years. *

Besides retaining Akbar’s solar reckoning for regnal years,

Jahangir preserved the special term Ilahl in connexion with

the regnal year, using it in the same manner as julus,—a term
which he also occasionally employed. Thus he inscribed his

coins with 1 and also with uvW 1 The

custom of recording the julus or regnal year was preserved by
all succeeding Emperors and pretenders

;
but the solar years

and Persian months were banished from the coinage and tlie

1 Several ancient as well as modern Eras were called by their

founders after their own names; others are named after rulers whose
accession or death they were intended to commemorate. In a disquisition

on the subject in which Abut Fa^l has freely laid under contribution the

Aiharu-l-Baqiya (‘Chronology of Ancient Nations') of the Arab polyhistor
Alberuni—the following instances are mentioned : the Era of Bukht Nasr,
(Nabona^ar, t.e. Nebuchadnezzar), the Era of Philip, the Era of Augustus,
the Era of Antoninus [Pius], the Era of DaklatiSnOs (Diocletian), the
Era of Yazdajard, and the Malik! Era, i.e. of Jalftiu-d-din Malik Shfth

Seljuqi. Atn-iAkbari, Text, I., 274>7; Jarrett II, 22-29. See also

Sachau's Translation of the At^ur,
Akbar from a feeling of humility, real or professed or [lerhaps from a

mere desire to do something now, would not allow the Era Mtablished by
himself to be called after his own name. He would have it called IlShT.

The new Qw or Yard measure introduced by Sikandar Lodi had been
called Sikandari {Ain, Tr. II, 61). Akbar devised another and pro-

mulgated a decree for its universal use, but its official designation was
Jlahi, not Abbarf.
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exchequer by Aurangzeb. * * It should be observed that

discrepancies between the Hijrah year and the regnal year are

not infrequent. Sometimes this is due to the employment of

an old die ; sometimes it is caused by the carelessness of the

mint-masters. The use of the solar reckoning for the regnal

years and the lunar for the Hijrah date during Jahangir’s and
Shah Jahan’s reigns, when the two were constantly shifting

their relative positions, may reasonably have caused some
confusion.” (B.M.C. Introd Ixiii-iv).*

It will be noticed that Mr. Lane Poole speaks of the ' use

of the solar reckoning for the regnal years ’ not only of Jahangir

but also of Shah Jahan, and similar pronouncements have been

made with equal confidence by other Numismatists of repute.

So far as Jahangir is concerned, the explicit statements on the

subject in bis own * Tuzuk ’ and the ‘ Iqhdlndma'. of his secretary,

Mu*atamad Khan, leave no room for doubt that the regnal

dates on his coins ore calculated on a solar basis. But the

matter stands on an altogether different footing with respect

to Shah Jahan. A superficial examination of the monetary
issues of that Emperor is sufficient to show that the ^'discre-

pancies between the regnal years and Hijrah dates” to which

allusion is made b}* Mr. Lane Poole, are not oAly too numerous
but too systematic or methodical to be ascribed to the " careless-

ness of mint-masters ” or the occasional " employment of an
old die.”

I have had, in the course of these studies, occasion to

investigate the subject in the light of certain statements occur-

ring in the Mughal chronicles Some of these statements are

lengthy, and the demonstration of their correctness will involve

some labour and tedious calculations, but the full presentation

of the evidence—historical and numismatic—is indispensable

for an adequate discussion of the question, the accepted views

I 1 have cited the passage from Mr. Stanley Lane Poole's Introduc-
tion as it is the fullest, clearest and most authoritative exposition known
to me of the accepted views on this subject. As this paper is written for
the purpose of demonstrating that that view is radically erroneous, 1

may be permitted for clearness to state categorically in juxtaposition
with it, the points in which I differ from him.

In the first place, then, I deny that Jahangir ** preserved the special

term IlBhl tn connearton with the regnal year." I submit that it was used
by him 9nly ** in connexion with " the names of the months and that the

qualifying epithet which JahSngIr used for the or year was not

ltdh% but Jttlfts. At the same time, I admit that Jahangir's JulOs {not

llAhi
) years were reckoned on a solar basis.

I deny that the colar reckoning of the Jiiliis years was first abolished
by Aurangzeb. My submission is that the Julus years on the coins of

Shah Jahan are not in terms of. Solar Years but Lunar and that the word
* Ilfihl ' which figures on the so-called KcUima-IUiht coins qualifies only the

name of the month, and not the word au*, with.which it has nothing
whatever to do.
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in regard to which appear to be founded on a hasty assump-

tion.

I will first call into the witness-box the court cbronicler

'Abdul Hamid Labor! w'hose ' Badishahmma ’ is the most de-

tailed and authoritative account of the first twenty years of

ShSh JahSn’s reign. In his account of the commands issued by

the Emperor immediately after his accession we read

^ ^ Silsl ***•

J gtJ;

jl ^ crJ!)*> j y* 'i ) ««# ‘5-*'

Jsji J J S <./•

- o^iSAi tS^ cJU
31
ihaJ .

j 3 ji^ ^ JU j sf

JU ^sn^'0 s{ ^ Ji)ks JU ^ 3
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)rt^ I y hu 5
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•tf y ^[^5
* 9^^ y^l y»y JU U| oyj ^iib

4>iiy a^Ui ly |tiXxay JU ^
« «xA yU S4« «JJUa >

Badishahnanui, Bibl. Ind. Text, I, i. 128, 1. 3.

*' .As the Imperial energies and the princely labours of this

Lord of Seven Climes, the Ruler of Land and Sea [scf7 Shfth

Jahan] are directed towards (Hi, spent) giving currency to the

Righteous Faith of Muhammad and imparting lustre to the

Pure Creed of Ahmad * « 4 notwithstanding, the

eminence of his rank and dignity, the profusion of wealth and
grandeur resulting from inexhaustible treasures and innumer-
^le troops, the plentifulness of the means of luxury and indul-

gence, and the abundance of the resources of corporeal pleas-

ures, His Majesty does not, for a moment neglect the execution
of the injunctions and prohibitions of the cJorious Religion of

Muhammad the Mustafa, it flashed upon the right thinking

mind [of the Emperor], that thirty-two solar years, six days
and eight and one-third astronomical hours are equivalent to

thirty-three lunar years. It is evident, then, that no wise and
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religious individual would willingly record that the True Faith
[scU. Islftm] had existed (lit been current) for 32 years only
when it had in reality subsisted for 33. Consequently the
August Accession [JulUs-umuqaddas] w^as ordered to be est-

ablished as the starting-point (lit opener, key) of events and
the initial date(ft7. point of commencement) of the occurrences
[of the reign], and the registration of imperial regulations in
the order of time and the record of the incidents of the period
was directed to he based on the lunar years and months on which
the Era of the Hijra is founded. * * * * * And although
the throne of world-conquest had the honour of being mounted
[in reality] on the 8th of Jumada the Second, yet, as it is

preferable to commence a year from the very beginning of a
month, instructions were issued from the Court of wisdom for
making the auspicious year of the Accession begin from the 1st
of ^Jumada the Second. And unalterable (irresistible or in-

exorable) commands to that effect were issued to the Subas of
the Guarded Empire."

The author of the ‘ Alamgwiama aho, after describing the
Tarikh‘Ilahi established by Akbar, and saying that Jahangir
continued to reckon in Solar [Shamst] years (not Ilaht years)
and months, but made a fresh beginning from his own accession
(Julus*i’Jahdng%n) declares that Shfih Jah&n did away with
the system of reckoning the years of the julus by Solar years.

y

nU j

y Jf sf 3l ijA J

* ;iy

‘ Alamgifna?na, Bibl. Ind. Text., 387, seven lines from foot.
“And when it fell to the lot (lit. was the turn) of Hazrat

JinnatmakanI (i.e. he whose residence is in Paradise) Nuru-d-
dln Muhammad Jahfingir Bftdishfth—may his resting-place be
sweet to adorn the throne, the Jvlus-i*Jahang%n (i.e. the year
of Jahfinglr’s accession) became the foundation (i.e. the initial
date) of the TdriMi (i.e. the chronological system), and it was
the practice to commence the 3^ear in the same way [as in the
reign of Akbar] from the delightful [month of] Farwardin and
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to record events as before {lit. in the same manner) in solar

years and months.’' [ j ]

‘'After the throne of the fUiil^at was exalted by the

glorious accession,' of the A'la Hazrat, the second ^hib
Qirin, His Majesty [acf7. Sh&h Jahan] discarded the Ilahi and

Jaha^igiri Eras or Epochs [ J which were

based on Solar years and months, and laid the foundation of the

registration of events and the recording of occurrences in

conformity with the practice of the people of Islam on lunar

years and months. The Ist day of the second Jumada, on the

Sth of which he [scil. Sh&h Jahan] had actually ascended the

throne of the Sultanate, was fixed as the initial date of the

Reign.”
Arid Khafl Khan puts the matter thus

JU y lU y Jiy yj ^5j y

Jh*» j

iSJ^ JU y bU y\f^

* yjf Jl«ib Ij 4^|i| lU aiAld U0J^ »U j JU y \y

Munial^ahu4-Lubab, Bibl. Ind, Text, I, 397, II. 3-0.

“ On the very first day of holding Court, he [sctY. Sbfth

Jahan] abolished various innovations which were contrary to

the Religious Law [ ], as for example, the performance of

the Sijda as an acknowledgment of favours received [from the

Emperor], or when water was drunk by him.® The recording

(lit. writing) of the Solar—Ilahi month and year in conformity

with the Epoch ( ) of Akbar’s accession [ ] hi-

stead of the Arabian month ahd Hijrl year was also forbidden

1 The phraee used in the original ia vJ^^t which is a charac-

teristic feature of the coins of A^j^am Shih. All the other synonymous

expressions appearing on the coins

(P.M.C. Introd. xxxii) occur frequently in all the historians

of the period. I have also noticed .

^Jm and

2 This was an ancient Persian custom and in vogue under the
Achasmenid dynasty. The quarrel between Alexander the Great and
Callisthenes which ultimately led to the latter's being rightly or wrongly
accused and hanged for conspiracy originated in the latter's * churlish

'

refusal to prostrate himself at a drinking-party. Arrian, Anabasis, Tr
Chinnock, Bk. IV, Ch. XTI, (Bohn), pp. 200-210.
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]• Four bows [ J
^ were substituted for the

Sijda or Zaminbos and the date [ ] according to the

Arabian month and Hijrl year was directed to be [ ]

put in front of [ written before^ or given precedence

to ?] the year and month of the Julus, the lUhl month being

entered along with the year corresponding ] to it.”

It is not always easy to unravel the meaning of such
ornate writers as the authors of the Badishahnama and the

'AlaingtrnSma, but it stands out clearly even from the inflated

periods of *Abdul Hamid and his imitator, that Shah Jahan
abolished immediately after hie enthronement, the practice

of counting the regnal or JulUa years in terms of the solar

year, and issued orders for the restoration of the lunar reckon
ing which was inseparably associated with the rites and
practice of Islam. The solar computation was, in the opinion
of the orthodox Emperor, a or unauthorized and perni-

cious innovation, a defiance not only of the Law of the Prophet,

but a sin against God.^ It amounted to this that a Musalman
Sovereign who had, by Divine Grace, been permitted to rule for

thirty-three years represented himself in his public Acts and
Records as having reigned for only thirty-two. It was, to ail

intents and purposes, an attempt artificially and unlawfully
to disparage the bounties of Providence and, as such, a clear and
damning proof of ingratitude. One of his earliest regulations,

consequently, enjoined the instant purgation of this error and
directed that the length of his own reign should be measured
by lunar or Arabian years and months, so as to render unto

i The author of the Qanoon-e Jsl&m defines ** Taalim as touching the

ground with the fingers and then making aalam, sometimes repeated

thrice. • Qudum boaee j-Ai or Zumeen botee

which consists in kissing the foot or touching it with the hand, or

touching the edge of the carpet on which the person sits, and either

kissing the latter or making a aalam. Done rnly to parents and great
people. * * * Sijdah or Prostration. A position in prayer

consisting in stooping forwards while in the sitting (the Mohammedan
kneeling) posture, and touching the ground with the forehead ; the eyes at

the same time directed to the tip of the nose". Herklots, op. cit., pp
cv. and ci.

> ShSh Jahan's orthodoxy is the constant theme of the praise of
*Abdul Hamid. Elsewhere, he informs us that '* as soon as hi.s Majesty,
ascended the throne, he directed his imperial energies to the renovation
of the institutions of the religion of the Mustafa [Muhammad] which had
gone to ruin and directed his royal zeal to the strengthening of the

foundations of the Law of the Prophet which had begun to decay."
{BddiaMihnIima, Toxt^ I, 110, 1. 16). Other writers, do the same. ** His-

torians," writes Blochmann, ‘*make much of the time of his birth (end
of the Millennium), and his first acts on hU acceuion justified people to

look upon him as the Muiaddid-i-din-i-mubm, the Restorer of Islam."
(Proc. A.S.B., 1869, p. 219.)
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AlUh uiidiiiiiiiished meed of praise for His Mercies and to
avoid ungratefully detracting anything from them.

The historian Khftfl Kben whose account of the first ten

years of the reign is professedly derived, not so much from the
Badiahahnavia of ‘Abdul Hamid ns from the contemporary
* Shah Jahannama * of AmlnAi Munshi (see MuntalAabu l-Lubab,

Text, I. 248, 165, 346), makes an identical statement in simpler
language. At the same time, he adds a detail of no small
interest in regard to the rule or formula officially prescribed for

registering the date. He not only says that the recki)ning in

solar years was prohibited and the Julils years directed to be
calculated in terms of the lunar year, but that the Hijrl lartIA

was ordered to be written before the year of the Julus and the

llahl month to be entered along with the year corresponding to

it only at the end.

Briefly, the historical evidence amounts to this that Shah
Jahan ordered the official record of events and the years of hi.s

ow'ii reign to be kept in Lunar years, that he prohibited

the registration of, as well as the reckoning by, Solar years and
that 1^ insisted on the IlShI month being entered, in those

cases in which it was necessary or permissible to do so, at the

very end, the place of honour being given to the Hijrl tariijk.

If these statements are correct, it follows, as a matter of

course, that the Julus dates on all the monetary issues of the

Emperor are expressed in terms of lunar and not solar years.

»So far as these three authors are concerned, there is an
absolute consensus. But chroniclers and annalists are not

infallible and it is possible that they may be in error, or have
misconstrued and imperfectly reported the purport of the

Imperial Farman,
It becomes necessary, therefore, to test their statements

by the coins—and to ascertain, from those veracious records

whether the regnal dates inscribed upon them are Solar, as

pre.sent da\’' numismatists think, or Lunar, as the contempor-
ary historians unanimously declare.

For the purposes of this inquiry, the extant mintages of

Shah Jahan may be divided into six classes :

—

(i) Those on which no dates were originally inscribed or

are now decipherable;
(ii) Those which show only the Hijrl date

;

(iiii) Those which display the Regnal or Julus year only
;

(iv) Those exhibiting the Hijn 3"car and llahl month;
(v) Those on which the Hijrl and the Regnal or Julus

years are both stated ;

(vi) Those on which the Hijrl year, the Juliis date and

the llfthl month are all recorded.

It is evident that the hist four of these classes are incapable

of shedding any light on the matter at issue. It is the coins
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of the fifth and sixth groups only which furnish us with the

data necessary for answering the question, * Are the Regnal
years to be understood as Solar or Lunar ’ ?

To make it easy for every one to follow the discussion, and
form his own opinion on a somewhat abstruse point of com-
parative chronology, I have prepared two Tables of Synchro-
nisms. Tn the first, the Hijn days and months corresponding

to the Nauroz (New Year’s Days) of thirty-two Solar years of

Shfih Jahan’s reign will be found. In the second, the Solar

days and months equivalent to the thirty-two Lunar anni-

versaries of Shah Jahan’s Accession are shown
Let me explain the use of. the First Table. Opening at

random the British Museum Catalogue, wo find that No. 560
has the dates 1057-21. Now, the Table shows that the
or New Year’s day of the 2 1st Solar year of Shah Jahan’s

reign corresponded to 25 Safar 1058 A.H. (20th March, 1648).

But if the 2lst Solar year commenced more than Hfty days
after the expiry of the 1067th year of the Hijra, it is clear that

the tw’o dates are discrepant. On the same page No. 563
shows the figures 1061-25, but according to the Table, the

25th Nauroz really coincided with 9 Rab‘I II of the iollowiruf

year, 1062 A.H. (20th March, 1652 A.C.):

No. 565 exhibits the conjoint date 1062-26 though it is

apparent from the Table that the 26th year by the aolar

reckoning began only on 20 Rab*I 11, 1063 A.H. (20-3-1653 A C.)

The parallel dates on Nos. 566 and 567 are, for similar reasons:

irreconcilable, if the Julus years are supposed to be Solar.

Let us now take some, instances from Mr. H. Nelson
Wright’s Indian Museum Catalogue. No 884 exhibits the
double date 1055-19, though the contemporary author of the
BadisHdhnama has left it on record that the Nauroz of the

19th year was celebrated only on 3rd Sdfar 1056 A.H. (20
March, 1646 A.C.). No. 1095 is of 1056-20, though we have, in

the same work; authority for the equation,. Nauroz of 20th
year= 14 Safar 1057 A.H. (21 March, 1647 A.C.). On No. 1097
we read 1068-22, though the contemporary historian Muham-
mad Waris explicitly states that the 22nd Solar year of Shah
Jahan’s reign did not begin before 6 Rab 1 I, 1059 A.H. (20
March, 1649 A.C.) and did not end before 16 Rab*l I, 1060 A.H.
(19 March, 1650 A.C).

If we turn to the Catalogue of the Panjab Museum, there

is no lack of discrepancies there also. No. 1221 is said to

have been struck in the 17th year of the Julus, and the Hijrl

year is given as 1053, though the 17th Solar year really began
only on 10 Muharram, 1054 A H. (19 March, 1644 A.C.)—ten
days after the 1053rd year of the Flight had come to an end.
The Hijrt year 1054 is inscribed on No. 1436, and the Regnal
year is stated to have been the I8th, though it is certain that

the 18th Solar year had not commenced when 1054 Hijrl came
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to an end, and the Nauroz of the 18th year was synchronous
only with 21 Muharram 1055 A.H. (10 March, 1645 A.C.).

The contemporary chronicler distinctly says so, and it is easy
for any one to verify the statement by independent calcula-

tionJ The same observations apply to No. 1351 on which the
Regnal year is 31, but the Hijrl date is 1067, though the 3l8t
solar year began only on 14 Jumada II, 1068 A.H. (19 March,
1658 A C.). It will be seen that in none of these cases do the
figures for the Regnal or Julus year work out correctly with the
parallel Hijrl dates if the former are assumed to be Solar.

But they will be found to tally perfectly, one with the other, if

the Julus years are reckoned as lunar. Thus to g> back to the
first of the instances mentioned, the 2l9t Lunar year of Shah
Jahan’s reign began (according to the official calculation) on
1st Jumada II, 1057 A.H., and ended on 30th Jumnda I, 1058
A.H. The figures appearing on the coin (1057-21) are, there-

fore, both correct {vide Table IT). Similarly the 25th Lunar
year lasted from 1 Jumada II, 1061 up to 30 Jumnda I, 1062
A.H. (Table II). The dates on the coin 1061-25 are therefore

perfectly regular. The same observations apply to all the

other cases.

It will be noticed that all these discrepancies occur only in

reference to the mintages of the 17th or sotne subsequent year
of the Emperor’s reign, and that nob a single instance of an
earlier date is included in this lengthy catalogue of (supposed)

errors. This is easily intelligible, and Just what we should

expect. The explanation is that the Lunar years being shorter

than the Solar, progress more quickly. On account of the
constant acceleration of about eleven days per annum, the

lunar reckoning must, inevitably catch up, and ultimately

even outrun the Solar computation. It is clear from Table I,

that the latter event occurred in the 17th year. The liUh

Solar anniversary of the Reign had coincided with 30 Zl-l-ha]Ja.

1053 A.H. (9 March, 1644 A.C.). but the I7th Nauroz cor-

responded to 10 Muharram, 1054 A H. (19 March, 1644 A.C.).

This is why no ‘ discrepancies ’ arrest attention on any of the

issues of the first 16 years. The trouble or divergence starts

in the 17th Julus, the Solar reckoning then markedly drops
behind, and continues to be in arrears up to the end. The
result is that the Hijrl and Regnal dates on several dozens of

^ An intelligent use of the parallel Hijri-Christian dates extracted
by Mr. Lane Poole from Wiistenfeld’s Tables will enable any one to do
so. The Nauroz always answers to the 18th, 10th or 00th March of the
Julian Calendar. The first Nauroz of Shih Jah&n’s reign, i.e. 1 Farwar-
din Solar year I corresponded to 12 Rajab 1037 A.H. (Bldishihnima,
I, i. 186, last line) or 18th March. 1628 A.C. (New style). TheHijrl dates
of the 2nd, 3rd and subsequent Naurozea can be easily found by looking
in WUstenfeld’s Tables for the Musalmgn equivalent of March 18th or
19th or 20th in the Hijrl year 1038, 1039 and so on.
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00108 of the 17th and subsequent years do not ' fit in’ at all,

unless we accept the explicit statements of the contempora-
neous annalists as to th.i Jttl&a reckoning having been re-

established by Shfth Jahin on the Lunar basis.

We have* next to consider the sixth class of coins on which
the Hijn date, the Regnal year and the Persian month are all

mentioned. On this type, the word * ll&hl ’ occurs as part of

the ‘ date'-forinula,’ and it has been, not unnaturally, supposed
that it qualifies the word aim aa tottt aa the name of the month.

The issue of this class of coins would seem to have been
countermanded or discontinued everywhere, except at Tatta,

towards the end of the seventh year. On the muhrs and
rupees of Tatta, however, the Regnal year and the llShi

month continue to be displayed on the obverse, and the Hi]n
date on the reverse, up t<> the very end of the reign.

It is scarcely necessary to recall the fact that the great

majority of these coins are, by reason of their dates being

copfiUe^ to the first seven years of the reign, precluded from
being of any use or having a voice in the matter. They are, so

to say, absolutely neutral for the purposes of the inquiry.

The solar years had not yet lagged distinctly behind, and there

is, therefore, no marked discord between the two elements

In other words they will be found to work out correctl,y on
eUher supposition, t.e. whether the solar reckoning is adopted
for the Regnal years or the Lunar. It is different with the
issues of the Tatta mint, and they furnish several crucial

instances which are fatal to the solar hjrpothesis.

For instances, we find that the ’date-expression’ on
B.M.C. 663 is ' 1058-22- Shahilvar llftbl.’ A glance at Table I

must suffice to show that the year could not .possibl,v be
the 22nd Solar year which began, according to the contem-
porary chronicler Wftrifi, on 6 Rab'l, 1050 A.ti. (20 March,
1649 A.C.), and ended on 16 Rab‘1 I, 1060 A.H. (19 March,
1650 .\.C.). But the 22nd Lunar year lasted from 1 JumSdft II

( = 3 Tir), 1058 up to 30 JumftdS 1 (
= 22 Kbdrdftd), 1059 A.H.

(23 June, 1648 to 11 June, 1649 A C.). It follows that this

Rupee must have been struck in the V2nd' Lunar year at some
time in Sha'bSn-Ram^Sn 1058 A.H.*

'
1 It might be perhaps as well to state clearly once for all that the

Hijrl dates and regnal yearson all the coins mentioned belowdo not tally
if the latter are suppos^ to have been stdar ;

—

B.M.C. Nos. «S9, 660, 663, 666-8, 672-4, 663, 668, 671, 673, 676-681,
683-4.

l.M.G. Nos. 843, 845-7, 860-1, 864-6, 863, 867, 884, 026, 942, 081-3,
1010-11, 1038, 10.57-8, 1060-1. 1065, 1069, 1077, 1079. 1083,1096,1097,
1090.

P.M.O. Nos. 1221, 1237, 1249, 1261-2, 1340. 1344, 1361, 1363, 1367-8,
1401-2, 1406-7. 1409, 1413, 1476, MS8, 1441, 1461, 1466.

t 1st Shahrivar would be the 167th day of the Ilfihl.year, 30th
bhahrivar the 187th. As the IlXhl year began on 6th Rab’l I, t'.r. the 66th
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Again, P.M.C. 1311 is said to have been issued in Aniardftd
Ilfihl of the 29th year of the reign and the 1065th of the Hijra.

Now the 29th Solar year began really on or about 23 Jiimftdft 1,

1066—the yeAr following. The two figures cannot therefore be
made to tally on the Solar theory. But they will be found to

be in perfiKst accord on the adverse supposition. • The 20th
Lunar year commenced on 1 Jumidft II ( = 22 Farwardin), 1065
and terminated on 30 JumSdft I (=10 Farwardin), 1066 A.H.
{vide Table II). It is easy to see that the coin was issued in

the 29th Lunar year, during RamzSn ShawwiH 1065 A.H.
' The same remarks apply to P.M.C. 1312 which can be

.similarly proved to have been minted during Safar-Rab*l I,

1068 A.H.— the 31st Lunar year, (1067>-68 A.H.). Lastly, the

only way of making all the three items on No. 863 l.M.C. viz.

‘ 1066-30—Kburddd Ilfihl ’ harmonize with one another is to

suppose that the muhr wa.s stamped at some time in Rajab-
Sha‘bgn 1066, the 30th lunar year of Shfth Jahfin having
begun on 1 JumftdS II (= Farwardin), 1066 A.H.

But is it not possible to contend that the Regnal dates on
the ‘ Kalima llahl ’ coins of the first seven years may be
solar, even it* those on the subsequent or later mintages are

adjudged to be lunar ? A little reflection will show that this

loop-hole, however promising at first eight, will hardly fulfil

expectations. In the fii*st place, we have the Tatta coins of the

same type and we have seen that the Julus years on these

issues in which the seriai dating is carried on without interrup-

tion up to the very end of the reign are demonstrably lunar.

It goes without saying that all these Tatta coins are connected
together and bound up with one another, and it. would be
scarcely reasonable to interpret the date-formula on the first

seven years’ coins in one way, and assign to the similar expres-

sions on subsequent issues of the same type, a meaning not
merely different, *but altogether adverse and flatly contradic-

tory.

There is another consideration also which should not be
lost sight of. When a ruler is said to have deliberately

adopted a certain method of dating, it is to be supposed in the
absence of evidence to the contrary, that it was adhered to.

throughout the entire course of his reign, in all matters and all

departments, in the Mint, the Record Office and the Ex-
chequer. If his coins are dated, we expect that the dating
will be serially consistent, methodically continuous or regularly

consecutive In other words, it is postulated that the isolated

dates on all his monetary issues 'will be bound together by the
cement of one and the same chronological theory. Each coin

day of the Hijri year, we must add 64 to the number of Jlih! days.
lG0-»>64=230; 186^64=260 ; 24th.Sha«ban is the 230th and ISthRamfSn
the 260th day of the Hijri calendar.
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is a member of an artioulate whole and has its appointed place

in the series which cannot be disturbed without breaking up
the entire concatenation. -In this view, the Kalima-llahi
issues, from the AkbarSbSd piece of the 1st year to the Tatta
rupee of the 32nd, constitute an integral group of the ShSh
Jahftnl species, and the Tatta forms are not abnormal or

monstrous outgrowths, but perfectly regular ' marginal types/
or * survivals under a favourable environment ’ It follows

that the dating of this particular group—from the earliest

coin to the latest—must be in complete accord with that of all

the other coin-types of the same Emperor. The only chro-

nological theory which can bind all these types into an intel-

ligible and harmonious whole, the only one which can give

unity and coherence to the apparently unconnected and widely-

scattered statements as to the time of issue is this lunar

hypothesis. In it is to be found the only method of interpret-

ing consistently all the chronological elements figuring on the

coins—the Regnal year, the Hijrl date and the Ilahl month.
All other suppositions bristle with insuperable difficulties or

gratuitously postulate in the mintmasters ignorance and care-

lessness so gross as to be almost inconceivable.

But if the Regnal year or is not Solar, why is the

word IlaM so often found on the Coins of this type ? The
question is perfectly legitimate, and a few remarks, therefore,

in reference to the correct interpretation of the words and
figures constituting their

* date-formula ’ will not be out of

place. The words and figures are often arranged, on the coins,

without regard to sense, grammar or idiom, as the whim or

fancy of the engraver dictated or in consonance with his

notions of calligraphic elegance. The word is often put

above or before the word iU, but sometimes comes after it

In some oases, it follows the word but in others, precedes

it. In several instances, it is altogether dropped and the

number of the or year only is mentioned. In others,

there is no sign of the word at all (I.M.C. 886). Usually

the name of the month onlj^ is recorded without the preposi-

tion Ai, but we have sometimes in the same line the anomalous

collocation sUi (P.M'.C. 1230, 1269) and lU; (ibid.

1238), instead of or^ »Ui.

In these circumstances, it is futile to expect from the

coins themselves, any real light as to the natural order of the

words or their meaning. We have necessarily to bring to bear

upon the solution of the problem such external evidence as is

available. In the light of this evidence, it would appear that

the words of the formula on the obverse, when given in its

entirety, should be arranged in some such form as the fol-

lowing :

—
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[Name] or lUi [number] Mkm [place] and
the adjective should be understood to qualify the word

or the name of the month only, and not the word Aw.

This naturally leads to another question, and that is,

what is the real object of affixing the termination to the
name of the month, and what is its exact significance. It is

common knowledge that the epithet occupies a prominent place
in the ' date-formula ’ of the mintages of Akbar and Jahangir.
This knowledge connected with the fact that the Solar Era
founded by Akbar was called Taril^-iJlahi has, not un-
naturally, induced the hasty assumption that the adjective

applies to the whole collocation—to the word au* as well as to

the word sU wherever it occurs, and that its occurrence signifies

that the years are solar years of the type introduced by
Akbar. The assumption would seem to be founded on a mis-
conception, and the suffix appear to have nothing to do with
the year. This matter, like some others connected with Akbar’s
New Era, has been hitherto imperfectly understood, and here,

as elsewhere, w*e are indebted for the correct explanation to

a meticulous perusal of the pages of Abul Fa^l. In his

account of the new system of reckoning, which, with all

its shortcomings, is the most luminous and informative we
possess, he writes :

—
jp/j j

* nl-*

Akbarnama, Bibb Ind. Text, II, 9, 1. 22.

This is rendered thus by Mr. Beveridge :

—

''The names of the months of the Era were made identi-

cal with the famous names of the Persian months, but were

adorned in addition by the title [ v'V ] Ilahl (Divine), e.g.
* Far-

wardln, Divine Month,’ * Ardlbihisht, Divine month.’
”

(Op. cit.y Trans. II, 15-16.)

One of Abul Fazl’s defects as a writer is that he is often

unduly concise just where he should be full. He is one of

those ' allusive ' authors who take it for granted that their

readers are much more intelligent and well-informed than they

can possibly be. A passage like this is, therefore, liable to be

passed over and its real significance missed even by the .careful

reader.' That significance is brought home to him only when

I Mr. W. H. Moreland who has recently devoted considerable time
and attention to a study of the Ain writes: ** The ' Aln-i-Akbar! ’ has a

complex structure and requires to be read as a whole. It gives a vast

quantity of information, but its point of view is different from ours, and
U not always grasped at first sight. «Abul Fazl usually indicates his
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he* turnH to the chapter on the Aame subject in the A%n4-
Akban^ in the latter part of which the ‘‘ names of the months
of the different eras are ta*bulated for facility of reference."

Here, we And the series of names beginning with Farvvardin

and ending with Isfandarmaz entered in three separate columns,
and under no less than three different Eras,- the Yazdajardi,

the Maliki (or Jalall) and the TIfihl. In the column assigned

to the Era of Yazdajard, the name of each month has the
epithet * Old style ’ { in the original ] appended to it. In
that set apart for the Maliki, the appellative * Jalfill ’ is affixed.

In the last column devoted to the IlShI, we read * Farwardin
Mah4~llahl* and are directed to substitute the last epithet for

the ' JalAlI * and * Qadiml ' of the two foregoing columns.^
The sum and substance of this is that th^e names Farwardin,

Ardibihisht, etc., were common to no less than three different

Eras, each of them having an initial date of its own and
based on principles or elements peculiar to itself.^ The exis-

tence of a dozen months having the same names in three

conflicting and irreconcilable systems of chronology was certain

to create puzzlement and confusion unless care was taken to

indicate explicitly the particular system to which the month
under reference belonged. Briefly, a clear distinction betw^een

meaning 9 but the indications have to be sought for laboriously*.
Students of the work will probably agree that dictionaries are nearly
useless for determining the precise shades of meaning of the words used in it.

We have to gather them from a study of the passages in which the words
occur, ^nd the Ain will not be completely mastered until some one
compiles a concordance to its language.*’ (The Italics are mine.) Wages
and Prices under Akbar, J.R.A.S. 1917, pp. 816-7.

1 This will be clearly seen from the following account of the Tdrtfdk-
i‘JatSll which is given by Mahmud Sh&h l^ulj! in his commentary on the
Zipi’llhbJSnl of Nasir-u-d-din and cited by Hyde {Veterum Persarum
Religio, p. 209) :

—

**The philosophers in the time of SultSn Jalal-ud-Din Malikshah
* * * determined the era called after Sultfin Jalal-ud-Din. wherein the

names of the months corresponded with the names of the Persian months ;

but they described the latter as * Old Style ’ and named the new months
^JaUUian.* And they reckoned the beginning of the year of this era,

namely the first of tJ^e Jaldlian month Feurwardin, to be the day on the
forenoon of which the sun reached the point of the Vernal equinox.
* * This was Friddy, corresponding with 9th Ramazan, 471 A.H., and
with 15th March of the Alexandrian year 1390, and with 19th Farwardin
{Old Style) of the year 448 of the era of Yazdajird.” Quoted by Whin-
field, Quatrains of Omar KhayySm, 848-9. (The Italics are mine.) See
also Cowasji Patell’s Chronology.

^ The Yazdajardi year was of 366 days. The months were of 30
days each and five days were intercalated at the end of Isfandfirmaz.

The Maliki or Jalftliyear was of 366 days and a garter. Each
month consisted of 30 days but 6 days instead of 6 were intercalated every
fourth year.

The IlAhl year was the True Solar year

—

SlU-i-Shamsi Haqiqi and its

length was 365d. 5h. 45ni. 27s. ** The days of the month were reckoned
from 29 to 32” (Jin, Tr I, 30). It would seem that two months had
only 29 days * four had 30. five SI and one 32 days allotted to them.
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(he hooionyiuous mouths of the three co-existiug eyntems
became a matter of absolute necessity.

This will be best illustrated by tlie following excerpts
from the Mugibai Chronicles in which the precise dates of

certain events are carefully recorded by their authors in terms
of the different Eras.

Thus Abul Fa^l informs us that Akbar was born when
“Sh. 20m. had passed from the beginning of the night of

8th Jban JUSh-i-JalaR, year 464 tU Jy

i J^J corresponding to lUth Isfaadar-

maz Mah-%-Qadlml[0\A\, 611th year
[ ftSsjy

(ttaip.)
( tti ) ], to the night of Sunday, 3th Ra]ab,

949 th year HilAlI [Lunar] and to 6th KArtik, of the i599th year
of the Hindus and to 16th Tiahnnu-l-atowal-i-Ruml of the

1864th year
”

Aibharnatna, Text, 1, 18, 1. 14, Trans. I. 34.

The same author states that the coronation of Akbar took
place “ about noon on Friday which was, according to visibility,

the 2nd, but by mean calculation ], the 3rd of Rab'Iu-

^-ganl of the 963Td Lunar [ ] 7^^* l^bh Is/andarmaz Mah-

i-JalaR of the 477{h year (•*vv) Jl-
»!<

ftOi

(Ji* j ) ] ISthTtr Mah-iQadinii YazdajanR, 925th year

[ j y ( ir*) 1

14th Shftbat Mah-i-RUmi of the 1867th year.” ( J4{U

[ j KZtiom j ( tAi/ ) JL« >1*

Jbid., Text. 11, 3, 1. 21, Trans. II, 5.

8o the same author records that the Prince Salim was
born “ seven gharls after sunrise on the 18th day (Rasbn)
of Shahnvar Mah-i-llaht of this auspicious year, corresponding

to the Ist of Ab Mfth, 1880tb j’ear KumI and 11 Bahman Uah,
983rd year Qadiml Yazdajirii', and the 24th day (Dfn) of

Shahrivar Mdh of the 491st year JaldU and the O'! 7th year

Hilall.”

Ibid., Text, II, 344, 1. 6. Trans. II, 603.'

Similarly , the date' of ShAh JahAn’s enthronement is thus

formulated by the official chronicler.

•**-»{ 3 >!>•

*i
_> J ai- sU^* ^ |U j

1 1 have given my own versions of these passages and made them as
literally accurate as possible. Mr. Beveridge's renderings are somewhot
free and he was confessedly unable to grasp the true meaning of the

phrase (AHarnSma, Tr. II, $ and 642 note).
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y •»!l ^ 3 j

Badishahnama, Text, I, i, 87, 1 2.
“ 8th JumSda II, 1037 Hijil corresponding to 25 Bahman

Hah^ulldhi, Ist Isfandarmaz, Mah-uJalaR of the 649th Malik-
ahfthi year, and 27th Ttr Mdh i-Qadtmt of the 997th YazdajardI
year and 4 Shabat Mah i-Bumt of the 1939th Alexandrian
year [Era of Seleukus].’*

Lastly, the date of Aurangzeb’s second coronation is thus
expressed in the "Alatngtrnama,

‘‘ Sunday the 24th of the blessed month of Ram^5n of the
1069th year of the Hijra, corresponding to 25 Khurdad Mah-i-
Ilahi and 27 Ebwdad Mdh-i-Jaldli of the 581st Malikehfthi

year and 6 Azar Mah-i-Qadimi of the 1028th YazdajardI year
and 5 Haztran Mdh4-Rum% of the 1070th Alexandrian year.**

Op, ciL, Text, 361, two lines from foot.

The points which emerge from this lengthy discussion may
be now summed up.

Akbar founded a New Solar Era, dating from the Nauroz of

the first year of his reign, in 992 A.H.,and thereafter the Hijrl

or lunar reckoning was practically banished from the coinage
and official records. This Era he called the Tari^-i-llahi,
and the epithet llahl was appended to the names of the months
to obviate the otherwise inevitable confusion between them
and the homonymous months of the YazdajardI and Jalftll

systems or Eras, This Tdr%l^-i-llah% or Ilfihl Era continued to

be employed up to the year of Akbar's death. It died with
him and its terminal year was the 50th. It then ceased

altogether to exist as an Em or Epoch. It was, so to say.

played out, and went out of the field.

Jahitngir adopted his father’s system only in part. He
did permit the years of his own reign to be reckoned from
Nauroz to Nauroz and the Regnal dates on his coins are

expressed in terms of the True or Natural solar year JU
But he never employed his father's Era as an Era, and

he did not continue to reckon in terms of the Ilahi Epoch,
He would not allbw it to run on, and it is, therefore, incorrect to

say that he * used * or ' employed * the Ilahi Era * ** He cut it

off in its prime, when only fifty years of its life bad run. If be
had not done so, we Should have had 51 Ilftbl, 52 Ilahi and so

on, upon his coins, instead of fsJu*, r sL* etc., wither without

the word To put it differently he broke off the chain,

* retired ’ the Ililhl Series and began another de novo from

the first year of his own reign. He did not pretend to have

established a New TariM or Era himself*^ He never says of

'any event recorded in his * Memoirs * that it occurred in such
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and such a ^ ;
but, at tho same time, neither he nor

the contemporar}' author of the Iqbalnama, nor any other
chronicler known to me speaks of any event of Jahangir’s reign

as having taken place in such and such a aiu* (year Ilahi.)

The expression universally employed is with or
without some complimentary epithet like

- kJjJS^ . -

The belief that Jahangir used the Ilahi Kra ” is founded
on the erroneous supposition that the word * Ilahi ’ which
occurs in the date formula of his coins, governs the woi-d ai-

as well as the word |U. The true qualitative of ai-*» ts

in all cases—in those cases in which it is clearly expressed, as

well as those in which it is dropped. Mr. Lane Poole is

perfectly correct in stating that ** Jahfingir abolished the Ilahi

era,*’ (B M.C. Introd. Ixiii), but he goes very wide of the mark
in declaring that * Jahangir preserved the special term Ilahi

in connexion with tho regnal year' (ibid.). The ‘ special term
’

applies in all cases, to the name of the month only on

Jahangir’s coins.

When Shah Jahaii came to the throne, the reckoning

by Jahangir's Julus years came, ipso facto

^

to an end, and it was

not allowed to go beyond the 22nd year, Just as tho serial dat-

ing in the Ilahi Era had not been permitted to run on after

the fiftieth. The second series was ‘retired* on the death of

Jahangir just as its predecessor had been ‘ withdrawn ’ after the

decease of Akbar. But Shah Jahan did not stop there. He
thought himself bound to take one step further in the direction

of Orthodoxy. He would not permit the years of his reign to be

reckoned in solar years at all, and ordered them to be recorded

in terms of the lunar computation. At first he allowed the

names pf the solar months to appear on the coinage with the

usual affix Ilahi, but even this concession was withdrawn in the

seventh year, and all the mints of the Empire, except one,

forbidden to issue the type Here Shfth Jahan was content to

halt. The solar months would appear to have been still regis-

tered and the accounts kept in IlfthI months for economy and

convenience of audit in the Revenue Department.* This

Emperor also continued throughout his long reign, to celebrate

the Nauroz with the customary pomp and magnificence.

Aurangzeb took the next and last step. He abolished the

I The Mughal Emperor's reasons for keeping up the

8olar months may be understood from what Mr. Irvine says of the Ru^
connected with Pay and Allowances “ of officers and trems in the

Imperial Service." Army of the Indian Mu ideals, Ch. II, p« 12ff.
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Nauroz celebrations and did what he could to remove the last

vestiges of Akbar’s anti-Moslem innovation, notwithstanding the

protests of his officials (KhSfl IQiSn, II, 79 = E.D., VII, 241-2)

In a word, it was ShSh Jahfin and not Aurangzeb who was
the first to direct that the years of his reign should be counted
in lunar years. The historical evidence on the subject is clear

and explicit, and similar testimony is borne by the coins, the
Julus dates on which do not admit of a consistent interpreta-

tion on any other theory.

Table I.

Hijri equivalents of the thirty-two Naurozes (New Year’s
days according to the TIfthi reckoning) of Shah.Jah&n’s reign.

Actual date 2S Bahnian 8 JuicSdS, II, BKdLsrhShnBma,. 14 Feb.,
of Accession. (1037 A.

H.)
1037 A.H.. T. i. 87. 1028 N.A

1 Nauroz 1 Farward'
.

In. 1037

12 Rajab,
1037

- I. i. 186-7 18 Mar. 1628

n tt 24 Rajah,
1038

•• I. i. 250 18 Mar. 1029

HI
f t

0 Sha*ban,
1039

I. i. 297 21 Mar. lOSC

IV It 17 Sha'b&n,
1040

r. i. 364 21 Mar 1031

V • s 28 Sha'blin,

1041

I. i. 418 20 Mar. 1632

VI • • 0 Ramzan,
1042

1

1

1 i. 473 20 Mar. 1633

vn 21 Ramzftn.
1043

I. ii. 8 21 Mar. 1634

vm
I

»

1 l^liawwAj.

(044

1. ii. 77 20 Mar. 1635

IX 12 iSbawwftl.

1045
9 / I. ii. 141 20 Mar. I03(i

X
1

1

22 Shaw’wAl,
104G

f > I. ii. 245 10 Mar. 1637

XI • • 4 ZM qa*da,
1047

11. 90 20 Mar. 1038

Xll
1 • 15 2i'l-qa*da.

1048
11. 142 20 Mar. 1639

Xlll
I f 20 ZM-qaMa,

1049
11. 183 1 9 Mar. 1 640

XIV
1 • 9 Zt-l-hajja.

~10^
11. 226 22 Mar. 1641

XV 11 1 0 ZM'hajja.
105!

11. 284 21 Mar. 1642

XVI
1

1

30 Zt'MiaJja,
1052

- II. a^32 21 Mar. 1043

XVII - 10 Muliarram.
1054

II 301 19 Mar 1044

XVIIJ .. 21 Muliarram,
1055

- 11. 413 10 Mar. 1045

XIX
1 • 3 l^afar, 1050 • « 11. 491 21 Mar. 1046

I The Kibl. ' Ind. Text gives 8eli dha‘ban. but this is an error, an
example of the common oonfusion between and
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XX Nauros 1 Farward- U $a{ar, 1057 B. N. II. *135 21 Mar. 1047
in, 1037

XXI „ „ 25 9afar, 1068 VVSrit M.S

,

' '
p. 48 21 Mar. 1618

XXII „ ORab'i, I p. 110 20 Mar. 1640
1050

XXIII „ „ 17Rab‘I. I p. 218 20 Mar. 1660
1060

XXIV ,, ,. 28Rab<t, 1 21 Mar. 1651
1061

XXV „ „ 0Rab‘i, 11 p. 267 20 .Mar. 1652
1062

XXVI „ „ 20 Rab‘i, II, 20 Mar. 166:<

1063
XXVII „ „ 1 Jum*dS, I. 20 Mar. 1651

1064
XXVIII,, „ I2jum5ds, I, 20Mar. I65.'i

1066
XXIX.,, „ 23JiunBda, I, 10 Mar. 1656

1066
XXX ,, „ 3Juinad&,II, 10 .Mar. 1657

1067
XXXI ,, ,, 14 JumldS. II. 10 Mar. 1668

1068
XXXII ,, ,, 24 JumSda, II. 10 Mar. 1660

1000

Table II.

llfthi equivalents of the initial days of the thirty-three

years of SliSh Jahfin’s reign.

.Actual date 8 Jumadfill, 25 Ilaliiiiaii H5d. N6m 14 Feb.,

of .Accession. 1037 A.H. (1037 A. H.) ,, I i. 87 1628 A.C.
OOScialdate 1 JumSdSII 18 Bnlnnan Ibid. 7 Feb., 1028
of .Accession. (1037 A.H.) (1037 .A. H.; ,, 1. i. 120 (New style)

IT Lunar year 1 .fiimsdS, 11, 8 Baliinnn. ,, I. i. 252 26 .fan., 1020

III
1

1

f f

1038

1039 20 Dai 1. i. 292 10 Jan. 1630
IV tp IS 1 f 1040 > 15 Dai 1. i. 337 5 Jan. 1031

V If If 1

1

1041 4 Dar 1

1

1. i. 408 25 Dec 1631

VI
% 1 If 1

1

1012 23 Ai^r II I. i. 448 14 Dec. 1632

VII
1 1 11 1043 12 Azar

1 9
I. i. 5A5 3 Dec. 1633

VIII ye If 1044 2 Azar 99 I. ii. 62 22 Nov 1634

IX
1 f tl 1045 20 Abaii 1 1 I. ii. 120 12 Nov. 1635

X r* ft 1 » 1040 9 Aban 9 •
1 ii. 222 31 Oct. 1630

XI f 1 .11 « • 1047 28 Mihr B. N 11. 3 21 Oct. 1637

XII
f f *1 1048 17 Mihr II. 114 10 Oct. 1030

XIII « p • I 1049 OMihr II. 161 29 Sept. 1039

XIV
f 1 1

1

If 1050 28 Shahrivar II II. 207 18 Septs 1040

XV pi #» II 1051 17 Shahrivar II II. 243 7 Sept. 1041

XVI If II 1052 5 Shahrivar
1

1

11. 307 27 Aug. 1642

XVII ft • I ll 1053 25 Aroardftd If 11. 340 17 Aug. 164.3

XVIIl
I 9 »y II 1054 14 Amardftd I* 11. 383 5 Aug. 1044

XIX
9 » II S| 1055 3 Amardfid ii 11. 430 25 July I64.'>

XX PI

'

1 • II 1051 24rir If 11. 544 15 July 1040

I The Bibliotheca Indiea Text gives 15th but this is an error due to

16 the common confusion between end
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XXI Lunar 1 JumadS^ 11

\>^oar 1057
, 13Tir

XXII >> »f * »* 1058 3Tir
XXIII 1

1 1059 23 KhOrdftd
XXIV 1060 12 IQiardSd
XXV * » ® » 1061 2 ^urdSd
XXVI

1

1

>1 99 1062 23 Ardibihisht
XXVJI

f • .. 1 9 i 1063 12 Ardibihisht
XXVIII 1

9 1 1064 2 Ardibihisht
XXIX

9 9 1065 22 Farwardin
XXX #» 9 9 1066 1 1 Farwardlrf
XXXI If » 99 1067 1 Farwardin
XXXIl • > If ^ 99 1068 22 lafandarmaz
XXXITI >> *1 ‘ 99 1069 11 lafandarmaz

WarisMS. 92 4 July 1647

>> ,, 163 23 June 1648
,, 224 12 June 1649

4 June 1660
22 May 1661
10 May 1662
29 Apr. 1653
19 Apr. 1654
8 Apr. 1655

27 Mar. 1666
17 Mar. 1657
6 Mar. 1668

24 Feb. 16591

• The Julian equivalents of the Hijri dates are taken from Mr. Stanley
Lane Poole's Summary of Wustenfeld's Tables.



XVII. THE TITLE BAHADUR.
The titular adjunct ' Bahadur’ figures on the coins of at

least four Emperors of the House of Tlmiir. It is to be found
on ever}' one of Aurangzeb’s rupees of the non-couplct or

Muhlu-d-din type and the muhrs uttered by the mint of

Akbarnagar (I.M.O. No. 1 121) and the somewhat doubtful and
unassigned mint of Malikanagar (P.M.C. No. 1507). By his

son it was incorporated in or assimilated to his regnant desig-

nation or throne-name It also makes its appearance on a rare

Labor issue of Muhammad Shah of which only three speci-

mens . are known (P.M.(>. No. 2554). Lastly, it is almost
invariably present on the mintages in both metals of Ahmad
8hah, the only known exceptions being the rare couplet-

rupees of Imtyazgarh and Kashmir In fact, the epithet is

such an arresting feature of that Kmperor’s coinages that

liluropean numismatists have sometimes used language im-
plying that ‘ Bahadur’ was his specific designation or differen-

tial appellative and that its occurrence on any Mughal rupee
or muhr was sufficient to restrict its assignment to Ahmad.
It will be seen that this short and easy method of identifica-

tion is likely to prove a delusion and a snare and that at least

two of Ahmad Shfih’s predecessors had borne the title.

In view of this misleading implication, it may not be

unnecessary to draw pointed attention to a statement of some-
what similar import which occurs in the Miftaku-t-Taivankh
of the usually accurate Beale. It is unfortunately impossible*

to trace it to its source, but it is demonstrably iinhi.^torical.

He avers that when the Emperor's full style and titles
|

i

were fixed, those who possessed a critical knowledge of court

etiquette [ ] respectfully urged that

'Bahftdur’ was a laqab intended for only Amirs and nobles,

that none of the descendants of Amir Timur the S&hib Qiran

had ever given himself this title, and that they had always left

it to their servants. But this was not approved or accepted

1 ] by the Emperor ’’ (op, cit , KAbnpur Lith., 327, 1. 17).

The fact of the matter is that * Bahadur’ was originally an

old and highly-prized Mongol title borne only by renowned
heroes and princes, and at least one great ruler of the house of

(>hingTz, Sultan Abu Sa'Id Babfidur Kh&n, the son of Uljftitil

((716-739 A.H.)i8 known to have publicly assumed and been

proud of it. '*Bah5dur,” writes SHr Henry Yule, “is one of

the terms which the hosts of Chingiz Khan brought with them
from the Mongol Steppes. In the Mongol genealogies, we find

Vesngili RahAdiir, the father of Chingiz, and many more
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Subutai Bahadur, one of the great soldiers of Mongol host,

twice led it to the conquest of the Southern Russia, twice to

that of Northern China. * Benfey has suggested that the

word originated in Skt. Bhaqadhara (happiness-possessing)

But the late lamented Prof. A. Schiefner * * was strongly

of opinion that the word was rather a corruption * * of the

Zend Bagha-puthra ‘ Son of God ’ and thus but another form of

the famous term Faghfur, by which the old Persians rendered

the Chinese Tien-tsz (‘Son of Heaven’) applying it to the

Emperor of China.” (Hobson Jobson, p. 49.) Mons. Clement
Huart informs us that “ the word is met with as early as 927
of our era in the name of the Bulgarian Chief Albogotur
which is explained as Alp bagatur ‘ the brave hero

’ ” by
Marquart. (Houtsma, Encylopaedia of Islam, s.?;.).

Timur declares that he “ ordained that ‘ every Ameer who
should reduce a kingdom, or defeat an army should be exalted

by three things : by a title of honour, by the Tugh, and by the

Nakkara, and should bo dignified b\' the title Bahaudur' ”

(Institutes, Eng. Trans, by Joseph White. Ed. 1.783, p. 283.)

The high esteem in which it continued to be held by the

nations among whom it had been introduced by the Mongols
and Tatars is shown by the fact that Shah Isma il the founder
of the Safavl dynasty did not disdain publicly to assume it.

This is proved by his coins on which his names and titles are

emblazoned thus :

—

ijlA.

•

(K. S. Poole, Coins of the Shahs of Persia. Nos. 1-18.)

The mintages of his .son Tahmasp display the same
honorific (ibid., Nos. 20, 24a, 25, 26, 27), and coins of Babur
have been discovered with the Shi‘a formula and the names
of the twelve Tmam.s, on which his name is given as ‘‘ Sultan
Babur Bahadur' (Ibid , Introd. xvii-xix.) *

This is not all. In the ‘ Letter of Victory '
[

which was drafted by Babur’s secretary. Shaikh Zaiii in his

best, i.t. most turgid and inflated style, after the battle with
Rftna Sanga of Chitor, the name of Prince Humayun occurs
twice and on both occasions, has this honorary affix. In
the right wing,” we read, ‘‘ was the exalted son. honourable
and fortunate, the befriended of Destiny, the star of the sign

of Sovereignty and Success, sun of the sphere of the Khalifate.

lauded of slave and free, Muhammad Humayun Bahadur ”

1 So when B&bur took Samarqand by a surprise attack in 906 A.H.
<1500-1 A.C.), one of the poefts of the day commemorated the triumph by
the chronogram Fath-i-BShur BahSdur. Memoirs, Tr. A. S. Beveridge,
i35=Er8kine*s Tr. 89.
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(Memoirs of Babur. Tr. Bereridge, 566. See also ibid,, 56f>

or Erskine's Trans. 363, 364. The Letter i$ also reproduced in

the Badishahnama. Bibl. Ind. Text, I. i p.p. 54. I. 4 and 56.

1.7.)

It is the tendency of all swelling epithets to degenerate
and it would appear that this particular honorific did not
escape this fate among the people with whom it had origin-

ated. This deterioration proceeded so far that it became
(like the English King, Prince, Duke, Earl. Lord, Baron, etc.) a

mere personal name or surname and in the narrative of the

Akbarnama it is frequonth' found in connection with Mughals
who had accompanied Babur or his descendants to Hindustan.

I have not seen it anywhere explicitly stated that Akbar
or Jahangir ever followed the example of their ancestor Timur
in expressly conferring the distinction as a reward for gallantry

or exceptionally meritorious service in the field The earliest

instances crop up only in the reign of Shah Jahan and the title

was then very sparingly bestowed. Indeed, I have not noted
more than ten cases in the four hundred pages which KliafI

lilian devotes to his long reign of thirty years, viz. *Abdulla

ILban Bahadur Flruz Jang (I 426), Khfin-i-Daurftii Bahadur (I.

520, 669), Sayyad Khan Jahan Bahadur (I. 58.3, 750), Sayyad
A.^lat I^Sn Bahadur (T. 583) Said Kl^an Bahadur (I. 569)

Slisyasta KbUn Khan Jahan Bahadur (I. 758), Rustam Klinn
Bahftdur (I. 7.59), Qulich Kb^n Bahadur (I. 7510* Shah Shuja*

BahSdur, and Muhammad Aurangzeb Bahadur. Leaving out

of acccount the last two names, it ma^' be observed that all

the other eight recipients were among the most renowned
military leaders of the Empire, great marshals and men of war
who had been the heroes of a hundred fights. Coming now to

the other two persons mentioned, it is found in juxtaposition

with the name of the prince Shuja‘ even in the chronicle of

the very first year of the reign {Badishahnama, 1. i. 97) though
the reason of its bestow'al is nowhere mentioned. It is other-

wise in the case of Aurangzeb upon whom it was conferred

under circumstances of considerable interest, which can justly

claim the attention of every student of his coins. The cir-

cumstances are described at great length in the Badishahnama
of ‘Abdul Hamid Lahorl.

They are also the subject of an elaborate ‘ Qasida ’ or effu-

sion of the muse of Shah Jahftn's laureate, Taleb Kallm. The
chronicler’s account as well as the poetical panegyric have
been recently translated by Maulavl Nur Bakhsh in the

Journal of the Panjab Historical Society (Vol. II, 1912, An
Historical Elephant Fight, pp. 60-74), and Mr. Jadunatli

Sarkar has two pages about the incident in his History. It

will suffice for our purpose to give the marrow of the matter in

the words of the latter.
‘‘ One incident of his boyhood made his fame ring through-
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out India and showed what stuff he was made of. It was his on
counter with a fighting elephant on 28th May, 1633 [29 Zl*l-qa*da

1042 A.H]. That morning Shah Jahan, * * * set two huge
elephants, Sudhakar and Surat Sundar * * to fight. * * The
Emperor hastened to see the fight, his eldest three sons riding

a few paces before him. Aurangzib. intent on seeing the fight

edged his way very close to the elephants. The brutes after

a while let go their grip and each stepped back a little.

Sudbakar's spirit was fully roused. Losing sight of bis oppo-
nent he turned to vent his wrath on the prince standing by.

Trumpeting fiercely, the moving mountain charged Aurangzib.

The prince then only fourteen years old, calmly stood his

ground, kept his horse from turning back, and flung his spear

at the elephant’s head. All was now confusion and alarm * * *

The animal came on and felled AurangzeVs horse with a sweep,

of his long tusk. But the prince Jumped up from the ground,
drew his sword, and faced the raging beast. The unequal
combat would have soon ended fatally for the heroic boy, but

succour was at hand. * The danger thus passed away
^ * Shah Jahan clasped Aurangzib to his bosom, praised

his courage, gave him the title of Bahadur or * hero,' and
covered him with presents. (History of Aurangzib, 1. 9-11.)

The prince was not unjustly proud of the epithet which
is, after this event, almost invariably associated with his

name in the contemporary Chronicles of the reign of his father.

(Bddishahnama^ I. i. 638, ii. 52, 65, 82, II. 11, 91, 104, etc.)

and took care to retain it as part of his ilqab on coming to the

throne. A reference to the article on the ‘ Imperial Style and
Titles ’ will show that it is scrupulously included by all the

contemporary annalists in their statements of the formula
adopted for the ' kbutba and the sikka.’ The fact that it is

stamped on all his mintages of the non-couplet type proves
that he did not think it beneath the dignity of an Emperor to

bear. He subsequently bestowed it upon his eldest son Muham-
mad Mu'azzam who was first given the title of Shah 'Alam.
Afterwards, he was raised a step higher and styled ‘ Shah
' Alam Bahadur Shah ’ in the thirty-third year of the reign, and
this was wisely retained by him as his throne-name. Indeed,-

it would have been difficult to invent anything more compre-
hensive and high-sounding.

But the Dekkan wars of Aurangzeb were responsible, as

Kbafi Khan complains (Text, I, p. 255) for the multiplication
and consequent degradation of all titles and honours. The
histories of Aurangzeb show that it was bestowed on at least

eighteen persons in the reign of that Emperor. Bahadur
Shah Shah ‘Alam conferred it on a dozen others during has brief

reign and there were at least six recipients in the seven years
Farrukbsiyar’s tutelage under the Sayyads. Wemay safely

presume that it was distributed with even greater liberality
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and less discrimination during the feeble sway of the insou-

ciant Muhammad Shi&h, as I have noted nine instances in Sb&fi
Khan’s account of the first four years of his regime. We
may also take it that it came to be held in no great esteem
in consequence and it is conceivable that some of the advisers

of his son may have attempted to dissuade the latter from
publicly assuming it in his Imperial person. But the reason

said by the author of the Miftah or his authority to have been
put forward by these sticklers was historically fallacious and
betrayed their ignorance of its true origin as well as of the

dignity and glory which it had possessed in the eyes of many
ancestors of the Emperor’s who had not disdained to wear it.



XVIII. THE WEIGHT OF THE
MUGHAL TOLA.

“The unit of the Btitish Indian ponderary system,*^

writes James Prlnsep, is called the Tola. It weighs 180
grains English Troy \reight.” (Useful Tables, Ed. 1834, p. 61.)

But the value here assigned to the tola was only established

by the East India Company’s Regulation No. VII of 1833, and
the object of so Rxing it was merely to make it identical in

weight with the rupee of the equalised monetary system of

British India ** which was then first introduced. (Ibid., p. 61.)

In other words, the valuation was purely factitious, and there
are no grounds for assuming that the tola was calculated at

the same rate in earlier times. In fact, Prinsep himself de-
clares that “ the average of several gold and silver Jildlies of

Akber’s reign, found in good preservation, gives 15*5 grains [aa
the value of the inasha of Akbar‘s times], which also agrees
with the weight of the mSsha of many parts of Hindustan.'’
(Ibid, 17.) This necessarily involves the recognition of a tola

of 186 grains. Unfortunately, Prinsep’s argument is vitiated,

as Thomas has pointed out, by a radical error^of fact. He was
misled by Gladwin's translation of the Ain in which the
weight of the Akbarl rupee was given (on the authority of the
not very correct manuscript on which that version was found -

ed) as only 11^ mashas, i.e. at i of a masha or about four

grains below its true standard” (Chronicles, 405).

It is now' a numismatological commonplace that the issue

weights of Akbar’s ordinary muhr and of his rupee were 11

and 11} mashas respectively, and it is apparently a simple

problem to deduce from these equations the value of 12 mashas
or 1 tola with the assistance of his existing coins. Unfortun-
ately, it is no easy matter to fix precisely .the theoretical con-

tents of either of these monetary types in terms of the English

ponderary scale. All that can be said is that the probabilitie.s

point to their having been about 170 grains and a fraction for

the muhr and 178 grains and a fraction for the rupee (B.M.C.

Introd.,*p. Ixxvil.'

Mr. Stanley Lane Poole, takes the issue-weight of the ordinary

rnuhr to have been 170 gre troy and puts that of the rupee at 180 ^s.
Now Abul Far.l explicitly gives the weight of the two coins in the Indian
scale as 11 and 11} mSshas respectively. Mr. Lane Poole’s second figure

would imply that the moiety of the mff8h.a was equivalent to. 10 grs.. the

mSsha itself to 20 and the tola to 24U grs.—suppositions which are ob-

viously inadmissible.
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Now if 11 mSshas were s 170 grains

12 miishas or 1 tola would be = x = lo.i o

= 186 xV = 185 46
grs.

Again, if

11} mftshas were = 178 grs

12 mashas or 1 tola would be = ^ p x x

= =186H
= 186*73 grs.

Thirdly, Abiil FazI says that the llahl muhr weighed 12

uiashas, 1} ratls {Ain. Tr. 1, 30). Now B.M.C. No. 166 is an
undoubted Ilahl muhr and its actual weight is 187 grs. (Vide
also Nos. 163 and 176 which are absolutely identical in weight
but differ very slightly as to the arrangement of the formula
(onstituting the legend).

Now if

12 mashas, If ratls or 123V tnashas= 187 grs.

12 mashas or 1 tola= x x 183J5{-grs.
= 183 6 grs

This gives a much lower return for the tola, but it is,

almost certainly, due to no allow^anec having been made for

abrasion and the intentional mint-standard was perhaps two,
if not three grains higher. * If the is.sue weight is supposed to

have been 189 grs., we should get for the tola a value of 186’5

grs.

Let us take another gauge. There is an exceptionally

heavy gold-piece of this Emperor in the British Museum which
weighs 838 grs. and is of A.H. 971 (Cat. No. 23). A duplicate

with the date 982 A.H. which is in the Cabinet of the Bombay
Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society .scales 841 grs. (Journal,

1891, p. 33). A. very similar piece of Jahangir in the British

Museum (No. 305) touches 843 grs. I have shown elsewhere

that the first two pieces are the twentieth parts of the second
or less heavy type of the Sihansa which weighed 91 tpl^ 8
mftshas, and was “ in value equal to 100 round muhurs.” (Atn,

Tr. I, 28, 29.) They are, therefore, five-muhr pieces like the

very similar specimen which bears the name of Jah&ngir.

Now if

^ of Olf tolas= 841 grs.

X H *H tolas= 841 grs.

1 toIa= X » = 183*49 grs.

1 The weight in mfishas of the llahl muhr and the square La*l t-

Jalali WAS, according to AbGl Fssl (Jin, Tr. 1, 30) identical. I have
shown elsewhere that B.M.C. No. 70 is a square La*l-i‘JtUali of thrt oid

or kalima type. It touches 188 grs. and this is sufficient to show that
the original mint standard of both these types must have been at least

188 grs. if not a grain more.
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This figure is still lower, but here again the possibility of

the coins having lost some grains by wear should not be over-

looked. Single round muhrs touching 169 and even 170 grs.

(P.M.C. Nos. 144. 152, 136. and I.M.C. Nos 68. 69, 66, 83,

88, 95,) are not uncommon. If the issue weight of the five-muhr

piece was five times the actual weight of several specimens
of the single muhr, it would have been 850 grs. (170x5). Tn

that case, the value deduced for the tola would be 185'45
#TI*C / SnOv K.'tOv 10 900 90 10gis. i ,

X a 7 ft
>* 6 5 — 6 5 iT IOOiy;.

In this connection three points should be borne in mind,
Akbar’s muhrs were almost entirely pure and contained little

or no alloy. They were consequently^ liable to lose more by
abrasion than the English sovereign, wdiich has been estim-

ated by Jevons to lose at least 0*043 grain annually, that is,

about one grain in twenty y^ears, although it is only 11 parts

fine. (Money, p. 157.) Secondly, the rate of Wear varies in-

versely with the size of the coin. “ A large coin * * * suffers

comparatively little wear because the surface increases much
less rapidly in proportion than the contents of the coin.”

(Ihid.^ 168.) The Akbarl muhr was, it should be remembered,
both smaller and heavier than the sovereign. Lastly, as the

legend was engraved in much higher relief than on the sover-

eign, the loss on that account also must have been greater, (See

ihid.y 163.) Everything considered, it is safe to say that the

loss by wear must have been at least one grain for every ten

years of circulation, and this fact should not be lost sight of in

these calculations.

Lastly, Abfil Fazl positively declares that the d|tm wa.s

equal to 1 tola 8 mashas and 7 surklis or ratls. With a postu-

lated weight of only 323 grs. for the dam (many coins actually

touch that figure),

323 grs. would be = Yo'- tolas-

.*. 1 tola would be = x = 185|if = 185T)gr8.

It may be added that the historian Firishta who wrote

about 1611 A.C., says of the paisa of his day that it ‘‘ weighed

J tola short of 2 tolas.” [ 1

Lakhnau Lith. I, 114, 1. 15, Briggs, Rise of the Mahomedan.
Power, Calcutta Reprint 1908, Vol. I, p. 360 i.e. If tolas.

Now if

I tolas = 323 grs.

1 tola " T
-iY1«184 \
= 184*57 grs.

1 The Calcutta Reprint of Briggs* translation give the weight of the

pice as } of a tola,'* but this is demonstrably erroneous.
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It should be remembered, however, that Firishta does not
profess to give the c.xact weight of the or paisa, i.e. the
dam of his day, but only its approximate equivalent. Abul
Fazl’s more precise statement, I tola, 8 mashas 7 surkhs is

just one eurl^ (rati) short of tolas, or 1 toIa.,J) mashas
This is what can be gathered from the Ahi. It will be

seen that though these equations relate to difTerent types of

coins, they are all consistent with one another and yield, when
proper allowances are made for possible sources of error, practi-

cally the same result—a value of about 185-5 grains for the
Akbarl tola.

Let us now see what the Emperor Jahangir has to tell us.

This does not amount to much. In the first place, he equates
the tola with 2^ current or common misqals of Persia

(Tuzuk, Tr. I, 12, 116). Statements of similar import are lo

be found in the Iqhalnama (Text, 61), 247) and the Badishali-

ndma also (Text, 1. i ii. 79, 1. 10), but as the weight of the

misqal is, if anything, less easil determined than that of the

tola, this equation or rather conventional formula of the

school-books makes no useful contribution to the solution of

the problem. But in the passage cited below, the Imperial

author has recorded the result of an actual woighment of

Akbarl rupees in terms of the tola which appears, prima facie,

likely to make a substantial addition to our knowledge. We
read :

—

On the same day [22 Rab*I II, 1016], they brought a

peach from Istalif * * * 1 had not seen a peach of such a size,

and ordered it to be weighed, and it came to 63 Akbarl rupees

or 60 tolas.”

(Tuzuk, Tr. I, 117; Text, 66, eight lines from foot.)

Now if 63 rupees were =60 tolas of 12 mashas each, I

rupee would be— V x y-x y, = V;" = ’llja 11*428 mashas.

It may be noted that this is very close upon the issue-weight

of the rupee as given by Abul FazI, mz. 11-6 mashas—the

difference per unit being only -072, i e. yj or about y, of

a masha. This is not only confirmatory of Abul Fazl's state-

ment, but indicates that the coins weighed were fairly well

up to the standard and not much worn. Postulating then that

the average loss by abrasion was one troy grain (y^Jo ^

masha would be about equal to the same), and the theoretical

standard to have been 178 grs., (178>1) x (63) grs. would l>6= 6f)

tolas, or 177 x 63 = 11151 grs. =W tolas :

.'. 1 tola would be= - -VV '- * grs-. = 186 86 grs.

It may be admitted that nothing like certitude can be

claimed or is attainable in such cases. Everything depends

on the average weight of the rupees of the equation. If it is

supposed to have been 176 grs., the value of the tola would be
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only 184*8 grs., while if it is reckoned at I75gr8. the tola would
have to be placed at the still lower figure of 183*75 grs.

The only other piece of evidence from indigenous sources
that remains to be cited is a statement occurring in the History
of Khafi Kbfin about Bahadur Shah Shah *Alam I having
commanded the issue of a rupee of 12 mashas, that is, increased
its weight by half a mftsha and equated it exactly with the
tola. The matter has been discussed already by the present
writer in Num. Sup. XXVIIl, Art. 176, where the passage is

quoted from Dowson’s Translation. (E D. VII. 393 = fiibl.

Ind. Text, II, 574, five lines from foot.)

I have there pointed out that the ipsisimma verba of the
Imperial Farman on the subject are transcribed from the origin-

al or a copy existing in the archives of the Suba of AhmadabSd
by the author of the Mirdt-i-Akmadi. (Bombay Lith. 1307
A.H. Part I, 408, 11 10-13.) As this statement also has been
reproduced in the original Persian as well as in an English
version in that article it will suffice to say here that the Indian
Museum contains four rupees of this Emperor which turn the
scale at 184 and 185 grs (Catalogue, Xos. 1666, 1666a, 1667-8),

and that the British Museum also possesses some of the same
weight (Brown, L.M.C. I, p. 40). It maybe permissible to

repeat what I then wrote and point out that if the actual

weights of these coins which were intended to be equal to the

/o/a, are 184 and 185 grs. the fote. it.self must have weighed at

least a.s much, if not a grain or two more, in the time of

Bahadur Shah Shah ‘Alam I.' (Loc, cit., p. 69.)

Let us now see if it is possible to glean more exact infor-

mation on the i^bject from the writings of FiUropean travellers

and merchants. 1 must, first of all, mention a dictum of Sir

Thomas Roe’s. “ The Portugalles," he writes in his Journal
on 29th May, 1616, ” went before the King with a present,

and a Ralass Ruby to sell that weighed as was reported, 13

tole, 2 tole and a half being an ounce *' (Embassy, Ed. Foster,

1S9.) If it is the Troy ounce that is meant, this would make
the tola equivalent to 192 grs. (480 x J). It may be, however,
said without hesitation or disrespect that Sir Thomas cannot
be accepted as an authority on the metrology of the Mun^al
period. He would, as a matter of fact, seem to be naively re-

peating a popular equation or formula which, like all such
expressions, is devoid of accuracy and is at best but approxi-

mately correct. Indeed, the formula * 2} tolas make an ounce
’

is even now current and may be heard any day in the Indian

bazars, although the tola of our day is equivalent to 180 grs,

and 180 x 2^^450 only. But if Sir Thomas appears to have
been guilty of a palpable over-statement, two of his contem-
]ioraries are chargeable with the opposite error of considerably

'Undervaluing the tola. Mr. Thomas Kerridge and Mr. Thomas
Rastell write in a letter addressed to the Governor of the East
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India Company from Surat on 9-15 February, 1618, that the
tola o( this place * * is troy weight one-third of an ounce, 6ve
graynes less.” (Foster, English Factories in India, 1618-1621,

p. 57. See also ihid,^ 47 note, where the same equation is said

to be transcribed on the margin of an earlier communication).'
This would mean that the tola was equal to only 155 grs.

which is obviously too low Elsewhere however, we find a

very different statement. Francis Fettiplace writes, while

sending ' 20 toles of musk ’ from Agra to the Company in

London that ‘ 52^ tole make a seer of 30 pices.’ (1st Decem-
ber, 1618, ihUL, p. 47.)

Now this is, curiously enough, just what we have found

the historian Firishta stating. The or pice (i.e. dam) of

his own day, he tells iis, weighed 1 tola and three quarters,

and 30xlf = 52J. It might be remembered that the weight
assigned by Abul Fazl to the dam or pice, 1 tola, 8 mftshas

and 7 ratls, differs from the above by only one rati, and that

this would make the tola about 184*57 grs. (
' ^ -r- 1 2

= * p x
!
=

»V“ =• 184 j).

We have seen Messrs. Kerridge and Rastell asserting in

1619 .A.C. that the Surat tola was equal to only 155 grs. troy,

and 1 have remarked that this figure is too low to be admis-
sible.

But in another letter written also from Surat by Kerridge
himself as President on 29th November, 1626, he speaks, not
once but twice, of 2\ tolas 3 vals making one ounce.”
(English Factories, 1624-29, p. 156.) And this same equation is

endorsed by President Breton and the Council of Surat who
speak of '' accompting 2 tolas 19 vals to the ounce, which we
find to be the exact weight.” (28 Nov.. 1644. Eng. Fact..

1642-1645, p 209.>
Now 32 vals make a tola (Fryer, New Account, Ed.

1698, p. 200), so 2\ tolas and 3 vals are e.xactly the same a.s 2

tolas and 19 vals and if

2;- 5 tolas = 480 grs.

1 tola = = 185 06 grs.

Lastly, Mu. Foster informs us that on the original record

of a Surftt consultation dated 12th January, 1633, there is * a
marginal note ma.de in London ’ in which it is explicitly stated

that a ' toule of gould is 7 dwt. and 16 graines’ (ibid., 1630-3,

p. 262), which means that the tola was reckoned at about 184
grs. troy.

' In auch canea, any emendation seems uncalled for and impertinent,
but it may be permissible to suggest that | is a misreading for

jf.
A

mistake of this sort is very likely to occur in old manuscripts. Thua.

^ X i(= s 102 and 192 - 5 s 187.
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1 niubt now extract three statements on this subject
which arrest the attention of the reader in Thevenot’s Travels.

In his chapter on the ‘ Weights and Money of Surat/ this tra-

veller who arrived at the Bar of that town on 10th January

»

1666, writes :

—

All Gold and Silver is weighed by the Tote and the Tole
contains fourty Mangelis, which makes fifty six of our Caracls,

or thirty-two Vales, or otherwise fourscore and sixteen Qongys
[i.e, llatls]. The Vale contains three Gongys and two Toles a

third and a half, answers to an Ounce of Paris weight, and a
Tole weighs as much as a Roupie/' (Travels, Eng. Trans^
1687, Part III, p. 18 ) Now Thevenot says of the Mangelin
that it was = 5 J French grains. (Ihid., p. 98 )

Then the tola of 40 mangolins would be = 40 x 5 J = Y‘
X Y- = 224 French grains.

According to Ball (Tavernier’s Indian Travels, I, 416).,

1 French grain = *837 of a grain troy.

224 French grains = x - = 187*488 grs.

troy.

But Thevenot also says that

1 tola =s 66 of our, i.e, French carats.

Now Ball reckons the French carat at

3*169 grs. troy. (Op. cit., I, 417.)

.*. V‘ X 3*169 177*464 grs. troy would be the weight of

a tola.

This is ten grains below the first result, and there must be
a mistake somewhere. It is not improbable that the French
carat has been under- estimated by Ball.

This is not all. Thevenot has yet another equation still.

“ Two toles, a third and a half answer/’ he says, “ to an
ounce of Paris weight.” Now we have it from. Ball that 1

French ounce = 482*312 grs. troy. (Op. cit., I, 418.)

.*. 1 tola would be equal (leaving out the fraction) to about

482 ^ (2 + J ^ J) = 482 22- * ± J
*- x W =

= 170 xV grs, troy.

There can be no doubt of an error here. Thevenot's Jour-

nal was published, after his untimely death, from his papers

find was edited, translated and printed by individuals who
had but an indiflerent knowledge of Indian weights and

measures I venture to suggest tliat what he wrote was pro-

bably 2 tolas, a third and a quarter.

In this amended form, the statement would mean that

2 J + i = 2 fV tolas = 482 grs. troy

.*. 1 tola would be = x H = -if* = 186*68 grs. troy.
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We have next to consider a statement which occurs in the

works of a much more widely-known author—the jeweller

Tavernier. It is expressed in very different terms and it is

therefore all the more remarkable that the value of the tola

which it yields agrees almost exactly with that arrived at from
the first of Thevenot’s three equations. In Book I, chapter

II, of his Indian Travels, Tavernier writes :
—

'' Throughout the Empire of the Great Mogul all the gold

and silver is weighed by a weight called tola, which amounts to
f) denier.'i 8 grains of our weight.” (Op. cit. Tr. Ball. I, 14.)

A few lines further on the same page, he declares that “ one
hundred tolas are equivalent in our weight to 38 onces 21

rleniers 8 grains ”
(

* 7“ x 9J = x deniers =
X ounces* = 38 ounces, 21 deniers, 8 grains.)

Now the French ounce is equivalent to 4.82*3 12" grains

troy and there are in the ounce 24 deniers and in each denier

24 grains (Ball, op. cit., I, 416.)

Thus the tola of 9 deniers and 8 grains = 9;} deniers.

I

'A 4 1 o
— 1 »7 I » »~ ® * 1 H Cf

187*6 grains.

.*1 .H 7 « 1

1 h C>

It will be seen that Tavernier assigns to the tola a higher

value than any other writer. Oriental or European. It is no
doubt true, as 1 have already pointed out, that this result is

very close to, if not absolutely identical with, that obtained
from the hrst equation of his contemporary and compatriot,
Thevenot, — 187 488, grs troy but it may be fairly ques-

tioned if it is not too high. His estimate of the weight of the

rupee itself is almost certainly so. He informs us that it was 9

deniers and 1 grain and the standard of the silver 11 deniers

and 14 grains (Travels, Tr. Ball, 1, 26).

Now 9 deniers 1 grain

= 217 grains (French)
y I 7 ^ M ,1 7 _ I s I « *.» *1

I ^ IOOl» I ooo.
= 181 629 troy grains.

It may be safely said that this statement receives no
corroboration either from the coins or the histories and it must
follow that there is an error somewhere I am myself inclined

to think that thd weight of the French ounce and grain has
been overrated by Ball, and that Tavernier's ounce was, at the

most, no heavier than the ounce troy of 480 grs.

Tc> make matters worse, Tavernier himself in another
place makes a statement which is not quite consistent with
the above. ” All this silver is bought,” he writes, ” by the
weight, called tola which weighs 9 deniers and 8 grains or 32
vals, and 81 vals make, as I have said [Travels, Vol. 1, p. 25],

one once.” (Op. cit., I, 34.)
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Now if 32 vals make a tola, and 81 vftls make a French
ounce of 482*3 grains troy,

1 tola = X JJgrs. troy = ^ Ji^•‘ =190*;,;
= 190-5 grains troy.

This makes the tola three grains heavier still, but it is not

at all improbable that 81 is here wrongly given for 3, if not

84. We have seen the English Presidents Kerridge and Breton
repeatedly saying that there were 83 v&ls in the English ounce
of 480 grs. troy. Tavernier’s statement that there were 81

only in the french ounce of 482*3 grs. troy, naturally raises

doubts as to its accuracy. It should be borne in mind that bis

book was compiled in 1676— about nine years after his last

voyage— from notes and memoranda w'hich were, according

to Mons. Chappuzeau, who was employed to edit and give

them some literary form, in a most confused, if not absolutely

chaotic condition. It is admitted by his translator that '' ob-

scurity and contradiction are not absent from the text and the

effects of the careless editing of the original are also much to

be deplored,’* (Travels, Tr. Ball, I, Introd
, pp. xxx, xxxii).

It is therefore not unlikely that we have here a proof of his

detective memory or of the disordered and imperfect state of

the fragments of journals and diaries on which the *Si.K

Voyages* were founded. If then he is supposed to have
written or meant to .say that 83 vals made a French ounce, the

tola would be equal to 185*9 grains troy’ (

' J
x x y )

=

(185' J grs;.

However that might be, it is certain that Fryer who was
in India between 1672-1681 A.C. makes the troy ounce equal

to ‘ 2 Tolas and 19 Vails or 83 Vails in his ^ Table of Gold-
smiths’ and Jewellers* Weights in Surat.” (New Account, Ed.
1698, p. 206.) Fryer was in the service of the East India

Company and his information was probably derived from his

countrymen of the Surat factory but the e.\act coincidence

between the equation given by him and the considered state-

ments made by President Kerridge in 16^ii and by President

Rastell in 1644 is worthy of serious attention. It shows that

the Surat tola was reckoned as equivalent to 185*06 grs.

troy, by the Coinpahy’s servants who might be reasonably

supposed, from the nature of their business, to have felt the

absolute jieccssity of fixing as accurately as possible its au-

thentic weight in terms of the English scale.

These statements are somewhat bewildering in their

variety and multiplicity, and it may not be unprofitable to

concentrate in tabular form the results obtained from an

examination of the different gauges. The reader will be there-

by enabled' to take them all in at a glance and to form a criti-

cal estimate of their real significance.
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16

Abel FazI

Firiahta

Jahangir

()
()
(c)

(3)

(e)

(/)

18ff'45 grs.

185-63

183‘6 ) ,, Making no allowance
183*3 I for abrasion.

1857
185 6
184*57 ,, Approximately.
186*85 „

IChafi Khan 1

Siratl^hmadi i

Sir Thomas Roe (1616)

Francis Fettiplace (1618)

Thomas Kerridge a (1616)

Th. Kerridge 6 (1626)

Sdrat Consultation (1633)
President Breton (1644)
Thevenot (a) 1666

(6 )

•» (c) tf

Tavernier (a) 1667

If (5) («

John Fryer ( 1672 -8
1

)

Such is the sum and substance of what it is possible to

learn. What is the conclusion ? In the first place, it must
become increasingly clear to every one who studies with due

care and attention the original authorities,— indigenous and

European—that it is useless to make any attempt to deter-

mine absolutely the precise weight of the Mugho*! tola in terms

of the English ponderary system The tola was founded on

the rati, the rail on rice grains. No two ratls or rice grains

are, at any time or in any place, exactly alike in weight and

they were besides subject to capricious alteration by govern-

mental decree. Whatever the merits of the old Indian system

of weights and measures, and however well adapted it might

have been to its environment or the manner of thinking of the

people, it was crude and empirical. The foundations of the

tables were on units which had never been standardised and

which were, perhaps, in their nature, incapable of being reduced

to uniformity. There was nothing also even distantly resemb-

ling the marvellous precision of modern appliances, and it

might be fairly doubted if there was anywhere in the country

a balanc(* sensitive enough to detect a difference of

perhaps even J of a grain. Briefly, the conditions indispensable

for the attainment of the minute accuracy and undeviating

uniformity which appear to us so simple only because we have

been so long accustomed to them did notexi.st. In the cir-

cumstances, the only result of demanding mathematical

exactitude must be to involve ourselves in a maze of inconsis-

tencies and contradictions. In short, the tola does not appear

to have had anything like the absolutely definitive or uniform

value of the English pound or foot or the French gramme or

metre. Approximate accuracy is all that can be hoped for or

predicable in regard to it, and all that can be said on the evi-

186 00 ,, or a little more.

192-00 II

155-00 .. (»)

If184*57

185-06 % t

185*06 ft

184 00 M
187 488 ft

177*464 (t)

170*11 .. (»)

187*6 II

1005 M (I)

185*06 ,,
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dence available is that it was somewhere between 185 and 186
grs. troy and perhaps the mean of these two figures, i.e. 186*6

grs. represents more nearly than any other its average weight.



XIX. THE STANDARD OF FINE
NESS OF MUGHAL COINS.

The money of the Mu^j^al rulers was, in the days of the
Empire’s prosperity, held in the highest esteem for the purity
of its contents ox the fineness of its standard. Our stock of

the mintages of Bftbur and Hum&yun is not large and it has
not been thought worth while to assay any of them. But the
results of the quantitative analysis, by modern methods, of
Akbar’s muhrs and rupees are available and they are in strik-

ing accord with the statements of Abul Fazl and other writers

on the subject.

By the attention of his Majesty/* writes this historio-

grapher, gold and silver are refined to the highest degree of

purity The highest degree of purity is called in Persia daAdaU,
but they do not know above ten degrees of fineness

;
whilst in

India it is called barahbani, as they have twelve degrees. For-
merly the old hun which is a gold coin current in the Deccan,
was thought to be pure, and reckoned at ten degrees, but his

Majesty has now fixed it at 8| ; and the round small gold dinar
of /Alftuddln, which was considered to be twelve degrees, now

turns out. to be 10|.” (Ain, Text. I, 14, 1. 2; Blochmann,
Trans. I, 18

)

Of the old, i,e. Mediasval South Indian huns or pagodas
there are numerous local types and varieties and very little is

known of their intrinsic contents of pure metal, but if the touch
or matt, of the coins of which Abul Fazl speaks bore any
resemblance to that of the pagodas current in the i8th and
19th centuries, they could not have been of a very high degree

of purity. Readers of Prinsep will find in his ' Useful Tables
’

the results of the assays of thirty-five different varieties of the

latter. The touch ranges from 95* 1 to 55*2 and the average

finenesa of all the 35 works out at only 77*7. (Op. cit., Ed.

1834, pp. 39-40). Our author reckoas it at 8| bfin, which,

assuming that 12 ban = 100 touch, implies that they were only
70*83 fine.

The gold dinfir of 'Alftuddin ” may be confidently identi-

fied with the ctshraft-i-AlSi, one hundred jars filled

with which are said by Abul Fazl and Firishta to have been

found in the hoards of the Bftnl of Qarha-Katanka after the

conquest of that country (AkbarnSmal Trans., II. 332, Text,

II. 215, 1. 19! Briggs, Trans., II, 218). According to Abul
Fa^l, it was far from being absolutely pure and his estimate is

10} bftn, i.e. about 87*6 degrees fine. Prinsep gives the result

of his assay of some specimens sent to him from the General
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Treasury as 04*2. (Op, cil., p. 406.) It should be remembered,
however, in comparing the two statements, that ‘Alftu-d-dln's

gold mintages are of by no means uniform excellence. Thomas
remarks of a specimen registered by him (No. 131) that it is

a small Ihick coin of pale gold,” and adds that these pieces

seem to have been direct remintages of southern gold huns, with-

out any attempt at refining the. metal up to the DehU standard^
(Chronicles, p. 169). The Italics are mine.

This * Dehll standard ’ appears to have been fairly high even
during the ' Pathan ‘ period. We have seen from Prinsep’s

analysis that 'Alau-d-din’s gold tanka was 94*2 degrees fine,

and an examination of a similar issue of his predecessor, Jalalu-

d-dln Flruz showed that the touch or pure contents of gold in

100 parts was 94*5 (Op, ci/.., p. 40 c). This clearly points to

the ‘ Pathan ’ moneyers having maintained a very high stand-

ard, and Abul Fazl does not deny them credit for it What he
emphatically asserts and takes pride in asserting is that

Akbar*s mintages surpassed them in this respect as well as in

others. And the point to be here noted is that this is not an
empty vaunt but a statement w'hich can be proved to bo true.

The results of the analyses of four different Akbarl muhrs
is given in the ' Useful Tables.’ A * jiljilalee ’ struck at Labor
was found to be 100 degrees fine, another muhr coined at Agra
in 1560 proved to be of exactly the same standard (p. 39), and
the average of several issues of the Dehl! mint also yielded a

touch of 100. A fourth type was, it is true, only 97*4 points

fine,- but it had been injured by the solder of a ring.” (Ibid.,

p. 40c.)

But the numismatist may pertinently inquire to what
extent the example set by Akbar in regard to the utmost
possible refinement of the metal of his gold coins was followed

by his successors. No light is thrown upon the matter by the

annalists of the Mughal dynasty, but here again the labours of

the gifted master of the Calcutta mint have placed us in

possession of information which is more precise and convincing
than anything which they could have imparted to us, or we
should have been justified in expecting from them.

1 beg permission to give in the subjoined Table the results

of his examination of a remittance of 725 old gold-mohurs
sent from the General Treasury to be melted and recoined,”

so far as they are relevant to the subject of our inquiry.
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Touch or pure— gold in 100 Remarks.
parts

Akber, average .

.

100 0 A.D. ISM .Delhi.

,, tingle 97 4 Injured by solder of ring.
Jehangeer 100*0 At Boorhanpoor.
Shah Jehan (a> .

.

97*4 Plain field.

(6) Chahar-yaree .

.

99*8 Square shield.

»• • • 91*7 Vitiated by solder T

(e) Lozenge shield 09*6 Struck at Allahabad

.

Patna «0*7 Supposed, from Symbol 39.

Aurungzeb, plain. 100*0 Several.
Sun 5 to 61 98*0 Delhi A.H.. 1076.

Agra
Etawa
Delhi

100*0 1

100*0 •

100*0 >

1100 [A.H.}; these vary only in
the place of coinage.

Labor 94*6

Surat 100*0
No place of coinage ; othersSun 29 79*7
Delhi.

Behadur Shah 97 4 Struck at Khujisieh huniad
• •• in 1123

Jehandar Shah .

.

100 0 Struck at Jonpiir [T] 1124.

Furokshseer Sun 6 90 4 Delhi. A H. 1125.

Lahore 96*4
Struck at Delhi.Moham. Shah (a) 96*9

tb) Suns 2 to 17 . • 97*4 Ditto average.

Agra 99*0

Allahabad 99*2

(c) Arcot 96*4

Benares I00*p

Islamabad 99 2
Oojyn 98*6

Etaura 09*8

(c) Sun 12 87*6 lli-executed, Delhi, marked

Ahmed Shah 090
Boorhanpoor.

.

100*0
Struck at Del (a).Aulumgeer IT, S. 1 90*2

Sun 3 09*0 Inscription (fr).

A.H. 1170-1173 984 Inscription (c).

Var. Suns 90*0 Struck at [Jaipur] Siwaee.

Shah Alum Del [hi]

Suns 3 to I5| 1

Suns 10 to 34 |

97*4 Present Inscription.

100*0 With the Chhata [umbrella].

Boorhanpoor
Furukhabad .

.

90*6 Same as old Bom[bay].
91*7 i Average of 16.

Lucknow 99*2
I
Under the Nawab.

Surat Sun 19 :
. J

99*8 Same as old Bombay.
Akber 11 100*0 1 With dagger. I

Useful Tebles. Ed. 1834, pp. 40 e nnd d.
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These figures bear eloquent M^itness to the solicitude dis-

played hy the Mu[j^al government during the entire period of
its existence and even in the days of its decline in regard to the
purity of the gold*conlents of the muhr. Of the forty-four
different types assayed, no less than 14 were found to be abso-
lutely pure without a grain of alloy, and represented the issues

of Akbar, .Jahangir. Aurangzeb Jahandar, Muhammad Shah,
Ahmad Shah, Shah Alam II and Akbar IL Thirteen had a
touch of something over 99 and bore the names of Shah Jahan,
Muhammad Shah, Ahmad Shah, 'Alamgir II and Shah *Alain
II. The Dehll muhrs of Aurangzeb, and some others display-
ing the style and titles of Muhammad Shah and ^Alamglr II

were just a point lower and were 98 degrees fine, although the
last two types were probably not strictly Imperial. One muhr
of Akbar yielded a somewhat lower result (97*4), but this was
due to its haying been injured by the solder of a loop or ring.

Four other coins belonging to the reigns of Shah Jahan, Baha-
dur .Shah Shah Alam I, Muhammad Shah and Shah ‘Alam II

were of the same standard. Both the specimens of Parrukb-
siyar’s mintages and two others of Muhammad's were about 96
parts fine and a Lfthor ashrafl of Aurangzeb was two points
lower still. A gold piece of Shah JahSn, popularly called
‘ Chahar Yftree,’ from the names of the four friends [ Yars i.e, the
Kliallfahs ] of the Arabian prophet inscribed in the margins,
had an exceptionally high proportion of alloy and was only 22
carats fine, but it is candidly observed that it had been vitiated
by solder. One other type of this low standard (91*7) is also
registered, but it was really the Farrukb&bad muhr struck by
the East India Company, which was, with a view to assimilate
it in this respect to the English sovereign, made only -{-^ths

fine. Several muhrs of Aurangzeb and Muhammad Shah were
discovered to be of only 79*7 and 87*5 touch. They were in
fact the only types in this list of 44 different varieties which
were inferior in purity of intrinsic contents to the English
sovereign. But they were, all “badly executed,*' and there
was every reason to believe them to be forgeries {op. cit.y p.
40c note).

Briefly, of the forty-four types assayed, two were not
genuine and two others had suffered loss of pure metal at the
bands of the solderer. Of the remaining forty, 13 gave results
signifying absolute purity

;
12 others were above 99 degrees

fine
;
so that 25 in all out of 40, that is 62 5 per cent were

practically pure. All the others, with one exception of avowed-
ly foreign origin, which was only twenty- two carats fine, were
found to be superior in this respect to the English sovereign.
The point scarcely needs elaboration, but it may be observed
that the majority of the genuine issues of Akbar, Jahangir,
Shfih Jahan, Aurangzeb, Jahandar, Muhammad Shkh; Ahmad
Shah, ‘Alamglr 11 and the second Shah ‘Alam appear to
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have been absolutely or practically unalloyed. Of Bahadur
Shah Shah *Alam I, only one coin or variety was assayed, the
seven years of FarruU)Slyar*s reign were represented by only
two specimens and all these three were of comparatively low
matt, but these and the other examples of deviation from ab-
solute or practical purity must bo regarded as more or less

exceptional issues which are to be attributed to the imperfec-

tion of the technical processes of the day, the unskilfulness of

the artisans employed in some of the provincial mints, the
inefficient supervision or dishonesty of the mintmasters and
lastly, perhaps, the pernicious custom of farming out the
revenue of the mint which was introduced during the decline

of the Empire.
So much as to the issues in the noblest of the metals.

The standard or quality of the contents of the silver coins

appears to have been almost equally high, though A bill Fazl

does not say that it was absolutely pure. He writes :
—

** Silver may be alloyed with lead, tin and copper In
Iran and Turfin, they also call the highest degree of fineness of

silver dahdahi, in Hindustan the Sairafis use for it the term bist

bistmh [Twenty-twentieths] According to the quality of the

alloy, it descends in degree ; but it is not made less than five,

and no one would care for silver baser than ten degrees.

In former times silver also was assayed by the banwdri system
;

now it is cfalculated as follows : if by refining lUO tolahs of

shShl silver, which is current in IrSq and IQiurtlsan, and of the

lari and misqall, which are current in Turan, there arc lost

three tolas and one surkb, and of the same quantity of the

European and Turkish Nftrjil and the Mahmudi and Muzaflarl

of Gujrfit and Malwah, 13 tolahs and 6} mashas are lost, they

become of the imperial standard.” [ J. Ain,

Tr. I, 22-3, Text, 1, 18-19.

This is not very illuminating. It is clear that the Im-
perial standard was about three per cent higher than that of

the ShShl and about thirteen per cent higher than that of the

GuJrSt Mahmudi and some unidentifiable type of European
and Turkish money. But we know nothing of the tou^ of

either the Skahi or the MahmUdi and these comparative state-

ments are therefore infructuous for our purpose—the 6.rac/

determination of the fineness of the silver in the Imperial or

Akban rupee.

In the circumstances, we naturally turn for light to the

notices of the Mui^al system of currency which are to be

found in the works of the European travellers of the period.

It is therefore a matter of regret that they do not come up to

expectations in the matter of precision, of statement or

definite information. Several of them bear te.stimony in gene-

ral terms to the extraordinary purity of the Mughal money-

but the details we are in search of are not at all forthcoming.
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“ The coin there,” writes Edward Terry, “ is more pure than

in any other part of the world, being (as they report) of pure

silver without any alloy ; so that in the Spanish monevi the

purest of all Europe, there is some loss.” (A Voyage to East

India, Ed. 1777, p. 113.) Herbert says of the * Mammoody ’

and the ‘ Roopee ’ that they were ‘ good silver * (Travels, Ed.

1665, p. <6). Muiidy also assures us that the current * coyne is

of good gold, silver, copper, etts.” (Journal, Ed. Sir B. C.
Temple, II, 130.) Thevenot too declares that ” the silver

money of the Great Mogul is 6ner than any other^ for when
ever a Stranger enters the Empire, he is made to change the
Silver he hath, whether Piastres or Ahassis, into the Money of
the Country and at the same time they are melted down, and
the Silver refined for the Coyning of RoupiesV (Travels,

Eng. Trans., Ed. 1687, Part HI, p 18.) Fryer again informs
ns in bis description of Surat that over-against the Custom-
house is the stately Entrance into the Miiit, which is a large
Town of Offices within itself; hither repair all Shroffs or
Bankers, for the Proof of Silver, which in this place is the most
refined and purest from alloy, in the World ; as is also their

Gold.” (New Account, Ed. 1698, p. 98 ) Thomas Bowrey
also says in his account of the currency of Bengal that a
very good sort of fine silver money was coined in the mint at
Dacca,” and that the ' gold Moors ' [Muhrs] also were of * the
highest Matt.’ (Countries round the Bay of i^ngal, 1669-1679,
Ed. Sir R. C. Temple, p. 2 17).

But all this is too vague to be really helpful. I know of

only two writers of the period who eschew generalities and
profess to give the percentage of pure silver in the Mughal
rupee in exact terms. The French Jeweller, Tavernier asserts

that the weight of the rupee was 9 deniers and 1 grain, and the
standard of the silver 11 deniers and 14 grains. (Travels in

India, Ed. Ball, I, 26. See also ibid., I, p. 25, where an identi

cal statement will be founds Six Voyages of J. B. Tavernier,
Eng. Trans, by J. P[hillips], Ed. 1678, Part II, pp. 21, 22.)

This means that the rupee of Tavernier’s days contained about
96'5 parts of pure silver (11t-J= ll-iV “ -W * tV ^

= 96M).
The second is Ovington. ** The gold of Suratt,” he writes,

is so very fine that 12 or 14 per cent may be often gained by
bringing it to Europe. And the silver which is the same all

over India, outdoes even the Mexico and Sevil Dollars and has
less alloy than any other in the world. I never saw any dipt
mojiey there, and His rare if either the gold or silver coin is

falsified. The Gold Moor or gold roupie is valued generally at

14 of silver, and the silver roupie at two shillings three pence.”
(A Voyage to Suratt, Ed. 1689, p. 219.) This is in the usual style

and dealsonly in generalities. More precise information, however,
is found in the Table of Coins at the end of the work, in which he
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states that the Matt or Touch of the gold muhr of Hindustan
was 9} and that of the rupee 9}.” This means that the pure
contents of the muhr were 98*75 per cent and those of the
rupee only 95 per ceht.

Ovington was in India in 1689, about the same time as

Tavernier and his estimate of tke intrinsic value of the Mu^dinl
rupee is in fairly close agreement with that of the latter.

But it should be remembered that neither Tavernier nor
Ovington was an expert metallurgist and that the statements
of both must have been based on popular belief or, at best, on
what they had been told by the Sarrafs or money-changers of

the Bazars. These men had their own method of ascertaining

the proportion of alloy b}^ blowing off the copper with lead

(Thomas, Chronicles, 281), but the process was crude and its

results only approximately correct even when very carefully

conducted. They cannot in any case compare with those

arrived at by modern analysis. Here again our grateful ac-

knowledgments are due to Prinsep for concentrating in the

following statement a good deal of most useful information

which is nowhere else available.

Cabinet specimens of the Coins f t.e. Rupees] of Jehangeer,

(Shah Jehan, and Aurungzebe have also an average weight of

175 grains pure, and the same prevails wdth little variation up
to the time of Mahomed Shah in the coins of opposite

extremities of the empire ; or struck in the soubahs of Surat,

Ahmedabad, Delhi and Bengal.

The following are examples of this agieement :

—

Akbery, of Lahore . . 170'O grains

, , of Agra
Jehaagiry, Agra

. . 174-0 do.

.. 174*0 do.

,, Allahabad .. 173*6 do.

,, Kandahar . . 173-0 do.

Shah Jehany, of Agra .. 1760 do.

,, Ahmedabad .. 174.2 do.

„ Delhi .. 1740 do.
Surat w . . 176*0 do.

,, Lahore .. . . 174*0 do.

To which may be added from the Table of Coins assayed

at the Mint, reckoning pure contents only :

—

Delhi Sonats 176*0 grains.

,, Aulumgeer . . 176*6 do.

Old Surat Rupee
Moorshedabad

. . 174*0 do.

. . 176*9 do.

Persian Rupee of 1746 . . 174 6 do.

Dacca, old . . 173 3 do.
Mahamed Shahy .. 170*0 do.

Ahmed Shah . . 172*3 do.

Shah Aulum (1772) .. . . 176*8 do.

The above quotations are sufficient to show that the

Mogul Emperors maintained a great uniformity in the currency

of their vast empire.” (Useful Tables, p. 18.)
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These figures speak for themselves. It is unfortunate
that the abaoluie weights of the coins themselves are not given,
and that it is impossible in consequence to exactly determine
the proportion of alloy. But it will bo observed that the pure
contenta are only in two cases below 173 grs. Now supposing
the authentic issue weight to have been even 180 grs. (it was,
in all probability, a grain or two lower) the degree of purity

works out at more than 97 p.o. in all but two instances. In
some cases, it would seem to have been as high as 97*6. This
is in fair accord with and Justifies the encomiums of Terry and
Fryer. It is in agreement with the detailed statements of

Tavernier and Ovington also and should be regarded as suffi-

ciently exact.

A few words of caution and qualification may, however,
be not uncalled for. The Mughsl money was hammered and
was consequently easy to fabricate. Any skilful and unscrupul-

ous goldsmith in the Empire had it in his power to imitate

it and turn out from his shop specimens apparently as good
as and difficult to distinguish from, the mintages of the Imperial

uleliers.

As for the issues of the eighteenth century, the general

deterioration of the administrative system of the Empire and
the almost universal ‘Mack of governance** in the provinces

must be borne in mind. It would appear from some curious

and interesting details which have been unearthed by Mr.

Thurston from the Manuscript Records of the Calcutta Mint
that the pernicious practice of debasing the currency was
introduced in Banaras as early as the reign of Farrukhsi3'ar.

The reader will perhaps have some reason to complain of the

length of the extract, but the essay itself is neither very acces-

sible nor generalU' known, and the. facts revealed are not only
authentic and indisputable, but provide a most instructive

exemplification of the prevailing custom.
“ A mint was first established at Benares/* writes Mr.

Thurston, “ in the 15th year of the reign of Muhammad Shah
(1734). The assay of the rupee was fixed at 22 ohauwals, but
by the connivance of the Superintendents of the mint, it was
debased to 32 ohauwals at different periods before the 30th and
last year of the reign.’

1 A Chauwal ’ is a * rioe grain,' 8 ohauwals make a rati and 8 rails a
mSsha. The theoretical or standard weight of the rupee of Muhammad
ShSh's rupee is afterwards explicitly staM to have beenOmSshas? rails.

As this is equivalent to 032 ohauwals, it follows that originally the

alloy was less than 4 per cent. This is a most interesting fact and we are

perhaps entitled to conclude that the original standard of fineness of the

rupee of Akbar and his three or four successors was the same, vfs. 00 per
cent of pure silver. It will be seen that this is in fair acco^ with the
statement of Tavernier on the subject and that it receives confirmation
from the results of Prinsep's assays.

It may be perhaps necessary to note that Akbar's rupee weighed
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During the first three years of the reign of Ahmad Shah
(1748-50), the mint was under the charge of Raja Balwant
Singh, who increased the duties on the coinage by attaching the
fees of the officers of the mint, and establishing new ones to the

same amount. In the first year, the assay was kept up to 22
chauwals, but in the second and third years, the Raja farmed
the mint to one Nandram, who to increase his receipts de-

based the coin to 24 and 32 chauwals. * * ^ The system of

farming out the mints, first adopted by Katan Chand, DiwSn to

Farrukhslyar, at length introduced the custom of changing the

value of the rupee every year. Those who had payments to

make were consequently obliged to carry their old rupees to

the mint to have them recoined into sikkas, the name given to

the rupees of the current year. Previous to the 10th year of

the reign of Shah ‘Alain (1769), the new coined sikka rupee,

after circulating twelve months, fell three per cent, and at the
expiration of two years, two per cent more, at which value
it continued under the denomination sanwat.* • From
the beginning of the fourth to the end of the sixth and last year

(1754) of Ahmad Shah, the mint was under the charge of Agha
Asad Beg, Kiladar or Governor of the Fort of Chunar. The
assay of the rupees was from 26 to 32 chauwals. At the com-
mencement of the reign of ‘Alamgir II (1754), the mint fell to the

Vizier Shuja*ud-daulah. During the first and second years, the

assay of the rupees was from 26 to 28 chauwals. In the third

year, Shu]a*ud-daulah made over the mint to his brother-in-law,

Mirza 'All Khan, who farmed it to Subhaw Chand. The assay of

the rupee was from 24 to 32 chauwals. In the fourth year, the

mint was farmed to the agent of an eminent Benares banker,

and the rupees were debased to 64 chauwals, and for the first

time, half a rati in weight. Raja Balwant Singh refused to

receive them into the treasury. * In the fifth j'ear, the rupees

were raised to their proper weight of 9 mftshas 7 ratls (or 632
chauwals) but continued at the debased standard of 40 and 48
chauwals. In the sixth and last year of the reign, the rupees
were debased to 100 chauwals assay (t.e. J silver and alloy)

and half a rati in weight. In the first year of the reign of Shah
'Alam, * * * the rupee was restored to its former weight, (9 m.
7 r.) and to 26 chauwals assay. During the second to eighth
years the assay remained at 40 chauwals. In the latter year

(1767) Shuja’u-d-daulah resolved to reform the coin. * *

A Delhi rupee of the 18th year of Muhammad Shah, was fient

1 1 maahaB and 4 ratis. The BanSrae rupee is here said to have weighed
only 9 inSahas and 7 rails. This does not mean that it was 13 ratis or 1

roSsha and 5 rails lighter, but that the Bandras inSsha was heavier. Such
local variations were only too common. Prinsep (Loc. ciL 1 7 note) gives the
average weight of the BanSras mSsha as 17'7 grains. 9} x 17^^,=V ^ ^
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as a sample for the new coinage. This rupee was 22 chauwals
fine, but being worn had lost 2 chauwals in weight. The new
rupees were, in consequence, 2 chauwals deficient, and from
that time [to the 16th ye^r], the Benares rupees continued at

9 m. 6 r. 6 ch., being 2 chauwals less than the original weight
of 9 m. 7 r. * * a considerable portion of the rupees issued

in the 16th year contained only 5} oz. of silver, to 10} of copper.

In the 17th year of the reign of Shah ‘Alam (1770), the mint
was transferred by the Company to Chait Singh, who engaged
to coin rupees of 9 m. 6 r. 6 ch. weight and 1 8 chauwals fine,

and to continue the die of the 17th san, in order to put an end
to the confusion in the currency occasioned by the constant

alteration of the value of the coin." (Note on the History of

the East India Company’s Coinage from 1753-1835 in J.A.S.B..

1893, pp. 54-56).

These statistics may appear tiresome but they give us

useful information as to the real state of affairs even in an
important commercial centre like Banaras and warn us that

the lowering of the standard had already begun in the time of

Muhammad Shah, if not even earlier, in that of Farrukhsiyar.

Lastl}^ it should not be forgotten that the Mu^al system
of government was, even at its best, an oriental despotism

which had the defects of its qualities. In such a polity,

everything depends, in spite of rules, regulations, Farmfins
and Dasturu-1 'Amals of the most stringent and benevolent
nature, on the character of the sovereign himself and
of the persons chosen by him to exercise authority on his

behalf in a vast empire. Akbar had introduced (speaking com-
paratively), a highi}' centralised system of administration,

which probably retained its vigour up to the last years of

Aurangzeb, but even in the best of times, the control of the

central authority^ was exercised intermittently, and in the

distant provinces, the viceroys and other officials %vere permit-

ted to do things very much in their own way. There was
nothing like a regular system of supervision and punishment
for misdemeanour was rare. The mints were, we may be sure.



XX. RUPEE-VALUE OF THE ASH-
RAFi OR MUHR.

The coin -denomination Asbraf! is of incessant occurrence
in the Mufi^al histories. The learned compilers of * Hobson
Jobson’ declare that the word means * Noble’ in Arabic

and that the term is applied to various gold coins (in analogy
with the old English ' Noble ’), but especially to the Dinar of

Egypt and to the Gold Mohur of India ” (op. cit., Ed. Crooke, p.

38). Steingass ( Arabic-English Dictionary s.v,) takes the same
view, but Mr. R. S. Poole is of opinion that the ‘‘name came
from * * * the Memlilk El-Ashraf Barsabay [r. 1422-1438
A.C.] or El‘Ashraf Kait-Bey [r. 1468-1496 A.C.J under whom it

became famous in commerce not long after its introduction in-

to the Egyptian currency.” (Coins of the Shahs of Persia,

Iiitrod. Ixii.) Mr. Stanley Lane Poole has declared himself in

favour of the same derivation. (Weights and Denominations
of Turkish Coins, Num. Ohron. 1882, p. 168.)

Whatever the true etymology may be, it is certain that

the designation came, in course of time, to be loosely applied

to gold coins of all sorts of weights and values. Dozy says it

is used in the Alf Laila wa Laila ( ‘ The Thousand Nights and
a Night’) for the gold dinar of the value of about 11s. 6d.

(Olossaire, pp. 363-4) and the lexicographer Richardson is res-

ponsible for the statement that it was the name of an old

Spanish coin, worth about seven shillings or seven reals.”

(Persian Arabic-English Dictionary, s.v.)

The word occurs in the ‘ Memoirs of Bftbur * and f^eems to

be used for the gold tankas weighing about 168 grs. of the
‘ Pathan ’ Sultans of Dehll.

“On Wednesday (Safar 6th),” he writes in his diary of

the year of his final and absolutely decisive invasion of India

(932 A.H.) * * * “the younger brethren of Nur Beg—he him-
self remaining in Hindustan—brought gold Ashrafia and lankos

to the value of 20000 Shahrukbls, sent from the Labor revenues
bv Khwaja Husain.” (Mrs. Beveridge's Trans. 446; Erskinc,

290).

Babur never appears to have struck any gold money in

his own name. He was perhaps too poor to afford the luxury.

The total annual revenue of the kingdom of Kabul was only 8

lake of ShahruidAs or 3,20,000 rupees, and when he became
master of the treasures of the Lodls, he squandered them so

quickly and thoroughly that he earned the name of ‘ Qalandar
'

(Firiahta, Briggs' Trans. Calcutta Bepr. II. 49) and found him-
.self in such financial straits (Memoirs, Trans. Beveridge, 617 =
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Erskiiie, 387) that he waa obliged to raise the taxes 30 p.c. all

round.

Gold coins of his son and successor, hoa’ever, are known
and exemplified by B.M.C. 8-lOa, I.M C. 13-14.

Humfiyun’s sister Gulbadan speaks of trays full of Ashrafis

and Shahrukbis having been presented or distributed among
the ladies of the Court and the Amirs on festival occasions

{Humayun Nama, Ed. A. S. Beveridge, 66, 124, 125). Else-

where she tells us that M&ldeo^ the Rftjput prince of Jodhpur
sent to Humayun on his arrival at PhaludI in the course of his

wanderings, *'a present of armour and a camel’s load of

Ashrafis,** {Ibid., 153-4) and that Tardi Beg who had a great

deal of money” lent the distressed Emperor 80000 ashrafis at

the rate of two in ten [i.e. on interest at 20 per cent] (p. 167).

In all these cases, the reference is probably to the small gold
coins weighing about 18 grs. and 9 grains, of which a few are still

preserved in our public and private collections. But the same
authoress calls the enormous gold piece weighing ** three Impe-
rial [Bldsh&hl, i.e. Akbarl ?] Sir, or fifteen Sir of Hind ” which
her father Babur sent as a present to an old servant (‘Asas) also

an Ashrafl. {Ibid., p. 96.)

The word occurs occasionally in A bill Fazl’s Ain (Bloch-

mann, Tr. I. 224, 289), the Tabaqat-i-Akban (Text, 342, Elliot

and Dowson v. 411), and Badionl’s MuntaJ^ab (Text, IT. 236,

384. Lowe’s Tr. II. 243, 397) and may, in all these instances, be
confidently said to be emploj^ed for the Akbail gold muhr.

The author of the Ohiasu^-Luyiat—a standard Persian

Dictionary compiled in Mustaf§bad-Rampur—says that the Ash-
rafl was a gold coin weighing ten mRshas which was first struck

in the reign of a Padishah called Ashraf. This is not quite

correct, but it is clear that the writer was referring to the

Mamluk Suljian Ashraf Barsabay, and that he thought the

weight of the Egyptian coin was about the same as that of the
Mughal gold muhr.

The first question that arises in connection with this ex-

ceedingly well-known type of money, is what was its rupee-value

at different periods and what light do our authorities throw
on the vexed and difficplt question of the ratio of gold to silver.

It must be at once admitted that in this respect, they are ex-

ceedingly disappointing. Their authors were, it should be re-

membered, neither economists nor statisticians nor currency
reformers anxious to prove or disprove a theory. They had
never heard of the Double or Bimetallic Standard and the diffi-

culty or rather the impossibility of preventing sudden and
violent fluctuations in the comparative values of the precious

metals had never vexed .their souls. Their ideas or methods of

historical writing were very different from ours and they had
no conception of the value and importance of either economic
or social history. It is therefore futile to expect them to replace
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the dajrktiess by a blaze of knowledge, but it may be useful

to bring under one view the few scattered notices on the subject

which have, in the course of these studies, arrested my attention.

Here also the first glimmer of light comes to us from Abul
FazI wlm has left behind in the tenth chapter of the First Book
of the ^4fn an elaborate description of the mintages of his own
day and recorded not only the weights of the issues in both
metals, but also their values in exchange. '' These copious and
somewhat tedious statistics

** have been meticulously exam-
ined by Edward Thomas. It is hardly necessary to reproduce
the entire passage in which the leading results” of his scru-

tiny are concentrated by that expert. It will suffice to quote
in illustration of his method, the first item and the last.

”No. 1. The massive piece, the Sihansah, of the above
table, in value 100 L'al Jalalls, gives a return of weight in gold

of tolahs 101, mashas 9, ralts 7 = 1000 silver rupees : 18328 : :

172500 (1725 x 100 x 10) : 1 : 9 4118.
* * * * No. 10, ’Adi Gutkah or Round Muhar, also called

Mihrabl. Weight in gold. 1 1 mashaa^Q rupees : 165 : : 172*6 x 9
(1552*5) : 1 : : 9 40909.” (Chronicles, p. 424.)

It will be seen that these estimates are based on certain

assumptions of which the validity is not beyond question. In

the first place, it is postulated that the tola of Akbar was iden-

tical in weight with the modern or British Indian tola of 180
grains troy—which was first introduced only in 1834 A.C. It

follow's by implication that its subdivisions, the rmaha and the

rail were respectively equivalent to just 16 grs. and 1*876 grs.

It is common knowledge that the existing evidence is adverse
to any such suppositions, and Col. Nassau W. Lees was not al

together unjustified in openly proclaiming his distrust of ” cal-

culations ba.sed upon a ineasure not accurately ascertained.”

(Proc. Asiatic Society of Bengal, 1866, p. 210.)

In the second place, Thomas would appear to have erred

in supposing that the theoretical or issue weight of the Akbarl
rupee was only 172*5 grs., inasmuch as coins which touch 177
and even 178 grs are very common.

In these circumstances, it appears necessary to set aside

Thomas’s calculations and work out the ratio de novo from Abul
Fazl’s data, employing a method of which the results would be
altogether independent of and could not possibly be affected by
the uncertain value of the tola and the mSsha in terms of the
English scale of weights.

Now^ if 101 tolas, 9 mfishas and 7 ratls of gold weres 1000
rupees of llj^ mashas each, it is clear that lOlJ^x 12 mftshas
of gold were = 11500 mfishas of silver,

or -'^V-inashas of gold were= 11600 mfishas of silver

«Wx ^ = -rV = 9 41 17.
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Again, if the ’Adlgutka or round muhr of 11 mSshas was
valued at 9 rupees of 11 } mashas each,

11 mfishas of golds 103} mashas of silver

1 miisha of goldsJLji x ?gY-=:9^®y
s 9*4090 mashas of silver.

It would serve no useful purpose to work out in detail the

other items of Thomas’s schedule, as the results arrived at by
this method are in agreement with his up to three places of

decimals, and therefore identical to all intents and purposes.

It may however, in view of some observations hazai*ded by Mr.
Lane Poole, be permissible to invite attention to the weight and
value of the llahl muhr— which stands 9th on the list given in

the Chronicles. Abiil Fazl declares that it weighed 12 mashas.

If ratls, and was valued at 10 rupees. Mr Lane Poole, refer-

ring to the singular square issues of Fathpur and Urdu Zafar

Qarin in the British Museum (Cat. Nos. 66-70
;
73-78) which

are of almost exactly this weight (186-188 grs.) has advanced
the opinion that the difference of value [as compared with that

of the muhr of 1 1 mashas which was 9 rupees] seems to have
depended upon the purity^ an.d not upon the weight, and this

cannot be tested without injuring the coins.'’

I beg leave to point out that a simple calculation is all

that is necessary to secure the rejection of this theory and to

show that the difference depended not upon the purity but ui3 -

on the weight alone and that the standard oi all the gold coins

was practically identical. For, if 9 rupees could purchase 11

mSshas of gold of a certain standard, 10 rupees would buy —

-

= A*o = i 2 mashas and 1 /^ ratls of gold of the same touch or
matt. Abul Fazl’s figure is 12 mashas 1} ratls which is almost
the same, as the difference is only 3',, of a rati or about -03

of a tro)^ grain.

Again if 12 mashas If ratls of gold were equal in purchas-
ing power to 10 rupees of 11} mashas each, it is clear that

W- mashas of golds 116 mashas of silver

a mashaof goId== a a A x '=s-W' mashas of silver.

Now this is exactly^ the result that >ye obtained from the

data for the heavier or larger Sihansah and it differs from the

ratio deduced from the weight of the ^Adlgutka ot touhA muhr,
viz. 9-4096, by only

1
or 0022. This difference is, consi-

dering the crudeness and imperfection of the technical proces-

ses of the day, so small as to be negligible and it may be safely

said that the standard of all the gold coins was the same;
that the difference in value was due to weight only and that

the ratio of the value of gold to that of silver was about 9*4 : I

at the date of the composition and completion of the Ain, i.e.

in the beginning of the fifth and last decade of Akbar’s reign.

But gold would appear to have appreciated in comparison
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with silver soon afterwards. We have seen already that Captain
William Hawkins valued the ^Seraffin Ecberi* at *Ten rupias a
piece.’ (Voyages, Ed. Markham, 421). Hawkins was at Agra
from about IMS to 1611. And there is a statement in the
Emperor Jahangir’s Chronicle of the 10th year of his own reign,

lOlB—which points, though somewhat doubtfully, to a ratio of

12 : 1. He says that the Nur Jahani muhr which he presented

to the Persian ambassador on 8th Shahrivar X.R.Y. was worth
6,400 Rupees {Tuzuk, Tr. I. 298) and he informs us again while

recording the gift of a muhr of the same name to the ambas-
sador from Bljftpur on the 19th of the very nest month, that it

weighed 600 tulchas, i.e, tolas. This would mean that 500 x 12
ss 6,000 mashas of gold were ={6400 x 11^) = 73,600 mashas of

silver or one mftsha of gold was= 127̂ ^ or 12*266 raftshas of silver

;

one tola of gold would be worth 12 Rs. 12 as., and the ordinary

muhr of 11 mftshas about 1 1 Rs 12 as. This is a very high figure

and there is a temptation to suspect that the number of rupees

is wrongly given. It seems prima facie unlikely that the ratio

should have gone up at a bound from 9*4 to 12 2 in twenty

3'ears. These doubts, are to a certain extent, reinforced by
the fact that the Emperor himself in another passage speaks of

the ordinary PftdshAhl muhr as if it was worth only 10 rupees.

In his account of the monetary system of Kishtwftr he writes :

—

** A coin of the name of Sanhaai is a relic of the old rulers

of Kashmir, one and a half of which equal a rupee. In their

business transactions, they reckon fifteen Sanhasi or ten rupees,

as one Padahahl muhar” {TUzuk, Tr. II. 139) (XV R.Y.).

I must leave the reconciliation of these discrepant state-

ments to the ingenuity of others, though of course there is noth-

ing inherently or even flagrantly improbable in the supposition

that the year in which the Emperor wrote the first two para-

graphs—the tenth of his reign-—was marked by one of those sud-

den inflations in the comparathre or silver value of gold which

India and even. other countries have so frequently witnessed.

It is also not at all impossible that in a remote and out-of-the-

way mountainous district like Kishtwar, gold was under-valued

in comparison with silver.

However that may be and whatever the true explana-

tion of these figures, there can be no doubt that the ratio had

risen considerably in favour of gold and was about 14 : 1 in the

reign of 6hih Jahfin. The author of the Badishahmma de-

serves our acknowledgments for having gone out of his way to

make three most interesting and explicit statements on thi.<«

subject.

In his account of the construction of the Peacock Throne,

he says that it was estimated to cost a crore of rupees, ajid

that the Emperor himself picked out fifty thousand misqaW
weight of precious stones of the value of 86 laks of rupees, with

17 a view to their being set or inlaid in the throne, for the con-
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struction of which one lak tolas or two hundred and fifty thou-

sand miaqSis of pure gold costing 14 lake of rupees were set

aside. {Op cit.,l» ii* 79. 1. 10 ) Now it is obvious that if a

tola of pure gold was worth 14 Ks., the ordinary Mughctl muhr
of eleven mftshas must have had the corresponding value of 12

Rs. 13 as. and 4 pies (Y- x Rs ).

The fact is recorded in the chronicle of the 8th year of the

reign (1044 A.H.). Seven years later, (XV R., 1061 A.H.), we
find the same contemporary authority stating, in his inventory

of the estate of Shah Jahan’s father-in-law, Asaf Khan, that

he left ** three laks of Ashrafts equivalent to 42 lake of rupees”

(
j-ib ^ JD ^ 3d 3 df kJJ a-t {Ibid., 11. 269, 1. 10.)

If these Ashralts were the ordinary Mughal muhrs, of eleven

mashas, a strict interpretation of the words would lead to the

supposition that a further rise had taken place in the price of

gold.*

Lastly, there is in the annals of the 20th year (1056 A.H.)

a monetary statement which yields a still higher value for the
Ashrafl or muhr. “The head of ‘ Aqil Khan was,” we read,
** exalted by the gift of a horse and he was commanded to carry

15 laks of rupees and 70 thousand Ashrafis, that is, 25 laks in

the aggregate, to Shah Beg Kh6n, the commandant of the fort

ofGhorl.” (76., 11.678, 1. 16)
Now if this is to be understood literally, it must imply that

the Ashrafl or muhr was now worth not 14 Rh. but something
more, 14 Rs. 4 as. and 6f pies ('VggSg” = » «» = 14f Rs.).

But the author is probably speaking only in round num-
bers.

It remains now to cite two equations from the history

of Kiiafl Khan which point to a. further advance in the rupee

value of the muhr. At the commencement or first day of the

Jashn or festival of the 9th year [of Aurangzeb*s reign] [1076
A.H.], the annual pension of the Nawab Qudsiya Begam Sahiba
which had been 12 laks was increased by 3 laks of rupees and
a lak of rupees and ten thousand Ashrafis, the value of each of

which was at the time 17 rupees, were bestowed upon her in

cash.”

*^ 3;
tbAk

TBibl. Ind. Text, II. 189, 1. 8.) * ail

But only a few lines further, and on the very next page, the
Ashrafl is reckoned at only 16 rupees. “ On the 18th of Zi-1-

Qa‘da, 1076 [A.H.], Sivaji and his son of nine years old had

1 Ekewhera also, in his account of the great festival held in honour,
of the Princess JahSnfira* a recovery in 1054 A.H. (1645 A.C.), he casually

states that 2,000 gold muhrs were equivalent to 28,000 rupees. (Bib. Ind.
Text, II. 396.)
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the honour of being introduced to the Emperor. He made an
offer of 1500 [500 in Dowson is a misprint or clerical error]

ashrafis and 6000 rupees, altogether 30000 rupees.” (Elliot

and Dowson, VII).

# yii j «yJ«b

Text, II. 190, 1. 6.

It is clear that the 1,500 Ashrafis are here valued at 24,000
rupees which implies that one Aahrafi was worth only 16 rupees.

Kbafl ^an is a careless and slovenly writer who has to be
read with caution and his details are often wanting in preci*

sion The discrepancy betw'een the two statements is glaring,

but that is no reason for discrediting them altogether and the
right way of understanding them is to suppose, in a general
Avay, that the muhr had gone up still higher and was worth
about 16 rupees during the first decade of Aurangzeb’s reign.

This is what can be gathered from the indigenous author-
ities. To complete the evidence, it is necessary to examine
the statements of contemporary European travellers. We have
seen that Hawkins valued the Serafin Ecberi, ».e. the ordinary
Akbari muhr of eleven mdshas at ten rupees in 1608-11 A.C.
In a marginal note appended to the passage, the reader is

further informed that a tole is a rupia challany of silver, and
ten of these toha are of the value of one of gold,"* (Voyages, Ed.
Markham, 1878, p. 42 1

. ) The wording of the paragraph is loose

and it will hardly do to construe either of these statements
strictly or to postulate their absolute accuracy, but they indi-

cate that the ratio was approximaiely^ 10 : 1 when he wrote, i,e.

about 1610 A.C.^

About eighteen years later, Sir Thomas Herbert defines

what he calls the Dina [recte Dinar, t.e. gold muhr] as ** a piece

of gold worth thirty shillings.” As he takes the rupee at two
shillings and three pence, the dinar would be worth 13|
rupees. [Travels, Ed. 1665, p. 46.] Then in 1633 A.C., Thomas
Mundy says that the Mohores or Gunnees ” [reeU Sunnea f ]

were ” each worth about 5 Nobles [6s. 3d ] English, sometimes
more or less.” * (Travels, Ed. Sir R. C. Temple, II. 310.) As he

1 Tom Coryat says in a letter addressed to his mother that when he
left Ajmer to begin his pilgrimage back again into Persia, Sir Thoihaa
Roe gave him ** a piece of gold of this Kings coyne worth fours and
twentie shiUinga*’ ( PurchasHis Pilgrimes, Ed. Mao Lehoee, IV. 487. ) As
Coryat rqp^t^y reckons the rupee as equivalent to two * shillings '

(ibid.,

IV. 48S, 487), this would mean that the muhr was valued at twelve rupees
in 1616 A.C., but perhaps * the piece of gold of this King's Coyne ' was not
the ordinary muhr, but one of the heavy mintages turning the scale at
about 200 grs.

^ The Dutchman DeLaet whose book*De imperio Magni MoydUo* warn

published in 1631 or 1632 A.C. says the rupee varied from 2t to ts. 8d.
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also takes the rupee at 2s. 3d.» this gives to the muhr a value
of about 14 rupees. Then about 1641 A.C., Sebastein Man-
rique informs us that “ three gold rupees were worth “ thirtj'-

nine silver rupees." (Travels. Tr. [Sir] E. D. Maolagan, in

Journal, PanJab Historical Society, Vol. I, 1911, p. 97.)*

The jeweller Tavernier who visited India five times be-

tween 1641 and 1667, says that the golden rupees were not
current among the merchants, that they were scarcely ever to
be met with save in the houses of the great nobles and that each
was not worth more, than 14 silver rupees. (Travels, Ed. Ball,

I, 18 ; see also ibid,, 414 note.)

His compatriot and contemporary, Thevenot, who landed
at Suraton the 11th of January, 1666 A.O. (Travels, Eng. Trans,
of 1687, Part III, p. 1) informs us that the ** Roupeis of Gold "

w^ere “worth about one and twenty French Livres," but that
they pass not commonly in trade and are only coined, for the

most part, to be made presents of." (Ibid,, p. 18.)

Now as the French Livre was worth about Is. fid. the
Gold Roupie would be equivalent to 31s. fid. or 14 silver

rupees at 2s. 3d to the latter. (See Ball’s. Trans, of Tavernier’s
Travels, I. 411-2.)

Towards the end of the 17th Century, the Italian trav-

eller, Gemelli Careri who saw Aurangzeb in his camp at Galgala
or Qutb&bad in 1695, assigns to the muhr a value of 13| Rupees.
" The mony coin’d in Indostan," he writes, " is Roupies, half

Roupids, and quarter Roupies of Silver; as also Roupids of

Gold, worth 13 Silver Roupids and a quarter, or six pieces of

Eight, Spanish mon}^ half Roupies and quarters * * There
are also Copper Pieces, called Pesies, 54 whereof make a Roupie
of Silver." Voyage Round the World in Churchill’s Collection

of Voyages and Travels, IV, 255.

but he makes the dina worth 30 rupees ! Sir Thomas Herbert has borrowed
very freely from him, but he has bad the good sense to correct the blunder
and substitute * shillings’ for * rupees.* See Vincent Smith in J.R.A.S.,
1915, p. 238.

1 J. A. de Mandelslo who was in India in 1638, informs us that ** they
have also a certain coin of Gold which they call Xeradns [reote, Aehraft]
and it is worth abput thirteen Ropias and a half.” (Eng. Trans, of John
Davies. 1669, p. 69.) But Mandelslo’s book is a compilation from many
heterogeneous sources and of small value.

It would appear from the Correspondence of the English East India
Company edited by Mr. Foster, that about 1628*1630, there was a sudden
fall in the value of gold at SQrat and AiimadSbSd and the muhr fetched
only 13 Rs. or was worth even 12} rupees, but this appears to have
been only a temporary depreciation and the price rose to 14 rupees soon
afterwards. (English Factories in India, 1624*1629, pp. 235, 270, 295, and
1630*1633, pp. 32 and 123.)



XXL CHRONOLOGY OF THE
REIGNS OF THE MUGHAL

EMPERORS.
The historical literature relating to the domination of the

house of Timur in Hindustan is, as may be perceived from a
glance through the last four volumes of Elliot and Dowson’s
invaluable work, much more extensive and trustworthy than
the material available for any other period of Indian history.

The chronology of their reigns, however, can be scarcely said

to have been established on an absolutelj^ firm or satisfactory

basis. Conflicting statements as to the precise time of the
occurrence of minor or unimportant events occasionally arrest

the attention of even ordinary readers in the publications
which record, from day to day or week to week, the annals of

our own times. They are inevitable, and there is no cause for

astonishment in that connection. It is a striking and regret-

table feature of the Mu|^al chronicles that they often differ,

really or apparently, from each other, not only in matters of

detail, but in regard to the exact dates of such epochal events
as the accession of a sovereign or his deposition and death.

For these unfortunate and perplexing discrepancies there

are several reasons. They are sometimes due to the ignorance
of the writers, or their carelessness and constitutional indiffer-

ence to chronological exactitude. In other cases, they are,

traceable to the lapses of copyists or the defects inherent in

the Arabian script. Certain numbers are peculiarly liable to

confusion in Persian writing. Thus is often mistaken

for or vice versa ; and and f and

and S3 and and and and
are often misread and miswritten, the one for the other. And
this is a fruitful source of many puzzling and apparently
irreconcilable variations.

But there is a factor of confusion which is incomparably
more pervading and also more difficult to eliminate It has its

origin in the Islamic method of computing time. We all know'

that the Muhammadan year and month are lunar, but very
few persons seem to be aware that at least three different

varieties of the lunar month, three distinct modes of reckon-

ing which do not always agree as to the number of the day,

».e. the age of the moon, have been and are even now current

in the Muhammadan world. Prima facie^ it is not at all easy

to say which of the three systems has been followed in a parti-

cular case by any historical writer.
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There is, first of all the HiUll or Ruiyyat method in which
the first day of the month is reckoned from the sunset imme-
diately succeeding the heliacal rising of the [new] moon (Hildl).

The great Arab mathematician, Albiruni, informs us that the

Era of the Hijrat is ** based upon lunar years in which the

commencements of the months are determined by the appear-

ante of the new moon, not by codcvlation. It is used by the

whole Muhammadan world** (Athdru4~Bdqiya, or * Chronology
of Ancient Nations," Tr. Saohau, p. 34}. Elsewhere, he says

that the Arabs fixed the beginning of the month by the

appearance of the new moon, and the same has been eatab-

liahed aa a law in Islam,** Ibid., p. 76. (The Italics are

mine.)

_ Abul Fazl has given a lucid account of the matter in the
Ain which may be commended to the attention of all students
of Musalmftn history and Numismatics. He writes : —

** The month according to this {aeil. Hijrl) system is

reckoned from the sight [ jUs
] of one new moon, after

the sun has completely set till the next is visible [7^0^9) ]•

It is never more than 30 nor less than 29 days. It sometimes
occurs that four successive months are of 30 days, and three

of 29.

Chrotiologers putting aside calculations based on the

moon’s appearance [ ] reckon lunar months in two ways,

viz. Natural [ ] which is the interval of the moon’s de-

parture from a determinate position, with the sun in conjunc-

tion or opposition or the like to its return thereto ; secondly,

Artificial ] ; since motions of the moon are incmistant,

and their methodisation as well as an exact discrimination of

its phases difficult, its mean rale of motion [ ] is

taken and thus the task is facilitated. In the recent (GurganT)

tables r ajte. ^3 ], this is 29 days, 12 hours and 44 minutes.

The rule is this, that when the fraction is in excess of half, it

is reckoned as one day. Thus when the excess is over a half,

they take the month of Muharram as 30 days, and the second
month 29, and so on alternately to the last. In common years,

therefore Dhi’l Hijjah is 29 days. The mean lunar year con-
sists of 364 d. 8 h. 48 m., which is less than a solar artificial

year [ JU ] by 10 d. 21 h 12 m. Mirz& Ulugh

Beg has based his New Canon
[ ^3 ] on this [serf. Hijra]

era of which 1,002 years have elapsed to the present time.”
(Tr. Jarrett, II, 27-8 ; Text, I, 276.)

It will be seen that this author speaks compreheneively of

all the three methods, viz. (1) according to the length of the
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interval between the visibility, [RUiyyai\ i.e. the heliacal

rising, of one new moon and another
; (2) the length of the

natural lunar month[mah‘i-Haqi<fi] or the True Lunation; and
(3) the length of the artificial Lunar Month [Mah-i-Istilahi] or
the Mean Lunation.

In recording the day of the great Emperor’s jtUUa in the
Akbarnama, he takes care to state that it was near noon on
Friday, which was according to Visibiliiy the 2nd of Rab'I IT, 963

of the lunar year [ ] but by calculation [recte, ‘ mean rate

of motion,' the 3rd {Akharinarna, Test, II, 3, 1. 21

;

Beveridge’s Trans. II, 5) * And he again notes the difference

of a day between the two reckonings when registering the birth
of Sultftn D&nial which is said to have taken place on " Wed-
nesday, 2nd Jumad I according to Viaihility [ ], but the

night of the 3rd according to mean motion or calculation

[ ]. Ibid . Text, II, 373 ; Tr. II, 542.

Other authors also occasionally warn their readers of the

difference and the compiler of the Bddishahndma notes that
Akbar ascended the throne near noon on Friday, the 2nd of

Rab'l II, 963 Hijrl, but that the day was the 3rd according to

custom or convention. [ (Text, I, Pt. i, p. 66, 1.

12.) Sbafi Khen expressly states that on account of the in-

visibility. [ ] of the moon, there was a difference of

opinion [ ] as to the precise day of Bahadur Shfih,

ShSh ‘Alam’s accession, some regarding it as the last day

[ 1 of Moharram and others as the ffrst day [ of Safar.

(Text, II, 574, 1. 13 ; E.D. VII, p. 392, where the real meaning
has not been grasped by the translator).^

Orthodox Muslima firmly believe that the first of these

1 The expreasion yclj which occurs again (Akbarnama, Text,

II, 373) and which Mr. Beveridge saya he does *' not fully understand
(IV. II, 642 note) is identical with what AbCl Fazl speaks of in the Am,
as Jemy * Mean rate of Motion.’ {Op. cU, Text, 1, 276- Jarrett.

Trans. II, 17, 28.)

> The author of the says that the date of ShSh JahSn’s

birth was the last day ^ of Rab*i 1, 1(X)0 A.H. according to Ruiyyai

[ iSS} 31 ]»
Rab*i II according to the canons of the

astronomers
[ JLtf

Similarly, the author of the SiatSna i-^Amira declares that the day
•on which NisSmn-d-daola (NS^ir Jara) was killed in.a night attack by the

MawBba of the KamStak [KadSpa, KamOl, etc.] was 17th Moharram 1104

A.H. according to astronomical reckoning, but 16th according to BiUyyfU

(p. 55, L 8).
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three’ systems, the HSSR or S&iyyat, is the only tme and legal

tvv*] one, that it only is in accordance with the commands

of the Prophet and that all religious festivals and fasts should
be celebrated in conformity with it and no other

Unfortunately, the motions of the moon are very irregular

and she is frequently invisible on account of clouds and other

atmospheric changes. Her heliacal rising is also liable to take
place a day earlier or later in one place than in another on
account of variation in latitude and longitude. The RUiyyat
system is therefore subject to considerable uncertainty and ill-

adapted for chronological purposes.

The other two methods of computation involve—when
strictly followed—the regular adding up of hours and minutes
and are for that reason unsuitable for popular use. The neces-

sity of devising some simple formula or system by which the
application of the mean-lunation method could be facilitated

was felt so early as the third centuiy of the Hijra by Musal-
mgn chronologists and a short cut to practical accuracy was
devised by a book-rule which is founded on the following con-

siderations.

We have seen that, according to Muslim astronomers, the

mean lunation is 29 d. 12 h. 44 m. or just 44 minutes in excess

of 20) days. The mean lunar year (of 12 mean lunations) is,

therefore, *364)) days. If then the months beginning from
Muharram have alternately 30 and 29 days each, the common
year will consist of 354 days and the fraction will amount to

exactly 1 1 days in 30 years. The addition of a day to the last

month (Zid'hajja) in 11 years out of 30 would square up the
account at the end of the cycle, and a result would be arrived

at. which in the long run, would be sufficiently correct for all

practical purposes. (Cunningham, Indian Eras, p. 66 )

Now this is a rule-of-thumb and it is not mathematically
exact, but it can be easily remembered and applied by the man
in the street. Unfortunately, there is a oertain amount of
diflPerence of opinion and also usage as regards the order of

intercalation. It would appear from AlbirunI that an astro-

nomer named Habsh was in favour of adding one dav in each
of the 2nd, 6th, 8th, lith, 13th, 16th, 19th, 2l8t, 24th, 27th
and 30th years. Others have advocated arrangements differ-

ing in respect of three or four years from the foregoing.

(Chronology of Ancient ^Nations, Tr. Saohau, 179-181; 416.
For Habsh, see Jarrett, Ain, Tr, II, 7 note).

The Ordo InterecUationis which has found most favour is

1 A society named the * Anjuman-i^Huiyya^HiUil ’ has been recently
founded in Bombay by some devout and influential Muhammadans with a
view to the observance of the *Ids and other festivals by all the Faithful
in India, according to this, the only method which is in harmony with the

Law and Practice of the Arabian Prophet
( ),
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that in which a day is added in the 2nd, 5th, 7th, 10th, 13th,

16th. 18th. 2l8t, 24th. 26th and 29th years. This is the system
adopted in the Ztch-i-Jadid or ^ Tables of Ulu]|^ Beg ’ and the
Tables of Gladwin, Cunningham and Wustenfeld also postulate

the same arrangement. Mr. Sewell, however, substitutes 16th
for 16th Indian Calendar, p. l02) and in the order adopted by
Jervis, the 8th, 19th and 27th years are intercalary instead of

the 7th, 18th and 26th (Cunningham, Indian Eras, 68)

Now these Tables of Wustenfeld and others are undoubtedly
useful, but it should not be forgotten that the Book-rtUe which
is their foundation is only an empirical or rough and ready
device for avoiding the complicated calculations associated

with the continuous summation of mean lunations (or Tithis)

in the original system.
It is, in fact, a sub-variety of that method in which matters

are simplified for the sake of the layman. By this mode of

adjustment, the reckoning is somehow brought into accord
with the mean revolutions of the moon, but this can take place

only in the long run—after the lapse of thirty years The
results yielded by its application may be correct within limits

or for practical purposes, but they can never be mathematically
accurate. Nor can they be expected to accord exactly or

always with those arrived at by any of the other three methods
founded on the Heliacal Rising of the Moon, or its True or Mean-
Motion.

1 have shown that competent Musalmftn authors are fully

aware of the divergencies between the Hilali and H^abi datps
and occasionally take care to mention both. It can hardly be
said that European chronologers have always grasped the dis-

tinction and many of them write as if the Book-rule method
was the only one in existence or the only one that was correct.

For instance, Cunningham complains that he has discovered a
discrepancy of one day, in no less than eight cases, between the

dates given by his * Tables ’ and those recorded in Musalman
histories and inscriptions. He admits that none of these dis-

crepancies can be explained on the supposition of one of the
variant ‘ orders of intercalation ’ having been adopted, and he
opines that they must be ascribed to carelessness on the
part of the writers.” (Indian Eras, p. 68.) Now there is in

all these eight cases a common feature or peculiarity which is

notew'orthy. It is that the week-day obtained by means of

Cunningham’s and the other European Tables founded on the
Book-rule is always one day behind the week-day recorded in

the contemporary chronicles or inscriptions. For instance,

where the Histories have Tuesday, the Tables show Monday,
where the former give Friday and Wednesday, the latter yield

Thursdav and Tuesday respectively. It seems to me that a
systematic or methodical variation of this sort cannot be
ascribed to * carelessness ’ and that the true explanation is to
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be sought in the writers having employed one or other of the
three methods which have been described above, and all of
which may bo safely said to have been familiarly known to
Musalmfin lUtemleurs.

It is now forty years since Cunningham’s book was pub-
lished, but it would appear from the observations, founded on
a similar misapprehension which occur in a more recent work
of great merit that the subject is not yet clearly understood.

“ There is,” writes Mrs. Beveridge, “ singular variation be-
tween the BSlmmama and Wustenfeld’s Tabks, both as to the
day of the week on which months began, and as to the length
of some months. • Tij© authorities agree as to the
initial week-day of four months [ only |

out of twelve [ of the
year 936 Hijrl]. In eight of the months, the Babur-
nama reverses the ‘ book-rule ’ of alternative Muharram 30 days,
Safer 29 days €< seq. by giving Muharram 29, Safer 30. *

Again these eight months are in pairs having respectively 29
and 30 days and the year’s total is 364 [reete 364]. • It
would be interesting if some expert in this Musalmftn matter
would give the reasons dictating the changes from the rule noted
above as occurring in 935 A H. (Memoirs of Bftbur, Face. Ill,
Ixxi-ii).

It would lead me too far from the subject of these in-

quiries to enter into an exi^nlination of Bfibur’s chronology.
It must suffice here to point out that these remarks imply a
radical misunderstanding of the nature, origin and purpose of
the Book-rule. There is nothing fixed or immutable about it.

There are no grounds for believing it to have been in universal
vogue and there Is not the smallest warrant for supposing it to
be the crystallised expression of the only system in use.

The arrangement by which 30 and 29 days are assigned in
alternation to the months is purely factitious ' and there is

nothing to bo surprised at in its reversal or modification. A
casual, and therefore all the more significant observation
made by Bfibur himself would seem to indicate that his mode
of reckoning had nothing whatever to do with the book*
rule and that it was the orthodox or strictly legal or popular
one connected with the Haliacal Bising or visibility {RUiyyat) *

of the planet. He declares that in the year 935 A.H., only
29 days were allotted to RamzSn (the book-rule assigns 30),
tecause, though the sky was not clear, a few people saw Hke
Moon, and so testifying to the QS^I, fixed the end of the
month.” {Op. ctt., 683.) The fact that the eight months are
in pairs, having mpeotively 29 and 30 days each, would also
appear to point in the same direction. But it is not impos-
sible that some of the other dates in the day-to-day record of
this ^rticular year were taken by the author straight from a
Taqmm or Almanack based on one of the two other tyiies of
the nisSK system.
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I have said that the belief in the universal or exolnsive

vogue of the book-rule method is founded on a gratuitous as-

sumption, and I have cited a passage from BSbur’s Memoirs
which shows that it was subjectto alteration and even set aside

altogether in favour of the * results of popular observation.’ I

will now cite the testimony of another writer of the period

which conOrms that opinion. In the “ Memoirs of Bayazid
SiySt ” which have not yet been published in the original, but
of which Mr. Beveridge has given an interesting and useful

summary in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, we
read

:

“ Apparently when HnmSyun went westward, Bftyazid

proceed^ in the opposite direction towards Ma^had, for he was
there with his father when HnmSyun arrived on the first

ShawwSl 951 (16th December, 1544). It was the day of the

‘Idu-l-fitr or the breaking of the fast of the RamzSn, but the
weather had been so bad from rain and snow that the people
of Ma^had had not been able to see the moon. HumSyun,
however, was able to satisfy the Qs^l that he had seen the

moon, when crossing the ZaqI Pass on the previous evening,

and so after 9 a.m. all the inhabitants proceeded to the
‘IdgSh." (Loe. eU., Vol. LXVII, 1898, pp. 297-8.)

This is not all. There is another matter also which re-

quires to be borne in mind when taking from European Tables
the week-day of any Hijrl date. This is that the Muham-
madan day begins not from sunrise or midnight but from sun-

set. “ In Persian documents,” says Mr. Reginald Stuart Poole,

” the word ' night,’ denotes the first moiety, jf) ‘ day,’

tha second, * * *. There is thus a discrepancy in the beginning

of any day in Muslim and European reokoningi amounting to

the interval from sunset to midnight, each day of the week
beginning so much earlier than with us in Muslim countries,

ohr eve of Sunday for instance, being their night of the day.
* * * This is shown in Ideler’s remarks on the initial day of

the Hijra, reckoned by the Easterns m Thursday, July 14-16,

A.D. 622; by the Europeans as the Oriental Friday, 16-16
(Handbuch, II. 482-485). * * * Whstenfeld’s Tables * * *

following the European reckoning, begin the calendar with
Friday, July 16, which should m Thursday-Friday, 15-^16.

Thus in converting dates we can use Wfistenfeld’s Tables,

aUovnng for hie neglect of the portion of the European day^ and
also for the possibility of Ike difference of a day on iU!^ aide

due to obaavation”
(Coins of the ShShs of Pemia, xv-svi. The italics are

mine.)

b these ciroumstanoee, it is futile to look for exact

coincidence between tike datee and week-days given in Mie

Muidl*! Chnmicles and .tte equivalents obtained by the
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application of the book-rule modem calculators. The
European Tables have no claim whatever to infallibility and
their sole foundation is an arrtificial formula which has nothing
to recommend it except its general utility or convenience for

practical purposes. It cannot therefore be too often repeated
that the Tables are liable to mislead, if allowances are not
made for the possibility of error on not one, but two grounds,
the discrepancy of a day arising from the general use among
orthodox Muslims in old times of a computation resting only
on * popular observation ’ of the New Moon and the similar

difference due to the “ neglect of the portion of the European
day ” between sunset and midnight.

But this does not exhaust the sources of error and con-
fusion. There is yet another, which from the numismatological

IX)int of view, is even more important than any of the foregoing.

It is that the real dates of accession given in the historical works
are often very different from the official. Akbar was the first

Emperor who fixed an artificial date for his Jvlus and his not
very commendable example was followed by Jahftngir, Sh&h
Jahan, Aurangzeb, Bahfidur ShSh Shah*Alam I, Farrukbsiyar,
Muhammad Shah, Ahmad Shah, ‘Alamglr II and Shah *Alam II.

In other words, ten out of the fifteen regular Emperors appear
to have deliberately promulgated fictitious or factitious and
sophisticated dates for their coming to the throne. Now it is

this official date or reckoning with which, notwithstanding its

admittedly suppositious and unreal character, the numismatist
is most concerned. The right of coining money has been always
regarded by Asiatic rulers as the most formal and deliberate sign

of sovereignty, and it would be unthinkable to suppose that

any other date than that fixed by Imperial decree would be
permitted to make its appearance on the coins. The in-

evitable result of this extraordinary procedure is that the

true or correct date is not only useless for numismatic purposes,

but positively calculated to mislead. The neglect of this

precaution has been fruitful of error. Many regnal dates on
the coins which are officially quite correct, have been queried

or confidently stigmatised by present-day numismatists as

errors, and attributed to the carelessness or incompetence of

the mint-masters.
. It will be seen that the investigation of the subject is beset

with difficulties of all sorts and that precision of statement
in regard to many points must be unattainable without con-

siderable labour and meticulous attention to details. But the

matter itself is not undeserving of such toil We all know
that it was thought worthy of careful treatment by the late

Dr. Taylor, and the results of his industry have been in-

corporated bodily and without alteration by Mr. Whitehead
and Mr. Brown in their Catalogues.

It is needless to say that Dr. Taylor’s article (Num. Supp.
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VII § 51) is a creditable piece of work, bat my own indepen-

dent researches in the same field have brought to light several

mistakes and defects. Dr. Taylor was, from his inability to

read the original authorities, necessarily dependant on the

abstracts and translations in Elliot and Dowson’s History and
on Beale’s Biographical Dictionary. Unfortunately, several of

the Hijrl dates given by those authorities are demonstrably
erroneous, afid these mistakes have been quite innocently re-

produced by Dr. Taylor and transferred from his pages by
Mr. Whitehead and Mr. Brown to their own publications.

Several clerical slips and typograpical blunders also stand in

need of rectification. A much more serious defect is the

almost total omission of any reference to the fictitious official

dates of accession, without a knowledge of which it is impos-

sible to understand the significance or interpret correcAly the

regnal dating of the coins.

BiBUB.

According to BSbur’s own ‘ Memoirs,’ the Khutjba was first

read in his name at Dehll on Friday, 15 Rajab, 932 A.H.
(B&burnSmS or Tuzuk-i-Bftburl, Trans. A. S. Beveridge, 476=
Leyden and Erskine’s Trans. 308= Elliot and Dowson, IV, 26.)

Ni^mu-d-dln Ahmad says that the battle of PSnIpat was
fought on Friday, 6th Rajab, 932 and that the Shntba was read
on the Friday following (Tabaq6t-i>AkbarI, Lakhnau Lith.

186, 1. 16 and 187, 1. 10). Here .is probably a copyist’s

mistake for jJAs.

BadSonI, who as a rule, follows Nizamu-d-dln closely,

gives Friday, the 8th of Bajab as the day of the battle but
adds that the Emperor “after gaining this signal victory

departed thence PSnIpat] and reached Dehll on the same

[week ?] day [ JiP ] and encamped there.

He then caused the Khutba to be read in his name.’’ (Munta-
kbabu-t-Tawirlkb, Tr. Ranking, I. 441 ; Text, 1. 336, 1. 1 ;

336, 1. 11.) This would imply that the Kbutba was read on
the 8th of Rajab but this is demonstrably erroneous and is due
to a careless perusal or misapprehension of his authority.

Abul Faal does not give the precise date of the first pro-

clamation of the Imperial titles from the pulpits. He merely
says that the Itottle was fought on Friday, the 8th of Rajab,
that Bftbur alighted in Dehll on Wednesday, the 12th and that

he “ unfolded the umbrella of Fortune in Agra on Friday, the
21st ’’ {Akbanidma, Tr. Beveridge, 1. 242, 247 ; Text, I. 96,98).
Here, both the week-days seen to be wrongly given. If the 8th
was a Friday, the 12th was a Tuesday, and the 21st a Thursday.

Firishta says the battle was fought on Friday, 10th Rajab,
that Bfibur entered Dehll on the 12th, that the Kbutba was
first read there by Sheibb Zain and that the Emperor reached
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Agtn on the 22nd (Briggs* Trans., Calontta Reprint, II. 44, 46;
Lakhnsn Lith. I. 204).

These conflicting statements are, at first sight, puzzling, but
it is not difficult to divine the causes of error. There can
be little doubt that the first public announcement of the
advent of Mu^al dominion was made on the 16th of Bajab,
932 which corresponded according to Whstenfeld’s Tables, to

Friday, 27th April. 1626 A.C.

D>ath.

6 Jumidft 1, 937 (Tabaqit*i>Akbail, p. 192, two lines from
foot).

Monday, 6 Jumfidft I (Qulbadan, Humiyun-NSma, Tr. 109

;

Text, 24).

6 Jumid& I (AkbamSma, Tr. I 277 ; Text, I. 118, 1. 1).

Monda3% 6 Jumfidft I (Firishta, Briggs’ Tr. II. 64 ; Text, I.

211,1. 14).

6 Jumfidft I, 937, is given also by the authors of the
BadiahShnama, Text, I. i. 62, 1 11 and ‘Amal-i-Salih, 22, 1. 12.

The latter says it was Monday.
According to WQstenfeld, 6 Jumfida I, 937 A.H. corres-

ponded to Sunday, 26 December, 1630 A.C. But the week-day
is expressly stated to have been Monday by Babur’s daughter,

the Princess Gulbadan, as well as the historian Firishta, and
if this has been correctly given, the Julian equivalent must
be 26 December, 1630. The Hijil date given by both is, it is

true, the 6th. But this is probably the Ruiyyat date, the 6th
being the Hisfibi, i.e. the Mean Lunation or Book-rule date.

HUMAYUN.
Accbssion

The date is given as 9 Jumfida I, 937 in the ^abaqfit-i-

Akbarl, 194, 1. 6=E.D. V. 188; Akbamfima, Tr. 1. 286, Text,
I. 121, three lines from foot; Kdisbfihnfima, I. i. 63; I. 9 ;

‘Amal-i-Sfilih, 17, 1. 6).

The renovmed historian and litterateur lUiondamir who
was one of the Emperor’s chosen associates and the Princess

Gulbadan give the identical date but say that the week-day
was' Friday. (Humfiyun-Nfima, in Elliot and Dowson, V. 118
and Gulbadan, Memoirs, Tr. 110, Text, 26, 1. 14.)

The historian explicitly states that the “ Khutba was read
in the Jfim'a Masjid at Agra on Friday, the 9th (foe. dt,

ibid.). He was probably himself present and he could hardly
be wrong in such a matter. The point to note is that if the
6th (Hisfibi) was a Monday, the 9th most have been a Thurs-
day. But if, as I have suggested, Monday corresponded to 6th
(Ruiyyat), 9th (Ruiyyat) most have fallen on a Friday. The
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concliMion is that the date of Humayun’s accession as recorded
by airthe authorities is that according to popular observation,

but that the date of Babur’s death is given by some of them
according to the Hisabl system. The dates of both events
given by B&bur’s daughter only are consistent with each other
and are both in conformity with the Ruiyyai reckoning. If the
week-day is correctly given, the Julian correspondence must be
30th December, 1530 A.C.

End of thb First Rkign.

Humayun may be reasonably supposed to have ceased to

be Emperor on the day on w'hich he was decisively defeated at

Qanauj. The date of this event is given by all the authorities

as 10 Muharram, 947 A.H. (Jouher, Tezkereh A1 Vakiftt,

Trans. Stewart, 21 ; Tabaqat-i-Akbari, 202, 1. G = E.D. V 206;
Akbamftma, I. 164, 1. 14; Tr. 1. 351 ; Firishta, I. 218 four lines

from foot ; Briggs, II. 90 ; Badishahnama, I. i, 64 six lines

from foot.) 10 Muharram, 947 was according to Wustenfeld
= 17 May 1640 A.C.

Second Bbign.

It is not easy to fix the exact date of its commencement.
He entered Labor on 2 Rab*I II, 962 A.H. (Akbarnftma, I.

343; Trans. I. 624).

The battle of Sarhind was fought, according to Abul Fazl,

on 2 Sha'ban, 962 (Akbarnftma, 1. 348, two lines from foot,

Trans, I. 631), but according to Firishta on the last day [ ]

of Rajab, which Briggs, following the common book-rule, sup-

poses to have been the 29th. The author of the Akbarnama
afterwards explicitly informs his readers that the Emperor
entered Dehll on the 4th of Ramzan and became established

on. the throne of the Khilafat.” (I. 351, 1. 8 ;
Trans. 1. 634.)

Nizamu-d-din Ahmad, Badaonl and Firishta all concur in

asserting that Humayun entered Dehll in the month of Ram-
zan, but none of them has troubled to give the exact date
(Tab. Akb. 221, 1. 12 ; Badaonl, Text, I. 462 ; Ranking’s Trans.
1. 696; Firishta, 1. 242-3 ; Briggs’ Tr II. 175-6). The author
of the Bftdishahnama gives the same dates as Abul Fazl, but
his testimony has no independent value, as he is merely copying
from that author.

Humayun’s restoration then may be, with good reason,

dated from the 4th of Ramzan, 962 A.H., which according to

Wustenfeld, corresponded to Tuesday, 23rd July. 1555 A.C.

According to the Bibliotheca Indica Text of the Akbar-

nama, 1 Ramzftn, 962 was a Thursday ( ) I. 351, 1. 7.

The 4th must have therefore been a Sunday. The disore-
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puioy is unaocoantable and must be due to some error or

oversight.

Death

The date of Hum&yun’s death has been discussed at some
length by Blochmann, (J.A.S.B. 1871, pp 136-138), Von
Noer (The Emperor Akbar, I 67 note) and Mr. Beveridge,

(Akbamama, Trans. I. 634-5 note.)

The date of the accident and that of its fatal termination

are very variously given by ther best authorities, but it is not,'

after all, difficult to eliminate the different sources of error and
reach a reliable, if not absolutely certain decision on the

matter. To enable the reader to take in at a glance and form
An oi)inion of the evidential value of the statements occurring

in the Mutual Chronicles, I have arranged them in parallel

columns and in the order of the date of composition.

Authorities. Date of Accident. Date of Death.

SIdl All, MirStii-l-MamS-
lik, Tr. Vambery, 56.

Friday evening in Rab’I
T. 963. A.H.

Monday, third day
after accident.

Naffiisu l-Mfifisir, MS.
quoted in J.A.S.B.,

1905. p. 237.

16 Rab'I I. 18 Rab*i I.

TabaqSi-i'Akbarl, Text,

222, I. l=E.D. V. 240.

Sunset of 7 Rab^I

I (Text) ; E.D. has 8th.

Evening
[ ]

of 16th Rab*! I.

Badaoni, Text, T. 465-^,
Banking, Tr. 1. 600-1

.

7th Rab*i I, 963, 16th Rab*i. I.

Akbariiaina, Text, 1, 303,
Tr. r. 654. 068.

Close of Friday
[jjj)^f]

of Rab*I I.

Seventeen days be-
fore Akbar's acces-

sion.

Firishta, Text, I. 243, 1.

U;Tr. 11. 178.

Sunset, 7th Bab*!, I .

.

Sunset, lith Rab*I
I.

BidishahnSma, I. i. 63,
1. 17, and I. i. 65, 1. 16.

— Sunday, 13 Rab^i I,

963.

<Anial-i-9ilih, Text, 17,

1. 16, and 18, 1. 4.

Evening of 11th Bab*I
Is

Sunday, 13th Rab*I

i

lOiftfi KliSn.Text, I. 124,

7our Iihes from foot.

6th Bab*! I. 963. Sunset, 11th Rab*i
I

These discrepancies are very puzsling but, all this not<

withstanding, it is not impossible to arrive at the truth. The
marrow of the matter seems to be that the accident took place

at or after sunset on a Friday in Rab‘l 1 , 963 A.H. Now ac*
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cording to Wfistenfeld’s Tables, 1 Rab'I I, 963, was a Tuesday.
It is clear then that the event must have occurred on the 4th,

11th, 18th or 26th of the month. Now Abul Fa^l says that the

lQ)uiba was first read in Akbar’s name at KamSl on the 28th

of Rab'I I—seventeen days after the accident The Turkish
admiral Sldl ‘All also who was an eyewitness of the fall, informs

us that the Emperor died on Monday evening and that he him-

self afterwards left Debit for Labor on a Thursday in the

middle of the same month. This might be safely supposed to

have been the 17th and all these indications point to the

accident having taken place on Friday evening, 11th Rab 1 I,

and the death at sunset on our Sunday [ Mnl;iammadan Mon •

day] evening, 13 Rab'I I, 963 A.H.
It will be seen that this conclusion is in exact accord with

the statements of the author of the Badishahnama whose
efforts to settle the chronology of the reigns of the Timurides

have justly earned the praise of Blochmann. (J.A.S.B., 1871.

p. 138.)

In this matter, assurance has been now made doubly sore

by the discovery of the Original draft (brouiUon) of the first

volume of Abul Fail’s AkbarnSma. In this Manuscript, “ it is

clearly stated that the fall occurred on Friday, the 11th of the

month (Rab‘I-al*awwal) and that Humiyun died on the follow-

ing Sunday, 13th idem," (H. Beveridge, ‘ A new MS. of the

AkbarnSma ’ in Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great

Britain, 1903, p. 121.)

According to Wtkstenfeld^s TaJbles, Sunday, 13tb Rab'I I,

963 A.H. corresponded to 26th January, 1556 A.C.

AKBAR.

Acobssion.

2 Rab'I II, 983 A.H (Tab. Akb. Text, 222, 1 14) ;
Friday,

2 Rab'I I, 963 A.H. (t6.. Text, 242, I. 20). [The month is

wrongly given in the second statement] E.D.V. 241 247.

Friday, 2 Rab'I II, 963 (Badaonl, Text, 11. 8. Lowe,

19). Abul Fa^l says the Kbutba was first recited in Akbar’s

name at Dehll on 28 Rab'I 1, 963, seventeen days after HumS-
yun’s accident. (Akb. NSm. Text, I. 364, 1. 12, Trans. I 668.)

The coronation, however, took place '* near noon of Friday,

which was according to visibility [ ]. the 2nd of Rab'lu-s-

gSnl 963 of the Lunar year [ ], but by Mean calculation

[ ], the third, 10 Isfandirmaz Mah-i-JalSli of the year

477; 16 nr Mah-i-Qa^m of the YazdajardI year 925; 14

ShabSt Mah-i-RUmi of the year 1867.” (Akb. NSm. Text, II,

8, 1. 21 ;. Trans. II. 6.)

2 Rab'I IT, with or without the specification of the week-
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day [Friday] is also given by several other authors. (Firishta,

Text, I. 244 ;
Briggs, Trans. II, 182 ; Bftdishfihn&ma, Text, I. i.

66, 1. 13 ;
‘Amal-i-Sfilih, Text, 16, 1. 9 ; Shan, Text, I. i.

127,1.16.)
According to Wiistenfeld’s Tables, 2 Rab'I II, 963 = 14

February, 1666 A.C. was a Friday, and this may be taken to

be the correct equivalent date in the Christian Bra.

But when Akbar founded the new Solar Era, he ordered

the years of his Julus to be reckoned, not from the 2nd of

Hab*I II, 963 but from the Nauroz of that year. The reason

of this departure from custom is thus stated by Abul Fazl.

Inasmuch as the wise of the past and the present are

agreed that whenever some glorious event is made the founda-
tion of an era, the latter should begin from the proximate New
Year [

si jt ] without regard to a discrepancy

either in previousness or lateness [ ikiycj 3 \

the sundry days before the New Year were reckoned as includ*

ed in the New Year, [ •:»/ cr-y 3ji) It

and the latter was made the beginning of the Divine Bra.’’

(Akb. Nama, Text, II. 18, 1. 21 ; Trans. II. 33.)

The “ sundry days’’ were according to Abul Fa^l, twenty

-

five, and the initial date of the Ilahl Era or of Akbar’s Official

Accession was Wednesday, 28 Rab*I II, 983 A.H. (Akb. Nam.
Text, II. 18; Trans II. 32). According to the Tabaqdt, it was
Monday, 27 Rab'l II. (Text, 242, last line = E D. V. 247), but
the author himself says on the same page that 2 Rab'I 11 was
a Friday, in which case, the 27th would be a Tuesday and the
28th a Wednesday. Abul Fazl’s chronology is, aa a rule, much
more accurate and reliable than Nizamu-d din's, and we may
take it that the initial date was Wednesday, 28 .Kab‘l II, 963
A.H. = 11 March, 1656, which was according to Wiistenfeld, a
Wednesday.

Death.

Night of Wednesday, 4 Aban [50 IlfihiJ. 4n&yat ullah

(Takmlla-i-Akbamama, Bibl. Ind. Text, HI. 841, 1. 13). The
author afterwards says that the body [ ] was taken to

'

the burial ground on Wednesday morning [ ]

/&., 842, 1. 3, which shows that the death took place on our
Tuesday night.

Wednesday, 13 Jumada II, 1014 (Firishta, Text, I. 271, 1.

25 = Briggs, II. 280).

Night of Wednesday [ ], 12 JumftdS II .1014 = 2

Aban (Bad. Nam. I. i. 66, 1. 17).

After one pahr and seven gharis of the night of Wednes-
day—Jum&da 11 = 2 AbUn, 60th year Akbarshahl. (‘Amal-i<
Sfilih, 16-16

)
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Midnight of Wednesday, 12 JumftdS II, 1014. (fUiftfl

Text, I, 235, 1. 5.)

Night of Wednesday, 13 Jainad& II. 1014, (Muhammad
Hadl's Introduction [ ] to Tuzuk-i-Jab&nglrl, p. 17, 1. 22 )

It will be seen that there is the usual difference of a day
in reference to the Hijrl date. Akbar seems to have died a
little before or after midnight. According to the ^Amal i-^dlih'

the event took place 1 pahr and seven ghans^ i.e. about six

hours after the setting of the sun on Tuesday ; according to

Klt^fl Khan, at midnight. Now 13 Jumfida II wa8=26 Octo-
ber, 1605, Wednesday, according to WUstenfeld. The correct

European date would be 25-26 October (Tuesday-Wednesday),
1605 A.C. New Style, 15-16 October, Old Style.

It is clear then that Akbar ruled for 49 (solar) years, 8
months and 2 days, and that his death took place in the 50th
year llahl. It is, therefore, disconcerting to find Dr. Taylor,

Mr. Whitehead and Mr. Brown asserting that his latest gold

coin is dated, 51st llahl. Dr. Taylor declares (Num. Sup.
VIT, p. 62) that the coin is in the British Museum and it is safe

to say that the statement is founded on Mr. Lane Poole’s reading

of the date of B.M.C. No 175 (PI. V). The metrical legend on
the obverse was deciphered by him thus

—

^ )) y jy ;;

and the date was made out to be d L Seventeen years before

the publication of his Catalogue, an exactly identical coin had
been described and figured in the Journal of the Asiatic Society

of Bengal (Vol. XLV, 1876, p. 292, PI. V, Fig. 7) by Mr.

Delmerick and attributed by him to the 5th year of Akbar’s
Julus. I have never been able to bring myself to accept either

of these readings of the date and submit that both these coins

are probably of the 50th year llahl. Mr. Delmerick mistook
the dot or small circle on the right of the j of jj for an orna-

ment or useless adjunct. It may really be the zero or cipher

of 6* (see Whitehead, P.M.C. Introd. Ixvv). Mr. Lane Poole

supposed the perpendicular or upright stroke to the left of the

; of )) to be the units figure of 6 1 . It is, I venture to say, pre-

ferable to take it as the ‘ alif ’ of the second word, and

read instead of )}. The elision of the * alif ’ is com-

mon and permissible, but its transcription in full is also correct.

The line will scan perfectly well with it and its insertion is in

accordance with the rules of Persian prosody. Coins, it may
be observed are human documents and it may be said without

much hazard of error, that the IlShI issues of Akbar and the

mintages of his immediate successors are public manifestoes

which were put forth or uttered with great care and after

much thought and deliberation. Now it is a sound and oni*
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versally accepted rule of construction that if the words of a
document are susceptible of two decipherments or interpreta-

tions, one of which necessarily implies error or ignorance on the

part of the promulgator, it is not to be entertained without
the clearest proof and the most pressing necessity. The burden
of proving the error is on the challenger and the presumption
of it without proof is neither fair nor Justifiable. In the present
case, the reading ' 60 ’ is at hast os supportable as the rival

decipherment 61, and does not besides, involve any such gra-

tuitous assumption. It is therefore to be preferred, and there

would appear to be no warrant for predicating the existence of

a coin of the 61st year Ilfthl or for presupposing the mint-
master of the Imperial Capital (Agra) to have been so stupid

or ignorant as not to know that the 61 st solar year of the

great Emperor’s reign had not yet commenced.

JAHANGIR.
Accession.

One astronomical after sunrise on Thursday 8 [a misprint
for 20J JumSda IT, 1014 (Tuzuk i-Jahangir!, 1,1. 1 ;

Trans. 1, 1).

Thursday, 11 Jum£da II, 1014 (Iqbfilnfima, 2, I 3).

Thursday, 20 JumadE 1, 1014s Roz 11 (KJiur), Aban Mah-
i-IlSh%. (Farhang-i-JahEnglrl, Lakhnau Lith., 1293 A.H.,
Preface p. 6, last line.) [The Hijrl month is wrongly given,

probably by oversight.]*

Thursday, 20 Jumadall, 1014 A.H. = 10 AbEn, 60th year
AkbarshEhl. (Bad. NEm. I, i. 69, 1. 7).

One astronomical hour after daylight on Thursday, 20
JumEdfi II, 1014. (*Amal-i-SElih, 12^ 1. 7.) Elsewhere {ibid,,

36, 1. 9) he savs it was 10th AbEn Mah-i-Ilahi,
Thursday, 20 JumEdS II, 1014 A.H. (KhafI Khan, I. 246,

1. 14). According to Wtistenfeld, 20 JumEdE II, 1014 = 2 Nov-
ember was a Wednesday. But JahEngIr himself repeatedly
says that the day of his JulUs was a Thursday (Tuzuk, Trans,
I. 9, 184, 386) and all our authorities are absolutely unanimous
on the point. The correct European equivalent, therefore,

must be, not 2nd November, but Thursday, 3rd November,
1806 (New Style) or 24th October (Old Style).

The official date of JahEnj^r’s accession, however, was very
different from the actual day of the enthronement. He ordered
the Julus reckoning to start from the Nauroz—the entrance of
the sun into Aries. This took place, he himself tells us, on the
night of Tuesday^ ZlJ-qa‘da 11th, A.H. 1014, ** in the morning,
which is the time of the blessing of light,” i.e. on Tuesday
morning according to the European reckoning. (TUzuk, Trane,
I. 48 ; Text, 22, 1. 18.)

11th Zl l’qa‘da, 1014 is given also by the author of the
^IqbElnfima’ (Text, 8, 1. 6) and Shafi Kb4n (I. 249, 1. 16).
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According to WQstenfeld, ll-xi-1014 A.H. « Tuesday, 21
March, 1006, New Style (11 March, 1606, Old Style).

Death.

Breakfast time [ ], Sunday 28, $afar 1037a la

Abftn XXII JvlUs. (IqbftlnSma, 203, 1. 14. See also E.D.
VI, 436).

Sunday, 28 Safar, 1037 A.H. sl6 Ab&n. (Bid. NSin. 1, 1.

69, 1. 19).

Twelve gharis [».e. 4 hours and 48 minutes] after sunrise

on Sunday, 28 Safar, 1037 A.H. s 16 Abftn (‘Amal-i*^ilih, 205,
1. 9 ; see also ibid., p. 13, 1. 7).

Breakfast time, end of Safar 1037 A.H. (Kh* Kh-, I, 388,
1 20).

Muhammad HSdl copies the Iqbalnama but has ‘ eleventh '

[ ] instead of ‘ fifteenth ’
[ ] AbSn, (Continua-

tion of Tuzuk, ed. Ssyyad A^mad KbSn 421, 1. 14.)

According to Wttstenfeld, 28 $afar, 1037 = Monday, 8. Nov-
ember, 1627, New Style

But according to the contemporary authorities, JahSngIr
would appear to have died on Sunday morning which would
give 7th November, 1627, New Style, or 28 October, 1627 (Old

Style).

Sir Thomas Herbert who is sometimes cited as a valuable
contemporary authority for the reigns of Akbar and JahSngIr
says, the latter “died (suspected of pojrson), the twelfth of

October or Ardabehish in the year of our accompt 1627 and of

the Hegira 1007 !*’ (Travels, Ed. 1665, p. 102.)

DAWAR BAKHSH.
AcOXSSION.

The ISJtiutiba was read in his name by tlie orders of Asaf

KbSn in the environs [ ] of Bhimbar soon after JahSn-

glr’s death. (IqbSlnSma, 296, 1.1 = E.D. VI, 436 ; Muhammad
Hadi, op cit., 422, 1. 4 ;

KhSfl libSn, 1, 389, 1 11), but the pre-

cise date is nowhere given.

Nevertheless, as Jahangir died on 28 Safar, 1037 A.H. at

Changaz Hatti which is three stages [ ] nr twelve koss

distant from Bhimbar, {Iqbalnama, 298,1 3 = E.D VI. 437 ;

Badishahnama, I. ii, 17-18: *3lamfirnama, 822-3; Bernier’s

Travels Ed. Constable and Smith, 1914, p. 401 note), the

ceremony may be reasonably supposed to have taken place

about the 3rd or 4th of Rab'1 1, 1037 A.H. As the 4th of Rab'l

I, was a Friday, it is probable that the liLbufcba was read in the

mosque at Bhimbar during the Jam'a prayers on the afternoon

of 12th November, 1627 A.C., N.S.
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Death.

Wednesday, 26 JumSdS 1, 1037= 13 Bahnian. (IqbSlnSma,
308. 1, 14= E.I). VI, 438).

Night of Wednesday, 25 JnmSdS I, 1037 (Bid. NSm. I. i.

210. 1. 13; ‘Amal-i-^lih 219, 1. 13; Muhammad HSdl, op. cit.,

425. five lines from foot).

22 .Tumada I, 1037 A.H. (IQiSfl KbSn, I. 394, 1. 4). The
author of the ‘Maigiru-l-UmarS’ gives 26th JumfidS T, at 1. 156,
I. 8, but 25th JumSda I, at p. 714, 1. 7 of the same volume.

According to Whstenfeld, 25 Jumada I, 1037 A.H. = Tues-
day, 1st February, 1628 (New Style). DSwarBakbsh would
appear to have been put to death during the night of Tuesday-
Wednesday, 1-2 February, 1628, New Style (22-23 January, Old
Style).

SHAH JAHAN
The Khutba was first recited by Asaf Sb&n’s orders in

Shah Jahan’s name at Labor on Sunday, 22‘Jumada 1, 1037 A.H.
= 10 Bahman, XXIInd year of Jahangir’s reign (Iqbalnama,

303, 1. 9= £.D. VI, 438 ; Bad. Nam I. i. 79, 1. 15; Muhaihmad
HadI, op. cit., 425, 1. 24 Dowson’s 2 Jumada I is a clerical or

typographical error).

According to Wflstenfeld, 22-V-1037 A.H = Saturday, 29
January, 1628 A C., New Style or 19 January, Old Style. If the

week-day has been corectly given by the contern-'

porary chronicles, the Julian equivalent must be 30th January,
N.S.

’

Accession.

Monday, 8 Jumada II, 1037 A.H., 25 Bahman Mah-i-Ilahi ;

1 Isfandarmaz Mah-i-JalaR, 549 Malikshahl ; 27 Tir Mah-i-
Qadimi, 997 YazdaJardI ; 4 Shabat Mdh-i-Rumi, l,939th year of

Alexander [Seleucidan Era]. (Bad. Nam. I. i 87, 1. 2.)

Three ghails and a half [i.e. 84 minutes] after sunrise on
Monday, 7th Jumada II, 1037 A'.H. (‘Amal-i-Salih, 225, 1, 4,

but he has 8th Jumada II, at p. 261. 1. 16.)

One astronomical [ ] hour and a half after sunrise

on 7 Jumada II, 1037 = 25 Bahman Mah-i-Ilahi, Kbafi IiiJ:kan

I, 395, 1. 9. Muhammad Had! has Monday, 27th Jumada II,

1037 A:H. instead of 7th, but this is probably a clerical or
typographical error (loc. cit., 426, 1. 21).

In Dowson’s abridged translation of the ‘ Badishahnama ’

(E.D. VII, 6), we have “ 18 Jumada the second, 1037 A.H.” and
this has been followed b}' Dr. Taylor and Mr. Whitehead. It is

demonstrably erroneous and is, in all probability, a slip of the
pen.

It will be seen that there is the usual discrepancy of a day
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in the above statements, which may be due either to the con-

fusion between and of the conflict between the

HisaK and Ruiyyal reckoning.

The true date of bis accession is, curiously enough, record-

ed in the Emperor*s own handwriting on the flyleaf of a manu-
script of Nissamrs Ehiradnama-i-lskandarx dated 945 A.H.
which was exhibited before the Asiatic Society of Bengal as

25 Bahman Ilahl, corresponding to the 8th Jiimada, II, 1037
A.H./' Blochmann in Proc. A.S.B., 1869, pp. 190-1. The exact-

Julian equivalent also is recorded by an eyewitness in a docu-

ment edited by Mr. Foster. The Factors of the English East
India Company at Agra write thus in a letter addressed to the

President and Council of Surat on the 17th February, 1628:
“ As you weare advised by ours of the prime current as afore-

said, Shaw Jehann sate on his royall throne the 4th ditto, and
was saluted and proclaimed King with Cattbah read according

to the custome of his ancestors." English Factories in India,

1624-1630, p. 240. This 4th February is the date in the Old
Style. The New Style equivalent would be the 14th.

Official date of Accession.

Shfih Jah&n was really enthroned on 8th Jumftda II, 1037,
but orders were issued for reckoning the Julns in lunar years

from the 1st of Jum&da II, 1037 A.H.,a8 '' it was preferable to

commence a year from the very beginning of a month." Bad.

NSm, I i. 129, 1. 1 ^
jA

See also " Alarnglrnama’ where the same statement is ex-

plicitl}' made (p. 388,. 1. 3). Kbafl Kbftn’s chronology is, not
infrequentl3% erratic and slipshod, but he also, as a rule,

reckons the Julus years from 1st Jumada II. (Text, I 515,

566.)

Deposition.

The Emperor fell ill on the 7th of Zl J*hajja, 1067 A.H.
;
the

battle of Dharmatpur was fought on the 22nd of Bajab, 1068|

and Dara was defeated at Samugarh on the 7th of Ramzan,
1068 A.H. CAlamglmama, Text, 94, five lines from foot ; Maag.

‘Alam. 6. 1. 16. KJ^afl Kbftn in E.D. VII, 213, 219, 220.)

But he was never formally deposed and it is therefore not at

all easy to fix the exact day on which his reign came to an end.

Still, it is safe to say that he was both Emperor de jure and
Emperor de facto during the first eight months of 1068 A.H.

The first coronation of Aurangzeb took place on the Ist of

Zl-l-qa^'da and we know that silver and copper coins bearing his

name were put forward in that year,, though the chroniclers
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say that the settlement of the Kbu&>a and the Sikha was left

over for a more fitting occasion. It is highly probable that a
/eu; coins trere struck merely in commemoration of the event.

This day, then, on which we find the son celebrating his

own accession and going, however hurriedly and perfunctorily,

through the ceremony of a coronation may be safely taken as

that on which the father was deposed to all intents and pur-

poses and ceased to be Emperor.
Now I have shown elsewhere that ShSh JahSn’s julus years

are to be reckoned on a lunar basis. The 32nd year of his

reign, therefore began on the 1st of Jumfida, II, 1068 A.H.
more than three months before the date of Aurangzeb’s victory

at Samugarh. The mintages of 1068-32 are therefore per-

fectly regular. The difficulty arises in connection with some
issues which display the Hijn year 1069 and the Julus figures

32 and 33. Some of these can be satisfactorily accounted for

I.M.C. 1082 is an issue of Tatta which exhibits the date
l068-32>. I.M.C 1083 and L.M.C. 2106-7 are from the same
mint, but have 1069-33 on them P.M.G. 1440 is of MultSn
mint and shows the date 1068-33. These coins were in all

probability, struck in the name of the old Emperor by D&ra
Shikoh or his partisans.

That unfortunate prince fled first to Labor and then to

Multftn, Bhakkar, Tatta and AhmadSbSd He reached Multfin

on 17 Zl-1 hajja 1068 ('Alamgimama, 204, 1. 14), and after

leaving his baggage and guns in the fortress of Bhakknr, left it

on the 30th of Muharram, 1069 A.H. {Ibid., 274, 1. 17.) Tatta
was reached on the 16th of Safer. {Ibid., 280, 1. 14.) Bhakkar
did not surrender for more than six months, and Aurangzeb
was compelled, by the resumption of the offensive on the part

of Shn]4* to recall the pursuing army from Sind and abandon
the province, for a time, to Darft’s adherents. (Manucci,

.Storia’).

The **Alamgimama ’ says Shah Jahan reigned for 31 lunar

years 2 months and 23 days, or 30 Solar years 4 months and
18 days. Text, 934-5. [The author appears to have reckoned
from 8 Jumftda II, 1037 to 1st Ramzan, 1068—the official date

of Aurangzeb’s accession.] The first statement is correct, but
there is an error in the second. We know that 8 JumSda II,

1037 « 25 Bahman, Ilahl (BSd. Nam. I, i. 87, 1. 2 ;
‘Amal-i-

SSlih, *261, 1. 16), and that 1 Ramzan, 1068=14 IQiurdSd
Ilfihi (*AlamgIrnama, 85, 1. 20 and 94, 1. 18.) ShSh Jah&n
would have thus reign^ for only 30 Solar years 3 months and
1 8 days. The author of the Maldsir i~Alamg%r% roughly states

that he ruled for 31 (lunar) years and 2 months (p. 53, 1. 17).

KhafI Khan asserts on the authority of ‘ Aqil Khan Kliafl’s

that Aurangzeb ‘ directed Prince Muham-
mad Sultan to go into the fort of Agra, and to place some
"of his trusty followers in charge of the gates ’’ on 17th Ramzan,
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1068. (Text, II, 22, 1. H = E.I>. VII, 226.) Dr. Taylor haa
followed this and supposed the Emperor’s deposition to have
commenced from the 17th of Ramzftn, 1068 A.H. (18 June
1658 N S )

Death.

Night of Monday (" ), 26 Rajah, 1076 A.H.

^‘Alamglrnfima, 931, 1. 8 ;
Mafigir-i* Alamglrl, 53, 1. 6.) End

t
jit y ] of Rajah 1076, A H. (IQiafl KhSn, II, 187, 1. 2= E.D.

VII, 275.)

According to Wiistenfeld, 26 Rajah, 1076= Monday, 1st

February, 1666. It is not clear whether the Emperor died

before midnight or after it. In the former case, the correct

equivalent would be Sunday, Slat January (New Style) or 21st

(Old Style) ; in the latter, Ist February (N.S.), or 22nd January,
1666 (O.S.).

MURAD BAMSH.
Accession.

The exact date of his ‘ assumption of independence ’ is not
given in any of the published authorities, but he may be pre*

sumed to have been enthroned some time after 7th Zl*l-bajja,

1067 A.H.—16th September, 1657 A.C., New Style, or 6th Sep-
tember, 1657, Old Style. (‘Alamgimfima, 27, 1. 7; 29, 1. I;

MaSg 'Alam, 2, 1. 17 ; 3, 1. 3 ; IQiafl lUian, II 5, 1. 2=E.D
VII, 214 ; MirSt-i-A^madl, I, 248, two lines from foot.)

Mr. Jadunath Sarkar, however, says that “ Murftd had
himself crowned at 4 hours 24 minutes after sunrise on the 20th
November [Old Style], as the astrologers declared that there

was such a conjunction of auspicious planets as would not hap-
pen again for many years to come. “The moment was too

precious to be lost. In all hurry and secrecy, at the time indi-

cated, Murad mounted a throne in his Hall of Private Audience,

with only a few trusted officers as witnesses. * « * The
public coronation took place on 6th December with as much
pomp and rejoicing as the low state of his Onances would per*

mit.” The authority cited is the Faiyazu-l-Qavoamn. MS.,

pp 473-4. (History of Aurangzib, I, 329-30.)

The Julian date of the first enthronement—20 November,
1667 (O.S.) corresponds to 23 Safar, 1068 A.H. That of the

second or public coronation, 5 December—to 9 Rab‘l I, 1068

A.H. (Gladwin’s Tables.)

Deposition.

Murftd BaUish was taken prisoner near Mathura on 4
Shawwftl, 1068 A.H. (‘Alam. Nftrn.^ 138, 1. 1 ; KhSfl KbAn. II,

38, 1. 12sE.D. VIl, 229 ;
Mirftt-i-Abmadl. I, 252, 1. 11). MaSg.

‘Alam. gives 2 Shawwftl, 1068. p. 8, 1. 13.
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4-x 1068 A.H. was= Saturday, 5 July, 1658 A.C. New
Style

; (26 June, Old Style)^

Murad was put to death on Wednesday evening [ jy) J

21 Rab‘I II, 1072 A.H. (‘Amal-i Salih, Manuscript, p. 394, 1.

7 = Elliot and Dowson, VII, 132). !^afl Shan (11, 156, six

lines from foot) gives the month, Rab*i II, but nob the day.
21-iv-1072 A.H. = Wednesday, 14 December, 1661 A.C.,

(New Style) or 4 December (Old Style)

SHUJA‘.

Accession.

The precise date of Shah Shujft‘8 accession is nowhere
given. All that can be said is that he ‘rebelled, after 7th Zld-
hajja, 1067 A.H.—the date of Shah Jahan’s illness (‘Alamglr-

nama, 27, 1. 7 ; 29, 1. 1 ; Maas. ‘Alam, 2, 1. 17 ; 3, 1. 5; I^iafl

Khan, II, 5, 1. 1*ED. VII, 214).

Defeat.

ShujIL* was defeated at Kajwa on Sunday, 19 Rab‘l IT,

1069 = 23 Dai (‘Alarn. Nam., 242, last line
; Maas. ‘Alam., 12,

four lines from foot).

According to Wiistenfeld, l9-iv-1069 A.H. Tuesday,
14 January, 1659, A.C., New Style (4 January, Old Style).

The date of his dight from Jahanglrnagar (Dhlik&) to

ArftkSn is given as Sunday, 6 Ramzan, 1070 A.H. (‘Alam.

Nftm., 557, 1. 12, and 483, last line, and Maas. ‘Alam, 30, six lines

from foot).

6-ix-1070 A.H. was=Sunday, 16 May, 1661 A.C. (New
Style) or 6 May (Old Style). (Wiistenfeld).

AURANGZEB,
Accession.

European writers—historians as well as numismatists

—

do not at all appear to be agreed as to the precise date of

Aurangzeb’s accession, which is supposed by some to have
taken place in 1068 A.H. and by others in 1069 A.H. El-

phinstone notes that he did not “ put his name on the coin, and
was not crowned until the first anniversary of his accession , a cir-

cumstance which has introduced some confusion into the dates

of his reign” (History, Ed. Cowell, 1866, p. 599). Grant Duff
observes that ” he appears to have begun by reckoning his reign

from the date of his victory over Dara, to have subsequently
ascended the tlirone in the following year, and then changed
the date, which he again altered by reverting to the former
date at some later and unknown period.” (History of the

Mahrattas, Bombay Reprint, 1873, p. 72 note.) Mr. Lane
Poole asserts in one place that he was proclaimed Emperor “ in
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May 1659 (1069) (B.M.C. Introd. xxvi,) but elsewhere dates
the reign from July 1658 (Aurangzlb, Rulers of India Series,

p. 21). Dr. Taylor, reckons the reign from 1 Zl-bqa*da, 1068
(21 July, 1658, Old Style) and has been followed by Mr. WHiite-

head and Mr Brown.
It i.s permissible to say that neither Elphinstonenor Grant

Duff nor any of the other writers mentioned appears to have
grasped the truth of the matter which has been clouded and
obscured by Grant Duff’s imperfect apprehension of the words
of the not always accurate j^afl !^ian. The question has
been fully discussed and satisfactorily cleared up by the late

Mr. Irvine In an article in the Journal of the Bengal Asiatic

Society, Vol. Ixii, 1893, pp. 256-261. _ As he has already
cited the statements occurring in the " Alarngtr^uima and the
Maasiri ‘Alamgtri, it will suffice to refer the reader to his pages
and give here the net result of the inquiry.

Date of First Coronation.

Friday, 1 Zl-l-qa‘da, 1068 A.H. corresponding to 11 Aniar-

dad. (‘Alamglrnama, 152, last line.) I^afl Khan (II, 39, 1.

21) gives the same Hijrl date and week-day, but does not men-
tion the corresponding equivalent in the Ilahi reckoning. The

Maa$tr-i-* Alamglrt has the identical Hijrl and llahl date, but

does not specify the week-day (p. 8, three lines from foot).

1 Zl 1 qa^da, 1068 was, according to Wustenfeld = Wednes-
day, Slst July, 1658 A.C. (New Style). The week-day given by
the authorities cannot be wrong. The true Julian equivalent

must be 2nd August.

Date of Second Coronation.

Sunday, 24^ Ramzan, 1069 A.H. corresponding to 25tli

IQiurdad, Mah-i-llahl, 25th Kliurdad, Mah-i-Jaldll of the 58l8t

Malik Shahl year, 6 Azar MS,h-i-QadImI [i.e. ancient or Old

Persian] of the 1028th Yazdajardl year and 5 Haziran Mah-i-

Ruml of the 1970th Alexandrian [i.e. Seleucidan] year.”

CAlamglrnama, 361, two lines from foot.) The Maasir-i-

‘Alamglrl gives Sunday, 24th Ramzftiis25 Kburdad Mah-I-

llahl (p. 22, 1. 10) and Khafi ]^an has only the Hijrl date.

Dowson has 4th Ramzan in his Translation (E.D. VII, 241)

but this is an eiTor. The Text has 24th Ramzan (II, 76, 1. 10).

According to Wustenfeld’s Tables, 24th Ramzftn corres-

ponded to Sunday, 15th June, 1659 A.C. New Style.

Official date of Accession.

But the official date of accession was speciall3^ fixed by

Imperial decree as 1 Ramzfin, 1068 A.C. Muhammad Saql,

the author of the MoEsir-i-*Alamffirl explicitly says so :
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jj^h »U ^yT ^ if ij^

# 4X^jU> «£a> j

p. 26, 1. 2.

“ As the reflection of the rays of Victory had spread the
light of prosperity on the world in the month of RamzSn, the
exalted command was issued that the 1st of that month should
be entered as the initial date of the years of the reign in the
official records and the almanacs ” (p. 25, 1. 2 )

An exactly similar statement is made in still more gran-
diloquent terms in the *AlamgtrnSma (p. 388, 1. 13) and this

writer, as if to leave no doubt on the matter, expressly informs
his readers that one year and twenty-four days of the reign of

the Emperor had expired on the day of his second coronation
{ibid,, 389, 1. 5). Later on, he says that the third year of

‘Alamgfr’s reign commenced on Tuesday the 1st of RamzSn

[ JIU lit appearance of the New Moon], 1070 A.H. (p. 480,

1. 8) and the author of the Maasir-i^*Alamgin adopts exactly

the same reckoning (p. 30, 1. 7).

1 Ramzan, 1068 A.H. corresponded, according to Wflsten-

feld, to Sunday, 2nd June, 1668 A.C. (New Style).

Death.

One pAs [pahr or three hours] after sunrise on Friday, 28

Zl-l-qa*da, 111& A.H. (Maas. *Alam., 621, 1. 6; MaSgiru-1-

Umara. I. 609, 1. 4).

28 ZM-qa*da, 1118 A.H.^s’lS Isfandarmaz, Mah-i-I1Sh%,

51st year of the Julus. (Kb, IQi. II, 549, 1. 11 = E.D. VII, 386.)
** One pahr and three gharis after day-break or about

five astronomical hours after sunrise on Friday, twentieth

Zl-l-qa‘da, 1118.” (Siyaru-LMutakbkbirln, Trans. Reprint,

1902, I, 3).

Twentieth’ is obviously an error for ‘ twenty-eighth. ’]

28-xi-1118 A.H. was Thursday, 3rd March, 1707 A.C.,

New Style (21 February, O.S.), but the ' Ma&gir-i-*Alam^rl'

explicitly states that Aurangzeb died, as he had always desired,

on a Friday. Its author was his secretary and was in attend-

ance on him at the time. The other authorities also give the

identical week-day. Manucci, too, states that Aurangzeb died

on March 4 [1707] two hours after midday. Storia, Tr. Irvine,

IV, 401.

There can be little doubt, therefore, that the correct

correspondence is 4 March, 1707 (New^ Style), 22nd February
(Old Style).
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A‘ZAM SHAH.

Accession.

10 Zl-l-hajja. 1118 A.H. (Kb. Kb. II, 506, four lines from
foot; t6 , 57i, 1. 18=:E.D. VII, 387, 391).

Wednesday, ‘Idu>d-Zaha [Day of Saoriiioe], i.e. 10

Zl-1 Ills. (Siyaru-l-Mutakb, Tr. I, 3.)

Saturday, 10 Zi-I-balJa, 1118 A.H. (Tatlkb-i-Muzaffarl,

Manuscript, p. 57, 1. 12.) The week-day is demonstrably
wrong.

lO-xii-1118 A.H. \\a»ssTueaday, 15 March, 1707 A.C.

(New Style), or 6 March, Old Style (Wilstenfeld).

If the week-day (Wednesday) given in the ‘ Siyar ’ is cor-

rect, 16th March would be the true equivalent. If 28 Zl-I-qa*da,

1118 was a Friday, the 10th of the following month must have
been a Wednesday, supposing, Zl*l-qa‘da to have had 30 days in

accordance with the book-rule. Manucoi asserts that A‘zam
sat on the throne at 10 o’clock on March 16, and remained
seated until midday. Storia, IV, 398-399

Death.

18 Rab‘1 1, 1119 A.H. (Mafis ‘Alam.,636, three lines from
foot; Dfinishmand Kbiln ‘All, JangnSma, quoted by Irvine,

J.A.S.B., 1893, p. 261 ; Siyaru-l-Mutakb, Trans. I, 7).

18 Rab‘1 1, 1119 = 29 Kburdftd (KbafI KbSn, TI, 590, 1.

9 = E.D. VII, 398).

18-iii-1119 A.H. wM= Sunday, 19 June, 1707 A.C., New
•Style (8th June, Old Style).

Manucci says the battle between the brothers began on
19th June, 1707, and lasted for three days. According to him,
A‘zam Shah was killed on the 21st. Storia, Tr. Irvine, IV,
402-403.

KAM BAKHSH.
Accession.

The precise date of his ' accession ’ is nowhere given. The
ceremony of the enthronement probably took place soon after

the death of Aurangzeb, i.e. after 28 Zl-l-q^'da, 1118 A.H.

Death.

3 Zl-l-qa'da, two years after the death of Aurangzeb.

a/jM. Jlaiui aM <^3 ivf*] (Ma5§. *Alam,638, 1. 11.)

10ZM qa‘da,1119A.H. (KbaflKban,I1.421,l. 11.) The
year is certainly wrung, 10th ( ) is perhaps an error for 2nd

( rj»

)

Wednesday, 3 Zl-l-qa'da 1120 (Siyaru-l-Mutakb, Trans 1.

13).
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3-xi-1120 A.H. \vaa = Monday, 14th Januar3% J709 (N.S.)

(3 January O.S.)*

Manuoci says the battle between KamBakbsh and BahSdur
Sh&h was fought on 15 January, 1709 (N.S.), that the news
reached Pondicherry on 31st January (Thursday), and that
** a number of persons from the army arrived there on February
2, of the same year/' (Storia, Tr. Irvine, IV. 406.)

Dr. Taylor, following Khafi Klian, has ''circa l-xi-lllO
A.H.” but there can be no doubt that the correct year was
1120 A.H.

We possess Kam Bahhah’s coins of 1120 A.H. and there is

no reason for believing them to be posthumous, or for ascribing

the dates to the carelessness or ignorance of mint- masters
Kam Bakbsh died only towards the end of that year, and the
dates are perfectly regular. The apparent confusion has its

origin in a blunder of KbafI Khan’s by whom Elphinstone
(History, Ed. 1866, p 676) and other European writers have
been misled.

BAHADUR SHAH SHAH ‘ALAM I.

Aoojsssion.

24 Miiharram, 1119 A.H. (Muhammad 'All^ * BurhanuJ*
Futuh,’ Br. Mus. Or. MS. No. 1884, folio 162 6, quoted by Irvine,

J.A.8.B., 1893, p. 261), "‘Either the last day, ».e. .30th of

Muharram or the 1st day of Safar [1119 A.H.J, for there was a
difference of opinion on account of the invisibility [of the new
moon ]”

(Khafl Khan, II. 574, 1. 13ssE.D. VII. 392. Dowson has
not understood the real meaning of the passage.)

Muhammad QSsim Lahorl says the Emperor was enthroned
at PuI-i-Shah Daula, 15 miles from Ijahor, in Muharram 1119
A.H. (Tbratnama, MS. quoted by Irvine. J.A S.fe., 1893, p.

261.)

Midnight of first Wednesday of Muharram 1119. (Siyaru-

l-Mut&kb. Trans. I. 5.) [First Wednesday is perhaps an error

for last Wednesday.)
In Wiistenfeld’s Tables, 1 Muharram 1119 A.H. = Monday,

4 April, 1707 A.C. April 6th 3rd Muharram would thus be
the first Wednesday of the month, but 27 April s 24 Muharram
would be the last, and this is exactly the date given in the

*Burh5nu-l-Futuh!

Official Date of Accession.

Kh5fl Kb&ii explicitly states that the Emperor fixed the

l8th of Zt-I-hajja [1118 A.H.] as the initial date of the acoes-
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sion, ^ and

that the feast of the second year was celebrated on 19 Zl-l-hajja

1119, corresponding to 21 isfandarmaz MSh-i-lIfthl. (Text, II.

607, 1. 9.)

'‘On the Ist Shawwal 1119 H. (25tli Dec., 1707), he
(
Bahadur Shah] issued an order that his reign should commence
from the 18th Znl-hajj, 1118 H. (22nd March, 1707), the day
that he heard of his father’s death.” (Danishmand Oan ‘All,

BahSdurshah-nama. entry of the said date, apud Irvine, in

Official Beckoning of the Reigns of the Later Mughal Emperors,
J.A.S.B., 1893, p. 262.)

According to Wustenfeld’s Tables, 18- xii-1118 A.H. Was =
23 March, 1707 A.C. New Style. (13 March Old Style.)

Djaath.

20 Muharram 1 124 A.H. (Kamwar Klian, Tarikb-i-Salfijtlii-

i-Cha^tayah apud Irvine, loc. cM., J.A.S.B.; 1893, p. 262.

See also E.D. VIIT. 19 note.)

End (or last day) of the second decade of Muharram 1123

A.H. [ ] (Klnlfl JSlian, II. 683,

1. 15 )
A few lines below (I. 21) on the same page, the same

author says it was the night of the eighth
|
MuharramJ,

which is a manifest error for ‘ twentieth.' The year given

i.s also wrong. See also E.D. VI 1.. 428.

21 Muharram, 1124 A.H. (Tilrlkb-i-lradat Kj^an in E.D
VII. 556 )

19 Muharram 1124 A.H. abuut two hours before night.

(Sivaru-l-Mutakb, Trans. I. 22.)

20-i-l 124 A.H. was = Sunday, 28 February, 1712 A.C. New
Style, or 17 February, Old Style.

Here again, a knowledge of the official date of the Emperor’s
accession is indispensable for the. correct understanding of the

Julus dates on his mintages. Reckoning from the actual day
of his enthronement, .30-i-1119 A.H, to that of his death,

204-1124, he ruled only for 4 (lunar) years, 11 months and 20
days. In other words, he was on the throne for not quite five

years and consequently never entered on the 6th year of his

Julus. And yet his coins tell a different tale. P.M.C. No. 2054
is unmistakably of the 6th year and the parenthetical sic clearly

betrays Mr. Whitehead’s puzzlement. I.MC. 1668 is a rupee

of 1124-6 and at least three other coins with identical dates

are registered in the Lucknow Museum Catalogue (Nos. 3491,

3498, 3516). B.M.C. 875 also is of the 6th year, but the Hijrl

date is 1 123. It is hardly necessary to labour the matter. All

these dates are perfectly regular and correct on the official

theory. The sixth official year of the Emperor’s reign began
on the 18th of Zl-I-haJja, 1123 A.H. B.M.C. 876 must have
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therefore been stamped on some one of the last twelve days of

1123, and the other coins may be safely taken to have been
uttered in the first three weeks of 1124 A.H.

AZIMU-SH-SHAN.

Accession.

“On the 7th Safar 1124 A. H. (15 March, 1712), he[3cil,

FarrukbsiyarJ heard of Bah&dur Shdh’s death, and on the
13th (21st March), without waiting for further information, he
proclaimed his father’s accession and caused coin to be stamped
and the public prayer or Khuff>ah to be read in his name.”
(Irvine, Later Mud^als, J.A.S B., 1896, p. 172, and the contem-
porary authorities quoted there ; see also KhafT KbSn, Text,
II. 710, 1. 13 = E.D. VIT, 438 and Sivaru-l-Mutakbkbii^n, Trans.
I. 47.

jahandar shah.

Accession.

21 Safar 1124 A.H. (Nuru-d-dln MultanI, Jahftndarshih-
namaapud Irvine, J.A.S B., 1893, p. 262). ^afl Khan gives

practically the same date but puts it into 1123 A.H. He says

the battle began on the last day of the second decade [

jJLs
] of Safar, and that Jahftn ShAh was killed on the fol-

lowing day (Text, II. 686-7 = E.D. VII. 430-1), when Jahandar
became Emperor.

Dr, Taylor, following Beale’s Biographical Dictionary,

gives 14 Kab'l I, 1124, but in the Miftahu-t-tawarlkb> Beale

says Jahandar Shah was crowned at iJlhor toward the end of

the month of Safar [
si'*

1
1124 A.H. (Cawnpore Lith.

of 1284 A.H., p. 299, 1. 9).

21 -ii-1 124 A H. was = Wednesday, 30th March, 1712. New
Style, or 19 March, Old Style—(Wiistenfeld).

Official Date of Accession.

JahAndar Shah is said to have ordered his own reign to

begin from the 18th Muharram 1124 A.H., the day of Bahadur
Sh&h ShAh 'Alam’s death.

So says Beale in the Mifidhu i-lawdnl^ (p. 299, 1. 10). I

am not aware of any contemporary authority for the statement

;

but the point is immaterial, as Jahandar never entered upon
the second year of his accession, according to either method of

reckoning, and no coins of his second year are known.
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Dxfkat.

Wednesday, 13 2!l*I-]|;iajja 1123 A.H. {note, 1124] s 19 Dai
MSh-yiim. (£li4fl KbSn) It. 701,' 1. 16 and also 721, 1. 6.

E.D.' VII. 437 has 16th Zl-I*hajja, but the text has clearly

13th in both places.

There is a very long account of the battle based on unpvb-
lished contemporary authorities in Mr. Irvine’s ‘ Later Mugl^als’

(J.A.S.B., 1896, p. 198.) He also gives 13th ZM-hajja 1124.

The Siyaru-l-MiUal^i^arin has 14th 2l'l-hajja. (Tr. I. 53.)

13*xii-l 124 A.H. s Wednesday, llth January, 1713 A.G.,

N.S.

Dhath.

16 Muharram 1124 A.H. [reete, 1125]. (£Ji. 11. 734,

1. 8= E.D. VII. 446.)

16 Muharram 1126 A.H. (Irvine, Later Mu|^als, J.A.8.B.,

1898, pp. 149-150 and the authorities cited there.)

Tuesday, 17 Muharram 1125 A.H. (Siyaru-l-Mutfikh,

Trans. I. 62.)

16-i 1125 A.H. corresponded to Sunday, 12-13 February

1713, New Style. (1 February, Old Style.)

FARRUMSIYAR.

Accession.

29 Safar 1124 A.H. (Mu]iammad Husain Ijfid, FarruUi-

siyamSma, apu4 Irvine, J.A.8.B-, 1893, p. 262. See also Later

Mui^ab, J.A.8.B., 1896, p. 172 and the authorities quoted

there.)

Beginning or first [ iAtt;* ] of Rab'1 1, 1123 A.H. (Kh. IU>.

II. 711, 1. 10.) The year is wrong, but the date is almost the

same, for the first day of Rabi I is the very next day to the

last or 29th day-of'^afar. See also E.D. VII. 439.

29-iMI24 A.H. aThursdayi 7 April, 1712 A.C. NewStyle.

OmcuL Date of Accession.

“ An order was made that the reign of JahSndSr Shfth

should be eonsidered as an adverse possession [ ]

and that the reign of Muhammad Farrukhsiyar should date

fromthefirst of Rab‘lu-l-awwal, 1123 A H. frecte, 1124 A.H.J
”

JSliSfl ShSn in E.D. VII. 446, Text, II. 737, 1. 9.

Kftmwar ^an states that “orders were issued on 9

Jumftdl ir, 1125 for striking out from the records and treating

as non-existent the reign of Jah&ndSr and dating Farmkb*
siyar’s own reign from his enthronement at Patna on 29 Safar

1124 A.H. (Tarlkb-i'SaMfcln-i-Chai^tftyah, Entry of 9th

19 JumSdft II, apud Irvine, J. A.S.B., 1893, p. 262.)
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Disposition.

9 Babi II, 113'i A.H. (Irvine, Later Mui^als, J.A.S.B.,

1904, pp. 342-4, and the manuftoript authorities cited there.)

Wednesday, 9 Rab‘I II, 1131 A.H. (Khafi ILbSn, Text,
11. 807, 1. 7 = E D. VII. 476-8. [IQi. IQi. says the 8th was a
Tuesday]. See also Siyaru-l-Muta^. Trans. I. 129-135.)

9-iv-1131 A.H. was= Wednesday, 1 March, 1719, New
Style—18 February, Old Style.

Farrakhsiyar’s coins of the 8th year are correctly dated,
if the ofScial date of accession is borne in mind.

Dbath.

Night between 8tn and 9th Jumfida II, 1131 A.H. (Irvine,

Later Muyhals. J.A.S.B., 1904, p. 350, and the authorities

quoted there.)

ShSft lOian does not give the precise date. He only says
that he was put to death about two months after his imprison-
ment. (Text, II, 819, 1. 6=E.D. VII. 480.)

|^•vi-1131 A.H. = Friday-Saturday, 28-29 April, 1719, N.S.
or 17-18 April, O.S.

Dr. Taylor has 9-vii-113l, A.H. and Sunday 17-V-1719
A.C. This is a slip. JumSdS II is the sixth Muhammadan
month, not the seventh.

RAFTU-D-DARAJAT.

Acobssion.

One pits [i.e pahr or watch] and four gharls after sunrise

on Wednesday, 9 Rab'l 11 = 10 Isfandftnnaz Mah i-IlaM 1131
A.H. (lOiSfl KhSn., II. 816, 1 6=E.D. VII. 479.)

Kftmwar KhSn (Tftrlkb i-SalfitIn-i-Cha^t5yah) gives the

same date. Irvine, J.A.S.B., 1893, p. 262.)

About nine o’clock in the morning of Wednesday [9thj

second Rab'l 1132. [The year is wrong.] (Siyaru-l-MutSkb-
Trans. I. 136.)

Mr. Irvine gives 28 February 1719, N.S., but if the week-
day is correct, and it is given by all the authorities, the true

correspondence must be' 1 March, 1719, N.S., 18 February,
Old Style.

Deposition.

17 Rajab 1131 A.H. (KSmwar liLbftn, Tfirikb-i-Salfijiln'l’

Chai^tftyah apud Irvine, J.A.S.B., 1893, p. 262 and ibid., 1904,
E.xtra Number, p. 40.) IQiSfl I^an says (Text, II. 830, 1. 2)

that he reigned for three months and ten days. Dowson, how-
ever, has, in his abstract translation, six months and ten days.
This is demonstrably incorrect. The author of the Siyaru-t-

Mutaj^l^irin also declares that he reigned for three months and
some days. (Trans, I. 143.)
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17-vii-1131 A.H.s Monday, 6 June, 1719, N.S. or 26 May,
OS.

Death.

Three days 'after the accession of his brother Raf‘!u-d-

dau]a on 20 Rajab 1131 A.H. t.e. 23 [or 24] Rajab 1131A.H.
(KbSfl-Kbfin, TI. 830 last lino=E.D. VII. 482 )

24 Rajab U3I A.H. WSrid, I50a apud Irvine, J.A.8.B.,

1904, Extra Number, p. 40.

The Tdn1A‘i‘Mupi§ari (MS
, p. 84 last line) says hQ died

fifteen days after his brother Rafm-d-daula’s accession on
Saturday, the 8th, i.e. on 23rd RaJ^b 1131 A.H.

21 Rajab, Saturday (Siyaru-l-Mutakb- Trans. I. 143)

24-vii'1131 A.H. corresponds to Monday 12 June, 1719,

N.S. or 1 June, 1719, O.S.

RAP‘IU-D-DAULA.

Accession.

Saturday, 20 Rajab 1 131 = 1 1 KhurdSd Mah-i-imt (Kb§fl

lOian, II. 831. 1. 4= E D. VII. 482). This writer quotes a con-

temporary chronogram—a as it is called—of the event,

viz. ** The Abjad value of the letters of

the line is 1131 (300 + 60 + 2 + 6 + 2 + 10 + 60 + 400 + 40 + 40 + 6

+ 200 + 3 + 2 + 2 + 6 + 4). The day and the month are at the

same time explicitly stated.

19 Rajab 1131 AH. (Kftmwar KfaSn quoted by Irvine,

J A.S.B., 1893, p. 263; also J.A.S.B., 1904, Extra Number,

40 «

)

Saturday, 8 Rajab, 1131. (Tarikb-i-Mugaffarl, Manu-

script, p. 84, 1. 3 from foot), 8th is the usual mistake for

20th.

The week-day given in the chronogram can hardly be

wrong. The date also must have been 20th, not

The Abjad equivalent requires it And yet, 20-vii-1131 A.H.

was according to Wtistenfeld, Thursday, 8th June, 1719 A.C.

8-vii-li31 A.H. was Saturday. 27th May, 1719 A C. (N.S ).

Death.

4th or 3th Zl-l-qa‘da, 1131. (KSmwar Kbfin quoted by

Irvine, J.A.S^., 1893, p. 263. See also J.A.S.B., 1904, Extea

Number, p. 63.) Mr. Irvine says (ibid., 63_note) that Khushbal

Chand, the contemporary author of the Nadiru-z-zamani, gives

the 7th„ and quotes a couplet in support of his statement.

^fifl KbSn says lie died after a reign of three months ami

some days, but he does not give any precise date (Text, II,

838, three lines from foot; E.D. VII, 486).
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Dr. Taylor gives 22-Z-1131 A.H. and quotes S^Sfl KliSn
(E.D. VII, 486), but that author does not give any precise

date in the passage referred to, and a few lines lower down,
he himself states that “ Baf‘Iu-d*daula had been dead nearly

a week before the young Prince [Muhammad Shah] arrived
’’

at Fathpur on 11th Zl'l*qe‘<le> 1131. This would show that

the death took place not on 22 Shawwal, but about 4 Zi'l-qa‘da.

|-3(i-1131 A.H. = Monday-Tuesday, September, 1719
(New Style), f September (Old Style).

NIKtJSIYAR.

Accession.

29 Jumadall, 1131 A.H. (Kh. Kb. Text, II, 825, 1. 3 and
827, 1. 12.)

29 Jumada II, 1131 is given also in Kamwar Kban’s
Tar. Sola. Chagh- and Muhammad Qasim’s, 'Ibratnama, accord-

ing to Mr. Irvine (J.A.S.B., 1893, p 263. Sec ibid., J. A S.B.,

1904, Extra Number, p. 35).

Dr. Taylor has 9th Jumada II, but this is an error. He
has been misled by Dowson, who has 9th in his Translation

(E.l). VII, 482), though the Bibl. Ind. text of Kb5fl Kban gives

20th clearly at p. 825, and the same date is repeated at p. 827.

29-vi-1131 A.H.=Friday, 19 May, 1719, N.S. or 8 May.
OS.

Deposition.

27 Ramzan, 1131. (Kb* Kb* II, 836, six lines from foot.

E.D. VII, 484.)

22-27th Ramzan, 1131 (Kamwar Kb4n, cited by Irvine,

J.A.S.B., 1893, p. 263). But Mr. Irvine gives 27th Ramzan
in “ Later Mughals.** J.A.S.B., 1904, Extra Number, p. 48.

29 Ramzan, 1131 A.H. (Mhd. Qasim, ‘lbrathama,*MS p.

289, and Tabsaratu-n-NazirIn, MS. p. 129, quoted by Irvine,

ibid., note 4).

27-ix-1131 A.H. = Sunday, 13 August, 1719, N.S.,2 August,
O.S.

Death.

6 Rajab, 1135 A.H. (Tarlkb-i-MuhammadI (MS.) cited by
Irvine, J..4.S.B. 1904, Extra Number, p. 49, note 3.)

6-vii-1135 A.H.sMonday, 12th April, 1723 A.C. (New
Style). Mr. Irvine gives 11th March, 1723 as the Julian corres-

pondence, but this is out by a month and due to some slip or
oversight.

MUHAMMAD SHAH.
Accession.

Saturday, 16 Zl-l-qa‘da= 8 Mihr Mah-i-llahl, 1131 A.H.
(Kbafl Kb&n, II. 840, 1. 16 ; E.D. VII, 485). Kamwar KbSn
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gives the same date according to Mr. Irvine (J.A.S.B., 1893, p.
253 ; and ako 1904, Extra Number, p. 66).

Four astronomical hours on the morning of 16 [Zl-l-qa'da}
1131 A.H. (Siyaru-l-Mutftkb* Trans. I, 145.)

Tuesday, 16 Zl-l-qa'da, 1131. (T&rl^-i-Musaffarl, Manus-
cript, p. 85, eight lines from foot.)

According to Wtkstenfeld, 16-xi-ll31 was Friday, 30 Sep-
tember, 1719, N.S., 19 September, O.S. If the week-day
given by Kh&fl KhSn is correct, the correct correspondence
would be 1 October, N.S. or 20 September O.S.

Otficul Date or Accession.

“It was settled that the beginning of his reign should
date from the deposition of Farrukb Siyar, and should be so
entered in the Government records.” (Ofifl Sh&n in E.D. VII,

486 ;
Text, II, 841, four lines from foot.) The same statement

is made in the Mirdt-i-Ahmadi. (Manuscript, p. 424, 1. 21 and
Tarlkb'i'Muzaffarl, MS. p. *86, 1. 14). In the ‘ Siyaru-I-MutftU*

khirln,' we read, " it was enacted that to prevent all confusion

in the records, the seven or eight months that had elapsed un-
der the short-lived reigns of those three princes, should be omit-

ted entirely, and that they should be comprehended within

Muhammad ShSh’s reign, which, of course, was made to com-
mence immediately on Ferok-Siyar’s demise” (Trans. 1, 146).

Mr. Irvine notes that the reign of Muhammad ShAh is ac-

cordingly “ counted usually from the 9th Rab*l II, 1 131 H., but
the contemporary authority ItAmwar KhAn, gives the first of

that month, namely the Ist Bab‘l II, 1131 H. * * as the exact
reckoning.” (J.A.S.B., 1893, p. 263.)

1 -iv-1 131 = Tuesday, 21 February, 1719, N.S., lOFebruary,
Old Style.

9-iv-113l = Wednesday, 1 March, 1719, N S., 18 March, O.S.

Di^ath.

27 Bab'l II, 1161 A.H. (TArlkb-i-AhmadshAhl in E.D.
VIII, 111; GulistAn-i-liahmat, Tr.C. Elliott, 26-26. Siyaru-l

MutAkb. Trans. Ill, 263. lUiazAna-i-'Amira of GhnlSm ‘All

Azad BilgrAmI, Cawnpore Lith. of A.C. 1900, p. 78, 1. 12, and
also MaAsiru-l-UmarA, I, 366, 1. 6.)

The Tarlkb-i-Muzaffarl (MS., p. 186) gives 27 Rab*lu-1-

avowal, but it is probably a slip.

27-iv-1161 A.H. = Friday, 26 April, 1748, Now Style (16

April, O.S.).

The latest jvlus date that has been observed on this

Emperor’s coins is 31, though he did not really reign for 30

lunar years. The dating is perfectly correct from the official

standpoint. Reckoning from the day of Farmkbsiyar’s deposi-

tion, he reigned for 30 years (lunar) and 18 days.
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MUHAMMAD IBRAHIM.

Accession.

11 Zl-lhajja, 1132 A.H.= 20 Mibr-Msh-i-llShi (l^liAll Klt&n,
II, 914, 1. 12 ; Tftrlkb-i'Muzaffarl, MS. 108, 1. 1 ; Siyaru-l

Mutftkb. Trans. 1, 186).

Mr. Irvine gives “15th Zu,l-Hijjah, -1132 H.’’ and quotes
II, 914 and three other unpublished authorities. He

adds that the Jam-i-Jam, a modern work, “assigns the en-

thronement to 28th Zu,l Hijjah, 1132 H.” (Later Mughals,
J.A.S.B., 1908, p. 668.)

Dr. Taylor has 9-xii-1132 H. but this is due to an error

of Dowson’s who has 9th in his translation of KhafI Khan
(E.D. VII, 509), though the Bibl. Ind. te.xt has the 1 1th (

)

quite clearly.

11 •xii-il32 A.H. was= 14 October, 1720, N.S. or 3 October,

O.S.
Deposition.

Taken prisoner in battle on
14 Muharram, 1 133 A.H. (Kb- Kb- 1I> 933, five lines from

foot; TftrlUt-i-Muzaffarl, MS. 116, 1. 11 ;
Siyar,Trans. 1, 191-3.)

Mr. Irvine has a long account of the battle in his ' Later
Mnghala* based on these and other unpublished authorities and
gives the same date. (J.A.S.B., 1908, pp. 575-682.)

14-i-1133 A.H. was Friday, 15 November, 1720 A.C., N.S.,

4 November (Old Style). Mr. Irvine’s authorities would seem
to give 14 Muharram, Thursday (14 Nbvember, N.S.).

AHMAD SHAH.

Accession.

Wedne.sday, 1 Jumada I, 1161 A.H. (KbazSna-i-‘Amira,
78, 1. 18 and 90, 1. 15.) (This work was composed in 1176 H.)
Tuesday, 1 Jumadft I, 1161 (Mirat-'i-Ahmadt, I, 110, 1. 11).

1 Jumfida I. 1161. (Qulist&n>i-Rahmat, Tr. 26.)

Tuesday, 1 Rab‘1 II 1161 (Tankb-i-Muzaflarl, MS. 188,
last line.) [The month is again wrong.]

2 Jumada I, 1161. (Beale, Miftah, 327, 1. 14.)

Fourth day after the death of Muhammad Shah on 27
Rab‘l II, 1161 A.H. (Siyaru-l-Mutakb, Tr. HI, 263.) This
would be 1 Jumada I, 1161 A.H.

l-v-1161 A.H. was= Monday, 29 April, 1748, N.S. accor-

ding to Wiistenfeld, or 18 April, O.S. (Gladwin.)

Deposition.

II Sha'ban, 1167 A.Hi (Tankb-i-’Alamglr-i-Sanl in E.D.
VlII. 141.)
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Sunday, 10 Sha'bSn, 1167. (KhazSna>i-‘Amira, 62, 1. 9,
and 90, 1. 16 ; MaSg-l Umar* 11, 861, 1. 3.)

10 Sha'bSn, 1167. (MirSt-i-Ahmadi, I, 110, 1. 12; Sivar,
Tr. Ill, 339.)

> . »

Sunday, 10 Sha'bSn, 1167. (TSrikb-i-Mnzaffarl, 2.30, 1. 6.)
Beale says the Emperor was imprisoned towards the end of

JumSdS TI, and blinded on 10 Sha'bSn. According to the $Siyar
ho and his mother were blinded seven days after the deposi-
tion, that h on the 17th of Sha'bSi\.

lO-viii-1167 was a Sunday, 2 dune, 17.54, according to
Wiistenfeld.

Dbath.

2 Sha'bSn, 1188 A.H. (Beale, MiftSl^, .336.)

‘ALAMQIR II.

AOOESSIOM.

1 1 Sha'bSn. 1167 A.H. (TSr. ‘Alamgir-i SSnl in E.D. VII I.

141.)

Sunday, 10 Sha'bSn. 1167 is given by the Khazana-i-
'Amira (62, 1. 9). Tsnkb*i-Muzaffarl. (Manuscript, 243, 1. 2,
also in E.D. VIII, 323), OulistSn-i-Rahmat, Trans. 60, Siyaru-1>

mutSkb, Tr. Ill, 339, MiftSltu-t*tawSilkb. 340, Maagiru-l-
UmarS and MirSt-i-Ahmadi, Manuscript, 796, 1. 1. The last

mentioned author adds that orders were issued to the effect

that the beginning of the reign was to be reckoned, for official

purposes, from the 1st of Sha'bSn.

J ijS i

Ibid., 796, 1. 9.

Death.

Thursday, 20 Rab'I II, 1173 A.H. ('IbratnSma of Faqir
Khairu-d'din Muhammad in E.D. VIII, 243.)

8 Rab'i II, 1173 (GulistSn-i-Rahm^t 67). Thursday, 8
Rab'I II, 1173 (Tarlkb-i-Muzaffarl (MS.) 270, 1. 7 ; MaSgiru-1*

UmarS, II, 856, top line.) 7 Rab'i II of the sixth year of his
reign (^ulSm ‘All KbSn, ShSh ‘Alam NSma, Bibl. Ind. Text,
93) ; Thursday, 8 Rab'i JI, 1173 (ILbazSnari-'Amira, 64, 1. 7.)

Beale says it was Thursday, the 8th Rab'i II, but 18th accord-
ing to another authority. (MiftSh, 341, five lines from foot.)

The MirSt-i-Ahmadt also gives 8 Rab'i II and Thursdav.
(MS. 936, 1. 10, Bombay Lith. I, 111, 1. 1.)

Dr. Taylor has 20th, but there can be little doubt that he
has been misled by Dowson’s translation of the ‘IbratnSma.’

The copyist has evidently miswritten (20th) for (8ih).

According to WOstenfeld's Tables, 20th Rab'i II, 1173
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A.H. was a Tuesday, but the 8th was a Thursday and oorres*

ponded to 29 November, 1769 A.C.

SHAH JAHAN III.

AOCBSSION.

20 Rab*I 11, 1173 A.H. (‘IbratnSma in E.D.VIII, 243.)

8 Rab*! ll: 1173. ((3uIi8t§n.>i*Rahmat, Tr. 67 ; TfirlU)-i>Mu^af«

fan, MS, 276, six.Iines from foot. KbassSna-i-‘Amira, 90, last

line. See also ibid., 64, 1. 8. Mirftt-i-AhmadI, I, 111,1. 7.)

The correct date is 8 Rab*! II. is an error for

8* iv-1173= Thursday, 29 November, 1769. (Wiistenfeld).

Dbfosition.

29 ^afar, 1174 A.H. (TSnkb-i-Ibr£liIm KhSn in E.D. 278

;

Gul. Rahm. Tr. 60; KhazSna-i-'Amira, 91, 1. 6).

29-ii-1174 A.H. was—Friday, 9 October, 1760, A.C.

SHAH ‘ALAM IT

Acobssiok.

4 •lumSdft 1, 1173 A.H. (E^iazSna-i-'Amira, 91, 1. 1.)

One pfts [pahr or watch] and two ghans after sunrise on
4 JumA^ I, 1172 [recte. 1173] A.H. Shah 'AlamNama, 104-6.)

4 JumftdS 1, 1174 [recte. 1 173], (TSr. Mu*., MS., 286, 1. 11.)

4 JumSdS I, 1173 (MiftSh 343, three lines from foot).

4-V-1173 A.H. was= Monday, 24 December, 1759 A.C.

Ofviciai, datb of Accbssion.

“The Secretaries of the Records were commanded to

reckon the auspicious accession from the day of the martyrdom
of his exalted father, viz 8 Rabi IT,” [1173]. (Tftrlkb-i-

Mu^afFan (MS.,) 286, 1. 14.)

There is a very similar statement in the ^azSna-i-‘Amira,
91, 1. 3 and Beale’s MiftSh, 343, last line.

.
Mr. Keene informs

us that “ he [ShSh ‘Alam] is recorded to have ordered that his

reign should be i^eckoned from the days of his father’s martyr-
dom, and there are farmSns of his Patent Office still forthcoming
in confirmation of the record.” Fall of the Muf^al Empire, Ed.
1887, p. 66.

Deposition by ^ulah Qadib.

27 Shawwsl, 1204 A.H. (‘IbratnSma in E.D. VIII, 247).
[The year is wrongly given. 1204 is a manifest error, probably
typographical, for 1202.]

Beale (IdiftSh 361) says the Emperor was imprisoned on
22 ShawwSl, 1202 A.H. and blinded on the 5th of Zl*l-qa‘da
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of the same year. According to the ‘Ibratnama (foe. eit,,

248), he was blinded on 9th Zl-l'Qa'da. Mr. Keene in his
‘ Fall of the Mnghal Empire

'
gives the date of deposition as

29th July, 1788 (Ed. 1887, p. 176) and says he has followed

the ‘Tfirlkb'i'Muzaffarl.’ The date is given as 2nd August
in the Selections edited by Mr. Seton-Kerr from the Calcutta

Gazettes. (1. 263.)

According to Wttstenfeld, 27-X-1202 A.H. corresponded to

Saturday, 31 July, 1788 A.H.

Dbatb.

7 Ram«§n, 1221 A.H. Miftah. 376.

7-ix-1221 A.H. was=Tuesday, 18 November, 1806.

BIDAB BAigiT.

Aocbssion.

27 Shawwfil, 1204 A.H. [recte, 1202 A.H.J ‘Ibralnatna in

E.D. VIII. 247.

22 Shawwftl, 1202, Miftah. 361. 1. 6.

Dr. Taylor has 27-xi-1202 A.H. = Friday, 29-viii-1788. He
lias been misled by Beale's Biographical Dictionary' (p. 106),

where ‘Zlqa'ada’ is given instead of 'ShawwSl,' which is the

leiUh month.

AKBAR II.

AcCBSStON.

7 Ram^n, 1221 A.H. = 19 November, 1806 A.C. (Beale,

Miftah, 373, six lines from foot.)

According to Wustenfeld, 7-ix-1221 A-H. corresponded to

18th November, not 19th.

Death.

Friday, 28 Jum&da II, 1263 A.H. s 28 September, 1837
A.C. (.Vt/fSA, 394, 1. 7).

BAHADUR shah H.

Accession.

28 JumSdS II, 1253 = 28 September. 1837 A.C. (Beale,

Miftah, 394, 1. 16.)

Dr. Taylor gives 29th l^ptcmber, 1837, but according to

Gladwin’s Tables (Bengal Revenue Accounts, Ed. 1796), 28
September would seem to be correct.

Deposition.

13 Sha'bSn, 1274 A.H. = 29 March, 1867 A.C
According to Gladwin’s Tables, i3-viii-1274 A.H. was=

28 March, 1867.
Death.

14 JumSdS I, 1279 A.H. = Friday, 7 November, 1862 A.C.



XXIL IMPERIAL STYLE AND
TITLES.

The proper names and titles current among Muhammadan
nationsf are both exceedingly numerous and complicated. But
the subject has been ver}" fully dealt with by Baron Von
Hammer. Monsieur Garcin de Tassy and Sir Thomas Cole-

brooke. Dr Codrington also has an informing note upon it

in his Manual I have therefore deemed it unnecessary to

discuss it at any length or go again over the same ground. The
curious reader will find almost everything that he wants to

know in Sir T. Colebrooke’s article (J.R.A.S., 1879, pp. 171-

237)

It will suffice to say that of the seven classes of names or

titles enumerated in Dr. Codrington’s useful and handy volume,
the serious student of Mu^al coins has little or no concern

with four, viz. the or - the and

Those which come within his purview are but three,

the or Muhammadan name, the or patronymic and

the or cognomen.

The first of these is very briefly and easily disposed of.

There are only two 'alams in the entire series of emperors and
claimants, viz. Muhammad and Ahmad. The latter was borne

by only one individual and all the other personages rejoiced in

its synonym Muhammad.
The Kunyats also are not much more numerous. There are

only six or seven in all. Abul Path, Ahul Mu^ffar (or Abri

^a/ar), Abun Nasr, Abul Barakat, Abul 'Adi and Abul Fauz(^)
exhaust the list, and one or other of the first two was borne b}'

twelve out of the twenty-six emperors and claimants. Of the

rest, Abun Nasr was assumed by two and each of the others

found favour only with a single individual. Two of the

emperors and seven claimants either assumed no Kunyats or

they are unrecorded.

It is otherwise with the faqdbs. There are only four cases

in which one and the same cognomen ’ is found to have been
adopted by two individuals. Jalftlu-d-dln was the common
attributive of Akhar I and Shah 'Alam II, Naslru d-din was
shared between the Emperor Humftyun and the claimant

Shuja*. Zahlru-d din was assigned to Babur the empire-builder

as well as tiie puppet Ibr&him ; Farrukhsiyar and Akbar il

betrayed a partiality for Mu‘inu-d din. With these excep-

tions, every one who sat or aspired to sit on the throne of the
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Great Mogul would appear to have deliberately and of aet pur-

pose chosen a title ending in din which had not been appro-

priated by any of his predecessors. This fact is not devoid of

interest or practical utility. It frequently puts it in our power
to assign a doubtful coin to the true owner and when the

appropriate Kunyai also happens to be displayed in whole or in

part, the second coincidence makes assurance doubly sure and
enables the abnormal or imperfectly executed issue to be defi-

nitely identified.

BABUR.

Full Stylic and Titles.

Zahtru-d-dln Muhammad Babur Pddishahi-Qhdzi.
Memoirs of Babur, Trans. Leyden and Erskine, 355, 359.

,, ,, ,, A. S Beveridge 574.

TdrllA-i-Rashldi, Trans. Ney Elias and Ross, 173,

Tahaqdt i’Akharl

,

Lakhnau Lithograph, p 179. I 8.

Baddoni, Bibl. Ind. Text, 1, 337, 1; Trans., 1. 443.

Abul Fazl, Akbamama, Bibl. Ind. Text. I. 48. 1. 22; I. 86,

1. 9 ;
Trans, id; Beveridge. I. 145, 223.

The laqab Zahlru-d-dln wa.s given to him at birth. Bftbur's

cousin Mirza Haidar Dughl^t write.s: *'They begged Ium Holi-

ness [Khwaja Naslru-d-dln 'Ubaidu-llah, or Kiiwaja Ahrar| to

choose a name for the child and he blessed him with the nam(^

of Zahlru d-dln Muhammad. At that time, the Chaghatai
were very rude and uncultured [buzurg]. and not refined [bazari]

as they are now; thus they found Zahlru-d-din Muhammad
difficult to pronounce and for this reason gave him the name of

Babur.” * Op. cit., 173
Abul Fazl has a very similar statement in the Akbarnama,

Text, I, 87, 1. 5 ; Trans. 1, 225.

Kbafi however, says that the Amirs called him

I

.^JLo
] Zahlru-d-dln Muhammad Babur, when they

placed him on the throne (Bibl. Ind. Text, I, 22, I. 16), but his

statement cannot w^eigh against tiiat of a contemporary.
Babur himself informs us in his * Memoirs * that he assumed

the title of ‘ Padishah ’ towards the end of 913 A. II

“Up to that date,” he writes, “people had styled Timur
Beg’s descendants Mirza, even when they were ruling. Now I

ordered that people should style me Padshah.” Op. cit. Trans.

,
1 The name itself was not new. It had been formerly borne by

MirzS Abul-QSsim Babur, son of MirzS Bfiisanghir, the grandson of

Shahrukji, the son of the great Tfmilr. He made himself master of

^urSsSn after murdering his own brother 8ultftn Muhammad in A.H.
(1452 A.C.). and died at Mashhad ih 801 A.H. (1457 A.C.). After

hin death, l^urSsSn was taken possession of by Mirzi AbG 8a*id, the
grandfather of the Emperor. Bea|e. Oriental Biographical Dictionary,
Ed. Keene, s.v. ; Habibu-s-Siyar, Book HI, Section hi. 163-171.
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A. S. Beveridge, 344 ;
Leyden and Erskine, 233. Humftyun

was born towards the end of this veiy year on 4th
and B&bur's daughter, Gulbadan writes as if the birth of an
heir was the proximate cause or motive of this ‘ uplift in her

father s style/

“That same year [013 A.H.]» his Majesty was pleased,”

she says, “ to order the Amirs and the rest of the world to style

him emperor (bddshah), for before the birth of the Emperor
Humayun, he had been named and styled MlrzS BSbar All

kings’ sons were called Mirzas. In the year of his Majesty
Humayun’s birth, ho styled himself hadshah.^* {Humaaun
Nama, Trans. A. S. Beveridge, 90; Text, 9, 1. 9.) Gulbadan
wrote down what she had heard and seen only about 996 A. H.

—

i.e. more than eighty years after Humftyun’s birth. The order

in which the two events, the assumption of the title and the

birth of Humayun are recorded in B&bur’s own Autobiography
militates against the supposition. Howevei that may be. there

can be no doubt that Padishah was no part of B&bur’s style

before 913 A.H.
Abul Fazl’s account clearly implies that the adoption of

the titular adjunct was antecedent to and had no causal con-

nection with the birth of the Prince. “ The second time,” he
writes, “ the illustrious army proceeded in the month of Jnm&da-
1 awwal 913 (Sep. 1507) by way of Little K&bul (FQiurd K&bul)
to the conquest of Hindustan. * Thev crossed by Kuner
and Nurgil and from Kuner, he(Babar) came on a raft (/a/a) to

the camp and then by w’ay of BadlJ to Kabul. By order of bis

Majesty, the date of his crossing was engraved on a stone above
Bacilj. This wondrous writing still exists. Till this! time, the

noble descendants of the Lord of Conjunction were (tailed

Mirzas. His Majesty ordered that in this inscription, he should

be styled Padshah. On Tuesday, 4 Zbl q*ada of this auspi-

cious year (6th March, 1508) occurred in the citadel of Kftbul,

the fortunate birth of his Majesty Jah&nb&nl Jannat-ashfy&nl

(Humayun).” Akbarndma, Trans. I, 235-6; Text, I, 92.

The expedition was a failure on account of “ differences of

opinion among the officers ” It was evidently of short dura-

tion and Babur would seem to have been back in Kftbul before

the birth of his heir. If the title was adopted in the inscrip-

tion ( ) which Abul Fazl would appear to have seen, its

assumption could have had nothing to do with the birth which
took place some months afterwards.

Similarly, we have the very best authority—BSbur’s own-
for saying that the adjunct ’Ghazi’ was assumed alter the
battle of Kftnhwa. (933 A.H. 1527 A C.). “ After this suc-

cess” [sciL defeat of Rftna Sangft], the Emperor himself tells

us, “ Ghftzl (victor in a H0I3’' war) was written amongst the
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royal titles.” Memoirs, Trans. A. S. Beveridge, 574 ; Leyden
and Erskine’s Trans. 367 ;

Persian Trans. 214, 1. 11.

Gulbadan also says that ”he arrayed his forces against

Rana Sanga and, by the Grace of God, obtained a victory and

became a Ohaz%.*^ [
sj

aJaA ^ j Humdyun Nama, Text, 17, 1. 14 ; Trans. 100.

Firishta (Briggs, Trans. II, 58; Lakhnau Lithograph, I,

209, I. 17) and Khdfl IQi&n (Bibl. Ind. Text, I, Gl, last but one
line), have the same statement. See also Tarlkh-i-Rashldi,

Trans. Ney Elias and Ross, 402.

Neither of these two points is without interest from the

numismatic point of view. Many of this emperor's mintages
exhibit no date and it is not easy to predicate any thing as to

the time of issue. The above statements furnish useful criteria

for fixing the year within certain limits. All coins bearing the

title ‘ Pfidishah ' may be confidently said to have been uttered

after 913 A H. None bearing the titular adjunct * (ihftzl could

have been struck before 13 Jumada II, 933 A.H. (17th March,

1527).

It will be noticed that the Kunyat of this'emperor is not

given by any of these authors. Perhaps he did not formally

assume any.

HUMAYUN.

Full Stvle and T>tlbs.

Naslru-d-dln Muhammad Humdyun Padishdh-i-Ohdzu
Tezkereh Al Vdkidi, or Private Memoirs of the Emperor

Hiunayun, Trans Oh. Stewart, 1. 1832, p. 3.

Baddoni, Bibl. Ind. Text, 1. 344, 1, 1 ;
Trans. I. 451.

Akbarndma, Bibl. Ind. Text, I, 120, 1. 11 ; Trans. I, 283.

Bddishdhndma, Bibl. Ind. Text, 1, i. 42, 1. 11.

There is a passage in the Akbarndma from which it would

seem that his Kunyat was ^ (Text, I, 111, 1. 15; Trans.

i As the Kunyat is not mentioned anywhere else, I give the original
passage below. HutiiayOn was sent to KSbiil after the battle with RSna
Sanga and AbGl Fazl, in recording the event, writes:

—

J; j aZiiLJf

[ irr ] ^

Elsewhere (AkbarnSma, Text, 1, 120, 1. 20), the full style of the
emperor on coming to the throne is^iven as

•

only, but it is said in a footnote that the laqab Na^iru d-din is preceded
by the Kunyait 'Abfln-Nasr * in one of the Manuscripts.
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I, 267), but the author of the Haft Iqlim (written 1002 A.H.)

gives him the titles • Manuscript.

But, it should be noticed that the Kunyat as given on a gold
coin in the British Museum which would appear to be unique,

can be clearly read as Abu4-Mu^affar (B.M.C. No. 8). This may
be held to settle the question.

AKBAB.

Full Style and Titles.

Ahiil Falh Jalalu^d-din Muhammad Akbar Padishah i-Ohdzi.

Tabaqal i-Akbati^ Lakhnau Lith. 242, 1. 8 ; 343, three lines

from foot (contemporary document of 987 A.H.).

Badaoniy Bibl. Ind. Text, 271, seven lines from foot ; Lowe,

II. 279 Elliot-Dowson, V, 532, and Blochmann, Ain, Trans. I»

186 (contemporary document of 987 A H.).

The same formula is given without any Kunyal in Tuzuk4-
Jahannhi, Text, 3, 1. 7.

Badishahnamay Text, 66, 1. 7.

'Amal'i-Salihy Texp, 14, *1. 9.

Shaikh * Abdud-Haqq Dehlavl who was born in 958 A.H.
(1552 A.C.) and died in 1052 A.H. (1642 A.C.) gives the full

title of the Emperor as * Sultan Abul Fath .iaiilu-d-din Muham-
mad Akbar Bddlshah-i- (^ftzl ’ in the TantA-i-Haqqi which was
written in the 40th year of the reign (quoted in Elliot and
Dowson, VI, 108. See also ibid., 177).

Here the titular prefix Sultan is perhaps unauthorized.

The Mughal Em'perors did not care to call themselves Suifins..

They gave that appellation to their sons, e.g. Sultfin Salim,

SultSn Danial, Sultan Kbusru, Sultan !g^urram. (See Bloch-

inann, Journ. A.S.B. 1871, p. 116, note. Terry says the same.
Voyage, Ed. 1777, p 396.)

In the letter brought by Sayyad Beg Safavl, the ambas-
.sador of Shah Tahmasp of Persia (969 A.H. VII R.), Akbar
is styled Abul Fath Jalalu-d-din Muhammad Akbar Padishah
{Akb'arndma, ^exty II, 171, 1. 13; Beveridge, Trans. II, 262).

But Abul Fa^l gives the full name of his hero as Abul

Mu^ffar JalMu-d-dhi Muhammad Akbar Padishah in the Akbar-
ndma (Text, I, 48, 1. 21, Trans. I, 146) on which Mr. Beveridge
has the following remarks :

—

In the preface of the Persian translation of the MahSbha^
rat (B.M. No. 5638, p. 8) A. F. oalls him Abul fath, and this is

In the. Farman issued after the battle of K&nhwa (033 A.H.), the

prince U called only * Muhammad HumSySn BahSdur ’ (Memoin of BSbur,
Trans. Erskine, 363, 364, Trans. Boverid^, 666. 569), from which it would
appear that the laqab * Naslru*d-dln * was assumed after his accession to

the throno.
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the name given in the document drawn up by A. F.’s father

MubSrak and others and preserved by BadaonI (Blochmann,
185 and I«owe, 279). There too he is styled Ohazi. A. F. also

uses the title Abul-fath in the introductory verses of the Tafstr-

i-Akbari or Great Commentary which he presented to Akbar
on his second intioduction to him in 982 (1574) * * On
the other hand» FaizI (Nal u Daman, Calcutta, ed. 1831, 24)

calls Akbar, Ahut-Mu^ffar Jamdlu-d-daula u Jaldlu-d-din

Muhammad Akbar. Perhaps Muzaffar was the original name
and was changed to Path, after the victories in Bengal and to

assimilate it to the name of Akbar’s favourite residence, Fath-
pur>SiktI. The words Muzaffar and Path are nearly synonym-
ous, one meaning a Victory or victorious, and the other victo-

rious.* * * It is perhaps rather significant that both A. F. and
his brother should omit the title of Ghazl which was^given to

the young Akbar after the defeat of Hemu.”
Firishtaalso gives the Kunyat as Abul Muzaffar, Lakhnau

Litho. J, 244, 1 6.

In an inscription (dated 975 A.H.) on the bridge built by
the Khan i-Khftnan Mun*im Khan .across the Gumtl at Jaun-
piir, the Emperor is stvlcd Abul Ghdzi Jala1u*d din Muhammad
Akbar, Blochmann, Proceedings, A.S.B., 1873, p. 140.

The Farinan addressed to Bairam Kh^n after his rebellion

and reproduced in original in the Akbarnama has the rubric,

“Farmaii of Jaldlu-d-din wa-ad-duniya Akbar Padishdh^u
Ohazi.** (Text. 11, 106, 1 5; Trans. JI, 161).

The princess Gulbadan speaks of^her illustrious nephew as

Ha^rai'i'Padishah i "Alam pandhi ‘Alamgir Jaldlu-d-din Mu-
hammad Akbar Pddi»hdh-i-^dzi. Hiimdyun Ndma, Text, 59,

i. 5; Trans. 158
Jauhar says that the name given to the future Emperor

at birth was ‘ Badru-d-din,’ and not ‘ Jalalu-d-dln.* “This
auspicious event, (sell the birth of Akbar) hapx)cned,“ he
writes, “on the night of the full moon of the month Shabftn,

949 ; in consequence of which Mis Majesty was pleased to name
the child, the Full Moon of Religion (Budr addyn) Muhammad
Akber“ (Tezkereh Al Vdkidl, Trans. C Stewart, 44).

Mr. Vincent Smith insists that, in the matter of the name
as well as the date of birth, which is ver}' differently given by
all the other contemporary authorities, Jauhar is “true and
accurate

** and the official version Is “ the result of deliberate

falsification effected for adequate and a.sceriainable reasons.”

He even goes so far as to assert that “ the proof is so convinc-
ing that more could not be required if Abu-1-Fazl were on his

trial for forgery.” (Indian Antiquary, November 1916, p. 233.

> Mr. Beveridge appears to have overlooked the fact that the Kunyat
is * Abul Path* in the letter addressed by Sh&h *AbbaB to Akbar in
9C9 A.H., long before ** the victories in Bengal.** It is given in oxtenso
in the Akbarnama and may be found in his own translation (If. 263).
The fact is conclusively adverse to the conjecture he haa advanced.
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See also his Akbar, 14-15 and 464.) The point is hardly with-
in the scope of this work, and mast be reserved for discussion

elsewhere. It will suffice to say here that there is no occasion
or warrant for all this violent and intemperate language.
Whatever the name given to Akbar at his birth, it is certain

that his official laqah was JalcUu-d-dtn, and that is all that
numismatists are concerned with.^

The Jaunpur coins on the reverses of which he is called

JallLlu-d-din Muhammad Akbar” and also Ndsiru-d-dnnyd
wa-d-din Abut Musnffar^ are evidently exceptional issues and
must be ranked with the Shir Shall rupee on which his laqab^

about which there is an absolute consensus among the histori-

ans, is erroneously or capricious]3’^ given as ^Aldu-d-din.

(Hoernle, J.A.S.B., 1893, p. 244, pi. ix, 6g. 23).”

The circumstances under which the adjunct was
adopted by Akbar are matter of common knowledge The dis-

crepancies about details are full^^ discussed by Mr. Vincent
Smith in J.R A.S., 1916, p. 627 and in ‘Akbar,’ p. 39. The^^

are not of numismatic interest.

I Supposing even that Akbar'a* original laqab wcul Bodru-d-din, there
would be nothing extraordinary in the substitution of JalSlud-din at his

accession. The author of the Rauzaiu-s-Safa explicitly informs us that
Muhammad bin 8Sm was named Shamsu-d-din and his brother was

named Shihftbu d-din before he became SultSn. But when the latter was

established on the throne of empire, he adopted the title
[ ]

of

* SilltAn C^iaBu-d-din * and the laqab Shihibu-d-dfii was given to his

brother." (See Thomas, Chronicles, 137-8.)

At the same time, his own son, lUiwSndmlr says that Shamsu-d-din
was the first laqab of SultSn Ohissu-d-dfn and that ShihSbu-d-dIn called
himself Mu*izzu-d-din oii coming to the throne after the death of his

brother {Habibu-a-Siyar, Bombay Lithograph, II, iv. 154, last line but
one, and 165, 1. 3). With such examples before us, it is hardly justifiable

to make serious allegations of * forgery * and * falsification ’ of evidence in

connection with such trivial alterations in nomenclature.
*Mr. Nelson Wright and Mr. Brown read *Abul Mu^affar,* I.M.C.,

108-200 ; L.M.C., 465-6), Mr. Whitehead Abvl Faib. (P.M.C., Nos. 301-2),
But the l.M C. specimens are of 975 A.H., the P.M.C. of some year in

the sixties. The is fairly clear on the former (see Plate). The

latter are, unluckily, not illustrated. However that may be, it is ejear

from the coins that there was some doubt as to the true kunyat. • Abfll
Fath * was certainly more common, but *Abfil Mu^affar ’ also was occasion-
ally used, and this is just what we gather from Abfil Fa^ and Firishta.

It is perhaps worth while to state that Akbar is styled in the in-

scription on a BXolI or stepwell at Khariftn in Gujrat (Panjfib). The
date is RamzSn 1013 A.H. (Blochmann, Proc. A.S.B. 1865, p. 66).

8 Dr. Hoemle writes, ** I cannot account for this anomaly, nor can
Mr. Rodgers, to whom I referred this coin." (Loc. cit.)
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JAHANGIR.

ruUi Style and Titles.

AHl Mvzaffar NUni-d-din Muhammad Jahangir Padialuh-
i- Qkazi.

Iqbednama-i-Jakahfiri. Bibl Ind. Text, p. 2, 1. 13.

Mal[iammad Hadl’s Dibaeha to T&tuk-i-JahSngiri, Sayyad
Ahmad Shin's Edition, p. 2, 1. 4.

The contemporary author of the Farhang i-Jahdn^n calls

the Emperor.
Alkd Mugaffar tea AbUl-ManaUr N&ru d-^n Muhammad

Jahan^r BadiaMBk, I^khnan Lith , 1293, A.H. Preface, p. 7,

1 . 9 .

NUrU'd-din Muhammad Jahangir Padiahah. Badiahahna-

ma I, i. 69. 1. 2, and *Amal-t-Salih. 11, 1. 18.

Abul-Mugaffar N6rU’d-din Muhammad Jahdndir Padiahah,

Shift Shin, I 244.

The reasons for calling himself NSru-d-dln JahSngIr are

thus stated by the Emperor himself in his ‘ Memoirs.’
" When 1 became king, it occurred to me to change my

name, because this [«eti Salim] resembled that of the Emperor

of Rum [ i^wi (jau* ' ]. An inspiration

from the hidden world brought it into m3
' mind that inasmuch

as the business of kings is the controlling of the world

I diould give myself the name of Jahangir (World-seizer) and
make my title of honour {laqab) Nuru-d-din, inasmuch as my
sitting on the throne coincided with the rising and shining on
the earth of the Great Light (the Sun).* 1 had also heard, in

the days when I was prince, from Indian sages [
als

],

that after the expiration of the reign and life of King JalSlu-d-

dln Akbar, one. named Nuru-d-dln would be administrator of

the affairs of the State. Therefore I gave myself the name and

appellation [ ] of Nuru-d-dln JahSngIr PSdshSh.”

Tftzuk-i-Jahangiri, Trans, Rogers and Beveridgt*. J, 2-3 J

Sayyad Ahmad KhSn’s Edition, p. 1, 1. 27 tf.

• The name hod been borne by two Sultans of the house of Othmln.
Balfm I (r. 1612-1820 A.C.) who poisoned his father and murdered eight

of his brothers and has been ealled ‘ the greatest monster of that mon-

strous race.’ Salim 11, (r. 1866-1674) was an indolent voluptuary who
lost almost bis whtde fleet and 36,000 men in 1671 A.C. at the battle of

Lepanto (Boale, Oriental Biog. Diet. Ed. Keene, «.» ).

t Jahingir himself informs us that he " ascended the royal throne

in the capital of Agra in 88ft year of his age when one sidereal hour of

^ Thtwaday, Jumldia-SIni. 20th A.H. 1014,” i.t. one hour after sunrise.

20 TSamk, Trans. Rogers and Beveridge 1, 1.
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DAWAR BA^SH.
The llqftb’ of this unlucky fainiant are nowhere men*,

tioned. As he was never crowned in any real sense of the word,

it is sale to say that the official style of his ‘khuliba and sikka

'

was never formulated. His coins display only his birth name,
by which he is thrice mentioned in his grandfather’s T&euk
(Tr. 11, 260, 261, 297. Text, pp. 361, 381). European writers

o(dl him almost always by a pet-name which they variously

transliterate or transmogrify as ‘ SultSn BuUoeh ’ (Herbert, 102,

103), Bolaii (Tavernier, Tr. Ball. 1, 337), Ballagui (Manuoci,

1. 178), Bulaie (Peter Mundy, Travels, 11, 107, 206), or Polagi

(Olearius, Voyages and Travels of the Holstein Ambassadors,
Ed. 1669, p. 191). A person calling himself Sultftn BulSql
was certainly residing at Kazvin under the protection of the

ShSh of Persia about 1049 A.H. (1639 A.C.) as there is a long
account of him in Mirzft ^ahir Vahid’s I'arifA-i-Siah *Abbaa-i-

§dni. (Manuscript in the Mullft Tiruz Library, Bombay,
Rehateek’s Catalogue, IV, 27, p. 88.)

The sobriquet is derived from i33i * an ornament worn in

the nose.’ (Steingass, a.v.).

SHAH JAHAN I.

Full Style and Titlks.

AbQl Muj^ffar Shihabu d-iRn Muhammad Bahibqimn-i’
gam 81^ Johan Padiahah-i'Qham.

Badiahahnama, Bibl. Ind. Text, 1, i. 82 five lines from foot

;

Ibid,. 1; i 91, 1. 11. See also Elliot and Dowson, Vll. 6.

*Amal-i‘S3lih, Bibl. Ind. Text, 227, 1. 22 ; 228, 1. 17.

Kh&fl KhSn, J, 495, 1. 6. (He leaves out ‘ Muhammad ’).

MirSt i-Ahmadi, Bombay Lith., 1, 211, 1. 4.

Jahftnglr informs us that this prince was given at birth

the name ‘Sultftn miurram’ because “his advent made the
world Joyous {^urram.)” TUzuk, Trans 1, 19 and note : Text,
8, 1. 555.

We learn from the same unimpeachable source that Sult4h

tUliirram was given the title [ ] of Shiah (which was made
a part of his name),

[ ^1 ], and ordered to be styled ‘ iSAdA

Sultftn Khurram ’ in the eleventh year of the reign [1026 A.H.
1616 A.C.]. Tezttk, Trans. I, 338; Text, 167, 1. 13.

_
In the following year [1026 A.H., 1617 A.C.], the title of

Shah Jahan, which is supposed by many to have been first aa-
aumed by this Emperor only on coming to the throne, was
bestowed bn his favourite son by Jahftnglr “ in reward for his
distinguished service” in the Deccan. TUzuk, Trans. 1, 396:
Text, 195, 1. 24.
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The author of the BSduMknSma expressly informs us that
the laqab ' ShihSbu*d'dln ’ was adopted in accordance with
suggestion of Asaf SbSn.

)• tee f. »

• ly^

Text 1, i. 96. 1.
2.'

Elsewhere, the same contemporary chronicler quotes the
very words of a gracious Farm&n addressed from Agra, by the
Emperor on the day of his accession, to Asaf lUifin who was
then in Lshor. In this also, Shfih Jahftn informs his uncle

) that he had determined to assume the laqob Shih&bu-d*>dln^

which he, Asaf Kb&n, had proposed.

# h ^
Ibid., I, i. 114, 1. 11.

There can be little doubt that the unique Labor rupee in

the BritiiA Museum (No. 678) on which the laqiib of the Emperor

is given as struck before the formal choice of

on the day of the enthronement (8 Jum&dft II. 1037

A.H.). We know that the kbuliba was read by Asaf Kbftn's

orders at liihor on Sunday the 2l8t of Jum&di T. 1037 {IqhSU

nama, Text, 303» 1.9), and we may be sure that the inclusion of

the birth-name (Kburram) and the absence of the second

adjunct SahXb qiran were both due to the fact of the official

style and titles of the new emperor having not yet been Bxed.

The equally extraordinary Surat Rupee in the PanjAb
Museum (Cat. No. 1331) with the Kalima and the date on one

side and the optative superscription bU ifm is

also demonstrably a preaccession issue. Indeed, we know from
a contemporary European record, that it was an unauthorised
product of the Surat mint and disowned by ShAh JahAn himself

who ordered that all coins should continue to bear the name of

his father up to the day of his formal coronation.

The East India Company’s factors at AhmadAbad write on
the 31st of January, 1628, in the following terms :

—

** This cittie is in quiett State. Naer Cawn [NAhar KbAn],
Mirza Muckey [MakklJ Dewan, and Caphaiett Cawn [KifAyat

KbAn] Buckshee [BakbshI]. What money is coined in this

town bears the Stamp of Shawsolim [ShAh Salim, i.e. JahAngIr]

by the Prince’s owne order at this being here, till he bee crowned
in Dillie so that the quoyning of money in Surratt under his

name is affirmed to be done by the Govemour there without

his order; neither will they passe here without some losse.”

English Factories in lndia."l624~1629. ed. W Foster. 232.

''This reference to the premature coining of money at

Surat is interesting,” says the editor of the Correspondence
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who does not appear to have known that a specimen of these

nnautborized mintages has survived the ‘ tooth of time * and is

now lodged beyond the reach of the melter or the vandal in

the Tifthor Museum.
It is scarcely necessary to recapitulate the true reasons

for the assumption of the cidditional laqab ‘Sahlbqiran-i-ganl.’

It will suffice to refer the curious to my note on the subject in

Num. Supp. XXXV, Art. 217.

MURAD BAKHSH.

The full style and titles of this claimant are not given by
the chroniclers. The author. of the "Alamgirmma, however,
states that he adopted the laqab Murawwiju-d-dhi^ gave
himself the name of Sultan, and had the kbutba read and coins

struck in his own name.”

e j
Text, 134, four lines from foot.

The author of the MirSt-i-Aijmadi has copied this sentence.

Bombay Lithograph, Pt. I, 249, 1. 6. See also ibid., Pi. I, 248,

five lines from foot.

The coins show that his Kunyal was Abul-Mumffar and
that he retained his birth^name, Muhammad Murftd Bakhsh,
as his * regnant’ designation.

His full style and titles may be therefore taken to have
been

AbUl Muzaffar Murawwiju-d-dRn Muhammad Murad Baf^sh
Padishah-i Ohdzi.

In the couplet engraved on his Surat rupees (B.M.C. 699)

he is called Sikandar-i-sdni, but this may be only a poet’s

^ulatory flourish, and not a real laqab, publicly or officially

assumed by the claimant himself. It looks as if it had been

dragged in only to rhyme with the of the preceding
line.

SHUJAV

There is no mention of the style and titles assumed by
this rebellious son of Shfih Jahftn in any of the published
chronicles, but his full name is given as

Abun-Nasr Nasiru-d-dSn Muhammad Sultan Shuja‘

in a Tazkara or ‘ Biography of Poets ’ called Mirdtu-l-Khiyol,
Bombay Lith., 1324, A.H., p. 143, 1. 10.

This work was written in 1102 A.H. (Ibid., 342 and 240)
and its author Amir Sher *Al! Khftn Lodi appears to have
been in the prince’s service.

It is certain that his "Alam or Muhammadan name was
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Muhammad. He is frequently styled ‘ PSdishShzSda Muham-
mad Sh&h Shu)&‘ BahSdur’ in the Batiishahnama of ‘Abdul-
Hamld (I, i 97, 392, 408; I, ii. 32, 64, 208).

In bis note on ‘ A New Type of the Coins of .Shih ShujS'
(Num. Snpp. VI. Art. 44), Mr. R. Burn offered the suggestion
that “the top margin of No. 691 [B.M.C.] seems to read

which presents a difficulty.” (Loc. cit. p.

266). He himself was inclined to decipher the laqab occurring

in the last line of the new type published by him as

In a letter dated 1-8-1920, Mr. B. B. Whitehead wrote to

me: “Four rupees of Shah Shuja' have been found in the

Bihar and Orissa Province. In a recent letter you told me
that for the first time you had discovered for certain that Sh&h
Shujfi’s laqab and Kuniyal were Nasiru-d-din and .Abu’l

Nasr. * * * One of the recently discovered Patna specimens

contains the top margin unmistakably as and

also shows most of the left mai^in, but to my great surprise it

does not contain the mint. All I can see is fyd yt Can this

read Kuniyat AbUH Qavil The inscription is most unusual.

I wish you could help me with it.’’ I venture to suggest that

the true reading of the left margin is, probably } awj .

l*he patronymic is not AbuH-qavi, but probably Abut Fauz-

^^1 is one of the hundred and one names of the Divine Being

which are daily recited by devout Moslems in their devotions

(Codrington, Manual, 41 ;
Hughes, Diet, of Islam, p. 141), and it

would be blasphemous for a Moslem to call himself ' Father of

the Very Strong One or Allah,’ though ^ ‘ Slave of the

Very Strong One ’ would be perfectly proper. A portion only

of the preceding word has come on the coin. Mr. Whitehead

reads it as If so, it is most unusual and unprecedented.

I submit that there is no necessity or warrant for any sudi as-

sumption, and that we have here the name of the mint-town

aiij in the left margin. signifies ‘Father of authority

or power.’ *

AURANOZEB.

Full Style and Titles.

Abul Muzaffar Muhiyu-d’din Muhammad Aurangzeb Baha-
dur ^Alamgir Padishah-i’Qh^i.

1 I was at first inclined to think that the patronymic was y

t

but more careful examination of the rubbings sent to me by Mr.

Whitehead shows that the letter following the is a * irSs,' and I am
almost sure that the correct reading is j ^Ellyf or
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'AlamgimSma, Bibl. Ind. Text, 26, eight lines from foot,

«nd 367, 1. 6.

Maanr-i-' Alatngin, Bibl. Ind. Text, p. 23, two lines from
foot.

Bat the Kunyat is given as not by
Kbafi EbSn, Bibl. Ind. Text, II, 77, 1. 3. The word

is left out ia the Calcutta, text of the Muntal^abu-l-Lubab^ but
Dowson has it in.his English version. ED. VII, 2.

The reason for the assumption of the regnant title ‘Alamglr
is thus stated by fUi&fl KbSn.

On the 10th of Bamazfin [1068 A.H.], Aurangzeb marched
from Samugarh [where D&rg had been defeated] for Agra, and
encamped outside the city. There he received from his father

a consolatory letter written in his own hand. Next day,
Kudsiya Pfidshfth Begam, by command of her father, came out
to her brother, and spake to him some words of kindness and
reproach. * * * The answer she received was contrary to what
sh^ had wished, and she returned. The Emperor then wrote
another admonitory letter, and with a sword which bore upon
it the auspicious name ^Alamglr (world-conqueror), he sent it

with kind messages by one of his personal attendants to Aurang-
zeb. The word A/am^r immediately attracted notice. It was
deemed a good omen, and called forth congratulations.’* ‘

MufUalAnbu-hLubab in Elliot and Dowson, VII, 225-6

;

Bibl Ind. Text, II,* 31-2.

There is in the *AZam^rnama (Text, 112-113) a much
more lengthy statement to the same effect in its author’s cha-

racteristically turgid and magniloquent style. See also JUciasir-

$ 'Alamgiri, Text. 7, last line.

Manucci informs us that the Mughal Emperors Vere in the
habit of giving special names to ** their swords and shields,

their finest horses, their elephants and their heavy artillery,*’

and that the *Calarr€* or sabre which AUrangzeb usually

carried in his hand was called Alamguir,** { Storia, I Tr. Irvine,

II, 368-9

)

The title * Bahadur* had been specially bestowed hy Sh&h

^

I This seems to be one of those Pan-Asiatio beliefs or superstitions
which arrest the attention of the anthropologist. There is a curious
parallel in Forbes* Kss MftlfC. When Vishaldev ChauhSn resolved to
start on a Digvijaya or * world-conquest,* he ** gave the order to all the
ministers and sent for KeerpSl. From ^mbhur he came to the city of
Ujmeer. On his arrival he touched the feet of the king; he plac^ a
aword before him as an offering * * *. The raja bound it on his loins

;

the skilful in vaticination pronounced the omen to be good The raja
said,' *As this omen has been granted to me I will draw my sword in all

the nine divisions of the earth ; the whofe worid 1 will subdue ; I will
make tributary rajas, be they as firm as Meroo.** (Op, eif. Reprint.
1878, p. 72.)

AurangTOb*s Kvnyat is given as and not only in

the histories, hat in coins and inscriptionB.
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Janiin on Aurangzeb for the coolness and daring he had dis*

played in standing his ground against a tnosl elephant at the age
of fifteen. The matter has been discussed at some length in

another note, as the adjunct occurs on almost all his coins of

the Mtthlya*d>dln or non-couplet type.

MUHAMMAD A'ZAM.

He was bom in 1064 A.H. and Muhammad A'^m was
his birth-name (ShSfl Khftn, 1, I 8)- His full style and
titles are not given in the chronicles which have been published,

but it would appear from his coins that he adopted ns his reg-

nant designation the title ‘ A*zam Sh&h ’ which had been given

to him by Aurangzeb. Muhammad SSql, the author ot the

MaSii%r~i-‘Alam^n says that this prince obtained in 11 17 A.H.,

i.e. the fiftieth year of the reign of Aurangzeb—permission to

adopt the Kunyat AbuI-FayySz (Text, p. 514, 1. 8).

“As that Leader of the Righteous ones. Shaikh ‘Abdu-1-

Latlf—^^may his honoured grave be hallowed—had been permit-

ted [ ] to attach the Kunyat Abul-Fayy&z to his name,

Shsh 'All Jsh [i.e. A'^nm ShAh] received kind and gracious

instructions [
aicA

] to adopt that . Kunyat himself

[
mAL ]. Text, p. 514, 1. 8.

But this occurred before the death of Aurangzeb, and it

does not follow that Abut Fayyd^ was adopted as the official

patronymic when the prince set up a claim to the imperial

throne It is possible that he retained it from some supersti-

tious belief in its being fortunate or of good omen, but he may
have also changed'it for some other.

KAM BAKHSH.

His birth name was Muhammad KSm BaUish.
Jdaaair-i~*2latngiri, OU, i. 8; *Xlamffirmma, 1031.

KhAfl SJl&n says, “he gave himself the of />in-

panSh in the kbutba “
[ sayl^ 1) >1̂ ]

and he also quotes the couplet which was ordered to be
stamped on his coins. (Text, II, 570, 1. 4.)

It would appear from several other passages that KSm
Bakbsh was generally spoken of as stA^I^ or lOj .ats

or as |Uj only by his courtiers. {Ibid., II, 610, five lines

from foot; Oil, eight- lines from foot; 012, seven lines from
foot; 013, four lines from foot ; 014, two lines from foot.)
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BAHADUR SHAH. SHAH *ALAM 1.

FDLt> Sttlb and Tttlks.

AbUn-Naar Qu^bu-d-dSn 8^h ‘Jlam Bahadur PSdithSh-i-

QS5»
MaS$ir-i’ Akmfiri, Text, 68. 1. 8.

jQyftB Sliftn gjyes the laqab as Qulibu>d-ciln. (Text, IT,

644, four lines from foot), but the Kunyat is not mentioned
anywhere in his pages.

In the Mirat-i-Ahmads—of which the author states that

he was eight years old when BahSdur Shfth marched against

Kim Bal^sh (Text, Pt. i, 404, line 6), the full name is given

thus :

—

Ab9,n-Naar Qu(jbu-d-(Rn Muhammad Mva'ysam 8hah *Alam
Bahadur 8hah Padishah-i Qtazl (p. 400, top line; see also Ib.,

p. 107, last line).

The cpmpiier of the Haddqtttu-l AqqUm gives the Kunyat

as (Lakhnau lithograph. 127, 1. 8), but he wrote after

IIW A.H. and his statement on such a subject is of very
small value, especially when it is in con&iot with that of tiie

author of the Maasir—who had been for many years in the
service of Aurangzeb, and was the Mnnshl or secretary of
Tnftyatu-llah Kbin, Bah&dur ShSh’s Wasir.

Bahftdnr Sh&h- Shfth 'Alam’a original or birth-name Was
‘Muhammad Mu'aszam.* It was given to him by Shih Jahih
{Badiahahnama. Text, II, 343, 1. 10 See also Ibid, II, 411,

626, 633). _ . - .

The author of the Maaair-i 'Aldmfiri explicitly says that
Aurangzeb bestowed upon him the title of 8hah ’2lam BahSdur
oh the 17»h of Sha'ban, 1086 A.H. [XIX RY]. Text, 163,
1. 4.

Kbafi Kbin informs ns that in the 43rd year of Aurang-
zeb’s reign, “the title of * Bahftdur Sh&h’ was given to the
Prince Muhammad Mu'a^gam, who had been [hitherto] called
' Shfih ‘Alam,* and he was sent to AkbarftbSd with full powers
to chastise the rebels of that district

’’

iyf iuijf

« jS&juMfli gjU

Text II, 443, five lines from foot.

There is apparently, a discrepanoy between this state-

ment and that of the author of the Mwt^ir-i-^Alamqin Khftft
Khftn is not always accurate or reliable, but ! underjitand him
to mean that the title note bestowed was that of Bahftdur ShSh,
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He had been before called only Shfth 'Alam Bahfidur.^ He
was now permitted to add Shah after ‘ Bahftdur.’

‘AZIMU-SH-SHAN.

According to the *Alamglrniima he was named * Sul(fin

*A%Imu>d'din’ by Aurangzeb who heard of his birth on 8
JumfidA II, 1075 A.H. Text, 874, ten lines from foot.

The MaSsir-i-"Alamfirl gives his birth-name as ‘Sulfc$n

Muhammad *AzIm’ (Text, 123. 1 14 and 153. 1. 10), or 'ShSh-

zada ‘Azimu-d-din,* Ibid., 203, 1. 14). ILbafl Khan has
* Muhammad *Azlm / Text, II, 266, 332. *AzImu-sh-Sh3n
Bahadur ’ was the title bestowed upon him by his father

Bahadur Shah Shah 'Alam 1, (Kli&fl Kb&n II, 599). The
Mirdt-i-Ahmadi calls him Muhammad 'Azimu-d-din (Pt. I,

108, I. 12), Manucci speaks of him as ‘ Sultan Azimuddin
(Storia, Tr. Irvine, II, 304, 323).

jahandar shah.

Full Style and Titles.

Nuru-d-din FAriiql, the contemporary author of the Johan-
darnSma (composed between 1127 and 1132 A.H.) gives his

full name as

Abul FcUh Muhammad MuHzzu-d-din Jahandar Shah
(quoted by Irvine, Later Mugh<^ls, X A.S.B., 1896, p. 160). He
is called *Abul Fath Mui*zzu-d-dlii Jahftndtr ShEh Pftdishfth-i-

Ghfizr in Mirat-i-AhmadR,l, 108, I. 7 and 417, 1. 11. Aurang-
zeb gave him at birth the name of 'SiilfcSn Mu*izzu-d-dln.'

*Alamglrndma, 614, four lines from foot.

According to tlie Maaair-i-'Alamglri the birth-name was
Sultftn Muhamma,d.Mu4zzu-d-dIn* p. 36 1. 7.

The title *Jahand&r Shfth’ was dot, like ‘ Jahftngir ’ or
* ‘Alamgtr/ a regnant designation assumed, for the first time,

only on coming to the throne. It had been really bestowed
upon him by his father, soon after the latter’s accession.

[1119 A.H.] ** And Muhammad Mu'izzu-d-dln, the largest

star of the Sultanate was entitled [
wAIm

] 'Jah&ndftr Shfth

Bahftdur,’ and Muhammad *AzIm obtained the honorific desig-

1 ** The Kings of Dihli before Bftbar styled themselves Sultans both
before and after the downfall of the Khalifahs of Baghdid who by the
whole Muhammadan world were looked upon as the fountain of all

honours and titles. The princes had titles as Khfn KhSnSn, Khln
Jahftn, Ulugh Khan, Ikit KhSn, Bftrbak,etc; * * with Bftbar, the code
was altered. He and his successors styled themselves Pfidishfth, and the

lower title of Sultan was given to the Princes, while the sons of princes
were styled ShUihtMah. A few princes received for meritorious services
the title of Shnh, as Khurram and Muhammad Mu'azzam.*' Blochmann
in .T.A.8.B , 1A7I, p. 110 note:
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nation [ ] of * ‘Azlmu-sh-ahfin BahSdur ’ and ‘ Raf‘lu-1

Qadr ’ got the appellation [ ] of ‘ Raf'Iu-sh-shiin BahS-

dur ’ and fUi iijista-Abbtar was named [ ]
‘ JahSnshSh

BahSdur’ (KliSfl KhSn, Text, 599, 1. 6).

FARRUKHSIYAR.

Fuli. Style and Titles.

Abut Mmaffar lf‘mnu-d-(S» Muhammad Farrut^siyar

Padishah.
TanJA-i-Muhamma^ of MirzS Muhammad HSrisI (com-

posed circa 1163 A.H.) cited by Irvine, Later Mugbalsii in

J.A.S.B. 1901, p. 360.

Mirdi-i-AhmaiR. Bombay Litb. Pt. i, p. 108, 1. 11 and p.

420, top line.

He is called ‘ M’ulnu-d-dln Muhammad Farrukbsiyar ’ in-

Beale’s Mifidhu-t-Tascdnl^, p. 300 last line and WSrid’s Mirat-i-

Waridat (MS.), 148a, apud Irvine, Loc. eit. 366.

Mr. Irvine says (Ibid.) that he U styled Jalalu-d-din

Muhammad Farru^siyar - by the authors of the TSnJA-t-

Muzaffati (p. 130) and the Jam-i-Jam, but the former was
composed only about 1800 A.C. and the latter nearly forty

years later (Elliot-Dowson, VIII, 316, 431). Their statements

cannot be accepted in preference .to those of the earlier con

temporaneous authors who agree in giving the laqab as M'vinu-
d-din.

On the round seal of the Emperor reproduced in Mr.

Irvine’s article from a FarmSn dated 6 Bab ‘I I of the 4th year,

his titles are thus emblazoned :
“ Abul Muzaffar M‘uinu-d-din

Muhammad Farrukbsiyar* i 'AzImu-sh-shSn ‘Alim, Akbar-i Sanl,

WSlS ShSn.” On the square seal, the words are somewhat
differently arranged and the title Badishdh-i-Ohdm is added.

(Loc. eU. 368-9.)

RAF‘ID-D-DARAJAT.

Full Style and Titles.

Shamsu-d-din Abul Baralcat Raf'iu-d-darajdt. Kiitifl lUifin

II, 816, 1. 8.

Beale adds ‘ Mohammad ’ after ‘ Shainsu-d*dln.’

Mift^u-t-TawarilA, 303.

The TarilA-i-Muzaffari also gives the laqab as Shamsu-d-
dln. Manuscript, p. 84, 1. 4.

MirzS Muhammad HfirisI calls him Abul-barakSt Sultftn

Shamsu-d-din Muhammad Raf‘Iu-d-darajSt BSdishSh-i-QhSzI.

Tagleira, MS. p. 470, quoted by Irvine, J.A.S.B., 1904, Extra

number, pp. 28, 41.
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RAF‘IU-D-DAULA.

The full style and titles of this Emperor are nowhere
Kiven.

Kb&fi Kb&n merely says that he was given the of

Shah Jahdn-i-Sdni on his accession. Bibl. Ind. Text, IT, 831,
II 1,6. So also the Mirdt-uAhmuuR, I, 109. Beale calls him
Slumsu-d-din Raf‘lu*d-daula, and adds that he was styled

[ ] Shah Jahan'i-Sani {Miftah, 304, I 10), but Mr
Irvine does not seem to have found any authority for the laqab
Shamsu-d din’ in any of the contemporary chronicles which
were accessible to him. J.A.S.B., 1904, Extra Number, p. 64.

NIKUSIYAR.

Of this claimant’s style and titles nothing is known.

MUHAMMAD SHAH.

Full Stvle and Titles.

Ab&l Mwaffar Naaint-d-din Mu^mmad Shah Padiahah-i-

Qhd».
Kbafi Khan, I, 2, 1. 9 ; II, 841, 1. 3 ; 8.50, 1. 16 ; 903, 1. 4

;

927, 1. 9; 933, 1. 6= ED. VII, 486.

Mirdt-i-Ahmad* I, 108, I. 14

;

It will be seen that both these authors assign to this

emperor the Kunyat ‘Abul Muzaffar,’ but it is given as AbGl
Path by several other writers, e g.

, TdriJdpi-Hindi of Rustam ‘All (written 1164 A.H.) (1741-

2 A.C.) apud Elliot and Dowson, VIII, 42.

Tdn/^-i-Mandzilu-l-FiU&h of Mohammad J'afa'r Shimlu,
apud Ibid., VIII, .144.

Tdn^-i-Muzaffari, Manuscript, p 86, ten lines from foot.

Siyaru-l-Mvidl^^irln, Trans. (Reprint). I, 146 note.

Mifidhu-t-Tcaedn!^, KShnpur Lith. 305, I. 7.

The explanation of this discrepancy's to .be found iu

GhulSm ‘All Shftn’s Muqaddama-i Shdh ‘Alam Ndma.' This

chronicler states that “ on the 3rd Jumftdft II, 1134 A.H. (20

March, 1722 A.C.), the style was changed from Abi,l Path to

Abut Mwffiffar." (Quoted by Irvine, Later Muf^als, J.A.S.B.,

1904, p. 56 note) . It is possible to cite the testimony of an-

other writer in confirmation of the statement-

The author of the Siyaru-l-Mutdl^l^mn also has expli-

citly recorded the alteration. We read :
“ On the next Sun-

day, being the third of' the month Djemady the second, of the

same year [1134 A.H.], the Nowroz or New Year’s day was
celebrated at Court with the usual ceremonies { and the Em-
peror’s title which had been - hitherto that of the Master of
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SucctfiH [ ] was now changed into that of the Father of

Victory [ ] and the Succourer of Religion
**

[ ]

Trans. I, 236-7.

It would appear that ShSfl KhSn has noticed only the
later title which was in vogue when he completed his work ^ and
altogether ignored the earlier one.

The other writers would seem to have recorded only the
Knnyat assumed at the accession and been ignorant of the sub-

sequent alteration.

In an article in Num. Supp. XII, a Daru-s-Surur-i-Bur-
hanpur rupee of Sanah-i-^Ahdy but without any vestige of the
Hijrl date was described by Mr. H. Nelson Wright. The
legend on the obverse was read as

Mr. M. A. Saboor of the Nagpur Museum, where the coin

is lodged, was good enough to furnish me with a rubbing and a

plaster-cast of this rare issue, and I venture to suggest that the

correct reading of the laqad is and that the rupee dis-

plays the style and titles assumed by Muhammad Shah imme-
diately after his accession. As the coin was uttered in the first

year (1131-32 A.H.), it very properly shows the earlier type of

Kunyai which was altered only on the Nauroz festival

in 1134 A.H. (20th March. 1722 A.C.).

I have, in my possession, an original Farman of Muham-
mad Shah conferring the Chaudhardi of the Qasba of Navs&ri
in the Parchol 'j^rganaol the Sarkar of Surat on Ourshed the

son of Tahmur, PSrsi. It has a seal at the top, in the cus-

tomary Muscat style, with the Emperor’s name in a central

circle and those of bis ancestors up to Tamerlane (12 in num-
ber) in smaller circles round about. I reproduce the full style

and titles of the Emperor just as they are engraved in the

inner circle :

—

\ rr

b cfj*

fl

It will be seen that the date on the Seal is 1133 [A.H.],

that the regnal year is the 3rd and that the Kunyat is Ahvil

1 This appears to have been done in the 14th year of the Emperor’s
reign. He mentions some events which occurred in that year. Text, I. 2
and II. 973.
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FeUh. The substitution of ' Abul-Muzaffar ’ came several

months later. This absolutely settles the matter. We have in

this FarmSn much better evidence than that of the author of

the Shah *Alam Ndma, who wrote only after 1788 A.C. (Elliot

and Dowson, VIII, 393).

MUHAMMAD IBRAHIM.

Full Style and Titles.

Abul Faih ^ahlru-d-dtn Muhammad Ihrdhhn.

Text. II, 913, 1. 13^ Elliot and Dowson, Vll,

.509.

TdrilA-i-M u^affari, Manuscript, p. 108, 1. 3.

Siynru I MutalAl^irtn, Trans. I, 186.

Mr. Irvine has the same. J.A.S.B., 1908, p. 567.

AHMAD SHAH.

Full Style and Titles.

Abun-nasr M ujnhidu-d*d%n Ahmad Shah Bahadur f^ndishdh-

i-Ghazi,

Miraid-Ahmadi, I, 8, last line, 110, I. 10.

Beale inserts Muhammad between Mujdhidu-d-din and
Abun-Nasr\ Miftiah^ 327, I 12. This must be an error. The
Tart!^-i-Muzaffart has Ahuu-Nasr Mujdhidu d din Ahmad
Shah, MS. p. 188, six lines from foot. The author of the
• Tdrikh Ahmad Shah * says he took the title of Mujdhidu^d-

din Ahmad Shahi-Ghazi (quoted in Elliot and Dowson, VIII,

112).

miafl Khan says that his mother was a daughter of

Farrukb'^iyar, and that he was given at birth the name of

* Ahmad Shah* (Text; II, 973j 1. 15 = Elliot and Dowson, VII,

531). As Khafl KbAn’s chronicle does not e.xtend beyond the

14th year of the reign of Muhammad Shah, and as he does not

seem to have been alive at the death of the latter, it may be

safely said that ' Ahmad Shdh * was not a new title or designa-

tion assumed only on coming to the throne. It was the name
by which he had been known in the days of his princehood and

w'hich was retained without alteration as the Imperial title.

‘ALAMGIK II.

Pull Style and Titles.

Abul-*Adl *AtizU‘d-d%n Muhammad *Alamgir-i-S^ni i*ddi-

shah-i-QiSTi.

Tari^-i-' Alam^r-i Sant quoted in Elliot and Dowson,

VIII, 141.
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MirSt-i-Ahmadi, 1, 14, 1. 10; 110 last line.

MifiS^-t-tauMnk^, 340 {A^ ‘Adi is left out).

The author of the Jihah ‘Alam Nama oalls him AbfU *Adl
‘AsSzu-d-din ‘Alam^r-i-Sani, Bibl. Ind. Text, p. 39, nine lines

from foot.

He is called * AzIzo-d>din Muhammad ’ in the Hadiqaiu-l-
Ag^m, p. 136.

On some couplet rupees struck at MuhammadfibSd*
BanSras in the first year of thi» Emperor, the Kunyat seems to-*

be A'zu-d-dln, and has been so deciphered by Mr. Nelson.

Wright as well as Mr. Whitehead (I.M.C., HI, 2228; l’.M.C.,

2766.) This is most probably due to some error or misunder*

standing on the part of the die-cutter. A'zu-d-d!n [ ]

was the name of this Emperor’s elder brother. They were both
sons of Mu‘izzu-d-dln (Jahandftr Shah) and the names of both
occur on the same page in the JtfaSsir-i-‘Al(tfngin. (Text, 345,

I. 8). A third son of Prince Mu*izzu-d-din called

mentioned by the same writer in his chronicle of the 39th year

(p. 365, five lines from foot). A'zu-d-din wad the eldest, and
his name occurs at least twice in KhfifI ^ftn’s account of the

reign of Bahadur Shah Shfih *Alam I (Elliot and Dowson, VII,

392, 393) and twice in that of Jah&ndar. (Ibid , VII, 434, 436.)

In the chronicle of Farrukbsiyar’s reign, we are informed that

A*zu-d-din son of Jahfindftr Shah, after, the flight of his

father from the field of battle, hid himself in Agra, but be was
discovered and taken,” and that he and ” two other princes,

Humayun Bakbt and Wala Tabar were deprived of sight.”

(Ibid. VII, 448 ; Text, II, 740, 1. 14. .See also Blochmann, Proc.

A.S.B., 1871, p 126.) According to Mr. Irvine, Jahandar Shah
had three sons

:

(1) A‘zu-d-d!n, who was bora before 1103 A.H . blinded on
6th Muharram 1126 (?) A H. and died at Dehll on 8 Zl-l’hajja,

1167AH.
(2)

‘ Izzu-d-din who was also alive in 1103 A.H. and died

in confinement at Delhi on 8 Kab*I 11, 1151 A.H. and

(3) 'Azlzu-d-dln who was born at Multan in 1099 A.H.,

his mother being Anup Bal. (Later Mughals* d.A.S.B., 1896,

p. 209 citing the Tnnf^-i-Mnhammadi and other original

authorities.)

There can be no doubt that the true l(tqab of ‘Alaiiiglr II

was *^«d that the y\ of the coins is an error.

SHAH JAHAN III.

His full style and titles are nowhere given. All that is

known is that he was called [ v^U J Sh5li Jahan.
His original name was * Muhlu-l-Millat,’ and he was the son
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of Mut^iu-8-Sunnat» son of Kftm Bakbsb. *IbratnSma of Faqir
Kbairu-d-dln Muhammad in ED. VIII. 243.

Shah ^Alarn Nama, Bibl. Ind. Text, 96, five lines from
foot.

^
The author of the Chihar Oulshan calls him Mvhiu-d-din

Shah Jahan the Second
;
Sarkftr, ‘ India of Aurangzeb.’ Introd.

xv).

As this author completed the work in 1173 A.H., 1759
A.C., the very year in which Shfih Jahan was placed on the
throne (E.D. Vlll, 265), he might be supposed to know what he
was writing about. It is possible that the 70906 ' Miihlu-d-dfn

'

was actually chosen on account of its resemblance to his birth-

name. But it is at least equally likely that the two names
have been confounded hy the writer— Rfti Chatar Mftn K&yath
—who is not particularly remarkable.for precision of stateinent,
and whose work was available to the translator only in a
single transcript crowded with errors.

Musalman authors never speak of this puppet as Shfih

Jahfin the third
[ They merely say that the given

to him was dliral^i^Ahmadi I, 111, I. 6; Khazana-i-

*Amira, 00, last line.

SHAH <ALAM II.

Full Style and Titles.

Abul Mu^ffar Jalnlu-d-din Shah *Alam Pddishah4-Qhd%i.

MiftahU'i tawaiil^, 343, 1. 14.

In the Taril^-i Mu^affari (Manuscript, p 286), he is called

* Abul MuzafTar Jalfilu-d-din ‘All Gohar Shah ‘Alam-i-Sfinl

Bfidisbfth.’

At a meeting. of the Asiatic So6iety of Bengal, held in

January 1870, BIpchmann exhibited a Sannd dated 5th

Jumfidfi II. of the 26th year of Shah 'Alam II. The seal ha.s the

date 1173 A.H. eL» and the full name of the Emperor is

there given as

Abul MuzalTar Jalaiu-d-dln Shah *Alam Padishah-i-GhfizI,

Proceedings, Asiatic Society of Bengal, 1870, pp. 6-9.

There are in existence some coins which do not bear the

regnant title of Shah ‘Alam, but his preaccession name. One
described by Mr. Longworth Dames (Num. Chron. 1002, pp.

305-6) is of the 2nd year. Another in the Panjfib Museum is

of the 15th (P.M.C., 3164) On both these specimens, which I

have elsewhere shown to have issued from the Peshwfi’s mint

of Muhifibad-Puna (Num. Sup. XXXI, 365-8), the name is

written "This mode of spelling is not at all correct,

and is due to Mahratta ignorance or carelessness. Misled by
this, and perhaps also, by a fancied connection with the name
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of the fourth Khallf, many European writers who are by no
means indifferent to or oblivious of the requirements of accurate
transliteration have allowed themselves to reproduce it in vari-

ous forms which are all incorrect. Thus, Messrs Lane Poole
and Bodgershave 'Alt Gawr (B.M.C., xli ; J.A.S.B,, 1885, p. 73)

;

Mr. Keene writes Ali Oohar, (Fall of the Moghul Empire, Ed.
1887, p 40); Mr. Dames (Num. Chron., 1902, p. 305) and
Mr. Whitehead agree in making it ‘Alt Qohar.

I may be permitted to say that the name is really^A^f
jf

or and it is always so written by the chroniclers.

Madsiru-hVmard, if, 717, 1. 7 ;
845. 1. 18, 851, 1. 11 ;

865.

I. 14; III, 922, I. 11.

HaAiqalu-l-Aqdllm^^, 117.

Tart^-i-Musaffari (MS.) 270 11. 17, 20.

Miftahu4-Tawar%lA, 343, 1. 16. 344. 11 3, 6.

The translator of the Siyaru-UMutdl^Mirtn always calls

him ‘ Aaly-doher' (Reprint 1902, II, 286) and says that the

name signifies “ gem of high value'* (Ibid., II, 336 note).

is also w'ritten in Persian. It means according to Steingass,

“ gem, jewel, race, stock, essence, quality, etc.,'* and has

the sense of ‘ high, sublime, eminent, excellent.* (Dictionary

.?#.«?.). The point would scarcely need elaboration but for

an unfortunate consensus of error, and it may be permissible to

point out that the accurate and learned Bloehmann wrjtes

Ali Guhar (Genealogical Table of the House of Timur (Aiw,

Translation, ad fin,).

This article may fitly conclude with the citation of a Chron-
ogram which was composed by a contemporary poet for sym-
bolising in Ahjad the date of the accession of this Emperor.

Kha3:Sua-i-‘ Amira, 91, 1. 4.

‘ It will be noticed that the first line will not scan unless the

j
name is read as The numerical talue of the words

^tf |tiM is 1173.

BIDAR BAKHT.
Full Style and Titles.

Nothing is known of the full style and titles of this poor

creature of GhulSm Qfidir. All that can be said is that his
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‘ alam was ' Muhammad * (I.M.C., 2498-9). Beale says (3i i/tah,

361, I. 8) that be was given t).e regnant title [

a£kU
] of BldAr Sh&h and also cites in support of his state-

ment the Pretender’s Bait-i-sikka which is as follows :—

sU ^
allf jMy

But no numismatic warrant for the distich has been yet

discovered.

AKBAR II.

Full Style and Titles.

Abun^Nasr M'ulnu-d-din Muhammad Akbar Shdh-i-Sam.

Miftahud-TawSrtlA, 376, 1.. 21.

Biochmann, Genealogical Table of the House of Timur in

Ain-i-Akbari, Trans. I, ad fin.

BAHADUR SHAH II.

Full Style and Titles.

Abul Mu^affar Siraju-d-din Muhammad Bahadur Shah
Fddishah-i-Ghazl.

Miftahud-Tawaril^, 394, 1. 14.

Blochmann, Genealogical Table, Atn, Trans. I, ad fin.

Garcin de Tassy gives Sirapird-din Abu Zafar ill uhammad
in ‘ Memoire sur lea Nome Proprea et lea Hires Muaulmana ' ( Paris,

1864),* p. 16. Beale says that gives in ‘ Abjad’ the

date of his birth [^^j\ ] i.e. 1 189 (?). The ‘ Kunyat ’

is in his coin-couplet, Mifiah^ 394, I. 21.

i The full name of this Emperor is given as

by Sayyad Ahmad ^5n also, AaHru-s-SanSdld. (Urdfl), Ed. 1896 A.C.

Pari II, p. 22 last line. On the coins, however, the Kunyat is y]

snd the f is unmistakably clear in theplatea (I.M.C. No. 2613 ; P.M.C.,

3276.)

21



XXIII. COIN-COUPLETS.
The patience and ingenuity which have been brought to

bear upon the decipherment of the couplets inscribed on the
coins of the Mughal Emperors must command the admiration
of all those who have any experience of the difBculty of piecing

together legends of which only detached fragments are fre-

quently visible on individual specimens. It is not perhaps
generally known that several of the distichs which have cost

so much time and labour to ‘ build up * are reproduced verbatim
et litteraiim in the Mughc^l histories.

It is possible to claim a very respectable degree of antiquity
for the practice of covering witli verses the surfaces of coins.

Metrical legends are found on the monetary issues of the

Byzantine or Lower Eastern Empire as early as the 11th century
of the Christian Era—(Encyc. Brit. Eleventh edit. Art. Numis-
matics, XIX, 896). The earliest known example of a Persian

coin-couplet occurs on some heavy copper pieces of the Qujarat
Sultftn, 61iiyiiSfu-d-dIn Muhammad Shfth (846-855 A.H.) I.M.C.

II, p. 227, No. 9 ; Taylor, Coins of the Gujarftt Salj^anat, Bom.
Br. R.A.S. Journal, 1903, p. 328). A poetical invocation
addressed in Arabic to *AlI, attracts attention on a coin issued

in 928 A.H. by the zealous »Shra, Shfth Ism* all Safavl I. (R. S.

Poole, Coins of the Shahs of Persia in the British Museum, No.
15; Codrington, Musalmftn Numismatics, p. 95). The only
published coin of Ism*all II (984 A.H.) displays on the Reverse

a which M. Soret who first published it .was unable to

decipher. But Mr. R. S. PooTe had the good luck to find the

inscription written out as a distich in the Taxi^ t-*A{am-drai-

'Abhasn. It is

•a***! jf y ^1#

‘ [f an imam there be between the east and west,

*Alf along with * All’s house for us is best.’

(R. S. Poole, op. cit. Introd. Ixxvi-ii. See also Oliver,

Coins of the Safawl Dynasty of Persia, J.A.S.B., 1887, p. 67 and
note; pi. II, No. 13).*

* Some copper coins exhibiting dates ranging from 934 to 940 A.H
l)ave a couplet on them, the credit of first deciphering which belongs, to

my knowledge, to Mr. Nelson Wright. They have been fully describe by
the late Dr. Taylor in Nuni. Supp. XXXIII, art. 200. Their attribu-

tion is not certain, but they must have been first uttered either by Bftbur
or Bahadur ShSh of Qujarfit. I have myself about two dozen of them
in three sizes.
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It is not at all improbable that Akbar borrowed the idea

of having verses on the coins, like several other of his notions,

from Persia, and students of hia mintages will perhaps be struck

by the verbal resemblance between the above distich and the

lines composed by Sharif Sarmadi in 991 A.H.—only seven years

later-for the earliest issues of the newly-opened mint of Ilaha-

badJ
Badaoni writes: “At that time [991 A.H. XXIXth R.Y.]

A'zam Khan, came in haste from Hajlpur to llfthllbftd and did

homage * * And the Amirs laid in that city the founda-

tions of a great building, and it was determined that thence-

forth that place should be the capital. And they struck a

new coinage [ ^ j] Sharif Sarmadi * wrote this

verse for the coin
: ].

* Ever may it current be, like the gold of sun and moon,
From east to west of the world^ the coinage of IlftbAbftd.

j )) ]

[ *3^1 all ^ I

(Lowe II, 345; Text. II, 336-6; The second line is not

correctly given).

The words used by the historian [ ] may be per-

haps taken to imply that some sort of innovation was intro-

duced in the form or style of the coin, and the novelty may be

fairly supposed to consist in the substitution of the or metri-

cal legend for the customary superscription in prose. It should

be also noticed that the author explicitly puts the issue of this

type of money into the 29th year of Akbar's reign.* The earl-

iest dated Rupees of the Ilahftbfid mint are of the 40th. (I.M.C

III, xxviii). Now BadionI is known to have die'd in that very

year,® and if the first issue of these couplet-rupees had been

I Sharif was a Sayyad of NishapQr, and his mother is said, by the

author of the MaSgir-i Aahimi, to have the sister of Amir ShShmlr*
who had been for a long time assay-master under ShAh f'ahmAsp. He died

in 1002 A.H. Blochmann, Ain. Tr. 1, 59|.
^ BadAoni puts this event the foundation of IlahAbAd etc.) into the

29th year and before Zf’l'hajja 991 A.H. But his ehronolo^ is not always

correct or even absolutely consistent. He has, as a rule, followed NisAmu-
d-dm, but in attempting to rectify the errors of his predecessor, has fallen

into new ones of his own. It is clear from AbOl Fail's AkbamSma that it

was the 28th IlChf year which began on 28th 9afa( 991 A.H. and
29th commenced only on 8 Ilab*i 1, 992 A.H. (Elliot and Dowson V. 216;

Cunningham, Indian Eras, p. 225). AbOl Fafl says that the foundations

of the city were • Isid in an auspicious hour * on 1st Ajar of the 28th year.

(A.N., l>ans. I, 617). ^ ...
• Dowson lays that A.H. 1024(1615 A.C.) is given as the year of hit
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such a recent event, it is not easy to conceive how he could

have made the mistake of ante-dating them by ten or eleven

years. It is not improbable that the oldest or first type of

this llahftbid rupee bore no date at all, and that it is exempli-

fied by B.M.C. 254 and 254a. ‘

Several verse-mottoes were also composed by FaizI the poet-

laureate, for the 100 muhr, 50 muhr and 25 inuhr gold-pieces

struck by the Emperor’s orders. They are quoted in Abul
Fazi’s Ain, (Blochmann’s Trans. I, 28-9), and will be found

transcribed in the chapter on the * Gigantic Coins.’

Reference may be made to the same paper for the passage

in which JahSngir inform.s us that the following verses com-
posed by Asaf lUian were stamped on the 100, 50, 20 and 10

tola muhrs for the striking of which he gave orders soon after

his accession.
aj 1—1^ ii—

j
—

i/bj> yt

Jf J —ii\

{Tuzuk-i-Jahan^fi, Text, 5, 1. 18; Trans. I, 11).

The distich inscribed on the Nurjahani or ‘one tola muhr ’

was the product of the Amlru-l-umara*s poetical genius and
is also cited by the Imperial autobiographer. It is the well-

known couplet of the coins.

mU f;
j)

Ibid. Text, 5, I. 24 ;
Trans-, I. 11.

We are also informed that the silver tankas or double-rupees

struck during Jahangir s visit to Cambay in the twelfth year

death by the aathor of the Tabaq^^i-Shuh Jahunl (B.D. V. 478). But
Gbulam * Ali Azad Bilgrftml declares, on t>ie authority of the writer of the
SumrStu-l qud§, who was a pupil of BadaonT—that the latter died in 1004
A.H. (jS^cuSnS>t-*ilm»>o, Kfthnpur Lith. 1900 A.C.

,
p. 324, 1. 1). 'This

receives (tonCrmation from several other sources. (Blochmann, .J.A.S.B.,

1860, pp. 142-3. See also Beale, Oriental Biographical Dictionary, Ed.
Keene, p. 4.)

1 In this connection, it may be worth while inviting attention to the
fact that we find the llahSbftd mint issuing coins of a really novel type in-

the 81st year of the reign. The inscription on the obverse is

most unusual, and does not, to my knowledge, recur on any other cop-

per coins of the Mughal series. The word/f^ has been understood in the

literal sense of * stamp ’—hence * stamped money of ciny denomination or
value.' The type seems to have been discontinued after the 33d year.

(B.M.C. , 273a. I.M C. Ill, 367-H).
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(1027 A.H.) bore the following metrical legends on obverse
and reverse :

y ^ y cri *

(Ibid Text, 207, 11. 9-11 ; Trans, 1, 418). The subject is

more fully treated in another chapter.
The distich inscribed on the obverse and reverse of some

undated rupees of Burhanpur is quoted by the compiler of the
Mukhtasar^i-Siyar-iOulahiin-i-Hind. 1 give it below as it

derives added interest from the fact that the poet has chosen

to give to the bibulous emperor the epithet of bIaj which

was afterwards assumed as his official Itiqab by Kftm Bakbsh.

slij aiL

(Op. cii. 67 quoted by Rodgers, J.A.S.B., 1888, p. 24).

I have also found another familiar distich or ‘Bait’ in the

so-called Tdril^-i-SaRm 6hahi or Jahangirnama—an unauthen-
tic recension of the Emperor’s ‘ Memoirs ’ which was first given
to the world, so long ago as 1832 in an English version, by
David Price. ordained,” Jahftnglr is here made to say in

the very beginning of the Autobiography, “that the follow-

ing legend should be stamped on the coinage of the empire

;

‘Stricken at Agrah by that Khossrou, the safeguard of the

world
;
the Sovereign splendour of the faith, Jahangueir, son of

the Imperial Akbar,” (Memoirs of the Emperor Jahangiieir,

written bv Himself, Trans. Major D. Price, Calcutta Reprint.

1918, p 2).

Its huge and preposterous exaggerations, want of chrono-

logical sequence and other defects have justly caused this work
to be looked upon with grave suspicion, and Sir Henry Elliot

was inclined to regard it as spurious and altogether unworthy
of credit. But it is an undoubtedly contemporary compilation

and there is a copy of it in the Library of the Royal Asiatic

Society which purports to have been written .in 1040 A.H.—only

three years after Jahangir’s death. (Elliot and Dowson VI, 253).

Tlie historian Iviinfl KJian was acquainted with it and has cited

at length two of its most marvellous and incredible tales (Text,

I. 308-313). It also contains many minor details and much
“ matter which the other version shows to have been character'

istic of Jahangir.’' (E.D. VI, 255). The original text has not

yet been published but it is clear that its compiler, whoever he

was. had an Agra coin bearing the iUj 3/^ couplet before

his eyes wlien writing.

The author of the IqbSfndma informs us that coins were
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struck in the name of Nur Jahftn and that the legend on the

coins ( ^ ) was as follows :

—

j) jy r*^

(Bibl Ind, Text, 56, two lines from foot).

The writer adds that the style or formula at the top of the

fannana iaaued by Nur JahSn herself wasi

• ^4-’'* *4!*

Ibid. 67 = Elliot and Dowson, VI, 406.'

The Nur JahSn couplet is also given by ^Sfi lUilln, I, 268,

five lines from foot and in Beale’s Miftahu-i-tawariM, KShnpur
Lith. 1284 Hijri, p 214.

These coins are among the most interesting in the Mughal
scries and it may be therefore worth while to draw attention

to an explicit statement, fixing the date of their withdrawal

from circulation, which is buried in the correspondence of the

East India Company. In a letter ruidressed to the President

and Council of Surat by the Factors at Agra on 17th February^

1628, we read : ” All Pop[ees] of Noor Jehann Beagams stampe
are called in and not to bee uttered.” English Factories in

India, 1624-1629, p. 241. As ShSh JahSn formally ascended
the throne on the 14th of February, 1628, N.S., he would
appear to have lost no time in issuing the order.

It may be permissible to say a few words in connection

I In Dowson*s rendering of this passage we rea^: '* On all farmatm
also, receiving the Imperial signature, the name of Nur JahSn, the Queen
Begam was jointly attached.*’ This is incorrect, and the author’s mean-
ing has been misunderstood. I hi^ve seen originals or copies ot several

FarmSns of this Emperor and not one of them bears any such superscrip-

tion. The woMs, ^A> merely mean that the

inscription written in the character at the head of NUr JahSn's
own famiSinB or let|;ers contained these words. The reading of the words is

giveh because the !{*u^r3 character is exceedingly difficult to decipher, and
very few can write or read it well. Vide Richardson’s Persian Dictionary,

In this connection, it might be worth while citing the exactly parallel

cash of the all-powerful mother of SulfiSn * AlSu-d^In Takash—Turkin
l^RtCin. Her name and titles were, like NCir Jahan’s, permitted to
a'ppear on coins and specimens of these issues are extant. Thomas,
J.R.A.S. 1879, p. 26.

Turcan-Khatoune,” writes the historian of the Mongols, ** mere de
Sultan * * 6tait k la t6te du parti forme par les g^n^raux de sa nation, et
do'n^e d*un grand caraetdre, elle exercait un pouvoir ^gal k celui de son
fils. * * * Son monogramme (Tougra) qu’elle ecrivait de sa main sur ses
Ordonnances, se composait de ces mots : Proteetriee du monde tide la foi^
Turkan rems def /emmes de Vunivoro ; et sa devise 3tait : Omm eetiZ eel man
refuge, Elle prenait le titre de Khoudavwd Djihan, ou de souveraine du
monde.” D’Ohsson, Histoire des Mongols, T. 198.
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with the title ‘Padishfth or BidishSlh Begam.’ Marsdeii de-
clares that it means * Impemtns comora' Blochmann opines that
we should translate it by ‘Imperatrix, Queen Begam.’ (Pro-
ceedings A.S.B., 1869, p. 235). Dowson’s rendering is 'Queen
Begam’ and Mr Whitehead adopts the simple English word
'Empress.’ All these equivalents are more or less deficient in

accuracy. They are liable to obscure the true significance of

this honorific title and even calculated to convey a false impres-
sion as to the real position of the person who bore it. The
' PadishSh Begam ’ w«as not necessarily Imperatris conaors nor
imperatrix nor Empress.

The title did not imply that the lady was the wife either

of the reigning or of a deceased emperor. There is excellent

authority for saying that it was borne by Shfth Jahftn’s eldest

daughter, the Princes Jahfinftra, and Kbafl Kbftn gives her the
appellation at least twice in his chronicle.' (Text, 1 1, 77, I. 19
and 110, 1. 13). We also know that Bahadur Shfth Shfth 'Alam
I, conferred it on Zebu-n-ni3&, his own half'Sister and the full-

sister of A'zam Shah. (KhSfl Kh§n, Text, II, 30, 1. 3; 600, 1.

10; 735, two lines from foot and 736, 1. 1.)

The ' PSdishah Begam ’ was really the First lady of the
Court or Empire, the individual who, in the feminine world, took
precedence of all other women, as the Emperor did, of all other

men. The widowed mother or elder sister or aunt often occu-

pies in an oriental household a position far superior to that of

the wife. It is clear from the Humayun Nama of the Princess

(fulbadaii that the most honoured lady in Babur’s family was
not his favourite wife, Mftham, but his widowed elder sister,

Khanzada Begam, and that she continued to rule the household

even in the reign of his son. (Trans. 103 106, 117, 126, etc.)

Akbar’s mother, Miriam Makani, appears to have had
greater infiuence than any of his wives, and the reverential

manner in which Jahangir invariably speaks of his own mother,
Miriam Zamanl leaves little doubt that so long as she was
alive, she was the first ladv in his realm. {Tuzuk, Trans. I, 76,

78,81. 146, 230; 11,68,261).
We do not know when the title ’ Pgdishfih Begam, was bes-

towed on Mihru-n-nisft. She was styled Nur Jahftn only in the

11th year, and the conjecture may be offered that it was only
after the death of the Emperor's mother that the honour was
conferred upon her. Now Miriam Zamfinl died at Agra in

Rajab 1032 A.H. and Jahgnglr heard of the event in his camp
at Ajmer on the 19th of that month (0th Kb.urdftd, XVIIItb
R.Y.). T&zuk, Tr. II, 261. IqbSlnama, Text, 206, 1. *8. It

^ Manueci says Auraogzeb cooferred on her i* the title * Pacha Begam ’

that is Empress of Princesses:'* Irvine, Storia, II, 127.

Tavernier also states Uiat Auraagseb commanded that she should
bear the title of Princess Queen.'** Wha-Bagam]. Travels. Tr. BalL^l^-

370i Eng. Trans, of J.P. 1678, Port II. Bk. II, 121.
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may be a mere coincidence, but it is not unworthy of note that

the earliest coins bearing the couplet with the title is a Surat
Rupee of 1033-19 (B.M.C. No. 514).

The distich which continued to appear on Aurangzeb’s
mintages in gold and silver for nearly half a century is given

(with in the first line), by the author of the ^Alamglr'mma

{BibL Ind. Text, 367, 1. 3) and if. also in the Maa^ir-uAlamgm.
The latter adds that the Bait was composed by Mir *Abdu-l*

Bfiql whose pen-name [ ] was Sahbal and that it greatly

pleased the Emperor [ ua-o v&uUi
] (Text, 23, 1. 10).

Khaifl SJban also quotes the lines, but he has in the first

hemistich and expressly says that was stamped in its stead

on the Rupee [
jAi j ]. Bibl. Ind.

Text, II 77, 1. 10. See also Elliot and Dowson, VII, 241.

These well-known verses appear to have struck the fancy
and fixed themselves in the memory of at least two European
sojourners in this country, the English physician Fryer and the
Venetian adventurer Manucci. Their versions of the legend
are worth reproducing as curiosities, if not monstrosities, of

transliteration. Fryer or perhaps his printer is responsible for

the following :

—

Dergs hau sic casud chubadera monier,

Paudahaw Aur^ng-zeeb Allum Oeir.

He says that 'Mt was the Inscription' on his Rujpees in

Persian characters.” New Account of East-India and Persia,

Ed. 1698, p. 113.

Manucci also states that Aurangzeb ” caused coins to be
struck in his own name” at Dehll; ”on which were show'ii these

words.
Seea zad der Jahan chuni 'badre munir,

Xaa Orangzeb Atamguer.
* * * that is to say,- ‘ struck coin in the world as clear as the
sun and moon, I, King Aurangzeb, conqueror of the world.”

Irvine, Storia dp Mogor,,l, 339.

It will be observed that both those writers have in the

first half of tKeir representation of the couplet.

The distich is also given in the Hadiqatud-Aqaltm, Lakh-
nau Lith p. Ill, and Beale, Miftah, 266.

KbafI Kbftn informs us that A*zam Shfih ascended the

throne on the 10th of Z^^hajja 1118 A.H. and “made this

(oin-legend resound throughout the Dekkan” [

] • He then gives the words of the distich

which are

Text. II, 571, five lines from foot.
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Manucoi also has reproduced the lines in a way and added
some details which would be of great value if they were not
demonstrably incorrect.

**On March 15 [1707],” he writes, ‘A'zam Tara decided to

take his seat on the throne. * * * He ordered new money to

be coined, one-twelfth part larger than the pieces current, and
of the small change he ordered two coins to be made into one.

Thus nowadays one rupee is worth thirty-two pieces of copper.

Upon the new coin were impressed the words :

—

Secadzad der Jaan budablout iae

Patxa mamalek Azamxa*
‘Storia do Mogor/ Tr. Irvine, IV, 398-9.

Manucci sat down to compose his * Memoirs ’ when he was
past sixty (op. cit. Introd. Ixxiv). He was at Madras himself
in 1707. He wrote from hearsay and it seems to me that he
has jumbled up things and ascribed to the younger brother

w'hat was really done by the elder. (See my note on 'Some
Heavy Rupees of B&hadiir Shah Shah 'Alam I.’ Num. Supp.
XXVTIT, Art. 176). But even then, the increment of six or
seven grains could be hardly said to represent the ' twelfth part

*

of 178 grains, which was the theoretical or issue-weight of the

Mu|^al rupee.

The Memoirs of this Italian picaroon-footman, gunner,
quack, money-lender and diplomatic agent—contain much that

is interesting and amusing, but they are also crowded with
errors, misrepresentations and misconceptions of all degrees of

magnitude and grossness. Coins of A*zam are very rare, but
the extant specimens in gold as well as silver are of normal
weight and do hot bear out the assertion of the Venetian. No
copper coins of this claimant have been found.

Rodgers says that he was able to " build up ” the metrical

legend on the rupees and muhrs of Kam Baj^sh only after

minutely comparing two coins of his own with one referred to

by Mr. Delmerick and illustrated in the Proceedings of the

A.S.B., for May, 1884. (J.A.S.B., 1888, p. 28.) He would
have found the ipaiaaima verba of the couplet Correctly trans-

cribed and ready to his hand, if he had gone to the Muntakhabu-
I’Lubdb of Kbafl I£l;i5n where it is thus given :

—

(Bibl. Ind. Text, II, 570, 1. 6.)

When Bahadur Shah Shah 'Alam I finally determined the

form of his own Khutba and Sikka ftfter defeating A'zam ShAh
at Jajau Saral, "Orders were given that in the coinage of

rupees and Aahrafia no verse should be used, but that the name

i ] 'ShAh ‘Alam BahAdur ShAh ’ and the name of the (mint)

city should be impressed in prose.” (I^iAfl KbAn's Muniaf^abu-
l-Luhab, trans. in Elliot and Dowson. VII, 404, Bibl. Ind. Text.

II, 60.3. .1. 13.)
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It would seem that, in this matter, as in sevejral others,

Bahfidur had, like the Roman Emperor of old, made up his

mind to avoid in all things the example” of his father. All

his father’s issues of the normal tjpe had displyed a or

verse-motto for fifty years. He would, for that very reason,

have none of the Jingle of which a facetious parody attributed

to Shah *Abbas II, of Persia, was on everybody’s lips.

Manucci’s account of the insults heaped by the Shah on
Aurangzeb’s ambassador is too long to quote, but the parody
itself will bear citation. He gives it thus ;

—

Seca zad bacurs penir^

Orangzeb beradercox padergir.

which Mr. Irvine thus translates :

—

‘ Struck coin upon a round of cheese.

Aurangzeb, brother slayer, father<*seizer.’

Storla do Mogor, II, 131.

The verses are also given (incorrectly) in the SiyaruU

Mutakhtlhmn. Calc. Repr. IV, 196, Translator’s Note.

We have seen Khafl Khan stating that Baha<lur Shah Shah
*Alam I. expressly prohibited the use of verse legends and yet

couplet-coins of this Emperor, from at least four mints, Akbar-
abad, Tatta, Murshidabad, and Multan are known, (P.M.C.

Nos. 2015, 2037, 2091 and J. A.S.B. 1912, p. 437.) They are all

of the first year [
sLa

] and we are naturally led to ask,

why this is so. The answer Is that the order spoken of was
issued only after Bahadur’s chances of securing the throne
were assured by the defeat of his rival A*zam at Jajau Sarai

on the 18th of Rab*l I, 1119. We are told that the Emperor’s
Farman on the subject of the *kbutba’ and the 'sikka’

reached Ahmadabad only some time after 9th Rajab 1119 A. H.
{Mirat-uAhmadi, Bomba}' Lith. 1, 402, 1. 4). At any rate, coins

must have been issued in his name immediately after his acces-

sion on the 30th of Muharram 1119 A.H. in all those cities of

which the governors happened to be his old adherents or recent

partisans. The Subas of Tatta, Mult&n and Bengal were, at

the death of Aurangzeb, under the government of three sons

of BahSdur, the princes Mu'izzu-d-dln, A^zu-d-dln and ‘AzTmu<

sh-Shan (ED. VII, 392, 393), who might be safely supposi^ to

have lost no time in uttering coins bearing the name of their

parent. As for Akbarabfid, l^afl Shan informs us that though
the commandant of the fort, Bftql Shitn, outwardly assumed
an attitude of neutrality, and even wrote a very humble letter

to Prince Muhammad A*zam, his personal predilections were
in favour of ShSh ‘Alam, as he considered the latter’s chances
of being the first to reach Agra a great deal the best. {Ibid.,

VII, 392-3.)
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But all these partisans were at some disadtrantage in not
having been provided with a coin-formula possessing the Ini'

perial sanction. They were all familiar with the different

names borne by the eldest prince, but no one could tell which
of them would be retained and which rejected by him in his

new position. JThe authorities at Akbarabad appear to have
plumped for "Alamgir-i-Sam^ Sahib qirani, and vetoed the
familiar birth-name The prince-governor of Tatta
thought the odds were most in favour of Mu'a^^am and Shah
Jahan-i-Sani. The mint-master of Murshidabad took three

out of these four magniloquent epithets and contrived to pack
them all together in one and the same distich. His Highness
A*zU'd-din of Multan took a line of his own. He put Shah
"Alam in the foreground and thought his father would most
easily win public favour by styling himself Ilami-i-din, 'De-
fender of the Faith.* Briefly, every one tvas obliged to exercise

and give free play to his own invention, and as all the issues

of the last half-century had made a legend in rhyme so Familiar

to the popular imagination as to make it indispensable, the
‘local poets’ were everywhere appealed to for ‘something
suitable.’ The results may be seen in these unauthorized
issues of the Sana-i-Ahd.

JahSndar Shah, in his turn, reversed the decree of liis

father banishing ‘poetry’ from the mints. He restored the

and one of the couplets found on his coins is correctly given

by the author of the Mirdiri-Ahmadi in the following form :

—

bU yi] bU ^ yj

(Bombay Lithograph, 1306 A.H., Pt. 1, p. 417, 11. 1-2.)

The author of the Haddqatu-l-Aqdlim (written about 1100
A.H., vide Elliot and Dowson, VIII, 180) says that the follow-

ing distich was inscribed on the coins of that emperor, and
this alleged couplet is also cited in Beale’s Miftahu-t-tawdriJ^.

(Kahnpur Lithograph, 1867 A.C., p.. 299, 1. 13.)

bIm ^5*3^ B^— bU y

HadiqatU'hAqdKm, Lakhnau Lithograph, p. 131, 1. 12.

The author of the MulAtasar-i-Siyar-i-Gulshan-i^Hind also

gives this distich with instead of in the first line.

(Rodgers, loc. cit. p. 28.) It is not unlikely that the last two
writers have transcribed the ‘bait’ from the first without any
attempt at verification, but it is also-not impossible that the

lines quoted in the Haiiqal represent a variant form, of which

examples may be hereafter found.
^e of Farrukbsiyar ^

jh tU» ji

is correctly quoted iaihe Mirat-i-Ahmadi. (Bomb. Lith. Pt. I.

422, 11. '6-7
; Hadiqiftu-l-Aqalim, T.Akhnaa Lith. 133, 1. 6

;
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and Beale, Miftaku-t-Taioarlkh,
1.9.)

Kahnpur Lith. 1867, p. 301,

The following parody of these lines is quoted by Mr. Irvine*
(Ijater Mu^^als, J A.S.B., 1904, p. 357.)

“Struck coin on wheat and lentils and peas,
The grain-gathering Emperor, Farrukhsiyar.”

The authorship of these lines has been ascribed to Mirza Ja*far
Za^ll of Narnol and he is said to have been condemned to
death for perpetrating them (Beale, Oriental Biographical
Dictionary, Ed. Keene, p. 189).

The contemporary author of the Mirat-i-Ahmadi has left
it on record that the coins of the faineant Raflu-d-darajat
bore this couplet.

Manuscript in the Library of the Archaeological Society
of Junagadh, page 419.

The verse is also in Beale, Miftdhu-UtaioariJ^. Kahnpur
Lith, p. 304, top linej

Mr. Irvine writes : On the second day of the reign,
Qutb-u-l-Mulk called on Fath Kba*n Fazil to provide a couplet
which should allow of a different word for gold coins (ashrafi)
and silver coins (rupees), as was the case with 'Alamgir’s coin-
age. The poet on the spur of the moment produced the
following lines :

—

Sikkah zad Shah Rapiud’datajdt
Mihr rndnind ba Yamin-o-barakdt.

* The Emperor Raf'Iud darajat struck coin
Sun-like with power and felicity.’*

On the rupee, the word badr (moon) was substituted for
mihr (Sun). It is not known whether these lines were ever
actually brought into use, as we have no coin on which they
appear.’’

(Later Mughals, J.A.S.B. 1904, p. 41, citing Kamwar
Khan, (MS.), 197, and Mirza Muhammad, TarlkJ)-i-Muham-
madl, MS., 470).

I The British Museum possesses a Mu'a^^amabSd muhr (Catalogue
No. 937a) with a variant form which ** has not been satisfactorily deci-

phered.” 1 beg to suggest that it has instead of

' The second line is, 1 venture to say, not correctly given. It seems

to me that we should read Ttimn instead of Yamin, and substitute

* prosperity ’ fur * power ' in the translation. The fact is that the poet is

punning on the' name of the Emperor. The synonym of ol^J is not

hut
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Students of Mugl^al* coins know from Dowson’s condensed
translation of Kb&fl KhSn that ** Coins of gold and silver were
struck in the name of Nikuslyar, (E.D. VII, 482), but thev
do not seem to be aware that the couplet itself in its entirety
and ‘ full resonant beauty/ is to be found in the original. No
coins of the claimant have been discovered, but they may turn
up yet, and then only will it be possible to say if the following
is genuine.

^ i i Urn

Bihl, Ini. Text, II, 825, 1. 7.

“ On gold struck he coin like the Sahibqiran,
Nikuslyar, the Emperor, Timur the Second.’*

But the existence of this probably genuine distich of the
claimant in the pages of the contemporary chronicler does not
seem to have been known, and Rodgers ascribed to that puppet
the very different Bait which arrests attention on some inuhrs
and rupees minted at Surat, A‘zamnagar and Bhakkar (?) in
1131 A.H. This conjectural attribution was more or less pas-
sively acquiesced in by numismatists, until the late Mr. Irvine
pointed out that this metrical legend was, in the Mirat-i*
Ahmadi, definitely stated to have been stamped on the coins
issued by the mint-masters in Gujrat immediately after the
receipt of the news of Muhammad Shah’s accession. As the
latter portion of this provincial history has nut yet been pub-
lished and the original text of this important passage was not
cited by Mr. Irvine, I give it below from a fairly correct
manuscript in the Library of the Archa(*ological Society of
Junagadh. After saying that NShir Khan, the Diwan of the
province, received from the Vazlr a Hasbu4-hukm or order
announcing the accession of Muhammad Raushun Akbtar ai'.d

his assumption of the Ujupb Muhammad Shah, he says :

—

^ ^ iS^ 3 ^ iSpy

I This phrase which occurs for the first time in the

Mughal mies on the couplet rupees of Bahadur Shah (P.M.C. Nos. 1996,

JSS.^
"^l)» and hereafter becomes vastly more common (P.M.C.

Nos. 2748, 2760, 2839, 2861, 2890-1, 3060, etc.) appears much earlier on
^e coins of Shah •Abbis II of Persia (R.8. Poole, Coins of the Shihs of
Persia, No. 3640 ; Codringten, Musalman Numismatics, 96).
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« ^\j3 sU^li sU ^ ^
(MS. p. 426, 1. 1.)
** After the arrival of these orders, Mihr ^All Khan the

Nftib-Suba and Ruhcallah Kh&n, the Nfiib-DiwSn and the mem-
bers of the Secretariat (or Clerical department) and [other]

imperial servants had the auspicious name [of the Emperor]
loudly proclaimed, and informed the small and' the great, the
young and the old of the never-ending enthronement. The
Khatib waxed eloquent and fluent while reciting the august
titles in an elegant Kliutba and the dignity of the pulpit was
thereby still more exalted. Gold and silver coins acquired
greater value and esteem and circulated and passed more
freely on account of being inscribed with the auspicious coin-

legend [ ]. And for some time after the commence-
ment of the reign, the following couplet was stamped on the
coins :

—

‘ Struck coin in the world b\^ Heaven’s Grace,
Muhammad ShAh the Lord of the Age.*

Afterwards, it was resolved that the legend was to be
Sikka i»3Iubarak-i-Muhammad ShSh Bddishdh-i-Qhdzi.*'

We may take it then for certain that the ‘ Bait ’ which
figures on the first-year issues of Surat and A’zamnagar— i^

Muhammad Shah’s, and our grateful aoknowl^gments are
due to the author of the Mirdt for having ngt thought it below
the dignity of History to record this minor detail.

Two out of the three couplets which have been noticed on
the coins of 'Alamgir II are correctly transcribed in the
Miftdhu4~tauMr%^ and tYiO MuM^tasar-i-Siyar-i’Oulshan-i-^Hind.

The compiler of the former tells us that the of this

Emperor was

—

Op. cit. 341, 1. 2.

The author of the latter has left 4t on record that the
Shdhjahftn&bad rupees of the first yea.r of this Emperor were
stamped with the distich.

(Rodgers, J.A.8.B. 1888, p. 31.)

That enthusiastic and untiring coin-hurlter had not come
across, when he wrote, any numismatic proof of his author’s

veracity, but the PanJ&b Museum has since acquired four

'silver issues of the ShfthJahAnfibfid mint which are all of the
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4th regnal year, 1170 A.H. (P.M.C. Nos. 2790-93), and on
which these magniloquent lines are inscribed. I have recently
received from Lieut -Col. Nevill rubbings of two puzzling coins,

the attribution oi which to this Emperor is fixed by the presence

of the words |U and although the date is 1181
A.H. !

>

The well-known couplet of Shah ^Alam II’s coins

—

bU jJi JLei oAs y sC.

is given in the Miftah (p. 361, .eleven lines from foot). The
translator of the Siyaru-l-Muta/^J^irin also cites it and adds
that “ these verses were made extempore by Mir Mehdi-qhan

—

a Persian Secretary of his acquaintance.** (Reprint, 1902, II,

336 note.) This couplet, as well as the later variant, in which
the first hemistich is

—

alt j

is quoted by the conscientious compiler of the Mu^tasar-i^
Siyar-i-Gulshan~i-Hind. (Rodgers, loc. cit., 31.)

Reale says that Ghul&m Qadir ordered to be struck in the

name of Bldar Shah coins on which the following lines were
inscribed :

—

ail ctAi y\ yj aC> bIA ^
Miftah, 361, 1. 10.

Rodgers informs us that the following couplet is said by
the author of the Mukhtaaar-i-Siyar-i-QiUshan-i-Uind to have
been stamped on the coins of Akbar II.

bIA jiS\ aJi j

Journal, Asiatic Society of Bengal, 1888, p. 32.

Very similar words, have, it should be stated, been
actually found on a rupee bearing the name of Muhammad
Akbar and struck in the first year of his reign aL«). But

the Hijrl date is clearly given as 1203, which is hardly recon-

cilable with what is generally known of the history of the

period. The coin is in the Panjftb*Museum, and is described

in the Catalogue (No. 3277), but left as unassigned. More
recently copper-coins leaving no doubt as to the correctness

^ Rodgers, who may be truly said to have been * easily first* in the
decipherment and interpretation of these poetical trifles, has very justly

remarked that they are helpful in the assigning of coins to their proper
strikers * • * On some coins, only part of the inscription comes. A few
words from the couplet enable us to assign the coin to the proper King.
Besides all these couplets are historical compositions. They show us the
vanity and ignoraooe of the kings who usm them, and the flattery and
ignorance of those who made them.*' (J,A.8.B., LVII, 1888, p. 33.)
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of the reading of the Hijrl date have come into the possession
of Mr. Whitehead, and I have been able to find in Seton-
Karr’s * Selections from the Calcutta Gazettes ’ some contem-
porary evidence of Akbar II having been set up as King or

Emperor for a time, in 1203 A.H.‘
Further, Beale declares that the Baii-i-Sikka of Akbar II

was thus worded :

—

MiftSh^ 375 last line.

^According to the same author, the couplet of Akbar’s son
and successor Bahadur Shfih was the following :

—

^ ^ glj- ail ^

Ibid, 394, nine lines from foot.

It may be perhaps necessary to add that no coin of Bldar
Bakbt has been discovered bearing the couplet assigned to him
by Beale—and the same may be said with regard to Akbar II

and BahSdur Shfth II. But Beale was a most accurate and
painstaking writer and he was besides a contemporary of the

last two Emperors. His book was first lithographed at Agra
in 1849 (B.D. VIII, 444), and at his death in 1875, he had
reached a very advanced age. He is not likely to have made
these statements without possessing any authority, and it is

not improbable that he had seen some rare coins answering to

his descriptions.

1 cannot conclude this note without a few observations on
the manner in which these metrical legends should be set out
and correctly transcribed in our coin-catalogues. On the coins

themselves, the words of the * Baits ’ are often arranged, and
even divided or cut up without any regard for sense, syntax,

metre or rhyme, according to the whim or caprice of the en-

graver or his own notions of calligraphic elegance. As a

rule, the verse commences at the bottom and is to be read

from below upwards, but sometimes the first word is to be

found at the top and we have to follow it from above down-
wards. This lawlessness makes no small addition to the diffi-

culty of coiTept decipherment. A cursory examination of our
most recent catalogue.s will suffice to show that there is con-

siderable room for improvement in reference to the transcrip-

tion of the couplets in the order required by the rules of Persian

Prosody. It is more than fifty years since Blochmann ex-

amined the readings proposed in the Numismata Orientalia of

' This evidence has been fully set out in an article which will be

published very shortly, along with Mr. Whitehead's own description of the

coins, in ohe of the Numismatic Supplements. The mint-name on the

copper coins, Darft-s^Surur-i-Saharanpur gOeB far to confirm the connection

of Ghulsm Qadir with these hitherto inexplicable issues.
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Marsden from a metrical point of view,*’ and showed from
Marsden’s errors how necessar}*^ it was even for numismati-
cians, to take care of the Ars Poetica, when describing the

coins of the Moghul - Dynasty of India and the Qafawis of

Persia ” (Proceedings, A.S.B. 1869, p. 260). Rodgers seems to

have profited by the warning, and sought and obtained the

counsel and assistance of two Maulavis of the Calcutta Mad-
rassa in compiling his valuable articles on these poetical effu-

sions, (J.A.S.B. 1888, pp. 18, 27 notes). Mr. Lane Poole also

has publicly acknowledged the help he received in reading

and interpreting the Persian Distichs” from Dr. Rieu and
Mr. Reginald Stuart Poole (B.M.C. Introd. cxix). But the

compilers of more modern catalogues who have had to work
without such expert advice have frequently gone astray or

been obliged to content themselves with reproducing the words

just as they are engraved on the coins, without venturing to

arrange them in the order required. Here again, we receive

valuable guidance from the annalists and their statements

both provide useful corrections of error and reinforce Bloch

-

mann’s contention and warning. It will suffice to give a few

instances.

The first line of the K&m Bakbsh couplet has been often

given as

^ c/ ^
This is undoubtedly wrong. Khafl Khan has it correctly

thus :

—

Similarly, the first hemistich of one of Jahandar’s baits

has been set out as

—

which is erroneous. The transcription given by the scholarly

author of the Mirat-i-Ahmadi leaves no doubt that the true

order is

—

The metre is common Mutaqarib,

Lastly, the first line of the Raf*Iu-d-darajftt distich should

not be reaS as—

but

and that is the form in' which it appears in the . JIftra^t-

Ahmadi as well as the Mifta^-t-lawarii^ of Beale, who was

himself a -prolific composer of the poetical chronograms called

*Tilrlkbs’ (1^ Rodgers’ article on the subject in J.R.A.S.

1898, pp. 716, 738.)



XXIV. THE ^UTBA AND THE
SIKKA.

The exaggerated importance” universally attributed by
the accredited exponents of the history as well as polity of

Islam to the merely formal prerogatives of sovereignty des-

cribed as the ' Kbutba and the Sikka ’ is matter of common
knowledge. The proclamation of the regnant appellation and
titles of the actual occupant of the throne or of a presumptive
claimant to the masnad in the Friday prayers, and the stamp-
ing of money inscribed with his Alqab were universally regarded
as manifestoes of unchallenged supremacy or incontrovert-

ible proofs of rebellion and treason. 1 have, in another article,

collected and brought under one view all those passages in

which our authorities record the dates on which the regular

Emperors ascended the throne or on which the Imperial titles

were assumed by pretenders, puppets and claimants. I must
now invite attention to several others in which the historians

of the dynasty exultingly proclaim that the ^utba was recited

and coins struck in this or that town or province or country
in the name of a particular Emperor to mark the occasion of

its conquest or acquisition by his arms. It is perhaps neces-

sary to say that all these notices have not the same historical

significance. They are often only empty boasts, records of a

momentary triumph after a casual incursion or temporary raid.

They sometimes imply merely the formal acknowledgment of

allegiance on the part of the hereditar^^ chief of the district and
occasionally they mean nothing but a nominal concession of

supremacy on his part to ward off an invasion or terminate a
period of stress. But besides such notices of permanent or

temporary conquest, there are passages in which it is recorded

that this or that individual governor or subordinate ruler had
the ^utJbd recited and coins stamped with his own naine in

some district or division of the empire to announce publicly

his independence and arrogation of sovereign authority.

It will be observed that several of these announcements
are not undeserving of the attention of the coin-hunter. We
are told, for instance, that coins were struck in the name of

Akbar at Nagarkot and Katak and also by Sulaiman KararanI
in Bengal. We are also informed exactly of the year in which
money emblazoned with the titles of the Second Sahib QirSn

—

Shah Jahan—was first uttered at Daulatabad, Gulkanda, Qan-
dahar and Balkband the fact of the ‘'numismatic memorials”
of the conquest of *AlamgIrnagar (Assam and Kuch Bihar) and
Tibet having been presented to Aurangzeb is also recorded.
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Some of these mintages are not represented either in our
museums or private collections, and it may be permissible to

express the hope that the prominence given to them in this

chapter may directly or indirectly promote their eventual dis-

cover3% or at least contribute something towards the decipher-

ment of their legends or the determination of the mint-names.
IQiutba recited in the name of Hind&l at Agra in 945 A.H.,

but nothing is said about the striking of coins Akbarnama,
Trans., I, 338; Tuzuk^i-Jakangiri, Tr. I.

Coins struck by Mirza Haidar in Kashmir in the name of

Nazuk Shah after the conquest of the province in 939 A.H.
Akhaniama, Trans., I, 405 ;

Text, I, 198.

Kliutba recited by Mirza Haidar in Kashmir in the name
of Humavun after the conquest of Kabul by tlie latter, 952
A.H. Ibid. Tr., I, 405; Text, I, 198.

Khuj^ba read in Kamran’s name in Kabul and Qandahar
A.H. 948 or 949. Tabaqat-i-Akharu Text, 200, I, 3; Akb.

Nam. Trans., I. 407 ; Text, I, 199.

Coins struck in the name of Kamran at Badakbshati, 947

or 948 A.H. Akb. Nam. Trans., I, 408
;
Text, I, 200.

]yiul;ba read in the name of Mirza iSulaiman at Kabul in

963 A.H. Tab. Text, 243, last line = Elliot and Dowson^V.
248; Badaoni, Text, II, 12; Lowe’s Trans. 11,5; Akb. Nam.
Trans., II 43 ;

Text, II, 25.

Khujiba recited and coins struck in the name of Akbar at

Nagarkot in 980 A.H. Tab. Akbart, Text, 304, 1.2 = ED. V. 359;

Badaont, Text, II, 163; Tr., II, 166.

Jalalud-din Sur had had coins struck in his own name in

Bengal. Baddonl, Text, II, 192; Trans., II, 195

Bahadur son of 8 ‘aid BadakhshI had the Kluitba read and
coins struck in his own name in Tirhut and took the title of

Bahadur Shah 989 A.H. BodSont, Text, II, 298; Trans , II,

307. See also Iqhdlndma quoted by Beveridge, Akb. Nani.

Tr., Ill
; 451, note .

Khutba read by Sulaiman KararanI in Bengal in 977 A.H.,

but he did not afterwards observe the conditions of the treaty.

Akb. Nam. Text, II, 324-; Trans., II, 477.

Kbutba recited in the name of Mirza Muhammad Hiikim

bv the rebels in Bengal (XXV R. 988 A.H.) AIA. Nam. Text,

III, 304 ; Trans.. Ill, 449.

Y‘aqub of Kashmir rebels and takes the title of Shah
lsm‘all. Akb. Nam. Text, III, 502 ; Tr., Ill, 762.

Coins struck in Akbar’s name at Jaleser (Jellasore) in

Orissa (XXXVII B). Akb. Nam. Text, III. 615 ;
Tr., Ill, 940.

Coins struck in the name of Shah Jahan at Daulatabad

[1041 A.H. 5 R] BadishShnama, Text, I, i. 429.

Coins .struck in the name of ShAh Jahfin at Gulkanda

(1045 A.H. 9 R) Ibid, i; ii. 145, 178; Kbaft |[A5n, Text, I,

623.
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Coins struck in the name of Shah Jahan at Qandahar
(XI R, 1047 A.H.) Bad. Nam. II, 34, 39, 94; Ehafl £Aan, I,

556.

Coins struck in the name of Shah Jahan at Balkb, XX H
1056 A.H. ; Bad. Nam. II, 562 ; £Aa/i Khan, I, 639.

The Jam of NawSnagar who used to strike Mahmudls in

the name of Muzaffar III. compelJed to abandon the practice.

Bad. Nam. 11, 232 ; Khaft Khan, I, 583.

Coins struck in the name of Auran^eb in (Great) Tibet.
^Alamglrndma, Text, 922 ; Mansir^i-^Alamgirl

,

52 ;
XAS/t

Khan, II, 185.

Coins struck in the name of Aurangzeb at ‘Alamglrnagar,
i.e. Kuch Bihar (IV R). ^Alam. Nam. 694; Madfi. *Alnm.

40; Shaft Khan II. 137, 153 (1071 A.H.).

Coins struck m the name of Aurangzeb at Bijapur in 1091
A.H. Mdasir-i-‘Alamgifi, 192.

Coins struck in his own name by the rebel Aimal Khan
Afj^an. Shaft Shan II. 233 (1079 A.H.).

Raja Shivaji coins huns and coppers. Shaft Shan, II,

177 (1074 A.H.)
The rebel Prince Muhammad Akbar coins money in his

own name (1089 A.H.). Shaft Shan 11, 266.

The English in Bombay strike money in the name of their

own Padishah. Ibid. II, 423.

Kbuj^ba recited in the name of Bah&dur Shih Shih *Alam
1 at Qandahar (Afghanistan) in 1119 A.H. Khaft Khan, II,

644.

Coins struck in the name of 'Alamgir II, by Ahmad Shah
A bdall’s rebellious viceroy Sakjlvan [ 1 ] some.time after 1167

A.H. Maasiru-l-Umard, II, 721, 1. 10.



XXV. CONSPECTUS OF PASSAGES.

Baburnama.

Ptra. Tr, Bombay Lith,,

1308 A.H,

_ ^ Trans.
Leyden

Trane.). Krekine.

Trans.
A. S.

Beveridge.

Eng. Tr. Leyden and Erskine.

(Reprint 1921.)

„ ,, A. S. Beveridge.

16 I. 41 43

37 1 . 96 93

80 1. 243 221

117 11. 4 296

136 11. 59 344
141 11. 92-3 379

143 11. 98 383

148 11. 112 394

151 11. 119 400

155 11. 128 408

159 11. 139 417

160 11. 142 421

163 11. 1.55 446

176 11. 190 476

Gold and silver almonds and pista-

chios sent as gifts after a wed-
ding. 179

One thousand Tuman-i-fulua as-

signed for maintenance to Shaikh
'Abdulla Birl&s. 18()

Revenues of Kfibul from all sources,

eight lacs of Shahrukbis. 1

Bfibur takes three Hundred Tuman^
i-Kipln from the Turks of Bid-
ghls (Khurasanl. 187

B&bur styles himself Padishah, 291

ShfihrukblB paid by the Jud and
Janjuha and the Nilsbis (2 pas-

sages) (see also Elliot-Dowson, IV,

231). 1~2

Ransom of four laks of ShfthrukblB

imposed on the people of Bhira
(E. D. IV, 233). 2

One hundred Mi§qals of silver pre-

sented to certain Afghan Chiefs.

Sachiq (Wedding-gift) of one thou-

sand Shahrukbis. 2

Sachiq (Offering or Nazar) of one
thousand Shahrukbis. 2

One hundred Shahrukbis given for

buying wine, etc , for a banquet 2

Tribute of the Najrao people fixed

at 60 gold MisqSis (
Vs Jtiuo ).

Gold Ashrafis and Tankas to the

value of 20,000 Shahrukbis sent

from the Labor revenues to

Babur in Kabul. 2-3

Kbuifba read at Dehll in Babur’s

name= E.D. IV, 257. 261
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Text.
(Pen.

Trans.)

Trane.
Lieyden
and

' Erakine.

Trans.
A. S.

Beveridge.

177 II. 193 477 Ransom of four lacs of ShShrukbIs
imposed on the people of Bhira
(E. D. IV, 268). 3

177 II. 192 478 Diamond weighing eight MigqSls
presented to Humayun by the
relatives of Raja Bikramajit.

204 II. 240 517-8 Weights and measures of Hindustto.
(Rati, Tank. Tola, Ser, etc.) 104

• • II. 244 n 521 Revenues of Hindustan : Silver

Tankas, Tankas and Black Tankas
mentioned. (E. D. IV, 262).

206 II. 246 623 Babur sends a gift of one Shah-
rukbl to every soul in the country
of Kftbul. 3

214 II. 307 674 Babur assumes the title of Ghazl.
292

229 631 Offerings of Red, White and Black
money from Amirs.

229 II. 369 632 Ambassadors presented with a silver

-

stone’s weight ( ) of gold and
a gold-stone’s weight of silver at

the audience of leave. 61

232 11. 368' 642 Ten thousand Shahrukbis sent to

Humayun and Kamran as presents

(Sachiq). 3

Tarlkh-i-Rashidf.

Mina Haidar Dugifat. Trans. N. Elias and Ross. 1893.

Trans.

173 Babur was given the laqab Zahlru-d-dln soon after birth.

Reason of the name Babur. 291
202 Shahrukbls^
256 “A baliah is 500 Mithkal (of silver) made into a long

brick with. Sr depression in the middle.” '61

402 Bftbur took the title of GhazI after defeating Sanga. 293
469 Kamran raised the author’s salary from 16 to 50 lacs.

One lao of Hindustan is worth 20,000 Shahrukbis- ** A
current Shahrukbl is worth one Mithkal of silver.” 8

475 Date of Humftyun’s defeat at Qanauj.^ 263

1 In the Text, the references to the original Edition of 1826,
which is now exceedingly scarce and almost inaccessible. Here, the
pagination given is that of the two-volume Reprint edited recently (1921)
by Sir Lucas King.

< The author was a cousin of the Emperor Babur. He was present
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Memoirs of Jauhar.

Written about 1590 A.C, Translated by Steirc^jrt,

Trans.

21 Date of the Battle of Qanauj. 26:i

44 Akbar was given the name of Badru-d-din as he was
bom on the Full Moon[;ii^]of Sh'aban,*949 A.H.

295
45 Two hundred Shahrukbls entrusted by Huma^-un to

Jauhar for safe keeping. 4
49 Shahrukbis. 4
66 Fine of one Tuman for each animal allowed to escape in

the chase. 188
88 Ten Tumans given by Humayun to a follower. 189
106 Shahrukhi mentioned as a coin of small value. 5
120 Date of Humayun's death.*

Humayun Nama,*

Gulbadan Begam, Ed. and Tr. A.S. Beveridge.

Text. Trans.

6 86 One thousand Tankas each of one Migqal

{Tanka^-Misqali in Text) paid for a burial

ground by Babur. 8

9 90 Babur takes the title of Padishah. 292
10 92 Ransom of four lacs of Shahrukbis imposed on

the people of Bhira by Babur.
12 95 Trays full of Ashrafis and Shahrukbis sent a$

presents to the Begams in Kabul by Babur.
3-4

13 96 Large Ashrafi weighing three Imperial S^r or

fifteen Sir of Hind sent as a present by Babur
to ‘Asas in. Kabul. 62

18 102 Khalifa and his wife present 5,000 and 3,000

Sharukhls to Gulbadan Begam. 4

24 109 Date of Babur’s death. 262

25 110 Date of Humayun’s coronation. 262
26 110 Five lacs were charged on Bayana for the

maintenance of Babur’s tomb.

at the battle of Qanauj and afterwards ))ecame virtual ruler of Kashmir.

He was killed by a party of conspirators in 958 A.H,, 1551 A.C. (Elliot

and Dowson, Vol. V, 129).
1 Mr. Beveridge who has seen the original says the date is not given

in the manuscript in the British Museum {Akharnama^ Tr. I. 43.

^ Written about 1500 A.C. The authoress died at the age of eighty

in 1603 A.C. (Mrs. Beveridge’s Tr. Tntrod. p. 77).
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Text
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Trans.

27 112 Gold and silver filberts, walnuts and almonds
made for Nigftr. 179

34 121 Nigar of Ashrafis apd Shfthrukbls at Hindal’a
wedding. 4

63 151 Hum&yun gave Mir Abul Baqa two lacs of ready
money for the nikakana (dowry) of Hamida
Banu Begam.

58 157 TardI Beg lent Humayun 80,000 Ashrafis at

20 per cent {deh dii). 246

77 178 Twenty Shahrukbis equal to five Misqals staked
by each player at a card-game. 8

96 200 Salim Shah Sur gave Kamran only 1,000

rupees as a present.

History of Gujarat.

Abu Turab WaR.

Bibl. Ind, Edition,

1909 A.G.

Text.

12 Bahadur Shah Gujarati gives Tatar I£hdn Lodi twenty

kror Tankas of the old money ( j)

)

which

would be equivalent to thirty krors and fifty lacs

MuradI (cf. Akb. Nam. Tr. I. 296 and note).

27 Hutnayun gave to the father and uncle of the author,

out of the treasures of Champaner, about 1,80,000

Mahmudis equivalent to 76,000 rupees. (968 A.H.)
126

38 'Imadu-l-Mulk—a Gujarat noble—raised a large army by
giving to every man who brought three horses (

)

a jagir of one lac (Gujarati) Tankas (cf. Akb. Nani.
Tr. I. 313).

88 Shaikh Mu^afiar the. Sadr of Gujarat accused of taking
a bribe of 12,000 Mahmudis (980 A.H.). 126

103 Ten thousand Mahmudis sent to Muzaffar III (the de-
posed Sultan of Gujarat) and Sherkhan Fuladl for

expenses bv 'Atabaru-l-Mulk, a Gujarat Noble.^

126

1 The author was a GujarSt Noble who entered the Imperial service

after the conquest of the province. He was appointed Mlr-i-Hajj—
Chief of the Pilgrims’ Caravan—in 985 A.H. and Deputy
Governor of GujarSt—in 992 A.H. 1583 A.C. He died in 1003 A.H. or
according to another account, in 1005 A.H. {Bihl. Ind. Ed. Introd.

p. iii-iv).
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Lucknow Lith.

Elliot ai

Text. Dowsoi
Vol. V.

179
185

187
187

187

192
194 188
202 205
206

221 239

222 240
222 242
239 ••

242
242 247
242 247
243 249

245
257 276

265 295

278 332-3
288 334

Tabaqat-i-Akbari.

Style and titles of Babur. 291

Hisar Fliuza and its dependencies with a
(revenue) of one kror given to Humayun.^

Kbutba read in Babur’s name at Dehll 2()1

Seventy lacs given to Humayun from the

treasures of the Lodls.

Present of one ShahrvJ^t sent for every resi-

dent of Kabul, etc. 3

Date of Babur’s death. 262

Date of Humayun’s coronation. 262

Date of Humayun’s defeat at Qanauj. 263

Kamran has the khufeba read in his own name
at Kabul, Qandahar and Ghazni (952 A.H.)

Khutba read again in Humayun’s name in

Hindustan. 263

Date of Humayun’s death. 264
Date of Akbar’s Coronation. 265
Muhammad *Adil Sur scatters Tankas among

the people at his accession. 178

Akbar’s style and titles. 294

Date of Akbar’s coronation. 265

Initial day of the Tarils^-i^Ilaht. 1

1

Khutba read in Mirza Sulaiman’s name in

Kabul (963 A.H.). 331

Ni§ar of coins at Akbar’s coronation. 179

Seven lacs of Tankas given to Sayyad Beg,

ambassador of Shah Tahmasp. N.S.

XXVIll, 81.

Three krors of Tanktis spent on building the

Fortress of Agra. N.S. XXVIII, 81, 92.

Foundation of Fathpur, 976-977 A.H. (XIV R).

Two lacs of Tankas given to Khwaja Husain
Marwl for a Qasida. N.S. XXVIII.. 81.*

J In this and several other passages large sums are mentioned by this

author as well as by Bibur and Bodioni without any qualifying monetary
denomination. “One Kror,” “Three Krors,” “One Kror and twenty

lacs,” “Ten Krors,” W
) or “ twenty-five krors of ready money ”

are common expressions. It would be unprofitable to indulge in any
positive statements about such a matter, but the context would seem to

show that the denomination meant is theSikandari Tanka (Double Dfim),

Oam or some other unit of low value.
'2 In the Muntakhahn^l'Tawarlkh of Khaki Shlrazi (written 1019 A.H.)

the tVam is explicitly said to have been “ two lacs of Tankas or ten
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Elliot and
Text. DowBon

Vol. V.

291 338 Jagir of fifty lacs of Tankas given to Muhibb
‘All Khan. N.S. XXVIII, 81.

300 353 Jagir of (two krors and) fifty lacs of Tankas
given to Muzaffar Kban {not Gujarati). N.S.
XXVIII, 81.

304 359 Kl^utba read and coins struck in Akbar’s
name at Nagarkot (XVIII R), 980 A.H. 331

• • • • Ntsar of gold and silver coins on the head of
the jKhatib.

308 . . War-cry of Ya Mu'ivvan at battle of Ahmada-
bad, 980 A.H. 169

309 . . Ditto ditto ditto 169
311 . . Nigar on Akbar’s retjurn to Fathpur after defeat-

ing the Mirzas.
311 . . Nisar at the princes' circumcision.
312 370-1 Debts amounting, to one lac of Akbarshahl

Rupees or 600 Tumans of ‘Iraq paid out of

the State Treasury. JI.S. XXVIII, 87.
313 . . The Khwaja of Ajmer was the Muiyyan wa

Ndsir of the Padishah (‘ Helper and Pro-
tector of the Emperor ').^

323 383 Officers called Krorls appointed in charge of

tracts of land yielding a revenue of one kror
Tankas a-piece.® N.S. XXVIII, 81.

• • Price of grain (
ale

) one hundred and twenty
Tnnka-i-Siydh during a famine in Gujarat.
N.S. XXVIll, 81.

341 409 Reservoir at Fathpur filled with red. white and
black money amounting to twenty krors of
Tankas. Ibid.^ " 195

342 411 One hundred Akbarshahl Ashrafis, fifteen hun-
dred rupees and 24,000 Muradi Tankas
presented toKb^vaja ‘Abdulla envoy of ‘Adil
Khan. N.S. XXVIII, 82-3.

thousand rupees/’ which shows that the word’is here used for the Sikatidart
Tanka (quoted in Kbazanari-*Amira, p. 411).

I This and the statements at pp. *308 and 309 ante seem to show that the
amphibological invocation Ya Mn'iyyan on the Mnhrs of Akbar refers
more to the l^waja of Ajmer than to Ood (The ‘Helper’), cf. Akbar-
nama^ Tr. 111. 82.

• Abul Fazl has “ one kror of Tankas ” in the corresponding passage
in the Ahhamama (Tr. HI. 167), but “one kror of Dams'' in the Atn
(Tr. 1. 13).

3 Abul Fazl has 34 krors of Dams (Akh, Nam. Tr. 111. 364).
JahSngir gives a total of one kror and three lacs of rupees, i.e. about 41
krors of Dams. This would indicate that the word is here used for the
Sikandari Tanka=:)V> of a rupee (vide Tuzuk, Tr. II. 68-9).
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Elliot and
Text. Dowson

Vol V
343 •• Akbar’s style and titles in a contemporary

Mahzar dated 987 A.H. 294
350 423 Atak Banaras founded (XXVIl R.Y.).

369 437 Illthabas founded (XXIX R.Y.).

360 438 MussaSar Gujarati sends one lac of Makmudis,
etc., to Amin Khan (^orl, the Hakim of

Sorath and also to Jam Satarsal of Nawa*
nagar. 126

366 . . Two krors of Tankas fixed as the mahr or

dower of Jahangir’s first wife, Raja Bhagwaii-
das’s daughter. N.S. XXVIII, 81.

370 453 Four lacs of Tankas equal to five hundred
Tumans of ‘Iraq given to Nazar Beg. N.S.

XXVIII, 83.

371 455 Presents of the value of three thousand, seven
hundred Tumans of ‘Iraq, equal to ahont one
lac and a half of rupees sent to 'Abdulla

Khan, the ruler of Balkh. N.S. XXVIII.
87.

377 462 Yadgar calls himself Suit^an and has the

Khutba recited in his own name in Kashmir.
379 467 In‘am of one kror TankU-i-Muradi given t(»

Mirza Rustam Safavl. N.S. XXVIII, 84.'

Muntakhabu-t-Tawarikh.
VOL. I.

Badaont.

Bibl. Ind. Text, 1868. Trans. G. S. Ranking

Text. Trans.

333 439 Hisar Firuza with a revenue of two krors given

to Humayun.
335 441 Date of the Battle of Paiilpat. 261

336 442 Kbutba read In Babur’s name at Dehli on the
same day. 261

341 447 Date of Babur’s death. 262
350 459 Mirza Hindal has the Khutba read in his own

name (946 A.H.). 331

354 464 Date of the Battle of QanauJ. 263
418 537 Muhammad ‘Adil Sur oiiders arrows tipped with

gold worth five hundred Tankas each to be
thrown among the people of Dehli. 178

1 This work must have been completed before the 23rd of 9afar 1002
A.H. (XXXIX R) on which, day the author died. {BadSani, Tr. Lowe.
II. 412).
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Text. Ttmm.

433 606 son of Mohammad ShSn Gaoria
calls himself Solljan Mohammad BahSdor
and strikes coins in his own name in Bengal
(962

462 596 Restoration of HomSyon. 263
465-6 600-1 Date of HumSyon’s accident and death. 264
476 617 Fire ShShrokbls bid for a worthless old Posteen

at an aootion in Ksbol (story). 5

VOL. II.

Badaont.

BM. Ind. Text, 11. Trans. Lowe, 11.

Text. Trass.

8 I Date of Akbar’s coronation. 266
12 5 Khntba read in MirzS SnIaimSn’s name at

KSbul (963 A.H.). 331
20 13 Nigfir and IgSr at Bairam KbSn’s marriage to

Salima SoltSn Begam. 179

41 36 One kror of money ( jj ) spent on the

jewelled banner
(

|JU ) made by Bairam

Kb&n ioT Imam Riza’3 shrine at Mashhad.
41 36 Sixty thousand Tankas^ afterwards increased

to one lac, paid to Hasham QandahSil for a
Ghazal by Bairam Shan. N.S. XXVIII, 82.

42 37 One lac Tankas given on one day to Bamdas
Kalfiwant by Bairam Kbfin for his music.
N.S. XXVIII, 82.

42 37 One lac Tankas (Naqd) given to Hijaz KhSn
BadaonI by Bairam Khan for a Qaalda. Ibid.

52 40 Seven lacs of Tankas given to Sayyad Beg,
ambassador of Shah TahmSsp Ibid.

68 68 Gold coins were struck in Gujarat by Changiz
KbSn during the period of his ascendency
(story).

74 76 Three krors of money a-)* spent- on

building the fortress of Agra. N.S. XXVIII,
82.»

120 124 Two lacs of Tankas in money (Naqd) given by

> Bahadur 8hSh*s coins are extant. (Wright I.M.C. II, p. ISl.)

^ The word in the original is Lowe’s translation is loose and in*

accurate.
^ This is borrowed from the JfaSo^SM'-illr&ari (Text, p. 265), but the

^SS^gate OQiBt is given by the author of the HafUlqlim and the Emperor
Jahangir as * seven krors of Tankas or thirty-five laos of rupees.’ ( Vide
Tiizukt Tr. I. 3.)
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Text. Trans.

149 153

163 166

167 170
168 171
179 182

185 188

186 189

189 192

192 195

210 213

265 273

270 278

298 307

301 310

306 316
313 323

331 341

335 345

Akbor to SbwSja Husain Marwl for a Qasida.
Ihid.

JSgir of two krorsand ahalf ^y )given
to Muxaffar HbSn. Ibid.

^utba read and coins struck in Akbar’s name
at Nagarkot (980 A.H.). 331

War-cry of Ya Mu'iyyan (981 A.H.)-

Ditto ditto. ditto.

NigSr of pearls on Akbar's head in Mun'im
i^Sn’s camp at Patna. 179

JSgir of one kror, twenty lacs given to Husain
lUiSn Tukriya.'

Price of JowSr 120 • Tanka-i-8iy3Ji during
famine in GujarSt. N.8. XXVIII, 82.

Revenue Officers (Krorls) appointed in charge
of as much land as would yield one kror of

Tankaa of revenue * N.S. XXVIII «
82.

JalSlu-d-din Sur had been at one time /SahUt-i-

wa 8ikka in Bengal.* 33

1

Discussion about stamping the words AllShu
Akbar on coins. 81

Reservoir filled with copper coins (
dUm ) to

the value of twenty Krora.. N.S. XXVIII,
82. 195

Nigar of gold and precious stones when Qutjb-

u-d-dln IQian was appointed Prince Salim’s

At&llq. 179
Bahfidur, son of Sa’ld BadakbshI, calls himself

Bah§dur Shah and has the ^^ufeba recited

and coins struck in bis own name in Tir-

hut.« 331

The date Alf ordered to be inscribed on coins

(XXVII, R).

Establishment of the IlSbl Era. 1

1

QS?I Jalfil Multftnl banished for forging an
order on the Treasury for five lacs of Tankas.
N.S. XXVIll, 82.

Qutbu-d-din KbAn’s wealth (ten krors) seized

by Muzaffar Gujarfttl.

RSja Rftinchand Bftghela had given one kror

1 Lowe adds ** of rupees/* but the interpolation is unwarranted
The author most probably meant Tankat i.e. Dfifas.

2 AbdlFa^lhas one kror />Sms in iilfi, (Tr. I, 13) but Tankas iuAkb,
mm., (Tr.m, 167).

^ Goins struck by him are extant. Wright, I.M.C. 11, p. 181.
* The fact is mentioned in the I^fiUMnuhuJahanglri also. (Bever-

idge, AMbarfUknap Tr. Ill, 461 note.)
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Text. Trans.

335 346

338 349

341 352

341 352

343 363

352 363

356 367

358 370

374 387

380 393

388 402

402 416

of money * ) to Miyan Tansen

Kalawant on one day.

Verse-motto ( ) composed of by Sha-

rif Sarmadl for the coins of Ilahabad. 315
^ Shast ’ given by Akbar to the members of

the IXn-i-Itahi. 150
Two krors of Tankas fixed as the Mahr or

dower of Raia Bhagwandas’s daughter. N.S.

XXVIII. 82‘

Nisar on the palkl
( ) of the bride. 179

Officers ordered to offer ‘ Peshkash/ ‘ Nazar ’

and * Niaz’ on the Nauroz of 993 A.H.
Four lacs of Tankas equal to five hundred
Tumans of ‘ Iraq given to Nazar Beg. N.S.

XXVIII, 83.

Allahu Akbar—Jalla Jalaluhu established as

the new forms of salutation (Sdlam and
Jatvdb‘i-8aldm). 46-7

Muzaffar Gujarati sends one lac Mahmudls,
etc , to Amin I£han Gliorf of Sorath and also

to the Jam Satarsal 127

Shaikh Ibrahim ChishtI dies leaving twenty-five

krors of ready money. (
txii gb'C.)

Regulations about old and worn coins (cf. Ain,

Tr. I. 32-5). 131

One kror Tanka-i-Murddl in cash («s^) given

to Mirza Rustam. N.S. XXVIII, 84.

Teh thousand Tanka-i-Murddi given as In‘am
to Badaonl himself. Ibid., 85.*

Ain-i-Akbari.

VOL. 1.

Sibl. Ind. Text, Trans. H, Blochmann.
1877.

Text. Trans.

10 13 Zealous and upright men put in charge of the

revenues each over one kror of Dams
(krorls).

i Lowe translates by ** gold pieces.** but this is manifestly wrong.

Cf. Aleb. NSm, Tr. II, 280, note, where it is said that Akbar gave Tansen
at his first assembly one kror of Dams equal to two lacs of rupees or
6,000 Persian TumSns.

The author is believed to have died in 1595, A.C. 1004 A.H.
(Blochmann, J.A.S.B. I860, p. 143), soon after completing his History.
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Text. Trans.

10 13

11 14

12 16

12 16

14 18

17 21
19 23

23-6 127-30

26 31

27 31

27 31-2

27-9 32-35

31 37-38

lOO 87

125 114
141 134

160 166

174 229
176 233

9-1 237-1

Old and worn coins to be accepted at their real

value by the collectors of revenue. 131

A kror of Dams kept always in readiness in

the palace in bags (called Sahsa) containing
one thousand in each. N.S. XXVIll, 85.

Weights of precious stones, etc., in the Imperial
Treasurv given in Tanks and Surkhs (Ratls).

108.

Sukl equal to onc-twentieth of a rupee. 50
Degree of purity of the Hun of Southern India
and of the small gold Dinar of ‘Alau-d-din

Khilji. 235
Half quarter Dams called Damris. 52
Degrees of purity of various silver coins, the

SJiaht of ‘Iraq and Kiiurasan, the Lari the

Misqall of Turan, the £uroi)ean and Turkish
Narjil, and the MakmuiRs and Muzaffaris of

Cujarat and Malwa. 10, 120
Inventor}^ of the gold coins of the Empire.

64, 42
List of the silver coins of the Empire. 49
last of the copper coins of the Empire. 52
Names of towns permitted to coin gold, silver

and copper. N.S. XXXIV, 165.

Regulations about woni or old coins (cf.

RadaonI, Lowe, 393). 131

Seigniorage, cost of minting and profit of the

dealers in gold and silver who brought bul-

lion to the mint. (Thomas, Chronicles, 424.)

131

Tabic of ancient Hindu weights (cf. Thomas,
Chronicles, 221).

Weights of musket- bullets given in Tanks. Ill

Svr of 28 Dams was formerly current in

Akbar’s reign. Now, the Ser is fixed at 30
Dams (42 R). 63

Shast-i-Khasa given to members of the llahl

faith after initiation. 151

Old iiVer of 28 Dams again mentioned. 112

Value of the rupee raised by Akbar from 35 to

40 Dams.'
Ahjad value of Jalala* i.e. aJLlf, God’s Holy

i This is a very signifleant item of information, but unfortunately
no details are given.

i This curious word, is according to the BcMr-i-Ajam, an abbre-
viation of the phrase, Jolla Jalaluhu * May His glory shine forth.' It is

then used in the sense of Ood.** Blochmann's note.
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Text. Trans.

212 294

221 307

Text. Trans

277 30
279 31

46

49
293 56

294 57

296 61

474 224

478 231

493 262
49 259

504 265

564 354

586 393

588 396
588 396

Name, equal to the number of Mansabs, viz.

66. N.S. XXXV. 101.

Dams used as weights \ A falcon’s allowance of

meat was 7 Dams’ weight.

Dhan pieces, Man pieces, i.e. half Muhrs and
quarter Muhrs.

VOL. II.

Trans. H. 8. Jarrett, Vol, VII.

The Ilahl Era. 12

The names of the Ilahl. Jalall and Yazdajardi
months (Comparative Table). 13

Treasurers not to deniand any particular kind
of coin, etc. (Cf. Ain^ Tr. J. 13.)

Ibid.. ibid.

Rupee value of the Turkish coins, Ibrdhhms^
Kahlrs and Akches.

TheKhallf Omar’s Jizya Rates. N.S. XXVITI.
50.

Sikandarl Tankas of Sultto Sikandar Lodi.

The Ilahl gaz.‘

The Tanka of J^andesh equal to 24 DSms.
Akbarl.

Tanka current in Berar equal to eight Tankas
of Dehll. N.S. XXVIII, 90.

Mahmudls mentioned.
Revenues of Katt3'awgr Ports given in Mali-

inudls.

Several krors of Tankas (of Gujarat) offered

to Babur by Nasir KbSn (Mahmud II), king

of Gujarat for military aid in the struggle

for the succession.^

Currency system of Kashmir.^ (Thomas, Chro*
nicies, 222 n.)

Rupee value of the DlnSr of Qandahar and
Tuman of Qandahar, Tuman of Khurasan
and Tuman of -IrSq. 190

B&burls and Tangas. 6

Dinars of Qandah&r.

1 The author explicitly states that the new yard measure was called

IVShl ** in remembrance of or for recalling God to memory
(

d 4 dLj

loc. cit., p. 206, 1. 10).

2 Cf. Bayley. Local Muhammadan Dynasties, Gujarat, p. 319 and
note.

8 Vidt Num. Ohron. 1899, pp. 125-174 and J.R.A.S. 1900, pp. 187-19A
for [Sir] Aurel 8tein*s luminous exposition of this subject.
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Text. Trans.

594 410 The revenue of Kabul in the days of Babur
was twenty (rtcie, eight) lacs of Shahrukbis,

equal to 32,00,00 Akbarshahl rupees of 40

Dams each. (Cf. Bab. Nam. Tr. 221^ 6
595 412 Rupee value of Umayyad Dirhams. 7;00,000

Dirhams of A.H. 77 equal to 3,00,000

Akbarl rupees.

VOL. III.

Bibl. Ind. Text, Trans. H. 8. Jarrett, Vol. III.

1877. Vol II.

Text. Trans.

59 16 Hindu Clepsydra containing 100 Tanks weight

of water. J 1

1

60 123 Table of Ancient Hindu weights. Masha, Tank
Tola, etc.

60 125 Table of jewellers’ weights, Ratls, Thinks.

Misqals. 104

60 125 Table of Goldsmiths’ weights. 105

60 125 The Ser was equal to 28 dams in the beginning

of Akbar’s reign; subsequently to 30 dims,

each dam equal to five tftnks.' 63, 112

Akbarnama.
Vol. I.

BM. Ind. Text, Trans. II. Beveridge, Vol. /.

1877.

Text. Trans.

13 42 Humayun instructed in a dream to give Akbar

the name of Jalalu d-din.

48 145 Akbar's style and titles. 294

85 221 Bftbur’s style and titles. 291

87 226 Babur is given the fowaft Zahlru-d din at birth.

291

92 236 Babur styles himself Padishfth (A.H. 913). 292

99 247 Allowance of seven lacs of Tankas made to

Ibrahim Lodi’s mother by Babur.

99 248 Seventy lacs of Sikandarx Tankas given to

Humayun, seventeen lacs to Kaniran and

fifteen lacs to Muhammad Zainan Mirza, etc.

(Cf. Tab. Akh. Text 187.)*

1 ThM work wm praeticnUif^ oomploted about the 40th or 42nd year

of Akbar’s reign, 1006 A.H, (Fids N.8. XXXIV, 172-0-)

23 • The Tabaqdid^AkM has -seventy laoSr’ Firlshte give® three
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fTezt. Tnuu.

99 248-9 One Shfibraldll sent to every inhabitant of

Kftbul, etc. 3

102 253 Elruz Sb&n received a JSgIr of one kror and
odd of Tankas, Shaikh Biyazld of one kror,

Mahmnd B^ftn of 90 lacs, (|^i JiS of 20 lacs.

(Cf. Babumama. Trans. Beveridge, 627.)

104 266 Fath KbSn SarwSnl received one kror and six

lacs.

106 260 One lac of revenue furnished 100 horse, one
kror of revenue 10,000 horse in BSbur’s
time. (Cf. Babttmama, Tr. Beveridge, 662.)

Ill 267 Humayun’s full name given as

293

118 277 Date of Bftbur’s death. 262
120 284 HumSyun’s full style and titles. 203
121 286 Date of Hum&yun’s coronation. 262
128 296 Bahadur Shah of Qujarat gave Tatar Khan

Lodi twenty krors of the old coinage of

Gujarat, equal to forty krors of the current

Debit coinage. (Cf. Abu Turab, TSnl^-i-
Qujarat, p. 12 )

'

138 313 ‘Imad-ul-Mulk collected an army by gi^ng
every one who possessed two horses a lae

of Gujaratis. (Cf. Abu Turab, 38.)*

164 351 Date of the Battle of Qanauj. 263
198 405 Haidar Mirza hod the Khntba read and coins

struck at first in the name of Nazuk Shah of

Kashmir and not of Humayun. 331
199 405 The Khntba was read in Humayun’s name in

Kashmir only after the conquest of Kabul
(966A.H.). 331

200 408 Khnjiba read and coins struck in Kamran’s
name in Badakhshan (947 A.H.). 331

209 424-5 TabrIzI Tumans (Persian money of account).
189

laei and fifty thousand rupees ’ which shows that he took them as SikcaiOari
Tankas, of which 20 went to the rupee.

1 Abfi TurSb has ** twenty krors of the old money **
[ ]

equal to ** thirty krors and fifty lacs MurSdi." I cannot reconcile the
two statements. There is an error somewhere.

. * «.e. •OujarSt Tankchas, of which 100 went to the .Akbarl rupee.
[MirSt-i-Sikandart, Tr. Fa^lullah, 256; AftrSt t-.4tmadi, Tr. Bird. 100).
Cf. AklmmSma, Tr. I. 260, where it is said that one lac of Tankas
furnished^100 horse. One thousand Tankas would then be required for one
horse, which would be equivalent to 000 rupees,.if they were SUumdari
Tankas. <)no loe Gujarfit Tankas would be worth 1,000 rupees but
*ImSdu-l-Mulk might have offered * double pay ' on account of the emer-
gency.

.
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Text. Trans.

211 428
332 609

342 623-4

343 • •

351 634

363 654
364 658

Three Tabilzl Tumfins s= 600 Sbfthls. 189
Two Kunyats girea at birth to MirzS Muham-
mad Hakim, viz. Abul Mufakbir and Abul
Faz&il, by HumSyun.

Outba read and coins struck in Lfthor in

Humftyun’s name (962 A.H.). 263
HumKyun entered Labor some days after-

wards 2 Rab‘lu-s-SanI, 962 A.H. 263
Date of Huma^'un’s entry into DeMi and re-

establishment on the throne. 263
Date of Huma3'un’s accident. 264
IQiutba read in Akbar’s name. 265

Bibl. Ind. Text.

1877.

VOL. II.

Text. Trans.

5 5
0-10 15-7

IS 32-3
25 43

106 161

170 262

171 264

188 292-3

215 332

219 338

270 403

Date of Akbar’s coronation. 265
Text of Farman issued on the establishment

of the Hah! Era
;
names of the Ilahl months

and days. 13

Initial day of the Ilahl Era. 13

Mun‘im I^an consents to recite the I^butba
once in Mirza Sulaiman’s name at Kabul
963 AH. 331

Akbar’s style and titles in Farman addressed

to Bairam Khan (967 A.H.). 295
Fourteen lacs of Dams equal to seven hundred
Persian Tumans given toSayj’ad Beg, Shah
Tahmasp’s ambassador for expenses.' 190

Akbar’s style and titles in letter addressed to

him by Shah Tahmasp of Persia. 294
Thirty lacs of Tankas (not rupees as in Transla-

tion) in specie and goods belonging to

Mun'im KbSn carried oif after bis defeat near
Kabul.

One hundred jars ) full of 'Al5u-d>dln’s

Ashrafis ( ) obtained by Asaf

Kbftn from Garba-Katanka. 235
SttUiman Kararini agrees to recite Khntba in

Akbar’s name (IXth Year). 331

Dams—-Pay of soldiers of the first class, 48,000

) The Tttho^a-i-AVtHui (Text. 287) and Badlml {horns, II, 49) giva
‘ seven laoe of kmkas,’ wliieb impliM that the word is used bjr them for

die doable dim or Sikandari Tanka.
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Text. Trane.

285 420

324 477-9

dftms a year, of the second 32,000 and of the

third 24,000.

ShSn Zam£n and BahSdur Khan rebelled and
read the Khntba in MirzS Muhammad
Hakim’s name.

SulaimSn Karar&nl again agrees to recite the

Khutba and strike coins in Akbar’s name,
but the peace was an insincere one (

jLil). 331

VOL. Ill,

BU>L Ind. Text.

1886.

Tost. Trans.

20 28

55-8 79-82

117 167

227 320
227 321
246 854

272 397-8

304 449

354 520

3.55 520-1
383 664-5

431 644-5

4.51 678

DSud KararanI assumes independence and has

the KJnutba read in his own name in Bengal.

War cries of “ Allahu Akbar ” and “ Ya
Mu'iyyan ” in the battle of Ahmadabacl

;

Saif I^Sn Koka cried Ajmiri, Ajmiri.^ (Of

Tab. Akb. Text, 311.) 16U

Krons appointed to look after an extent of

territory which yielded a kror of Tankas.^

(Of. Atn.Tr 13; To6. Akb. 323 ;
Bad. Lowe,

II, 189.)

Reorganization of Imperial mints (XXII R).

Square rupees ordered to be struck. Ibid.

Anuptalio reservoir filled with coins to the

value of 34 krors of Dams. (Of. Tab. Akb.

341 ;
Badaoni, Lowe, II, 273 ;

Tuzuk, Tr. 1,

68-9.) 19.5

Akbar repudiates the charge of pretending to

Divinity. 82

Khutba recited by the rebels in Bengal in the

name of Mirzi Muhammad Hakim. 331

Fath Dost initiated into the Dln-i>IlShl and
the Shast given to him. L52

Atak BanSras founded (XXVI R).

Regulations about old and worn coins (E.D.

VI, 64). 131

llShi Era instituted and became current from
the 29th regnal year. 46

NigSr at Jahingir’s marriage to BhagwSndfis’s

daughter. 179

> This clearly shows that it was the help of She ' ^wBja of Ajmer ’

that was speoially invoked.
< Hers the word would eeem to be ueed for the SingU and nut the

DotibU Dim or Sikandari Tanka.
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Text. Trans.

502 762 Y-aqub of Kashmir takes the title of Shfih
l8m*aIl(XXXI R).* 331

615 940 Coins struck in Akbar’s name at Jalesar
(Jellasore) in Orissa (XXXVII. R). 331

638 . . Mahmildls mentioned.
651 . . New regulations about old and worn coins

(XXXIX R).

668 . . Gold and silver coins struck in Akbar’s name
in Qandahar (XL R., 1003 A.H.).

745 , . Carpet worth 300 Tiimans of Persia.

792 . . Kbutba read and coins struck in Akbar’s name
in Badakbshan (XLVI R., 1009 A.H.).»

Takmila-i'Akbarnama.

Bibl. Ind. Text, Shai^ ’I)idyatu4la, also caUed
1886. Mukatnmad Salih.

Text. Trans.

832 . , Prince Salim offers as Nazar a ruby worth a lac

of rupees, 209 Muhrs of -100 tofas each, 200
Muhrs of 50 tolas eacli, 4 Muhrs of 20 tolas

each and 3 of 20 tolas each. (Cf. Noer,
Emperor Akbar, Eng. Tr. 11, 416 ;

Smith.
Akbar, 318.) 77

841 . . Date of Akbar’s death. (E.D. VI, 115 gives
9th Asar which is demonstrably wrong.) 266

Mirat-i Sikandarl.

Bombay Lithograph, Trans. E. C. Baylty,

1831 A.C. ,, Fadvllah LutfuUah.

Text. Trans. Trans.
Bayley. Fazlullah.

51 132 25 Five hundred gold Tankas [;j jtLo

in Text] of full weight.
62 146 32 Tankas of silver and of gold differen-

tiated.

66 151 35 Five Phadlyas equivalent to twelve
MurSdl Tankas. N.R. XXVIll
p. 88.

< His coins are extant. Wright, T.M.O. II, p. 193.
2 The compilation of this volamlnous work was begun in the 34th

year of Akbar’s reign. 15S9A.C. The author was assassinated in the 47th.
on 12th August, 1002 (Elliot and Dowson, VI, 3, and Beveridge, Journal.
Royal Asiatic Society. 190.3, p. 117).
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Trat. Trans.
Bayley.

Trans.
Fadullah.

76 162 n. 42 The GujarSt seer was equal in weight
to 15 Bahlulls' in the time of

Mahmud I (1459-1511 A.C.).

114 208 66 One lac of Tankas, each Tanka being
equal .to eight Akbarl Tankas.
N.S. XXVIII, 90.

151 246 94 Six. lacs of QujarSt Tankas, each
^orth 8 Muradl Tankas; at the
present time (c. 1611 A.C.) ; this

Tanka is still current in I^Sn-
desh and the Dekkan.

242 346 163 Barld ruler of Berar agrees to use

the name of BahAdur Shah in the

Khutba and on coins.

302 410 211 MubSrak Shah, ruler of Kliandesh
agrees that the i^u^ba should run

and the coins of the country be
struck in the name of Sultan

Mahmud III.

307 414 Mallu IQian, ruler of Malwa, was
permitted in the reign of Mahmud
III to use is own name in the

Khutba and on coins. {Vide N.S.

XI, 316.)

357 e • 256 Twenty-two (‘ twentj^-two Millions"

in the Trans, is an error) krors

of Gujarati Tankchas equal to

twenty two lacs bf Akbarl Tan-
kas, i.e. rupees.

365 • • 262 Author’s father gets a present

of 42,000 Muzaffarls (Reign of

Ahmad 11).^

420 • • .302 Mahmudl Changlzls.

446 o • 321 Muzaifar III, the deposed Sultan of

GujarSt sends two lacs of Mah-
mudls to Amin Khan, ruler* of

Sorath.* 127

1 The BahlQl! was probably the Copper Coin of BahlGl Lodi weighing
about 144 grs. It seems to have been also called Paiaa (^in, Tr. I. 31).

The author probably means the Gujarit Tankcha of copper, which very
c]o.sely resembled it in size weight and general appearance.

For the Muzaffari aeeAin. Tr. 1, 23 ; Firishta says it was equivalent
to about half a rupee. (Text. II. 287, Briggs' Tr. IV. 319.)

This Provincial history was written about 161 1 A.C. The Emperor
Jahfingir who paid a visit to the author's garden at AhmadSbad in 1027

A.H. (1617 A.C.) mentions the work. Tiizi2b, Tr. I, 427.
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Tarikh-i Firishta.

Lucknow Lithograph, Trans. Briggs—-RtK of the Ma^
Vol. I. homedan Power, Vol. II.

Tost. Tnna.

191 3 BSbur assumed the laqab Zahlru*d-dln ou com-
ing to the throne. 291

205 48 Bfibur presented to Hnmftyun 3,50,000 rupees
and to Muhammad SultSn Mirzft 20.000
rupees (Cf. Akh. Nam. Tr. T. 248 : Tab. AU).
Text 187).

206 49 He sent to every one of his subjects in Kfibul

a Shfihrukbl (one Misqftl of silver).' 7

205 46 Diamond weighing eight Misqfils presented to

HnmSyun by Rftja BikramSjIt of GwSliar’s

relatives.^

211 64 Date of Babur’s death. 262

218 90 Date of the Battle of Qanauj. 263

243 176 Date of the Humayun’s restoration. 263

243 178 Date of the Humiyun’s death. 264

244 182 Date of Akbar’s accession. 266

252 211 Sayyad Beg, the Persian ambassador, was
given presents to the amount of two lacs

of rupees or five thousand Tumans of ‘ IrSq.

(But see Akb. Nam. Tr. II. 262; Tab. A1A.
in E. D. V, 276; BadionI, Lowe, [I. 49).

The equivalent in Tumans is not given by
Briggs. 190

264 218 Asaf ^5n finds in the Treasury of Oadha one
hundred jars of ‘ Alau-d-dln ^iljl’s Ashrafis.

271 280 Date of Akbar’s death. 266

272 281 Inventory of Akbar's treasure. 68

II. 287 IV 319 Mirttn Muhammad Faruql—ruler of Kbandesh
compelled to sue for peace and pay to Mur
tazC Nizam Shah six lacs of MvmQans, a

sum nearly equal to three lacs of Tankas of

silver [
iyh ^ a-*

1

Text ;
Briggs has siceas].

I Tbe words in bmckets are not in Briggs’s Translation.

* Briggs has ** eight miskals or gMmMles.” Thera is nothing eorre*

spondjng to the last three words in the Text and his statement that 224
“ Batties ’’ are equivalent to 672 carats is founded on a misapprehen-

sion. The Bali was only (ths of a oarat (Tavernier, Ed. Ball. II. 89) and
224 Batls would make only 196 oarats.
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Tuzuk-i-Jahangirf.

VOL. I.

Sayyad Ahmad Khan's Trans. Rogers and H. Beveridge.

Edition, Aligarh, 1864.

Text. Trans.

1 1

1-2 2-3

2 3

5 10-12

19 42

28 60-61

34 71-72

46 96

51 105

55 116

56 119

57 121

61 128

63 132-3

63 133

70 148

73 152

Date of Jahangir’s enthronement (E.D. VI.
284). 268

Reasons for choosing the name Jahangir and
the laqah Nuru-d-din. 297

Aggregate cost of building Agra Fort given. in

Rupees, Tumans and Khanls. 192
New names given to coins of different weights
by Jahangir (E.D. VI, 287). 69

Akbar’s war-cries of ‘ Allahu Akbar’ and ‘ Ya
Mu-iyyan’ in the battle near Ahmadabad

169
The * Shast and Shablh ’ given to murids (dis-

ciples) of the Emperor. 149

Shaikh Husain given twenty lacs of Dams
equal to thirty or forty thousand rupees.^

Cost of building Rohtas Fort given in Dams,
Rupees, Tumans and Khanis. (E.D. VT,

307.) 193
Nisar of rupees, darbs noA charns on entering

(Kabul). 180
Peach weighing twenty-five tolas, equal to 68

misqals. 227
Peach weighing sixty-three Akbari rupees,

equal to 60 tolas. 227
Nisftr of Darbs and Charns on leaving Kabul.

93
Amount distributed to the poor for the repose

of Akbar’s soul given in Rupees. Tumans
and Iranis. 194

Weights of some rubies given in Tanks and
Misqals. 108

Five lacs of Dams equal to 7,000 or 8,000

rupees bestowed on the envoy of a Sharif of

Makka.*
Rubv of seven Tanks presented bv Asaf Khan
(E\D. VI. 318),

“ 109

Cost of building Akbar’s tomb at Sikandra,

i The Imperial author is evidently at fault. Twenty lacs of dims
would at 40 dams to the rupee be equal to fifty thousand rupees.

The calculation is again wrong if the numbers are correctly given.
Five lacs of dams would be equal to I2,.'>00 rupees.
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Text. Trans.

93 193

96 197

116 237

116 237

121 249

124 253

131 267

139 284

140 285

141 287

142 290

145 296

146 298

147 .300

149 304

150 306

156 319

157 321

159 325

given in Rupees. Tumans and I^hanls. (E.D.
VI. 320.) 194

Thirty thousand rupees equal to 1000 Persian

Tuinans presented to the ambassador of the
Shah of Persia. 194

Issue of heavy (Sawai) rupees ordered to be
discontinued (VI. 11) 135

(Kauhdb i-iali’a) Muhr of one thousand Tolas
presented to the Persian ambassador. 70

Khwaja Yadgar makes an oflfering (Nazar) of

100 Jahangiri Muhrs.
Niaar of 5000 rupees in small coin

( jj )

among the people at Akbar’s tomb. 180
Discovery of the coincidence between the

Abjad value of and aJUI. 108

Jahangir has his ears bored to signify that he
was the ear- bored slave of the Kliwaja
Miriyyanu-d-dln of Ajmer. 109

Twenty thousand Darbs equal to ton thousand
rupees presented to the Persian ambassador.

Ruby of eight Tanks presented by Rana of

Udaypur to Prince Khurrara. 109
One lac Darbs presented to ‘Kunvar Karan of

Udaypiir. 95
Miilla Gadal of Kashmir dies leaving a Qurftn

worth seve7i hwidred Tankas to pay for the
expenses of his burial.^

Ten thousand Darbs pre.sented to the relations

of Mirza Sharfu*d>dln Husain. 97
One Nur Jahdni Muhr of the value of 6400

rupees presented to the Persian ambas-
sador. 70

One Nur Jahdni Muhr of 500 Tulcha (Tola)

presented to the envoy of 'Adil Khan of

Bljapur. 70
Present of one thousand Jahangiri Muhrs sent

to Ki^waja Hasham of Dahbld.
Thirty thousand Darbs bestowed on Mir Mlr-

an. 9S
Nur Mahal Begam ordered to be styled Nur-
Jahan Begam (Xl R).

Twenty thousand Darbs presented to Allahdad
Afghan. 98

Ditto ditto ditto. 98

1 ThU roast be the Tanka or double dArii, equal to the l/2Uth of the

Akbari rupee. Vide Num. Supp. XXVIl). 02 and the authoritiea

quoted there.
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Text. Tnuu.

177 369

179 363
180 364

186 374

186 376

188 379

188 379

196 394

196 396

196 396

198 399

198399-400

198 401

201 406

202 408

202 409

204 412

206 416
206 416

206 416
208 417
207 417-8

211 426
212 428

N^r of 3500 rupees in small ooins Jj)
at UJjain. ^ 1^

NisSr of 1600 rui>ee8 on entering Mandu. 180
Cost of repairing old buildings in Mandu given

in rupees and TumSns. 104
Sixty thousand Darbs or thirty thousand
rupees presented to the ambassador of the
ruler of IrSn. 94

Nisfir of 1000 Ashrafis over Ndr JahSn’s head
for killing four tigers with only six shots.

180
A Diamond of 14^ Tftnks presented by IbrShlm

IQtSn Fath Jmg. 109
Fourteen thousand Darbs given to TSdgSr

Qurohl. 06
Ruby of eleven MisqSls presented by Mahftbat

Shfin. 109
NisSr of precious stones and gold ooins over
ShSh JahSn’s head on his return from his

victorious campaign in the Oekkan. 180
NisSr of gold ooins on the head of a choice

elephant. 180
Ruby of 19| (19 in Text) TSnks or 17 M^qSls
and 6| Surkb- 109

Weights of rubies and pearls presented given

in TSnks and MigqSls. 110
Aggregate value of ShSh JahSn’s peshhaah in

Rupees, TumSns and Turan KhSnls. 194
Two Kaukab'i-Tali'a Muhrs, each'weighing 600

tolas presented to the Wakits (envoys) of

‘Adil ^Sn of BiJSpnr. 70
Muhr of 100 Tolas and 20,000 Darbs present-

ed to UdSrSm Dakhanl. 7,198
Ruby weighing 9 TSnks, 6 Surkbs presented to

ShSh Jahfn. Ill

Conjurer swallows an iron chain weighing one
' ser and 2 Dams.
NiqSr of 16,000 rupees (NariSd . 180
Revenue of PetlSd seven lacs of mpees, equal

to 23,000 TumSns of ‘IrSq. 194
NisSr of 1000 rupees (PetlSd). 180
NisSr of 6000 rupees (Cambay). 180
Tankas (i.e.) double Muhrs and double Rupees

of g(dd and silver struck at Cambay-(E.D.
VI, 364). 173

NisSr of 1500 rupees (AhmadSbSd). 180
Nirtr of 1500 rupees (Sarkbaix, AhmadSbSd).

180
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Tmt. TnuM.

214 432 Nia&r of 1000 nipees (A^madftbSd). 180
214 433 One lao Darbs presented to the Waklls of

' Adil Shin. 96
218 439 Thirty thousand Darbs presented to the Waklls

of Qutbu-l'Malk. 96

Trans.

4

68-69

Tu2uk-i>Jahangiri.
VoL. II.

Twenty thousand Darbs given to M!r Jumla at
bis first presentation. 97

Zodiacal Coins (B.D. VI, 357.) 171

Nisar of 20,000 Charns (Ahmadfibftd). 100

Twenty thousand Darbs presented to Hakim
MaslhU'Z-zamftn. (E.D. VI, 357.) 96

One thousand Darbs given to the sons of

Shaikh Muhd Gliaus. 96
Ni§&r of pearls and golden roses on the feast of

solar weighment. 181

Six thousand Darbs presented to the envoys
of *AdiI E^iLn. 95

Mirza Hindi! had the Khutba recited in his

own name at Agra. 331

Kapur Talao treasure given in Dims, Rupees
and Tumihs. 195

One thousand Darbs presented to Hifiz Nid
'All the reciter. 96

Twenty thousand Darbs bestowed on Jagat
Singh of Ma'u and Dahmlrl. 97

Weights of rubies and pearls given in Tinks
and Surkbs. Ill

Ruby of 12| Tinks presented by Asaf KhAn.

Three thousand Darbs given to Hunarmand
the European jeweller. 96

Twenty thousand Darbs presented to Mir
Sharif, Wakll of Qutbu-1 Mulk (of Qolkonda).

95
One thousand Darbs presented to Sayyad

Hasan, the Persian ambassador. 95
Ten thousand Darbs given to Bahllm TSJ^Hn. 97
The old order for raising the weight of the 88?
from 30 to 36 Dims confirmed.^ 146

^ JshlDglr had at his aoosMioa, ordered the weight of the Sir and
thelength of the gas to be inereseed by 20 p.e. The JahSagfrf SSr and
gas or ooved are fireqnenlly referred to in the eorrespondeoee edited by
Mia Foots?. (EnglU Faetories in India. 161S-1621. pp. 192, 23S, 199.)
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Text. Trans

283 112 Weights of certain birds given in the JahSnglrl
Ser of 36 dams.

296-7 138-9 Fifteen SanhaA of Kishtwar equal to ten
rupees or one Padshah! Muhr. 249

307 159 Shah-alu weighing one Tank and five Surkbs.
112

310 165 Ten thousand D^bs presented to the envoy
of the ruler of Urganj (Khiva). 95

311 170 Peach weighing 26 Tolas or 65 Migqals.

318 183 Cost of Buildings in Labor Fort, seven lacs of

rupees equal to 23,000 Tumans of Persia.

(E D. VI, 374.) 196
320 J87 Nisar of ten thousand Charns (Labor). 100
324 193 A Nurshahl Muhr presented to Muhammad

Shaf‘1. 71

324 194 Nisar of four thousand Charns (Dehll). 100

326 195 Ruby of 12 Tanks sent by Shah 'Abbas as a

present. Ill

326 196 Two thousand Charns, distributed among the
poor at Humayun’s Tomb in Dehll. 100

326 198 A Nur JahanI Muhr of one thousand Tolas
presented to Zambll Beg, ambassador of

Persia. 7

1

326 198 Darbs, Charns and Dams. 96
328 201 Muhr of 200 Tolas presented to Zambll Beg.

71

335 215 Nisar of gold and silver on the feast of

Emperor’s solar weighment. 180
343 230 Eighty thousand Darbs given to Zambll Beg. 97
344 232 One thousand (Ten thousand in Text) Darbs

given to Hakim MuminS. 98
346 236 Eight thousand Darbs given to Mir Zahlru*d>

dm. 97
347 237 One thousand Darbs given to Hakim Mumina.

98
365 267 'Azlzullah (nicknamed La'natullah) takes

^ 5000- and 4 lacs of Mahmudls from Broach
and Surat respectively. 127

376 284 Tiger weighing Jahangln Maunds shot by
the £mx)eror.



Conaptetns of Pasaages. 367

Iqbalnama-i-Jahangiri.

Bib. Ind, Text, Mu‘atafnad KbSn Bal^hi
1865. completed about 1040 A.H.

Text. Trans.
(E. and D.
Vol. VI).

2 . . Date of Jahangir’s coronation. 268
2 . . Jahangir’s style and titles. 297
8 . . Official date of Jahangir’s acce.ssion or initial

day of Year 1 Jvlus. 268
35 . . Rupees, Tumans and IQiatiis (same as Tuzuk-i-

Jahdn^ri, Trans. I, 152).

49 . . Rupees, Tumdns, £Lbanis (T. J. Tr. 1, 193).

56 405 Nur Jahan’s coin-couplet. 318
69 . . Muhr of 1000 Tolas equal to 2500 Migqals

presented to the Persian ambassador. (T.J.

Tr. 1, 237). Name of Muhr not given.

81 Mulla Gadftt’s Qurftn worth seven hundred
Tankas. (T.J. Tr. I, 290.)

104 . . Nisar of precious stones and gold coins over
Shah JahSn’s head. (T.J. Tr I. 395.)

110 .. Kachhl horses often worth one thousand or

twelve hundred huhs, that is, four thousand
or five thousand rupees (Hun= about four

rupees).
145 . . iSanhasl of Kishtwar. (T.J. Tr. II, 138-9.)

171 .. Rupees and Tumfins equation. (T. J. Tr. II,

183.)

235 . . Three lacs of Huns equal to twelve lacs of

Rupees nearly (

243 417 Forty Misqals equal to one-fourth of a Jah&n-
glrt Ser. (Cf. T.J. Tr. II, 108.)

247 . . 415 Tolas equal to 1037} Mi^qSls (Mi^qal equal
to 2} Tolas).

293 435 Pate of Jahangir’s death. 269
295 436 Shutba read in the name of DSwar Bakbsh in

the vicinity of Bhimbar. 269
303 438 Shutba read in Shah Jahan’s name at L&hor

by the orders of Asaf (Date.) 270
303 438 Dawar Bakbsh and other princes put to death.

(Date.) 270
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Badishahnama-
Pabt 1.

-I.

Bibl. Ind, Text,

1872.

Portions translated in Elliot and
Dowson's History of India, Vol.

VII.
Text.

62
63

64
65
65
66
66
69
69
79

79

82
87
91
96

96

114
128

129

156

173

179

243

Trans.
S. D. VIL

Date of Babur’s death. 262
Date of Humayun’s accession and his style

and titles. 262
Date of the battle of Qanauj. 263
Date of Humayun’s second entry into Dehll. 263
Date of Humaj^un’s death. 264
Date of Akbar’s coronation. 266
Date of Akbar’s death. 266
Date of Jahangir’s coronation. 268
Date of Jahangir’s death. 269
Khutba first read in Shah Jahan’s name at

Ldhor (Date). 270
Dawar Bakbsh and the other princes put to

death (Date). 270
Shah Jah5n.'s style and titles. 298
Date of Shah Jahftii’s coronation. 270
Shah Jahan’s style and titles 298
Shah Jahan assumes the laqab Shihabu-d-din at

the suggestion of Asaf I^an. 299
Reason for assuming the additional laqab Sahib

qtran i Sani. N.S. XXXV, 99. 300
Date of Shah Jahfin’s coronation. 270
Abolition of the practice of reckoning the

Julus years in solar years aiid institution of

the lunar computation. 201

Official date of Shah Jahan’s accession. The
Imperial accession ordered to be reckoned
from 1st Jumada IT, 1037, not 8th Jumada
IT, 1037 A.H. 271

Agra first styled Akbarabftd by Shah Jahan,
not by Akbar.

Ruby of eight Tanks presented by Rana of

Odaypur to the prince Kburram {Tuzuh,
Trans. I, 285).

Nazar and NisSr of Amirs at the coronation of

Shah Jahan.
Niaar for the festival of the wazn sent by
MumtSz Mahal.’

1 The gold, silver and other articles against which the Emperor was
weighed ** were given away to the courtiers, or to pious men, and beg-



Conapeehu of Paamgea. 350

Text.

296
302
364

429

433

441

448
460
486

492

Truu.
B, D. ra.

. . Nisar on entering Burbfinpur.
Nisar during ‘Id procession at BurhAnpur.

25 Amount of land revenue remitted (on account
of famine) given in Rupees, Tumfins and
HbSnis.

Ashrafls and Rupees coined at DaulatSbSd in

ShSh JahAn’s name brought to Court (1

Zl-l-hajja, 1041, V.R.Y.). 331
Ag Mahal or Kajmahal called Akbarnagar by
Akbar.

. . Gigantic Ashrafls and Rupees presented to
Mhd. ‘Ail Beg, the Persian ambassador, at
his audience of leave. 72

TumAns and Rupees (Equation). 195
. . TumAns, Rupees and lUiAnis (Equation). 195
• • 1 , and KliAnis, 2 passages;

(Equation). 195
. . Prince Aurangzeb given the title of BahAdur.

221

Text. Tran«.
E. D. VII.

VoL, I, Part II.

21

70

79

79

89-90

101

101

104

134-6

146

. . The city generally known as Kashmir is called

Srinagar irt the records. (See N.S. XXVIII,
p. 73.)

Ten thousand Rupiya>i-NisAr given to ‘Abdu-1-
QAdir son of AhdAd.

. . Price of one lac tolas of gold or 2,50,000 Mis*
qAls. 14 lacs of rupees. 249

. . Cost of Peacock throne in Rupees, TumAns,
KhAnls (Equation).

Gigantic AshrafI and Rupee presented to envoy
from TurAn. 72

Mohr of thirty tolas presented to Nazar Beg,
Qushhegl of the ruler of Balkh* 72

Gigantic Muhr and Rupee presented to the
‘ Elchl of IrAn. 72

. . Nine trays of gold and stiver Niaara presented
to NAbhar Beg, envoy of Nazar Muhammad
Kb&a.

Gigantic Muhr presented to QAzI ‘Umar Qnsh*
begl. 72

53 Khntba recited and coins struck in ShAh
JahAn’s name in Golkonda (IX R.Y.—1045

gars, as a means of keeping the royal person from all bodUy and mental
harm" Bloehmann, Ain. Tr. I. 204 note.
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Text. Traas.
IE. D. VII.

178
178

181

187

189

196
230

A.H.) Nisfir on the occasion. N.S. XXVII,
136-8. 331
Do. do. (See also p. 211.) Ibid.

King of Golkonda promises to pay annual tri*

bate of two lacs of Huns or eight lacs of

Rupees.
Rupees, Tumans, KhSnIs (Equatiw). 196
Ruby of about eighteen tftnks presented by

Prince Shah Jahan to Jahangir (of. TUzuk,
Tr. I. 399-400).

Total of Prince Shah Jahan’s peshkash Rupees,
Tomans and KhSnIs {stTUzuk, Tr. I. 401).

106
Rupees, Tumans, Kbanis (Equation).
25,000 Hunss 1^00,000 Rupees.

Text.

34

39

63

64
94

101

108

126

134^5

.
162

177

186

Trans.
E. D. VII.

VOL. IL

l^LUtba recited and coins struck in Sh&h Jahan’s
name in Qandahar ( Afi^anistSn) 23 Shaww&l,
1047, XIR. 332

Coins struck in the Emperor^s name at Qanda-
har forwarded for presentation at Court. 332»

Total revenue of Persia in Rupees and Tumans
(Equation). 196

Rupees, Tumans (Equation).
Coins struck at Qandahar presented at Court,

26 ZM-q‘ada 1047. 332
Gigantic Muhr and Rupee presented to Yadgftr
Beg Elchl. 72

The Tanka of Oaglana was equal to nine cur-

rent Tankas. 122
Nine thousand Tumans presented by Shah of

Persia to Shah Jahan’s envoy.

Muhr of thirty tolas given to the chief hunts-

man of Nazar MuhammAd IQian of Balkb- 72
Muhr of one hundred tolas given to Murshid

Qull, ‘All Mardan Klian!.

One lac of Dams in cash (oii
)
given to Har-

nath Af€thapaiar.

Ten thousand 20,000 Rupees given

1 The BadiahahnSma is a history of the first twenty years of the
reign of Shfih Jahfin. The author died in 1066 A.H., 1664 A.C. (Elliot

and DowMn, Vni, 3).

* This is the Turkish Qhurikk^ q.v. Mr. Stanley Lane Poole's artide
on the * Weigfaii and Denominations of Turkish Coins’ in Num. Ghm^
J882L
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Text.

218

232

246

269

352

365

391

396

399

492

542

562-63

578

609

662

678

Ttans.
B. D. VII.

by the Sulj^n qf Turkey to Zaiif. Shfih

Jahan’s envoy.
Gigantic Muhr and Rupee given to the Turkish

envoy. 72
. . Jain of Nawanagar coinpelled by A*zain l£li5n

to close the mint where Mahinudls were
coined and to promise to pay a peshkash of

three lac.s of Makmudts. 127
.. Horse bought at Basra for 12,000 rupees

equal to 36,000 Laris.

69 Three lacs of Ashrafis equal to 42 lacs of

rupees (1051 A.H.-XVR). 250
. . Gigantic Muhr and Rupee presented to envoy

of ‘ Adil KliSn of Bljapur.

. . 3,60,000 rupees equal to 12.000 Tunians equal
to 14,40,000 Khanis.

One Tank equal to 24 pearl ratls ( Ji) )

and one Migqal equal to 27 Ratls. 105
. . Nisar of precious stones, Muhrs, DJians,

Charns, Rupees, Darhs, Ni§arls, golden roses

and silver fruits during festival in celebra-

tion of Jah5n Ara Begam’s recovery. 99
. . Hakim Muhammad Dftud given a five hundred

tola Muhr and rupee for curing the princess.

72
. . Gigantic Muhrs and Rupees given to Nazar Shu-

waylb, Elchl of Nazar Muhammad Kbfin. 73
. • The total revenue of Balkh ^nd Badakbshftn.

one hundred lacs of Shdhls (formerly called

iQianls and also Tanga) and equal to about
25 lacs of (Sbahjahanl) Rupees.

.« The debascfd Kbanis of Balkb melted down
and purified and coined into Shahls of good
silver, bearing the name of Shfth Jahftn, in

the Bal&b mint,

.. AshrafI valued at about fourteen Rupees (1056

XX R.). 250
. . Fifty thousand Rupees equal to two lacs of

Sh5hls.
. . Tum&ns and Rupees ( Equation) : 12,000 Tumftns

equal to 4,00,000 Rupees or 250 Ashrafis.
^

. . Five hundred Dhans from the Zari-Nie,ar

given to Kb^vftja Tayyab (cf. Ain. Tr. I. 266

note). 44w.

24
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'Alamgfrnama.

Bihl. Ind. Edition, 1868.

Text.

25 Style and titles of Aurangzeb. 301

20 Mur5d Bakbsh and Shuja* have the tUiujiba recited

and coins struck in their own names in Gujarat and
Bengal. . 300

112 Sh&h Jahan sends a sword named ^Alamgir* to

Aurangzeb who takes it as an omen of success, 11-

ix-1068 A.H. 302

134 Mur5d Bakbsh had assumed the laqab Murannvaju-d-

din, called himself Sultan and had the KbuAa read

and coins struck in his name. 300
138 Date of Mur/ld Bakbsh's arrest and imprisonment.

273
152 Date of the first coronation of Aurangzeb. 275

155*6 The form of the Ehuiha, the Inscriptions on the

coins and the Imperial titles (
ciyil

) were left

for future settlement.

344 Date of Shuja‘s flight from Akbarnagar.
360 Same as 155*6.

351 Date of the second coronation of Aurangzeb. 275
361 Do. do. 275
366 The Kalima forbidden to be inscribed on Ashrafts

and Rupees.
367 Coin-couplet of Aurangzeb (with ). 320
367 Style and titles of Aurangzeb. 302
387 Shah Jahan had abolish^ the practice of reckoning

the years of his reign in solar years and restored

the lunar reckoning. Aurangzeb forbids the cele-

bration of the Nauroz. 202
388*9 1st Ramzin 1068 fixed as the official date of the

Emperor’s accession. 276

438 Twenty-five lacs of rupees equivalent to 75,000

Tumisns of Persia; 196

483*4 Date of Shuja’s flight to Arakan. ' 274
557 Do. do. 274
608 Muhr and Rupee of 200 Tolas each given to the envoy

of Subhan Qull lih^n 73
627 Three gigantic Muhrs and Rupees given to the Persian

ambassador 73

644 Two Do. do. to the envoy
of King of Bokhara . 73

886 One Do. do. Habash. 73

922 m^utba recited and coins struck in Tibet-i-Buzurg
(Great Tibet) (VllI R. 1076) in the name of Aurang-
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Text.

zeb. One thousand Muhrs and 2000 rupees of the
Imperial type sent as specimens to Court.' 332

931 Date of Sh&h Jah&n’s death. 273
934-6 Length of Shfih JahSn’s reign. 272
1061 Gigantic Mnhr and Rupee given to the envoy from

BalU)> 73

Malsir-i- *Alamgiri*

Bibl. Ind. Text, 1871 A.O.

Text.

8 Date of MurSd Bakbsh's arrest {‘AkHnfirniama, p*

138) 273
8-9 Date of Aurangzeb’s first coronation—Style of the

Khujiba, Sikka and,Imperial -titles ( ) left

undetermined. (‘Al. N. p. ^66.)
* 276

22 Date of second coronation. (‘.Al A\ p. 361.) 276
23 Kalima forbidden to be stamped on coins. Verse-

motto composed by Mir 'Abdul BaqI whose nom de

plume was Sahbfil. ('Al.N, p.^66.) 320
23 Aurangzeb’s style and titles. {‘AI N. p 367.) 301

26 1 Ram^fin 1068 fixed as the official date of accession.

(‘Il.Al. p. 388.), _ 276
26 Feast of Nauroz abolished. {‘Al.N. p. 387.)

30 Date of Shujft's flight. {‘Al.N. p. 483.) 274
62 Sbutiba recited and coins struck in Aurangzeb’s name

made current in Great Tibet (1076 A.H. VIII R.)

{‘Il.N. p. 922.) 332
63 Date of SbSh JahSn’s death and length of his reign.

{'Al.N. p. 931.) 272.-3

67 Aurangzeb’s style an^ titles. 301

68 BaliSdur Shsh ShSh 'Alam’s Laqab and Kunyal. 304
82 Ruby weighing five TSnks and five Surkhs sent by

Prince Mu'ag^am as a present from the King of

BljSpur.

108 Gigantic Muhr and Rupee given to the envoy of the

9harlf of Makka. 73

1 MubammMlan geographers speak of Seven XibeU. three of which
are subjeot to Kashmir, and the other four are independent, and have a
Raja * * or ruler of their own. * * * One Tibbat—Tibbat t Kalin [or

Great Tibbat]—is parallel with Kashmir for fifteen stages." Raverty in

J.A.S.B., I8»5,'p. 119.
* The *sllainglmima is- a history of the first ten years of the reign of

Aurangaeb. It was dedicated to tlie Emperor in the 32nd year of the

reign, but on being presented. Its oontinttation was forbidden (Elliot and
Dowson VII. 174).
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Text.

163 Prince Muhammad Mu'azzam given the title of Shah
' Siam Bahadur (XIXR). 304

185 Charns, Doana and Chihar ana of gold and silver,

Black Tankas and cowries mentioned. 101
192 Khutba recited and coins struck at Bljapur in Aurang-

zeb’s name 1091 A.H. N.S. XXVII. 134
207 Gigantic Muhr and Rupee given to envoy of ruler of

Urganj. 74
210 Five hundred Dirham-i-Shar‘I fixed as the mahr of

Shahr Banu, daughter of 'Adil KbSn. N.S.
XXVIII, p. 46.

226 36,000 Ibr&hlmls and one lac Ashrafts left by Mhd.
Amin

230 4000 rupees scattered as Nigar by Aurangzeb after

Prince A^^m’s escape from the attack of an
elephant.

266 Gigantic Muhr presented to Chinqullch Kb&n Bahadur
Flruz Jang for extraordinarily good service. 74

282 BlJApur given laqab of jideJI jh, N.S. XXXV. 68.

302 Haidarabftd called jh. N.S. XXXV. 69.

333 One hundred Rupees and some Charns of geld and
silver given by Aurangzeb to a certain person.

lOln
397 Gigantic Muhrs and Rupees given to the envoy of the

ruler of Bokhara. 74

428 Dam-uNauras struck by Ibrahim ‘Adil Shah of

Bljapur.

440 Nazar of princes ordered to be called Niaz and that

of Amirs NU^r,
460 A Fifty-Muhr gold piece given to Mir Abul Wafa for

reading a letter written in cipher. 74

483 Gigantic Muhr and Rupee presented to the envoy
from Balkb*

614 Prince Muhammad A*zam begs permission to assume
the Kunyat Abul Fayyaz- • 303

621 Date of Aurangzeb’s death (E.D. VII, 194). 276

1 Abel Fazl Rays that the IbrShlmi was equal to 40 Kabirs and 14
Kabfrs were equal to an Akbarl Rupee (Atn. Tr. 1. 66). The IbrShlmi
would be.thus equivalent to Sf RupMS. The Kchlr is said to have been
current at MocbS and to have been reckoned as equal to ^th of a dollar
(Ovington 463; Milburn, 1. 08 quoted in Hobson Jobson, Ed. Crooke.
121). The double IbrShimi is mentioned in the and
accounted as equivalent to about 44 Rupeies. (Bayley, QujarSt, p. 6:
Bird, History of Oujarfit, 100.) Hamilton speaks of Ebmmies and
Mograbies as Turkish gold coins of low matt. A New Account of the
East Indies, Ed. 1744,1. 43.
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Text.

523 Length of Aurangzeb’s reign (reckoned from the

official date) of accession.

536 Date of A'zam Shfth's death (E.D. VII, 106). 277
538 Date of KSm Bakhsh's death (E.D. VII, *196).^ 277

Khafi Khan.
Voi.. I.

Bibl. Ind, Edition 18.

Text.

46 Ransom of four hundred thousand Shfthrukhls, etuh
weighing one Migqal, imposed by Bibur on Bhlra. 8

53 Three laos and fifty thousand silver Tankas current at

the time ( j iJJ Am. )

bestowed on Humftyun and two lacs silver Tankas
on Snllifin Muhammad Mirz$ by Bftbur. (Cf. AU>.
Nam. Tr. I 248.)

53 One ShShrukbl weighing one Miggal of silver sent as a
present to every soul in Kftbul (Firishta, Briggs. II,

49.) 7

61 NigSr after Babur's victory over S&ngh.

61 BSbur styles himself after defeating SSngS. 293
124 Date of HumSyun’s death. 264
127 Date of Ak bar’s accession. 265
131 Khuliba read in Mirza SulaimSn’s name in Kiibul (963

A.H.). 331

155 Meaning of Tanka, Pul-i-Siyah, FulUs, Tanka'i-Nnqra,
etc. Todar Mai first introduced the rupee of forty

Dims.
161 Two lacs of rupees given to Sh&h TahmSsp’s ambassador.

(But cf. Badgoni, Lowe, II, 49 and Akb. Ndma, Tr.

II, 262.)

165 Agra was first called Akbargbgd only after the acces-

sion of Shgh Jahgn. (Bad Nam. I, i. 150.)

167 Mirza Sulaimgn has the Kbutba recited and coins struck

in hia own name at K£bul (973 A. If.). 331

235 Date of Akbar’s death. 267

243 Akbar’s treasure (Gigantic Muhrs, etc.), of Firishta, Tr.

Briggs, TI. 281. 68

240 Date of Jahgngir’s accession. 268
246 The Emperor takes the Ilgab of Nnro>d>dIn Jahinglr.

297

249 Official date of Jahgng^r’s Julua. 268

' The aathor was Seoretary to BahUar Shih Shih ‘Alam I. The
work was undertaken at the request of the Emperor and completed in

1710 A.C. (Elliot and Dowson VII. 181).
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Text.

268 V^rse-motto of Nur JahSn’s coins. 318
272 JahSnglr orders portrait<medals of a Tola of gold to be

struck for presentation to his favourite Amirs. 147
293 Nisftr of precious stones and Ashrafis on Prince Sburram’s

head after his return from the Dekkan (here called

. ) TUzuk Tr. I, 396.

304
(3<)wai of silver and gold after ShShShuJ&’s accidental

fall from the terrace.

386 JahAnglr orders portrait-medals of five Tolas of gold
to be struck. 148

388 Date of JahSnglr’s death. 269
394 Shahnftr and the son of Prince DaniSl put to death by

Asaf KhSn’s orders. (Date.) (Dftwar Bakbsh’s name
is left out.) 270

395 ShSh JahSn's style and titles. 298
395 Date of Shfth JahSn’s accession. 271

396 NigSr of gold and silver and precious stones at ShSh
JahSn's coronation.

397 ShSh JahSn forbids the years'of his Julus to be reckoned
in solar years' and reintroduces the .Arabian or Hijrl

era. 2U3
402 Sorhind ordered to be written Sairind: N.S. XXXIV,

p. 236.

403 Revenue of Persia in TumSns and Rupees ( = Bad. Nam.
II, 63).

424 Burhanpur ordered to be styled Dorw-s-SwrC/- (1040 A.H.)

N.S. XXXV, p. 64.

503 Cost of the Peacock Throne in TumSns and Rupees
(sBdd. Nam. I. ii. 79).

623 Kbutba read and coins struck at C'olkonda in ShSh
JahSn’s name. The king sends the newly-stamped
Rupees and Ashrafis to court ( s Bad. Nam. I, ii. 146,

178). N.S. XXVII, 138. 331

523 NigSr oi golden and silver roses on the head of the

Shatlb.
536 Peshkash of -2 lacs of Huns or eight lacs of rupees

promised by ‘Abdulla Qutb ShSh of Glolconda. (Bad.

Ndm. I, ii. 178.)

666 Nine Ashrafis and nine rupeesstruck at QandahSr in ShSh
JahSn’s name, sent to court. {Bad. N^. 11,39.) 332

.562 The RSjas of BaglSna were at one time aC*

struck coins of their own and their revenue was
fifteen lacs of rupees. 121

574 The Qaisar, i.e. SulfeSn of Rum [Turkey] gives ‘inSm of

10,000 QurUsk or 20,000 rupees to ShSh JahSn’s envoy
Zailf. {Bad. Nam. II, 186.)
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Text.

581 Gigantic medals of gold and silver presented to AtslSn
AqS, envoy of the SnlJiSn of Rum. {Bad. Nam. II,

218.)

583 J5m of Nawinagar compelled to close the mint where
he nsed to strike Malimudls. (He says the peshkash
was three lacs of Itupeea.) {Bad. Nam. II, 232.) 127

606 8b&h JahSn takes a tray full of pearls and rubies and
gold and silver coins worth one lac of rupees and
waves it over the head (

jUi
) of Jahau ArS PSdishSh

Begam, on the feast held to celebrate her recovery.

Nigfir of precious stones aiid golden rosea on behalf
of the Princess and other Begams. {Bad. Nam. II,

396.) 99
606 Muhr and rupees of five hundred Tolas given to Hakim

Da'ud as a reward for curing the Princess. {Bad.
Nam. II, 399.) 72

632 Total Revenue of Balkb and Badakbshfiu, one kror

ShShls aho called Kb<inis ;
one rupee == 4 Sh&his. {Bad.

Nam. II, 542.)

639 The circulation in Balkb of the old Kb5ni which had
been debased and haul a large proportion of copper
forbidden, ShSh JahSnl Rupees and Ashrafis made
current. {Bad. Nam. II, 663.)

654 Twelve thousand TumSns or 4 lacs of rupees in cash
{iMj

)

given by the ShSh of Persia to Nagar Muham-
mad Khftn. {Bad. Nam. II, 662.)

749 Mir Jumla offers as Nazar and NigSr one thousand goid

Ibrahimis to Prince Aurangzob. (Cf. Haag,. 'Alam. 226
note.)

,, ,
Khafi Khan II.

Text. Trans.
B. D. VII.

2 212 Aurangzeb’s style and titles. 302
6 214 ShSh ShujS' and MurSd Bakbsh have the

Tghnfcha recited and coins struck in their own
names.

29 . . Amirs offer Nazar and Nisat' after the battle

of DharmStpur.
31-32 226-6 ShSh .TabSn sends a sword named ‘Alamgir as

a present to A urangzeb who takes it as a good
omen.

^

302

38 228 MurSd Bakbah arrested and imprisoned.

(Date.) 273

39 229 Date of Aurangzeb’s first coronation ; Kbntba
and Sikka not settled. 275

40 . . Nazar and NigSr at Anrangzeb’s first corona-

tion-.
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Text. Trans.
B. D. VII.

76 241 Date of Aurangzeb's second coronation (4th

in £.D. is a mistake for 24th). 275
77 241 Aurangzeb’s style and titles. 302

77 241 Stamping of Kalima on coins forbidden. Verse
motto on Ashrafis (with *mibr’); on Rupees
(with ‘ badr’).

79 241 Celebration of Nauroz forbidden
;
Hijn era to

be used in the Hisab^i-Daftar. 30

134 .. NarSinl coins of Kuch-Bihar alluded to; (also

p. 137).

153 265 Coins struck in ^Alamglrnagar in Kuch Bihar;

kbutba recited in Aurangzeb’s name and
circulation of Naraims forbidden. (1072
A.H.).i 332

156 267 Murad Bakbsh put to death. (Date.) 274

177 271 ShivajI coins Huns and copper coins at RSjgadh
(1074 A H.) 332

183 275 Ten lacs of Huns= 40 lacs of rupees ( 1075 A.H.)

.

185 .. !l^utba recited and coins struck in Aurang-
zeb’s- name in Tibet (1075 A.H.). 332

185 . . Nigar of gold and silver rosea on the head of

Kiiatlb

180-6 .. Two thousand of the newly struck Ashrafis

and nine thousand of the rupees sent to court

with other presents.

187 275 Date of Shah Jahan’s death. 273
181) .. Aurangzeb. presents to Begam SShib ten

thousand Ashrafis, each AshrafI was then
equal to seventeen rupees (1076 A.H.). 250

100 276 ShivajI offers as Nazar and Nisar 1500 Ash-
rafis and six thousand rupees equal in all to

30,000 rupees (AshrafI = 16 rupees). 251
214 The publication of Almanacks forbidden. 31

233 . . Aimal Khan Afj^an calls himself Aimal Shah
and stamps monev in his own name. 1079
A.H. 332

26<) 301 Prince Muhammad Akbar said to have struck

money in his own name. 1079 A.H. 332
358 336 Haidarabad ordered to be called Darud-Jihad.
399 344 Names of places like Baglana, Bangala, Par-

ndlUy etc., to be written with a terminal Alef
instead of final ‘ha.* 1103 A.H; N.8.
XXXTV, 191.

i For these Narfiinis, see Notes On Some Coins of the Kooh Kings,
by E. A. Oqit in J.A.S,B. 1895, 237-241. *Alamgimagar was the new name
given to the capital of Kuch BihSr. Nama. 694 ; *Alam. 40.)
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Text. Tran*.
B.D. VII.

401-2 346 Portuguese silver coin worth nine annas and
called Aahrafi (Xerafin) and copper coin

called Bvarug (^zaruco) equal to | of a
Fulus (cf. Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Xerafine
and Budgrook).

423 351 Rupees struck by the English at Bombay in

the name of their own King. 332
432 357 One lac Huns equal to 3,50,000 rupees (1105

A.H.).

443 358 Prince Mu‘azzam who had been given the title

( ) of ShSh ‘Alam was now given the

( ) of BahSdur ShSh (1106 A.H.) 304

549 386 Date of Aurangzeb’s death. 276
566 387 Date of A'^am Shfth’s coronation. 277
568 389 Aurangzeb’s treasure in Agra Fort, Ashrafis

and presentation money.
[

aC*
]

74
670 390 Kftm Bakbsh assumes the Din Panah in

his Khutiba and has coins struck in his own
name. 303

570 .. Verse-motto of Kim Bakbsh’s coins. 321
671 391 Date of A'zam Shih’s coronation and his coin-

couplet. 277

674 392 Date of Bahidur Shih Shil> ‘Alam I’s corona-
tion . 278

674 393 Bal^dur Shih orders the weight of the rupee
to be raised by ^ Misha. N.8. XXVIII, 67.

678 393-4 Bahidur Shih gets possession of the treasure

in Agra Fort (large Ashrafis and presenta-

tion money), Sjjjj j ] 75

590 398 Date of A'^am Shih’s defeat and death. 277
599 . . Titles given by the Emperor to the EVinces. 305
603 404 ^hidur Shih Shih ‘Alam I orders that the

legends on coins should be in prose, not
verse.

607 . . Official date of Shih ‘Alam Bahidur’s accession
6xed as 18 Zt-l-hajja 1117 A.H. 278

621 . . Date of Kim Bakbsn’s defeat and death. 277
644 .

. Kbutba read in Qandahir (Af|^inistin) in

Bahadur Shah’s reign. 3.32

645 .. Haidaribid ordered to be called Fnrkbunda
' Bunydd. N.S. XXXV, 79.

683 428 Date of Bahidur Shih’s death. 279
686 430 Date of ‘ A^Imn-sh-shin’s death.
701 437 Date of Jahindir Shih’s defeat. 281
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T«xt.

710

711

721

734
737

737

737

8
816
816

825

825
627
829

829

830

831

836

838

840
841
841

850
903
914
914

Trans.
E. D. VIII.

439 FarrakbBlyar has the j^^utba cecited and
coins struck in the name of his father
'AzlmU'Sh'shSn on receiving the news of
Bahadur Shfth’s death. N.S XXXV, 82.

439 Farrukbslyar on hearing of * Aj;imu>sh<shan’s
death has the kbntba read and coins struck
in his own name at Patna. Ibid. 83.

Date of Farrukbslyar’s victory and iahindar
Shah’s defeat. 281

445 Jahandar Shah put to death. (Date). 281
Five hundred Tumans= 24,000 rupees. (1124

A.It.) 196
Gigantic Ashrafi and rupees presented to the

Persian ambassador, Mir Murta^a SbafAf. 75
446 Farmkbslyar gives oraers that his own reign

should be reckoned from let RabT 1 1123,

(Recte I, 1124) and that Jahandar Shah’s

reign should be considered as ( )

an usurpation. 281

476 Date of FarrukbfAyar’s deposition. 282
479 Date of RafTU‘d>Dara]at’s coronation. 282
479 Stvle and titles of Raf'Iu-d-Darajat (also

. p. 814) 306
482 Nikuslyar declared Emperor by the garrison of

Agra Fort. 284
. . Nikuslyar’s coin-couplet. 325

Date of NikaSIyar’s enthronement. 284
482 Baf’IU'd-Oaula enthroned daring the lifetime

of Raflu-d-Darajat. 283
482 Death of RaflU'd-Darajat three days sub-

sequently. 283

482 Date of Raf‘Iu-d-Daula’s accession. 283

483 He takes the Shah Jcihan'i'§ani. 307

484 Surrender of Agra Fort and deposition of Niku-
slyar. (Date). 284

4^5 Death of Raf*Ia-d-Daala after a reign of 'three

months and some days. 283

485 Date of Muhammad SMh’s coronation. 284
485 Muhammad ShSh’s style and titles. 307

846 Muhammad Shfth issues orders that hia own
reign should be taken to have begun from

the day of Farrukbslyar’s deposition. 285
Muhammad Shilh’s style and titles. 307

Ditto ditto. 307

609 Muhammad Ibrfthlm declared Emperor. 28

509 Muhammad Ibrilhlm’s style and titles. 286
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Text. Trans.
B. D. VIII.

927 . . Muhammad Slvih's style and titles. See also

933. 307

933 516 Defeat of the Sayyads and deposition of

Muhammad IbrSbIm (Date).‘ 286

Mirat-i-All^inadi.

Part I.

Bombay Lith., Tr. Bird, History of

ISOeA.H. Gujarat (i6V/5).

Text. Trans.

8 91 Style and titles of Alimad Shah. 309

14 90 Style and titles of ‘Aiamglr 11. 309

19-24 109-118 One hundred Tankchas of GujarSt equiv-

alent to one Akbarl Rupee. (Cf. also

Baylev, Local Muhammadan Dynasties,

pp.‘6-16.)

. . 109 Huns and Ibr&hlmls reckoned at about 4^
rupees each.

22 119 Mahmudi Changlzl valued at } rupee (the

figures are probably wrong). (Bayley,

p. 12.)

24 122 Mahmudi Changlzl valued at ^ rupee.

(Bayley, 14.)

25 127 Mahmudi Changlzl valued at 2/6tbs of a

rupee. (Bayley, 14, 16.)

58 ... The Gujar&t seer was equal in weight to

16 Bahlulls in the reign of Malbmi^ 1

1469-1611 A.C. (Vor BahlUlis, vide Atn,
Tr. T, 31 : Thomas, Chronicles, p. 359.)

104-111 292-300 Style and titles of’ the Mughal Emperors
from Bftbur to Shfth JabSn 111 and the

dates of their accession and death.

166-171 382 Introduction of the Ilfihl era and the

Imperial Farm&n on the subject. 1 1»

214 . . Shfth Jabftn orders the years of his Julus
to be reckoned in HilSlI (Lunar) years.

(Bad. Nam. 1. 1, 128.)

224-6 . . A'gam Shftn compels the JSm to pay
tribute and close the mint in which he
had been striking Mal^mudis. (Bad.

Nam II. 232); (vide N.S. XXIV, 468).

128

1 ]^in Khin’a History is a chronicleb( the house ofTlmllr from the
secession of Mftbor to the 14tb year of Binbammsd ShCh. (B D. VII,
907.)
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Text. Trans.

279-80

282
322
408

422

Aurangzeb reduces the weight of the Dfim
from 21 MSshas to 14 MBshss. N.S.

XXVUI. 63
Same subject. Ibid., 64.

Muifidl Tankas. 91.

Bahfldur Shsh Shsh ‘Alam I orders the

weight of the Muhr and Rupee to he
raised and made equal to one Tola

—

1122 A.H. Ibid, 68.

Coin-couplet of Farrukbsiyar. He issues

orders for striking Ashrafis and rupees

of the old*weight, viz. 11 Mftshas and

11 1 Mfishas respectively as in the days
of Aurangzeb. 323

Pabt II.

119 . . The standard weight of the Ashrsfl was
11 MSshas and that of the Rupee 11}
MSshas when the author wrote (about
1761 A.C.)

'

Kha2gna-i-*Amira.
Kahnp&r Lithograph, 1900 A.C.

Text.

62 Date of Ahmad Shfth’s imprisonmeilt and of ‘Alamglr
ll’s accession. 287

54 'Alamgir II put to death. (Date.) '

^

287
56 The day on which the NawSbs of the Carnatic made

the night*attack on NizBrnu-d'daula’s (Nisir Jang's)

camp was the 17th of Mnharram (1164 A.H.) accord-

ing to astronomical calculation—( ) but

the 16th According to visibility ( )•

• 78 Date of Muhammad ShAh’s death. 286

90 Date of Ahmad ShAh’s accession. 286
' 90 Date of Ahmad ShAh’s imprisonment. 287

90 ‘Alamgir II put to death. (Date.) 287

90 ShAh JahAn III is placed on the throne. (Date.) 288

91 Prince ‘All Gohar ascends the throne and assumes the

• This work was begun about 1748 A.C., 1161 A.H. and conmlated in

1760 A.C.. 1170 A.H. (Bird, foe. eft. 95, 90). ‘AH Muhammad ^In, the

author, was Dlwfe of Gujarat.
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Text.

title of Shfih ‘Alftm II. (Date) Official date of hie

accession. 288
91 Sbih JahSn III deposed. (Date.) 288
106 Ditto ditto (Date.) 288
269 The Kb&n-i-Sb&nftn *Abdu-r^Bahlm, Viceroy of GoJarSt,

gave 40,000 Mahmudls to the poet Shakibl in 1011

A.H.
371 Nftdir ShSh’s Coin-couplet. (Rodgers, foe. cti.)

404 Muzaffar 111 of GujarSt gave to the poet MuJI Lari

one hundred thousand Sikandarls (Tankas) for a

MagnaVI.

411 KhfikI ShlrazI says in his Muntaf^abu-l-Tawanf^ ' that

Akbar gave I^wS]a Husain Marwl for a Qaslda on
the birth of Prince Salim, two lacs of Tankas, i.e. ten

thousand Akbarl Rupees.

Siyaru-l-Mutaakh Khirin.

Sayyad Gkulam Huaain Trana. M. Raymond.
eompUled in 178H A.C. CaletUta Reprint, 1902.

Trans.

Vol, 1. 3 Date of Aurangzeb’s death. 276
3 A'zam ShSh ascends the throne. (Date). 277

6 Date of BahSdur Sh4h SbSh *Alam I’s corona-

tion. 278

7 Date of A'gam Shfth’s defeat and death. 277

12 (note) The dSm really equal to from the 40th to

48th part of a rupee, but in tlie Chamber
of Accounts 40 dfims always go for a rupee.

(See also I. 183 n.)

Date of Kfim Bakbsh’s defeat and death. 277
Date of ShSh ‘Alarn I’s death. 279
Farrukbsiyar has the miutba read and coins

struck in bis own name on hearing of his

father’s death.

Date of JahilndSr ShAb’s defeat. 281

Ditto ditto death. 281

Farrukbsiyar is deposed. (Date.) 282
Style and titles 6f Kaf‘lu-d-Darajat'and date

of his accession. 282
Date of Raf'Iu-d -darajSt’s death. 283
Date of Muhammad Sh&h’s coronation. 285

13

22
47

53
62

129-30
136

143
145

I There is • copy of this rare work in the Mullfi FIrQz Library,
Bombay. (Hehatsek. Catalogue, p. 84.) The author was Dlwin of

Patna and it was completed in 1010 A.U. The statement is titerefore nut
wittiont significance. Cf. S’ob. Akb. Text 288 ; BadSoni Tr. Lowe II, 124.

See Blliot and Dowson, VI. 201 for an account of the writer.
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Text.

146
' 146

186

193

201

237

Vol. II—336«.

Vol. Ill—339

„ IV— 196?t.

224

Style and titles of Moliammad Shftb. 307

OffieuU date of Muhammad Shah’s Julus. 286
Style and titles of Muhammad IbrShlm and
date of accession. 309, 286

Defeat of the Sayyads and deposition of

Mohammad IbrShim. (Date.) 286
NigSr by the Emperor’s mother on his return-

ing to the palace after the victory.

Alteration of Muhammad ShSh’s Kunyat and
substitution of Abul Fafk for Abul
^usaffar. (1134 A.H.) 307

Coin-couplet of ShSh ‘Alam II composed by
Mir Mahdl EJhSn (Brown. L.M.C. i No. 78).

Meaning of the name ' All Gohar.’ 327
Date of Ahmad Shfih’s deposition and

‘Alamgir li’s accession.

Parody of Aurangzeb’s coin-couplet. 322
Bahfidur ShSh orders HaidarSbfid to be

styled Farkbunda BunyAd.

ari.

Manuscript

,

Text.

57 Date of Auraiigzeb's death. 270
57 Prince Muhammad A*zam ascends the throne. (Date.)

277
57 Date of Bahadur Shah Shah 'Alam I’s accession. 278
58 Date of A'zam Shfth’s defeat and death. 277
08 Date of Kam BaU)8h's defeat and death. 277
68 Date of Bahadur Shah’s death.
09 Date of Jahandftr Shah’s coronation.
74 Date of Jahdndar ShSh’s defeat.

76 Actual date of Farru^^siyar’s accession.

79 Official date of ditto ditto.

84

Date of Raf'lu-d-darajat’s accession.
' 84 llaf'Iu-d-daula’s accession.

84 Do. Raf lu-d-darajftt’s death. 283
Raf*lu-d daula’s death.

85 Style and titles of Muhammad Shah : date of his

coronation 307
86 Official date of his accession. 285
108 Muhammad Ibrfihim raised to the throne. His style

‘ and titles. 309
111-6 Defeat of the Sayyads and deposition of Muhammad

Ibrdlilm. (Date.) 286



Corutpeelwi of Pasaagea. 376

NigSr on Muhammad ShSh’n head on his return to the
capital

Envoy of the Shanf of Mecca given an Ashrafl of

1,000 tolas called Kaukab-i-Tal‘i. (Xf R.Y.) 75
Date of Muhammad ShSh’s death. 286
Duration of his reign according to the CKlwd and

official reckoning.

Date of Ahmad ShSh’s accession. 280
Do. do. imprisonment and deposition.

287
Do. ‘Alamgir II’s accession. 287
Do. do. ’s assaiisination. 287
Actual date of ShSh *Alam II’s coronation

; orders
about the official d»,te of his Julua. 288

Mifta^u-t-Tawarikh

Kdhnpur Lithography 1284 A,H.
Text.

213 Couplets inscribed on coins issued from the mints of

Agra and Ahniaddbid in Jahangir s reign. (Brown,
L.M.C. i. Couplets Nos. 15 and 22.)

214 The Nur Jah&n coin-couplet. (Brown, No 62.) 318
230 Metrical inscriptions on the two hundred Muhr-piece

of Shah Jahfin. (Brown No. 55.)

264 Dates of Aurangzeb’s two coronations and his style

and titles.

260 Aurangzeb’s coin-coupiet. (Brown, No. 58.)

207 Bahadur ShSh Shah ^Alam’s style and titles and date
of coronation.

298 Date of Bahadur Shah’s death.

299 Jahandar Shfth’s style and titles. Date of his corona-
tion. His coin couplet. (Rodgers. J.A.S.B., 1888,

p.28.)
301 Farrukbsiyar’s style and titles. Date of his corona-

tion. His coin-couplet. (Brown, No. 68.)

304 Raf'Id-d-DaraJSt's coin-couplet. (Brown No. 69.)

304-5 Raf*Iu-d-Daula’s style and titles and dates of acces-

sion and death.
.304 Mu][iammad ShSh’s style and titles and date of

accession.

Alleged coin-couplet of Mul^ammad ShSh :

T«x».

117

135

186
186-7

188
230

243
276
286

.305
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.

Text.

326 Date of Muhammad Shah’s death.

327 Date of Ahmad Shah’s accession. His style and

titles. He assumes the Bahadur notwithstand-

ing the advice of his ministers. 219
336 Dates of the deposition, blinding and death of Ahmad

Shah. * 286
340-1 Date of 'Alamgfr H’s coronation. His st^^le and

titles and coin-couplet. (Rodgers, loc.cit. 31.) 287
341 Date of 'Alamgir II’s assassination. 287
343 Date of Shah *Alam II’s accession. His st^de and

titles and coin-couplet. 288,327
361 Date on which Bidar Bahht was placed on the throne.

His alleged coin-couplet. 289,327
361 Date of the blinding of Sh&h 'Alain II. 288
376 Date of the death of Shah 'Alain II. 289
376 Akbar ll’s style and titles. Date of his accession.

His coin-couplet. 289,313,328
394 Date of Akbar II’s death. 289
394 Style and titles of Bahadur Shfth II. Date of his

accession. His coin-couplet.' 289,313,328

1 It will be observed that there are in this Conspectus several

passages wliich are not mentioned in the book itself, and to which no
references are given. They have been included merely with a view to
make the Index as exhaustive as possible. Most of tliem are literal

reproductions or paraphrases of the statements of earlier writers and
throw no new light on the subject, or are notices of secondary impor-

tance which are so vague, indednite or incomplete that they make no real

addition to our knowledge.








